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I have learned the art of the sage, Adapa, I am familiar with the secret
storehouse of all scribal learning, celestial and terrestrial portents.
I can debate in an assembly of scholars and discuss with the clever
oil diviners (the treatise) “if the liver is a replica of the sky.” I used
to figure out complicated divisions and multiplications that have no
solutions. Time and again I have read the cleverly written compositions in which the Sumerian is obscure and the Akkadian is difficult
to interpret correctly. I have studied inscriptions on stone from before
the Flood which are sealed, obscure and confused.
Assurbanipal (668–627 BCE)
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INTRODUCTION
Primeval History
There could have been a quotation mark with “history” in our title.
The sources we will examine were written long before anybody would
think to call them “historical,” whatever is associated with this designation. So we are on unsafe waters. The designation is on the first
hand meant as a demarcation. If we had written “primeval time,” we
would not have titled a book, but a series. To deal with primeval time,
as it is recorded in numerous myths in Mesopotamia and reflected in
numerous texts in the Hebrew Bible, would exceed the capacity of the
most ambitious scholar. Therefore there is a meaning in the designation “primeval history” in order to limit the scope.
The ancient sages of the Ancient Near East never wrote anything
like our history books or made the investigations necessary to call
anything historical. Nevertheless, they wrote annals, chronographies,
lists of kings, and genealogies that created a distance to the past. The
scholarly milieus we will deal with were eager to dig into the past to
see whether there were signs left that could enable them to interpret
the present and the future.1 This eagerness led them also to enter the
ultimate past, the primeval time. This created a challenge, as we can
observe in all the traditions we will deal with: Mesopotamian, biblical
and Enochic. The primeval time was a time different from all other
times.
This was the time when the gods, or God, according to the myths of
origin, created the foundations of the cosmos and human life. In these
myths humans have no active part, which is clearly seen in theogonies,
combat myths, and myths of the divine origin of culture. The myths
deal with the acts of the gods, and if humans are involved, they are
only passive recipients of the gods’ actions and decisions in primeval
time. Since these myths focus on the realm of the gods and the influence their acts have on humans, the relation between primeval time
and contemporary time becomes fluid. The timetable of the gods is

1

J.-J. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, vol. 19, SBLWAW. Atlanta 2004, 3–33.
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not the timetable of humans, and the mythical time of the origin flows
over into the contemporary time of humans. What humans could do
in this perspective was to entreat the gods in their often confusing, but
nevertheless decisive acts to uphold cosmic stability.
When humans are placed into the very beginning of the cosmos,
not only as recipients of the acts of gods, but as actors themselves, the
understanding of the cosmos is changed. The divine and the human
world intersect and humans become actively involved in their own
fate. How they behave has consequences for the creation. There is no
free choice for humans here, because the divine destiny rests heavy on
them, but there is some space left for their activity. In Atrahasis, the
oldest history-like composition known, there is a lot of human activity
in order to avoid the disasters sent by the gods. In the flood stories,
Babylonian and biblical, the hero builds a boat in order to survive the
flood. In the Enochic Watcher Story it is the cries from the humans
for justice that turn the fate of the cosmos. In fact, the lesson learned
by the gods in sending the flood is that humans and gods cannot exist
without each other; they are mutually dependent.
With humans comes human time. Our sources—the Babylonian,
biblical and Enochic—are extremely occupied with numbers and
dates. The Babylonian lists always inform the reader about the number of years the primeval kings reign. Atrahasis is occupied with the
numbers of years separating one incident from another. Genesis uses
genealogical dates all the time. The Enochic Watcher Story clearly dates
the rebellion of the watchers to the days of Jared, Enoch’s father. The
numbers and dates are of course artificial. The primeval kings ruled for
thousands of years in the Babylonian lists, the primeval ancestors lived
for hundreds of years in Genesis. Nevertheless, the dates and numbers
create the impression of both distance from the past and chronological
development. The time of the gods cannot be numbered or dated; the
time of humans evolves along a time axis, creating a sense of history.
The sentiment of a history in primeval time increased with the growing awareness of a great flood. To our knowledge this flood was first
recorded in Atrahasis. Already in this composition we get the impression of a history stretching through the lives of humans from their
creation to their final destination at the end of the story. The fate of
humans is divided into periods of disasters. The great flood that comes
as the last disaster marks a boundary in the time of the earth. There is
a time before the great flood, the antediluvian time with one sort of life
conditions, and there comes a new time afterwards, postdiluvian, with
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life conditions as humans now experience them. Humans may later
experience disasters that can be likened to the antediluvian disasters
and the great flood, as we see it in the Poem of Erra. The primeval
flood itself, however, which nearly annihilated all humanity, should
never be repeated. This flood becomes an anchor in the past, separating two ages. Both the biblical flood story and the Enochic version
carry this imprint from Atrahasis. When the notion of the flood traverses the narrative borders of Atrahasis and becomes a part of other
traditions, it brings this consciousness with it: there was a time before
the flood when human conditions were different; the proper primeval
time was the antediluvian time.
The imaginations of antediluvian time in Babylonia did originally
belong to quite different kinds of compositions: narratives, lists, and
rituals. They formed blocks of traditions that could be expanded, abbreviated, added, and merged. The adding of chronographic lists and narratives especially created a sense of history. There was at the beginning
the creation of the cosmos; then kingship was lowered from heaven.
There ruled a certain number of kings for so many years; then came
the flood. In the time when the kings ruled a certain number of sages
came from the divine realm to teach humans the cultural benefits.
The style of this genre of adding lists and narratives is reflected in the
biblical primeval history in the additions of narratives and genealogies,
making the interplay between them even tighter. It is also reflected in
the Enochic Watcher Story, blending the whole gallery of antediluvians from the Babylonian traditions into one dramatic story.
Babylonian, Biblical, and Enochic
The material we will discuss has similarities and differences. A similarity is that there are three basic stories of primeval time in the three
versions: the Babylonian, the biblical and the Enochic. Atrahasis is
composed as one coherent narrative. The priestly material in the Genesis primeval history starts a long narrative leading up to the revelation on Sinai. The Watcher Story is in its final form composed as one
coherent narrative. Accordingly, it is possible to do a triangular reading of these narratives. A difference is the literary context in which
they appear. Atrahasis continued to exist as one coherent story for
more than one thousand years. The flood story was, however, also read
into other blocks of traditions about primeval time. Integrated into
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this new literary context, the flood story became a part of a larger narrative. Thus the story communicated in a twofold way, both as a story
of its own and as a part of other versions of the primeval history. We
cannot exclude this second aspect from our investigation, because later
readers were familiar both with Atrahasis as a story of its own and
with the different contexts in which it was placed.
The priestly material in Genesis is woven together with material
coming from other sources. This literary context cannot be excluded
when examining the biblical primeval history. Through this context
the image of primeval history becomes far more complex than what
appears in the theology of the priestly material alone. When Genesis had reached its final form, the primeval history was read as one
coherent story, even though the history of reception demonstrates
that the later interpreters could have difficulties in harmonising the
inconsistencies.
The Watcher Story is a part of the Book of Watchers. There are indications that this book once existed on a separate scroll, but there are
no external text-witnesses to confirm that the Watcher Story once was
an independent composition; the criteria for claiming this are internal. Nevertheless, we cannot read the Watcher Story isolated from the
book in which the story appears. This book is also a part of a growing Enochic tradition. We have to consider this larger context as well.
There is accordingly duplicity in our intertextual reading. It works in
relation to formative narratives, and it moves within the context of
these narratives that had decisive importance for the understanding
of primeval time.
The three narratives—Atrahasis, the biblical primeval history, and the
Watcher Story—were all foundational narratives in their own cultures.
They also had the communicative force to go beyond their own cultural limits and be a part of the cultural memory of other cultures. The
flood story was composed in Atrahasis and taken over in Gilgamesh.
Either through Atrahasis itself or through the Gilgamesh version it
was known in Ugaritic, Israelite, early Jewish, Greek and Roman cultures.2 The Genesis primeval history laid the foundation for Western
2
Cf. E. Noort, “The Stories of the Great Flood: Notes on Gen 6:5–9:17 in Its Context of the Ancient Near East,” in Interpretations of the Flood, ed. G. Martinez and
G. P. Luttikhuizen. Leiden 1999, 1–39; J. N. Bremer, “Near Eastern and Native Traditions in Apollodorus’ Account of the Flood,” in Interpretations of the Flood, ed. G.
Martinez and G. P. Luttikhuizen. Leiden 1999, 39–55; A. Hilhorst, “The Noah Story:
Was it known to the Greeks?,” in Interpretations of the Flood, ed. G. Martinez and
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understanding of primordial time up to the scientific revolution.3 The
Watcher Story formed the basic paradigm for the origin and spread of
evil in early Judaism. It made a heavy impact on Christianity.4
The three stories are foundational also in regard to their content.
They all tell how the conditions of human life were formed through
events in primeval time. Here they depart from most other myths
because they stress the interplay between humans and the divine.
Moreover, it was not only the creative acts of the one God or gods
that were crucial for the understanding of the present reality, but also
a primeval catastrophe that struck the earth. In the three stories this
catastrophe is linked to the great flood that came over the earth and
eliminated all humans except for the one chosen by a god and his family. History therefore had to start anew after this flood.
There are accordingly good reasons to read these stories intertextually regardless of how we define the relationship between them from a
diachronic perspective. E. van Wolde has done a reading of the Babylonian flood stories in Atrahasis and Gilgamesh compared to the biblical flood story, based on a synchronic reading. She demonstrates how
we as readers see a similarity in the syntagmatic ordering of themes
and how we let them function as intertextemes, as nodal points in the
intertextual interaction with texts. This is a hermeneutics not based on
a causal relationship in which a genotext (i.e. Atrahasis) is prompting
for a phenotext (i.e. Noah story). It is a hermeneutics based on simultaneous and functional relationships in which iconic qualities or similarities form the basis for the reader’s giving of meaning.5 In a grand

G. P. Luttikhuizen. Leiden 1999, 56–65; Ovid, Metamorphoses Book I, lines 128f. and
240f. For text, cf. J. T. Miller, Ovid. Metamorphoses, LCL. Cambridge and London
1956.
3
Still in the second edition of Encyclopedia Britannica from 1777–83 Genesis was
regarded as the only reliable source to the origin of the world and humanity, cf. H. M.
Barstad, ”History and the Hebrew Bible,” in Can a ‘History of Israel’ Be Written?, ed.
L. L. Grabbe. Sheffield 1997, 37–64, 37. In geology the biblical story about Noah and
the flood was normative until the beginning of the nineteenth century, at least among
British geologists, cf. N. Cohn, Noah’s Flood. The Genesis Story in Western Thought,
paperback 1999 ed. New Haven and London 1996, 109–119. The biblical stories about
the origin of humanity did not only leave its mark on the view of history, but also
on geography. The earthly Paradise, or similar utopian locations, was carefully drawn
on world-maps up to the sixteenth century, cf. J. Delumeau, History of Paradise. The
Garden of Eden in Myth and Tradition, paperback 2000 ed. New York 1995, 47–70.
4
Cf. A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels and the History of Judaism and Christianity. The
Reception of Enochic Literature. Cambridge 2005, 122–159.
5
E. van Wolde, Words become Worlds: Semantic Studies of Genesis 1–11. Leiden
1994, 185–199.
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scale this is done by P. Ricoeur, analysing how the symbols of evil
based on primordial myths reside in our Western cultural memory.6
In this respect the reading together of selected texts sharpens the eye
both for deep common structures and for significant deviations.
We cannot, however, term this reading as synchronic opposed to
diachronic.7 The reading of historical texts will always be informed by
diachronic knowledge, both regarding the text itself and regarding its
historical context.8 This is certainly so in a triangular reading of our
texts. The texts themselves have a history that cannot be ignored. They
are marked by their different cultural and religious settings, crucial for
the interpretation of them. To stress the difference between a supposed
synchronic reading and a diachronic one obscures the understanding
of both readings. Van Wolde works with the semantic and literary
qualities of the compositions. In such an analysis the genesis of the
composition is placed in brackets. We seek the literary universe of the
text, not its underlying sources. This kind of analysis has as its presupposition that the composition has a meaning far richer than the intention of the author. This allows the reader more freedom in analysing
the literary structures; we do not need to ask what was intended, only
what was communicated through the text. This reading does, however,
not imply that the composition can be read without any regard to history. Even though the intention of the author and the genesis of the
text are bracketed, the composition is still there in a distinct historical
setting. The reader has to imagine a historical context for the composition; if not, the whole hermeneutical horizon for the interpretation
will be confused.
A principal opposition between synchronic and diachronic also
confuses the understanding of the diachronic. To work diachronically
is not only to establish clear causal relationships between texts. Everybody knows that it is extremely difficult to work with ancient texts. It
is even more difficult to compare ancient texts coming from different
cultures and languages. Similar stories and motifs get distorted when

6

P. Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Evil. Boston 1967.
This is done by van Wolde, who claims that a diachronic investigation of the
relationship between Genesis on the one side and Gilgamesh and Atrahasis on the
other is doomed to failure, because the intertextual relations are based on cultural
conventions, Wolde, Words become Worlds, 188f.
8
Cf. J. Barr, “The Synchronic, the Diachronic and the Historical: A Triangular
Relationship,” in Synchronic or Diachronic: A Debate on Method in Old Testament
Exegesis, ed. J. C. de Moor. Leiden 1995, 1–14.
7
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they are transposed from one culture to another. They are contextualised into new settings, as can clearly be seen in the flood story. The
understanding of this itinerary of texts demands more than a causeeffect comparison of the texts themselves. We need to know how the
different cultural imprints are stored in their literary structures.
In cases where texts belong to the same culture and share similar
traits, it is often difficult to determine the direction of influence. We
know that much more was going on in sharing ideas than what we
can glimpse from the selection of texts that have survived history and
reached us. We cannot concentrate on texts as written compositions
only. They are vehicles of oral communication and shared cultural
memory. The relationship between texts coming from the same culture is therefore not one dimensional, one text making its imprint on
another; it is dialogical, texts formed in a culture exchanging ideas.
In our reading of the distinct texts we must accordingly both be
aware of the literary qualities and the historical conditions. Our texts
are both literature and historical sources. Comparing them means
both to compare different literary universes generating meaning and
to compare sources that have been formed through history.
In comparing narratives we need a reflection on how narratives
interact. Considering the relationship between the three versions
of primeval history, we have chosen a terminology borrowed from
H. Lindemann Nelson. She analyses the relationships among what she
designates as master narratives, counter stories and alternative stories.9 For Lindemann Nelson these designations are used in an analysis of social interaction, how narrative identities could be oppressive
or liberating. We use these designations purely as literary categories.
A master narrative is a foundational story in a community. It is in an
interplay with other narratives of a similar kind. Together they summarise shared understandings in the community and exercise authority over moral norms. They have the capacity to present a world-view
that seems self-evident.10 A counter story is a story that contests the
world-view of the master narrative, not by trying to erase the narrative
itself, but by making significant changes in its literary web. The result
is that the new restored narrative communicates something entirely

9
H. L. Nelson, Damaged Identities, Narrative Repair. Ithaca and London 2001,
6–20, 150–88.
10
Cf. Ibid., 6f.
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different. The counter story is definitely in opposition to the master
narrative, but not necessarily polemical. It works counter in a more
subtle way by dissolving the communicative force of the master narrative, through displacement of plots and characters.11 Alternative stories also deviate from master narratives, but they do not contest them.
They can add, move, and remove features from the master narrative
in order to make new accents in it, but not to dissolve its communicative force. Alternative narratives can live together and lend authority
to each other.
C. A. Newsom has made a somewhat similar distinction in her book
about the construction of religious identity at Qumran. She distinguishes between dominant discourse and counter-discourse. The Qumran community created a counter-discourse over against the dominant
discourse of the Judean society.12 Her definitions of “dominant” and
“counter” are close to those found in Lindemann Nelson’s approach,
bearing in mind that discourse is a much broader category than narrative. It is also a more demanding one, since a dominant discourse of
“normal” Judaism has to be constructed.
In our study we are dealing with master narratives, both when we
concentrate on Atrahasis, the priestly primeval history and the Watcher
Story and when we read them in their larger context. Primeval time
was the time when the basic conditions of human life were formed.
The interpretations of what this meant for later history were crucial for
the formation of theologies and ideologies shared by the communities.
In our study we do not only compare the three versions of primeval
history because they are three foundational concepts shedding light
on each other. We claim that there is a historical relationship between
them. The Babylonian version has influenced both the primeval history in Genesis and the Watcher Story, and there is a historical interrelationship between the Watcher Story and Genesis. How intimate the
knowledge about the other versions was will be thoroughly discussed.
We have to consider also how the one master version interpreted
the other. Was it simply informed by the other, adopting motifs and
themes in order to write an alternative version, or was it a conscious

11

Ibid., 152f.
C. A. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space. Constructing Identity and Community
at Qumran, vol. 52, STDJ. Leiden 2004, 17–21.
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attempt to write a counter story, contesting the ideologies of the other
versions?
The manuscript was finished in mid-June, 2010. It deals with sources
where there is a constant flow of publications. Writing the manuscript
has taken many years, and it has been a challenge to be updated on
recent publications within the three different fields. At the time when
the manuscript was finished the article “On the Origin of Watchers: A
Comparative Study of the Antediluvian Wisdom in Mesopotamia and
Jewish Traditions,” written by Amar Annus and published in Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha 19 (2010) reached me. Some
parts of my manuscript and Annus’ article overlap. Annus has my
book Roots of Apocalyptic as one of his points of departure. In this
book I claim that the concept of the watchers in the Watcher Story is
dependent on the Babylonian traditions of the apkallus. Both Annus
and I have further explored this argument, and we arrive through different angles at several places at the same conclusions. It has not been
possible to include Annus’ article in my manuscript. If I had done so,
after my manuscript was finished, I would have presented a wrong
image of my research. The two studies are totally independent, and
they should therefore be read as two independent entries into some
of the same sources.

PART ONE

MESOPOTAMIAN PRIMEVAL TRADITIONS

CHAPTER ONE

THE EPIC OF ATRAHASIS
1.1

The Manuscripts of Atrahasis

In 1965 W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard published a collection of
cuneiform tablets and fragments on Atrahasis.1 In 1969 they published a critical edition of the poem with transliteration, translation,
and notes.2 Two years earlier Millard had given an outline of the story
compared with the biblical Genesis.3 For the first time scholars were
able to read the manuscripts in an order that made a coherent story.4
The basic manuscript was, according to the colophon, written by the
scribe Ipiq-Aya5 under the reign of Ammiṣaduqa in the first dynasty
of Babylon (1646–1626 BCE).6 About 60% of the original 1245 lines of
poetry were preserved in whole or in part. There were, however, more
fragments that could be fitted into Ipiq-Aya’s composition. Lambert
and Millard grouped the manuscripts using capital letters.7 The manuscripts were classified according a chronological scheme and according
to how they related to Ipiq-Aya’s manuscript of Atrahasis.

1
W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the
British Museum, vol. 46. London 1965.
2
W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs. The Balylonian Story of the Flood.
Oxford 1969.
3
A. R. Millard, “A New Babylonian ’Genesis’ Story,” TynBul 18 (1967): 3–18.
4
For earlier editions of tablets and fragments, cf. Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs,
1–5, and L. Matouš, “Zur neueren epischen Literatur im Alten Mesopotamien,” ArOr
35 (1967): 1–25.
5
The name of the scribe has been read in many different ways. Lambert and Millard read Ku-Aya. Von Soden reads the signs differently as Nur-Ajja, “Light of Aya.”
W. von Soden, “Die erste Tafel des altbabylonischen Atramḫasīs-Mythus. ‘Haupttext’
und Parallelversionen,” ZA 69 (1978): 50–94, note 1, 50f. Aya is the Akkadian name of
a Sumerian god of light, Šerida. If the first sign is to be read as Sumerian kù, it is more
likely to give it its Akkadian value kaspu, “silver,” i.e. kasap-Aya, “silver of Aya.” This
has been a quite common reading of the name. We follow Wilcke who reads the first
sign as Akkadian ipqu, “benevolence,” i.e. Ipiq-Aya; cf. C. Wilcke, “Weltuntergang als
Anfang,” in Weltende, ed. A. Jones. Wiesbaden 1999, 63–112, note 10, 68f.
6
We follow the chronology by Brinkman, J. A., Mesopotamian Chronology of the
Historical Period, in A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia. Portrait of a Dead Civilization, rev. ed. Chicago 1977, 335–48.
7
Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 31–41.
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Old Babylonian Tablets:
Here the tablets are divided into two groups:
Tablets belonging to Ipiq-Aya’s composition:
A: Ipiq-Aya’s tablet I
B: Ipiq-Aya’s tablet II
C: Ipiq-Aya’s tablet III
D: Copy of Ipiq-Aya’s tablet II
These were the tablets that formed the basis for the reconstructed edition by Lambert and Millard. All the tablets most likely came from
Sippar.
Tablets relating to Ipiq-Aya’s composition:
There were three more manuscripts from Sippar. Lambert and Millard
labelled them as E, F, and G. Of these E has a text that is basically the
same as Ipiq-Aya’s. F and G differ in many places.
Middle Babylonian tablets:
There were only two manuscripts that could be classified as Middle
Babylonian. They are both small fragmentary pieces:
• CBS 13532 from Nippur, rendering some lines of the instruction
about how to build the boat
• Ras Shamra version, rendering some lines about Atrahasis and the
flood
Both have differences in relation to Ipiq-Aya’s composition.
Tablets from Nineveh:
Fourteen pieces of tablets of Atrahasis were found in Assurbanipal’s
libraries in Nineveh. They can be divided into three groups:
• Tablets close to Ipiq-Aya’s composition: capital letters J-R
• Tablets more removed from Ipiq-Aya’s composition: capital letters
V and W
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• Tablets that belong together and form a coherent composition,
fairly free from Ipiq-Aya’s version, regarded as a separate Assyrian
version,8 by Lambert and Millard labelled S, T and U
Late Babylonian fragments:
There were two Late Babylonian fragments, labelled x and y. According to Lambert and Millard they differed from Ipiq-Aya’s composition
and from each other.
After the edition by Lambert and Millard more fragments have been
identified. Lambert published a series of small fragments in 1980. Some
of these belonged to the Assyrian version, while others were close to
the Old Babylonian composition.9 More important was the large fragment added by B. Groneberg in 1990, HE 529.10 This is an Old Babylonian manuscript covering II iv, 4–25 and II v, 15–36 in tablet D, the
copy of Ipiq-Aya’s second tablet.11 Through this manuscript we have a
more complete text to the end of the third divine disaster, the famine
that hit the country. Lambert added three new fragments to the poem
in 1991, one Old Babylonian and two Late Assyrian. The Old Babylonian covers parts of the creation scene in I iv, 195f.12
In 2000 B. Böck and I. Márques Rowe published a Late Babylonian fragment, MM 818.13 The fragment covers very fragmented
parts of Tablet I according to the Old Babylonian composition (lines
38–61). Lambert has announced that he has discovered one small fragment also belonging to the Late Babylonian recension, preliminarily

8
We use the terminology about texts recommended by J. S. Cooper, “Right Writing: Talking about Sumerian Orthography and Texts,” ASJ 22 (2000): 43–52, 50:
Composition—a literary work; manuscript—an exemplar of a composition (usually on
a clay tablet); text—the reconstructed wording of a literary composition; recension—a
manuscript or group of manuscripts whose text shows significant but minor variations from other manuscripts of a given composition; version—a manuscript or group
of manuscripts whose text shows significant and major variations from other manuscripts of a given composition.
9
W. G. Lambert, “New Fragments of Babylonian Epics,” AfO 27 (1980): 71–82.
10
B. Groneberg, “Atramhasis, Tafel II iv-v,” in Marchands, Diplomates et Empereurs. Études sur la Civilization Mésopotamienne Offertes à Paul Garelli, ed. D. Charpin
and F. Joannès. Paris 1991, 397–410.
11
The text on ipiq-Aya’s second tablet B is here missing.
12
W. G. Lambert, “Three New Pieces of Atra-ḫasīs,” in Marchands, Diplomates
et Empereurs. Études sur la Civilization Mésopotamienne Offertes à Paul Garelli, ed.
D. Charpin and F. Joannès. Paris 1991, 411–14. The most significant feature of the OB
text is that the introduction of Enki in I iv, 200–205 is missing.
13
B. Böck and I. Márques Rowe, “MM 818: A New LB Fragment of Atra-ḫasīs I,”
AuOr 17–18 (1999–2000): 167–77.
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published by A. R. George in 2003.14 This fragment is to be placed at
the end of the flood story and contains a promise given by Ea never
again to send a flood.
W. von Soden dealt with Atrahasis in several studies. He transliterated the first Ipiq-Aya tablet in 1978,15 gave a translation of the whole
Old Babylonian composition in 1979,16 and published a revised translation in 1994.17 In this last translation all the Old Babylonian fragments
discovered by that time were included. Von Soden doubted that IpiqAya was the actual author of the composition, holding instead that he
was only a scribe who had copied it. According to the colophons IpiqAya lived a hundred years after Hammurapi. At this time it would be
strange to write a poem that did not even mention Marduk, the head
of the Babylonian pantheon, and the important sun god Šamaš.18 Discussing the social and economic background of the poem, von Soden
found the circumstances during the 3rd dynasty of Ur especially interesting (according to von Soden to be dated 2064–1955 BCE).19
The publication of new tablets in 1996 by A. R. George and F. N. H.
Al-Rawi was a considerable new contribution to the text of Atrahasis.20
The tablets were found during the excavations in the Late Babylonian
temple of Šamaš at ancient Sippar in 1986. The editors gave a preliminary report about the findings, but the full edition of the tablets came
in 1996. The new tablets offered significant new insights into Atrahasis
in crucial places. They can be dated to the sixth century and belong
to the Late Babylonian recension.21 None of the previous editions and
translations had access to these new tablets.

14

A. R. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I. Oxford 2003, 527.
Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” 50–94.
16
W. von Soden, “Konflikte und ihre Bewältigung in babylonischen Schöpfungsund Fluterzählungen. Mit einer Teil-bersetzung des Atramḫasīs-Mythus,” MDOG
111 (1979): 1–33.
17
W. von Soden, “Der altbabylonische Atramchasis-Mythos,” in Mythen und Epen
II, Texte aus der Umwelt des Alten Testaments III/4, ed. K. Hecker et al. Gütersloh
1994, 612–45.
18
Soden, “Konflikte und ihre Bewältigung,” 5.
19
Brinkman, “Mesopotamian Chronology of the Historical Period,” dates the third
dynasty of Ur to 2112—2004, cf. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 336.
20
A. R. George and F. N. H. Al-Rawi, “Tablets from the Sippar Library VI. Atraḫasīs,” Iraq 58 (1996): 147–90.
21
Cf. B. R. Foster, Before the Muses. An Anthology of Akkadian Literature, 3 ed.
Bethesda, Maryland 2005, 256.
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George and Al-Rawi edited three tablets of the poem. These are
of considerably smaller size than the tablets coming from Ipiq-Aya’s
hand. In all, this Sippar composition must have covered about ten or
eleven tablets. The three tablets differ in quality. Comparing the text of
this Sippar edition with the Ipiq-Aya tablets, we find that the following
parts of the poem are legible:

Sippar library

Ipiq-Aya

Content of sequences

I obv. 1–26

A: I i, 1–26

The assignment of responsibilities among
the gods. The division of responsibilities
between the Anunnaku and the Igigu:
the Igigu will carry the workload, digging
and clearing the canals.

I obv. 39–66

A: I i, 34—ii, 75 The rebellion of the Igigu.

I rev. 67–74

A: I ii, 76–83

The gatekeepers Kalkal and Nusku wake
Enlil.

I rev. 90–117

A: I ii, 101—iii,
133

Meeting in the divine assembly about the
rebellion. Nusku is sent to the Igigu to
inquire.

II obv. 1–56

A: I ii, 111—iii,
169

Nusku goes to the Igigu. They tell about
their hardship in their toil and how they
decided to do battle with Enlil. Enlil
reacts with distress.

II rev. 57–116

(KLMN): I iii,
170—iv, 181;
AE: I iv,
189—v, 234

The creation of humans to carry the yoke
of the Igigu, the work for the Anunnaku.

V obv. 1–55

BD (Q): II ii,
9–35

Sippar tablet V begins in the middle
of the second divine disaster. Ea
intervenes and instructs Atrahasis how
to subvert the drought. The Sippar tablet
contains the end of the second disaster,
missing in the Old Babylonian tablets.

V rev. 56–116

No text in B.
Text in D only
fragments:
II iii, 2–34;
II iv, 1–12.
Groneberg (HE
529): II iv, 4–12

The third disaster, beginning like the first
and second disasters with the human
increase, the noise, and Enlil’s lack of
sleep. Goes on with a long description of
Atrahasis’ ritual to incubate a dream and
Ea’s answer.
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The manuscript from the Sippar library validates the observations
made in previous research concerning recensions. They show close
resemblance with the fragments from Nineveh that are close to the
Old Babylonian. These were labelled J-R in Lambert and Millard.
There was also a close resemblance to the Late Babylonian fragment
x in Lambert and Millard. According to George and Al-Rawi, this
manuscript from the Sippar library, labelled SI, together with these
fragments formed the Standard Babylonian recension,22 classified by
us as the Late Babylonian recension.
There are differences in orthography, grammar, and sometimes
wording between the Old Babylonian composition and the Late Babylonian Sippar recension. The content is, however, basically the same
where they overlap.
At the present state we can group the known manuscripts into four
strata that cover the following most important manuscripts:23
• Old Babylonian (OB): by Lambert and Millard labelled A, B, C, D,
E, F, G coming from Old Babylonian Sippar; HE 529 (Groneberg
1990); fragment to the first creation scene (Lambert 1991).
• Middle Babylonian (MB): the Nippur fragment CBS 13532, the Ras
Shamra version.
• Late Babylonian (LB): the Late Babylonian Sippar recension SI; the
Nineveh tablets labelled J-R by Lambert and Millard; the fragments
labelled x and y by Lambert and Millard; MM 818, published in
2000; Enki’s promise, published in 2003 by George.
• Assyrian Version: labelled by Lambert and Millard S, T and U, coming from Nineveh.
To these recensions and versions we must add the version of the
flood story told by Uta-napišti in the eleventh tablet of the Epic of
Gilgamesh.
At present there is no edition that includes all the manuscripts from
the various periods. In the third edition of Before the Muses Forster has translated the LB recension, mostly based on the SI tablets.24
22
23
24

Cf. George and Al-Rawi, “Tablets from the Sippar Library VI,” 147f.
Cf. Foster, Before the Muses, 228.
Ibid., 256–67.
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D. Shehata has created a text synopsis where the different readings from
the various manuscripts are listed and commented on line by line.25 In
the absence of a new critical edition this synopsis is very valuable.
1.2

Outline of the Story
1.2.1 The Igigu Myth

As a literary composition the poem clearly falls into two parts, designated by W. L. Moran as the “Igigu myth” and the “Deluge myth.”26
The Igigu myth starts with the creation of the cosmos and the decision
by the gods to divide the pantheon into two classes: the high gods,
the Anunnaku, and the lower gods, the Igigu. The Igigu are given the
task to dig the rivers Euphrates and Tigris, while the Anunnaku could
withdraw to their palaces. After 2500 years (cf. I i, 37)27 the Igigu have
had enough. Incited by the leading rebel god, they burn their hoes
and spades and surround the palace of the sleeping responsible god
Enlil in order to replace him. The leading rebel god was ša īšû ilu
ṭēma, “the god who had planning capacity.”28 The situation is close to
a “civil war” in the divine pantheon and the divine assembly is convened. Here the high god Anu forwards the suggestion that Mami,
the mother goddess, should create a new creature that could bear the
workload of the lower gods (SI II rev. 61–74). Thus the human being
is created (I iv, 221—v, 234).
It is not quite easy to decide where the Igigu myth ends and the
Deluge myth starts. Lambert and Millard and von Soden make a
break in the text before I vii, 352.29 The first part thus ends with the
description of the human beings working for the gods. The second
part is introduced by a dating: “Twelve hundred years had not yet
passed,” and continues with the noise of humans. Line 352 seems like a

25
D. Shehata, Annotierte Bibliographie zum altbabylonischen Atramḫ asīs-Mythos,
GAAL. Göttingen 2001.
26
W. L. Moran, “Some Considerations of Form and Interpretation in Atra-ḫasīs,”
in Language, Literature and History: Philological and Historical Studies Presented to
Erica Reiner, ed. F. Rochberg-Halton. New Haven, Connecticut 1987, 245–55, 245f.
27
For the computation, cf. Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” note to line 37, 78.
28
Cf the Late Babylonian fragment to I i, 47, published by Böck and Rowe, “MM
818,” 173f.
29
Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs: “We now pass from myth to legends about
early times,” 9,—but this is no literary argument. Von Soden gives no reason; cf.
Soden, “Der altbabylonische Atramchasis-Mythos,” 615.
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beginning of something, but not necessarily the opening of the second
part of the poem. If we start the second part here, the problem is what
to do with the end of the first part. Here the signs are fragmentary (preserved text in I vi, 328—vii, 339), but the extant text clearly describes
the development of humankind after the creation. They invent new
tools for digging the big dikes (I vii, 337–339).
This section could very well form the introduction to the second
part as Moran claims.30 The noise and din of humankind described
in III vii, 352–354 seem to be a result of their working activity. The
problem with starting here, however, still is what to do with the end of
the first part. The end would thus be the second creation scene where
the mother-goddess Nintu gives birth to humans (I v, 249—vi, 305). The
problem is that there are no links between this creation scene and
what is told in the Igigu myth before it. If the second creation scene
ends the Igigu myth, it forms a sort of appendix to it—something that
has to be added before the poet goes on. Placed in front of the second
part, however, the function becomes different. The second creation
scene does in multiple ways point forward to what comes: the mothergoddess Nintu and the intimate relation to her offspring is a central
issue in this scene and in the succeeding story; Nintu sets the order
for humankind in this scene and at the end of the poem; the creation
scene here focuses on the human beings as a sexual beings, which form
the presupposition for the multiplication so important in the rest of
the story. Accordingly we let the second creation scene begin the Deluge myth, forming an introduction to it together with the description
of the development of humankind. Read in this way the Igigu myth
has a clear beginning and end which correspond. It runs from the initial decision to let the Igigu gods carry the workload to the creation of
humankind to take over the role of labourers of the gods.
Accordingly the Igigu myth has the following structure:
Part one: the Igigu myth (I i, 1—I v, 248)
• The first order of creation: the division in domains and Igigu as
workers for the gods (I i, 1–33)
• The rebellion of the Igigu and the convention of the divine assembly
(I i, 34—iv, 219)

30

Moran, “Some Considerations of Form,” 245.
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• Creation of humans to bear the workload of the Igigu (I iv, 21—
v, 248)
1.2.2 The Flood Myth
The second part is about three times longer than the first and the literary structure is different. While part one is one coherent story where
the signposts are small, part two has clearly marked subdivisions.
Three distinct episodes form the sections of the story:31
• The birth of humans and the order and organisation of human life
(I v, 249—vii, 351)
• The divine disasters (I vii, 352—II iv)
• The flood (II v—III vii)
There are the following reasons for seeing this structure: The second
section contains three subdivisions describing the three divine disasters. These have a similar structure, each subdivision beginning with
the multiplication and noise of humans depriving Enlil of sleep. In
narrative structure these three disasters form a unity distinct from the
birth of humans. Between the second and the third section there is
a lacuna. When the text resumes we are in the divine assembly. The
deliberations here refer back to the previous disasters, but the main
focus is to record the gods’ deliberations before the flood. The flood
31

The extant textual basis is rather complicated in many places especially in the
first and second sections. The Ipiq-Aya manuscripts are fragmentary in many places,
but can be supplemented by other manuscripts belonging to different text-traditions.
When other OB manuscripts are collated, these give about the same text as IpiqAya’s manuscripts where they overlap. To some extent this can also be said about
the Nineveh fragments J-R. The SI manuscripts are close to the OB in content, but
have in some places different arrangements of passages and different wording. The
manuscripts belonging to the Assyrian version (S, T, U) give indication of content,
but are often quite different in wording. In the first section the main sources are A, E,
P. It is possible to insert a fragment from S to fill in a gap, cf. Lambert and Millard,
Atra-Ḫ asīs, 61f.; Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” 92f. In the second section the lacunas are
in Ipiq-Aya’s tablet II (B). Large parts of this tablet have to be covered by tablet D.
But D is fragmentary as well. Here SI and HE 529 (Groneberg, “Atramhasis, Tafel II
iv–v”) are of good help. The SI tablet V begins in the middle of the second disaster
in line II ii, 9 (B, D, Q) and it ends in the middle of the third disaster at line II iv, 12
(D). HE 529 covers most of the final part of the third disaster from II iv, 4 (D) to v,
36 (D) with a lacuna in v, 1–14. What is missing on the second tablet is the actual end
of the third disaster where the context shows that Enki again turns the bad fate of the
humans to good; and parts of the deliberations in the divine assembly that lead up to
the decision to send the flood.
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story as a section is accordingly introduced through the meeting in
the divine assembly.
Even though part two has sections and subdivisions, there are clear
connecting lines that unite the story. These are especially clear when
we read sections two and three in the light of the first, the divine birth
of humans, which functions as an introduction to the following story.
There are clear connecting lines both in the divine order that is set at
the birth of humans and the new order which is set after the flood: in
the role of the mother goddess Mami or Nintu, who is the creator of
humankind, who regrets the loss of humankind in the flood, and who
is responsible for the new order after the flood; and in the multiplication of the human race, which is a central motif in the second creation
scene and through the divine disasters.
The sequence about the increase and the noise of the people that
opens the second section is repeated three times in the story. It functions as a marker of subdivisions. Each time the sequence introduces a
divine disaster that has been conceived by Enlil to decrease the number of humans. The Ipiq-Aya text of the first and second disaster is
fairly well preserved (tablets A, B, D), but the text of the third disaster
is fragmentary. Here the SI V text is of great help, since it covers the
end of the second disaster and a large share of the third. A part of the
third disaster is also covered in HE 529 (OB). The SI text is also preserved to the transition between two disasters, in this case the second
and the third:
Their fine features returned,
their original noise (rigmu) emerged.
Their days of health (šulmu) returned,
the womb was open, creating babies.
Three myriad years had not yet passed,32
the land extended and the peoples multiplied.
The land bellowed like a bull,
the god got disturbed with their noise.
(SI V obv. 39–46)

There are three things to notice at the end of the disasters. The first
is the prominent place of rigmu, “noise,” as a characteristic of human
behaviour. The second is that the natural state of human beings is
characterized as šulmu, “well-being, health.” This must refer to the ini32
One “myriad” is one šāru, i.e. 3600 years. The total amount is 10800 years according to the computation of SI.
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tial situation described in the first section, after the creation and before
the first disaster. The third is the making of babies that refers back to
the ability to procreate emphasized in the second creation scene.
The three disasters cover the second section of this part of the poem.
The disasters are introduced in the same way, and the first two possibly ended in the same way. There are signs in OB I viii, 412–13, at the
end of the first disaster, that seem to indicate an ending similar to the
one in the second, preserved in SI. The disasters are as follows:
• The first divine disaster: plague (I vii, 352—viii, 415)
• The second divine disaster: drought and food shortage (II i, 1—ii, 38)33
• The third divine disaster: extensive drought and famine (II iii—iv)34
In the two first disasters there are also repeated patterns:
• The gods send a disaster to diminish humankind.
• Atrahasis turns to his god Enki in intercession for the people.
• Enki instructs Atrahasis in the right procedure to avert the disaster:
not to reverence the gods, only to bring gifts to the one god in charge
of the disaster: Namtar for the plague, Adad for the drought
• The god in charge changes his will and well being returns for the
people.
The third disaster deviates from this pattern:35
• All the leading gods of the universe are now called to action to block
rain and overflow from the rivers.
• Atrahasis performs a ritual to incubate a dream. In the dream he
communicates with his personal god, Enki.
• The drought is not lifted and the situation develops into a catastrophic famine for the people.
We do not know what causes the third disaster to end. All manuscripts
have lacunas in the transition from the third disaster to the divine

33
At the end lines are missing after line 35; SI fills in the lacunas in D in II ii,
15–35, SI V obv. 1–44.
34
Large parts of the text are here preserved in SI V obv. 43—rev. 116. The last part
is found in HE 529 as well.
35
Ipiq Aya’s text is very fragmentary in II iii—iv (D). Text is available in SI V and
HE 529.
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assembly. The reaction of the gods in the assembly shows clearly that
Enki once more has changed the fate of the human beings.
The structure within each of these subdivisions takes on a special
rhythm where the strategy is repeated step by step. In the first subdivision Enki, Atrahasis’ patron god, instructs him to let the heralds shout
in the land. The people shall not reverence the gods, but only the god
responsible for the plague, in order to turn his will (I vii, 376–381).
Then Atrahasis repeats the instruction for the elders (I viii, 391–396),
and it is carried out (I viii, 403–408). In the second disaster the same
pattern is repeated in a shorter form. Atrahasis’ second proclamation
is left out (B, D: II ii, 9–35).36
The third section starts with a report about the divine assembly (II
v, 13—viii, 35).37 This section contains a series of speeches by the gods,
sorting out what went wrong in the disasters, leading up to the decision to send the flood, the abūbu (II viii, 32–35). This is the decision
of all the gods (except Enki?). Enlil is given the responsibility: “Enlil
did an evil deed on the peoples,” is the commentary of the narrator
(line 35).
The convention of the divine assembly leads up to the climax of the
poem: the flood is let lose.38 The actual flood story is made up of different subdivisions. The transitions between the subdivisions are marked
by change in focus from one scene to another:
• The dream of Atrahasis and Enki’s instruction about how to build
the boat; the building of the boat; the entry of animals and of Atrahasis’ family; waiting for the flood (III i, 11—ii, 47)
• The rainstorm starting the flood; the arrival of the flood itself; its
terrible force (III ii, 48—iii, 24)

36
In SI V obv. 7–32 both proclamations are repeated, but not the third report about
how this is carried out by the heralds.
37
The beginning of this section is lost in all versions. The first intelligible text comes
in D II v, 13. HE 529 runs parallel from line 15.
38
The third Ipiq-Aya tablet (C) is fragmentary in many places. There are some fragments from Nineveh to fill the gaps, but they differ clearly from the OB composition.
Foster, Before the Muses, has made a restoration, putting together the late Assyrian
fragments, 268–75. The Assyrian version U obv. 1–16 is parallel to III i, 11–21; cf.
Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 122f. There is another late fragment (W) that differs both from the Assyrian version and the OB composition. It runs parallel with the
Ipiq-Aya tablet somewhere in III i, 25–55; cf. Lambert and Millard, 129. In the actual
flood story the text of Gilgamesh XI is of great help, since it can be demonstrated that
this is dependent on Atrahasis; cf. J. H. Tigay, The Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic.
Philadelphia 1982, 214–40.
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• The reaction to the terrible destruction of the flood in the divine
assembly (III iii, 25—iv, 23)
• New description of the flood; lasting seven days and nights; Atrahasis’ offering (III iii, 24—v, 33; mostly a lacuna, but parallel to Gilgamesh XI)
• The gods gathered round the offering; the new divine assembly; the
setting of a new order for the human race (III v, 34—vii)
• Postscript to the whole poem (III, viii; fragmentary).
The main structure of the flood myth is accordingly as follows:
Part two: the flood myth (I v, 249—III viii)
1. The birth of humans, the order and organisation of human life (I
v, 249—vii, 351)
2. The divine disasters (I vii, 352—II iv)
• The first divine disaster: plague (I vii, 352—viii, 415)
• The second divine disaster: drought and food shortage (II i, 1—ii, 38)
• The third divine disaster: extensive drought and famine (II iii—iv)
3. The flood (II v—III vii)
• Convention in the divine assembly (II v—viii, 35)
• The flood story (III i, 1—vi, 40)
• New regulations after the flood (III vi, 41—vii)
4. Postscript (III viii)
1.3 The Overall Structure of the Epic
1.3.1 Creation and Annihilation
The flood is regarded as the climax of the whole story. This is clear
from the postscript, where the gods highlight this point:
How we brought about [the flood],
but humankind survived [the catastrophe.]
(III viii, 9–10)
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The flood, the abūbu, brought karašû, “destruction, catastrophe, annihilation,” III iii, 14. When the gods agree in sending the flood, it is
characterized as gamertu, corresponding to the verb gamāru, “bring
to an end” (II viii, 34).39 There is a double meaning in gamertu. It can
simply mean “end” as a total destruction; it does, however, also mean
“end” as a final solution to a problem, the settlement of a dispute. Having failed in the past, the gods now chose the final solution, which also
meant the final destruction. It was above all Enlil’s responsibility, and
the poet makes a drastic remark: what Enlil carries out is šipru lemnu,
“an evil deed”:
The gods commanded total destruction
Enlil did an evil deed on the peoples.
(II viii, 34–35)

What the gods destroyed in the flood was not only the human race,
but their creation of the earth. The “end” therefore stands in contrast,
not only to the creation of humans, but to the initial work carried out
by the gods. The flood story is thus in contrast withthe first part of the
poem. Creation and flood is placed as the ultimate opposition.40
In Atrahasis not much text has survived in the description of the
actual flood. There are clear indications of a more elaborate description.41 The description of the flood must have been longer in Atrahasis
than on tablet XI of Gilgamesh, where we have the full text (cf. XI,
97–101, 106–113, 128–133).42 Where Atrahasis and Gilgamesh overlap
it is possible to use Gilgamesh to restore Atrahasis in some places.43
The face of the weather changed,
Adad roared from the clouds.
(III ii, 48–49)

39
The two words are repeated together in Nintu’s speech after the flood, III v,
43–44.
40
Cf. H.-P. Müller, “Das Motif für die Sintflut,” ZA 97 (1985): 295–316.
41
The text is almost unintelligible in III iii, 4–10 and 18–23, but out of the traces
we can see that the flood is dealt with, cf. Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 92 and 94.
There is a large lacuna of twenty five or twenty six lines after III iv, 27. Here the previous lines deal with the flood, cf. Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 96. Here the bird
episode, known from Gilgamesh and Berossos, could very well have been recorded.
42
Cf. for text, George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 709–11.
43
Cf. the text-synopses in Shehata, Annotierte Bibliographie, 145 and 154. In the
following quotations the restorations from Gilgamesh is written italic.
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[. . .] the flood set out
Its might came upon the people like a battle.
One person did not see another,
they were not recognizable in the destruction.
[The flood] bellowed like a bull.
Like a [wild a]ss screaming the winds [howled]
(III iii, 11–16, the lines 11–14 parallel to Gilg. XI, 109–112)44
For seven days and seven nights
came the downpour, the storm, the flood.
(III iv, 24–25, parallel to Gilg. XI, 128–129)

It is quite clear both in Atrahasis and in Gilgamesh that the flood was
caused by a tremendous rainstorm.
The flood stands as an antithesis to the creation recorded at the
beginning of the poem. Here we are first informed how the gods
divided the universe into three domains:
Anu, their father, was the king;
Their counsellor was the warrior Enlil;
Their chamberlain was Ninurta;
Their canal-controller Ennugi.
They took the bottle of lots around its neck,45
cast the lots;—the gods made the division.
Anu went up to heaven.
[Enlil occupied] the earth for his subjects.
[The bolt] which bars the sea,
[they gav]e to Enki, the prince.
(I i, 7–16)46

This cosmography gives the setting for the acts of the gods through
the whole poem. They act according to their cosmic responsibility. The
division into domains is repeated again and again when the gods make
plans and evaluate results in their dealing with humanity.
The next step in the creation is connected to the work of the lower
class gods, the Igigu:
The gods were digging the river,
the watercourse of the gods, the life of the land.

44

The restoration of abūbu as subject in the first sentence seems clear, cf. the lines
20 and 23. The Assyrian recension, that has a text close to OB here, has abūbu as
subject, in U rev. 18–19, cf. Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 125.
45
Translation according to Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” 55; cf. also SI I obv. 11.
46
Restorations according to SI I obv. 7–16.
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[The Igigu] were digging the river,
the watercourse of the gods, the life of the land.
[The gods] were digging the river Tigris.
They were digging the river Euphrates after it.
(I i, 21–26; SI I obv. 21–26)47

When humankind is created, it is to take over this load from the gods:
They summoned and asked the goddess,
the midwife of the gods, wise Mami:
“You are the womb-goddess, the one who can create humankind,
create primeval human (lullû) that he may bear the yoke,
let him bear the yoke, the work of Enlil,
let the human being (awīlu) carry the soil-basket of the god.”
(I iv, 192–197)

Later we read how humans go on with this work:
They made n[e]w48 hoes and spades,
they made the big dikes
To feed the people and sustain the gods
(I vii, 337–339)

Thus the pattern is repeated, this time with the human being as protagonist. Read in this way there is a clear pattern of repetition between
the Igigu and the humans. On the other hand, there is also a development in the poem, where the world is formed through three different
stages. The first stage is the creation of the cosmos in its three domains,
carried out by the great gods, the Anunnaku. The second stage is the
responsibility given to the lower gods, the Igigu. They were digging
the great rivers, nārū, the Tigris and Euphrates. In the traces that are
preserved after this passage we also see that they were responsible for
creating the mountains, šadû, and the great marshland, ṣuṣû rabû, as
well (I i, 33–36). This situation is not unlike the one described in the
Sumerian composition Lugal. In the beginning the earth had another
shape than in the present. The gods had not yet created the mountains and the valleys allowing the spring water from the mountains

47
Cf. also the Assyrian version, K 8562 (S), col. i, Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs,
43. The following signs are not intelligible in any texts, but the traces show that the
text continues to describe the work of the gods.
48
Translation according to Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” 70, who transliterates eš-[šu]-ti.
Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 64, has eš-[re]-ti, “shrines.” Considering the next
line where they dig the big īkū, “dikes,” von Soden’s transliteration is preferable.
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to reach the plains so that the river Tigris could bring fertility to the
land. Ninurta carried out this creative act.49 In our composition it was
the task of the Igigu. Thus the second creative act is the creation of the
earth. The third creative act is the responsibility of humankind. The
human workers did not dig the rivers, they dug īkū rabûtu, “the great
dikes” (I vii, 338), leading the water from the rivers into the fields.
This great irrigation system formed the basis for Mesopotamian urban
development. The third creative act is the foundation of human civilization.
1.3.2

First and Second World Order for Humans

The flood myth opens with the creation of humans through a divine
birth. Seemingly this creation scene deals with events that come after
the creation of humans in the section before. But looking closer into
the section, we notice that it records the creation of human beings
once more, quite independent of what has happened before. The narrative sequence does not simply relate the order of events. The same
event, the creation of human beings, is rather narrated twice, under
two different perspectives.50 The first creation act is closely woven into
the first plot. It functions as a solution to the crisis developed in this
plot. The next creation act prepares for the next plot: the decision of
the gods to wipe out the human beings they had created.
The second creation scene focuses on fertility and sexuality. The
human race does not start with a human being in abstracto as in the
creation sequence before; the human race starts with seven pairs, giving the humans the possibility to multiply seven times faster. The conception is described in the following way, bringing together creation
out of clay and impregnation of the birth goddesses:

49
Cf. W. Heimpel, “The Natural History of the Tigris according to the Sumerian
Literary Composition Lugal,” JNES 46 (1987): 309–17.
50
The closest parallel to this seems to be the two creation stories in the Bible (Gen
1:1–2:3 and 2:4–24). Also here we find a narrative parallelism. For a discussion of the
narrative analogy, cf. I. M. Kikawada, “The Double Creation of Humankind in Enki
and Ninmah, Atrahasis I 1–351 and Gen 1–2,” Iraq 45 (1983): 43–45; D. T. Tsumura,
“Genesis and Ancient Near Eastern Stories of Creation and Flood: An Introduction,”
in “I Studied Inscriptions from before the Flood”. Ancient Near Eastern, Literary and
Linguistic Approaches to Genesis 1–11, ed. R. S. Hess and D. T. Tsumura. Winona
Lake, Indiana 1994, 27–57, 29f.
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They entered the house of destiny,
prince Ea and wise Mami.
While the womb-goddesses were gathered,51
he trod the clay in her presence.
She kept reciting an incantation.
Ea, sitting in her presence, made her recite it.
When she had finished her incantation,
she pinched off fourteen pieces (of clay),
(and set) seven pieces on the right,
seven on the left.
Between them she put down a mud brick
[. . .] umbilical cord.
While the wise and knowledgeable were gathered,52
the seven and seven womb-goddesses,
seven create males;
seven create females.
(For) the womb-goddess (is) creator of destiny.
They will crown(?) them in pairs,
they will crown(?) them in pairs in her presence.53
(I v, 249f.)

In her speeches, Nintu goes directly from addressing the situation of
birth to the situation of adolescence when man and woman are sexually mature. The text in the first speech is fragmentary, but the signs
of sexual maturity for man and woman in Mesopotamian custom are
discernible: the beard for the boy and the breasts for the girl.54 In her
first speech Nintu says:
“[. . .] her breasts.
A beard can be seen(?)
On a young man’s cheek.
In gardens and wayside
a wife and her husband choose each other.”
(I v, 272–276)

51

Until here A and P are parallel. A has from here a lacuna, P continues.
Text continues here in K 3399+3934 (S), obv. iii, 8–13.
53
We follow the interpretation by Foster, Before the Muses, 270, to the line: “. . . these
foetuses will one day be married, male to female” Cf. also the discussion in M. Stol,
Birth in Babylonia and the Bible. Its Mediterranean Setting, vol. 14, CM. Groningen
2000, 114.
54
Cf. C. Wilcke, “Familiengründung im Alten Babylonien,” in Geschlechtsreife und
Legitimation zur Zeugung, ed. J. Martin and T. Nipperdey, Veröffentlichungen des
Instituts für historische Anthropologie E. V. 3 (= Kindheit Jugend Familie I). München
1985, 213–317, 241f.
52
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In the second speech it is said thus:
“When beds are laid out [in their houses],
a wife and her husband shall choose each other.
Ishtar shall rejoice in the wife-husband relationship
in the house of [. . .]
Celebration shall last for nine days.”
(I vi, 299–303)55

There is a line drawn from what was initially destined to what is going
on in everyday life. Humans were created as sexual beings in order to
be fruitful and multiply rapidly. This is accordingly the nature of the
human race, shown every time man and woman choose each other
for sexual union.
The creation takes place in bīt šīmti, “the house of destiny” (I v,
249). Nintu uṣurāti ša nišī uṣsạ r, literally “draws the drawings for the
people” (S, 14), i.e. creates the basic conditions and fixes the destinies. 56
This corresponds to what takes place after the flood. Although the text
here is damaged, the narrative logic of the poem gives clear indications
about the function of this section. The words šīmtu, “destiny,” and
uṣurtu , “regulation, order,” are both used in the creation scene and in
this final section.57 In both cases Nintu is bānât, “creator,” of destinies.
Thus it is clear that there was one destiny for humankind before the
flood and a new one after. The flood story has in this respect an explanatory function; it explains how the conditions of humankind as they
were perceived by the poet and his readers/listeners came into being.
To create a balance in the cosmic order, the possibility for humanity
to procreate had to be reduced. Out of the OB text preserved, III vii,
1–8, and the fragment K 4539, placed here by Lambert and Millard,58 it
is clear that the new regulations to achieve this aim deal with the same
topics as the first: birth, sexual relations and marriage. In the OB text
there shall be barrenness, stillbirth and infant mortality, in addition to

55

Translation follows close to Ibid., 298.
Cf. also the use of the verb in I vi, 288. Nintu draws a pattern in meal for the
newborn humans.
57
Creation scene: I v, 249; S, 11, Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 62; S, 14 and I
vi, 288. Final section: III vi, 47; R, 5, Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 102 and 104.
58
Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 104. The fragment is labelled R, which means
that it most likely is to be ascribed to the OB version.
56
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women who are set apart as priestesses with no sexual life. In the long
run this will diminish the fertility rate of the people.59
In this new world order Pāšittu, “the exterminator,” an epithet for
the female demon Lamaštu, has an important role:
Let there be among the peoples the Pāšittu
to snatch the baby from the lap of her who bore it.
(III vii, 3–5)60

Lamaštu has an outstanding rank among the demons. Unlike the other
demons she is in origin fully divine. She is the daughter of Anu and
the sister of Inanna/Ishtar. The incantations against her repeatedly
stress her divinity.61 She is expelled from heaven because of her bad
disposition and disrespectful proposal. Although we do not exactly
know what her disrespectful proposal was, we can assume that it had
to do with her inclination to kill young children.62 However, adolescents, adults and old people are not excluded, as seen in many incantations against her. Her expulsion from heaven is not seen as a part of
a divine plan; she was simply too evil to reside with the gods. In the
traditional image of her, she was an uncontrolled evil let lose on the
earth.63 Unlike other demons she is not a personification of a specific
disease. Lamaštu ranks much higher than these demons and is much
more dangerous. She is a paramount evil force on earth whose actions
lead to loss of health and subsequent or immediate death.64
59
R. M. Martinez makes a computation that shows how drastic small changes in
the fertility rate of women are for the population growth. Given certain assumed conditions for Kish (age for child bearing and infant mortality), a woman would have
been able to replace herself with another fertile woman, the condition for a constant
population size, only if there where an average of 3.162 years between live births. If
circumstances occurred that had led to an increase in the spacing between children
to 3.676 years, the population decline would have been 12.125% per generation; cf.
R. M. Martinez, “Epidemic Disease, Ecology, and Culture in the Ancient Near East,”
in The Bible in the Light of Cuneiform Literature, ed. W. W. Hallo, B. W. Jones, and
G. L. Mattingly, Scripture in Context III. Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Studies New
York 1990, 413–57, 416–17.
60
Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 102.
61
The incantations and depictions on amulets are numerous; for examples of
incantations, cf. Foster, Before the Muses, 76, 173f., 981–85.
62
K. van der Toorn, “The Theology of Demons in Mesopotamia and Israel,” in Die
Dämonen. Demons, ed. A. Lange et al. Tübingen 2003, 61–83, 68f.
63
F. A. M. Wiggermann, “Lamaštu, Daughter of Anu. A Profile,” in Stol, M., Birth in
Babylonia and the Bible, Cuneiform Monographs. Groningen 2000, 217–52. 224–27.
64
W. Farber, “Lamaštu—Agent of a Specific Disease or a Generic Destroyer of
Health?,” in Disease in Babylonia, ed. I. L. Finkel and M. J. Geller, Cuneiform Monographs. Leiden 2007, 137–45, 145.
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Her role in Atrahasis is significantly different. Here she becomes
a part of the instituted order after the flood.65 Her task is to kill off
babies in order to reduce the population. Here she acts on divine
authorization. This is obviously in tension with the image of the freeraging demon we find in the incantations; now the worst kind of evil
becomes a part of a divine decree in order to secure the cosmic order
after the flood.
Lambert, after his edition of the poem, made an intriguing suggestion about the introduction to the new regulations for humankind—a
suggestion later supported by several scholars.66 Lambert restores III
vi, 47–48 in the following way:
[at-ti sa-a]s-sú-ru ba-ni-a-at ši-ma-ti
[mu-ta šu-uk-ni] a-na ni-ši
[You], birth-goddess, creatress of destinies,
[assign death] to the peoples.

Lambert made this restoration on the basis of Gilgamesh. Here Utanapišti gives a long speech about death as the destiny of humans (X,
296–322). The speech ends by referring to an assembly of the great
gods in which they decreed that humans should be mortal. Lambert
reads the introduction to the assembly in the following way: “After
they had blessed [me],67 the Anunnaku, the great gods, were assembled . . .” (X, 319). According to Lambert the blessing refers to the blessing of Uta-napiŠti after the flood. At that time Uta-napišti was blessed,
given immortality and settled in the garden of the gods (XI, 199–206).
Accordingly the following passage in Gilgamesh is a narrative parallel
to Nintu’s decree of destinies in Atrahasis:
d

ma-am-me-tum ba-na-at šim-ti
itti-šú-nu ši-ma-tú i-ši[m-ma]
iš-tak-nu mu-ta u ba-la-ṭ[a]
šá mu-ti ul du-du-ú mīmeš-šú
Mammītum, creatress of destiny,
decreed destinies with them.

65

Wiggermann, “Lamaštu,” 225f.; Van der Toorn, “The Theology of Demons,”

75f.
66

W. G. Lambert, “The Theology of Death,” in Death in Mesopotamia, ed. B. Alster,
XXVIe Recontre assyriologique internationale. Copenhagen 1980, 53–66, 54–8; Moran,
“Some Considerations of Form,” 254; Wilcke, “Weltuntergang,” 97f.
67
Lambert, “The Theology of Death,” ultu ikribū, 54.
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They established death and life.
The day of death they did not disclose.
(Gilgamesh X, 320–321)

Lambert’s restoration in Atrahasis has wide-ranging importance for
the understanding of the whole story. It means that Nintu established
death as a condition of human life after the flood. This would also be
the meaning in the quoted passage in Gilgamesh: first after the flood
the gods decreed life and death as the fate of humans. Was the human
race according to its nature immortal in antediluvian time? Lambert claims that death from natural ageing and death from unnatural
causes are two different things. What humankind did not experience
was natural death. They did certainly know death by accidents. This is
the main theme of Atrahasis in the disasters and the flood. The gods
had simply made a terrible mistake at the creation. They had neglected
to create humans mortal. Therefore there were too many of them, and
the gods could not expect anybody to die. To get rid of them they had
to kill them off.
Lambert’s interpretation is, however, not without complications.
There is no general concept that human beings are created immortal in Mesopotamian myths. Even the context of the passage in Gilgamesh seems to contradict the idea that humankind before the flood
was immortal. Enlil’s blessing of Uta-napišti reads as follows:
“In the past Uta-napišti was amēlūtumma,
but now he and his wife shall become kīma ilī nâšima (like the gods,
namely us).
Uta-napišti shall dwell far off, at the mouth of the rivers.”
They took me and made me dwell far off, at the mouth of the rivers.
(XI, 203–206)

There is an obvious opposition in the passage between what Utanapišti was and what he should become. What he should become is
clear, he should become “like us gods.” But what was he? In two of
the more recent translations of Gilgamesh amēlūtum + enclitic—ma
is translated “mortal man.”68 If this is the correct translation, Lambert’s idea about a primeval immortal race also attested in Gilgamesh
would be proven wrong. Enlil directly states that Uta-napišti earlier

68
A. R. George, The Epic of Gilgamesh. The Babylonian Epic Poem and Other Texts
in Akkadian and Sumerian. London 1999, 95; S. Dalley, Myths from Mesopotamia.
Oxford 1989, 116. B. R. Foster, “Gilgamesh,” in The Context of Scripture I, ed. W. W.
Hallo. Leiden 1997, 458–60, 460.
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was mortal, but now he will have everlasting life. But there is nothing
in the abstract noun amēlūtu that signifies “mortal.” The noun means
“humankind, human.” The enclitic particle—ma may have an enforcing function, “simply,” or it could mark the predicate in a nominal
clause.69 In the first case Uta-napišti was earlier simply human; in the
second case –ma functions only as a syntactical marker. In any case he
was a human that should become like the gods.
But in what sense was he simply human? The theme of Gilgamesh
is certainly the quest for immortality. Uta-napišti is granted everlasting life in the garden of the gods. Gilgamesh, however, did not pass
the test he was given. He lost the plant of life and the possibility for
immortality. He had to return to mortal humankind. In Lambert’s
interpretation Uta-napišti is allowed to keep the everlasting life that
humans had before the flood. But why the opposition in the passage
above, between earlier and now—if Uta-napišti was simply to keep
his earlier status? Lambert’s interpretation of Gilgamesh seems rather
complicated.
The problem arises out of the context given for the divine decree
in Lambert’s text of Gilgamesh X, 319: it took place when the gods
blessed Uta-napišti after the flood. Lambert reads here ultu ikrubū,
“after they had blessed [me],” according to the manuscript from
Kuyunjik (Nineveh—Assyrian). The Babylonian text does not contain
these two words, but it contains similar words in the line just before.
A. R. George therefore concludes that the two words in the Nineveh
version are “an inferior, though not meaningless corruption” of the
Babylonian text tradition.70 George places the divine decree in X, 319–
322, now without any introduction, in the context of creation, and not
in the context of the flood. 71 This context of the decree of mortality is
also attested in the Old Babylonian version of Gilgamesh:
When the gods created humankind,
for humankind they established death,
life they kept for themselves.
(VA+BM iii, 3–5)72

69
Cf. W. von Soden, Grundriss der Akkadischen Grammatik, vol. 33/47, AnOr.
Roma 1969, § 123a and 126c, 178, 180.
70
A. R. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic II. Oxford 2003, note to X, 319–22,
877.
71
George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 507f.
72
Ibid., 279.
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However, according to George this does not mean that Lambert’s restoration of the passage in Atrahasis is wrong, only that the Standard
Babylonian Version of Gilgamesh and Atrahasis disagree at this point.
George finds another more ancient composition that supports the view
held in Atrahasis, the Sumerian Death of Bilgames:
After the Deluge swept over everything
so we could destroy the seed of mankind,
in our midst a single life still was alive!
Ziusudra, offspring of mankind, still was alive!
Then, swearing by the life of heaven and the life of earth,
we swore to mankind that from that day it would not have (eternal) life.
(Death of Bilgames M 72–7, 162–7)73

Accordingly, George maintains that there were two traditions in Mesopotamia about how humans were mortal: one seeing this as the fate
of humankind decreed at creation (the most common view), the other
seeing humans as immortal in antediluvian time, and mortality as a
consequence of the new established order after the flood (as attested
in Bilgames and Atrahasis).
There are, however, some obstacles to George’s interpretation of
Atrahasis that invite modification. The first is that there is no direct
support for the interpretation anywhere else in the poem. This is
especially significant in the creation scenes. It is nowhere stated that
humans were created with everlasting life. What humans got from the
Igigu were their kabtu dullu, “heavy labour”; šupšikku, “soil-basket”;
rigmu, “noise”; and ullu, “yoke” (I v, 240–243). What humans got from
the slaughtered god was his eṭemmu, “death spirit” (I iv, 215–217). On
the surface, the last gift points in the opposite direction from everlasting life. However, if Wilcke is correct in his intepretation of eṭemmu
in this particular context, the spirit should be taken as a sign of life,
rather than a sign of death, which comes close to the connecting word
balṭu, “life.”74 But Wilcke’s argument here is not that humans were
created immortal in the sense that they will escape death, but that
eṭemmu rather signifies the immortal spirit in humans that will live on
after death. There is therefore no direct support in the creation scenes
for the immortality of the human race.
73

Translation from Ibid., 507.
C. Wilcke, “Vom Wesen des Menschen in altorientalischer Mythologie,” in
Grenzen des Menschseins. Probleme einer Definition des Menschlichen, ed. J. Stagl and
W. Reinhard. Wien 2005, 235–51, 244.
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The other obstacle is that the restored text of Atrahasis and the text
from the “Death of Bilgames” do not say exactly the same thing. In
Lambert’s restoration we read:
[You], birth-goddess, creatress of destinies,
[assign death] to the peoples.
(III vi, 47–48)

This is not exactly the same as to say that humankind “from that day
would not have (eternal) life.” The line in Atrahasis could simply mean
that until the assembly after the flood no humans had yet died from
ageing.
In at least one tradition of primeval time there is a concept of a vast
life span for antediluvian humans. In the antediluvian lists of kings the
rulers are perceived to have reigned an enormous amount of years,
from 6000 to 72,000. There are many differences in the lists, but this
is a common pattern. We could of course speculate that this was a
quality particular to the kings and not ordinary human beings. But
this runs counter to what we read in Gilgamesh. Uta-napišti was one
of those kings, in some of the lists the last king before the flood. As
we have read, he is clearly designated amēlūtu. Thus there was a tradition, not about immortality or everlasting life as an intrinsic quality
of the antediluvian human race, but about their extremely long lives.
As stated, the rule of the kings extends from 6000 to 72,000 years.
The whole time span from the beginning to the flood in the King List
tradition varies between 186,000 and 456,000 years.75 Atrahasis deals
with a time span of three times 1200 years from the creation to the
flood. In view of the tradition about the long lives a period of 3600
years is far too short for anybody to die. This means that all humans
from the first seven pairs who had survived the disasters still lived on
at the time of the flood.
In this way the narrator creates the opportunity for his plot: if
humankind only continued to live on, adding one generation to
another, there would be disastrously many of them. There was originally a defect in humans; the gods had made a mistake; they had
not pondered how humans should die. The gods were sitting in their
palaces looking at the swarm of humans flooding the earth, thinking:

75
Cf. J. J. Finkelstein, “The Antediluvian Kings: A University of California Tablet,”
JCS 17 (1963): 39–51, 46.
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“What have we done wrong; how shall we get rid of them”? They had
not at creation decreed everlasting life for humans; they had simply
forgotten to decree death.
In the lists of primeval kings we observe how many of them end either
with referring to or recording the flood:76 WB 444 and WB 62 refer to
the flood, CT 46, 5 + 12054 and Berossos continue with the story after
the list. Also, the Royal Chronicle of Lagash opens the list of kings
with a reference to the flood:
After the flood had swept over
and had brought about the destruction of the land—
As humankind had been made to endure,
as the seed of humankind had been left,
as the black-headed people had risen in their clay.
(Royal Chronicle of Lagash 1–5)77

In these compositions the flood is understood as a demarcation of
two ages. The flood story has in the course of tradition become the
borderline between a mythical and a legendary age.78 In Gilgamesh
there is a clear distinction between the age of the heroes, Gilgamesh
and Enkidu, and the age recorded by Uta-napišti in his story about the
flood. Gilgamesh and Enkidu belong to a legendary time where divine
beings and heroes can meet and act together in the human realm. The
age of the flood and the time before it is something different:
Uta-napišti spoke to him, to Gilgameš:
I will disclose to you, Gilgameš, a secret matter,
and I will tell you a mystery of the gods.

76
Cf. the outline in H. S. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic. The Mesopotamian Background of the Enoch Figure and of the Son of Man, vol. 61, WMANT. NeukirchenVluyn 1988, 166f.
77
Translation from E. Sollberger, “The Rulers of Lagaš” JCS 21 (1967): 279–91,
282.
78
R. E. Averbeck has discussed the Sumerian historiographic mentality in a way
that is useful to understand the distinction between the antediluvian and postdiluvian
period. Averbeck suggests that the Sumerian view of history can be schematised into
four levels: Contemporary history, previous history, legendary history and mythical
history; cf. R. E. Averbeck, “The Sumerian Historiographic Tradition,” in Faith, Tradition, and History. Old Testament Historiography in Its Near Eastern Context, ed.
A. R. Millard, J. K. Hoffmeier, and D. W. Baker. Winona Lake, Indiana 1994, 79–102,
97–98. Often the distinction between legendary and mythical history is floating. Legendary history tells about founding events, mythical history about founding events
permeating succeeding history, and Sumerian stories often mix the two.
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The city of Šuruppak—a city you yourself know,
the [city that] is situated on the [banks] of the Euphrates—
that city was old and the gods were within it,
(when) the great gods decided to cause the Deluge.
(XI, 8–14)79

For those reading or listening to this story, Gilgamesh certainly belonged
to a distant time, but even in this time there is a time more remote,
the time of the flood and before, when the gods lived in Shuruppak.
R. E. Averbeck has characterized the mythical history as “permeating”;
it has its characteristics both in time and in mode. “What is essential
for us to take into account is that the ancient historiographers saw a
mythic unity and continuity running all the way from ancient times
to the recent past and into the present. Furthermore, it is not so much
that there is an ‘eternal return’ to the mythic beginning but a mythic
continuity to the present and on into the future.”80 In Atrahasis the
transition between the two ages does not only come with the flood
itself, but with the new order set for humankind after the flood. After
the flood humankind became mortal, and their ability to procreate and
expand was heavily reduced.
1.3.3

The Confusion of the Human and the Divine

The poem opens in the following way:
When the gods were human,
they bore the labour and carried the soil-basket.
The toil of the gods was great,
the labour was heavy, the hardship much.
The great Anunnaku, sevenfold81
labour they made the Igigu carry.
(I i, 1–6)

There has been a considerable discussion about how to interpret the
first line of the poem: inūma ilū awīlum. It is an astonishing opening that immediately grasps the reader’s attention by its highly elusive
formulation. It evokes the impression of a programmatic key to the
understanding of the poem.
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Translation from George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 704f.
Averbeck, “The Sumerian Historiographic Tradition,” 98.
81
For the translation of sebettam as ”sevenfold” here, cf. C. Wilcke, “Die Anfänge
der akkadischen Epen,” ZA 67 (1977): 153–215, comment on line 5, 161–62.
80
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The discussion of the meaning of the first line has concentrated on
two issues: the syntactical form and the enigmatic content. W. G. Lambert and W. von Soden were deeply involved in this discussion. We
think that in this opening sentence lies one of the keys to understanding the whole poem. We will therefore give it special attention.
In their edition of the poem Lambert and Millard translate the first
clause as: “When the gods like men—Bore the work and suffered the
toil.”82 There is a grammatical obstacle to this translation: in the Akkadian text there is no obvious comparative particle. Lambert and Millard solved the problem by interpreting the ending –um in awīlum as
a locative with the force of the common comparative particle -iš.83
This caused von Soden to object. The ending –um could not function
as a comparison. The clause had to be read as a normal nominative sentence with ilū as the subject and awīlum as the predicate.84 Von Soden
translates: “Als die Götter (auch noch) Mensch waren . . .”—“When the
gods (still also) were human.” The two words in the parentheses render
von Soden’s own interpretation. The clause is not meant as a simile. It
says directly that the gods were human, but with modifications. They
were human as well as gods. They had some, but not exclusively human
characteristics. This is the reason why the text has the singular awīlum
and not the plural. The singular was used as a collective, indicating
that there was not a complete, but only a partial identity of subject and
predicate. The other word in parentheses “still,” signified a difference
in time. The gods were differentiated as full divine beings later when
humans were created. The provocative language of the opening line
was used to gain the attention of the poet’s audience.
In his response to von Soden Lambert had a new card up his sleeve.
In a colophon on a tablet from Assurbanipal’s libraries he had found
the opening line of the poem reading: enūma ilū kī amīli “when the
gods like men. . . .”85 Here it was obvious that the Assyrian version
explained the obscure awīlum with the clear simile kī amīli. The gods

82
To read the first phrase as a simile was already suggested by Millard in 1967:
“When the gods, man-like . . .,” Millard, “A New Babylonian ‘Genesis’ Story,” 8. The
same interpretation was presented by Matouš, “Zur neueren epischen Literatur,” 5.
83
Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, note 1, 146.
84
W. von Soden, “ ‘Als die Götter (auch noch) Mensch waren’: Einige Grundgedanken des altbabylonischen Atramḫasīs-Mythus,” Or 38 (1969): 415–32. 416–17.
85
W. G. Lambert, “New Evidence for the First Line of Atra-ḫasīs,” Or 38 (1969):
533–38, 534–35.
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were like men in the sense told in the following main clause: “They
bore the work and suffered the toil.” Reading inūma ilū awīlum as a
complete clause with subject and predicate, as von Soden did, would
mean that the gods were men. This is nugatory and nonsense. The
problem is not solved in seeing awīlum as collective and expressing
a weakened sense: “bearing some, but not all human characteristics.”
This meaning of awīlum is not attested anywhere. Lambert goes on
giving more arguments for reading locative -um in awīlum with the
same meaning as comparative -iš—this line of argument is continued
in a succeeding article.86
Von Soden was far from convinced. Modifications of later copyists
trying to make sense of archaic language could not be used as a key to
the interpretation of an older manuscript. Von Soden also doubted the
examples given by Lambert for the comparative use of -um. They were
either uncertain or too late to be used in the understanding of this
text.87 According to the text the gods played the role of humankind
in two ways: They had to bear the work and carry the soil-basket; and
they organised this work in a way known from human society, by letting a weaker group do the work for a strong one. Von Soden gained
support from Wilcke in his first discussion of the passage.88 Wilcke
was not convinced by Lambert’s interpretation of -um. With respect to
von Soden he made a new suggestion. The undetermined ilū does not
necessarily mean “all gods,” but could mean a smaller group of gods.
Under this assumption lies the suggestion that if ilū refer to the Igigu,
the lower gods mentioned in line 6, the direct equation of gods and
men would be softened.
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W. G. Lambert, “Critical Notes on Recent Publications,” Or 40 (1971): 90–98,

95f.
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W. von Soden, “Grundsätzliches zur Interpretation des babylonischen
Atramḫasīs-Mythus,” Or 39 (1970): 311–14; cf. for the interpretation of this passage
in the framework of the whole poem, Soden, “Konflikte und ihre Bewältigung,” 7f.
K. Oberhuber makes another suggestion for the understanding of -um, drawing on the
Assyrian version; kī can also have the meaning “instead of ”: “When the gods instead
of man.” This “instead of ” has something to do with “place,” man was not present at
this place at that time. This implied “place” is then reflected in -um. Accordingly –um
can keep its ordinary locative force. The translation of the OB tablet would be the
same as the Assyrian, i.e. “instead of,” “in place of.” Cf. K. Oberhuber, “Ein Versuch
zum Verständnis von Atra-ḫasīs I 223 und I 1,” in Zikir Šumim. Assyriological Studies
Presented to F. R. Kraus, ed. G. van Driel et al. Leiden 1982, 279–81. This translation
is taken over by Dalley, Myths, 9. Still there is, however, the problem that the Assyrian
version is used as a key to interpret the OB composition.
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Wilcke, “Die Anfänge,” note 12, 160–61.
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The concentration on ilū was also the starting point of T. Jacobsen
who presented a totally different understanding of the whole passage.89
Jacobsen reads ilu as a singular reference to one particular god, Enlil.
He understands awīlum here in a quite different sense than elsewhere
in the poem, namely as “boss.” Accordingly he translates the sentence
“when the god (Enlil) was the boss.” This interpretation removes all the
difficulties of content. There is nothing provocative in the statement
any more; it cannot, however, be substantiated in the text. Enlil is first
introduced in the text in line 8; and awīlum, a very common word in
the poem, has in all its occurrences the meaning “man, humankind,
human.”
W. L. Moran took a new step in the interpretation. In grammar he
pointed out that there was no difficulty reading awīlum (sing.) as predicate to ilū (plur.). Awīlum is a collective as in I, 191 and 197, and
can accordingly be placed in the singular with a plural subject. More
intriguingly, he designates the word-pair ilū—awīlum as a metaphor.
It signifies an anomalous and unstable situation: divine humanity connected to toil and pain.90 Moran later received support from Wilcke
who paraphrases the metaphor as follows: “Hier steht klipp und klar,
worum es geht: Um die Menschlichkeit der Götter und um das göttliche Wesen der Menschen. Andere Mythen kennen dieses Thema
nicht.”91
What is achieved by defining the line as a metaphor and not as a
statement of fact, or a simile? This is of course dependent on how
we understand “metaphor.” We start with a simple definition: “The
metaphor makes a qualitative leap from a reasonable, perhaps prosaic
comparison, to an identification or fusion of two objects, to make one
new entity partaking of the characteristics of both.”92 Neither in von
Soden’s nor in Lambert’s readings is there any “qualitative leap to a
89
T. Jacobsen, “Inūma ilu awīlum,” in Essays on the Ancient Near East in Memory of Jacob Joel Finkelstein, ed. M. de Jong Ellis. Connecticut 1977, 113–17; cf. also
T. Jacobsen, The Treasures of Darkness. New Haven and London 1976, 117.
90
Moran, “Some Considerations of Form,” 247.
91
Wilcke, “Weltuntergang,” 73–74. Wilcke refers here positively to the interpretation by Bottéro, who translated: ”When the gods (acted) like men . . .,” adding the note:
The word has to be understood in the sense of “had the role of.” But this is not the
same as reading the word-pair as a metaphor. Cf. J. Bottéro, Mesopotamia. Writing,
Reasoning, and the Gods. Chicago and London 1992, 222.
92
Encyclopedia Britanica on metaphor.
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new entity.” Von Soden simply reads the line as if the gods were men;
Lambert reads it as a simile.
Lambert described the line, read in a strictly literal sense, as nugatory and nonsense. Unintentionally he saw something very true about
the function of a metaphor. We quote from P. Ricoeur’s discussion of
a metaphorical utterance:
The functioning of a metaphor is here close to what Gilbert Ryle has
called a “category mistake.” It is, in effect, a calculated error, which brings
together things that do not go together and by means of this apparent
misunderstanding it causes a new, hitherto unnoticed, relation of meaning to spring up between the terms that previous systems of classification
had ignored or not allowed.93

Read as a metaphor the nugatory and nonsense is a “calculated error”
by the poet. Where lies the meaning of such an error? We continue to
quote from Ricoeur:
In this sense, a metaphor is an instantaneous creation, a semantic innovation which has no status in already established language and which
only exists because of the attribution of an unusual or an unexpected
predicate. Metaphor therefore is more like the resolution of an enigma
than a simple association based on resemblance; it is constituted by the
resolution of a semantic dissonance.94

Through the metaphor “the gods were human” there is certainly created
an enigma that cries for resolution. The resolution does not come as an
explanation, precision, or paraphrase. The following lines, describing
the gods toiling and suffering like humans, do certainly relate to the
human nature of the gods. But the lines are not exhaustive. They are
the opening lines of a story involving several subplots. It is the story
as a whole that unfolds this enigma: the interplay between gods and
humankind, the changing of roles between gods and humankind, and
the fusion of the divine and the human.
There is a close correspondence between this initial metaphor and
the first scene where humans are created. Here Nintu and Enki cooperate, Enki giving the instruction about how to proceed:

93
P. Ricoeur, Interpretation Theory: Discourse and the Surplus of Meaning. Fort
Worth, Texas 1976, 45–69, 51.
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Ibid., 52.
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206 On the first, seventh, and fifteenth days of the month
207 I will institute a cleansing rite, a bath.
208 Let one god be slaughtered!
209 And the gods be thereby cleansed!95
210 In96 his flesh and blood,
211 let Nintu mix clay (ṭiṭtụ )!
212 Both god97 and man (ilumma u awīlum),
213 may they mix together in clay!
214 Forever after let us hear the drum (uppu)!
215 In98 the god’s flesh, let there be a spirit (eṭemmu)!
216 Let it make known the living being (balṭa), its sign!99
217 So that it will not be allowed to be forgotten, let there be a spirit
(eṭemmu)!
(I iv, 206–217)

The report of the actual creation comes next. This closely follows to
the design given by Enki, adding the name of the sacrificed god in
line 223:
221 On the first, seventh, and fifteenth days of the month
222 he instituted a cleansing rite, a bath.
223 Ilawēila who had planning capacity (ṭēmu),100

95

Translation according to SI II rev. 92.
I translate according to the most common meaning of ina. Other translations
have “from,” Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 59; “with,” Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” 65;
Foster, Before the Muses, 235; Dalley, Myths, 15. Translating “in” makes it clear that
the basis for the new created being was the slain god.
97
In Akkadian ilumma I understand the enclitic particle –ma as emphasising the
noun, cf. Soden, GAG, § 123 a, 177–78. It functions as a distinction between the two
bodies that do not belong together, but nevertheless are united, cf. Wilcke, “Weltuntergang,” 78f.
98
I translate ina here in the same manner as in line 210. The other translations
have “from.” The flesh of the god is according to the logical steps of creation now a
part of the human being, so is also the eṭemmu, the spirit of the dead god.
99
The sentence is not easy to translate. The words balṭu, “living” and ittu, “sign”
are both in the accusative. The most natural is accordingly to read ittu in apposition
to balṭu. Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” and Wilcke, “Weltuntergang,” read balṭa with the
meaning of the dative: “den(m) Lebenden,” i.e. the living human beings will in the
future see the spirit as a sign. Read in apposition the meaning is that the created
human being will be the living sign of the spirit of the dead god.
100
For the reading Ilawēila as the name of the god, cf. below. SI reads differently:
“Alla, a god who had planning capacity, Alla they slaughtered, an Enlil of old. [In]
his flesh and blood Bēlet-ilī mixed clay, so that [god] and man were mixed together
in the clay. [In future] time it appeared so she might hear, [in the flesh] of a god the
spirit was produced” (SI II rev. 103–110). There are three significant differences: 1)
The name of the god is Alla and not Ilawēila as in Ipiq-Aya’s tablet. This could mean
that the name that we know from Ipiq-Aya’s tablet was not properly understood, or
that these signs were actually interpreted as a hint to Alla.—This is a possible assump96
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224 they slaughtered in their assembly.
225 In his flesh and blood
226 Nintu mixed clay (ṭiṭtụ ).
227 Forever after they heard the drum (uppu).
228 In the god’s flesh there was a spirit (eṭemmu).
229 It made known the living being (balṭa), its sign.
230 So that it will not be allowed to be forgotten, there was a spirit
(eṭemmu).
231 After she had mixed that clay
232 she called up the Anunnaku, the great gods.
233 The Igigu, the great gods,
234 spat upon the clay.
(I iv, 221—v, 234)

This act of creation is followed by a speech of Nintu/Mami. In this
speech the goddess elucidates what the creation means for gods and
humankind:
237 You commanded me a task,
238 I have completed it.
239 You have slaughtered a god together with his planning capacity
(ṭēmu).
240 I have removed your heavy labour.
241 I have placed your soil-basket on man.
242 You have cast off (?) the noise (rigmu) upon humankind.
243 I have loosed the yoke. I have established freedom.
(I v, 237–243)

The god slaughtered, out of whose flesh and blood human was created, is the leading god in the rebellion of the Igigu. He had ṭēmu,
“planning capacity.” We first concentrate on the name of this god.
The name is composed of four signs. The first and the fourth are the
signs for “god,” in the first position written as a logogram ilu (Sumerian dingir), in the last position written syllabically i-la. The second
sign is the Sumerian sign PI and the third is e. Read in this way the

tion regarding the cuneiform signs cf.George and Al-Rawi, “Tablets from the Sippar
Library VI,” 149f. 2) The sentence about god and man mixed together in the clay
appears also here, and not only in Enki/Ea’s speech. The reason for this might be
that in reading the name of the god as Alla, the important pun of Ilawēila was lost.
As we will see, this is a pun on the relation between god and man. 3) SI drops the
topic “drum” (Ipiq-Aya 214, 227), and alters the whole sentence: “[In future] time it
appeared so she might hear.” The most likely explanation is that the scribe did not
understand the point, presupposing that he actually read a text similar to that of IpiqAya’s. For more comments about this passage in SI, cf. George and Al-Rawi, “Tablets
from the Sippar Library VI,” 187f.; Wilcke, “Weltuntergang,” 79f.
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signs allow two possible interpretations: one could read the signs as
two words dPI-e i-la, “xxx the god,” or one could read all the signs as
one word dPI-e- i-la. In the latter case all the signs are the name of the
god. Lambert and Millard opted for the latter solution. They also read
the Sumerian sign PI with the Akkadian syllabic value we. Accordingly
they transliterated the name of the god as dwe-e-i-la, Wê-ila.101
Von Soden found it more reasonable to read the sign PI as a Sumerian logogram with the value geštu. The word means “ear, understanding, wisdom” and is a name of a Sumerian god. He transliterated:
d
geštu-e i-la, “Geštu-e, the god.” This creates a pun in the line between
geštu and ṭēmu, which von Soden understood as the “capacity to plan.”102
Von Soden admits that there is a problem in the reading because the
sign e is added to geštu. He nevertheless adhered to this interpretation
throughout his whole career: “Zwar ist eine bessere Lesung als die von
mir seinerzeit übernommene sumerische Namensform d Geštu-e noch
nicht vorgeschlagen worden; vielleicht findet sich eine solche aber
eines Tages.” And he adds in a footnote that it is difficult to give any
meaning to the usual reading dWe-e-i-la that includes i-la in the name
of the god.103 It seems that the reason for this persistent hesitancy in
exploring the possibilities in the name read as an Akkadian word lay
in von Soden’s method. He presupposed that a word had one distinct
meaning that often could be traced on the basis of etymology. According to our opinion the observation that the poet plays on the meaning
geštu in Sumerian PI is significant, but it does not exhaust the whole
meaning.
The reading by Lambert and Millard has both forerunners and followers, where the different phonetic possibilities in the syllables are
tested.104 Wilcke’s solution seems to be most convincing: he reads all
the signs according to their phonetic values, ila-we-e-i-la, and sees in
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the word a pun on the relation of god and human, ilu and awīlu .105
The name of the god thus plays on the actual mixing of the human
and divine as it is expressed in the speech of Enki just before: ilumma
u awīlum libtallilū puḫ ur ina ṭiṭtị ,” Both god and man; may they mix
together in the clay”! (lines 212–213). In this speech there is no name
of the god, which shows that Ilawēila and ilumma u awīlum stand
parallel in the two passages.
The second place where von Soden departs from Lambert and Millard and most other scholars is in the reading of the signs behind
eṭemmu, “spirit,” in our translation. The signs are different in the two
extant OB recensions, the tablets A (Ipiq-Aya) and E: A has e-diim-mu; E has WI-di-im-mu. Von Soden objects to the reading of these
signs as e-ṭe-em-mu for two reasons. The first reason is philological.
There are two problems at this point. The sign WI in tablet E cannot
be given the phonological value e and the sign DI cannot be given the
value ṭe. The other reason has to do with content. The word eṭemmu
designates a spirit of death. Humankind cannot possibly have such a
spirit as its ancestor.106 Von Soden sees in Edimmu or Widimmu the
original name of the human being. He translates: “Aus dem Fleisch
des Gottes werde Edimmu” (line 215). He found the background for
this word in a lexical list in the word idim that in its third meaning
could be equivalent to saklu, “simple minded,” or other expressions
for weakness. E/Widimmu was a “savage creature,” not yet cultivated
to awīlu, the fully developed human being. This is signalled in the
text before by calling man lullû, “primeval man,” which also has the
connotation “weak” (cf. line 195). In his latest comment on the issue
he both modifies his theory and tries to give a new interpretation.107
He admits that the basis for reading idim as “simple minded,” or the
like, may seem week. There is also the problem that Widimmu cannot
be regarded either as an Akkadian or a Sumerian word. Nevertheless,
he continues to argue for this interpretation on the basis of content.
Widimmu is described as something preliminary. In the text the first
human being is a double creature, androgynous. Only later, in the second creative act (I v, 249f.), man and woman are separated into two
individuals. Only at this time are they human beings in the full sense.
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But he admits: “Aber das ist aus den uns verständlichen akkadischen
Wörtern der Listen kaum herauszulesen. Vielleicht können wir da
später einmal mehr erkennen.”108
SI may shed some light on the philological problems with reading
the signs as eṭemmu raised by von Soden. In SI the word for “baked
loaf,” written as e-pí-ta in Ipiq-Aya’s tablet II ii, 12,109 is written WE/Ipi-tam (V obv. 12). This at least shows that e in later Akkadian could
be read as WE/I.110 SI also sheds light on the problem of DI read as
ṭe. In this tablet the word is written three times as e-ṭém-mu (lines 98,
110, 112), which is a quite common spelling of “spirit.”111 The scribe of
SI certainly saw the spirit of death in the signs e-di-im-mu.
In terms of content we cannot see anything in the actual description
of creation suggesting a contrast between a savage (Widimmu) and
civilized man. What is created there is simply awīlu. There is, however,
a tension between lullû in the speech of Anu (line 195) and awīlu in
the sequence of creation. To this question we will return.
Some of the elements in the creative act occur in other compositions as well. The motif that humankind is created out of clay is traditional.112 Among the myths we find it in Enki and Ninmah,113 and the
Creation of Humankind and the King.114 It is attested in the Ugaritic
Kirta (Keret) Epic115 and is close to the creative act in the Bible where
ʾādām is created out of hāʾădāmāh “earth, mould” (Gen 2:7). The clay
describes the human being as an earthly creature. The creation out
of divine flesh and blood is rarer. The occurrences in myths are connected with the blood as the divine element in the human being. This
presupposes that gods or a god are slaughtered to provide the element.
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We find it in the KAR 4 myth where the Alla-gods were slaughtered.
The other occurrences seem dependent on Atrahasis. In Enuma Elish
the rebel god Qingu is slaughtered and humankind created out of
his blood (VI, 27–34). Berossos in his Babyloniaca draws on a similar
tradition:
This god took off his own head
and the other gods (gathered up) the blood which flowed from it
and mixed the blood with earth and formed men.
For this reason men are intelligent
and have a share of divine wisdom.116

We notice in KAR 4, Atrahasis, and Enuma Elish that the gods are
slaughtered. They are not killed in the sense that their existence is
ended. The gods will continue to live on in the body and mind of the
new human being. Nevertheless, it smells of death, and the gods in
Atrahasis need a special purification, performed by Enki, to carry out
the deed.
Special for Atrahasis are three enigmatic elements ṭēmu, eṭemmu,
and uppu, connected with the sacrifice of the god. We might suggest
that these are intimately related to the plot of the story. The word ṭēmu
has a wide range of meanings: personality, idea, sense or rationality,
intelligence, report, purpose.117 In our text it is directly connected with
the rebel god. It seems to be a characteristic feature of his, not connected with the other gods in the story, at least not the Igigu. What
is special for this god is hardly personality or intelligence in a general
sense. We should think that gods in general were imagined with personality and intelligence. Looking back at the revolt scene, the rebel
god is depicted as the one god who had the initiative and the capacity to plan and to lead in the rebellion. Von Soden translates ṭēmu
here as “die Fähigkeit, (sachgemäss) zu planen,” i.e. “the ability to
plan, the planning capacity.”118 This translation seems appropriate in
the context.
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Text according to Syncellus, 49,19, in F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen
Historiker: Dritter Teil, C, Erster Band. Leiden 1958, 1B, sequence 7, 372. Translation
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The other question is what meaning eṭemmu, “the spirit of the
dead,” has in the sequence. Bottéro interprets the occurrence here
in the following way: “They (the authors) stressed that in the plan
of Ea, the ‘inventor’ of our conditions and structure, our existence is
brought about in two successive stages: one where we are alive and
fully active in service of the gods, under the name of awêlu; the other
after the termination by death of all our functions, under the name of
eṭemmu.”119 This does not, however, fit very well into the context of
the word here. The eṭemmu of the god will have balṭu, the “living,” as
its sign. Wilcke therefore seems more accurate when he understands
eṭemmu as the immortal spirit in a human being, inherited from the
god.120 If this is the case, there is a silent deviation from the common
meaning. The eṭemmu is chosen as the inheritance not to stress death,
but to underline the part of the human being that will not disappear
in death. The eṭemmu is the aspect of humans that continues to live on
when humans in death are transformed to clay again.
The third enigmatic word is uppu, “drum.” The drum is closely connected with the spirit. This made Moran suggest that the drum was a
drum of lamentation.121 But he had obvious difficulties in fitting it into
the context. Should gods and humans forever after lament the slaughtered god or the fate of humankind? Can the creation of humans be
lamented at all? There must be another solution. At the end of his
discussion Moran made a suggestion that was independently argued
by Kilmer. She suggested that the drum was not something outside
the very act of creation, but like ṭēmu and eṭemmu something that
belonged to the nature and fate of created humans. The drum was
the “heartbeat.”122 The difficulty in this interpretation is the lack of
any other sure equation between drum and heart in Sumerian and
Akkadian. This may be the reason why the drum is dropped in SI II
rev. 108–109. For the scribe who copied the OB text the uppu gave no
meaning in the context. But Kilmer has shown in a later article that
the Sumerian and Akkadian words for “beat” used in connection with
drums also are used frequently in relation to the sound of the heart.123
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There is a good illustration of this in Gilgamesh. The plant Gilgamesh
brings with him from Uta-napišti is the “ ‘plant of heartbeat’, by
which means a man can recapture his vitality” (XI, 295–296).124 Thus
the equation between drum and heart is natural. The “uppu- beat”
of the heart is the sound of life from the balṭu, “the living one.” But
there could be a hint of the other side of humans’ fate as well. The
gods should hear the sound of humans’ heartbeats. There is another
sound in this sequence also connected with humans. That is the rigmu,
“sound, noise,” thrown from the Igigu on humans.125 This is the sound
that the gods cannot get rid of through the rest of the story.
In Enki’s speech, giving the design for creation, he includes one line
of interpretation of what will happen. The mixture of divine flesh and
blood with the clay means the following: ilumma u awīlum libtallilū
puḫ ur ina ṭiṭtỊ , “Both god and man, may they mix together in the
clay”! (lines 212–213). The opening line of the whole poem is taken up
at the beginning of this line: inūma ilū awīlum is echoed in ilumma u
awīlum. The metaphor from the opening has reached its climax. “When
the gods were human” has reached a new meaning in the phrase “both
god and human,” who were united in the new creature.126
This relates to the enigma of the name of the slaughtered god. The
name is a sign, alluding to the opening metaphor. It signifies the
nature of the creature that will inherit the god’s proprieties, the ṭēmu
and eṭemmu. We do not see the necessity here to choose between an
Akkadian phonetic and a Sumerian logogrammatic reading. On the
contrary, the scribe seems to have used the multiple meanings of the
signs very consciously, playing both on Sumerian and Akkadian values. The Sumerian logogram PI can be read with the meaning geštu,
“understanding, wisdom,” to which von Soden called attention. Read
according to the Akkadian syllabic values we see the signs for god and
man: Ilawēila. The signs for god are even written into the signs for man
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twice, at the beginning and at the end.127 The ending of the first plot
is accordingly the turning point of the whole poem. The poem starts
with an unstable, perilous situation, confusing divine and human roles
“when the gods were human.” When this dilemma is solved, it goes
on with a new unstable situation, this time directly mixing the human
into the divine.
To make a creature like this was Enki’s idea. There are indications
that this was not exactly what Anu had in mind when he first pondered the solution to the crisis. Anu proposed to create a substitute
that could carry the soil-basket for the gods. He does not mention
anything about the slaughter of a god and the mixing of divine flesh
and blood with clay. Neither did the other gods mention anything
when they asked Nintu to create awīlu in the shape of a lullû:
Bēlet-ilī, the womb-goddess, is present.
Let the womb-goddess create [. . .]
so that the human being (awīlu) can carry the soil-basket of the god.
They summoned and asked the goddess,
the midwife of the gods, wise Mami:
“You are the womb-goddess, the one who can create humankind,
create a primeval human (lullû) that he may bear the yoke,
let him bear the yoke, the work of Enlil,
let the human being (awīlu) carry the soil-basket of the god.”
(I iv, 189–197)128

Lullu is a common Sumerian word for “human being.” It occurs, however, in some distinct contexts that seem to have influenced the Akkadian usage. Together with nam, which forms abstracts in Sumerian,129
we find it as nam-lulu in compositions referring to the creation of
“humankind.”130 In Sumerian creation myths humankind is called
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nam-lulu in Ewe and Wheat131 and in the KAR 4 myth.132 In the Sumerian Flood Story the word designates humankind in the first preserved
line.133 In the bilingual KAR 4 the word is rendered as amēlūtu in
Akkadian, the common word for “humankind.”
Some Sumerian myths have, however, a special understanding of
what kind of nam-lulu/amēlūtu was originally created. A human
being was first created in an uncivilized stage and then in a second
step civilized.134 In Ewe and Wheat the original state of humankind is
described as follows:
The people (nam-lulu) of those distant days
Knew not bread to eat,
They knew not cloth to wear;
They went about in the Land with naked limbs
Eating grass with their moths like sheep,
And drinking water from the ditches.
(Ewe and Wheat 20–25)135

This portrayal of primeval humankind is dependent on the image the
city dweller had of the nomad. In the Marriage of Martu we read:
He is dressed in sheep skins;
He lives in tents in wind and rain;
He doesn’t offer sacrifices.
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Armed [vagabond] in the steppe,
he digs up truffles and is restless.
He eats raw meat,
lives his life without a home,
and, when he dies, he is not buried according to proper rituals.
(Marriage of Martu II, 132–8)136

The Sumerian Flood Story seems to presuppose the same model of primeval humankind. In the beginning humankind lived an uncivilized
life. Then the goddess Ninḫursag summoned them in order to create
civilization, especially through the founding of the first cities.137 This
motif in Sumerian mythology must have been well-known because it
is alluded to as late as Berossos’ Babyloniaca (ca. 290 BCE): “There was
a great crowd of men in Babylonia and they lived without laws just as
wild animals.”138 One Akkadian story is especially influenced by this
Sumerian concept, the Enkidu story in Gilgamesh.139 Enkidu is created
as lullû.140 He is certainly described as a savage:
Aruru washed her hands,
she took a pinch of clay, she threw it down in the wild.
In the wild she created Enkidu, the hero,
an offspring of silence, knit strong by Ninurta.
All his body is matted with hair,
he is adorned with tresses like a woman,
the locks of his hair grow as thickly as Nissaba’s,
he knows not at all a people nor even a country.
He was clad in a garment like Šakan’s,
feeding on grass with the very gazelles.
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Jostling at the water-hole with the herd,
he enjoyed the water with the animals.
(Gilgamesh I, 101–112)141

In Enuma Elish the created human being is called lullû:
I will bring together blood and make bones,
I will call the lullû to life, man (amēlu) shall be his name.
I will create the lullû-man,
on whom I will impose the toil of the gods,
so that these will have rest.
(Enuma Elish VI, 5–8)142

Marduk will create lullû and give the creature the name amēlu. What
is thus created is lullû amēlu.
We find an interesting case in the Babylonian myth the Creation
of Humankind and the King that might originate in the beginning
of the first millennium.143 The composition clearly draws on Atrahasis, but interprets the two different kinds of humans in another way.
The myth begins in the same way as Atrahasis with the description of
the toil of the lower gods. Bēlet-ilī realises that the tupšikku, “labour,”
of the gods is too heavy; nukurtu, “hostility,” has broken out (lines
5–7). The higher gods have to create a ṣalam ṭiṭtị , “figure of clay,” and
impose the labour on him. The actual description of the creation is
fragmentary, but it is evident that the creation out of clay is described
first (lines 14–15), then the qualities of the new human being (lines
17–26). At the end Enlil names the new creature, lullû amēlu, the same
designation as in Atrahasis and Enuma Elish. There are, however, no
signs visible in the text indicating a slaughtered god or any other kind
of transmission of divine qualities to this human being. He is simply
created out of clay and equipped to carry the workload of the gods.
The creation is, however, not finished; Bēlet-ilī is encouraged to perform one more creative act:
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Bēlet-ilī, you are the mistress of all gods,
you have created lullû amēlu,
now shape the king (lugal), ma-li-ku a-me-lu.
Surround his stature with good,
form his appearance harmonical, make his body beautiful!
Then Bēlet-ilī shaped the king, the ma-li-ku lú.
(Creation of Humankind and the King rev. 31–36)

The composition continues in the same manner as in the first creative
act to describe the duty and the equipment of the new human being.
The duty of the king is to make warfare for the gods (line 37). He is
given a crown, throne and weapons, and the god Nusku shall advise
him (lines 38–41).
There is a problem with what exactly the phrase ma-li-ku a-me-lu
(lú) means. It could be transcribed maliku amēlu, meaning something
like “royal man,” but lugal (šarru, “king”) occurs in both places as
the person who is described as ma-li-ku a-me-lu. Mayer has opted for
another solution, to read ma-li-ku as a participle malīku of the verb
mālaku, “advise,” i.e. “the counselling or advising man.”144 According
to this interpretation the king is the human equipped to counsel and
to make the right decisions.
Thus two classes of humans were created. Ordinary humans were
designated lullû amēlu. They were given the duty and the equipment
to labour for the gods. This is the lullû-man from the original proposal in Atrahasis. The actual creation of the human from Ilawēila is at
this place passed over in silence. In addition to ordinary people there
existed, however, another class of humans, the kings, as malīku amēlu,
“counselling man.” It is tempting to see in this phrase an echo of the
actual created human in Atrahasis. Humans were created out of the
god who had ṭēmu, “planning capacity.” There are several cases where
milku, “advice, counsel,” and ṭēmu are used as parallels about divine
deliberations and decisions.145
The Creation of Humankind and the King thus reaches another
solution to the crisis among the gods at the very beginning than what
we find in Atrahasis. There were initially two classes of gods, one living
in the palaces and one toiling in the fields. In the Creation of Human-
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145
Cf. CAD sub ṭēmu, 3b, p. 92.
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kind this situation is extended from from the divine to the human
world. Two classes among humans were created, one class of labourers
and one class of rulers. In Atrahasis, however, only one class of people
was created, not simply as lullû awīlu, but as awīlu and ilu:
Let one god be slaughtered!
And the gods be thereby cleansed!
In his flesh and blood,
let Nintu mix clay!
Both god and man (ilumma u awīlum),
may they mix together in clay!
(Atrahasis I iv, 208–213)

This placed humans too close to the divine rank for the much later
myth. Atrahasis is different; it deals with humans in the antediluvian
age, when they had other qualities than postdiluvian humans. This is
also the presupposition for the plot in Atrahasis. A hybrid creature like
this, an ilu-man became a challenge for the gods.
The Igigu performed the last act in the creation. Until now they have
been totally absent from the scene. We notice that they are titled differently. Earlier they were the Igigu only. After the new being is created
they are like the Anunnaku, “the great gods” (cf. for the Anunnaku,
I i, 5; I ii, 103 and 106). The Igigu spit on the clay. It could be necessary to add some humidity to the clay. The most important point is,
however, that they add something to the human being. Something is
conferred from the Igigu to humans. Nintu explains what is conferred
in her next speech.
Nintu explains what the gods are freed from and what humans have
received. The gods are freed from their heavy labour, the soil-basket,
the noise, and the yoke. Humans are created out of a slaughtered god
and acquire his ṭēmu, “planning capacity.” In addition, humans have
obtained the soil- basket and the noise, rigmu. The last word is important. It prepares for the next plots. The word is used twice before, in
two different settings. There was a rigmu from the Igigu when they
attacked the palace of Enlil (I ii, 77). This was a rigmu of rebellion. The
gods could hear the rigmu from the Igigu when they suffered under
the heavy burden (I iii, 179 (LB); SI II rev. 66). So the rigmu of rebellion grew out of the rigmu of despair. What kind of rigmu did the
Igigu impose on humans? At this point in the story we do not know.
We only know that it should be humans’ destiny both to carry the
soil-basket and the noise.
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The two creation scenes prepare for the disasters and the flood. The
reason for the disasters is on the one hand the enormous increase of
humans, a gift humans have received from the divine birth. On the
other hand there are the noise and din, rigmu and ḫ ubūru, the first
word signalling what was transferred to humans from the Igigu in the
first creation scene:
Twelve hundred years had not yet passed,146
when the land extended and the peoples multiplied.
The land bellowed like a bull,147
the god got disturbed with their din (ḫ ubūru).
Enlil heard their noise (rigmu)

146
We keep to the most common reading of the number. The signs for the number
in the OB text are damaged in all three instances they occur (I vii, 352; I viii, 416; II i,
1). They are most legible in II i, 1. Here the number 600 seems to be repeated twice.
This repetition can mean a doubling of the number as it is understood by Lambert
and Millard, von Soden and Foster. It is also possible to see the repetition as a literary
device to underscore the number six hundred. This is the reading by Dalley, Myths,
note 22, 37: “600 years, less than 600 years, passed.” SI in V obv. 43 increases the
number enormously to 10800 which is a multiplication of 1200 by 9. SI may have had
a different number in its preceding source, i. e. 1800, and multiplied by 6 = 10800; cf.
George and Al-Rawi, “Tablets from the Sippar Library VI,” note 43, 188. As is commonly known the Babylonians combined a decimal and sexagesimal system of numeration , cf. H. W. F. Saggs, The Greatness that was Babylon. London 1962, 445–53. For
high numbers one unit was nēru, 60 × 10= 600, another was šāru, 602 = 3600. The
sign for šar in Sumerian had the meaning ”disk, totality” and was written as a circle,
cf. A. Pichot, Die Geburt der Wissenschaft. Darmstadt 1995, 48f. The original number
could thus have been either two nēru = 1200, or a half šāru = 1800. In Atrahasis there
are three intervals, one before each of the three disasters. If we count each interval as
1200, the total will be one šāru (3600). If we count 1800, the total time span would be
5400, i.e. one šāru adding a half šāru. The number in SI is three šārū = 10800. The total
number for the three periods would be 52400. The high numbers given by SI make
the computation here closer to the numbers given in another tradition of the primeval
time, the primeval lists of kings; cf. for a presentation and discussion, Kvanvig, Roots
of Apocalyptic, 160–73. In the lists the computations are based on šāru, cf. the edition
of CT 46, 5 + 12054 by W. G. Lambert, “A New Fragment from a List of Antediluvian Kings and Marduk’s Chariot,” in Symbolae Biblicae et Mesopotamicae. Francisco
Mario Theodoro de Liagre Böhl dedicatae, ed. M. A. Beek et al. Leiden 1973, 271–80,
273. In the lists of primeval kings they are said to have ruled enormous spans of years,
from 6000 to 72000, cf. the synopsis given by Finkelstein, “The Antediluvian Kings,”
46. In the lists rendered by UCBC 9 and Berossos the second king in the list, Alalgar,
is said to have ruled 10800 years = 3 šārū, the same number as in SI. What makes this
comparison interesting is that the primeval lists of kings in several of the versions at
the end either connect with or refer to the flood, cf, Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic,
166f. The lists thus cover the same time span as the antediluvian part of Atrahasis.
147
The verb is šapû II, “become loud.” There is accordingly no direct “bellowing”
connected with the verb. Nevertheless, the land became loud kima lî, “like a bull,”
similar to the flood becoming loud “like a bull” in III iii, 15. The parallel participle is
nā’eru, “roar” (line 16). Thus the quite common “bellow” seems to be an appropriate
translation.
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And addressed the great gods,
“The noise (rigmu) of humankind has become too intense for me,
With their din (ḫ ubūru) I am deprived of sleep.”
(I vii, 352–59)

The sequence about the increase and the noise of the people that opens
the second section is repeated three times in the story. It functions as
a marker of subdivisions. Each time the sequence introduces a divine
disaster, conceived by Enlil to decrease the number of humans.
The SI text is preserved to the transition between two disasters, in
this case the second and the third. There are signs in OB I viii, 412–13,
at the end of the first disaster, that seem to indicate an ending similar
to SI. The text in SI reads:
Their fine features returned,
their original noise (rigmu) emerged.
Their days of health (šulmu) returned,
the womb was open, creating babies.
Three myriad years had not yet passed,
the land extended and the peoples multiplied.
The land bellowed like a bull,
the god got disturbed with their noise (rigmu).
(SI V obv. 39–46)

There is a strange ambiguity in the story at this point. When the Igigu
myth refers to the rigmu of the Igigu, their lamentation over the heavy
workload and their cry of rebellion is meant (I ii, 77; cf. SI I rev. 68;
I v, 240–243; SI II rev. 63–66). The rigmu of the people at the end of
the disasters certainly seems to be presented as something positive. It
is connected to šulmu, bodily recovery, health and fertility. According to R. Albertz rigmu at this place is not lamentation or rebellion.
Rigmu is rather a characteristic of vitality, the joy of life, and the activity of humans, and has no negative connotations.148 There seems to be
a twist in the story at this point. Rigmu worked out differently in the
human realm. Despite all the attempts by the gods to get rid of the
people, they recovered to their former strength. From a human perspective this is a sound of vitality; from a divine perspective it is seen
differently: how can we get rid of these creatures; they multiply like
flies and bellow like bulls, what ever we do?

148
R. Albertz, “Das Motiv für die Sintflut im Atramḫasīs-Epos,” in Mythos im Alten
Testament und seiner Umwelt, ed. A. Lange et al. Berlin 1999, 3–16, 12.
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1.4

The Characters
1.4.1 The Gods

There are three gods who acts as characters in the story. Enlil is the
god responsible for the earth. He is accordingly the god who is responsible for the work of the Igigu when they initially have to create the
surface of the earth, the rivers, mountains, and marshland. He is constantly resting. He has to be woken when the Igigu surround his house
in their rebellion (I ii, 68–79). He is provoked by the noise of humans
and finds no rest. Therefore he sends the disasters. He is also ultimately responsible for the flood according to the poet: “Enlil did an
evil deed on the peoples” (II viii, 35). When Atrahasis survives the
flood he is furious:
[The warrior Enlil] saw the boat,
and was filled with anger at the Igigu.
All we great Anunnaku
decided together on an oath.
Where did life escape,
how did humans survive in the destruction?
(III vi, 5–10)

Nevertheless, Enlil is clearly seen as the protagonist among the gods.
In the postscript to the story the poem is dedicated to him:
You, counsellor of the [great] gods,
At [your] command I have brought a [. . .] to be.
This [my] song (is) for your praise.
Let the Igigu-gods hear,
let them extol your greatness to each other.
I have sung of the flood to all peoples:
Listen!
(III viii, 11–19)149

Enki is the opponent of Enlil. He is situated in the apsû, the watery
abyss under the earth. Traditionally he is regarded as the god of wisdom. He is, however, regarded as rather tricky: “He is counsellor and
advisor, the expert and trouble-shooter, or manipulator, of the ruler;
not the ruler himself.”150 As in many other Sumerian and Akkadian
texts he is a creator god in Atrahasis. In both creation scenes he is
149
150

For translation, cf. Foster, Before the Muses, 253.
Jacobsen, The Treasures, 110–16, 116.
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active together with the mother goddess Nintu. He is also the god
responsible for how humans were first created with the qualities of the
slaughtered god. As the creator of humans he sides with the humans
both in the disasters and in informing Atrahasis how to survive the
flood.
It is often overlooked that the most prominent god in the poem
is Nintu, the birth goddess. We have already seen her importance as
creator in the creation scenes. She is also the one who decreed the
destiny of humans both in the first and second world order. After the
creation of humans, she is absent in the story until the deliberations
in the divine assembly when the third disaster did not succeed and the
flood was planned. Here she sides with the other gods against Enki and
proposes that Enki now has to be bound with an oath to avoid any
further sidesteps (II vii, 31–39).
The next time we meet Nintu in the story is in the middle of the
flood scene. The narrative changes focus from the flood itself to the
reaction of the gods (III iii, 25—iv, 22). The sequence covering this
reaction almost entirely concentrates on a long wailing of Nintu:
The goddess saw it, weeping,
The midwife of the gods, wise Mami:
“Let the day become dark,
let it turn back to gloom!
In the assembly of the gods
how did I, with them, command total destruction?
Was Enlil so strong that he forced [me] to speak?
Like that Tiruru, did he make (my) speech confused?
As a result of my own choice,
to myself (ramānu) and my body (pagru) I heard their noise levelled at
me.
(My) offspring (lillidu), cut off from me, have become like flies.
And I, how shall I live? In the house of moaning my noise is silenced.
Shall I go up to heaven,
as if to live in a house of [plentiful store]s?
Where has Anu gone, the chief decision-maker,151

151
Literally Anu is here designated bēl ṭēmi. Bēlu is often used to indicate that
someone possesses an attribute to an exceptional degree, so bēl ṭēmi is ‘the one exceptionally endowed with ṭēmu. The text seems to refer to a speech of Anu. No such
speech is reported earlier in the preserved texts in which Anu decides for the flood.
But there are large lacunas in the text about the divine assembly (II v, 13—viii, 35)
where the flood is decided. Anu’s speech could have been reported in II vi, 1–14, or
in the 29 missing lines at the beginning of column vii.
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whose sons, the gods, heeded his command?
He who did not consider, but sent the flood,
and relegated the peoples to destruction.”
[four lines missing]
Nintu was wailing [. . .]:
“[. . .] gave birth to(?) [. . .]
They have filled the river like dragonflies.
Like a raft they are washed up on the ed[ge],
like a raft in open country!
I have seen, and wept over them.
I have exhausted my lamentation for them.”
She wept and eased her feelings.
Nintu wept and spent her emotion.
The gods wept with her for the land.
She was full of grief and thirsted for beer.
Where she sat, they sat weeping,
like sheep they filled the channel.
Their lips were feverishly athirst.
They were suffering cramps from hunger.
(III iii, 32—iv, 22)

The first thing we notice is that the discordance in the story is raised
by Nintu herself: how could she, the mother-goddess, let her offspring
down? Was she overwhelmed by Enlil’s divine rhetoric (III iii, 34–43)?
She has no answer herself, except taking responsibility for her own acts.
The second significant feature is connected with the utterances:
there is a rigmu from the people (III iii, 43) and there is a rigmu from
Nintu (III iii, 46). The context shows that Nintu’s “noise,” rigmu, is her
loud wailing. This shows that the noise of the humans here is their cry
of despair to which Nintu had not responded.
As a third element we notice that the cry of despair, heard by Nintu,
came from her lillidu, “offspring” (line 44), recalling the creation
scene:
“I myself created (it), my hands made (it).
The midwife shall rejoice in the house of the qadištu—priestess.
Wherever a woman gives birth,
and the baby’s mother severs herself,
the mud brick shall be put down for nine days.
Nintu, the womb-goddess, shall be honored.”
(I vi, 289–295)

The cry of her offspring hits her both mentally and physically. It is
levelled at her and felt in her ramānu, “self,” and her pagru, “body”
(line 42). This is the wailing of a mother who feels the pain of her
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children as a pain in her own body. Of course Nintu has the same
problem as the other gods when humankind is wiped out. There is
no one to offer food and drink, and the mother goddess is both full
of grief and thirsty for beer. The poet obviously has thought that it is
not easy to be in both situations at the same time, even for gods. But
the lamentation of Nintu goes beyond the hunger and thirst that drive
the other gods to despair. Here the poet really opens up the heart of the
goddess and gives us a glimpse of divine distress and compassion for
human suffering.
The next speech of Nintu we find after the flood. After the gods had
eaten Atrahasis’ offering, Nintu is the first to speak:
[When] they had eaten the offering,
Nintu got up and blamed them all:
“Whatever came over Anu, the chief decision-maker?
Did Enlil draw close to the smoke offering?
(Those two) who did not deliberate, but sent the Flood,
gathered the people to catastrophe—
You agreed to destruction.
(Now) their bright faces are dark.”
Then she went up to the big flies,
which Anu had made and was carrying:
“His grief is mine! My destiny goes with his!
He must deliver me from evil, and appease me!
[. . .]
[. . .]
Let [these] flies be the lapis around my neck,
that I may remember it [every?] day [and forever?]
(III v, 36—vi, 4)

The mother-goddess starts by blaming the other gods, especially Anu,
the chief god of the universe, and Enlil, who directly was responsible
for the flood in his cosmic domain. But this is only the introduction.
The most important feature lies in her action that breaks her speech
and her final declaration. She went up to the big flies, carried by Anu,
and declared these flies to be her lapis lazuli necklace, so that she
would always remember. As in the second creation scene, the symbolism is loaded with meaning. A. D. Kilmer has devoted a study to this
symbolism.152
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A. D. Kilmer, “The Symbolism of the Flies in the Mesopotamian Flood Myth
and Some Further Implications,” in Language, Literature and History: Philological
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Nintu’s speech is recorded at exactly the same place in the flood
story in Gilgamesh. In this version of the speech the flies are placed
at the begining:
As soon as Bēlet-ilī arrived,
she lifted aloft the great flies that Anu had made when he wooed (her):
“O gods, let these be lapis lazuli (beads) around my neck,
so that I remember these days and never forget them”!
(Gilgamesh XI, 164–167)153

There are other references to flies both in the flood story of Atrahasis
and of Gilgamesh. In Atrahasis there is an obscure reference in the
fragmentary III iii, 19 connected with the darkness of the flood. There
are two more clear references in III iii, 44 and III iv, 6 where the
corpses of the drowned are likened to dead flies. We find the same
simile in Gilgamesh. When the flood-water comes, the mayflies are
floating on the river (X, 312–313). There is accordingly in the flood
story itself a direct link between the fly-necklace of Nintu and the flysimiles of floating corpses. Nintu’s necklace shall forever remind her
about the annihilation of her offspring in the flood.154
Kilmer draws attention to the visual form of a fly necklace.155 There
are two important characteristics. The most obvious is that a necklace forms a circle. The other is connected with the nature of the flies.
The wings are shimmering; one can see the spectrum in a fly’s wings
in sunlight. Kilmer makes the tempting suggestion that the form, the
circle or curve, and the spectrum symbolise the rainbow, the very
phenomenon that marks the end of the flood in Genesis.156 If so, the
rainbow is the necklace of Nintu, born by her, in the remorse of the
annihilation of her offspring in the flood.
and Historical Studies Presented to Erica Reiner, ed. F. Rochberg-Halton. New Haven,
Connecticut 1987, 175–80.
153
Translation according to George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 714f. J. N.
Postgate has argued for another translation that also implies a different understanding of the line in Gilgamesh. He let the precative lū introduce the clause with ilū as
subject: “Let these gods be” or “These gods are indeed.” In this case the lapis lazuli
necklace symbolises the gods; cf. J. N. Postgate, “Two lines in Gilgamesh,” NABU 1
(1998): 34–35. We follow George who reads XI, 166 in the light of III vi, 2–4 in Atrahasis; cf. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic II, note to XI, 166, p. 891.
154
Kilmer gives several text examples that connect flies to death. There is a symbolism of flies in descriptions of wars and medals of bravery. The fly as a personification
of death is able to find those who are hidden; Kilmer, “The Symbolism of the Flies,”
178f.
155
Such necklaces did in fact exist, cf. Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 163f.
156
The assumption is supported by George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 518.
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1.4.2 Atrahasis
Among humans there is only one described with individual characteristics, atraḫ asīs, atru, “pre-eminent, foremost, excedingly,” ḫ asīsu,
“ear, understanding.” The designation suits well, since Atrahasis has
his wisdom through communication with Enki. We get a glimpse into
the hero’s grief when he is supplicating for his people, as well as into
his anxiety when he is waiting for the flood:
And he, the man, Atrahasis,
complains in tears daily.
He carries oblations in the morning.157
(SI V rev. 59–61)
[. . .] he put his family on board.
They were eating, they were drinking.
But he went in and out,
could not stay still, or rest on his haunches,
his heart was breaking and he was vomiting bile.
(III ii, 42–47)

There is a rapid shift in focus every time Atrahasis appears. This seems
to belong to the style of the poem. In the first disaster the story goes
directly from Enki’s command that the diseases shall strike the people
to focus on Atrahasis: u šū [atramḫ asīs], “and he, Atrahasis” (I vii,
364). In the flood story the contrast creates a great dramatic effect:
The gods commanded total destruction,
Enlil did an evil deed on the peoples.
Atrahasis opened his mouth,
and addressed his lord.
(II viii, 34–37)

In the SI recension the transition is rendered thus in the middle of the
third disaster:
He commanded, and Anu and Ea stood guard in the heights,
Sin and Nergal stood guard on the earth in between,
At the bolt that keeps the sea in check,
Ea stood guard, along with his laḫ mu’s.
And he, the man, Atrahasis . . .
(SI V rev. 55–59)

157
The phrase “in the morning” is taken from OB II iii, 5, since SI “to a riverside
meadow” apparently is corrupt, cf. George and Al-Rawi, “Tablets from the Sippar
Library VI,” 183.
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Here SI adds the word amēlu to the introduction of Atrahasis. Thus
the scribe sharpens the dramatic encounter between the divine and
human worlds in the story.
The flood hero is an inseparable part of the flood story. Still he has
different names in the known versions. In the Sumerian Flood Story
he is called zi.u4.sùd.rá, “life of distant days.” The Akkadian name
of the hero reflected in the Gilgamesh tradition clearly draws on this
Sumerian name.158 In the Standard Babylonian Version he is called
UD-napišti (I, 42; IX, 6 and X–XI passim), although one OB tablet has
ú-ta instead of UD (VA+BM vi, 13).159 The Akkadian name often has
the epithet rūqu. In this tradition zi yields napištu, “life,” and sùd.rá
equals the epithet rūqu, “distant.” Most likely the elements UD or ú-ta
signify the verb (w)atû, “find.” Thus the Akkadian name ūta-napišti
with the epithet rūqu can be translated “He found life, the distant
one.” The Babyloniaca of Berossos calls him Xisouthros, which seems
to be a derivation from Ziusudra.160 The fragment of the flood story
from Ras Shamra shows that this version had the same name as our
poem, Atrahasis.161
The different names reflect different emphases on the role of the
hero in the flood. In the Sumerian and Gilgamesh versions the fate
of the hero is in the centre. He is at the end given a life among the
gods. We do not know whether this was a part of Atrahasis as well.
What we do know is that the name of the hero in this poem fits into
the role he is given. He is not only connected with the flood story as
the one who survived the catastrophe, he is the human representative
through the whole second part of the poem. As the “exceedingly wise
one” he is the one who has access to the divine secrets through his
patron god Enki.
In the Sumerian Flood Story Ziusudra bears the title of king. He is
frequently titled zi.u4.sùd.rá lugal.àm, “Ziusudra, being king” (iii, 145;
v, 209; vi, 254, 258; cf. also lugal.e, “the king,” v, 211). The portrait of
the hero as a king corresponds to the section before, which deals with
the origin of civilization (col. ii). Essential for the establishment of
158

Cf. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 152f.
Ibid., 280.
160
Text: Euseb. (Arm.) Chron. 10,17–12,16 and Syncellus p. 53,19, in: Jacoby,
FGH III C, Erster Band, 1.B, sequences 14–17, pp. 378–81. Translation: Burstein, The
Babyloniaca, 20f. For a comparison between Berossos and the cuneiform versions, cf.
Komoróczy, “Berosos,” 133–39.
161
Obv. 6, cf. Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 132.
159
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civilization is that “the lofty crown and the throne of kingship had
come down from heaven” (ii, 89). The sentence introduces the foundation of the five cities that according to the composition became the
cornerstones of civilization in antediluvian time. In Gilgamesh Utanapišti is not directly called a king, but his royal status seems presupposed. He is connected with Shuruppak, the last city in the list of the
cities in the Sumerian Flood Story, where he is called “son of UbarTutu” (XI, 11–13, 23). In Berossos the flood hero is said to have ruled
in Larak at the time when the flood occurred.162
This designation of the flood hero as a king corresponds with some
of the known versions of the Antediluvian King List. Ziusudra occurs
as the last king ruling in Shuruppak in the probably oldest version (WB
62), and in the Babylonian Dynastic Chronicle (CT 46, 5 + 12054), as
stated in Berossos Xisouthros is ruling in Larak. Others, however, do
not report an antediluvian king with this name, such as the Sumerian
King List (WB 444) and the latest version from Uruk (W 20 030, 7).163
Taken together the title and description of the flood hero as a king in
the Sumerian Flood Story and the enrolment of him among the great
kings of antediluvian time surely point toward a broad Mesopotamian
tradition about the identity of the flood hero: he was a king ruling in
Shuruppak. Therefore it is quite significant that Atrahasis makes no
mention of the flood hero’s royal status. This observation has led J. R.
Davila to argue that the flood originally was an independent tradition
where the flood hero was not a king, but a priest. The hero became
a king when the flood tradition was merged with the tradition about
the antediluvian kings. This combination led both to the royal status
of the hero in the Sumerian Flood Story and the inclusion of him in
some of the lists.164 Davila found priestly portraits of the flood hero
both in the Sumerian Flood Story (besides his royal status), the flood
fragment from Ras Shamra, and in Atrahasis. The relevant passage in
the Sumerian Flood Story is damaged, but the sign gudu4 is clearly
visible (iii, 145).165 The gudu, Akkadian pašīšu, was a priest responsible for certain bloodless offerings and was involved in oaths, judicial

162
Cf. Jacoby, FGH III C, Erster Band, sequences 14–15, pp. 378–81. Translation:
Burstein, The Babyloniaca, 20f.
163
We will give a description of these sources later, cf. ch. I 2.3.
164
J. R. Davila, “The Flood Hero as King and Priest,” JNES 54 (1995): 199–214.
165
Cf. the translation of the text: S. N. Kramer, “The Sumerian Deluge Myth.
Reviewed and Revised,” AnSt 33 (1983): 115–21, 119.
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proceedings, and temple administration. In the next line Davila
restores with Jacobsen the designation ensi, Akkadian šā’ilu, with the
translation “dream interpreter.”166
The relevant passage in the Ras Shamra version is translated thus
by Davila:167
[. . .] the temple of Ea in its midst.
I am Atrahasis.
I lived in the temple of Ea, my lord.
I knew everything.
I knew the plan of the great gods.
I knew of their oath, though they did not reveal it to me.
He repeated their words to the reed-wall.
“Wall hea[r . . .]
(Ras Shamra Atrahasis obv. 5–14)

In Atrahasis the OB composition has only traces in the passage that
tell about a ritual performed by the hero in the middle of the third
disaster (II iii). Reading the fragmented manuscript Davila found here
as well a description of Atrahasis as a priest, šāʾilu. The SI text published later fully supports Davila’s interpretation. The passage runs as
follows in SI:
And he, the man, Atrahasis,
complains in tears daily.
He carries maššaku in the morning.
When the miṭirtu-canal168 was still,
he divided the night, and he performed a sacrifice.
As sleep came [. . .]
He addressed the miṭirtu-canal:
“May the miṭirtu-canal take (it)! May the river carry (it)!
May the gift be delivered before Ea, my lord!
May Ea see (it), and may he heed me
so that I myself can see a dream during the night”!
After he commissioned the miṭirtu-canal,
he sat down facing the river, c[rying]
Facing [the river], the man [. . .]
(Meanwhile) his favour descends to the apsû.
Ea heard his cry . . .
(SI V rev. 59–74)169
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Cf. Jacobsen, “The Eridu Genesis, 1981,” 522; and P. D. Jr. Miller, “Eridu, Dunnu
and Babel: A Study in Comparative Mythology,” HAR 9 (1985): 227–51, 230–31.
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Davila, “The Flood Hero,” 205.
168
A canal or ditch that was dug.
169
The translation is taken from S. A. L. Butler, Mesopotamian Conceptions of
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The rest of the sequence tells that Ea replies by sending Atrahasis the
laḫ mu’s and the vizier Ušmu as messengers. They convey to Atrahasis
that Ea has accepted his offering.
In the sequence Atrahasis prepares for a dream, šuttu (line 69). We
are clearly dealing with an incubation dream.170 He brings with him
maššaku, a kind of scented flour, as a gift.171 The flour could have been
used for the sacrifice, perhaps with a mantic purpose, or thrown on
the canal as a visual sign for Atrahasis’ petition in order that it sink
down to Ea in the underwater region. The maššaku is connected with
the profession of the šā’ilu, for instance in Ludlul bēl nēmeqi: “Nor has
the šā’ilu with his maššaku elucidated my case” (II, 7).172 The šā’ilu is
in this context a diviner, specialising in the interpretation of dreams.
In Ludlul bēl nēmeqi the šā’ilu occurs together with other experts in
divination and medicine:
I called to my god, he did not show his face.
I prayed to my goddess, she did not raise her head.
The bārû with his inspection did not determine the cause.
The šā’ilu with his maššaku did not clear up the case.
I beseeched a dream spirit, but it did not enlighten me.
The mašmaššu with his ritual did not dispel evil.
(II, 4–9)173

The task of the professionals called upon was both to find the hidden divine reason behind the disease and the right procedure to expel
the evil. This forms an analogy to Atrahasis as he is portrayed in the
poem. In all of the three disasters he intervenes on behalf of the people

Dreams and Dream Rituals, vol. 258, AOAT. Münster 1998, 227–31. Butler has a
transliteration and discussion of the sequence; cf. also George and Al-Rawi, “Tablets
from the Sippar Library VI,” 172–75; Foster, Before the Muses, 263–64.
170
For incubation of dreams, cf. A. Zgoll, Traum und Welterleben im antiken Mesopotamien, vol. 333, AOAT. Münster 2006, 309–51.
171
Cf. Butler, Mesopotamian Conceptions of Dreams, 230.
172
Cf. W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature. Oxford 1960, 38–39 and
288–89. More examples are given by Butler, Mesopotamian Conceptions of Dreams,
229–30.
173
For translation, cf. Foster, Before the Muses, 398. The mašmaššu is an incantation priest and can be used as another word for the more common āšipu, the exorcist
and magician called upon to diagnose illness on the basis of medical-magical written
documents, and to trying to expel it through incantations and other magical means.
Cf. R. D. Biggs, “Medicine, Surgery, and Public Health in Ancient Mesopotamia,” in
Civilizations of the Ancient Near East, ed. J. M. Sasson. Peabody, Massachusetts 2000,
1911–23, 1919–21.
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in order to avert the evil.174 In the first disaster Atrahasis asks Enki:
“will they impose disease on us forever” (I vii, 371)? This is a question
inquiring about the underlying divine plan: will it come to an end?
It is, however, also a petition about how to avert the evil, as seen in
Enki’s answer where he instructs Atrahasis in the right procedure to
appease Namtar, who was responsible for the disease.
In the third disaster Atrahasis acts more clearly in the role of a šā’ilu,
making a rite to incubate a dream. In this case the purpose is obviously to get in contact with Enki to explore the hidden divine agenda.
But also here Atrahasis acts on behalf of the people. He complained in
tears daily and went to the river to perform a sacrifice for Enki. Thus
Atrahasis is not only portrayed as a consultant, but also as an intercessor, entreating Enki to turn the fate of the people.
The river is in Mesopotamian sources known as a site for therapeutic rituals.175 The explicit reason why Atrahasis chose the river is
the connection between the river and the location of Ea in the apsû.
The river brings Atrahasis’ sacrifice and petitions down to Ea’s palace
there (SI V rev. 64–73). In the Assyrian version it is explicitly stated
that Atrahasis sought bāb ilišu, “the gate of his god” (I v, 27–33).176
This version continues: “He places his bed facing the river.” In the SI
recension it is difficult to decide what is actually a dream report and
what is a mythical report about what took place in the divine realm
when Atrahasis’ petition reached Enki and he sent his messengers with
a reply. The Assyrian version may here be clearer: Atrahasis sought
the gate of his god Enki by placing a bed on the riverside, incubating
a dream.
The last time we read about Atrahasis in the poem is in the scene
of offering after the flood. The beginning of this sequence in Atrahasis

174
For the first disaster the text is fairly well preserved (I vii, 364–383). In the
second disaster this section is missing in the OB composition, but there are traces on
the tablet Q from Nineveh that indicate a similar scene here as well, cf. Lambert and
Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 72–75. This is confirmed in the beginning of the SI tablet V (obv.
1–3), where Ea addresses Atrahasis. The intervention of Atrahasis in the third disaster
is the incubation dream referred to above on SI tablet V. Here we only find traces in
the OB composition, II iii, 2–34; Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 77–79.
175
Cf. H. Avalos, Illness and Health Care in the Ancient Near East, vol. 54, HSM.
Atlanta 1995, 181–4.
176
Text in Butler, Mesopotamian Conceptions of Dreams, 231.
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is fragmentary; the full text is, however, extant in Gilgamesh. So it is
possible to suggest restorations.177
To the four winds [. . .]
he made a sacrifice,
Providing food [. . .]
[. . .]
The gods smelled the savour
They gathered like flies over the sacrifice
[When] they had eaten the offering . . .
(III v, 30–36)

The hunger and thirst of the gods during the flood is a sign that
the gods could not do without humankind to bring them sacrifices;
there is a mutual dependence between gods and humans. We have
seen that Nintu made a lace to be borne around her neck to remind
her never again to annihilate humanity. A LB fragment published by
A. R. George seems to contain the very end of the actual flood story in
Atrahasis.178 The fragment contains a promise given to humankind by
Ea. The promise is close to the promise God gives Noah in the biblical
flood account at the same place (cf. Gen 9:11).179 The fragment reads:
iš-tu  u4—[mi an-ni]— i a-a  iš  -šá-kun a-bu-b[u]
ù nišu (ùg)/ m[ešlu-u]  da —ra-a a-na da-ri[š]
From this day no Deluge shall take place,
and the human race [shall] endure for ever!

There are no traces of this promise in the OB manuscripts, but Enki’s
final speech that ends the flood story is very fragmentary there (III vi,
16–40). There is a lacuna of about ten lines where it could have been
reported. What is more important in relation to the promise in Genesis
is that the Standard Babylonian Version of Gilgamesh is fully extant
at this place (XI, 181–198) and does not report any promise. Genesis

177
Cf. the synopsis in Tigay, The Evolution, 226–27. The text from Gilgamesh is
placed in italic. Tigay shows clearly that Gilgamesh deliberately has left out any reference to that the gods actually ate the offering. This notion from Atrahasis was offending for the author of Gilgamesh.
178
MMA 86.11.378A rev. v, 13´–14´, cf. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic
I, 527.
179
Cf. G. A. Rendsburg, “The Biblical Flood Story in the Light of the Gilgameš Flood
Account,” in Gilgameš and the World of Assyria. Supp 21, ed. J. Azize and N. Weeks,
Ancient Near Eastern Studies. Leuven 2007, 115–27, 120f.
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must have known it from a version similar to Atrahasis. Thus at least
one version of Atrahasis not only contained the assurance of Nintu
never to forget the terrible fate of humans drowning in the flood, but
also contained an explicit promise by Ea that it should never happen
again. Even though death was decreed for individual humans in the
new order after the flood, the human race should be immortal.
1.5

The Noise: Conceptualizing the Story

1.5.1 “Noise and Din” in the Scholarly Discussion
Reading through the story of Atrahasis, we have repeatedly come
across the noun rigmu. The word has a wide range of meanings, all
connected to loud sound. The subjects for this sound are always living
beings, mostly human beings and gods, but also animals. The basic
meaning is “cry, scream, voice.” Among the gods the noun is especially
connected to Adad; Adad’s thunder is his rigmu.180 The human rigmu
has different connotations. It can simply mean a loud cry. But this cry
can in different contexts have different aspects: undifferentiated noise,
i.e. din; or cry of joy or despair; lament; scream; war cry; cry for justice
or lawsuit; proclamation.181 In Atrahasis the word has several of these
meanings.
In the history of research of Atrahasis the understanding of rigmu
and its role has been one of the most debated issues. This is because
rigmu is the reason given by Enlil to send the disasters and the flood.
The discussion among scholars seriously started with G. Pettinato
who interpreted rigmu and ḫ ubūru, “noise” and “din,” as human
rebellion against the divine order.182 Von Soden did not consent to
Pettinato’s argument. The guilt of humankind before the flood was
not their “sin” as Pettinato claimed, but their effort to achieve more
through all kinds of activities, more than the gods would allow them.
They were not willing to restrain themselves.183 The observation of the
importance of the multiplication of the people in the introductions
180

So also in our poem, cf. III ii, 49–50.
Cf. AHw sub rigmu, 982.
182
G. Pettinato, “Die Bestrafung des Menschengeschlechts durch die Sintflut,” Or
37 (1968): 165–200.
183
Von Soden dealt with the topic especially in: Soden, “Der Mensch Bescheidet
sich nicht,” The arguments are later repeated in: Soden, “Konflikte und ihre Bewältigung,” 10f.
181
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to the disasters led A. D. Kilmer to a quite different understanding of
the reason for the flood. Kilmer wrote her article at the same time as
von Soden; therefore she responded to Pettinato: “However, in view
of the whole poem now before us, I believe that our understanding of
man’s offence must be based primarily on his numerical increase, and
only secondarily on his noisiness, which may be regarded as the natural consequence of the many lively beings, not to mention the poetic
imagery intended by the poet, from which one can imagine the god
holding his hands over his ears against the din . . .”184
W. L. Moran published his first article that gave an overall interpretation of Atrahasis at about the same time as von Soden and Kilmer.185
He only gives a brief outline of von Soden’s position; his main purpose is to refute Pettinato. Here his argument follows Kilmer closely,
although he did not know her article. Moran placed, however, the
theme of overpopulation in the mythological framework of the story,
and thus added an important dimension to the interpretation. The
overpopulation signified “chaos” in antediluvian time. The reason for
humankind’s chaotic volume lay in its ability to procreate, an ability
that was bestowed by Nintu and Enki at the creation. What was lacking in antediluvian time was a balance of powers, the balance that was
established after the flood.
R. A. Oden, however, returned to the main thesis of von Soden
again. If we add ṭēmu, “purpose, plan,” that man had received at creation, to ḫ ubūru, “din,” we certainly get some sort of “noisy activities.”
These noisy activities were seen as a crime in the poem. According to
Oden, we do not need to choose here between the interpretations by
Pettinato and von Soden; they can be combined: “The crime for which
humanity is punished in the Atrahasis Epic is the crime of rebellion
(G. Pettinato); and the source of this rebellion is the human tendency
to over-reach its limits and to encroach upon divine territory (W. von
Soden).”186
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Kilmer, “The Mesopotamian Concept of Overpopulation,” 167.
W. L. Moran, “Atrahasis: The Babylonian Story of the Flood,” Bib 52 (1971):
51–61.
186
Oden, “Divine Aspirations,” 208. M. Hutter arrives at the same conclusion as
Oden, but withour giving support to Pettinato. Based on von Soden’s argument that
humankind did more than what was intended by the gods, he sees human activity as hubris: “Im Mythos unterliegt der Mensch dieser Hybris, indem er weit über
den im von den Göttern zugedachten Arbeitsauftrag hinausgeht und somit den Sinn
des Auftrags verkennt; cf. M. Hutter, “Gesellschaftliche und religiöse Aspekte im
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After an article about cultivation in Atrahasis from 1980,187
R. Albertz devoted a new study to the poem in the light of the new SI
tablets published in 1996.188 In this new publication of tablets, Albertz
finds the solution to the problem of the reason for the flood in the
poem. As we already have seen, in SI the end of the second plague
is preserved, while there are no ends of plagues preserved on the OB
tablets; accordingly the transitions to the beginnings of the plagues are
missing. In the combination of the end of the second and the beginning of the third plague we clearly see the context of the noise disturbing Enlil:
Their fine features returned,
their first noise emerged.
Their days of health returned,
the womb was open, making babies.
Three myriad years have not yet passed,
the land has extended and the peoples multiplied.
The land bellows like a bull,
the god got disturbed with their noise.
(SI V obv. 39–46)

In the text as we have it from SI, we see that it is the creation of babies
that has the focus: “Their fine features returned, the womb was open,
making babies” (line 40). When fertility is the focus of the text, it is clear
that rigmu reflects this circumstance, and not the rigmu of lamentation
and rebellion from the Igigu. According to Albertz, rigmu, applied to
humans, is the hallmark of vitality, the joy of life and activity. What
makes this positive vitality intolerable for Enlil is the connection with
unlimited increase. Humans as such are not what disturb the created
order; the disturbance lies in the unbounded fertility. Accordingly,
Albertz thinks that the discovered end of a disaster clearly proves that
Kilmer and others were right when they claimed that the noise was a
consequence of the increase. In our opinion this seems to be a reasonable interpretation in the sense that the poem is not written to portray

Atramhasis-Mythos,” in Theologie im Dialog. Festschrift zum 400–Jahr-Jubiläum der
Katholisch-Theologischen Fakultät der Karl-Franzens-Universität in Graz. Graz 1985,
219–25, 223.
187
R. Albertz, “Die Kulturarbeit im Atramḫasīs im Vergleich zur biblischen Urgeschichte,” in Werden und Wirken des Alten Testaments, Festschrift für Claus Westermann, ed. R. Albertz et al. Neukirchen-Vluyn 1980, 38–57.
188
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humans as those ultimately responsible for the flood. There is, however, something in the power of the noise and din, recognised by von
Soden, which is played down too much if overpopulation is the only
problem. Something is let lose in the creation of humans, where the
gods have lost control. Humans are not only too numerous, but they
do too much, and the gods have no other means to restrict them than
to send the disasters to kill them and reduce their number.
1.5.2

Rigmu as a Key Word

Atrahasis, like every story, has a linear plot structure. The meaning
of a story is, however, not only communicated through plots. A story
develops certain themes. These are not general concepts that can be
associated freely with the story, but they are embedded in the language used in the story itself. The themes are linked to reoccurring
words, and how the story plays on these words; such words function
as key words in the story. Therefore it is not the frequency that determines whether a word or patterns of words function as key words. The
frequency can simply mean that this is a common word. The word
must be woven into the narrative such that it is acted upon. It must
be linked to the central plots of the story. Such words, or pattern of
words, take on a double aspect. On the one hand they are concrete and
belong to the natural narrative imagery, on the other hand they are
signifiers characterizing and interpreting what is going on. Although
they appear in different ways in different plots, they mark continuity
in theme, linking the plots together. Thus we can retell a story in two
different ways. We can retell what the story line is, and we can retell
what the story is about. In the last case we have found key words or
patterns in the story that have communicated a picture of the whole.
In Atrahasis, rigmu functions as such a word.
Within biblical studies M. Buber was the first, to our knowledge, to
appreciate this aspect of a story. Buber called such words Leitwörter.
He defined a Leitwort in the following way:
A Leitwort is a word or word-root that reoccurs significantly in a text, in
a continuum of texts, or in a configuration of texts: by following these
repetitions, one is able to decipher or grasp the meaning of the text, or
at any rate, the meaning will be revealed more strikingly. The repetition,
as we have said, need not merely be of the word itself but also of the
word-root; in fact, the very difference of words can often intensify the
dynamic action of the repetition. I call it “dynamic” because between
combinations of sounds related to one another in this manner a kind of
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movement takes place: if one imagines the entire text deployed before
him, one can sense waves moving back and forth between the words.
The measured repetition that matches the inner rhythm of the text, or
rather, that wells up from it, is one of the most powerful means for conveying meaning without expressing it.189

Accordingly, a key word, Leitwort, establishes a relationship between
separate stages of the narrative, conveying the essential point. The
meaning or the implicit message of the narrative is revealed without
disrupting its story line. There is no need for any supplement to the
actual story, an exposition of ideas or views; the meaning becomes
apparent from the story itself, through the repetition of the key word.190
To repeat Buber: the use of a key word “is one of the most powerful
means for conveying meaning without expressing it.”
When we apply this position to rigmu in Atrahasis, it does not mean
that there is one concrete meaning of the word that is repeated through
the whole poem. Rather there is a play on connotations in the word.
Through this play the basic themes in the poem are formed.
Rigmu occurs 23 times, including both the OB and LB texts, in all
sections of the poem:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The initial assignment of responsibilities for the universe
The rebellion of the Igigu
The divine assembly and the creation of humans
The disasters sent by the gods
Deliberations in the divine assembly before the flood
The flood itself
Divine reactions during the flood

Rigmu occurs at crucial places in the story and is essential for the plots:
• Rigmu is the sound from the Igigu, lamenting their toil with the
canals (SI II rev. 66; cf. G ii, 6; Lambert and Millard, 55; I iii, 179).
• The rigmu of the Igigu is the noise of rebellion that wakes up the
guardians of Enil (I ii, 77; cf. SI I rev. 68).
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M. Buber, Werke. Zweiter Band: Schriften zur Bibel. München and Heidelberg
1964, 1131. Translation to English by R. Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative: Basic
Books, Perseus Books Group, 1981, 93.
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• Rigmu is transferred from the Igigu to humankind in the creation (I
v, 242; II vii, 32).
• The rigmu of humankind causes Enlil to choose the divine disasters
(I vii, 356; I vii, 358; II i, 5; II i, 8; SI V obv. 40; SI V obv. 46; SI V
obv. 49).
• The heralds’ proclamation for human survival is rigmu (I vii, 377; I
viii, 392; I viii, 404; II ii, 8; II ii, 22).
• Atrahasis’ intercession for the suffering people is rigmu (SI V rev. 74;
SI V rev. 84).
• Rigmu is the sound of the destructive divine storm and the abūbu
(III ii, 50; III iii, 23).
• Rigmu is the noise of the land smashed in the flood (III iii, 10).
• Rigmu is the cry of despair that unites the human race and the
mother-goddess in the flood (III iii, 43; III iii, 47).
What takes place in the plots is a continuously rolling noise. There
is the rigmu of the Igigu characterized through wailing and rebelling.
There is an ironic twist in the story when this rigmu is bestowed on
humans. It takes on another form, no longer the wailing and rebelling,
but the noise of too many and too much. When the gods try to choke
this noise through the plagues, it takes yet a new form: the heralds
bellow a rigmu in the land, and there is shouting at every corner to
inform about the strategy to survive. The failure of the gods to cope
with this noise leads to the final solution: this swarm of screaming
people had to be silenced once and for all.
This solution created a noise surpassing all the previous ones. The
rigmu of the flood is repeated again and again in the story. Like the
humans, the flood bellows like a bull, to the extent that Enlil loses his
mind (III iii, 25). There was now a double rigmu on the earth, both
from the flood and from drowning humans. At the end the rigmu
moved directly into heaven in the wailing of Nintu. The aim of the
gods was to get rid of the rigmu; they got the opposite, a growing roar
in the creation moving into heaven as well.
The variety of rigmu’s is certainly intended and contributes to the
narrative’s ironic quality. Nevertheless, the different kinds of noise are
all the way through designated with the same word. They are all rigmu
placed in opposition to Enlil’s longing for rest and sleep. Through
this opposition we move from the question in each individual plot:
what kind of rigmu is meant?—to regarding rigmu as a key word that
conceptualises the story: what does the opposition rigmu—rest/sleep
signify?
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The motif of the sleeping God in Ancient Near Eastern compositions is carefully examined by B. F. Batto.191 He maintains that the
several concepts may be grouped under two headings. The first is rest
as a divine prerogative; the second is sleeping as a symbol of divine
rule. Atrahasis contains both concepts. The initial order of the cosmos
creates a difference in the divine world between the high gods, who
could withdraw to their palaces, and the lower gods, who were not able
to participate in the divine prerogative of rest. The result was rebellion.
The solution was the creation of humans who should bear the burden
of providing for the gods; thus all the gods would enjoy rest like Enlil
and the other high gods.
Divine rest and leisure were closely connected with the second
theme, namely sleep, as a symbol of divine authority. In Atrahasis the
key is the human outcry which prevented Enlil from sleeping. In this
context rigmu and ḫ ubūru indicate the cries of rebellion of humankind
against the authority of the deity. Accordingly, in this story, as in Genesis, the divine decision to send the deluge was occasioned by human
transgression against divine authority.
There is much that is valuable in Batto’s examination of “the sleeping God” in the various Ancient Near Eastern compositions; in Atrahasis, however, his interpretation seems outdated. As we have seen
previously, very few scholars will follow him in his equation of Atrahasis and Genesis with respect to the reason for the flood. The evil
of humankind, making the flood necessary in Genesis, is not found
in Atrahasis. There is, however, one more objection, if we take his
analysis as an interpretation of Atrahasis as a whole. His reading is
selective because he focuses on some chosen plots. There is, however, a
rolling noise in the poem running through all the plots, far beyond the
unrest in opposition to divine privileges and in opposition to divine
authority. In the position of a key word rigmu has significance for all
the parts of the poem.
In what follows we will draw on two other myths: Enuma Elish and
the Poem of Erra. In both we find an echo of Atrahasis. We clearly
observe the same opposition between rigmu and rest/sleep as in Atrahasis, but in a way that goes beyond the conflict between gods and
humans, focussing more on the role of the gods themselves in relation
to cosmic stability.

191
B. F. Batto, “The Sleeping God: An Ancient Near Eastern Motif of Divine Sovereignty,” Bib 68 (1987): 153–77, 158, 160.
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In the opening of Enuma Elish there is an opposition between the
older gods, Apsu and Tiamat, and their offspring, roiling in Tiamat’s
interior. Apsu is upset by their stir; Tiamat is indulgent (I, 22–44). The
activity of the younger gods is characterized as rigmu: la našir Apsû
rigimšun, “Apsu could not diminish their noise” (I, 25).192 The opposition noise—rest/sleep is the same as in Atrahasis:
They went, took their places facing Tiamat,
They took counsel concerning the gods, their offspring.
Apsu made ready to speak,
Saying to her, Tiamat, in a loud voice,
“Their behaviour has become annoying193 for me!
By day I have no rest, at night I do not sleep!
I wish to put an end to their behaviour, to do away with it.
So that silence reigns and we may sleep.
(Enuma Elish I, 33–39)194

P. Michalowski has called attention to the fact that the topic of noise
also occurs in another place in the composition, this time directly
connected with Tiamat.195 Just before the battle with the gods she is
described in the following way: ummu ḫ ubur pātiqat kala[mu], “Mother
ḫ ubur, who fashions all things” (I, 133; cf. also II, 19).196 Michalowski
reads ḫ ubur here as the absolute state of ḫ ubūru, the other word for
noise in Atrahasis. When Tiamat springs to action, she is the “mother
noise, who fashions all things.”
The line is semantically parallel to the description of Tiamat in
the opening of the composition: mummu tiāmat muallidat gimrīšun,
“Mummu Tiamat, who bore them all” (I, 4).197 There is a clear assonance between mummu, “matrix, maker” (?),198 in this line, and
ummu, “mother”, in line 133. Michalowski observes that mummu in
192
Tranliterated text in Talon, The Standard Babylonian Creation Myth, 34; cf. also
CAD, sub rigmu, 332.
193
The verb marāṣu, Gt-stem, “m’a été penible,” Ibid., 80.
194
Translation according to Ibid., 79f. and B. R. Foster, “Epic of Creation,” in The
Context of Scripture I, ed. W. W. Hallo. Leiden 1997, 390–402, 391.
195
P. Michalowski, “Presence at the Creation,” in Lingering over Words. Studies in
Ancient Near Eastern Literature in Honor of William L. Moran, ed. T. Abusch et al.
Atlanta, Georgia 1990, 381–96 385–6.
196
Transliteration, Talon, The Standard Babylonian Creation Myth, 38.
197
Transliteration, Ibid., 33.
198
The word mummu is obscure. Accordingly the translations of the word here
differ. Jacobsen and Foster translate “matrix,” cf. Jacobsen, The Treasures, 168 and
note 334; Foster, Before the Muses, 439. Dalley translates “maker,” similar to Lambert
“Schöpferin,” cf. Dalley, Myths, 233; Lambert, “Akkadische Mythen und Epen,” 569.
Both connotations are connected with creativity.
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an ancient commentary is equated with rigmu.199 He further notes
that the Sumerian word for “noise” in bilingual texts is mu7mu7.200 In
line 4, gimru, “all,” is an anagram of “noise,” rigmu. There is accordingly a play on words all the way through: ummu (mother)—mummu
(maker/noise)—ḫ ubur (noise)—gimru (all )—rigmu (noise). The puns
clearly establish a connection between noise and creativity.
This sheds light on the conflict between the older and younger gods.
The question is not what kind of noise, but what the noise signifies.
To quote Jacobsen: “With the birth of the gods, a new principle—
movement, activity—has come into the world. The new powers, the
gods, contrast sharply with the older ones who stand for rest and
inactivity.”201
The Poem of Erra also begins with a sleeping god. Erra,who later
evolves into a fierce warrior, is at rest at the beginning of the poem:
Yet Erra himself felt as weak as a man short of sleep,
saying to himself, “Should I rise or sleep”?
He told his weapons, “Stay in the cupboard”!
To Sebitti, unrivalled warrior, “Go back to your home.”
Until you (Ishum) rouse him, he will stay at sleep in bed,
enjoy himself with Mami his lover!
(Poem of Erra I, 15–20)202

Erra is then, first by Ishum and afterwards by the Sebitti, admonished
to rise to do battle, both clearly echoing Atrahasis:
“Whenever the hubbub (ḫ ubūru)
of settled people
becomes unbearable to you,
and you want to wreak destruction,
to kill off some black-headed people,
and lay low Shakkan’s cattle,
these shall act as your fierce weapons,
and march at your side”!
(Poem of Erra I, 41–44)203
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CT 13 32 rev. 10. Michalowski, “Presence at the Creation,” 386, note 19.
Ibid., 386, note 20; cf, also CAD sub rigmu, 329.
201
Jacobsen, The Treasures, 170.
202
Translation from S. Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” in The Context of Scripture, ed.
W. W. Hallo. Leiden 1997, 404–16, also in the following translations from the poem.
203
Akkadian text in L. Cagni, L’epopea di Erra, vol. 34, SS. Rome 1969.
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In the next sequence the fierce weapons, the Sebitti, speak themselves:
Go out in the battlefield, warrior Erra,
make your weapons resound.
Make your noise (rigmu) so loud that those above quake.
(Poem of Erra I, 60–61)
Do a favour for the Anunnaku who love silence.
Sleep no longer pours over the Anunakki,
because of the people’s noise (ḫ ubūru).
(Poem of Erra I, 81–82)

P. Machinist has analysed the poem and found that this binary opposition is characteristic throughout. There are two intersecting cycles
for Erra and Ishum, built on the tension of rest and violence. At the
beginning Erra is at rest and Ishum is violent. Then they crisscross;
Erra moves to violence, Ishum to calm.204 These cycles reveal the deepest concern of the poem, the tension between inactivity and activity in
the universe.205 Activity is necessary for the universe to function. Too
much activity, however, brings on violence and potential chaos. Likewise certain inactivity, if understood as peacefulness and calm, helps
to ensure a balanced and just order. But too much inactivity is the
equivalent of paralysis and death and invites violent activity to fill the
void it has left.
There is an interconnection between this dichotomy and the function of the poem itself. In the final section, we see that the poem is
composed as a song, zamāru, to appease Erra (V, 49–60, cf. the lines
49 and 59). Whoever recites it—the king, the prince, musician, scribe
or craftsman—will be protected against Erra’s furious wrath.
“In the house where this tablet is placed,
even if Erra becomes angry and the Sebitti storm,
the sword of judgment shall not come near him,
but peace is ordained for him.
Let this song (zamāru) endure forever,
let it last for eternity.
Let all the countries listen to and praise my valor!
Let settled people see and magnify my name”!
(Poem of Erra V, 57–60)

204

P. Machinist, “Rest and Violence in the Poem of Erra,” JOAS 103 (1983): 221–26,

223.
205

Ibid., 225.
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This end of the poem sounds like an echo from Atrahasis, which ends
in the following way:
This [my] song (zamāru) (is) for your praise (tanīttu).
Let the Igigu-gods hear,
let them extol your greatness to each other.
I have sung of the flood to all peoples:
Listen!
(Atrahasis III viii, 14–19)

The zamāru, “song,” for Enlil’s tanīttu, “praise,” is here the poem itself.
The Poem of Erra more clearly spells out what seems implied in Atrahasis as well: there is a correspondence between the dichotomy in the
plots of the compositions and the function of the compositions themselves. The sound of recitation will appease the gods, so they will not
be provoked any more.
“Noise” means activity, which is abundantly clear in Atrahasis,
when noise is connected to the expanding and increasing humanity.
However, the “noise” is not only connected to the individual scenes
of the poem; through the whole poem noise is a signal to the sleeping
Enlil, responsible for the earth: you cannot sleep, there is more to do!
Something is severely wrong in the creation of the humans. The gods
try in many ways to solve the problem, but they only create more
noise. When they kill off people, there is more noise on the earth, the
heralds cry out to announce a solution to the problem, and the result is
that the humans recover, making more babies and more noise. There
is a terrible noise in the flood, shocking the gods, both from the flood
itself and from the drowning humanity. The noise even enters into the
abode of the gods; Nintu starts to cry and wail. There is something
wrong in creation and the gods have still not pondered out what it is.
They have to realise two fundamental issues: On the one hand, they
cannot act as humans: they cannot mix the human and the divine; the
two realms have to be kept separate, and humans have to be assigned
a proper place in the cosmic order; on the other hand, they cannot
annihilate the humans: they are necessary to develop the earth and to
sustain the gods.

CHAPTER TWO

PRIMEVAL LISTS AND STORIES
2.1 The Variety of Traditions
Atrahasis is based on different traditions, nevertheless read into one
coherent story about primeval time. There existed another narrative
version of primeval time that contains the flood as the central point,
the Sumerian Flood Story, or the Eridu Genesis. This is a coherent
story as well. The Eridu Genesis contains several features different
from Atrahasis. Among these is a list of five antediluvian cities. Lists of
antediluvian cities exist in compositions very different from Atrahasis
and the Eridu Genesis: lists of primeval kings representing city dynasties. These lists were often adopted into yet another textual tradition,
the Sumerian King List. The dividing point between the kings in the
Sumerian King List proper and those preceding them is the reference
to the flood. The primeval kings were considered antediluvian. At a
later stage, the reference to the flood was enlarged into short versions
of the flood story. In the latest stadium, the Hellenistic age, there are
attested new kinds of lists, where the antediluvian kings are set parallel with sages, apkallus. In this part of history we find the Babylonian
priest Berossos, who added the above mentioned traditions into a
grand view of the primeval history, combining a series of the elements
already mentioned.
There is one more important issue. The elements that were joined in
the different versions of primeval history had a history of their own.
This is especially clear in two places. The antediluvian king of Sippar,
Enmeduranki, became the ancestor of the bārû-priests. He ascended to
heaven and was shown the mystery of the gods. The tradition about the
seven apkallus from Eridu was older but was expanded and elaborated
in the beginning of the first millennium. According to one composition, the seventh of these sages ascended to heaven as well. Also, the
first apkallu in the lists got special attention—Uan, named Oannes in
the excerpts from Berossos. He was the cosmic guardian, and according to Berossos he taught humankind cultural benefits. But it was not
only Uan, all the apkallus played a significant role in Assyrian and
Babylonian religious thought and practice.
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What we see through this history is an ongoing process of combining blocks of traditions:1 sometimes into coherent stories, other
times adding one block to another. There were several versions of the
creation of the cosmos and humankind; there existed lists of antediluvian cities and lists of antediluvian kings, some of them with their
own traditions connected to them, such as Enmeduranki, the ancestor
of the diviners, and Ziusudra, the flood hero. There were traditions
incorporated about antediluvian sages. And as a climax and turning
point in history, the flood story was retold.
We cannot read the flood story or Atrahasis as a whole without
considering this growing context. Neither is it possible to carry out a
triangular reading between Atrahasis, Genesis, and the Watcher Story,
without seeing the different ways blocks of traditions were added in the
Mesopotamian context. Therefore, we shall more thoroughly examine
the blocks of tradition and the way they were added. We start with the
Eridu Genesis and procede to the antediluvian lists of kings and their
relation to the Sumerian King List. The Sumerian King List can be
placed into a broader genre framework of Mesopotamian Chronicles.
There are two such chronicles that especially need attention, the Dynastic Chronicle and the Royal Chronicle of Lagash, because of their special combination of blocks of traditions. In the Antediluvian King List
we make a halt with two kings, Enmeduranki and Ziusudra. The next
step is to examine the apkallus, both their role in the parallel lists to
the kings, and the separate traditions connected to them. The apkallus
got a growing attention in the first millennium as a part of the ideology connected to the leading professionals who guarded the secret
knowledge of the gods. Their activity in primeval time was crucial for
the the cosmic order and the foundation of human civilization.
2.2

The Eridu Genesis

The composition was first published by A. Poebel in 1914, and then
edited anew by M. Civil in 1969.2 The text exists only on one tablet
to be dated about 1600, CBS 10673, and there are no duplicates. The

1

Cf. M. V. Tonietti, “Enochic and Babylonian Traditions: Some Proposals,” Hen
30 (2008): 59–66.
2
Civil, “The Sumerian Flood Story,” Civil gives further information about the
research history.
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fragment CT 46, 5, adding the fragment K 12054, contains a list of
kings ending with a reference to the flood. It comes close to the Eridu
Genesis, but the knowledge of the text history has shown that it is a
part of another composition, the Dynastic Chronicle.
After Civil’s edition the most important contributions to the text
have come from T. Jacobsen. He gave the text the name “Eridu Genesis,” since it deals with both creation and origin of civilization. Eridu
and its patron god Enki have an important role in the story.3 Jacobsen’s contribution is valuable, but in his interpretation of the text he
draws extensively on the fragment CT 46, 5 mentioned above, and the
tablet BM 23103, published by Sollberger.4 None of these compositions
are a part of the Eridu Genesis, and it seems questionable whether
they can be used in a concrete restoration of the text. Jacobsen is more
careful later, when he states that the Dynastic Chronicle (also called
the Babylonian Chronicle), which includes the fragment CT 46, 5, was
a later text, influenced by the Eridu Genesis.5 Still, however, he draws
heavily on these tablets in his understanding of the story.6
The second half of the Eridu Genesis contains the flood story, and
here the closeness to the story in Atrahasis is clear. As a copy, CBS 10673
is younger than the OB tablets to Atrahasis, but the actual Sumerian
story is older than the copy. A relationship between the two stories
is perfectly clear, but the direction of the influence is hard to decide.
There is also the problem that Atrahasis is very fragmentary in the
actual flood story. Since the dependent Gilgamesh version follows
close to Atrahasis where they overlap, we have to suppose that Atrahasis had a similar text in most places. The following sequences from
the Eridu Genesis correspond in one way or another with Atrahasis/
Gilgamesh:
• The gods, An, Enlil, Enki and Ninhursaga (Nintu), make an oath
to destroy humankind. Enki seems to be in a double role; like in

3

Jacobsen, “The Eridu Genesis, 1981,” 513.
Sollberger, “The Rulers of Lagaš,” 279–91.
5
Cf. T. Jacobsen, The Harps that once . . . Sumerian Poetry in Translation. New
Haven and London 1987, 145–50.
6
In the comments and notes both to the translation in The Harps that once, and
in T. Jacobsen, “The Eridu Genesis,” in The Context of Scripture, ed. W. W. Hallo.
Leiden 1997, 513–15.
4
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Atrahasis, Nintu mourns as she does later in the flood sequence in
Atrahasis (iii, 140–144).7
• Enki warns Ziusudra that the gods had decided to send the flood.
There are concrete correspondences here, the flood hero listening to
the divine message through a wall, but also an interesting difference
in the way the message is perceived and in the titling of Ziusudra
as a king. Further there is a direct reference to the destruction of
kingship (line 160) that corresponds to the sequence before the flood
story in the Eridu Genesis, but not in Atrahasis (iii, 145–iv, 160).
• The flood lasts for seven days and seven nights as in Atrahasis and
Gilgamesh. The report of the flood is shorter, and there is no sending of birds like in Gilgamesh and Bersossos, and possibly in Atrahasis. It is clearly stated that the flood swept over the cities, connecting
to the first part, but different from Atrahasis (v, 201–206).
• After having disembarked Ziusudra makes an offering, although not
to the high gods in general as in Atrahasis/Gilgamesh, but to the
sun-god Utu.
The last preserved lines in the Eridu Genesis are interesting, compared
with Gilgamesh and Berossos; Atrahasis has a lacuna here.
And An and Enlil after hono[ring him]
were granting him life like a god’s,
were making lasting breath of life, like a god’s,
descend into him.
That day they made Ziusudra,
preserver, as king, of the name of the small
animals and the seed of mankind,
live toward the east over the mountains,
in Mount Dilmun.
(Eridu Genesis vi, 255–260) 8

In Gilgamesh Enlil is blessing Uta-napišti with the following words:
“In the past Uta-napišti was (one of ) mankind,
But now Uta-napišti and his woman shall be like us gods!
Uta-napišti shall dwell far away, at the mouth of the rivers”!
They took me and settled me far away, at the mouth of the rivers.
(Gilgamesh XI, 203–206) 9

7

We follow the numbering in Civil, “The Sumerian Flood Story,” 140f.
According to the translation by Jacobsen, “The Eridu Genesis,” in The Context of
Scriptures I, p. 515. Civil has a shorter text, dropping line 3.
9
Translation from George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 717.
8
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Berossos has the following text:
Xisouthros was no longer visible to them,
but a voice from the sky ordered them to be reverent.
Because of his piety, he had gone to live with the gods,
and his wife and the pilot were to share the same honor.10

We notice that Berossos includes the flood hero’s wife in the promise,
in the same manner as Gilgamesh. Since this is lacking in the Eridu
Genesis, it is likely that Berossos knew a text tradition similar to Gilgamesh. On the other hand, even though the wording is not the same,
we cannot deny that the passages refer to the same narrative event.
If this passage was lacking in Atrahasis, Gilgamesh must presumably
have taken it from a text tradition corresponding to the Eridu Genesis.
There are, however, no other indications in the Gilgamesh flood story
that the poet used other sources besides a version of Atrahasis. This
speaks in favour of the theory that the honoring of the flood hero was
present also in the lost part of Atrahasis.
The problem in interpreting the whole composition of the Eridu Genesis lies in the large lacunas. The first column starts after some 36
lost lines; there are similar gaps of about 36 lines at the beginning
of columns two and three, and even larger gaps introducing columns
five and six. The last two lacunas occur in the flood story and here we
may presume that the Eridu Genesis had a text similar to Atrahasis
and Gilgamesh: in the first case the building of the boat, in the second
case the divine speeches after the flood. The first three lacunas cause
greater difficulty.
Jacobsen thought that the first lacuna had to be filled in with a text
similar to BM 23103, now known as the Royal Chronicle of Lagash.11
There are similarities between this chronicle and the Eridu Genesis
when the text starts there (there is a lacuna also in this text). Both
describe the uncivilized state of humankind and the slow development
toward civilization. In both places civilization is developing when kingship comes down from heaven and the first city is founded. Nevertheless,
they are two separate compositions. Moreover, the Royal Chronicle
deals with the situation after the flood when civilization slowly emerges
10
Text: Euseb. (Arm.) Chron. 10,17–12,16 and Syncellus 53,19, in: Jacoby, FGH III
C, Erster Band, 1.B, sequences 14–17, 378–81. Translation: Burstein, The Babyloniaca,
20f.
11
Cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 144–55.
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again; the Eridu Genesis, at least in the establishment of kingship and
cities, deals with antediluvian time. If the Royal Chronicle should be
used as a parallel, one could consider the possibility that the opening
of the Eridu Genesis also dealt with postdiluvian time. The text could
have started by depicting the wretched state of humankind after the
flood, like the Royal Chronicle. This would be the situation addressed
by Nintu when her speech starts in the extant text in what is considered to be line 37. The speech about postdiluvian conditions could last
to line 46. Between line 46 and line 47 there seems to be a narrative
interruption. Line 46 ends the speech of Nintu about the situation
after the flood; line 47 goes back to the creation and starts the narration from the beginning:
When An, Enlil, Enki and Ninhursaga
fashioned the dark-headed (people),
they had made the small animals (that come up)
from (out of ) the earth
come from the earth in abundance . . .
(Eridu Genesis i, 47–50) 12

This narration would then include the second lacuna and the preserved
text of the second column in lines 86–87. In line 88 the institution
of civilization through kingship and urbanity starts. The composition
could thus have two parallel sections as its opening. The poor life of
humans after the flood paralleled with the poor life of humans after
creation before civilization was granted to them. Both these sections
are rooted in the well-known Sumerian image about the development
of humans from uncivilized to civilized life. This tension was, as we
have seen, also present in Atrahasis, but expressed differently there in
the tension between the creation of a lullû-man and an ilu-man.
When the text resumes after the second lacuna we are at the point
when civilization is established:
When the royal [sce]pter was com[ing] down from heaven,
the august [cr]own and the royal [th]rone being already down from heaven,
he (the king) [regularly] performed to perfection
the august divine services and offices,
laid [the bricks] of those cities [in pure spots.]
(Eridu Genesis ii, 88–91)13

12
Translation according to Jacobsen, “The Eridu Genesis,” in The Context of Scriptures, 514.
13
Translation according to Ibid., 514.
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A list of five antediluvian cities follows, each assigned by Nintu to a god:
The firstling of those cities, Eridu, she gave to the leader Nudimud.14
The second, Bad-tibira, she gave to the prince and the sacred one.15
The third, Larak, she gave to Pabilsag.
The fourth, Sippar, she gave to the gallant, Utu.
The fifth, Shuruppak, she gave to Ansud.
(Eridu Genesis ii, 93–97) 16

The inhabitants of these cities, the text continues, cleared the canals, so
that they carried water, thus establishing abundant growth.
Jacobsen suggests that the third lacuna should be filled with a text
similar to the bilingual CT 46, 5, because both kingship and cities are
included in the Eridu Genesis. CT 46, 5 is a Neo-Assyrian tablet containing a list of antediluvian kings and the cities in which they ruled,
now seen as a fragmented copy of the Dynastic Chronicle. That the
Eridu Genesis continued with a list of kings could be a good guess.
On the other hand, the lists of kings do not start by listing the cities
and then listing the kings and the cities, which would be the case if the
Eridu Genesis continued with an antediluvian list of kings.
Thus the flood story gets another context in the Eridu Genesis, than
what it had in Atrahasis. What we can glimpse from the Eridu Genesis
is the following structure of events in antediluvian time: creation—poor
uncivilized state of humankind—institution of kingship—establishment
of antediluvian cities—development of civilization—decision by the
gods to send the flood—the flood that wipes out all humans, except
one—the grant of everlasting life to the flood hero. There are other
similarities to Atrahasis besides those found in the flood story, both
in the creation and in the development of culture. The difference lies
above all in the institution of antediluvian kingship and the establishment of the antediluvian cities. It is exactly at this point that the Eridu
Genesis shares in another Mesopotamian tradition about antediluvian
time.

14

A name for Enki.
“The prince” is presumably the god Dumuzi; “the sacred one” is an epithet of
Innana.
16
Translation according to Jacobsen, “The Eridu Genesis,” 514.
15
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2.3

Antediluvian Kings and Cities

Seven versions of lists of antediluvian kings are known.17 They can be
listed as follows:18
• WB 62: the tablet was written in Larsa. The copy is dated to the
turn from the third to the second millennium. It is an independent
entity. The tablet was published by S. Langdon.19
• WB 444 (Extended Sumerian King List): the provenience is uncertain, perhaps Larsa. The copy is dated to the Isin—Larsa period
(2000–1800). The list became the beginning of the Sumerian King
List, which records the history of kingship from its origin in Kish to
the end of the first dynasty of Isin at the beginning of the eighteenth
century.20 WB 444 was first published by S. Langdon, later reedited
by T. Jacobsen.21 The antediluvian section is also extant in manuscript G, published by Jacobsen the same place and later reedited by
Glassner.22
• Ni 3195: the tablet was found in Nippur. The copy is dated to the
middle of the Old Babylonian period (ca. 1800). It seems to have been
an independent entity. The tablet was published by F. R. Kraus.23
• UCBC 9 1819: the tablet was found in ancient Tutub. It can be dated
roughly to the turn of the century in 1800. It was an independent
entity. The tablet was published by J. J. Finkelstein.24
• Dynastic Chronicle (the Babylonian Chronicle): two tablets are NeoAssyrian, from Assurbanipal’s libraries in Nineveh; two others are
Neo-Babylonian, from Babylon. Its title is listed in an Old Babylo-

17
In addition Finkelstein mentions one unpublished fragment from Tell Harmal,
Finkelstein, “The Antediluvian Kings,” 39, note 1. Lambert and Millard record several
references to the kings in Sumerian and Akkadian sources, cf. Lambert and Millard,
Atra-Ḫ asīs, 26–27.
18
Cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 160–72. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles,
57f., also gives a survey, but does of some strange reason not include the oldest version WB 62,
19
S. Langdon, “The Chaldean Kings before the Flood,” JRAS 42 (1923): 251–59.
20
For collation of tablets, translitteration and translation, cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 117–27.
21
S. Langdon, Oxford Editions of Cuneiform Texts vol. II. Oxford 1923. T. Jacobsen,
The Sumerian King List, vol. 11, AS. Chicago 1939.
22
Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 118–21.
23
F. R. Kraus, “Zur Liste der älteren Könige von Babylonien,” ZA NF 16 (50)
(1952): 29–60.
24
Finkelstein, “The Antediluvian Kings,” 39–51.
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nian catalogue, so an original composition existed much older than
the extant copies. The Antediluvian King List is here the first part of
a chronicle listing the change of dynasties after the flood. The style
is very similar to the Sumerian King List. The history of publication
involves several scholars.25
• Berossos: The Greek text of Berossos’ Babyloniaca has come down
to us through many hands.26 Berossos was a priest of Marduk in
Babylon and he wrote his work ca. 290 BCE.27 Judging from the
surviving excerpts the list of antediluvian kings was part of a larger
narrative about primeval time, continued by a list of kings after the
flood, inspired by the style of the Sumerian King List.
• W 20 030, 7 (the Uruk tablet): the tablet was found in Uruk. The
scribe has dated it to year 147 in the reign of Antiochus (cf. line
24). According to our chronology, that is 165/64 BCE.28 The tablet
lists seven antediluvian kings, parallel with seven sages, apkallus,
one or two kings parallel with apkallus after the flood, followed by
eight kings parallel with eight ummanus, “experts.” The text was
published by J. van Dijk.29

25
Lambert first joined K 11624 and K 11261 making CT 46, 5. Then he added a
larger piece, K 12054. In the same publication he suggested that the three pieces contained a list of antediluvian kings and what seemed to be a notice of the flood, belonged
together with K 8552+, which contained a list of dynasties similar to the Sumerian
King List. Cf. Lambert, “A New Fragment from a List of Antediluvian Kings,” 271–75.
This suggestion is underlying Grayson’s edition of the Dynastic Chronicle in A. K.
Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, vol. 5, TCS. New York 1975, 40–42,
139–44. In 1980 Finkel added two more tablets, making both the Antediluvian King
List more complete and filling in small parts of the flood story recorded. Cf. I. J. Finkel,
“Bilingual Chronicle Fragments,” JCS 32 (1980): 65–80. The full preserved text can
now be read in Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 126–34.
26
For the history of the text, cf. G. P. Verbrugghe and J. M. Wickersham, Berossos
and Manetho, Introduced and Translated. Michigan 1996, 27–31. The Greek text of
the excerpts of Babyloniaca is recorded in Jacoby, FGH III C, Erster Band, the primeval part of Babyloniaca, 367–84. Translations are given by Burstein, The Babyloniaca,
13–23; and Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, 35–51. References
will begiven to this last translation, for the antediluvian kings, cf. F3, 46–49. Berossos
gives a list of ten antediluvian kings, in nine of the names the Sumerian background
can be established, cf. Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List, 69–77; Finkelstein, “The
Antediluvian Kings,” 47. For a discussion of the reliability of Berossos in relation to
the Akkadian and Sumerian sources, cf. Komoróczy, “Berosos,” 125–52.
27
For the life and work of Berossos, cf. Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and
Manetho, 13–15.
28
Cf. the list of dates in W. R. Mayer, Texte aus dem Rēš-Heiligtum in Uruk-Warka,
BaghM, Beiheft 2. Berlin 1980, 23.
29
J. van Dijk, “Die Tontafeln aus dem rēš-Heiligtum,” in XVIII vorlaufiger Bericht
über die von dem Deutschen Archäologischen Institut und der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft
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In addition to these texts, an antediluvian sequence of kings most
likely introduced a version of the Sumerian King List, recording the
kings of Mari. About 26 lines are missing from the beginning of the
column. These 26 lines correspond quite well to the line count of
the antediluvian section and Kish I in WB 444, belonging to the
extended Sumerian King List. The tablets can be dated to the Old
Babylonian period and were found at Tall Leilān .30
The geographical and historical diffusion of the Antediluvian King List
is considerable. In time we have tablets extending almost 2000 years.
One of the reasons for this seems to be that the list of antediluvian
kings was included in the Sumerian King List. This took place at least
as early as the beginning of the second millennium (cf. WB 444). The
antediluvian kings were also a part of the Dynastic Chronicle, which
is close to the Sumerian King List in style, and possibly in the Tall
Leilān version of the Sumerian King List. It seems also likely that
Berossos was inspired by the chronographic style of the Sumerian
King List. This does not mean that the antediluvian list only existed
as the beginning of the Sumerian King List. In three of the cases,
WB 62—Ni 3195—and UCBC 9 1819, the antediluvian list is an independent entity; WB 62 seems in fact to be the oldest version. In the
latest tablet, W 20 030, 7, the only similarity to the Sumerian King List
is the listing of kings.
Scholars are unanimous that the antediluvian lists originally were
not a part of the Sumerian King List.31 According to the oldest editions of this list and the manuscript by Glassner labelled C, the Sumerian King List began as follows: “When kingship had come down from
heaven, kingship was at Kish.”32 The list records cycles of supremacy
connected to the most important ancient Mesopotamian cities, especially Kish, Uruk, and Ur. The supremacy is carried out by dynasties of
kings within each city. Thus the list records the name of the king, the
length of his reign, and at the end counts how many kings ruled in that
particular city for how many years in total. Then the cycle is ended
aus dem Mitteln der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft unternommenen Ausgrabungen in Uruk Warka, ed. H. J. Lenzen. Berlin 1962, 43–52.
30
C.-A. Vincente, “The Tall Leilān version of the Sumerian King List,” ZA 85
(1995): 234–70, 244.
31
Cf. for instance, Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List, 55–68; Finkelstein, “The Antediluvian Kings,” 44f.
32
Cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 55, 117.
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for that city for that time, and kingship is brought to another city.33
The geographical horizon of the list is given through the extension
of the kingdom of Ur III, from Awan (in Elam), southeast, to—amazi
(the area of Zab), northeast, to Mari, north-west. In the southwest,
there is only the desert.34
The purpose of the list is to mold the past in the way that it legitimizes the present. The idea of the list is that supremacy is never shared.
It presents a doctrine of power, offering legitimacy to the ruling king.
The cities and their rulers succeed each other in the exercise of hegemony. Every new updated version was written in order to demonstrate
that the governing king was now the one and only king chosen by
the gods.35 Thus, the Sumerian King List is a text tradition that was
changed according to the perspective of one particular dynasty, and it
inspired similar chronologies through history.36 As a text tradition its
importance is clearly shown in that sixteen copies have been found,
coming from several of the important Mesopotamian cities.37
In 2003 P. Steinkeller made a preliminary publication of what he
designated as a Vorlage to the Sumerian King List. The actual composition he dated to the second half of the reign of Šulgi (2094–2047),
in the third dynasty of Ur.38 According to Steinkeller the composition
contains, however, earlier strata, the oldest dating back to the dynasty
of Akkade, possibly to Sargon (2334–2279). The oldest stratum of the
Vorlage is thus Semitic. The image of history is significantly different
in this composition. While the Sumerian King List sees the past as a
chain of recurring cycles with kingship circulating among a number
of cities from the time it descended from heaven, the new Ur tablet
organizes the events in a linear fashion. Kingship did not circulate
among cities; it remained for thousands and thousands years in Kish
down to Sargon’s time.39
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Cf. Ibid., 55–71.
Cf. C. Wilcke, “Die Sumerische Königsliste und erzählte Vergangenheit,” in Vergangenheit in mündlicher Überlieferung, ed. J. von Ungern-Sternberg and J. Reinan.
Stuttgart 1988, 113–40, 117.
35
Cf. Vincente, “The Tall Leilān version,” 267; Wilcke, “Die Sumerische Königsliste,” 116.
36
Cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 101–14.
37
Ibid., 42f.
38
P. Steinkeller, “An Ur III Manuscript of the Sumerian King List,” in Literatur,
Politik und Recht in Mesopotamien. Festschrift für Claus Wilcke, ed. W. Sallaberger,
K. Volk, and A. Zgoll. Wiesbaden 2003, 267–92.
39
Ibid., 285.
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The Sumerian King List has a history and at one stage of this history
the antediluvian section was included, possibly around the beginning
of the second millennium. What could be the reason for this? There
should be no need to extend the list backwards in time according to
the ideology of the list itself. Both in the regular King List and in its
forerunner, kingship came down from heaven and rested in Kish. We
cannot exclude the possibility that there existed an alternative tradition to the Sumerian King List, concentrating on different city dynasties, as seen in the antediluvian lists. There seems to be a quite stable
pattern in the antediluvian lists about what the cities and their succession were: Eridu, Bad-tibira, Larak, Sippar, and Shurupak. These cities
were never outstanding in political importance, but most are known
to be very old.40 They are the same cities as in the Eridu Genesis. On
the other hand, the list of antediluvian cites and kings could have been
composed in analogy with the Sumerian King List proper.
The question of the origin of the antediluvian lists is, however, not
the same as that of why they were included as the beginning of the
Sumerian King List. The reason for this seems to be that the tradition
of kings encountered the tradition of the flood. All the antediluvian
lists where we have the final part preserved end by either referring to
the flood or connecting directly with the flood story. The scribes who
cultivated the text tradition of the Sumerian King List could not find
any hint in their ancient records that a flood should have wiped out
humankind after kingdship descended to Kish. Accordingly, the flood
had to be placed before Kish. Then a new issue rose: what existed
before the flood that the flood wiped out? The scribes of the Sumerian King List tradition did not adopt here the version of antediluvian
time that we find in Atrahasis. This epic gave one particular version
of what existed before the flood; the scribes of the King List tradition
gave another. What existed before the flood was about the same as
what existed afterwards. The flood did not destroy the divine order of
supremacy given to one city and one king at each particular time. It
meant a pause in the succession with the consequence that kingship
had to be lowered from heaven twice. Thus the beginning and the end
of the antediluvian section of the Extended Sumerian King List:

40
Cf. W. W. Hallo, Origins. The Ancient Near Eastern Background of Some Moderen
Western Institutions, vol. VI, SHCANE. Leiden, New York and Köln 1996, 5–9.
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When kingsh[ip] had come down from heaven,
kingship (was) at [Eri]du.
At Eridu, Alulim <was> king;
he reigned 28,800 years.
(Extended Sumerian King List, MS G i, 1–4)41
Five cities; eight kings ruled 385,200 years.
The flood swept over.
After the flood had swept over,
when kingship had come down from heaven,
kingship (was) at Kish.
(Extended Sumerian King List, MS G i, 35–41)42

Concentrating on the antediluvian lists, there seems to be a stable
tradition about which cities were chosen by the gods in antediluvian
time. Eridu, Bad-tibira, Larak, Sippar, and Shuruppak are recorded in
WB 444, the Eridu Genesis and the Dynastic Chronicle, the last one
changing the order of Sippar and Larak. There are, however, variations: the fragmentary Ni 3195 has Larak before Bad-tibira and UCBC
9 drops Larak (which could simply be a mistake). In the most ancient
version, WB 62, Larsa is included as the second city, which seems to
be a sort of local patriotism. W 20 030, 7 records no cities, only kings
and sages. Berossos records only three cities and places Babylon as the
first, which may reflect both his local setting and Enuma Elish, where
Babylon is the first city established. Berossos retells Enuma Elish as
the creation story.43
The lists differ in the number of kings:
WB 62: 10 kings
WB 444: (the Sumerian King List): 8 kings
Ni 3195: (too fragmentary to count)
UCBC 9: Most likely 8 kings
Dynastic Chronicle: 9 kings
Berossos: 10 kings
W 20 030, 7: 7 kings

The most stable pattern may be represented by 8 in the Sumerian King
List. This is also the most likely number in UCBC 9. In the Dynastic
Chronicle the order of kings is the same as in the Sumerian King List,
with the exception that Larak and Sippar have changed places. The

41
42
43

Cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 118–19.
Cf. Ibid., 120–21.
Cf. Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, F1 and F3, 44–49.
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ninth king in the Dynastic Chronicle is Ziusudra, lacking in the Sumerian King List. The adding of Ziusudra is not strange, because the
Dynastic Chronicle continues with the flood story.
The number seven in W 20 030, 7 could be dependent on the pairing of kings and sages. According to tradition, there were seven primeval apkallus. The number ten in Berossos could be dependent on the
oldest source WB 62. Berossos had a predilection for old traditions.44
Another possibility is that he based himself on a tradition that had the
two most significant kings on two significant numbers: Enmeduranki
at the seventh place, and Ziusudra at the tenth.
There is some sort of stability in the connection between cities and
kings. The first two kings, Alulim and Alalgar, are in all lists connected
to Eridu (except in W 20 030, which does not record cities). Enmeluanna and Dumuzi are in all lists connected to Bad-tibira. Ensipazianna
is in all the lists, with one exception, connected to Larak. The exception is UCBC 9, which does not record Larak. Where Sippar occurs in
the lists, Enmeduranki is the ruling king. When Ziusudra occurs (WB
62, Dynastic Chronicle, and Berossos), he is connected to Shuruppak;
this is also the case with his father Ubar-Tutu.
The succession of kings in the lists does also demonstrate some stability. The two first kings are always the same. Dumuzi has in the oldest lists a predilection for the fifth position, in the two youngest, the
sixth. The placement of Enmeduranki in the seventh position in the
Sumerian King List is attested in both Berossos and W 20 030, 7. In
WB 62 he comes in the eighth place, because the city Larsa is included;
in the Dynastic Chronicle he comes in the sixth place, because the
order of Larak and Sippar is changed. He is also in the sixth place in
UCBC 9, which is harder to explain. The placement in the Sumerian
King List could be accidental; the placement in the two youngest lists
could be dependent on the special traditions developing around this
king, paralleling the apkallus.
The inclusion of the tradition of the flood in the Sumerian King List
gave rise to new versions of the primeval history. The earliest sources
simply added a new chronological section before kingship started
at Kish. Later, however, the traditions were extended. We already
observed this in the Eridu Genesis. It is also attested in three other
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Cf. Komoróczy, “Berosos,” 133–42.
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sources belonging to, or with affinity to, the chronographic genre: the
Royal Chronicle of Lagash, the Dynastic Chronicle and Berossos.
The Royal Chronicle of Lagash, dated to the middle of the Old
Babylonian period, has been characterized as a parody or satire.45 The
reason is that the author starts his composition by quoting the first
line in the Sumerian King List in the postdiluvian section, but drops
the whole succession of cities found there. Instead there follows a long
description of the wrecked state of humankind after the flood, introducing how civilization was established through the rulers of Lagash,
which was not mentioned among the antediluvian or postdiluvian cities in the Sumerian King List, contrary to WB 62. What were combined in the Royal Chronicle of Lagash were accordingly the tradition
of the flood and the Sumerian concept of human development from an
uncivilized to a civilized stage. This is not placed in primeval time, but
as a reflection on how the human race managed to establish their agricultural society after the flood had wiped out everything. This reflection
is connected to a chronography of the rulers of Lagash, clearly drawing
a line between the development of civilization and the establishment
of kingship and cities, as we know it from the Eridu Genesis. Thus we
get the following basic structure: reference to the flood—establishment
of civilization after the flood—list of rulers.
The Dynastic Chronicle does not only refer to the flood after the list
of antediluvian kings; it actually retells the flood story. 46 There are only
small traces left on the extant tablets, but I. J. Finkel estimates that the
flood story in its bilingual version must have covered some 90 lines.47
From the traces left it seems that this résumé of the flood story did not
only record the flood, but also referred to the disasters known from
Atrahasis. The section after the flood story is fragmentary as well, but
it is clear that the Chronicle records dynasties that ruled Babylon in a
style similar to the Sumerian King List. Thus, the Dynastic Chronicle
creates a new way of writing ancient history, in combining chronography and narrative. The Sumerian King List does only occasionally add
small commentaries to its listing of the king’s name: that he was son

45
Cf.Sollberger, “The Rulers of Lagaš,” 279–80. For transliteration and translation, Sollberger, “The Rulers of Lagaš,” 280f. For translation, Glassner, Mesopotamian
Chronicles, 144–49.
46
For translation, cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 126–33.
47
Finkel, “Bilingual Chronicle Fragments,” 68.
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of the previous king, when this took place, and the length of the reign.
We take two examples of extended notes:
Etana, the shepherd, the one that went up to heaven,
who put all countries in order, was king;
he reigned for 1,500 years.
...
In Ea[nn]a [Mes-ki’]jag-ga[šer, son] of Utu, was lo[rd (and) was king];
he reigned 32[4] years;
[Mes-]ki’ag-ga[šer] entered into the sea and disappeared.48

Such small commentaries were surely significant when they occurred
in long lists of names and years, but they were not extended to narratives. The blend of chronography and narrative occurred primarily
when the flood story entered the chronographic genre.
We also notice the tendency to include narrative in chronography one other place in the Dynastic Chronicle. Where the Extended
Sumerian King List at the beginning simply states, “When kingship
had come down from heaven, kingship was at Eridu,” the Dynastic
Chronicle has a considerable elaboration, reminding one of the Eridu
Genesis:
[When A]nu, Enlil and [Ea had fixed the plans of heaven and earth, Anu,]
Enlil, and Ea [ordained the destinies (?). They established (?)] kingship
in the land. [They set up] a king to be shepherd of the land. They gave
the people [to him] as shepherd. They made all the black-headed people49
bow down at his feet. They made his sovereignty resplendent in the “four
quarters.”50 After they had lowered kingship from heaven, after kingship
had come down from heaven, kingship (was) [at Eridu.]
(Dynastic Chronicle, 1–10)51

The Eridu Genesis is a narrative that includes a list of cities, and maybe
also the antediluvian kings. The Dynastic Chronicle is a chronography,
close to the King List tradition that includes (in the extant text) narratives in two places. Most dominant in it is the flood story, where
the Extended King List only has a reference to the flood (WB 444),
but also in the opening, going back to the very beginning when the

48
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Translations from Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 121.
As the Sumerian described themselves. Comments and translation from Ibid., 129.
The whole world.
Translation from Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 129.
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cosmos was ordered by the highest gods. Thus the Dynastic Chronicle
combines the following blocks of tradition: ordering of the cosmos—
establishment of kingship—list of antediluvian kings—flood story—
list of dynasties after the flood.
We find the most extensive combination of traditions in Berossos.
Especially from the excerpts we have from book two, we notice that
Berossos was influenced by the chronographic tradition, both in the
presentation of the list of antediluvian kings52 and in the list of postdiluvian dynasties.53 Nevertheless, Berossos combines chronography and
narrative to a greater extent than the Dynastic Chronicle. He also adds
explanatory material from Babylonian astronomy, geography, festivals,
and laws. Concentrating on the narrative and chronographical succession of events, Berossos gives us the following picture.
The creation of the cosmos comes as the first event, including
humans, depending on Enuma Elish. Berossos claims that the first sage
wrote this epic, named Oannes.54 The list of ten antediluvian kings follows next. After this list, Berossos tells the flood story, followed by a
postdiluvian list of dynasties. The basic succession of events is accordingly similar to the Dynastic Chronicle, with two exceptions. Berossos
pays more attention to the creation, retelling Enuma Elish with many
details; and he includes the tradition about the primeval apkallus. To
this tradition we will return below.
2.4

Extraordinary Antediluvian Kings

Two of the kings in the antediluvian lists have special significance:
Ziusudra and Enmeduranki.55 We have already dealt with Ziusudra as
the hero of the flood in the Eridu Genesis. He is recorded as the last
king in WB 62, most probably in UCBC 9, and certainly in the Dynastic Chronicle and in Berossos. It is strange to notice that he is not

52
F3. Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, 46–49. Cf. also the
arrangement and notes in Burstein, The Babyloniaca, 18–19.
53
F5. Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, 51–53; Burstein, The
Babyloniaca, 21–22.
54
F1. Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, 44–46; Burstein, The
Babyloniaca, 14–15.
55
Cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 172–90.
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included in the old Extended Sumerian King List, WB 444, although
the flood is referred to. The last king is here Ubar-Tutu, who in the
other versions is made the father of Ziusudra, both father and son
ruling in Shuruppak. The name of Ziusudra especially seems to indicate that he was placed into the King List together with the knowledge
of the flood. In the Sumerian Flood Story he is called zi-u4-sudr-á,
“life of distant days.” The Akkadian name of the hero reflected in the
Gilgamesh tradition clearly draws on this Sumerian name; ūta-napišti
with the epithet rūqu can be translated “He found life, the distant
one.”56 This meaning of the name both in Sumerian and Akkadian
corresponds very well to the fate of the flood hero in both places; he
was transferred to the garden of the gods and given eternal life. The
name “Atrahasis,” “the exceedingly wise one,” suits the role of the hero
very well in this epic, especially when we take into consideration that
the word for “wise,” in Akkadian ḫasīsu, basically means “ear” and the
“faculty of hearing.”57 Thus it seems that the name of the flood hero
corresponds to his role in the story.
Ziusudra is a part of all the antediluvian kings lists where we have
the last part preserved. In two of the versions, the Dynastic Chronicle
and Berossos, the flood story is also told. This is different from the
second significant king, Enmeduranki, who according to the lists of
kings ruled in Sippar, known as an ancient seat of wisdom, with the
sun-god, Sumerian Utu and Akkadian Šamaš, as the patron deity.58 In
1967 Lambert published two texts concerning Enmeduranki. In the
one text he is considered to be the ancestor of Nebuchadnessar I; in
the other he is considered to be the ancestor of the bārû-priests. The
second text Lambert labelled “Enmeduranki and the Diviners.”59
The first text was in bad condition, so Lambert had to suggest the
missing names of two kings in a central passage to be Nebudcadnezzar
I and Enmeduranki. This suggestion was confirmed when R. Borger
together with Lambert identified a new piece of the text in 1974.60
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Cf. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 152f.
CF. CAD, sub ḫasīsu, 126f.
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Cf. P. Bienkowski, “Sippar,” in Dictionary of the Ancient Near East, ed. P. Bienkowski
and A. Millard. Philadelphia 2000, 274.
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W. G. Lambert, “Enmeduranki and Related Matters,” JCS 21 (1967): 126–38.
60
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Lambert published a new edition in the same year.61 The passage about
Enmeduranki runs as follows:
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, who supervises
all the cult-centres and confirms the regular
offerings, I am.
Distant scion of kingship, seed
preserved from before the flood.
Offspring of Enmeduranki, king of Sippar,
who set up the pure bowl and held the cedar-incense,
who sat in the presence of Šamaš and Adad,
the divine adjudicators.62

The text is significant for several reasons: first, that Enmeduranki held
such a position that he was made ancestor to the great king Nebuchadnezzar I; second, that our text clearly quotes from the text we will deal
with below, and demonstrates that the etiology of the secret knowledge
of the bārû-priests was known in wider circles; third, that Nebuchadnezzar derives his authority from an antediluvian king, which shows
that the antediluvian period had got a special dignity.
Lambert edited anew the first text about Enmeduranki in 1998.63 He
joined new pieces to the second half of the text, so that we now are
more informed about the nature of the whole tablet. We see that the
opening sequence about Enmeduranki is the introduction to a text
that will secure the exclusiveness and quality of the guild of bārûpriests. The text has three parts. First, it tells how Enmeduranki was
taken to heaven to be revealed the secrets of divination and how he in
turn passed it on to the citizens of Nippur, Sippar, and Babylon. Next
follows a section determining the qualifications needed for a scholar in
divination. A final section explains the significance of various properties used in the rites. We will concentrate on the two first sections. The
first section and the beginning of the second run as follows:

61
W. G. Lambert, “The Seed of Kingship,” in Le Palais et la royauté, archéologie et
civilisation: Compte rendu, ed. P. Garelli. Paris 1974, 427–40.
62
Ibid., note 74 and 76.
63
W. G. Lambert, “The Qualifications of Babylonian Diviners,” in Festschrift für
Rykle Borger zu seinem 65. Geburtstag am 24. Mai 1994, ed. S. M. Maul, CM. Groningen
1998, 141–58.
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Šamaš in Ebabba [appointed]
Enmeduranki, [king of Sippar],
the beloved of Anu, Enlil [and
Ea].
Šamaš and Adad [brought him in]
to their assembly.
Šamaš and Adad [honored him],
Šamaš and Adad [made him sit]
before [them] on a golden seat.
They showed him how to observe
oil on water, a mystery of Anu,
[Enlil and Ea],
They gave him the Tablet of the
Gods, the liver, a secret of heaven
and the nether world,
they put in his hand the cedar,
beloved of the great gods,
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and he [in accordance with] their
[command (?)], brought into his
presence the citizens of Nippur,
Sippar, and Babylon,
and honored them, he made them
sit in his presence on thrones,
he showed them how to observe
oil on water, a mystery of Anu,
Enlil and Ea,
he gave them the Tablet of the
Gods, the liver, a secret of heaven
and the nether world,
he put in their hand the cedar,
beloved of the great gods.
The tablet of the Gods, the liver,
a secret of heaven and nether
world,
how to observe oil on water, a
mystery of Anu, Enlil and Ea,
“that with commentary,” Enuma
Anu Enlil, and how to make
multiplications.—

The learned savant, who guards the secrets of the great gods,
will bind by oath before Šamaš and Adad
by tablet and stylus the son whom he loves and
will teach him. When a diviner,
an expert in oil, of abiding descent, offshoot of Enmeduranki,
king of Sippar,
who sets up the holy bowl, holds the cedar,
benediction priest of the king, long-haired priest of Šamaš,
a creature of Ninhursag,
begotten by a reverend of pure descent,
he himself, being without defect in body and limbs,
may approach the presence of Šamaš and Adad where (liver)
inspection and oracle (take place).
(Enmeduranki and the Diviners, 1–29)

The text continues by describing the unqualified diviner—the diviner
of impure descent, the diviner who is defect in body and limbs, with
defect eyes or teeth, a cut-off finger, defect testicle, suffering from leprosy, a eunuch, a diviner who does not observe the rites correctly,
who has not mastered his training. Such a person is not allowed to
approach the gods for oracle and inspection. He will not be shown the
secrets of the gods. The diviner who lacks the proper qualities and yet
performs divination will suffer divine judgment.
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The text clearly places what happened in the divine assembly and
what took place on earth as parallels. What Enmeduranki had been
revealed by the gods, we may presume in a retrospective perspective,
he transmits to qualified citizens of three cities known for their bārûguilds. This is the first line of transmission. The text goes on to describe
how each of the citizens shall choose one son, a son whom he loves,
and teach him the divine secrets. We know that this in fact was practised among the bārû-priests. Their secret lore, niṣirti bārûti, should
not be revealed to anybody outside the guild, only their chosen son.64
In our text there are strict rules about the qualities of this son, both in
his bodily constitution and in his capacity to learn, which can be seen
both in the positive and negative descriptions of whom is qualified.
The gods revealed to Enmeduranki what is considered to be the
duties of the bārû-priests, observing oil on water, lecanomacy, and
how to inspect the liver of a sacrificed sheep, extispicy.65 The diviner
is apkal šamni, an “expert” or “sage of oil” (line 23). The extispicy was
revealed through the dedication of an inscribed liver model, “the Tablet of the Gods, the liver.” This must be a divinely sanctioned master
model of how to inspect the liver of sheep for correct omens. This
model is given to Enmeduranki and he hands it over to the chosen
citizens to be a part of their divine secret lore. The gods also put in
Enmeduranki’s hand the cedar, which he in turn puts in the hands of
the citizens. This is not a third kind of divination; cedar is the incense
that should accompany the divination rituals.66
The picture given of the properties of the bārû-priests is traditional,
with one exception. In line 18 a new kind of expertise is added that is
not mentioned in the sequence about the heavenly revelation: “‘that
with commentary’, Enuma Anu Enlil, and how to make multiplications.” Enuma Anu Enlil is the most reputated Babylonian astronomical
series, which became the paradigm of how to observe the movements
of the heavenly bodies, make calculations, and derive predictions. The
64
Cf. R. Borger, “Geheimwissen,” in RLA. Berlin—New York 1957–71, 188–91, 191;
and CAD sub niṣirtu, e. 2, p. 277.
65
For the bārû-priests, cf. J. Renger, “Untersuchungen zur Priestertum der altbabylonischen Zeit II,” ZA 59 (1969): 104–230, 203–217. For lecanomacy, cf. G. Pettinato,
Die Ölwahrsagung bei den Babyloniern I. Roma 1966, 15–22, 35–52. For extispicy, cf.
R. D. Biggs, “Lebermodelle. A. Philologisch,” in RLA. Berlin—New York 1980–1983,
518–21.
66
Cf.Lambert, “The Qualifications of Babylonian Diviners,” 145. Cedar is also
mentioned as a part of the ritual in the third section, although fragmentary, cf. lines
102–104.
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series had its origin in the Old Babylonian period, but was through
history expanded with additions and commentaries.67 Astronomy and
astrology were not a part of the traditional expertise of the bārû-priests,
although some crossovers between extispicy and astrology are known.68
At the royal court in Neo-Assyrian times scholars specialized in one
of the crafts, but could acquire an additional competence in others.69
The passage seems to be a gloss inserted in the text by someone who
wanted to make the bārû-priests experts also in this prestigious kind of
omen interpretation. This would of course entail thorough knowledge
in mathematics.
The first words of the sentence “that with commentary” is no less
strange. They could refer to commentaries to Enuma Anu Enlil, but
the Akkadian wording is not traditional for introducing a commentary to a work.70 On the other hand, “the commentary” must refer to
something. We know that there were a lot of astronomical and astrological works that took their basic system of computation from Enuma
Anu Enlil. One of the best known was MUL.APIN (“the plough star”)
which can be dated to around 1200.71 This work can be read as an
abbreviated version of Enuma Anu Enlil. We can of course not be certain here, but it seems clear that the scribe knew that the series Enuma
Anu Enlil did not exist alone, but was the cornerstone in a developing
astronomical tradition.
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Cf. D. Brown, Mesopotamian Planetary Astronomy-Astrology, vol. 18, CM.
Groningen 2000, 254–256.
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Cf. Ibid., 35.
69
Cf. A. Lenzi, Secrecy and the Gods: Secret Knowledge in Ancient Mesopotamia and
Biblical Israel, vol. 19, SAAS. Helsinki 2008, 71.
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CAD sub abālu, A 10b,3, p. 27, reads the signs šá KI as šákî, “according to,”
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where he maintains that the sign KI hardly is to be transliterated kî. Lambert transliterates itti, “with.” He thinks šá itti ṣa-ati, “that with commentary” is the most probable reading, but is still in doubt what it actually means. It could refer forward to the
series Enuma Anu Enlil, but this is normally expressed adi ṣâtišu, “together with its
commentary,” cf. Lambert, “Enmeduranki and Related Matters,” note to line 18, 133.
Examples for this are given in CAD sub ṣâtu. A possible explanation for the looser
connection between the series and the commentary could be that the scribe did not
have only one specific commentary in mind, but the commentary tradition, including
works based on Enuma Anu Enlil.
71
Cf. Brown, Mesopotamian Planetary Astronomy-Astrology, 113–22.
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Enmeduranki and the Diviners is an etiology of the niṣirti bārûti,
“the secret lore of the diviners.” From the third link the access to the
secret knowledge is hereditary; the secret lore goes from father to son.
Within this succession, the special qualifications needed for a diviner
are defined.72 In the first place, he had to be born into the right family.
Only families from Nippar, Sippar, and Babylon come into consideration (lines 10–11). In the second place, he had to be a priest of the
sun-god Šamaš (line 25). Both these demands are unique to what we
otherwise know about bārû-priests. In the third place he had to be an
apkallu, apkal šamni, “expert in oil” (line 23). In the same line it is
stated that he should be of “abiding descent, offshoot of Enmeduranki,
king of Sippar.” It is not stated earlier that the citizens of the three cities were relatives of Enmeduranki, so we cannot read this as a demand
about kinship all the way down to the ancestor. What is meant in the
sentence seems to be two things: The qualified diviner should be a
master in his field, and there should be an unbroken chain in heritage
and knowledge down to the first generation of masters.
As already stated, a bārû-priest should be “begotten by a reverend
of pure descent” (line 27). Descent is, however, not sufficient; the son
must have the ability to learn: “by tablet and stylus the son whom he
loves and will teach him” (lines 20–22). The son must know how to
read, write, and interpret the cuneiform signs. He is even bound by an
oath before the gods (line 21). We see in other texts that this oath was
intended to guard the secret lore of the diviners.73 The interpretation
of all the omen collections and computations demands intellectual
skills. The bārûtu is science on its own premises.
The diviner should not only have intellectual skills; he should be
without defect in body and limbs (line 28). This is specified in detail in
the next sequence. The following contrast sequence about the unqualified diviner is interesting here. The warning here not to perform divination without the proper qualifications in heritage, training, and
physical constituency seems not to be theoretical. Rather, it seems to
be polemical against other diviners, who performed this science without belonging to the right guild.

72
73

Cf. Lambert, “The Qualifications of Babylonian Diviners,” 142–44.
Ibid., 143.
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These traditions about the antediluvian king from Sippar were not
included verbatim in any of our known versions of antediluvian time.
In the traditions themselves, there was an awareness of his antediluvian foundation, as seen in the first text about Nebuchadnezzar I.
There seems, however, to be an implicit knowledge about the extraordinary character of this king. In both of the last antediluvian lists of
kings, Berossos and W 20 030, 7, Enmeduranki is given the prominent
place of seventh, and in both lists he is paralleled with the apkallu
Utuabzu. This is the same apkallu who occurs at the seventh place in
the list of primeval fish-apkallus in the incantation series Bīt Mēseri. In
this list it is recorded that Utuabzu ascended to heaven.

CHAPTER THREE

THE TRADITIONS OF THE APKALLUS
3.1

The Lists of the Seven Apkallus

There are known three lists of apkallus, two cuneiform and the one in
Berossos.1 The first known cuneiform list of seven apkallus was published by E. Reiner in 1961, and then reedited with new pieces added
by R. Borger in 1974.2 Already Reiner suggested that the broken tablet
belonged to the Neo-Assyrian incantdfation series Bīt Mēseri, “protected house.” Borger made clear that the list belonged to the third
tablet in this series, and that there are traces of two more lists of a
similar kind.3 There are found two copies of the apkallu list from Bīt
Mēseri in Late Babylonia. A. Cavigneaux published a tiny little fragment in 1979.4 In 1983, E. von Weiher published the transliteration
of the full list as part of an Uruk recension of Bīt Mēseri.5 The tablets
were found in the house of what was most likely a priest specializing in
astrology and divination.6 They can be dated to the 4–3 century, which
means about the same time as Berossos wrote his Babyloniaca. That
there existed a Babylonian recension of the apkallu list in Bīt Mēseri is
important, because it demonstrates that the tradition contained in this
list was not an isolated Assyrian phenomenon.
As already stated, the Antediluvian King List from Uruk, W 20 030,
7, published by van Dijk in 1962, contained both seven kings and
seven parallel apkallus.7 Berossos also paralleled kings and apkallus,

1

For a discussion of the material, cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 191–213.
E. Reiner, “The Etiological Myth of the ‘Seven Sages’,” Or (NS) 30 (1961): 1–11;
Borger, “Die Beschwörungsserie Bīt Mēseri,” 183–96.
3
Borger, “Die Beschwörungsserie Bīt Mēseri,” 192–93.
4
A. Cavigneaux, “Texte und Fragmente aus Warka,” BaghM 10 (1979): 111–42,
120. Only parts of two lines are preserved, parallel to the lines 9 and 12 in Weiher’s
text below.
5
E. von Weiher, Spätbabylonische Texte aus Uruk. Teil II, vol. 10, ADFU. Berlin
1983, 48–55.
6
Ibid., 1.
7
Dijk, “Die Tontafeln aus dem rēš-Heiligtum.”
2
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but unlike the Uruk tablet it has one apkallu parallel to the first king,
one to the fourth, four to the sixth, and one to the seventh.8
The names of the apkallus and their successions are identical in
Bīt Mēseri and the Uruk tablet, with small variations in spelling. We
render the names in the Sumerian form they have in the Uruk tablet:
Uan
Uandugga
Enmedugga
Enmegalamma
Enmebulugga
Anenlilda
Utuabzu

There is a correspondence to the Greek names in Berossos, but it
demands both scholarly quibbling and a bit of creative imagination to
explain how exactly the Sumerian words were transformed to Greek
ones.9 We have to bear in mind that it is far from certain that we have
Berossos’ own spellings. His text has gone through many hands.
In Bīt Mēseri the list of the seven apkallus is succeeded by a list of
four apkallus and built into an incantation. For the sake of convenience we bring here an English translation based on Reiner’s English edition of a part of the list and Weiher’s German edition of the
full list. Reiner numbers the lines 1’–31’, which cover the lines 9–31
in Weiher’s edition. Borger knew Weiher’s work on the Uruk recension of Bīt Mēseri when he translated the text,10 even though Weiher’s
final edition was published afterwards. We will return to the different
aspects of the text later.
1–2:
3–4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10–11:
12–13:

8

Incantation: Uanna, who completed the plans of heaven and earth;
Uannedugga, who is given broad understanding;
Enmedugga, to whom a good fate is decreed;
Enmegalamma, who was born in a house;
Enmebulugga, who grew up on a river-flat;
Anenlilda, the purification priest from Eridu;
Utuabzu, who ascended to heaven;
the pure carps, the carps from the sea, the seven,
the seven apkallus, born in the river, who keep in order the plans
of heaven and earth.

Cf. the arrangement in Burstein, The Babyloniaca, 18–19; Cf. also Verbrugghe
and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, 48.
9
Cf. the discussion in Dijk, “Die Tontafeln aus dem rēš-Heiligtum,” 47–49.
10
Borger, “Die Beschwörungsserie Bīt Mēseri,” 191.
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14–15: Nungalpiriggaldim, the apkallu of Enmerkar, who brought down
Ištar from heaven into the sanctuary;
16–17: Piriggalnungal, born in Kiš, who angered the god Iškur/Adad in
heaven,
18–19: so he allowed neither rain nor growth in the land for three
years;
20–23: Piriggalabzu, born in Adab/Utab, who hung his seal on a ‘goatfish’ and thereby angered the god Enki/Ea in the fresh water sea,
so that a fuller struck him with his own seal;
24–25: the fourth, Lu-Nanna, two-thirds apkallu,
26–27: who expelled a dragon from É-Ninkiagnunna, the temple of Ištar
and Šulgi;
28–29: the four apkallus, of human descent, whom the Lord Enki/Ea has
endowed with broad understanding.
(Bīt Mēseri III, 1’–29’)

We have a stable tradition extending over several hundred years about
the names and order of the seven apkallus living before the flood. The
list in Bīt Mēseri is the oldest one, and is Neo Assyrian; the list in
Berossos is from around 290; the Uruk list is dated to 164/165. It is,
however, clear that the Greek text of Berossos’ Babyloniaca is in no
way part of a line of transmission. In this respect Berossos is of interest because his list is a witness about a cuneiform textual tradition that
existed in Babylon at his time. It shows, together with the Uruk tablet
and the Babylonian recension of Bīt Mēseri, that the list of antediluvian sages did not only belong to the Assyrians, but was adopted by
the Babylonians in later centuries.
The names of the apkallus are not as old as the names of the antediluvian kings. They have similarities with the names of known literary works.11 Moreover, three of the sages have names constructed
of en-me. Three of the kings in the lists have similar constructions:
Enmenluanna, Enmengalanna, Enmeduranna (Enmeduranki).12 These
11

Cf. W. W. Hallo, “On the Antiquity of Sumerian Literature,” JAOS 83 (1963):
167–76, 175f.
12
For the different writings of the names in the lists, cf. Finkelstein, “The Antediluvian Kings,” 42. For the difference between the names of the king of Sippar in the
oldest lists, WB 62 and WB 444, and the younger UCBC 9, Finkelstein maintained that
this could be a mistake in UCBC 9, because the tablet was a student exercise. It might
seem strange that this mistake was repeated in W 20 030, 7, and above all the composition “Enmeduranki and the Diviners.” We might suggest that the adding of ki, “earth”
to the name could relate to the traditions about this king. He was not only the “band
of heaven—an,” but “the band between heaven and earth.” In Sumerian there are also
variations of the first part of the name, by us rendered according to WB 62 and WB
444 as en-me, cf. C. Wilcke, Das Lugalbandaepos. Wiesbaden 1969, 41f., note 96.
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three names can tentatively be translated as follows: “Lord of the me,
man of heaven; Lord of the great me, of heaven; Lord of the me, band
of heaven.”13 The Sumerian concept of me, “cosmic ordinances,” has a
wide range of meanings connected to culture and human conditions.
The myth Inanna and Enki has a list which gives a good illustration
of what is regarded as me: human relations, cultural relations, political
relations, occupations, sciences, crafts, arts deeds, etc.—in short, all the
human characteristics that are connected to civilized life.14 These royal
names seem to have been reinterpreted in the apkallu-lists: En-medu10-ga, “Lord of the good me”; en-me-galamma, “Lord who perfects
me”; en-me-bulùg-gá, “Lord who refines me.”15 We will return to the
names of the significant first and seventh sage in our discussion of Bīt
Mēseri below.
The Uruk tablet contains two successive lists: first, the one of the
seven apkallus; then, after a clear transition, a new list of ten scholars. The new list of ten starts with the apkallu Nungalpiriggal who
operated during the reign of Enmerkar. We have a similar division
into two lists in Bīt Mēseri as well. There we find first a list of seven
and then a list of four. Also in Bīt Mēseri, Nungalpriggal, operating
under Enmerkar, is the first apkallu in the new list. There is a lacuna
in the introduction to the second list on the Uruk tablet. Van Dijk
restores here “after the flood,” but considers also the possibility “in
Uruk,” since Enmerkar was king in Uruk.16 The first restoration seems
most likely, since the Uruk tablet does not mention cities in any other
place. The notice of the flood belongs to the style of the Antediluvian
King List, which the Uruk tablet is part of. It is interesting to notice
that also Berossos seems to have started the list of postdiluvian kings

13

Cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 193, note 109 for a suggested translation of the
whole Antediluvian King List, based on D. O. Edzard, “Enmebaragesi von Kiš,” ZA
(NF) 19 (43) (1959): 9–26, 18.
14
Cf. G. Farber-Flügge, Der Mythos “Inanna und Enki” unter besonderer Berücksichtung der Liste der me, vol. 10, StPohl. Rome 1973, 181–91, 197; cf. also W. van
Binsbergen and F. Wiggermann, “Magic in History: A Theoretical Perspective, and Its
Application to Ancient Mesopotamia,” in Mesopotamian Magic: Textual, Historical,
and Interpretative Perspectives, ed. T. Abusch and K. van der Toorn, AMD. Groningen
1999, 3–34, 20–25.
15
Cf. F. A. M. Wiggermann, Mesopotamian Protective Spirits: The Ritual Texts,
vol. 1, CM. Groningen 1992, 77.
16
Dijk, “Die Tontafeln aus dem rēš-Heiligtum,” 49.
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with Enmerkar, with the introduction “after the flood.”17 Thus, there
seems to be a stable tradition in these lists of scholars to start the
postdiluvian period with the apkallu operating under Enmerkar, king
of Uruk. This is quite interesting, since it is in opposition to the order
of the Sumerian King List, which starts with the dynasty of Kish, and
lists Uruk as the second dynasty.18 Bīt Mēseri indeed includes Kish, but
only after Uruk. The Uruk tablet does not mention Kish, but continues
with Gilgamesh as king, who according to the King List ruled in Uruk
as well. The reason for this must be that the list of apkallus is generated
according to the significance of the sages and only secondarily merged
with the King List.
There is a clear division in rank between the scholars of the two lists,
although this is expressed differently in Bīt Mēseri and the Uruk tablet.
We concentrate first on the Uruk text. All the first seven in the Uruk
tablet are designated apkallu, which is the highest honorary title for a
wise man, “sage, expert.” The figures in the next list of ten are generally
designated ummanu, which is the common designation for a scholar
of high reputation. There are one or perhaps two exceptions. The first
figure of the second list, Nungalpiriggal, is designated apkallu. This
might be a reflection of tradition, since this figure is also designated
apkallu in Bīt Mēseri. The second case is trickier. I. L. Finkel claims to
see the Sumerian signs nun.me, equivalent to Akkadian apkallu, also
connected to Sinliqunninni, the next figure, who operated during the
reign of Gilgamesh.19 It might be that this is also a reflection of tradition, since the next two figures in Bīt Mēseri are designated apkallu
as well. The reason for this inconsistency could be that there existed a
tradition where the number seven was fixed to the apkallus, while the
different authors could not deny that there had been other apkallus
beside these. Sinliqunninni is a famous scholar; in the Catalogue of
Texts and Authors he is listed as the author of the Epic of Gilgamesh
(VI, 10).20
The names of most postdiluvian scholars are well-known from
incipits, colophons, and in the Catalogue of Texts and Authors. They
17
Cf. Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, F5, 51–52; Burstein,
The Babyloniaca, 21, note 61.
18
Cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 121.
19
I. L. Finkel, “Adad-apla-iddina, Esagil-kīn-apli, and the Series SA.GIG,” in
A Scientific Humanist. Studies in Memory of Abraham Sachs, ed. E. Leichty et al. Philadelphia 1988, 143–55, 145.
20
Cf. W. G. Lambert, “A Catalogue of Texts and Authors,” JCS 16 (1962): 59–77, 67.
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are regarded as famous scholars responsible for “scientific” works.21
The name of the first, however, Nungalpiriggal, seems to be pure fiction. Previously the sign pirig was understood as a word for “lion,”
thus indicating the figure’s monstrous appearance. In a commentary
to diagnostic omens, however, the sign is explained as Akkadian nūru,
“light.”22 The name would thus mean “great prince, great light.”
The figure at the tenth place in the Uruk text is of special significance. Therefore the text devotes a special commentary to him: at
the time of the king Aššuraḫiddina, Aba’enlidari was ummanu, [šá lú]
aḫ-la-MI-mu-ú i-qab-bu-ú a-ḫu-`u-qa-a-ri, “whom the Arameans call
Aḫuqar” (rev. line 20). Aba’enlidari is known as the ancestor of the
wisdom tradition in Nippur. In the Uruk tablet he is made the same
person as one of Sennacherib’s counselors. The author of the Uruk
tablet obviously knew that there existed Aramaic traditions about a
great wise man at Sennacherib’s court and made the connection to
Aba’enlidari. A novel about Aḥiqar, written in Aramaic, together with
a series of his proverbs, was found in Upper
Egypt, in Elephantine. Prior to this discovery, extracts from this
book were known. Aḥ iqar is also known in the Jewish book of Tobit
(1:22; 14:10).23 In the Elephantine Aḥiqar story he is described in the
following way:
אנת הו[ ספרא חכימא ובﬠל ﬠטתא טבתא זי גבר
]צדיק הוה וﬠ[ל ﬠטתא מלוהי הות אתור כלא
Are you] the wise scribe and the lord of good counsel,
who [was a righteous] man [and b]y whose counsel all of Assyria was
guided?
(Elephantine Aḥ iqar story iii, 42–43).

He is also described as אחיקר רב, “the great Aḥiqar” (iii, 60).24

21
Cf. the discussion in Dijk, “Die Tontafeln aus dem rēš-Heiligtum,” 47f.; Finkel,
“Adad-apla-iddina,” 144f.; Lambert, “A Catalogue,” 72f.
22
Cf. J.-M. Durand, “Un Commentaire a TDP, AO 17661,” RA 73 (1979): 153–70,
153.
23
For a thorough analysis of both the proverbs and the novel of Aḥiqar, cf. I.
Kottsieper, “The Aramaic Tradition: Ahiqar,” in Scribes, Sages, and Seers: The Sage
in the Eastern Mediterranean World, ed. L. G. Perdue. Göttingen 2008, 109–24; cf.
also J. C. Greenfield, “Ahiqar in the Book of Tobit,” in De la Torah au Messie. Paris
1981, 329–36.
24
Text in A. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C. Oxford 1923, 204f.,
213f.; F. Rosenthal, An Aramaic Handbook, vol. I/1, PLO. Wiesbaden 1967, 15f.
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Berossos does not only list the sages in succession. He is especially
interesting because of the information he gives about the first sage,
Oannes, who parallels Uan in the two other lists. Berossos’ account is
here so noteworthy that we quote it as a whole:
In Babylonia there was a large number of people of different ethnic origins who had settled in Chaldea. They lived without discipline and order,
just like animals.
In the very first year there appeared from the Read Sea (the Persian
Gulf ) in an area bordering Babylonia a frightening monster, named
Oannes, just as Apollodoros says in his history. It had the whole body
of a fish, but underneath and attached to the head of the fish there was
another head, human, and joined to the tail of the fish, feet, like those
of a man, and it had a human voice. Its form has been preserved in
sculpture to this day. Berossos says that this monster spent its days with
men, never eating anything, but teaching men the skills necessary for
writing and for doing mathematics and for all sorts of knowledge: how
to build cities, found temples, and make laws. It taught men how to
determine borders and divide land, also how to plant seeds and then
to harvest their fruits and vegetables. In short, it taught men all those
things conductive to a settled and civilized life. Since that time nothing
further has been discovered. At the end of the day, this monster, Oannes,
went back to the sea and spent the night. It was amphibious, able to live
both on land and in the sea.
Later also other monsters similar to Oannes appeared, about whom
Berossos gave more information in his writings on the kings. Berossos
says about Oannes that he had written as follows about the creation and
government of the world and had given these explanations to man.
(A creation story based on Enuma Elish follows.)
(Euseb. (Arm.) Chron. p. 6, 8–9, 2 and Syncellus p. 49, 19)25

It is not difficult to recognise the Sumerian concept of civilization in
Berossos’ account. We have met this several times earlier in the way
it also permeated some of the Babylonian literature. In Atrahasis we
met it in the relation between the lullû-man and the ilu-man. In the
Eridu Genesis we met in it the description of humans’ first uncivilized
state, before the gods had given the human race kingship and they had
established cites. In the Royal Chronicle of Lagash this wrecked state
of humankind was transposed to the period after the destruction by
the flood. In condensed form, we find it in the Sumerian concept of
me, which is linked to the names of both antediluvian kings and sages.

25
Cf. Jacoby, FGH III C, Erster Band, sequences 3–5, p. 369f. Translation from
Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, F1, 44.
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In many ways Berossos’ account is a description on how the me first
was bestowed on the human race after they had lived like animals.
In the sources we have dealt with so far, Berossos is the first who
explicitly combines the tradition of the apkallus with other blocks of
tradition from primeval time. This may be suggested in Bīt Mēseri in
the transition from the seven to the four sages, but it is not explicitly
stated. In the first survey of the Sumerian tablets found in Tell Haddad,
ancient Meturan, from 1993, A. Cavigneaux and F. Al-Rawi call attention to two pieces containing the Adapa Myth in Sumerian.26 They are
dated to the Old Babylonian period. Since the manuscripts are not
yet published, we have to rely on the description of content given in
this survey. The Sumerian version is close to the Akkadian Amarna
tablet and the Nineveh tablets already known (we return to this issue
below). What is of interest in our context here is that in the Sumerian version the Adapa Myth proper is preceded by an introduction of
about 100 lines. In this fragmentary introduction there is a reference
to the flood, and the central concern is the feeding of the gods and
the organisation of humankind after the flood. These themes are wellknown from other stories we have dealt with: the feeding of the gods
and the organisation of humankind form the end of Atrahasis; the
Royal Chronicle of Lagash describes the reorganisation of humankind
after the flood. Since the fragmentary beginning of the manuscript is
not published, we can, however, not be certain at what stage the feeding of the gods and the organisation of humankind took place. We
have seen in the Eridu Genesis that there seems to be a pairing of the
situation of humankind at the very beginning when they lived without
proper culture with their situation after the flood when they had to
start from the beginning again. Anyway, the Sumerian version of the
Adapa Myth demonstrates that Berossos was not the first to include
the myth about the great primeval apkallu, Adapa, in the primeval history. This was already done in the Old Babylonian period.
Berossos has nothing specific to say about the the other five monsters/sages, except that their appearances were like Oannes. About the
seventh sage, he has a special report:
During his reign (Enmeduranki’s) there also appeared from the Read Sea
(Persian Gulf ) another man-fish being whose name was Odakon. Beros-

26
A. Cavigneaux and F. Al-Rawi, “New Sumerian Literary Texts according to Tell
Haddad (Ancient Meturan): A First Survey,” Iraq 60 (1993): 91–106, 92–93.
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sos says that this monster explained in detail what Oannes originally had
said in summary fashion.
(Euseb. (Arm.) Chron. p. 4, 8 –6, 8 and Syncellus 71, 3)27

This information is a bit confusing, because Oannes had already taught
everything necessary to know. In some strange way, Odakon seems to
be a double twin of Oannes.
Berossos does not record sages or scholars after the flood, but there
is one exception that is attested both by Josephus in Jewish Antiquities
I, 158 and Eusebius in Praeperatio Evangelica 9.16.2.28 We quote from
Josephus:
Berossos records our father Abraham. He does not mention him by
name but reports the following. After the flood, in the tenth generation, among the Chaldeans there was a man, great, just, and all-knowing
about the heavens.29

Now, if we had not known the Uruk tablet, we would have deemed
Josephus’ information as an unhistorical theological speculation. Of
course, it would have been nice to find the father of Israel whose origin according to Genesis 11–12 is Chaldean, listed among the great
sages of the past in a Babylonian document. The Uruk tablet draws,
however, on a tradition very similar to the one we can recognise in
Berossos: listing kings and sages together, the sages in the same order,
and seven before the flood. Then the Uruk tablet lists ten new sages/
scholars after the flood and makes the surprising remark that the tenth
of these was known by the Arameans, in Aramaic language, in the
West, as Aḥiqar. We are in the fortunate position to verify this; both a
novel about and proverbs by Aḥiqar were circulating in the West both
prior to the Uruk tablet and prior to Berossos. We must assume that
Berossos knew what the author of the Uruk tablet knew: there existed
in the West traditions about this great, righteous, and knowledgeable
man. It seems thus likely that Berossos placed this man in the tenth
generation, as Josephus claims. That Berossos had Abraham in mind
is of course not correct. However, it could be that the author of the
priestly document to Genesis in his computation of ten generations

27

Cf. Jacoby, FGH III C, Erster Band, sequences 10–13, p. 374–77. Translation from
Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, F3, 48.
28
Cf. Jacoby, FGH III C, Erster Band, 1.B, 385.
29
Cf. Verbrugghe and Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, F6, 53.
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from the flood to Abraham had Babylonian traditions in mind. This
needs further reflections to which we will return.
There is a clear difference between the group of seven and the subsequent group of four figures in Bīt Mēseri. The difference is not
expressed in the same way as in the Uruk tablet in a general pattern
of apkallus and succeeding ummanus. In Bīt Mēseri all the figures are
apkallus with a curious exception of the last one, who is only twothirds apkallu. In Bīt Mēseri, there are thus two periods of transition, from the seven apkallus of divine descent to the four apkallus
of human descent, and from the extraordinary apkallus to ordinary
scholarship (we assume ummanus). The last transition is exemplified
with Lu-Nanna; he is a mixture of both apkallu and, we must assume,
ummanu. The difference between the first two groups is expressed
through their origin. At the end of the list of seven it is stated: [seb]et
apkallu ša ina nāri ibbanû, “seven apkallus who were born in the river”
(lines 12–13).30 At the end of the list of four it is stated: ilitti amēlūti
ša Ea bēlum [u]zna rapašta ušaklilušunuti, “of human descent, whom
the lord Ea has endowed with a broad understanding” (lines 30–31).
“Born in the river” means engendered in the abode of Ea, which shows
divine descent, in opposition to the human descent of the four succeeding ones, who, nevertheless are given great wisdom.
The apkallus are given a cosmic function. This is repeated twice,
first in connection with the first apkallu, then in connection with all
seven apkallus at the end of the list in Bīt Mēseri. In both cases their
responsibility concerns uṣurāt šamê u erṣeti (lines 1 and 13). Akkadian
uṣurtu means concretely, “drawing,” abstractly, “plan, regulation, destiny”; so the apkallus are in charge of the “plans of heaven and earth.”
We have met this concept in Atrahasis where the birth-goddess Nintu:
uṣurāti ša niši uṣsạ r, “draws the drawings for the people” (S, 14), i.e.
creates the basic conditions and fixes the destinies.31 There is, however,
a difference in Bīt Mēseri, which is made clear by the two different
verbs used. In the case of the first apkallu (line 1) the verb mušaklil,
participle, of the verb šuklulu (Š stem), is used. The verb means both
“complete” and “make perfectly.”32 The first apkallu thus “completed”
30

Transliteration according to Reiner, “The Etiological Myth of the ‘Seven Sages’,”
2. For the next quotation, cf. 3.
31
Text in Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 62–63.
32
Cf. CAD, sub šuklulu, 221f.
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or “made perfectly the drawings of heaven and earth.” In the summary
about all the apkallus (line 13) the verb muštešer, participle, Št stem, of
the verb ešēru is used, which has the meaning “keep in order.”33 Thus
there is a distinction between what the first apkallu initially did, and
what all apkallus did together. The first apkallu completed the design
of the world-order; the seven apkallus, as a group, maintained this
world order.
The corresponding Sumerian line 12 (the tablet is bilingual) has a
text close to what we find in a Sumerian hymn.34 We quote the text in
the German translation by van Dijk:
Die Urformen von Himmel und Erde
in rechter Ordnung zu halten, in die Weite von Himmel und Erde
den grossen Entscheidungen den Weg zu bahnen,
die Kultordnungen vollkommen zu machen.
(Hymn to Nusku I, 14)35

What is said here about the god Nusku is in Bīt Mēseri said about the
apkallus. It covers the wide aspects of culture and civilization listed
by Berossos about the first and seventh apkallu; it brings us, however,
even one step further. The apkallus had a cosmic function; they were
cosmic guardians. They were both in charge of the me, and they were
in charge of people’s destinies. In the last role, they are also described
in a Babylonian myth where they are the custodians of the tablets of
destinies.36
3.2

Bīt Mēseri and the Adapa Myth

The exact form and meaning of the name of the first apkallu is not easy
to decide. There are several reasons for this. On the one hand there
seems to be a connection in the cuneiform sources between Uan as the
name is given in the Uruk tablet and Bīt Mēseri, and the Adapa known
from the myth. Second, there is a connection between the name as
attested in cuneiform sources and the Greek name Oannes in Berossos.
33

Cf. CAD sub ešēru 12, 359f.
Cf. the broader discussion in Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 199f.
35
J. van Dijk, Sumerische Götterlieder, AHAW, PH, Abh. 1. Heidelberg 1960, 14;
transliteration, 108; translation, 111.
36
W. G. Lambert, “The Twenty-One ‘Poultices’,” AnSt 30 (1980): 77–83, Obv. 5–7,
79; B. R. Foster, “Wisdom and the Gods in Ancient Mesopotamia,” Or (NS) 43 (1974):
344–54, 345f.
34
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Third, there is a combined name that first seems to appear in the Catalogue of Texts and Authors I, 6, mūma-an-na a-da-pà, which seems to
play on both Uan and adapa in some mysterious way. Fourth, there is
a connection in the meaning of the name and the fate, related to the
seventh apkallu, Utuabzu, and the first apkallu, Uan.37
To the first issue, R. Borger, supported by F. Wiggermann, has
claimed that Adapa from the myth and Uan from the lists were originally two separate figures.38 If this is the case, we first have to explain
the meaning of the short form of the name, i.e. Uan, then the combination with adapu.
The short name form, Uan, in the two cuneiform lists is most easy
explained as a Sumerian genitive, simply meaning “Light of An.”39
Since An is written with the Sumerian determinative for “god,” An is
here the god of heaven. Given the general and somewhat vague resemblances between the cuneiform and Greek names, we think Uan alone
very well could form the background for Oannes in Berossos. Lambert
has called attention to the fact that in a list of adjectives for “wise” the
Sumerian ù.tu.a.ab.ba, “born in the water,” is equated with a-da-pu.
The same Akkadian word is used in a royal prayer in which the king
speaks of himself as “your wise (a-da-pà) slave.”40 This could point
in the direction that Uan is the proper name and adapu is an epithet
designating Uan as “wise.” It is, however, difficult to equate myths
with lexical texts and draw certain conclusions. Reading the Adapa
Myth from the Old Babylonian period clearly evokes the impression
that Adapa was a proper name, and this proper name of the foremost
wise among humans could very well have caused the use of the name
as an epithet.41
The combined name mūma-an-na a-da-pà is a riddle. Adapa at the
end can be part of the name, or it can be an epithet, “the wise one”;
if so the real name is ūmanna. This name does not tell us anything,

37
For a summary of the occurrences of the name forms, cf. M. P. Streck, “Oannes,”
in RLA 10. Berlin and New York 2003–2005, 1–3.
38
Cf. Borger, “Die Beschwörungsserie Bīt Mēseri,” 186; Wiggermann, Mesopotamian Protective Spirits, 76.
39
Cf. Streck, “Oannes,” 2.
40
Cf. Lambert, “A Catalogue,” 74; and W. G. Lambert, “Three Literary Prayers of
the Babylonians,” AfO 19 (1959–60): 47–66, 64, note 72; Hallo, “On the Antiquity,”
176; and CAD sub adapu, 102.
41
Cf. the discussion in S. Izre’el, Adapa and the South Wind. Language Has the
Power of Life and Death, ed. J. S. Cooper, vol. 10, MCiv. Winona Lake 2001, 1–2.
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except that it could be an odd spelling of ummānu, “craftsman or
scholar.” But why should the foremost sage, designated apkallu, bear
a name similar to an expert of lower rank? This points in the direction
that both words belong together in the name. We see that the only element in the first name that separates it from the name of the first sage
in the Akkadian lists is the nasalization of u into um, umanna instead
of uanna. Why this is done is hard to figure out. It could have been to
create a pun between the primeval Uan, “the light of heaven,” patron
of the scholars, and these succeeding scholars, designated as ummānū.
In any case the proper name of the primary sage in the Catalogue
would be Uanadapa, a combination of the first apkallu Uan from the
lists and Adapa from the myth.
The relationship between the first and the seventh sage is complicated as well. In Bīt Mēseri the seventh sage is said to have ascended
to heaven. In the fragmentary two other lists of sages in Bīt Mēseri the
seventh sage is also related to heaven: in the second list he ascends like
in the first; in the third he descends from heaven.42 Also the first sage
is related to heaven; he is the light of the god of heaven. Nevertheless,
both in Bīt Mēseri and in Berossos all the sages are related to water;
they are described as fish-men. This is explicitly clear in the name of
the seventh sage, Utuabzu, which means “born in the apsû,” the water
deep under the earth where Ea/Enki has his abode. In the first two lists
in Bīt Mēseri the seventh sage is given this name. In the third list he
is called Utuaabba, which is the same as the Sumerian epithet equated
with adapu above. Utuaabba does not only mean “wise,” directly, it
can mean “born in the water,” a slight variation of Utuabzu. The reason why “born in the apsû/water” could designate “wise” is obviously
connected to the apsû as the abode of the god of wisdom, Ea/Enki.
Uan and Utuabzu are clearly thought of as two distinct figures in the
lists, but there is a close correlation between them.
We think that both the double form of the name and the close
connection the first and the seventh apkallu have to heaven call for a
closer examination of the relationship between the Adapa Myth and
the earliest of the lists, Bīt Mēseri. We cannot in this context go into a
profound analysis of the myth, which would demand a publication of

42
Borger, “Die Beschwörungsserie Bīt Mēseri,” 192–193. In the text as it is edited
now by Weiher this comes in the second list, II, 2 where only the Sumerian text is
extant, cf. Weiher, Spätbabylonische Texte, 49 and 51.
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its own. We are primarily interested in the interconnections between
this myth and Bīt Mēseri. S. Izre’el has made a new edition of the
manuscripts, together with an in-depth analysis. Izre’el’s approach is
characterized by being both synchronic and structural.43 Instead of
carrying out what he calls a “sociopolitical interpretation,” he seeks
out the deepest structural layers of the myth, how it interprets basic
challenges in human existence. A comparison with P. Michalowski
is interesting here. Michalowski also applies a literary theory to the
structure of the myth, taken from ritual studies.44 He comes to the
conclusion that the structure of the Adapa Myth is “isomorphic to
the form of a rite de passage.” It is in this form that the structure of the
text elucidates the dominant meaning of the composition: the problem of the institutionalization of magic.”45 In this sense Michalowski
considers the myth to be etiological, for it demonstrates a concern for
man’s most potent weapon—language, and how this power has to be
channeled into a specific context, the art of magic.
For Izre’el this kind of analysis still remains in the sociopolitical
dimension of the myth. “In the mythology of ancient Mesopotamia,
language symbolises intelligence.”46 “I would like now to proceed
according to Michalowski’s line of thinking and suggest that the
Adapa Myth, structured as a rite of passage, describes Adapa’s passage into full humanity, symbolizing humans becoming aware of their
own knowledge.”47 “Mesopotamian tradition tells us that the Adapa
Myth not only marks Adapa’s initiation into maturity, into becoming a full-fledged human being, but further symbolises the initiation
of all humanity into civilization.”48 Izre’el thus find a structural level
in the myth deeper than concerns about the figure of Adapa and his
relationship to wisdom, language, and magic, and further, his role as
the primary apkallu and patron of the magicians. In this deep level the
myth symbolises all humanity on their way to insight and maturity.
We will not object to the possibility of reading myths in this way.
In this deep level we see traits that combine myths with quite different
plots in levels higher up in the structural hierarchy. We see a resem-
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Izre’el, Adapa, 107–11.
P. Michalowski, “Adapa and the Ritual Process,” RO 41 (1980): 77–82.
Ibid., 81.
Izre’el, Adapa, 135.
Ibid., 143.
Ibid., 147.
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blance with Gilgamesh in his quest for eternal life, and not least, as
Izre’el several places calls attention to, we see interesting parallels with
biblical Gen 2–3, humans initiated in wisdom, but denied eternal life.
What we do not see, however, is how the myth according to its plots
has functioned in its history in Mesopotamian society. Izre’el is totally
aware of this, hence the concluding remark of his book: “As I have
emphasized in the introduction to this chapter, I have limited the
focus of this book to the speculative aspects of the myth. Tempting as
it may be, an investigation of the implications of the fragments A and
D for the study of the social aspects of Mesopotamian mythology must
be left for the future.”49
There is one more aspect implied in Izre’el’s analysis: although he
clearly sees that the different fragments preserved from the myth are
not broken pieces of the same composition, but fragments belonging
to different recensions or versions, he treats them synchronic. He reads
all the Neo-Assyrian fragments in the light of the Amarna fragment B.
To some extent, he is right in the way that we often see the links from
one fragment to another. When we do not see the links clearly because
the tablet is broken, we cannot therefore assume that the fragments
represent different versions of the story. We think this is the case with
the reference to magic extant in Nineveh fragment D, but missing in
the extant part of the older Amarna fragment B. The Old Babylonian
Sumerian version has a reference to magic similar to the one found in
the Nineveh text. A. Cavigneaux has also called attention to the fact
that the tablets were found at Tell Haddad in a room together with
a series of magical compositions.50 As a whole the Sumerian version
closely follows what can be read out of the combination of the Amarna
and Nineveh tablets: Adapa goes out on his boat to catch fish; his boat
overturns; and in his anger he breaks the South Wind’s wings. Then he
is summoned by An to heaven to be judged and punished, but thanks
to Enki’s advices and the benevolent aid of Dumuzi and Ningizzida, he
manages to be received by An as a guest, not as a culprit, but he will
not be able to enjoy eternal life.51
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Ibid., 149.
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The problem in the fragments to the Adapa Myth is that there is one
crucial place where Amarna fragment B and the Nineveh fragment D
overlap and where they are significantly different. The last visible part
of fragment B reads as follows, according to Izre’el’s translation:
“Come, Adapa, why did you not eat and drink? Hence
you shall not live! Alas for inferior humanity”! “Ea my lord
told me: ‘Do not eat, do not dr[i]nk”!
“Take him (?) and [retu]rn him to (his) earth.”
(Amarna frg. B rev. 67–70)52

In the crucial last sentence here, we must admit that the only clearly
visible signs are ana qaqqarišu, “to the,” or “his, earth.”53 Together with
the traces left of verbs they nevertheless show the destination: Adapa
is returning to the earth. As we shall see below, the outcome in exactly
the same scene in fragment D is the opposite; Adapa will remain in
heaven as the chosen of Anu.
If we do not read the myths according to their deepest structures,
synchronically, but according to their plots on a narrative level, the difference between the older preserved variant of the story, fragment B,
and the younger preserved variant, fragment D, cannot be overlooked.
To safeguard the argument, if the version of the scene in fragment D
in the future should be found in an older tablet, the version would still
be different from fragment B. In reading plots in narratives the beginning and end of the narrative are crucial. Here we approach a problem
in the Adapa Myth; we do not have the exact beginning and the end
of the story in any of the fragments, and we do not know exactly how
they relate to each other, so we must make assumptions. If we presume
that the order of the fragments is rightly put together, there seems to
be a scholarly agreement at this point; we are close to a beginning in
fragment A, starting in line 2:
Let(?) his [s]peech be(?) . . . [. . .] like the speech of [Anu.]
He perfected him with great intelligence, to give instruction about the
ordinance of the earth.
To him he gave wisdom, he did not give him eternal life.
In those days, in those years, the sage, a native of Eridu,
Ea made him (his) follower among people.
(Nineveh frg. A obv. i, 2–6)54
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Here the basic themes that continue in the other fragments are introduced: the power of speech that made Adapa capable of breaking the
South Wind’s wing, and changing the order of nature; the question
about what kind of wisdom Adapa got from Ea, since only “the earth”
and not the all-encompassing “heaven and earth” is mentioned; and
the relationship between wisdom and eternal life. The rest of the fragments, including D, follow the story line fairly smoothly in relation to
this beginning.
We do not come so close to an end in either fragments B or D,
because they are broken. In both places, however, we have a statement
of the destiny of Adapa. In B this was to return to the earth, as we have
seen; the last sentences in D concerning Adapa’s fate read as follows:
[dan]u bēlūssu ana arkat ūme ana šūpî šīmta iš[îm]
[. . .] adapa zēr amēlūti
[. . .] šū šalṭiš kappi šūti išbirū
[. . .] ana šamê elū šī lū kīam
[An]u se[t] a decree to make glorious his lordship forever:
[. . .] Adapa, seed of humankind,
[. . .]he who broke the South Wind’s wing triumphantly
(and) ascended to heaven,—so be it forever!
(Nineveh frg. D rev. 11–14)55

The end of a story matters. What takes place in a story moves between
its beginning and end. If you change the end, you change the plot,
even though the beginning and the events after the beginning are the
same in a similar story. Both the beginning and the succeeding events
get another meaning when the end is totally different. In the fragment
B the destiny was the return to the earth, which implies a dividing line
between Adapa’s wisdom and eternal life, whatever structural level in
the myth we place it in. Adapa did not surpass the realm of the human
getting eternal life, even with his extensive wisdom, and even though
he became the patron of the magicians. Certainly, this has a meaning
in relation to expelling demons, not only gods were able to do this;
the power was given to humans, following the wisdom of Adapa. The
meaning of the destiny in D changes the plot. The focus is not any
longer that Adapa got wisdom and not eternal life. The focus is the
elevation of Adapa as the one among humans who stayed in heaven
with Anu forever.

55

Transcription based on Ize’el’s transliteration, 38.
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Our assumption is therefore that there existed two versions of the
Adapa Myth in the Nineveh archives. Since the Nineveh fragments
C and E follow fairly close to the Amarna text in fragment B where
they overlap, we suppose, as quite commonly in scholarship, that a
story like fragment B was known to the Assyrian scholars. At the same
time they had received, or composed themselves, a different version
of the outcome of the story: Adapa was not returned to the earth,
but remained in heaven as the ultimate sign of divine wisdom. We
use this hypothesis as a backdrop for the following discussion of the
relationship between the Adapa Myth and Bīt Mēseri, being aware of
the possibility of other explanations of the close similarities between
the texts.
The place where the connection between Bīt Mēseri and the Adapa
Myth is most clear is in the fate of the seventh apkallu. According to
Bīt Mēseri he is described as: utuabzu ša ana šamê ilū, “Utuabzu, who
ascended to heaven” (I, 9). In the subsequent list it is said about the
same apkallu that he descended from heaven. In the myth an essential
part of the plot is that Adapa, because of his interruption of the divine
order by breaking the wing of the South Wind, had to ascend to Anu:
a[n]a šamê īt[ellim]a, “he ascended to heaven,” repeated in the next
line: ana šamê ina ēlišu, “when he had ascended to heaven” (Amarna
frg. B rev. 37–38). As we already have seen, the final fate of Adapa,
according to fragment B, was that he was sent back to the earth. So
there are good reasons to assume that the fate of Adapa according to
this version of the myth is reflected in the seventh sage in Bīt Mēseri.
There are descriptions similar to the one of the seventh apkallu connected to all the apkallus in the list of Bīt Mēseri. The descriptions connected to the first seven are very brief; those connected to the next four
are a bit longer, almost like a line from a story. If we for the moment
exclude the first apkallu, to whom we will return, the problem is that
we do not know what these descriptions refer to. If we use the description of the seventh apkallu as a point of departure, especially the longer ones could in the same manner be allusions to stories known to
the readers.56 There is a common denominator in these allusions; they

56
Cf. V. A. Hurowitz, “Tales of Two Sages—Towards an Image of the ‘Wise Man’
in Akkadian Writings,” in Scribes, Sages, and Seers: The Sage in the Eastern Mediterranean World, ed. L. G. Perdue. Göttingen 2008, 64–94, 66; cf. also C. Wilcke, “Göttliche
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all tell about quite extraordinary events, demonstrating the power of
the apkallus:
14–15: Nungalpiriggaldim, the apkallu of Enmerkar, who brought down
Ištar from heaven into the sanctuary;
16–17: Piriggalnungal, born in Kiš, who angered the god Iškur/Adad in
heaven,
18–19: so he allowed neither rain nor growth in the land for three
years;
20–23: Piriggalabzu, born in Adab/Utab, who hung his seal on a ‘goatfish’ and thereby angered the god Enki/Ea in the fresh water sea,
so that a fuller struck him with his own seal;
24–25: the fourth, Lu-Nanna, two-thirds apkallu,
26–27: who expelled a dragon from É-Ninkiagnunna, the temple of Ištar
and Šulgi;
(Bīt Mēseri III, 14’–27’)

In two of the cases it is also said that this power angered the gods:
Piriggalnungal angered Adad and Piriggalabzu angered Ea. In these
cases there is an analogy to the Adapa Myth. Adapa was equipped with
the power of speech, so when he cursed the South Wind, the curse
became reality, the wing was broken, and the Wind was paralyzed.
This interruption of the divine order angered Anu in heaven, which
was the reason why Adapa had to ascend to heaven to appease him.
There is, accordingly, something ambiguous in this power. The apkallus exist on the borderline between the human and the divine. They
can overstep this line and trespass into the realm of the divine, and
thus anger the gods. On the other hand, this is not purely negative; if
so it would hardly have been included in the text; the power reveals
the fearless and courageous nature of the apkallus, certainly necessary
when they shall fight the terrifying demons.
We now turn to Uan, the first apkallu. In Bīt Mēseri he is described
in the following way: uanna mušaklil uṣurāt šamê u erṣeti, “Uanna, who
completed the plans of heaven and earth” (line 1). We have already
examined the content of this clause. The wisdom described here is allencompassing; the first apkallu is included in the divine knowledge
about both the structure of the cosmos and the fate of humans. To some
extent this concerns all the seven apkallus, but there is a difference;

und menschliche Weisheit im Alten Orient,” in Weisheit, ed. A. Assmann. München
1991, 259–70, 265–66.
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the seven apkallus together kept the plans of heaven and earth in order
(lines 12–13). They were not as a group involved in creating them.
We have an analogy here to the relationship between the first apkallu,
Oannes, and the seventh apkallu, Odakon, in Berossos. Oannes revealed
to humankind everything necessary to know; Odakon explained detail
what Oannes had revealed.
This all-encompassing knowledge is interesting compared to the
knowledge of Adapa in the myth. According to the beginning of the
myth in fragment A, Adapa’s knowledge is described in the following
way: uzna rapašta ušāklilšu uṣurāt māti kullumu, “he made him perfect with broad understanding to reveal the plans of the land” (Niniveh
frg. A obv. i, 3). Both in Bīt Mēseri and in the myth the verb šuklulu
and the noun uṣurtu are used. There is a difference between erṣetu
in Bīt Mēseri and mātu in the myth, “earth” and “land,” but this is
not very significant here. What is significant is that knowledge about
šamû, “heaven,” is lacking in Adapa’s initial wisdom. He is broad in
understanding, but his wisdom does not include the divine realm.57
This seems to be in opposition to what is said about Ea in fragment B:
d
ea ša šamê īde, “Ea who knows heaven” (Amarna frg. B obv. 14).
When Adapa arrives before Anu in heaven, Anu presupposes that
Ea has revealed everything to Adapa, since Adapa had the power to
paralyze the South Wind simply through his speech: ammīnidea amīlūta
lā banīta ša šamê u erṣeti ukillinši libba kabra iškunšu, “Why did
Ea expose to a human what is bad in heaven and earth? Why did
he establish a ‘fat heart’ (in) him”? (frg. B rev. 57–58).58 The expression, lā banīta ša šamê u erṣeti, “what is bad in heaven and earth,”
clearly refers to Adapa’s wisdom.59 Anu thinks that Ea has revealed
to Adapa the same extensive wisdom about heaven and earth that Ea
himself has, and Anu considers this as bad, because it is dangerous
for the cosmic order when humans possess it, which Adapa clearly
has demonstrated.
As we have seen, the fragments B and D then continue the story
in different ways, although there is one common trait before they
diverge: in both places Adapa is offered, and accepts “garment and
oil” (Amarna frg. B rev. 60–65; Nineveh frg. D rev. 1–3). We think
57
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Izre’el is right here pointing out that there is a difference between the
“food and water” that Ea denied Adapa, and the “garment and oil”
that he allowed Adapa in his instruction before Adapa went to heaven.
“Food and water” symbolise eternal life, while “garment and oil” symbolise wisdom.60 Thus, according to both versions, the wisdom Adapa
already has is confirmed in heaven. Then Adapa, according to fragment B, returns to the earth and his wisdom is confirmed, but he has
lost the possibility for eternal life.
Fragment D continues:
adapa ultu išid šamê ana elat šamê
[gabba (?) ip]allisma puluḫtašu imur
[inūm]išudanu ša adapa elîšu maṣsạ rta iš[kun]
[. . .] kī šadea šubarrâšu iškun
[dan]u bēlūssu ana arkat ūme ana šūpî šīmta iš[îm]
[. . .] adapa zēr amēlūti
[. . .] šū šalṭiš kappi šūti išbiru
[. . .] ana šamê elû šī lū kīam
Adapa, from the foundation of heaven to the summit of heaven,
looked at it all and saw his (Anu’s) awesomeness.
At that time Anu estab[lished] Adapa as watcher.
He established his freedom from Ea.
[An]u se[t] a decree to make glorious his lordship forever:
[. . .] Adapa, seed of humankind,
[. . .] he broke the South Wind’s wing triumphantly,
(and) ascended to heaven,—so be it forever!
(Nineveh frg. D rev. 7–14)

The scene is a scene of inauguration. Immediately before, as we have
seen, Adapa is given a new garment and is anointed. In light of what
comes next, this is in D not only a confirmation of the wisdom Adapa
already has; it is the preparation for introducing Adapa to the highest
office any human was given. Adapa, belonging to primeval time, and
being the chosen one of Ea, already had a wisdom that superseded ordinary human wisdom, according to fragment A. His broad understanding did, however, not include insight in the heavenly domain. In our
text Adapa is first equipped with the proper attire for the inauguration

60
Izre’el refers here to clothes as the distinctive marker of human civilization, as
seen for instance in the myth about the creation of Enkidu, Ibid., 122–123; cf. above
ch. I 1.3.3.
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and then comes a description of the new insight he is given. Now his
eyes are opened to the whole spectrum of divine understanding. If
he previously only had insight into earthly matters, he now got what
he was missing, full insight into the whole of Anu’s domain: “Adapa,
from the foundation of heaven to the summit of heaven, looked at it
all and saw his (Anu’s) awesomeness.”
Against the background of this new perception of the whole coherence, the proclamation of Adapa’s new status is given. He is inaugurated into maṣsạ rtu, “the office of being a watcher.” The expression has
two contexts. On the one hand it refers to the cosmic order, which he
now has received full insight into; on the other hand it refers to his
magical competence, which is clear from the references dealing with
illness that follow the inauguration. There is no contradiction between
these two competences; the one who has insight into the hidden divine
realm is also the one who is capable of fighting the evil demons causing misery on earth. The sentence, “[An]u se[t] a decree to make glorious his lordship forever,” can be interpreted in two ways. The bēlūssu,
“his lordship,” can refer to Anu; through this act Anu establishes his
lordship. This seems a bit odd, since nowhere in the myth is Anu’s
lordship challenged. It seems more likely that the pronoun refers to
Adapa. The lordship refers to Adapa’s role as watcher, since he broke
the South Wind’s wing so triumphantly.
This is the version of the myth lying behind the first apkallu in Bīt
Mēseri.61 The name of this apkallu is U-an, “the light of An.” This is
simply a naming according to what takes place in the inauguration.
He was the one who could complete “the plans of heaven and earth,”
because he was the heavenly watcher who had seen everything, from
the foundation to the summit of the heaven. On the other hand, the
seven apkallus occur in a special setting in Bīt Mēseri; the apkallus were
invoked to protect human beings from diseases caused by demons. In
a similar context, the incantation series “to block the foot of evil into
a man’s house” (cf. below), the apkallus are repeatedly called maṣsạ rū;
they are the watchers of health and life. As already stated, there is no
contradiction here, because the insight in the divine realm is the precondition for fighting demons.
Thus we have reached the conclusion that the different versions of
the Adapa Myth are reflected in two ways in Bīt Mēseri. The apkallu
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Cf. the short comment by Izre’el, 42.
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who went up to and down from heaven is the Adapa from fragment
B; the apkallu who had the name “Light of An” was the Adapa from
fragment D. This explains the curious twin roles between the first and
seventh apkallu. It also explains the double name Uanadapa, simply
expressing this is the first Adapa, named Uan. And it is to be noted
that even though we must assume that this quibbling with versions,
roles, and names was Assyrian, it is through the name Uan that the
first apkallu is known both in Berossos and in the Uruk list in the
Babylonian environment.
3.3

The Apkallus as Protective Spirits

The apkallus are especially known from two incantation rituals: the one
is Bīt Mēseri, as already stated; the other is called: šēp lemutti ina bīt
amēli parāsu, “to block the foot of evil into a man’s house” (KAR 298).
The two incantation series have a different scope. Bīt Mēseri prescribes
the procedures to be performed when someone is ill, i.e. has come
under demonic attack. Šēp Lemutti (“The Foot of Evil”) describes the
procedures to be performed when a house should be protected from
demonic attack. Consequently the rituals described have some common denominators, but also clear differences.
The rituals describe in great detail how figurines should be made
of the seven apkallus. These figurines should then be addressed in an
invocation to make them represent the apkallus themselves. In the case
of Bīt Mēseri, where an ill person is concerned, the figurines should
be arranged in the ill person’s room, close to his bed; in the case of
Šēp Lemutti the figurines should be deposited in the foundation of the
house. We are here at a point where textual and archeological evidence
support each other. An abundance of such small figurines are found
in boxes buried in the foundations of houses and palaces from the
Neo-Assyrian and the Neo-Babylonian period. Because of the detailed
description of their appearance in the rituals, it is not difficult to identify the excavated figurines as the same entities described in the rituals.62 The excavated figurines are representations of the seven apkallus.
Moreover, having identified the small figurines, it is also possible
to identify many of the large reliefs that flanked the entrances to the
62
Cf. F. A. M. Wiggermann, “Mischwesen A,” in RLA 8. Berlin and New York
1993–1997, 222–25, 222 and 224.
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palaces of the Neo-Assyrian kings. Here the small figurines were blown
up in large scale representations of figures with the same appearance as
the small figurines, corresponding to the descriptions in the rituals.63
There are three kinds of apkallus: fish-apkallus, bird-apkallus, and
human apkallus. The fish-apkallu is represented as a fish-garbed figure, with a human body and a carp cloak (cf. the description in Berossos). The bird-apkallu is represented as a griffin; he has a human body,
wings and a bird’s head.64 The representation of the human apkallu is
more uncertain. A. Green suggests that these apkallus were imagined
as genii, figures with human bodies and wings, holding a bucket in
the one hand and a cone in the other.65 Figures of fish-apkallus and
bird-apkallus are found in Babylonian Ur and in several of the major
Assyrian cities, Nimrud, Assur and Nineveh. They are found in royal
palaces and in houses assumed to belong to the guild of the āšipū,
“exorcists.”66
The apkallus were, as stated, not only manufactured as prophylactic
figurines; it is possible to find them in numerous examples of monumental art in Assyrian palaces. The fish-apkallu is also found in Persian Persagadae, placed at the entrance to the Audience Hall.67 In the
Assyrian palaces the apkallus are guarding the sacred tree, the king,
and deities.68 Thus the apkallus were not only invisible present in rituals; they were manufactured as figures and represented in impressive
monumental art.
The study of F. A. M. Wiggermann on protective spirits has contributed considerably to the understanding of the apkallus in Bīt Mēseri.69
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Cf. For a detailed examination of the evidence, D. Kolbe, Die Reliefprogramme
religiös-mythologischen Characters in neu-assyrischen Palästen, EH, Reihe 38. Frankfurt
am Main 1981, III–VII, 14–30.
64
Cf. A. Green, “Mischwesen B,” in RLA 8. Berlin and New York 1993–1997, 246–
64, 252; A. Green, “Neo-Assyrian Apotropaic Figures,” Iraq 45 (1983): 87–96.
65
Green, “Mischwesen,” 262.
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Cf. D. Rittig, Assyrisch-babylonische Kleinplastikk magischer Bedeutung vom 13.6. Jh. v. Chr., MVS. München 1977, 70–85, and pictures 20–31.
67
Cf. T. S. Kawami, “A Possible Source for the Sculptures of the Audience Hall,
Pasargadae,” Iran 10 (1972): 146–48.
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T. A. Madhloom, The Chronology of Neo-Assyrian Art. London 1970, 80f. and
105f., and plates LXVII, 4, LXXXII and XLII; H. Frankfort, The Art and Architecture
of the Ancient Orient. Maryland 1969; reprint, 4th impr., pictures 89–90.
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Wiggermann, Mesopotamian Protective Spirits; Wiggermann deals with Bīt
Mēseri especially on p. 105f. The connection between the apkallus and profylactic
rituals was already noticed by O. R. Gurney, “Babylonian Prophylactic Figures and
their Rituals,” AAA 12 (1935): 31–96.
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In Bīt Mēseri it is clear that there is already a sick man in the house.
The ritual prescribes both how paintings of protective figures and
small statues of them should be placed in the room of the sick man,
and what incantations should be used. The ritual should be performed
by the āšipu, the magician or exorcist operating against evil spirits
causing diseases.
Three kinds of apkallus are also represented in Bīt Mēseri: ūmuapkallus, fish-apkallus, and bird-apkallus. The designation ūmu can
mean both “light” and “day”; Wiggermann opts for the second solution; they are “day-apkallus.”70 The fish-apkallus and the bird-apkallus
are bīnūt apsê, “creatures of apsû.” They have divine origin.71 Nothing similar is said about the day-apkallus. They seem to be of human
descent. Nevertheless, Wiggermann considers them to have their origin from the antediluvian period as well.72
The instructions concerning the invocation of the apkallus are introduced in the following way in Bīt Mēseri:73
To the seven figures of carp apkallus, painted with gypsum and black
paste that are drawn at the side of the bedroom at the wall.
To the seven figures of apkallus of consecrated cornel; they stand in the
gate of the bedroom nearest the sick man at the head of the bed.
To the seven figures of apkallus of tamarisk, kneeling, that stand at the
foot of the bed.

Thus, protective spirits surrounded the sick man. The first group is
fish-apkallus, which is explicitly mentioned; the second is day-apkallus,
on the basis of the material used; most likely the third is the birdapkallus.74 The list of seven and the subsequent four apkallus that we
have been dealing with come after the first invocation. We therefore
notice that these apkallus are fish-apkallus, which also is apparent in
the description of them in the list. There is, however, an incongruity
between the invocation and the list. The invocation deals with seven
apkallus; the list has in total eleven. This seems to indicate that the list
is adapted into the ritual from another source.

70
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72
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Wiggermann, Mesopotamian Protective Spirits, 74.
Ibid., 64.
Ibid., 74f.
Numbers 8, 9, 10; text according to Ibid., 108–09.
Ibid., 109.
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The apkallus were also an essential part of the composition Šēp
lemutti.75 The composition starts by defining the purpose of the ritual
as to avert evil from the house. Then the text prescribes the types of
figures to be fashioned and buried at set locations in the house. This section contains a long passage describing wooden figures of seven apkallus, from seven Babylonian cities. Since these figures should be made
of wood, no remains of them are found, of course. The next passages
describe apkallus with well-known features; seven figures with faces and
wings of birds and seven figures cloaked in the skin of a fish.76
In total the apkallus as groups of seven are described five times
according to where they should be buried: at the head of the bed, in
the foundation of the house, at the threshold to the chapel, in front of
the door behind the chair and in the middle of the house in front of the
chair (the chair may here be the throne of the palace). The first invocation addresses the arrival of the apkallus: “the apkallus have arrived
at the first location.”77 Then follows an invocation that is similar in
all the other four instances: šiptu attunu ṣalmānu apkallu maṣsạ rī,
“Incantation: ‘you are the statues of the apkallus, the watchers.’ ”78 The
designation maṣsạ ru follows the intention of the whole ritual closely:
the apkallus are invoked to protect the palace or the house. Accordingly, there is a close correspondence between the invocation of the
apkallus as watchers and how they were represented materially. The
statues of them were initiated through proper rituals and either placed
in the room of the ill person to free him from evil demons, or they
were buried in a house, to guard the house against demonic attack.
As monumental reliefs at the entrances to palaces they remind people
and demons that the palace, the king, and the inhabitants of the palace
lived in a house which was protected against evil intruders through the
proper rituals.79
Since the apkallus appear in apotropaic rituals, they are closely
connected to the practice of the āšipū, the exorcists. In an ancient
Babylonian myth the sixth sage An-enlilda made poultices for medical means. They would be brought to the upper world of humans as
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For transliterated text and translation, cf. P. Hibbert in Kolbe, Die Reliefprogramme, 193–201.
76
Cf. Green, “Neo-Assyrian Apotropaic Figures,” 87–96, 87–90.
77
Translation according to Hibbert in Kolbe, Die Reliefprogramme, 200–01.
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Wiggermann, Mesopotamian Protective Spirits, 48.
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Kolbe, Die Reliefprogramme, 24–25.
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protection against diseases.80 We know that experts in medicine and
incantations against disease demons could either designate themselves
as apkallu, or place themselves as a descendant of an apkallu, in this
case used as honorary title for an expert of highest rank.81 In the commentary to diagnostic omens that explains the word pirig that occurs
in the names of the postdiluvian apkallus meaning “light,” it is also
stated that ka.pirig means āšipu.82
How the actual connection between the earthly exorcist and his
heavenly counterpart was imagined is vividly portrayed on an Assyrian bronze tablet from the first millennium. The image depicts the
universe of an ill man. In the basement lurks the demon Lamaštu,
ready to attack; in the upper room are divine figures supporting the
heavens, filled with the symbols of the highest gods; in between lies the
sick man on his bed with his arm stretched out toward heaven. At his
head and at his feet two figures with human bodies and fish cloaks are
placed, performing a ritual.83 One could think that these figures actually were āšipū, dressed in ritual clothes as fish-apkallus. This is hardly
the case; we do not have any evidence that the āšipū used fish cloaks as
ritual dress. The depiction rather shows the presence of the transcendent apkallus in the ritual, as “guardian angels” of the sick man.
The apkallus appear in the rituals of the day. Twice in our material
they are paired with what generally can be designated as ilū mušīti,
“the gods of the night.” Both in Bīt Mēseri and in the Mīs pî ritual we
will deal with below, the ritual extends over night and day. The ilū
mušīti are the stars of the night; they sometimes represent a deification
of celestial constellations and planets, other times a deification of the
great deities who in this case are addressed as stars.84
Stand by me, O Gods of the Night!
Heed my words, O gods of destinies,
Anu, Enlil, and all the great gods!
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Lambert, “The Twenty-One ‘Poultices’,” obv. 11–14, 78.
For the first, cf. A. Tsukimoto, “By the Hand of Madi-Dagan, the Scribe and
Apkallu-Priest,” in Priests and Officials in the Ancient Near East, ed. K. Watanabe.
Heidelberg 1999, 187–200; for the second, Finkel, “Adad-apla-iddina,” 144f.
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Durand, “Un Commentaire,” 153.
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Cf. O. Keel, Die Welt der altorientalischen Bildsymbolik und das Alte Testament,
3 ed. Darmstadt 1984, 68f.
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Cf. E. Reiner, Astral Magic in Babylonia, vol. 85, TAPhS. Philadelphia 1995,
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I call to you, Delebat (i.e., Venus), Lady of battles (variant has:
Lady of the silence [of the night]),
I call to you, O Night, bride (veiled by?) Anu.
Pleiades, stand on my right, Kidney star, stand on my left.
(Apotropaic Ritual, KAR 38: 12f.)85

The stars represent the heavenly counterpart to the earth. Just as the
night among humans is divided into three watches, the stars are called
maṣsạ rātu ša mūši, “the watches of the night”:
May the star itself take to you (goddess) my misery;
let the ecstatic tell you, the dream interpreter repeat to you,
let the (three) watches of the night speak to you . . .
(Apotropaic Ritual, KAR 38 rev. 24f. )86
May the watches of the night tell you
That I did not sleep, did not lie down, did not groan, did not arise,
But that my tears were made my food.
(Psalm of Penitence, Assur II, 2–4)87

The stars keep watch over both those awake and those sleeping in the
night. In the following prayer to the stars there is play on the connotations of “watching,” maṣsạ rtu/naṣāru, and êru, “be awake”:
3 maṣsạ̄ rāti ša mušīti
ērāti naṣrāte dalpāte la ṣālitāti
kīma attīna ērātena naṣrātina dalpātina la ṣālilātina
ana êri u ṣalli purussâ tanandinna
(you) three watches of the night
you the wakeful, watchful, sleepless, never sleeping ones—
as you are awake, watchful, sleepless, never sleeping,
you decide the fate of those awake and sleeping (alike).
(Prayer to the Stars, KAR 58 rev. 12f.)88

In several cases the stars are invoked together with two typical night
deities in Late Assyrian and Late Babylonian times, Girra, the god of
fire, and Nusku, the god of lamp and fire.89
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Prayer by an āšipu, for text, cf. Ibid., 16.
Text according to Ibid., 16.
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The gods of the night play a particular prominent role in the ritual
against witchcraft, Maqlû. The ilū mušīti are here invoked in the opening sentence. In the same sequence the maccarātu ša mūši are invoked:
“may the three watches of the night dispel her (the sorceress’) evil
enchantments” (Maqlû I, 30).90
In Bīt Mēseri the invocation of the apkallus clearly takes place in the
daytime. This ritual is followed by a nightly invocation to Nusku:
Nusku, king of the night, who illuminates darkness!
You are present in the night and behold humans.
(Bīt Mēseri rev. III, 3)91

Nusku is invoked that he may: maṣsạ r šulum u balāṭi šuk[un],
“appo[int] a watcher of health and life (for me)”! (III, 8). The text continues: šēdu nāṣiru u ilu mušallimu šuziz in[a . . ., “Let the protective
spirit and the god who preserves health stand b[y my head(?)].” Thus
“the watcher of health and life” is not identified, other than to show
that he belongs together with the two other divine figures protecting
the ill man during the night. The mentioning of the protective spirit,
šēdu, together with an unnamed god may indicate that this god is the
supplicant’s personal god, since this juxtaposition is quite common.92
As we will see below the apkallus played an important role in the
ritual of breathing life into the statues of the gods. This ritual lasted
during the day and the night as well. The apkallus belonged to the day
part of the ritual. In the night the statue was carried to the river bank
and offerings were made to the nine great gods; then to the gods of
the craftsmen who had made the statue; then to planets, fixed stars and
celestial constellations.93 The stars and the planets were to irradiate
the statue. In the Late Babylonian version of the ritual the appeal to
the stellar powers is described in detail, naming the different groups;
this part of the ritual is lacking in the earlier Assyrian version, which
demonstrates a development toward astral religion in Late Babylonian
times. While the apkallus had the role of watchers of the cosmos and
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For translation of Maqlû, cf. T. Abusch and D. Schwemer, „Das AbwehrzauberRitual Maqlû (‚Verbrennung‘),” in Texte aus der Umwelt des Alten Testaments. Neue
Folge, Band 4: Omina, Orakel, Rituale und Beschwörungen, ed. A. Krüger. Gütersloh
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Cf. Black and Green, Gods, Demons and Symbols, 148.
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human life during the day, the same role was assigned to the stars
during the night.
3.4 The Apkallus as Guardians of the Cosmic Order
and of the King
The āšipū did not only expel demons; they had one more important
duty that they performed together with other specialists, the bārû,
“haruspex/diviner” and the kalû, “lamentation chanter.” They had
the primary responsibility for consecration of the divine statue. In
this duty they performed ina šipir apkalli, according to the “task” or
“office” of the apkallu, apkallu (sing.) here to be understood either as
a general reference to the transcendent beings, or as R. Borger claims,
as a concrete reference to the apkallu par excellence, Adapa.94 The
material form of the statue was animated in the way that the statue
did not only stand for the represented god, but manifested this god.95
The ritual had two stages, the mīs pî, “mouth washing,” and the pīt pî,
“mouth opening.” The “washing of the mouth” purified the cult image
from any human contamination; the “opening of the mouth” enabled
the statue to function as a deity. The ritual was performed by consecrating a new or a restored statue. The dwelling of the god in his statue
was necessary to secure cosmic stability. If a god left his image, chaos
broke lose. This is clearly illustrated in the Poem of Erra.
The poem draws a clear parallel between the chaotic state of humankind and the poor condition of the statue of Marduk. The god Erra
who aspires to take over lordship from Marduk approaches him:
Why has your precious image, symbol of your lordship,
Which was full of splendor as the stars of heaven,
Lost its brilliance?
Your lordly diadem, which made the inner sanctum shine
Like the outside tower, (why is it) dimmed?
(Poem of Erra I, 126–127)96
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Marduk explains that he once rose from his dwelling and sent the flood
with the result that chaos prevailed. His divine statue was reshaped
after the flood and he entered lordship again (I, 140–144). When this
was done, he sent away the primeval ummanus, who clearly was in
charge of the reshaping:
I made those ummanus go down to the apsû,
and I said they were not to come back up.
(Poem of Erra I, 147)

Since then his statue had decayed. The ummanus, this time called sebet
apkal apsî, “the seven apkallus of the apsû,” were no longer present to
take care of his image:
Where are the Seven apkallus of the apsû, the holy carp,
who are perfect in lofty wisdom like Ea’s, their lord,
who can make my body holy?
(Poem of Erra I, 162)

Consequently Erra persuades Marduk to leave his statue and lordship,
and hand the power over to him until Marduk’s statue is restored:
Prince Marduk, until you re-enter that house
and Gerra97 cleanses your robes,
and you return to your place,
until then I shall rule and keep firm control of heaven and earth
(Poem of Erra I, 180)

Marduk leaves his statue. This is commented by Ea in a passage with
several interesting features (Tabl. II):
16/31 [enna ša itbû] rubû Marduk
[ša ummânī šunūti] elašunu ul iqbi
17/32 [ṣalmīšunu ša ana nišī abnû] ana ilūtišu ṣirtu
18/33 [ša ilu la i’rru i]ṭeḫû minu
19/34 [ana ummânī šunūti libba rapša] iddinšunūti98
16/31 Now, the prince Marduk has arisen,
he has not commanded those ummanus to come up.
17/32 How can their images, which I created among the people,
18/33 approach his sublime divinity, where even a god cannot enter?
19/34 To those ummanus he gave a broad heart . . .
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Gerra is the “god of fire,” cf. Black and Green, Gods, Demons and Symbols, 88.
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The first thing to notice is the strange expression ṣalmīšunu, “their
images.” The pronoun refers back to the primeval ummanus/apkallus.
They had “images,” created by Ea on earth. A line from Bīt Mēseri
sheds light on the issue.
šiptu šipat Marduk āšipu ṣalam Marduk
The incantation is the incantation of Marduk, the āšipu is the image of
Marduk.
(Bìt Mëseri II, 226)99

In his role as exorcist, the āšipu is here an image of the deity itself.
In the Poem of Erra something similar must have been thought. The
āšipū and other priests with responsibility for the divine statues were
the earthly counterparts of the transcendent ummanus/apkallus. They
were their images on earth.
We must admit that the following text from line 34 is not very clear.
Does the ummanus from line 34 mean the primeval ummanus, the
apkallus, or does it refer to the priests as ummanus? If we follow the
interpretation underlying Foster’s translation, the second option is
preferable.
He himself gave those same (human) craftsmen
great discretion and authority;
he gave them wisdom and great dexterity.
They have made (his) precious image radiant,
even finer than before.
(Poem of Erra II, 34–36)100

The text thus describes how Ea equips the earthly ummanus with wisdom and dexterity to make them able to restore Marduk’s statue.
To care for the divine statue, to make sure that it is qualified for the
manifestation of the divinity, is to secure cosmic stability. This was the
great responsibility of the āšipu when they acted as earthly images of
the apkallus, the guardians of the cosmic order.
The supreme responsibility on earth for cosmic stability rested on
the king. Therefore the king needed to be depicted as wise, having
insight into the hidden laws of the cosmos. This is a reoccurring topic
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in descriptions of kings and their own self-presentations. It reaches as
far back as the third millennium, but shows an increasing tendency in
the first millennium.101 In their boasting of superior wisdom the kings
of the first millennium compared their own wisdom with the wisdom
of the primary apkallu, Adapa:
Sargon II claims to be: “a wise king, skilled in all learning, the equal of
the apkallu, who grew up in wise counsel and attained full stature in
good judgment.”
(Cylinder Inscription, 38)102
Sennacherib presents himself as one to whom “Ninšiku gave wide understanding and equality with the apkallu, Adapa, and granted profound
wisdom.”
(Bull Inscription, 4)103
Assurbanipal describes his comprehensive wisdom in the following
way: “Marduk, the apkallu of the gods, gave me wide understanding
and extensive intelligence (and) Nabu, the scribe (who knows) everything, granted me his wise teachings. . . . I have learned the art of the
apkallu, Adapa, (so that now) I am familiar with the secret storehouse
of all scribal learning, (including) celestial and terrestrial portents. I can
debate in an assembly of ummanus and discuss with the clever apkal
šamni (oil diviners) (the treatise) ‘if the liver is a replica of the sky.’ I
used to figure out complicated divisions and multiplications that have
no solutions. Time and again I have read the cleverly written compositions in which the Sumerian is obscure and the Akkadian is difficult to
interpret correctly. I have studied inscriptions on stone from before the
Flood which are sealed, obscure and confused.”104
(Tablet L4 obv. I, 10–18)105

In the Verse Account of Nabonidus the king is represented as claiming:
He would stand in the assembly (and) exalt him[self] (as follows):
“I am wise, I am learned, I have seen what is hidden.
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Cf. R. F. G. Sweet, “The Sage in Akkadian Literature: A Philological Study,” in
The Sage in Israel and The Ancient Near East, ed. J. G. Gammie and L. G. Perdue.
Winona Lake 1990, 45–65, 51–57.
102
Cf. D. G. Lyon, Keilschrifttexte Sargon’s Königs von Assyrien (722–705 v. CHR.),
AB. Leipzig 1883, 34–35. Translation according to Sweet, “The Sage in Akkadian Literature,” 53.
103
Cf. D. D. Luckenbill, The Annals of Senacherib. Chicago 1924, 117; translation
according to Sweet, “The Sage in Akkadian Literature,” 54.
104
Translation according to Sweet, “The Sage in Akkadian Literature,” 55, and
Hurowitz, “Tales of Two Sages,” 73.
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Cf. M. Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzen assyrischen Könige bis zum Untergange Niniveh’s, vol. II. Leipzig 1916, 254–57.
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I do not understand the impressions made by a stylus, (but) I have seen
se[cret things].
Ilteri has shown me; he has [made known to me] everything.
As for (the series) Moon Crescent of Anu (and) Enlil, which Adapa has
compiled,
I surpass it in all wisdo[m].”
(Verse Account of Nabonidus v, 8’–13’)106

Seemingly Nabonidus is here described in the same manner as the
Assyrian kings. But the scholars who wrote this in the Persian age have
created a portrait with a lot of irony.107 First, there is an obvious irony
in Nabonidus’ boasting of being so wise when he is not able to write.
The scribal art was the entrance to all kinds of wisdom for Babylonian
scholars. Second, there is an irony in relation to the god who gave
Nabonidus these revelations. Ilteri is the name of the moon-god; this
is no surprise since Nabonidus in the Verse Account is blamed for
favouring the moon-god, Sin, instead of Marduk. Ilteri is, however, an
Aramaic designation for a Syrian lunar deity.108 Accordingly Nabonidus is not only blamed because of the neglect of Marduk, he is mocked
because he thought he had received revelations from a foreign god. At
the end, there is an odd writing of the astronomical series Enuma Anu
Enlil. In the name of the series, in front of Anu and Enlil, is placed a
sign used to designate the moon-god. This has two effects: on the one
hand, it is blasphemy, since the moon-good is credited a place higher
than Anu and Enlil; on the other hand it is pure nonsense—Nabonidus
claims to have a wisdom surpassing a series that does not exist!
In several letters, sent from scholars to the Assyrian kings Esarhaddon
and Assurbanipal, the kings are compared with an apkallu or Adapa:

106
Translation according to P. Machinist and H. Tadmor, “Heavenly Wisdom,”
in The Tablet and the Scroll. Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William W. Hallo, ed.
M. E. Cohen, D. C. Snell, and D. B. Weisberg. Bethesda, Maryland 1993, 146–51, 146;
and Sweet, “The Sage in Akkadian Literature,” 57; cf. also A. L. Oppenheim, “Babylonian and Assyrian Historical Texts: Nabonidus,” in ANET 3, ed. J. B. Pritchard.
Princeton 1969, 308–14, 313; B. Landsberger and Th. Bauer, “Zu neuveröffentlichen
Geschichtsquellen der Zeit von Asarhaddon bis Nabonid,” ZA (NF) 3 (37) (1927):
61–98, 92.
107
For the following, cf. Machinist and Tadmor, “Heavenly Wisdom,” 147–49.
108
Cf. P.-A. Beaulieu, The Reign of Nabonidus. King of Babylon 556–539 B.C. New
Haven 1989, 218–19.
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[The king, my lord], is made [li]ke an apkallu . . . 109
. . . on account of that you will speak [a w]ord [that] is as perfect as that
of an apkallu; a word that has been spoken just as it is meant by its
nature . . . 110
Aššur, in a dream, called the grandfather of the king, my lord, an apkallu;
the king, lord of kings, is an offspring of an apkallu and Adapa: you have
surpassed the wisdom of the Abyss and all scholarship.111
Now th[en], the deeds of the king, [my lord], are like those of Adapa.112

We have selected these references because they not only show that the
kings are depicted as wise, but also that this wisdom has a special relationship to the wisdom of Adapa or the apkallus in general. There are
numerous other testimonies where kings boast of their supreme wisdom, seeing a relationship between their wisdom and the wisdom of
various gods, especially Ea. But the apkallus are the only figures, except
the gods, who have this dominant place in the royal ideology. This is
not the case in early statements; it comes in the first millennium.
There is no doubt that these assertions by the kings are tendentious; and one can discuss how wise the kings in reality were. They
needed high competence in practical affairs; this is a matter of fact.
They administered empires, warfare, economy, building of temples,
palaces; this is not done without a high degree of skill.113 Nevertheless, the kings boast of knowledge of a higher order, a knowledge
that shares in the divine wisdom, either represented through the gods
themselves, or through the apkallus. This at least included knowledge
about reading and writing. As far as we know, only three kings claim
to have been literate in two thousand years of Mesopotamian history:
Šulgi, Lipit-Ištar, and Assurbanipal.114 The kings claimed obviously to
share in this higher degree of wisdom, not only because of personal
reasons, but because of the royal ideology according to which they
ruled. The wisdom they needed was not only insight into how to rule
109
S. Parpola, Letters from Assyrian and Babylonian Scholars, vol. 10, SAA. Helsinki
1993, letter 29, rev. 2, p. 22.
110
Ibid., letter 30, line 15, p. 23.
111
Ibid., letter 174, lines 7–9, p. 137.
112
Ibid., letter 380, line 2, p. 313.
113
Cf. the discussion in R. F. G. Sweet, “The Sage in Mesopotamian Palaces and
Royal Courts,” in The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East, ed. J. G. Gammie and
L. G. Perdue. Winona Lake 1990, 99–107, 99f.
114
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a country, but insight into the divine realm, to read the signs of the
gods, to appease the gods when necessary, and to secure divine assistance to conquer demonic attacks.
To secure this kind of wisdom the king associated with a body of
experts professionalized in various fields of this higher form of wisdom that demanded communication with the divine. This is the ideology of the pairing of kings and sages/scholars in Berossos and more
extensively in the Uruk tablet. In order to rule, a king needed a scholar
at his side. In a chronographic composition from about 640, listing the
kings of Assyria and Babylon together, the kings are listed together
with one or two ummanus.115 Here we are in the historical reality lying
behind the imagination of parallel kings and apkallus in antediluvian
time. Historically, there existed ummanus of such a high rank that they
were included in a list of rulers.
Due to the finding of numerous letters from the Assyrian royal
court between the kings and these experts, we have gained profound
insight into the duties of the experts. S. Parpola, who edited the letters,
found that there are five special fields of expertise:116
1. “Scribe” (ṭupšarru)—expert in the art of interpreting celestial, terrestrial and teratological portents, and establishing the calendar and the
ominous significance of days and months
2. “Haruspex” (bārû)—expert in the art of prognosticating the future,
primarily by studying the exta of sheep sacrificed to oracle gods
3. “Exorcist” (āšipu)—expert in the art of manipulating supernatural
forces (such as illness-causing demons) by magical means
4. “Physician” (asû)—expert in the art of curing diseases by means of
drugs and other physical remedies
5. “Chanters” (kalû)—experts in the art of soothing angered gods
(and thus averting calamities) by means of elaborate chants and
lamentations

Based on this correspondence, Parpola found that the experts could be
divided into two groups, forming an “inner” and an “outer” circle in
relation to the king. During the reign of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal
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Cf. S. Parpola, Letters from Assyrian Scholars to the Kings Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal. Part II: Commentary and Appendices, vol. 5/2, AOAT. Neukirchen-Vluyn
1983, 448–49.
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medical means. This will be discussed later when we deal with the herbalist in the
teaching of the watchers in the Enochic Watcher Story.
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there were 16 men forming the “inner circle.” They were quite generally designated with the title rab, “chief ”: rab ṭupšarrī, rab bārê, rab
āšipī, etc. The examination of their names and position demonstrated
that they were high ranking men, and that only these few select “wise
men” could be engaged in any sort of “regular” correspondence with
the king. Among the members of the “inner circle” there were several
instances of family ties, giving the impression that these important
court offices of scholarly advisors were in the hand of a few privileged
families, “a veritable scholarly ‘mafia’, which monopolized these offices
from generation to generation.” The men of the “inner circle” did not
reside in the palace area but in their own houses situated in downtown
Nineveh. Occasionally they could leave their houses for visits to the
palace and the king.
Parpola discusses the role of these experts in relation to the king.
Did the experts form a clique that was in the position to manipulate
the king according to its own agenda? Parpola denies this possibility;
on the one hand the “inner circle” was not permanently present at the
court; on the other hand there was clearly rivalry between the scholars.
In addition, the advisory role of the scholars was overwhelmingly passive and ‘academic.’
Nevertheless, the importance of the scholars for the king must not
be underestimated. They represented a wisdom going back to the
seven apkallus from before the flood, and this wisdom was indispensable for the king. The experts provided the royal family with medical
care (physicians and exorcists), protection against demons and angry
gods (exorcists and chanters), and they provided the king with insight
into the future (haruspeces and astrologers).
Both on Assyrian reliefs and cylinder seals depictions of the apkallus
together with a date palm, and in some instances the king, are common. The date palm is here a holy tree, the Tree of Life. It symbolises
the benefits the gods and kings were expected to supply for the people.117 The role of the apkallus is to pollinate the tree. Through this
guest, fertility, vitality, and power were transferred to the tree; in the
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“This palm in art then is not the symbol of a god or the whole pantheon of
gods, but is a symbol of the benefits which gods and kings were expected to supply.”
W. G. Lambert, “The Background of the Neo-Assyrian Sacred Tree,” in Sex and Gender
in the Ancient Near East, ed. S. Parpola and R. M. Whiting, XLVIIe Recontre Assyriologique Internationale. Helsinki 2002, 321–26, 326.
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scenes where the king is present, he is a receiver of these benefits from
the apkallus.118
Parpola returns to this mythological representation of the role of
the king in his new edition of the letters.119 The Assyrian kings had the
position of the gods’ representative on earth. This position was above
all symbolised through the Tree of Life. The tree represented the divine
world order maintained by the king. At the same time the symbolism
of the tree was projected upon the king as the perfect image of the
god. A king who could not conform to this role would automatically
disrupt the cosmic harmony. To execute this duty the king needed
experts who could interpret the signs of the god. Therefore he needed
the advisory circle of scholars: the ṭupšarru, “astrologer, scribe”; bārû,
“haruspex/diviner”; āšipu, “exorcist/magician”; asû, “physician”;120 and
kalû, “lamentation chanter.” A memorandum from the reign of Assurbanipal names 45 scholars from these professions.121 The scholars were
mostly native, but could also include foreigners, such as Syrian, Anatolian, and Egyptian.
The Catalogue of Texts and Authors shows that the actual scholars
at the royal court stood in a line of transmission; they performed a
profession, the wisdom of which went back to famous ummanus of
the past, and ultimately to the antediluvian apkallus. These apkallus
were, as we have seen in the rituals, imagined in three shapes. The fishgarb symbolised the connection with apsû, the ocean of wisdom; the
head and wings of the eagle symbolised their connection to heaven.
The genies symbolising the human apkallus often have horned crowns,
indicating divine status. Parpola thinks that this symbolised their
transformation from humans to saints after their death.122
As demonstrated in the rituals, the apkallus were not only figures of
the past. Surely, they visited the earth in antediluvian time to bestow
wisdom on humankind, but they were still alive and invisibly present
in the human world. They were present as “guardian spirits,” as we
have seen in the depiction of the sick man. We now see that they performed other roles as well. One of the most important was to purify
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the Tree of Life.123 This duty was closely connected to their role as
cosmic guardians and formed a parallel to the maintenance of the
divine statue, as in the Poem of Erra. When the apkallus purified the
tree, they “insured the correct functioning of the plans of heaven and
earth,” as it was expressed in Bīt Mēseri.
The divine and human worlds overlap. The depiction of the sick
man did not show the āšipū performing their ritual, but the apkallus,
whom they represented. In the Poem of Erra the human ummanus
were called the images of the transcendent apkallus. Since the scholars emulate the role of the apkallus, the Tree of Life scene, with the
apkallus, can also be interpreted as a symbolic representation of the
scholar’s activity at the court. The Tree of Life represents the king,
whom the scholars protect with their wisdom. In many of the letters
that Parpola has edited this is expressed through a recurring phrase:
maṣsạ rtu ša šarri naṣāru, “to keep the king’s watch.”124 In the Akkadian
phrase the element of “watching” is expressed twice, both through the
noun maṣsạ rtu, and through the verb naṣāru. The Akkadian maṣsạ rtu
both has the connotation “guard, watchman, be awake” and “someone who watches for astronomical observation.”125 The noun corresponds closely to the verb naṣāru, “guard, take care of, keep watch for
celestial phenomena.” Used together in maṣsạ rta naṣāru, the phrase
often means “to take care of a person’s interests.”126 The two meanings “guard” and “watch for omens” come together in the tasks of
the scholars; it was through their watching for divine signs that they
guarded the king. A good illustration of this double meaning we find
in the following letter:
To the king, our lord: your servants, the scribes of Kilizi. Good health to
the king, our lord! May Nabû and Marduk bless the king.
We watched the moon; on the 14th day the moon and the sun saw each
other. (This means) well-being.
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May Nabû and Marduk bless the king. Because of the ilku-duty127 and
the corvée work we cannot keep the watch of the king, and the pupils
do not learn the scribal craft.
(Letter 143)128

The role of the earthly scholars at this point reflects the apkallus, as we
have seen in many other instances. The scholars were “watchers” over
the king’s well-being and health and in this instance over his kingdom,
in the same manner as the apkallus who were invoked as “watchers”
in the rituals. The scholars should watch the king in order to maintain
the cosmic order, just as the apkallus were watchers of the cosmic
order in the divine realm.
3.5

The Apkallus and the Transmission
of Antediluvian Revelation

The apkallus provided the human race with the fundamental wisdom
necessary to develop human civilization. They did so through their
teaching, and according to the Mesopotamian tradition, developed in
the first millennium, they did so also through their writing activity.
The apkallus are listed several places as authors of literary works in the
Catalogue of Texts and Authors;129 colophons and other references to
their authorship add to this list:
Catalogue I, 5–7: Uanadapa is listed with an unknown work130
Catalogue III, 7: apkallu listed as author of compositions
Catalogue IV, 11: third apkallu, Enmedugga, listed as author of several
works
Catalogue VI, 11: last apkallu in Bīt Mēseri, Lu-Nanna: Author of the
Etana Myth
Catalogue VI, 16: work which “Adapa wrote at his dictation”
Colophon to medical text: “a secret of Lu-Nanna, apkallu of Ur”131
Colophon: “according to the old apkallus from before the flood”132
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Verse Account of Nabonidus, col v, 12: u4sakar(SAR) dA-num dEn.líl.lá ša
ik-ṣu-ru A-da-p[a]. The name of the series “which Adapa has compiled”
appears to be an odd way to write the name of Enuma Anu Enlil133
Hellenistic text from Babylon: Uan listed as the author of an unknown
literary work, most likely astronomical134
Hellenistic text from Babylon: Uan listed as author of unknown work135
Berossos: Oannes is the author of Enuma Elish

We see that among the apkallus Uan or Adapa is most often referred
to as an author, which is also reflected by the prominent place this first
sage has in Berossos. According to the scribes of the Verse Account,
Adapa was the compiler of the widely known and most authoritative
astronomical series Enuma Anu Enlil. Berossos’ claim that Oannes
should have written Enuma Elish may simply reflect his own literary
composition, where Enuma Elish plays a major role as background for
his record of creation.
In a few places in the Catalogue we get information about how a
composition came into being. We find one notice connected to Kabtiilāni-Marduk (III, 1–2). The Catalogue here first quotes the first line
of the Poem of Erra, then comes a lacuna, followed by two verbs. The
two verbs correspond to the postscript about how the composition
came into being in the Poem of Erra itself. Lambert therefore restores
the passage according to the Poem of Erra.
[annû ša Kabti-ilāni Marduk mār Dabibi] ušabrišuma idbubū
[This is what] (the god) revealed to [Kabti-ilāni-Marduk, son of Dabibi]
and which he receited.
(Catalogue of Texts and Authors III, 2)

We find the full report of how the revelation took place in the Poem
of Erra:136
kaṣir kammīšu Kabti-ilāni Marduk mār Dabibi
ina šat mūši ušabrišuma kī ša ina munatti idbubū amma ul iḫtị
ēda šuma ul uraddi ana muḫḫi
The compiler of his tablets was Kabti-ilāni-Marduk, son of Dabibi.
(The god) revealed it to him during the night time,
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and when he in the morning slumber recited (it), he did not omit anything,
nor did he add a single line to it.
(Poem of Erra V, 42–44)

The signs preserved to the account of how Uanadapa composed his
first work in the Catalogue making a restoration along the same line
likely.137
[annûtum ša] Uanadapa
[ušabrišum]a idbubū
[These are what] (the god) [revealed]
to Uanadapa and which he spoke.
(Catalogue of Texts and Authors I, 6–7)

Thus, Uanadapa, like Kabti-ilāni-Marduk, was the second link in the
chain of transmission; the composition was revealed to him by a god.
The Š stem of barû, “see,” šubrû, is causative, “reveal,” and is often
used with the meaning “reveal in a vision.”138
We find an indication that Uanadapa was regarded as a recipient of
revelations, we find it in the Verse Account of Nabonidus, where the
king compares himself with Adapa. He boasts of his “wisdom”; he has
“seen what is hidden” and “secret things”:
He would stand in the assembly (and) exalt him[self] (as follows):
“I am wise, I am learned, I have seen what is hidden.
I do not understand the impressions made by a stylus, (but) I have seen
se[cret things].
Ilteri has shown me; he has [made known to me] everything.
As for (the series) Moon Crescent of Anu (and) Enlil, which Adapa has
compiled,
I surpass it in all wisdo[m].”
(Verse Account of Nabonidus v, 8’–13’)

The text does not claim that Adapa has written Enuma Anu Enlil; it
states that Adapa had “compiled,” kaṣāru, the series. This is the same
verb that is used about Kabti-ilāni-Marduk in the quotation from the
Poem of Erra above; he is kāṣir kammīšu, “compiler of his tablets”
(V, 42). The reason for this is clear; he did not compose the content
of the tablets himself; a god revealed the content to him. What he did
was to repeat what was revealed and arrange it on tablets. The same
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must be meant with Adapa. He was not the original composer, but the
transmitter of Enuma Anu Enlil. The original composer of the series
was, according to the Catalogue, Ea himself (cf. the Catalogue I, 1).139
This placement of Adapa in the role of transmitter of divine writings
is also attested elsewhere in the Catalogue (VI, 15–16). The second
time he is listed in connection with writings, they originate ša lām
abūbu, “from before the flood.” The next line shows the circumstances
of his composing: [Ada]pa ina pîšu išṭuru, “Adapa wrote according to
his mouth,” i.e. “at his dictation.” Here Adapa is again the second link
in the chain of transmission. The compositions from before the flood
were dictated to him by a god.
Lambert claimed in his edition of the Catalogue that “the lack of a
consistent chronological scheme is striking.”140 Not all agree with him
in this assessment. A. Lenzi has called attention to the fact that the two
first authors in the Catalogue are Ea and Uanadapa, starting a chain
of scribal transmission.141 K. van der Toorn has suggested a new interpretation of the text belonging to fragment VI, 15–17 in Lambert’s
ordering of fragments.142 While the previous reading has been to see
this text simply in the succession of the listed works, van der Toorn
assumes that the fragment “is either an explanatory commentary to
fragment I, 1(5)-7 or an explanation of the chain of tradition pertinent
to all the works previously listed.”143 He suggests a restoration of the
sequence which is intriguing:
[Texts and recipes] from before the Flood
[which Ea spoke and Ada]pa wrote at his dictation
[and which NN] wrote down from the mouth of Anšekurra.
(Catalogue of Texts and Authors VI, 15–17)144

van der Toorn interprets the last name given here as Sumerian an.še.
ku4.ra, meaning “he who entered heaven,” as an appellation of Adapa.
This comports well with what we have observed about the first sage,
U-an, “light of heaven” in the Adapa Myth and Bīt Mēseri. We think
van der Toorn is right in taking this as a comment to the tendency
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present in the Catalogue. There is still no absolute chronology, since
apkallus are listed as authors in III, 7; IV, 11; and VI, 11. Nevertheless, the commentary seems to underscore three stages in the transmission of highly recognised written knowledge: it starts in the divine
realm with the god of wisdom Ea; at the intersection point between the
divine and the human stands Uanadapa; and as the third link in this
chain stands (we must presuppose) an ummanu, “scholar.”
A. Lenzi has called attention to a colophon to a medical text which
reveals a similar kind of transmission:
Salves (and) bandages: tested (and) checked, which are ready at hand,
composed by the ancient apkallus from before the flood, which in
Šuruppak in the second year of Enlil-bani, king of Isin, Enlil-muballit,
apkallu of Nippur, bequeathed. A non-expert may show an expert. An
expert may not show a non-expert. A restriction of Marduk.
(Medical Text, AMT 105,1, 21–25)145

The models of transmission in the commentary of the Catalogue and
in this colophon are not exactly the same, but the tendency is. In this
text, an expert, possibly an āšipu, has in his hands a tablet of high
dignity: it belongs to the secrets of the gods (cf. below). Therefore, if
somebody not belonging to the initiated by accident should have such
a tablet, he may show it to the expert, but the expert should never
show it to an uninitiated person. The content of the tablet was secret;
it went back to the ancient apkallus from before the flood. Afterwards
a distinguished sage, an apkallu in Nippur, inherited it, and from this
line of transmission it arrived to the scholar writing this colophon.
The division between the apkallus before the flood and the postdiluvian apkallu in Nippur may here be similar to the division of the first
group of seven apkallus of divine descent and the next group of four
apkallus of human descent in Bīt Mēseri. As we have seen, the Late
Babylonian Uruk tablet also had a division between a group of seven
“before the flood” and a group of ten afterwards, but here the first
seven were apkallus, and the next group (with one or two exceptions)
were ummanus.
What we observe here is confirmed by two independent contributions with different scope that we already have called attention to,
K. van der Toorn, Scribal Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible,
and A. Lenzi, Secrecy and the Gods. They are both concerned with
145
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the transition from oral transmission of divine messages to written
revelations, and they both use Mesopotamian sources from the first
millennium as an analogy to what took place in Israel in the formation of the Hebrew Bible.146 Van der Toorn is concerned about the
broad tendency in Mesopotamian scholarly series from the end of the
second millennium to classify these as niṣirti šamê u erṣeti, “a secret
of heaven and earth.” This expression, occurring in colophons and
elsewhere, does two things to the written scholarly lore: on the one
hand, it claims that this goes back to a divine revelation; on the other
hand, it restricts this revelation to a defined group of scholars. This
tendency goes along with the tendency to date the written wisdom
back to primeval time, or to the time before the flood. This also concerns the most well-known compositions from the end of the second
millennium, Enuma Elish and the standard version of Gilgamesh.
Enuma Elish was written to promote Marduk as the head of the
pantheon, reflecting the position of Babylon at the end of the second
millennium. This was a new invention in Mesopotamian theology. To
promote this new theology the author added a postscript in which he
claims a divine origin for his work:
This is the revelation which an Ancient, to whom it was told,
wrote down and established for posterity to hear.
(Enuma Elish VII, 157–158)147

The word translated “revelation,” taklimtu, literally means “demonstration.” The term preserves a memory of the time when revelation
was thought of as a visual experience. In this case, however, the gods
told the text to an Ancient, meaning that they had dictated it. The
Ancient put it down into writing and established it for future generations. This is very similar to what Kabti-ilāni-Marduk says about the
revelation of the Poem of Erra, as van der Toorn also notes.
We can observe a similar feature in Gilgamesh. In the Old Babylonian version of the epic, wisdom is human knowledge acquired
through life experience. In the Standard Babylonian version from the
end of the second millennium this wisdom has become divine. The
editor added a prologue in which he pictures Gilgamesh as a man who
has obtained hidden wisdom, inaccessible to others:
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he [learnt] the totality of wisdom about everything.
He saw the secret and uncovered the hidden,
he brought back a message from the antediluvian age.
(Gilgamesh I, 6–8)148

The same theme reoccurs at the end of the composition, in tablet XI,
where Gilgamesh meets Uta-napišti, the hero of the flood, who has
become like the gods. Uta-napišti reveals secrets to Gilgamesh, referred
to as “a hidden matter” and “a secret of the gods” (XI, 9–10, repeated
in 281–282).
Van der Toorn sees the classification of writings as “revelations”
and “secrets” in relation to the development from an oral to a scribal
culture. Oral and written transmission existed together in the long
time span of Mesopotamian culture, but at a certain time there came
a change, i.e. at the end of the second millennium. The written tradition was not any longer a supplement to the oral tradition; the written
tradition became more important in the formation of new generations
of scholars. “From that moment on, students began to acquire their
knowledge by copying texts rather than listening to a teacher; the master copy took the place of the master.”149 The authority was transposed
from the master to the text, and the text needed an authority that also
included the master. Thus the construct was made about a written
revelation from Ea to the apkallus and further in an unbroken chain
down to the actual scholars. They were the legitimate heirs of this written tradition; it was once revealed and therefore a secret belonging
to their guild. “To legitimize the written tradition, the Mesopotamian
scholars qualified it as divine revelation; to preserve their privileged
position as brokers of revealed knowledge, they declared it to be secret
knowledge.”150
Even though we know that cause-effect constructions in the reconstruction of history cannot be one-dimensional, we find van der Toorn’s
arguments here quite convincing. They are implied in Lenzi’s analysis
as well, even though he follows more closely what took place within
the written tradition in the first millennium itself. Lenzi’s approach is
to give evidence from the sources to what he labels “the mythology of
scribal tradition.”151
148
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Here he works along two lines: on the one hand, he demonstrates
how the succession in the chain of written composition in the first
millennium is dominated by Ea—apkallus—ummanus; on the other
hand, he shows how the written lore of the ummanus was collected
and systematized as a secret revelation belonging to this alleged chain
of transmission. He admits that there are other voices, even in the first
millennium, but this is the dominant tendency. One may object to
Lenzi’s work, that he goes too far in his effort to systemize the material. If influential ummanus first in Assyria and then in Late Babylonia
saw it as a priority both to bring together their lore under specific
rubrics, and to establish a theology of revelation and transmission,
going back to one god, Ea, they had quite a task, given the vast variety
in the material they inherited from the millennium before.
We think the most important aspect of Lenzi’s impressive detailed
examination of the sources is that he manages to show that there was
a strong tendency toward systematization. There was an attempt to
bring together the lore of the different scholarly professions into series
given distinctive labels: these compositions belong to the lore of this
profession—bārûtu, āšipūtu, kalûtu, asûtu, ṭupšarrūtu.152 There was
also the clear tendency to claim compositions belonging to the lore of
these professions as secrets revealed by the gods in antediluvian time
and restricted to the ummanus in present time.153 At the crucial point
in this chain, we find the apkallus, above all Uanadapa, who were those
who brought the divine knowledge to the humans.
The analyses carried out by van der Toorn and Lenzi are fully in
accord with our own observations. There is a clear division between
the first group of seven apkallus and subsequent sages and scholars in
all three lists: Bīt Mēseri, Berossos, and the Uruk tablet. They express
this differently, but the tendency is clear. Bīt Mēseri lists seven apkallus
“born in the river” and then four apkallus “of human descent.” Berossos lists seven apkallus before the flood and then one great scholar in
the tenth generation after. The Uruk tablet lists seven apkallus before
the flood, one afterwards, and continues with ummanus. The antediluvian apkallus are closely connected to the divine realm, above all to the
god Ea. “To be born in the river” means to be engendered in the abode
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of Ea. Oannes in Bersosses goes to and fro the sea, the abode of Ea. But
not only Ea is involved. In our reading of the relationship between the
Adapa Myth and Bīt Mēseri we found that the first apkallu, U-an, “the
light of heaven” (An), was an echo of the fate of Adapa in the myth,
fragment D, where Adapa is adopted sage by Anu. This name of the
first sage is reflected both in the Catalogue, in Bersossos and on the
Uruk tablet.
In Bīt Mēseri and Berossos, where there are narratives connected
to the names, it is clear that the apkallus where those who brought
humankind the basic wisdom needed to establish civilization. This is
written out in a full story in Berossos; the same is referred to in Bīt
Mēseri in the phrase “plans of heaven and earth.” In both places the
first apkallu Uan/Oannes is most prominent in this matter. They both
concur with the D fragment of the Adapa Myth, where Adapa is given
insight in the secrets of both heaven and earth, the whole of Anu’s
domain.
We observe in the lists, however, that there is not only a division
between the first group of seven apkallus and the subsequent sages/
scholars; there is also continuity. This seems to be the whole idea of
extending the list of seven with subsequent scholars. The subsequent
scholars belong to a tradition going back to the antediluvian apkallus. There are variations in how this is expressed. The system is most
clear in the Uruk tablet, which changes the designation from apkallu,
mostly reserved for sages before the flood, to ummanu, the selfdesignation of the scholars preserving their wisdom after the flood. But
there is a very interesting hint in Bīt Mēseri as well. Lu-Nanna, the last
apkallu in the list after the flood, is two-thirds apkallu. Here there is
clearly a second point of transition—we must presume this time from
apkallus to scholars. This is confirmed in another short notice about
Lu-Nanna in Bīt Mēseri: he lived during the time of Šulgi.154 Here,
when the power of the apkallus fades, we are for the first and only time
in Bīt Mēseri placed in real history. Šulgi is attested as a historical king;
he reigned during the third dynasty of Ur (2094–2047). Thus, at the
brink between legendary time and historical time comes the transition
from the mythical and legendary apkallus to the historical ummanus.
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This clear tendency in the lists is confirmed by several witnesses
from Late Assyrian kings stretching down to the last Babylonian king
Nabonidus. The witnesses both attest that there was a special quality connected to wisdom from before the flood, and that this was
the wisdom brought to humankind through the apkallus. The king
needed access to this kind of “higher” wisdom, which included insight
into the divine secrets, in order to reign. Those responsible for providing the king with this kind of wisdom were the ummanus attached
to the royal court. The wisdom once brought to humankind by the
apkallus accordingly had a political dimension. The ummanus provided the king with the wisdom necessary to rule the empire. The myth
about the transmission of divine wisdom became part of an imperial
ideology.
This wisdom became in the course of the first millennium not
only oral, but written. There are numerous examples of how especially compositions belonging to the secret lore of the ummanus were
ascribed to the apkallus, and above all to the first of them, Uanadapa.
Here we can observe the same chain of transmission as in the lists.
There is a general tendency to ascribe compositions of high authority
to Ea and to Adapa, or other apkallus, as the second link in the chain.
Moreover, there is a tendency to use a language of revelation in the
transmission from Ea to Adapa. In a manner like Kabti-ilāni-Marduk
the god “showed” the heavenly wisdom to Adapa, who wrote it down
on tablets. Or, as in the case with Nabonidus, he was even wiser than
Adapa, because the god had revealed to him the divine secrets. This
notion is in line with a broader tendency from the end of the second
millennium, to date compositions back to the mythical primeval time,
the time before the flood.
It is important to notice that the connection between the ummanus
and the apkallus was not only imagined as a line of transmission, running from antediluvian time through history. The connection was not
only horizontal, but also vertical. When the ummanus participated
in the “mouth washing” ritual of the divine statue, they acted on behalf
of the apkallus, as we have seen it in the Poem of Erra. This implies
that the apkallus were not only great figures of wisdom in the past;
they were powerful transcendent forces in the present. The maintenance of the divine statue was a necessary prerequisite for the upholding of the power of the king and the survival of the empire. In this role
the earthly ummanus are called “the images” of the apkallus belonging
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to the divine realm; they are the representatives of these transcendent
forces on earth.
We find the same imagination of the apkallus as acting transcendent
forces in rituals directed against demons. This is evident both in the
ritual texts themselves and in the practice accompanying them. In the
rituals the apkallus were invoked to expel the demons. In the dedication of palaces and houses figurines of the apkallus were deposited in
the foundation to protect the house against demonic attack. When a
person became ill, representations of the apkallus were placed in the
room to signify their active presence in the ritual to dispel the evil.
Their presence is even carved into an Assyrian bronze tablet, which
shows the sick man lying on his bed with his hand raised toward
heaven and the demon Lamaštu lurking just under his bed, the bed
is surrounded not by āšipū, as we should have expected, but by two
apkallus in fish cloaks. The artist has here carved what he believed—
what humans saw were the āšipū; what these in reality represented
were the apkallus. Also, this side of the belief in apkallus had political
consequences. When the king had protected his palaces through proper
rituals and deposed the figurines of the apkallus, he could make large
images of them at the entrances and in the halls to tell both demons
and enemies, that his kingdom was protected against any evil.
This combination of the apkallus as messengers from the gods,
revealing the insight of heaven and earth to humans in antediluvian
time, and guardians of the cosmic order, the political order, and the
life and health of individuals, may seem difficult to combine. But as we
have underscored several times, there is a clear interconnection. For
the ummanus, insight into the divine secrets was necessary in order
to fulfil their role as watchers, both communicating with the gods
and using magic to fight the demons. In both cases the wisdom was
revealed from the gods and written down in compositions. Those who
revealed this knowledge once in antediluvian time were the apkallus;
those who were ultimately, invisibly present when this knowledge was
practised were the apkallus. But of course, those who visibly and actually had this role on the earth were the ummanus. In relation to the
king they should watch his life and empire as the earthly counterparts
of the watchers in the divine realm.
Most of the sources we have to these imaginations developed
around the apkallus are Assyrian. This does not, however, mean that
the imaginations only belonged to Assyrian mythology. Of the three
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lists of the apkallus known, two are Babylonian, and Bīt Mēseri was
known in Babylonia. The most extensive description of their role we
find in Berossos and the most systematic transition from apkallus to
ummanus exists on the Uruk tablet. The apkallus play an important
role in the Poem of Erra, which according to most scholars is Babylonian. The tendency to ascribe compositions to apkallus is also attested
in Babylonian sources. Bersossos knows that reliefs of fish-apkallus
existed. This motif is generally well attested in Late Babylonian representations.155 Clay figurines of the apkallus are found at Ur.156 There is
also no reason to think that these imaginations were esoteric, belonging to a limited class of scholars. Imaginations of the apkallus are not
limited to a certain genre of literature, but appear in all sorts of written
compositions and in a variety of practices and depictions.
When I first gathered and analysed the sources to the apkallus preparing for my dissertation in 1984, later published in Roots of Apocalyptic in 1989, I concluded: “The distinction between the group of
seven sages and the group of four in Bīt Mēseri, and between apkallus
and ummanus in W 20 030, 7, demonstrates a special way of interpreting history: the primeval history is “the history of revelation,” and
the history which follows is the time when this revelation is transmitted and unfolded.”157 Parpola explicitly supported this argument in
his edition of the Assyrian and Babylonian letters.158 The textual and
iconographic basis for understanding this part of Assyrian and Babylonian mythology is now considerably widened. But this extension of
the source material has not undermined the assumption in the quotation above, but has provided the opportunity to give a much more
refined and comprehensive presentation of a fairly late development
in Mesopotamian religion.
At the present it is difficult to draw a diachronic picture of the origin and development of the apkallu tradition. We find the oldest reference to the seven apkallus in Eridu in a Sumerian temple hymn,
where the tablet is dated to the Old Babylonian period.159 The text is
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hard to interpret, but the context of the apkallus is both the apsû, the
me, and Enki’s son Asarluḫi. The time is about the same as the date
of the Sumerian tablet with the Adapa Myth, Adapa also coming from
Eridu. The fact that these two sources are Sumerian does not necessarily indicate that the concept of the apkallus in Eridu is older than the
Old Babylonian period.
All the other sources come from the first millennium. The archeological evidence also points in the same direction; the depictions of
apkallus in figurines, on cylinder seals and on reliefs start in the beginning of the first millennium. The first textual witness from the first
millennium might be the Poem of Erra. Here the apkallus are placed
in the framework of primeval history. They were responsible for
Marduk’s attire before the flood; they survived the flood and were
sent back to the apsû after the flood. This composition is held to be
Babylonian. Thus it is not likely to regard the development of the
apkallu tradition as simply an Assyrian matter. The pairing of kings
and apkallus as found in the two Babylonian lists, Berossos and the
Uruk tablet, seems to reflect the position of the ummanus at the royal
courts also in Babylonia. As shown, there existed a chronography pairing Assyrian kings and ummanus, which demonstrated their position
in the first millennium. Thus the expansion of the apkallu tradition
seems intimately connected to the increasing importance of the scholarly guilds, in their attempt to systemize and legitimize the lore of their
professions from the beginning of the first millennium.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE POEM OF ERRA AND THE DISRUPTION
OF COSMIC STABILITY
The main edition of the Poem of Erra comes from L. Cagni—
transliteration and commentary in 1969, and translation with commentaries in 1974.1 The fragmentary tablet II was edited anew, adding a new
tablet from Tell Haddad by F. N. H. Al-Rawi and J. A. Black, in 1989.2
There are two important translations that include this new tablet, by
B. Foster and S. Dalley.3 There are still, however, large lacunas in tablets
II and III. In tablet II these come at such crucial places that an intelligible reading of the text must be based on quite heavy assumptions.
What characterizes the poem as a literary composition is that it is
made up of speeches with only a few narrative transitions. The speeches
unfold the storyline, so that we have to read the succession of events
out of the dialogues. There are three main interlocutors, the gods Erra,
Ishum, and Marduk; in several scenes these are supplemented with a
series of gods and other divine beings.
The plot of the story moves between two poles: at the beginning
of the story Erra is at rest and is urged to activity and war (I, 1–91);
at the end of the story Erra is in rage for war, and is urged to peace
(V, 15–42). As we have seen in our treatment of Atrahasis, P. Machinist
regarded this as the deep structure of the poem.4 The poem was about
how to uphold the cosmic order in the right balance between rest
and activity.5 This is a theme the Poem of Erra has in common with
Atrahasis.
Between these two poles we follow Erra as he unfolds his uncontrolled
anger and violence. Erra is here followed by his companion Ishum and
is given the Sebitti, the seven rageing demons, as combatants. These
seven demons were born when Anu impregnated mother earth:

1
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When Anu, king of the gods, impregnated Earth,
She bore the Seven Gods for him and he named
them Sebitti.
(Poem of Erra I, 28–29)6

They were given to Erra to act as his fierce weapons in his destruction
of humans.
By the speeches of Ishum and the Sebitti, Erra is convinced to wage
war against the humans; then he figures out his plan. He has to remove
Marduk, the god in charge of the cosmic order, from his throne
(I, 92–125). Here we have come to a part of the story where the narrative displays an intriguing complexity. A new story from the past is
recollected and woven into the Erra story: the story is about the flood
that once struck the earth with clear references to the flood story in
Atrahasis (cf. below). In this story Marduk has the role of Enlil, the
god who destroyed humankind, in the flood story. Moreover, in this
reinterpretation of the flood story, the poem also includes the tradition of the primeval seven apkallus. As we previously have seen, they
are in charge of maintaining Marduk’s cult statue, and by doing so
securing the cosmic order. As W. G. Lambert already called attention
to in 1958, we are here at a crucial point in the narration, the inclusion of the mīs pî, “mouth washing” and the pīt pî, “mouth opening”
ritual connected to the divine statue.7 Thus the new story woven into
the Erra story both refers to the primeval flood and to the apkallu’s
securing of the cosmic order by maintaining the divine statue. This
interconnection of the two stories, the one from the past and the other
belonging to the present time of Erra, reaches from I, 126 when Erra
approaches Marduk to II, 36’ (in Dalley’s line counting), when Erra
returns to his sanctuary Emeslam in Cutha.
To pursue his plan, Erra enters Marduk’ temple Esagila in Babylon.
His ruse is to induce Marduk to leave his cultic statue and thereby
abdicate, so that Erra can take charge:
Why has your precious image, symbol of your lordship,
Which was full of splendor as the stars of heaven,
lost its brilliance?
Your lordly diadem, which made the inner sanctum shine
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like the outside tower, (why is it) dimmed?
(Poem of Erra I, 126–127)8

Marduk, already knowing what Erra is up to, answers:
O warrior Erra, concerning the deed you said you would do,
Once, long ago, indeed I grew angry,
indeed I left my dwelling and caused the deluge!
When I left my dwelling,
the regulations of heaven and earth disintegrated:
The shaking of heaven meant:
the positions of the heavenly bodies changed,
nor did I restore them.
The quaking of netherworld meant:
the yield of the furrow diminished,
being thereafter difficult to exploit.
The regulation of heaven and earth disintegrating meant:
underground water diminished, high water receded.
When I looked again, it was struggle to get enough.
Productivity of living offspring declined, nor did I renew it,
Such that, were I a plowman,
I (could) hold (all) seed in my hand.
I built (another) house and settled therein.
As to my precious image, which had been struck by the deluge
that its appearance was sullied,
I commanded fire to make my features shine
And cleanse my appeal.
When I had shined my precious image and completed the task,
I donned my lordly diadem and returned.
Haughty were my features, terrifying my glare!
The survivors of the deluge saw what was done.
Shall I raise my weapon and destroy the rest?
(I, 131–146)9

When Marduk had got his image renewed after the flood, he removed
those responsible for the care of his image, here called the ummanus,
but clearly being a designation for the primeval apkallus:
I made those ummanus go down to the apsû,
and I said they were not to come back up.
(I, 147).

8
9
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Together with the apkallus, Marduk also removed all the objects and
other craftsmen necessary to renew his image. The sequence ends with
yet an underlining: when the apkallus were gone, there was nobody to
take care of his image:
Where are the Seven apkallus of the apsû, the holy carp,
who are perfect in lofty wisdom like Ea’s, their lord,
who can make my body holy?
(I, 162)

Why were the apkallus removed? Lambert thought that the reason
why Marduk removed the ummanus was to free them from the wrath
of Erra.10 This would mean that Erra was involved in the story from
the past, told by Marduk, which does not seem convincing. In the plot
of the epic itself the removal was necessary because it explains why
Marduk’s statue has become worn-out. In relation to the apkallu tradition it gives an answer to a question that could have been raised: why
are these wonderful apkallus not present on the earth anymore, as they
were in primeval time? The answer according to the storyline seems to
be that they were sent back to the apsû by Marduk because he saw no
need for them, they had fulfiled their work. But we may wonder how
convincing this answer is. The apkallus were under the domain of Ea
that often was at odds with the other gods. Was it uncomfortable for
Marduk to rely on Ea’s companions? Ea clearly points out that it was
Marduk’s decision that the apkallus should remain in the apsû:
Ea-sharru considered, and then he said,
Now (it was) prince Marduk who rose up, who told those Craftsmen
that they were
not to come back up.
(II, 30)11

In what follows in the storyline Marduk explains that if he again leaves his dwelling, the same will happen as with the former flood, the
cosmic order will dissolve (I, 170–179). Erra, however, reassures him
that this will not happen at all, he will keep firm control of heaven
and earth (I, 180–181). This persuades Marduk; he leaves his royal
seat in order to go down to the apsû to release the apkallus and bring
them back to the earth so that they can renew his statue again.12 The
10
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result seems to be the opposite of what Erra had promised, as far as
we can see form the fragmentary beginning of tablet II; chaos breaks
lose. From now on the storyline gets hard to follow. According to the
explanatory comments given by Foster in his translation, the following happens:13 The gods convene to discuss the situation. The result is
that the apkallus cannot be sent back to the earth, but Ea is willing to
assist Marduk in making reproductions of them on earth; the earthly
ummanus will be made in the image of the transcendent apkallus.14
These earthly ummanus then restore the image of Marduk; Erra now
assists in the work, standing guard, so that no one shall interrupt the
work. Marduk returns to his temple in Babylon and orders the gods
to go back to their dwellings. The gods are, however, alarmed by astral
omens that presage Erra’s dominance. We have then reached tablet II,
36’ where Erra is back in his residence in Cutha, clearly not satisfied
with the result so far.
There is a problem with this interpretation: it resolves the whole
issue of the divine image before Erra runs amok in violence in the rest
of the storyline. In this succeeding part of the story it is also clear that
Erra is responsible for the sack of Babylon. How could that be possible
if Marduk was restored to power? The plot developed in the first part
of the story seems to fall apart in the rest of it. The question is: did Erra
assist in the restoration of Marduk’s image, and did Marduk go back
to his former power? What we see is that there is a clear anchor point
in the narrative when Erra returns to his dwelling in Cutha, Emeslam,
and he is unsatisfied with the result:
He was sitting in E-meslam, taking up his dwelling.
He thought to himself what had been done.
His heart being stung, it could not give him any answer.
But he asked it what it would have him to do.
(II, 36’–39’)15

Before this happens, there is a meeting in the divine assembly. The
text is poorly preserved. We must admit that we do not see the clear
storyline from Marduk’s descent to the apsû to bring the apkallus back
to the earth until Erra’s return to his dwelling in Emeslam. The only
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thing we see is that nobody is satisfied: the gods in the assembly are
worried and Erra ponders what to do next.
Erra’s reflection ends in a speech of wrath and violence that covers
the rest of tablet II and reaches far into tablet III. The destruction will
be all-embracing:
I shall finish off the land and count it as ruins.
I shall devastate cities and make them a wilderness.
I shall destroy mountains and fell their cattle.
I shall stir up oceans and destroy their produce.
(II, 52’–55’)16

Although the destruction has cosmic dimensions, the main target is
Babylon. Ishum complains:
You have untied the bond of Dimkukurra, city
of the king of the gods, the bond of lands!
You have changed your divine nature and
become like a human!
You have donned your weapons and entered in,
Into the heart of Babylon, and you have spoken like
a braggart (?) that you will seize the city.
(IV, 2–5)17

And Marduk woes the city:
The great lord Marduk saw and cried ‘Woe!’
and clutched his heart.
An irredeemable curse is set in his mouth.
He has sworn not to drink the river’s waters.
He shuns their blood and will not enter into Esagila.
(IV, 36–39)18

Ishum tries to stop Erra in his rage:
O warrior Erra, you have put just to death.
You have put to death the man who sinned against you.
You have put to death the man who did not sin against you.
(IV, 104–106)19

To some extent he seems to succeed because after this speech of Ishum,
we see the first signs of an end to Erra’s wrath. He utters a prophecy
16
17
18
19

Translation according to Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” 410.
Translation Ibid.
Translation Ibid.
Translation Ibid.
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that starts with predicting extensive warfare among peoples, but ends
with a glorious future for Babylon (IV, 130–137):
But afterwards a man of Akkad shall rise up
and fell them all and shepherd all (the rest) of them.
(IV, 137)20

At the end Erra’s wrath calms:
Ishum made his voice heard and spoke,
Addressed his words to warrior Erra,
“Warrior, be still and listen to my words!
What if you were at rest now, and we would serve you?
We all know that nobody can stand up to you
in your day of wrath”!
Erra heard him and his face brightened;
His features lit up like the drawing of a new day.
He entered into Emeslam and settled in his dwelling.
(V, 17–22)21

Ishum then predicts a glorious future for Babylon, which ends the
story.
Although there is no doubt that the poem reflects historical circumstances intentionally, there are no concrete references that reveal what
historical situation is lying behind it. The only thing which is clear
is that there is a history behind in which Babylon is humiliated and
predicted to rise to power again. The history referred to is in this case
the terminus a quo. The terminus ad quem must be decided on philological and stylistic reasons. According to these criteria a time between
1000 and 650 is possible.22 The arguments already presented by W. G.
Lambert in 1958 still seem to have the most followers: “The terminus
a quo is the Sutû invasions, so c. 1050 BC. Because the writer looks
forward to the rise of Akkad as a world power, the terminus ad quem
must be placed before the Assyrians had undisputed power under the
Sargonids, therefore c. 750 B.C.”23 Cagni suggested a time of origin

20

Translation Ibid.
Translation Ibid.
22
Cf. the discussion in S. Franke, “Der Zorn Marduks, Erras und Sanheribs.
Zu Datierung und Funktion von ‘Erra und Išum’,” in Krieg und Frieden im Alten
Vorderasien, Compte Rendue de la 52ème Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale.
Münster 2006, still in print.
23
Lambert, “Rezension,” 400.
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in the first half of the 9th century.24 The provenience of the epic is
according to these scholars Babylonian.
This view has lately been challenged by S. Franke, who places the
date of the composition much later, at the date of Esarhaddon ca. 675.25
The destruction of Babylon referred to in the poem is accordingly not
caused by the Sutû, but by Sennacherib in the well-known seige of
Babylon in 689. While Sennacherib, according to the written sources,
destroyed Babylon and transferred the cult images to Assyria, Esarhaddon radically changed Assyrian politics, rebuilt Babylon, and returned
the images. According to Franke the poem belongs together with other
texts from the time of Esarhaddon. They aim to explain and to justify
the conquest and destruction by Sennacherib and the rebuilding by
Esarhaddon. She gives a series of philological and stylistic examples
that make such a late dating possible.
The historiographic material we have left from these events contains
in fact traits that are close to the description of the destruction in the
poem, in both the Bavian inscription and the Akìtu temple inscription
from Assur. In the Bavian inscription Sennacherib writes:
During my second campaign, bent on conquest, I marched rapidly
against Babylon. I advanced swiftly, like a violent storm, and enveloped
(the city) like a fog. I laid siege of it and took possession of it by means
of mines and ladders. [I delivered] over to pillage its powerful [. . .]. Great
and small, I spared no one. I filled the squares of the city with corpses.
I dug canals in the middle of that city, flooded its terrain and caused
even its foundations to disappear. I carried this out so that my destruction surpassed that left by the Flood. To make it impossible, in any
future time, for the location of that city or the temples of the gods to
be identifiable, I dissolved it in the waters and wiped it out, (leaving the
place) like flooded ground.
(Bavian Inscriptions, 43–46, 52–53)26

There is, however, one problem left in Franke’s dating: the predictions
about Babylon’s rise to power at the end of the poem. It is quite reasonable that Esarhaddon and his scholars needed a theological reflection both about the sack of Babylon and the new politics instituted by
Esarhaddon himself, but it does not seem likely that these reflections

24

Cf. Cagni, L’epopea di Erra, 76; Cagni, The Poem of Erra, 20–21.
Cf. Franke, “Der Zorn Marduks.”
26
Cf. Luckenbill, The Annals of Senacherib, 83–84. For a discussion and presentation of the texts, cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 22–25.
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would end in a proclamation of Babylon ruling all nations, when we
are at the height of Assyrian supremacy.
It seems rather that the Poem of Erra is part of a larger discourse
about looting of great cities.27 M. van de Mieroop has analysed the
sources to the destructions of Babylon and Nineveh with respect to
the question of why these were confused in later writings. He found
that the reason for this was that already in the cuneiform literature the
scribes borrowed idioms from each other. First Sennacherib described
the sack of Babylon in phrases contrasting his own building of Nineveh,
and then the scribes borrowed the language from the sack of Babylon
in their description of the destruction of Nineveh.28
S. Dalley has brought the discussion one step further. She calls
attention to that there are no archeological indications, neither in the
case of Babylon nor in the case of Nineveh, for destructions similar
to what are described in the written sources. The descriptions follow
close to what we find in lamentations: “The language of lament therefore belongs to an archetype which can be used for the sack of any
great city. It is mythological rather than factual. . . . The two examples
(Babylon and Nineveh) suggest that the fall of any great city could be
related to an archetype of the kind described in the city laments, in
which enemy hordes, plagues, storms, and floods could all be invoked
as agents of destruction.”29 We suggest that the Poem of Erra belongs
to this kind of discourse, and through its enormous popularity, may
even have contributed to it.
The theological question of why great cities and even dynasties were
annihilated surely occupied the Mesopotamian intellectuals. Since history was the battlefield in which the human and divine were intertwined, the question was also a theological one. There is no doubt that
the scholars often thought according to a “sin-punishment” pattern;
the disaster was a result of human “sin” causing divine “punishment.”
This is apparent already in the Curse of Akkade from the end of the
third millennium. The pattern also functions as a theological explanation by Esarhaddon’s scholars of how Sennacherib could be justified

27

Cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 22–28.
M. van de Mieroop, “A Tale of Two Cities: Nineveh and Babylon,” Iraq 66
(2004): 1–5.
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S. Dalley, “The Language of Destruction and its Interpretation,” BaghM 36
(2005): 275–85, 280.
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in his seize of Babylon and how things could be changed under the
reign of Esarhaddon:30
Formerly, in the reign of a previous king, there were evil omens in
Sumer and Akkad. The people dwelling there cried out to one another
(saying) “Yes”! (but meaning) “No!.” Thus they lied. They neglected the
cult of their gods [. . .] the goddesses [. . .] and [. . .]. They laid hands of
the treasure of Esagila, the palace of the gods, a place into which no one
may enter, and in payment (for its assistance) they gave away (its) silver, gold (and) precious stones to Elam. Filled with wrath and planning
harm, Marduk, the Enlil of the gods, decided on the destruction of the
country and the extinction of (its) inhabitants. The Araḫtu, an abundant watercourse, (set moving) like the deluge, released downstream an
unrestrained torrent, a violent deluge, a mighty inundation. It swept over
the city, its dwellings and sacred places, and reduced them to rubble.
...
After having inscribed [on the tablets of destinies] seventy years as the
duration of the abandonment, Marduk took pity, his heart being appeased, and reversed the numerals, deciding that it should be reoccupied
after eleven years.
(Inscriptions of Esarhaddon, episode 3–10)31

The scholars reflect in the name of Esarhaddon:
Before my time, the great god Marduk, wroth, livid (?) and filled with
anger, with rage in his heart and his spirit ablaze, flared up against Esagila and Babylon. Left uncultivated, they turned into desert. The gods
and goddesses, in fear and trembling, abandoned their shrines and rose
into the skies. The people who lived there, scattered among foreign
peoples, went into slavery. . . . When the great god Marduk, his heart
appeased and his spirit calmed, was reconciled with Esagila and Babylon
which he had punished . . .
(Inscriptions of Esarhaddon, episode 3–10)32

Here the scholars of Esarhaddon manage to do two things: they both
justify Sennacherib’s seize of Babylon—he acted as a tool of the anger
of Marduk—and they justify the change of politics of Esarhaddon—he
acted as a sign of mercy after having appeased the same god.
Since the Poem of Erra takes part in the same discourse—and
directly concerns Babylon—the question is whether it takes part in the
same “sin-punishment” pattern. This is a discussion which has some
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For texts and discussion, cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 24–25.
Text edition by Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons, 12–15.
Cf. Ibid.
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of the same aspects as the discussion about the reason for the flood in
Atrahasis, both because there are similarities between the two poems,
and because they are myths and not annals, more sublime in their
interpretations of reality.
In his book about the similarities between the book of Ezekiel,
which follows a “sin punishment” pattern, and the Poem of Erra,
D. Bodi has made a strong case for finding a “sin-punishment” pattern in the Poem of Erra as well.33 Without going into his arguments
in detail, we agree that there is a general picture of humankind in the
poem as “sinful,” i.e. not showing proper respect for the gods. We
cannot see, however, that this general picture rises to the surface of
the plot of the poem such that this should be the reason for the anger
of the gods. The poem gives the impression that the world as a whole
is chaotic, not as a result of human sin, but as a lack of proper divine
rule. There is a vacuum of divine power, since Marduk’s splendor has
fainted, and this vacuum makes it possible for Erra to intervene.
Bodi’s most important argument is the following passage from the
poem, according to his own translation:
Hero Erra, you killed the righteous one.
You killed the unrighteous one.
You killed the one who sinned against you.
You killed the one who did not sin against you.
(Poem of Erra IV, 104–107).34

In our opinion this passage from a speech of Ishum toward the end of
the poem is not a defense for Erra, claiming that he has acted according to any kind of just law, giving him the right to punish all the
sinners of the earth. It is rather the opposite; Erra has without any
regard to righteousness annihilated all kinds of humans in his wrath.
Ishum is worried, and therefore, as we have seen, he ponders whether
this is a proper divine attitude at all:
You have untied the bond of Dimkukurra, city
of the king of the gods, the bond of lands!
You have changed your divine nature and
become like a human!
You have donned your weapons and entered in,

33
D. Bodi, The Book of Ezekiel and the Poem of Erra, vol. 104, OBO. Göttingen
1991, 62–68.
34
Ibid., 68.
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Into the heart of Babylon, and you have spoken like
a braggart (?) that you will seize the city.
(IV, 2–5)35

We think it is more reasonable to take Erra’s own defense for his violence as the point of departure:
Erra made his voice heard and spoke to all of the gods,
“Keep quiet, all of you, and learn what I have to say!
What if I did intend the harm of the wrong I have just done?
When I am enraged, I devastate people!
(V, 3–5)36

Therefore we are more inclined to follow Glassner in seeing in the
Poem of Erra a deviation from the “sin and punishment” pattern:
“Accordingly, the destruction of Babylon was in no way the result of
a disagreement between the humans and the gods. Humanity had no
blame in the affair. In the end he (the writer) justified the carnage
on the level of cosmic order, the war having its place in the regular
functioning of the world and the destruction of the greatest number
(that is, humanity) being an indispensable part of its natural process.”37
Something is going on in the divine world which ultimately is beyond
human control; when this is evil for humans, they can try to predict it
and through proper rituals avoid it, but they cannot change the nature
of the gods. If we seek analogies in Jewish writings for this world-view,
it would not be Ezekiel or any other writing that has adopted a Deuteronomistic sin-punishment pattern, but rather in the book of Job,
where God makes a pact in heaven with Satan (cf. Job 1–2), without
Job knowing it, or in the Book of Watchers, where humans have to
suffer, because there is uproar in heaven, causing disastrous consequences for humans on the earth.
A central theme in the myth is the breakdown of the cosmic order.
In the scene where Erra is approaching Marduk and induces him to
leave his divine statue the phrase šipiṭ šamê u erṣetim, “regulation of
heaven and earth,” is repeated several times. A long time ago when
Marduk rose from his dwelling and sent the flood, šipiṭ šamê u erṣetim
disintegrated (I, 133). Marduk repeats the same phrase about the
disastrous effect of the flood, the “regulations of heaven and earth”

35
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Translation according to Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” 412.
Translation Ibid.
Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 26.
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had dissolved. He looked and looked; it was grievous (I, 136). When
Marduk once again rises from his seat, the same will happen, “the
regulations of heaven and earth” will disintegrate (I, 170). Erra, however, assures Marduk that he will keep “the regulations of heaven and
earth” in order (I, 182).
We have met a similar phrase earlier in connection with the apkallus
in Bīt Mēseri; they all have responsibility for uṣurāt šamê u erṣreti, “the
plans of heaven and earth.” In the Adapa Myth this was the basic plot
in the version A+B+D: Adapa originally only had insight into uṣurāt
māti, “the plans of the land” (Nineveh frg. A obv. i, 3). When he was
elevated to “watcher” at the end by Anu, he received the full insight
into both heaven and earth: adapa ultu išid šamê ana elat šamê [gabba
(?) ip]allisma puluḫtašu imur, “Adapa, from the foundation of heaven
to the summit of heaven, looked at it all and saw his (Anu’s) awesomeness” (Nineveh frg. D rev. 7–8). Thus, it is clear that this central theme
of the Poem of Erra is closely related to the role of the apkallus. Their
task was to maintain the divine statue, so the god could remain there
and secure the cosmic stability.
The cosmic stability is, however, also closely related to the theme
of the flood, abūbu, in the poem. We will return to how “the flood”
is dealt with below; first we will call attention to the fact that there
are recurring references to Atrahasis throughout. As we know, the
“din,” ḫubūru, of the people keeping the gods awake, is one of the
reasons given for the disasters and the flood in Atrahasis. This ḫubūru
has become a general characteristic of the people in the Poem of Erra
(I, 40, 73, 82; IV, 68).
The ḫubūru also occurs in contexts where themes from Atrahasis
are recognizable. When the Sebitti urge Erra to war, they use the following reason:
Warrior Erra, we must tell you, and our words will surely be harsh for
you,
As long as the whole land is too much for us,
Surely you will listen to our words!
Do favour to the Anunnaki who love silence!
Sleep no longer pours over the Anunnaki, because of the people’s noise
(ḫubūru)
(Poem of Erra I, 78–82)38

38

Translation according to Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” 406.
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Here we clearly recognise the opposition between divine rest and
human noise from Atrahasis, but there even seems to be one more
allusion: “The whole land that has been too much” seems to reflect
the widening out of the land in relation to the increase of the people
in Atrahasis.
There is also a somewhat strange allusion to Atrahasis in another
place where ḫubūru is used. The god of the city Der, Ištarān, accuses
Erra:
Like scum (?) on the surface of water you have
stopped their hubbub (ḫubūru)
(IV, 68)39

S. Dalley here put a question mark with the translation “scum” for
Akkadian ḫabšu. The reason is not that the signs are unclear, but rather she must have felt uncomfortable about the actual meaning. Exactly
the same phrase occurs in II, 26, but there in a different context:
Why, because of foam on the surface of water did Marduk
Give the [. . .] of mankind, whom I myself created
to bring promptly the taklīmu—offerings of the Anunakki.
(II, 26’–27’)40

Both Dalley and Foster let Erra speak these words, but the editors of
tablet II were in doubt: “. . . it appears now that the passage from b 11/i
26 to b 14/i 29 must be spoken by a god, perhaps Anu or Enlil, indeed
if it is not spoken, like the following remark, by Ea.”41 In many ways
Ea is better suited to be the creator of humankind than Erra.
Dalley translates “foam” here and so does Foster both here and in
IV, 68. The Akkadian ḫabšu is not listed in CAD. L. Cagni understands the word in the same way as Dalley and Foster with reference
to the former edition by F. Gössmann, who, however, does not give
any explanation why the word is translated in this way.42 In AHw the
Akkadian word is listed with reference to ḫabāšu, which according to
both CAD and AHw means “to break into pieces, crush.” Thus, the
most likely interpretation is not “foam of the water” or something like

39
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Translation according to Ibid.
Translation according to Ibid.
Al-Rawi and Black, “The Second Tablet,” 112.
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“foam” on the water, but broken pieces floating on the water, being
human corpses. They pollute the water, so Marduk will not drink it:
He has sworn not to drink the river’s waters.
He shuns their blood and will not enter into Esagila
(IV, 38–39)43

The simile of the broken pieces on the surface of the water reminds
the reader of the flies floating on the surface of the water in the flood
event in Atrahasis. The flies signify the corpses of the drowned (III iii,
19 and III iv, 6). The simile is again taken up in the lament of Nintu
during the flood:
As a result of my own choice,
to myself and my body I heard their noise levelled at me.
(My) offspring, cut off from me, have become like flies.
(Atrahasis III iii, 42–44)

The sentence “like broken pieces on the surface of the water you have
stopped their noise,” reminds one even more of Atrahasis, considering
that this was exactly what the gods did in the flood:
Anzu was tearing at the sky with his talons […] [He …] the land. He
shattered its rigmu [like a pot]… the flood (abūbu) [came out].
(Atrahasis III iii, 10)

In the second case where the simile of the broken pieces is used, it is
placed in the context of humans being created to bring offerings to the
gods, which is a central motif in Atrahasis.
In the final section we see that the poem is composed as a song,
zamāru, to appease Erra (V, 49–60; cf. lines 49 and 59). Whoever
recites it, the king, the prince, musician, scribe, or craftsman, will be
protected against Erra’s furious wrath:
“In the house where this tablet is placed,
even if Erra becomes angry and the Sebitti storm,
The sword of judgment shall not come near him,
but peace is ordained for him.
Let this song (zamāru) endure forever,
let it last for eternity!
Let all the countries listen to and praise my valor!
Let settled people see and magnify my name”!
(Poem of Erra V, 57–60)44
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Translation according to Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” 412.
Translation Ibid., 416.
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This end of the poem sounds like an echo from Atrahasis, which ends
in the following way:
This [my] song (zamāru) (is) for your praise (tanīttu).
Let the Igigu-gods hear,
let them extol your greatness to each other.
I have sung of the flood to all peoples:
Listen!
(Atrahasis III viii, 14–19)

We now turn to the direct use of abūbu in the poem. Three sequences
unfold the theme. First Marduk reminds Erra what happened when
he long ago rose from his dwelling and sent the flood (I, 130–145),
then he describes what will happen when he now this time will leave
his dwelling (I, 169–179), and at the end the narrator tells what really
happened when Marduk left his dwelling and went to the apsû. Even
though there are differences, it is clear that the narrator emphasizes
the coherence. What happened long ago, Marduk predicts will happen
again, and this in fact became the result. In all cases “the regulations
of heaven and earth” disintegrated.
In the first case when Marduk refers to the abūbu of the past, there
is a discrepancy between what can be associated with a flood and what
the text states actually will happen. Even though Dalley and Foster
translate it in different ways, there is no clear flood terminology in
the description of the effect of the abūbu. This observation led Foster
to claim that “the flood” here is used metaphorically to represent an
overwhelming catastrophe.45 Examples of the use of abūbu in this way
are abundant, and often there are no references to a specific flood in
primeval time, simply an emphasis on the overwhelming power in the
attack of a god or a king.46 Sometimes it is, however, not easy to decide
what is meant. We have already encountered some of these comparisons in the sources relating to the sack of Babylon. Sennacherib in
the Bavian inscription both writes concretely about how he flooded

45
B. R. Foster, Before the Muses. An Anthology of Akkadian Literature, 2 ed.
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the city and compares it, with the flood—or any flood? In another
example, according to the scribes of Esarhaddon:
Filled with wrath and planning harm, Marduk, the Enlil of the gods,47
decided on the destruction of the country and the extinction of (its)
inhabitants. The Ara—tu, an abundant watercourse, (set moving) like
the deluge, released downstream an unrestrained torrent, a violent
deluge, a mighty inundation. It swept over the city, its dwellings and
sacred places, and reduced them to rubble.
(Inscriptions of Esarhaddon, episode 3–10)

Is the first reference to the deluge that Marduk, “the Enlil of the gods,”
caused a catastrophy like any deluge or the deluge? It is hard to tell,
but the epithet “Enlil of the gods” may point to the deluge, since Enlil
was responsible for the deluge in Atrahasis.
The examples of the metaphorical use of abūbu are, however, not
exactly parallel to its use in the Poem of Erra. Even though Marduk
talks metaphorically, in the sense that there is a discrepancy between
the meaning of the word, a flood of water, and the description it is
given, cosmic breakdown, he does not talk about any flood; he talks
about the flood that he once sent long ago. There is a reinterpretation:
the flood is not simply described as any kind of exercise in force from
gods or kings through history; it is described as the cosmic catastrophe
that happened long ago.
In the way the flood is described in Marduk’s second speech on the
matter, there is a closer resemblance to the classical flood imagery:
I shall rise up from my dwelling and the
control of heaven and earth will be undone.
The waters will rise up and go over the land.
Bright day will turn into darkness.
A storm will rise up and cover the stars of heaven.
An evil wind will blow and the vision of
people and living things will [be obscured ?]
(Poem of Erra I, 170–175)48

Even though we have a broader cosmological coloring here also,
the description of the arrival of the abūbu in Atrahasis is quite
recognizable:
47

We notice here that Marduk is “the Enlil of the gods,” responsible for the flooding of Babylon, as he in the role of Enlil is responsible for the flood in the Poem of
Erra.
48
Translation according to Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” 408.
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Anzu was tearing at the sky with his talons.
[He . . .] the land
He shattered its noise, [. . .]
[. . .] the Deluge [came out].
The divine annihilating weapon went against the people [like an army].
One person could not see another,
nor people recognise each other in the destruction.
[The Deluge] bellowed like a bull,
like a [wild a]ss screaming the winds [howled].
The darkness was dense, there was no sun.
(Atrahasis III iii, 7–18)

Thus, the texts slide between the flood that once came as a cosmic
catastrophe and what will take place now in the storyline, the chaos
as a result of Marduk leaving his dwelling and the acceleration of violence under Erra’s rule. The flood told about in Atrahasis could be
lifted out of its primeval context and used in a totally new setting. The
catastrophe that once took place in primeval time could be repeated
later in history in the political realm, this time not necessarily with the
intention to wipe out the human race as such, but with the intention
to crush a city and its inhabitants completely. In this sense the great
flood of the past is used metaphorically in the Poem of Erra.

CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUDING REMARKS
There are three traditions that make up the primeval history as it
appears toward the middle of the first millennium in Babylonia: Atrahasis, the lists of antediluvian kings belonging to the chronographic
genre, and the tradition of the apkallus. These traditions were originally independent from each other. This is important to notice since
it explains the diverse picture of the primeval history in the sources.
Only gradually did the traditions get in touch with each other and create different sketches of the primeval history. In the first millennium
all the traditions were known and formed a reservoir that the writers
could select from in their compositions.
We find no traces of either the King List tradition or the apkallu
tradition in Atrahasis. Atrahasis is portrayed as a priest who intercedes for his people and has the capacity to communicate with his
god, Enki, through dreams. There are no kings, no cities, and no sages
except for Atrahasis himself. The Antediluvian King List was created
by analogy with the Sumerian King List that recorded all the kings and
cities back to the beginning of time without any knowledge of a flood
that once struck humanity. The reason why the Antediluvian King List
was created seems to have been the knowledge of this flood. If a flood
wiped out humanity, something must have happened before the kings
recorded in the Sumerian King List. Consequently the beginning of
the Sumerian King List was postponed until after the flood, and a new
Antediluvian King List was added before. There existed already in the
Old Babylonian period a tradition about the seven apkallus from Eridu
and a version of the Adapa Myth. There is no link between this tradition, or the myth, to either the flood story or the King List traditions,
even though the Adapa Myth seems to have been placed in relation to
a flood already at this early time.
Atrahasis is in itself a primeval history, stretching from the initial
ordering of the universe by the highest gods to the new order set for
humanity after the flood. The myth contains features from both a cosmology and a culture myth. It functions as a cosmology because the
cosmos has to go through several crises before the right order is found
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at the end. The difference from other cosmologies is that the crises
involve humans and not only gods. The involvement of humans creates the similarities to a culture myth. The myth deals with the crises
connected to the foundation of an urban civilization based on irrigation and agriculture.
Through Atrahasis the primeval history gets a distinct structure.
There is a formation of the cosmos in three steps: the highest gods
order the universe in its three domains, heaven, earth and underworld;
the Igigu create the surface of the earth; and the humans lay the foundation for the urban civilization. The formation of the cosmos is, however, connected with severe crises, both in the divine world connected
to the Igigu and in the human world connected to a humanity that
overdoes its task. The crises end in the flood, the ultimate disaster
striking humankind. The right balance in the cosmos is found in a new
world order only after the flood. The structure of Atrahasis is accordingly: formation of the cosmos—crises—flood—new world order. This
structure would as a whole or in part make its imprint on many later
compositions.
The ultimate reason for the instability of the cosmos in the antediluvian period lay with the gods. The instability is signalled by a never
ending noise that roars through the whole story. The gods made mistakes in their formation of the cosmos and in the way they tried to
repair the defects. The mistakes are intimately connected with the border between the divine and the human. This is emphasized already
in the first words of the poem: “when the gods were human . . .” The
initial ordering of the cosmos in two classes of gods, the one slaving for the other, not quite different from how the human world was
organized, led to the first crisis, the rebellion of the Igigu. This theme
is taken up again in the creation of humans, when the human being is
created as an ilu-man and not as a lullû (a primitive creature). The two
most severe defects made in the creation were that the gods forgot to
decree death for this creature and that they made it enormously fertile.
The result was that humans swarmed over the earth; the only kind of
population control possible was to kill them off.
This portrayal of the nature of the antediluvians is rare in Mesopotamian traditions. The human being created out of a mixture of the
earth and the divine is attested, not least in the effect Atrahasis had on
later compositions, as for instance Enuma Elish. But nowhere is this so
vividly described and underscored as in Atrahasis. The combination of
this creation of an ilu-man and the lack of ability to die a natural death
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is not attested anywhere else. The antediluvians in Atrahasis are called
humans but portrayed as creatures different from humanity as it was
made after the flood. An echo of this doubleness is found in the first
millennium composition about the creation of humans and the king.
Here humans are created as ordinary humans as they were known
after the flood, while the king is created as a different creature, elevated
above ordinary humans and close to the realm of the gods.
Atrahasis shows how humans had to suffer in an unstable world
before the flood and how they still have to suffer as mortal beings in a
world of demons to maintain the cosmic balance afterwards. It does,
however, also portray that the gods cannot cope without the human
beings. This is above all signalled in the wailing of the mother goddess Nintu during the flood and the despair of the gods when they
realise the consequences of the flood. Therefore the story ends with
the promise that the gods will never again wipe out the human race.
This promise did not prevent later writers to use the catastrophe of the
flood as a metaphor for other historical disasters as seen in the Poem
of Erra. What happened in primeval time could be mirrored in new
destructions, not necessarily annihilating all of humanity, but causing
death and suffering in an unstable world.
It is not easy to reconcile the image given of primeval time in Atrahasis with the imagery and ideology of the lists of kings. A notion of
a flood is totally unnecessary and even in tension with the ideology
of the Sumerian King List. When the rationale of the list is to record
city dynasties in succession where the gods bestow legitimate kingship to the one after the other ending with the ruler of the time when
the list was composed, why should the gods decide to send a flood?
A flood interrupts the continuity of legitimate kingship on the earth.
Accordingly, there is no explanation for why the flood was sent when
the reference to the flood was adopted into the Sumerian King List in
WB 444. In fact, in the extant Mesopotamian manuscripts that mention
or deal with the flood, no reason is given, except in the manuscripts of
Atrahasis. The flood is taken as a foundational borderline in the past,
separating to ages of human history. When it first became known, it
could not be left out. It does, however, not necessarily fit very well
with the ideology or theology of the compositions. If we compare the
image of the primeval history in the antediluvian lists of kings with
Atrahasis, it seems to point in different directions. The antediluvian
lists tell about kings ruling for a vast number of years (up to 72000
for Enmeduranki in WB 62). This shows that the antediluvian period
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was a time of enormous vitality, which is not made into a problem
in any other sources as it is in Atrahasis. In the traditions formed in
relation to the Antediluvian King List, antediluvian time also became
a time when the gods could reveal their secrets. The seventh king in
many lists, Enmeduranki, was taken to heaven and shown the secrets
of liver inspection. He thus became the ancestor of the bārû, starting
a chain of unbroken transmission of their lore up to the time of the
writer. Nobody asked how that could be possible if there was a flood
that wiped out everything.
Even though there were tensions and contradictions between the
compositions about primeval time, they merged. The Eridu Genesis,
where the flood story is the climax, adopted the tradition of the five
antediluvian cities from the Antediluvian King List tradition. The
lists of kings, which originally only contained names, years, and cities
with a few commentaries, were expanded to include reference to the
flood and even abbreviated versions of the flood story. They could also
expand on the beginning of the list by referring to the initial ordering
of the cosmos. In this way they created more comprehensive images of
primeval time, as for instance in the Dynastic Chronicle: ordering of
cosmos—establishment of kingship—list of antediluvian kings—flood
story—list of dynasties after the flood. This image ran in the course of
the transmission parallel to the image given in Atrahasis: ordering of
cosmos—crises—flood—new world order.
The latest expansion of the image of primeval time was the elaboration of the tradition about the apkallus. The tradition was known in the
Old Babylonian period, but the sources available to us seem to demonstrate that this elaboration was done by the Assyrians in the beginning
of the first millennium. It was, however, not restricted to the Assyrians. In the Late Babylonian period the same traditions appear both in
figurines and in writings. The tradition of the apkallus was elaborated
at a time when both the chronographic tradition of primeval kings and
the narrative tradition of the flood were well established. Therefore we
find references to the flood and parallel lists of kings and apkallus in
this tradition. It now appears that the earth in antediluvian time was
inhabited by three different classes of creatures: the strange human
beings from the flood story, the extraordinarily long living kings from
the King List tradition, and the sages, coming from the god Enki to
instruct humankind, from the apkallu tradition.
There are both similarities and differences in the basic ideology of
the apkallu tradition compared to the King List tradition. There are
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similarities in the way the past secures the legitimacy of the present.
The lists of kings were constructed to legitimize the rule of the present
king. The lists of apkallus were constructed to legitimize the knowledge
of the present scholars. The basic difference lies in the way the apkallu
tradition not only draws a horizontal line from past to present, but also
a vertical line between the realm of the gods and earth. The apkallus
disappeared from the earth after primeval time, but they did not cease
to exist. They exercised their power from their position among the
gods, both as protective spirits, cosmic guardians and protectors of the
king. They were invisibly present in the knowledge taught and the rituals performed by their earthly images, the ummanus. They were active
both in watching over the lives of ordinary people and in upholding
the power of the king.
Through the inclusion of the apkallu tradition the special character
of antediluvian time was enforced and the logical dilemma sharpened.
Through the antediluvian king tradition we meet a primeval history
with kings bestowed with extraordinary vitality. One of these kings
was taken to heaven and taught the secrets of the gods. In the apkallu
tradition the whole lore of the Babylonian scholars was brought to
humankind in this period. The antediluvian period became the history
of revelation. On the other hand, Atrahasis was still transmitted, as
seen from the Late Babylonian recensions and the Assyrian version.
In this story the antediluvian time was a time of crises ending in total
catastrophe for humans. Thus two images of the primeval time that are
not easy to reconcile were transmitted and combined in various ways:
an unstable cosmos ending in the annihilation of humans, and a time
of vitality and revelation laying the foundation of human civilization.

PART TWO

THE PRIMEVAL HISTORY IN GENESIS

CHAPTER ONE

THE SOURCES OF THE PRIMEVAL HISTORY
The traditional documentary hypothesis, explaining the origin of the
Pentateuch, has been under an ongoing debate. Traditionally one has
singled out two sources in the Genesis primeval history, labelled J
because this scribe uses the divine name (J)YHWH, and P because
this scribe shows distinct priestly interests. The debate has focused on
the characteristics of the two sources, and the relation between them
in time. A central issue has been how to define P, either as a distinct
source or simply as editorial supplements to J.1 In the last twenty years
the documentary hypothesis has been severely criticized and several
scholars maintain that the most secure approach to the Pentateuch is
to start with the material traditionally assigned to P.2
The P material in the Pentateuch stands out because of clear characteristics: it has a predilection for genealogies; it has a narrative style of
recording events in sequence, reflecting the genealogical style; it has a
vocabulary centred on revelation and cult; and it has a clear theology
of its own. In the material not ascribed to P (non-P) there is a difficulty
in finding a coherent thread running through the Pentateuch. This is
different in P. We find P texts in the primeval history, the patriarchal
history, the Exodus, and the Sinai history; and they clearly communicate with each other, in the way of pointing forward and backwards.
This is in itself no proof that P once was an independent composition. It is, however, an indication, since it is harder to assert that a work
with such clear individual traits grew out of a commentary activity
than assuming that it formed a source of its own. This does not mean
that P did not use other sources in its composition. We may assume
1
Cf. E. Nicholson, The Pentateuch in the Twentieth Century. Oxford 1998, 196–221;
M. Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte. Redaktions—und theologiegeshcichtliche Beobachtungen zu Genesis 1,1–11,26, vol. 265, BZAW. Berlin 1998, 17–44.
2
Cf. J. A. Emerton, “The Priestly Writer in Genesis,” JTS 39 (1988): 381–400,
J. Blenkinsopp, The Pentateuch. An Introduction to the First Five Books of the Bible.
New York 1992, 1–30; E. Otto, “Forschungen zur Priesterschrift,” TRu 62 (1997):
1–50; Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 146–50; J. Blenkinsopp, “A Post-exilic Lay
Source in Genesis 1–11,” in Abschied vom Jahwisten. Die Komposition des Hexateuch
in der jüngsten Diskussion, ed. J. C. Gertz et al., BZAW. Berlin 2002, 49–61.
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different ways of application: reworked in the sense that P assimilated
them to its own language and theology, more loosely adopted into the
work, or forming a backdrop for P’s own version of the events. This
situation places the scholar in a difficult position, because it is impossible to decide in advance whether a text lacking the typical traits of P
was adopted into the work of P, or whether it was a later rewriting of
P or an addition to P by a later redactor or commentator. What we can
rule out, if P once was an independent composition, is P as a redactor
of the whole Pentateuch, or the redactor of the material that joined P
to Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic Work of History.3
We will in the following primarily concentrate on the P material.
There are two reasons for this. First, in the P material we find a coherent theology, linking the primeval history to Sinai, the core of divine
revelation. P is therefore crucial for understanding the role of the
primeval history in a larger theological framework in one strand of
Judean theology. Second, if P once existed independently, we cannot
rule out that P exercised influence on contemporary or later texts as a
composition of its own.
The concentration on P does not mean, however, that we can leave
the non-P material out of scope. The primeval history provides an
example of what has been labelled “inner-biblical exegesis,” where the
different strata are joined in dialogue with each other.4 We cannot read
the primeval history without attempting to enter into this dialogue. It
is, however, crucial to be aware that the phrase “inner-biblical” in this
respect is anachronistic, and only useful to discern what takes place

3
Cf. E. Otto, Das Gesetz des Mose. Darmstadt 2007, 194–99. A position in between is held by D. M. Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis. Historical and Literary
Approaches. Louisville, Kentucky 1996, 43–47. Carr concludes: “In summary, I will be
arguing for a model of an originally separate, but not independent P source, a source
written in constant relation to non-P material (= dependent), but designed to stand
separate from and over against it (= originally separate). If this model is accurate, then
the final form of Genesis is the product of a remarkable intertextual move. It is the
compositional interweaving of an original separate P source with the non-P material it
was originally designed to replace.” (p. 47). Carr makes a strong case for an originally
separate P source. To prove that this original composition was composed to displace
the non-P material is demanding; it both presupposes a detailed knowledge of the
direction of dependence and an understanding of why the one scribe was correcting
the other. In Carr’s reading Gen 1:1–2:3 is correcting Gen 2:4b–3:24 (pp. 62–68). The
dependence could here just as well go in the opposite direction, cf. E. Otto, “Brückensschläge in the Pentateuchforschung,” TRu 64 (1999): 84–99, 86f.
4
Cf. B. M. Levinson, “The Right Chorale”: Studies in Biblical Law and Interpretation, vol. 54, FoAT. Tübingen 2008, 16–23, 21.
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between the sources preserved in the now biblical text. At the time
when the different sources were written, no Bible existed. The dialogue
must therefore not be limited to the texts now preserved in the Bible;
there were other collocutors for the Judean scholars, making a severe
impact on the texts.

CHAPTER TWO

THE OVERALL COMPOSITION OF GENESIS
There has been consent among many scholars that some sort of compositional activity in Genesis is related to the reoccurring phrase אלה
תולדת, ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠. The phrase is not easy to give one single translation, since it occurs in different contexts. The most concrete context
is as an introduction to genealogies, i.e. Gen 10:1; 11:10; 25:12. It can
be translated in this context with “this is the lineage” or “these are
the descendants” drawing on the verbal root ילד, yālad, “give birth.”
The problem is that the phrase not only occurs as an introduction to
genealogies, but also introduces stories. The occurrences of the phrase
in Genesis are as follows:
Gen 2:4a: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of the heaven and earth. Introduces narrative
Gen 5:1: Sefär t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Adam. Introduces genealogy: Adam—Noah
Gen 6:9: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Noah. Introduces narrative
Gen 10:1: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Noah’s sons. Introduces genealogy: Shem, Ham and
Japheth
Gen 11:10: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Shem. Introduces genealogy: Shem—Abram
Gen 11:27: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Terah. Introduces narrative
Gen 25:12: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Ishmael. Introduces genealogy: Descendants of
Ishmael
Gen 25:19: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Isaac. Introduces narrative
Gen 36:1, 9: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Esau. Introduces genealogy: Descendants of Esau
Gen 37:2: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Jacob. Introduces narrative

The use of t̠ôld̠ôt̠ in connection with genealogies is quite common in
the Hebrew Bible, cf. Ex 6:16, 19; Rut 4:18; 1 Chr 1:29; 5:7 etc. The
use of t̠ôld̠ôt̠ as an introduction to a narrative is, however, rare. Except
the usages in Genesis, it only occurs in Num 3:1f., which starts as a
brief genealogy and continues as a narrative. Most likely, therefore,
the ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ at this place is caused by the immediately succeeding
genealogy.
If we look closer into the t̠ôld̠ôt̠ in narrative introductions, we notice
that the narrative succession they introduce is not accidental. They
mark narrative sections in Genesis that are in accordance with the
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content of the stories. In the words of K. Koch, the ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ at this
place marks epochs:1
Gen 2:4–6:8: the antediluvian period
Gen 6:9–11:26: flood and postdiluvian period
Gen 11:27–25:18: the story about Abraham, descendant of Terah
Gen 25:19–37:1: the story about Isaac and his children, descendants of
Abraham
Gen 37:2–50:26: the story about Josef, descendant of Jacob

Koch therefore maintains that in these instances ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ functions
as a compositional formula, demonstrating the last editorial hand in
the book. The phrase can in all five instances simply be left out of the
text, without destroying its syntax. Accordingly, the phrase seems to
have been added in order to structure the whole book.
We also notice that in three of the cases the story that continues has
in its beginning genealogical marks (Gen 6:9f.; 11:27f.; 25:19f ). There
is a bridge in these cases from its pure genealogical usage to its use as
a compositional marker. In some respect, this also applies to Gen 2:4.
The content of the following story is the origin of the first humans, i.e.
the beginning of every genealogical history. Only Gen 37:2f. remains
with no genealogical signs.
There is also another similarity to the genealogies. The content of
a genealogy is always what comes after the ancestor. It names the
ancestor and then his successors. This explains a somewhat strange
feature when t̠ôld̠ôt̠ introduces a narrative. The “t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of the heaven
and earth” in Gen 2:4a is not the story about the creation of heaven
and earth. This is the point of departure; what the t̠ôld̠ôt̠ tells about is
what comes after, the history of the first human couple. The “t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of
Noah” in 6:9f. is not simply the story of Noah and the flood; it continues with stories connected to his successors up to Abraham. The
“t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Terah” in 11:27f. is mostly not about Terah at all; it is about
his successors, because he is the ancestor to all the main protagonists
in the Abraham story. The “t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Isaac” in 25:19f. is not primarily
about Isaac, but about his two sons, Jacob and Esau. The “t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of
Jacob” in 37:2 does not deal with Jacob, but with his sons, with Joseph
as protagonist. The style of genealogy influences ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ as a compositional marker here as well.
1
K. Koch, “Die Toledot-Formel als Strukturprinzip des Buches Genesis,” in Recht
und Ethos im Alten Testament. F. S. H. Seebass, ed. S. Beyerle et al. Neukirchen-Vluyn
1999, 183–91.

CHAPTER THREE

THE THEOLOGY OF THE PRIESTLY SOURCE
Koch considers the possibility that the final redactor has taken the
formula ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ introducing narratives from its function in genealogies. We think he is right. If we look closer into the use of t̠ôld̠ôt̠ in
the genealogical context of the Pentateuch, we find that all the places
it is used are in texts traditionally assigned to the Priestly tradition; in
some cases this tradition is at least responsible for an essential element
of the text: Gen 5:1; 10:1, 32; 11:10; 25:12f.; 36:1, 9; Ex 6:16, 19; 28:10;
Num 1:20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. There is no use of
t̠ôld̠ôt̠ in any of the texts traditionally assigned to the non-P material.
This demonstrates P’s predilection for placing the events into a genealogical scheme. However, we must ask what the basic function of these
genealogies in P is.
Here we first notice that not all the occurrences of t̠ôld̠ôt̠ function
in the same way. In Ex 28:10 t̠ôld̠ôt̠ is used in connection with names
engraved on the stones that Aaron should wear; Num 1 describes a
census in detail. There remain the occurrences in Genesis and Ex 6:16–
25, where t̠ôld̠ôt̠ introduces a genealogy proper. To these we would like
to add Gen 46:8–25 to include the genealogy of Jacob, recorded by P.
We get the following pattern:
Gen 5:1–32: sefär t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Adam. Genealogy: Adam—Noah
Gen 10:1–32*: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Noah’s sons. Genealogy: Shem, Ham and
Japheth
Gen 11:10–26: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Shem. Genealogy: Shem—Abram
Gen 25:12–18: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Ishmael. Genealogy: Descendants of Ishmael
Gen 36:1–19: t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Esau. Genealogy: Descendants of Esau
Gen 46:8–25: genealogy of Jakob’s sons: “These are the names of the
sons of Israel”
Ex 6:16–25: genealogy of Levi’s sons, leading to the right lineage of the
Aaronite priesthood

It is not difficult to read out of these genealogical sequences a line
from the first human being, Adam, up to the right lineage of the Aaronite priesthood, ending with the family of Phinehas. There are two
exceptions, the inclusions of the genealogies of the non-chosen lines
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of descent of Ishmael and Esau (Gen 25:12–18 and 36:1–19). In both
cases, we are dealing with two competing sons, Isaac—Ishmael and
Jacob—Esau. In both cases, the genealogy of the non-chosen sons
comes immediately after the death of their father (Gen 25:8 and 35:28).
In both cases, the genealogies come after God has blessed the chosen
son: Isaac in 25:11 and Jacob in 35:9–13. In both cases, these texts
display the typical language of P. Thus, P ended the story of the nonchosen sons with a genealogy telling the future history of the nonchosen lines: in the case of Ishmael as the ancestor of the Bedouin
tribes in Northwest Arabia, in the case of Esau as the ancestor of the
Edomites. In this way he writes them out of the story.
These exceptions do not disturb the overall picture of the genealogies in P. God’s rule in history is hidden in the narrowing line
of descent: the Aaronite family of Phinehas, to which the P scribes
obviously belonged, is chosen as the eternal priesthood. It should be
noted that Ezra, the scribe and priest, who introduced the torah in
post-exilic Judah, is said to be of the same lineage (Ezra 7:1–5). There
is a line from the first human beings, created in the image of God
to represent his presence on earth (Gen 1:26–27), to Aaron and his
descendants who in their altar service represent God’s presence in his
community:
44
I will consecrate the tent of meeting and the altar; Aaron also and
his sons I will consecrate, to serve me as priests. 45 I will dwell among
the Israelites, and I will be their God. 46 And they shall know that I am
the LORD their God, who brought them out of the land of Egypt that
I might dwell among them; I am the LORD their God.
(Ex 29:44–46)

P creates in this line of descent a connection between what took place
in primeval time when the order of the cosmos was established and the
revelation at Sinai when the Israelites founded their cult.
There are also other connections between primeval time and cult
in P, both in the covenants made by God and in the divine names
revealed by God.1 We start with the covenants. God makes a covenant
with Noah after the flood. The content of the covenant is God’s promise never again to destroy his creation in a flood:

1
W. Zimmerli, “Sinaibund und Abrahambund. Ein Beitrag zum Verständnis der
Priesterschrift,” in Gottes Offenbarung. Gesammelte Aufsätze, Theologische Bücherei
19. München 1969, 205–16.
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As for me, I am establishing my covenant with you and your descendants after you, 10 and with every living creature that is with you, the
birds, the domestic animals, and every animal of the earth with you, as
many as came out of the ark. 11 I establish my covenant with you, that
never again shall all flesh be cut off by the waters of a flood, and never
again shall there be a flood to destroy the earth.
(Gen 9:9–11)

The sign of the covenant is the rainbow in the sky (Gen 9:12–17). The
next covenant established by God is the covenant with Abraham. This
time the content of the covenant is a promise, followed by a commandment:
And I will make my covenant between me and you, and will make you
exceedingly numerous. (Gen 17:2)
9

God said to Abraham, “As for you, you shall keep my covenant, you
and your offspring after you throughout their generations. 10 This is my
covenant, which you shall keep, between me and you and your offspring
after you: Every male among you shall be circumcised.”
(Gen 17:9–10)

Also, this time the content of the covenant, the circumcision, is the
sign (17:11). In the first covenant the sign, the rainbow, was written
into creation; in the second covenant, the election of the lineage of
Abraham, the sign is written on the human body. This covenant is the
basis for God’s redemption of the Israelites from the slavery in Egypt
(Ex 6:4–5).
The third time P mentions a covenant the wording is different:
13
You yourself are to speak to the Israelites: “You shall keep my sabbaths, for this is a sign between me and you throughout your generations, given in order that you may know that I, the LORD, sanctify you.
14
You shall keep the sabbath, because it is holy for you; everyone who
profanes it shall be put to death; whoever does any work on it shall be
cut off from among the people. 15 Six days shall work be done, but the
seventh day is a sabbath of solemn rest, holy to the LORD; whoever
does any work on the sabbath day shall be put to death. 16 Therefore the
Israelites shall keep the sabbath, observing the sabbath throughout their
generations, as a perpetual covenant. 17 It is a sign forever between me
and the people of Israel that in six days the LORD made heaven and
earth, and on the seventh day he rested, and was refreshed.”
(Ex 31:13–17)

This time the content of the covenant is the Sabbath and the keeping of the Sabbath is its sign. Since the Sabbath was not established
at Sinai, but at creation, the covenant here is the enforcement of the
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Sabbath as part of the order of creation in the lives of the Israelites.
The keeping of the Sabbath is thus the sign that separates the Israelites
from all other peoples.
We notice, accordingly, at this point a double connection between
Sinai and the primeval history. The first is signified by three covenants:
the first with the whole creation, the second with the lineage of Abraham, and the third with the Israelite community. The second draws a
line directly from the order of creation to the Israelite cult. For God’s
rest at the seventh day is the climax of the first creation story; all that
is done in the work of creation point toward this day of sanctity:
1

Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all their multitude.
And on the seventh day God finished the work that he had done, and
he rested on the seventh day from all the work that he had done. 3 So
God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it, because on it God rested
from all the work that he had done in creation.
(Gen 2:1–3)
2

Thus, the Sabbath is the objective of creation, just as it is the objective
of history.
In the same manner as there is an ascending line in history connected to the covenants, there is an ascending line connected to the
revelation of divine names. Whereas other literary strata in the Pentateuch either use the name YHWH for God throughout (cf. Gen
4:26) or change the name from Elohim to YHWH with Moses (cf. Ex
3:13–15), P consciously makes a three step model in accordance with
the three covenants. In the primeval history, the name is Elohim. With
Abraham the name changes:
1

When Abram was ninety-nine years old, the LORD appeared to Abram,
and said to him, “I am God Almighty; walk before me, and be blameless.
2
And I will make my covenant between me and you, and will make you
exceedingly numerous.”
(Gen 17:1–2)

The name is here changed from Elohim to ʾēl šadday, “God Almighty”
or rather “God the Mighty One.” From then on, this name is repeatedly used in the patriarchal history (Gen 28:3; 35:11; 43:14; 48:3;
49:25). There is a new change with Moses with clear reference back to
the patriarchal history:
2

God also spoke to Moses and said to him: “I am the LORD. 3 I appeared
to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as God Almighty, but by my name ‘The
LORD’ I did not make myself known to them.”
(Ex 6:2–3)
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Thus in P we find what we can label as a revelation history, where the
chosen lineage receives a deeper insight into the divine, both through
the covenants and through the revelation of the divine names.
Not only God changes names in Genesis. In Gen 17, belonging to
P, Abraham and Sarah also change names:
No longer shall your name be Abram, but your name shall be Abraham;
for I have made you the ancestor of a multitude of nations.
(Gen 17:5)
15

God said to Abraham, “As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her
Sarai, but Sarah shall be her name. 16 I will bless her, and moreover I will
give you a son by her. I will bless her, and she shall give rise to nations;
kings of peoples shall come from her.”
(Gen 17:15–16)

The new covenant and the revelation of the divine name also led to a
new naming of the human recipients, interpreted as “father of many
nations” and possibly “princess.” The interesting thing to notice in
Genesis is that this change of names is consistent in all the material.
Up to Gen 17:5, 15f., the name of the ancestor is always Abram and
the name of the ancestress Sarai. After this sequence the names are
always Abraham and Sarah. This means that either this P reported
incident had been so known that all the non-P material followed P,
or a redactor consequently changed the name forms according to this
incident. In the first case, this indicates that P is older than the final
shape of the non-P material; in the second, there has been an editorial
change in names when the sources were brought together. There is a
change in name also for Jacob, changed from Jacob to Israel, reported
twice, once by P (Gen 35:10) and once in a non-P text (Gen 32:29).
In this case, there is consistency in that Israel is never used for Jacob
before Gen 32:29, but inconsistence in that both Jacob and Israel are
used afterwards in all kinds of sources. The two names can even be
used in the same clause: “God spoke to Israel in visions of the night,
and said, ‘Jacob, Jacob.’ And he said, ‘Here I am.’ (Gen 46:2). This
indicates that “Israel” has been understood as a cognomen instead of
a real new name. This seems to be supported by the Chronicler who
explains the name Abram as Abraham in the first case (1 Chr 1:27),
but simply calls Jacob Israel in the second (1Chr 1:34; 2:1). Thus, the
consistent change in the names of the human recipients is unique in
the case of Abraham and Sarah, and shows how the theology of P has
influenced the whole of Genesis.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE PRIMEVAL HISTORY
We start by reviewing the structure of what is regarded as the primeval
history as a whole:
1:1–2:3: the Creation Story
2:4*–3:24: the Eden Story
4:1–16: the Cain and Abel Story
4:17–24: the Descendants of Cain
4:25–26: the Descendants of Seth
5: the Genealogy of Adam
6: 1–4: the Story of the Sons of God
6:5–8:22*: the Flood Story
9:1–17: new World Order and Covenant
9:18–28: Noah and his Sons
10*: the Descendants of Noah’s sons (Table of Nations)
11:1–9: the Tower of Babel Story
11:10–26: the Genealogy of Noah

There is a basic agreement in research about this division into sections;
the disagreement comes as soon as we attempt to ascribe them to different written layers. If we start with the composition as a whole, we
have already seen that the presumably last editorial hand made two
divisions marked by the formula ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ introducing a narrative:
the t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Noah in 6:9 and the t̠ôld̠ôt̠ of Terah in 11:27. The last
division coincides with the traditional transition between the primeval
and patriarchal history in research; the first division in 6:9 does not.
For us it seems odd to start a new epoch of the primeval history some
place in the beginning of the flood story. We must, however, recall that
the point of departure for the redactor’s use of the ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ formula
was the use of this formula as an introduction to genealogies in P.
Therefore the redactor’s division into epochs follows the succession of
ancestors: Adam, Noah, Terah, Isaac and Jacob. Accordingly, he starts
a new epoch when the text mentions Noah and his sons, in 6:9b-10.
This is hardly in line with how the composition prior to the last editor
was meant to be understood.
According to the earlier written layers there seems rather to be a
halt in the texts at the end of the flood and after the flood. God makes
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the following two statements at the end of the flood, formed in the
same structure:
לא אסף לקלל ﬠוד את־האדמה בעבור האדם
לא אסף עוד להכות את־כל־חי כאשׁר עשׂיתי
I will never again curse the ground because of the human being.
I will never again destroy all the living as I have done.
(Gen 8:21; translation mine)

The promise refers back to the Eden story in Gen 2:4–3:24 and the
continuation in Gen 4:1–6. The only other place the living creatures
are called כל־חי, kol-ḥāy, in the primeval history is אם כל־חי, ʾēm kolḥāy, “mother of all the living” in 3:20. Even though a different verb is
used for “curse,”  אררinstead of קלל, 8:21 corresponds very well with
3:17 (Adam) and 4:11 (Cain):
And to the man he said, “Because you have listened to the voice of your
wife, and have eaten of the tree about which I commanded you, ‘You
shall not eat of it,’ ארורה האדמה בעבורך, cursed is the ground because
of you.”
(Gen 3:17)

ועתה ארור אתה מן־האדמה, “And now you are cursed from the
ground”
(Gen 4:11)

The sequence that describes the new world order after the flood (9:1–
17) in a similar way refers back to the previous story, this time to the
creation story:
ויברך אלהים את־נח ואת־בניו ויאמר פרו ורבו ומלאו את־הארץ
God blessed Noah and his sons, and said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth.”
(Gen 9:1)

ואתם פרו ורבו שׁרצו בארץ ורבו־בה
“And you, be fruitful and multiply, abound on the earth and multiply
in it.”
(Gen 9:7)

ויברך אתם אלהים ויאמר להם אלהים פרו ורבו ומלאו את־הארץ
God blessed them and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and
fill the earth . . . ”
(Gen 1:28)
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What comes after 9:1 forms a contrast to the paradisiacal conditions
at creation. At creation, humans and animals could only eat vegetarian
food (1:29–30). There was accordingly peace in the animal world. Now,
after the flood, God allows humans to eat animals, with the result that
creation is filled with fear and dread (9:2–3).
We also notice the explicit reference back to the creation of
humans:
כי בצלם אלהים עשׂה את־האדם
For in God’s image he made the human being.
(9:6b)

ויברא אלהים את־האדם בצלמו בצלם אלהים ברא אתו
God created the human being in his own image, in God’s image he created it.
(Gen 1:27)

There is also a clear correspondence between 9:10 and 1:21, 30 in the
description of the abundance in creation.
The clear correspondences between especially the initial stories in
the primeval history and the end of the flood story, either read as
8:21–22 or as 9:1f., have led several scholars to maintain that there
is a clear division in the unit Gen 1:1–11:26 marked by the flood.
R. Rendtorff, who concentrated on what he designated as J, made
a break in 8:21–22, claiming that this was the end of the primeval
history proper in J.1 W. M. Clark claimed that there was a similar
break in P, marked by 9:1–17.2 M. Witte, taking all sources together,
regarded the story of Noah and his sons (9:8–21) as the end of the
flood story.3 In this we disagree; the correspondences to the previous texts are clearly in 8:21–22 and 9:1–17, but we agree with Witte
in dividing the primeval history in two parts where the flood and its
immediate consequences ends the first part. For these scholars the part
from creation to flood forms the primeval history proper. Witte designates this first part as the history of humankind over against the

1
R. Rendtorff, “Genesis 8,21 und die Urgeschichte des Jahvisten,” in Gesammelte
Studien zum Alten Testament. München 1975, 188–97.
2
W. M. Clark, “The Flood and the Structure of the Pre-patriarchal History,” ZAW
83 (1971): 184–211, 204f.
3
Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 49f.
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next part up to Gen 11:26 as the history of nations. Whether or not
we should designate the whole part of Gen 1:1–11:26 or only 1:1–9:17
as primeval history may be a matter of wording; the crucial point is
that the primeval history proper in Genesis is an antediluvian history
leading up to the flood and the world order established afterwards.
What comes after this first part is a description of the further history
of humankind, now seen under the perspective of nations, leading up
to the election of Abraham.

CHAPTER FIVE

PRIESTLY AND NON-PRIESTLY MATERIAL IN THE
PRIMEVAL HISTORY
Within the whole of unit 1:1–11:26 there is a general agreement that P
material is found in Gen 1 (the creation), 5 (genealogy from Adam to
Noah), 9:1–17 (new world order and covenant), and 11:10–26 (genealogy from Shem to Abram). Most scholars will also find P material
in Gen 10 (table of nations) and the flood story in Gen 6:5–8:22, but
there it is considered to be mixed with other sources.
In the case of the table of nations it seems convincing to single out
a distinct structure and ascribe this to P as an independent source, as
C. Westermann has done: Gen 10:1a, 2–5, 6–7, 20, 22–23, 31, 32.1 This
simple structure is then expanded by non-P material, making a rather
complex text. The P text is thus relatively short:
1a

These are the descendants of Noah’s sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth:

2

The descendants of Japheth: Gomer, Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal,
Meshech, and Tiras. 3 The descendants of Gomer: Ashkenaz, Riphath,
and Togarmah. 4 The descendants of Javan: Elishah, Tarshish, Kittim,
and Rodanim. 5 From these the coastland peoples spread. These are the
descendants of Japheth in their lands, with their own language, by their
families, in their nations.

6

The descendants of Ham: Cush, Egypt, Put, and Canaan. 7 The descendants of Cush: Seba, Havilah, Sabtah, Raamah, and Sabteca. The descendants of Raamah: Sheba and Dedan. 20These are the descendants of Ham,
by their families, their languages, their lands, and their nations.

22

The descendants of Shem: Elam, Asshur, Arpachshad, Lud, and Aram.
The descendants of Aram: Uz, Hul, Gether, and Mash. 31These are the
descendants of Shem, by their families, their languages, their lands, and
their nations.

23

32

These are the families of Noah’s sons, according to their genealogies,
in their nations; and from these the nations spread abroad on the earth
after the flood.

1

C. Westermann, Genesis, 3 ed., vol. I/1, BKAT. Neukirchen-Vluyn 1983, 665–67.
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The source division in the flood story is a never-ending debate. There
are those who think that the inconsistencies of the text are not of
the kind that they rule out the possibility of one author, working on
the basis of a Mesopotamian Vorlage taken from Gilgamesh.2 If this
assumption should be correct, the one author of the flood story would
have been P. There are so many links between the flood story and the
creation story that the same author must have written both stories:
6:20 to1:25; 7:14 to 1:21, 24, 25, 26; 7:21 to 1:26; 8:17 to 1:24, 26, 28;
8:19 to 1:26, 28, 30. In addition, 9:1–17, which is certainly written by
P, presupposes the flood story. This is not so clear in the non-P texts
coming after the flood story: the curse of Canaan (9:20–25) and the
tower of Babel (11:1–9). There are incidents that are placed אחר המבול,
“after the flood.” This phrase only occurs in texts bearing the signs of
P: 9:28; 10:1, 32; and 11:10.
D. Dohmen uses the flood story as a test case for the whole documentary hypothesis in the Pentateuch.3 We do not think that texts that
might be a blend of different sources are the right place to start. The
division of sources in these texts will always be somewhat hypothetical
when we come to some details. However, one would seek long to find
scholars who claim that the creation story in Gen 1:1–2:3 comes from
the same hand as the Eden story in 2:5–3:24. The difficulty in sorting
out different sources in some texts cannot be used as an argument
against sorting out different sources at all. We will consider what is
P and non-P material in the flood story because it seems difficult to
avoid the impression that the unevenness of the text is best explained
by supposing that different hands have contributed to the text we now
have.4 When we read the other stories in the larger primeval story,
creation story, Eden story, Cain and Abel story, and tower of Babel
story, we read texts where the stories are consistent and coherent.
There needs to be an answer why the flood story is so different. The
aim in using source criticism in the flood story is not to solve all the
problems connected to the genesis of the text. We aim at filtering out

2
Cf. especially Rendsburg, “The Biblical Flood Story,” 126; also G. J. Wenham,
“The Coherence of the Flood Narrative,” VT 28 (1978): 336–48; C. Dohmen, “Untergang oder Rettung der Quellenscheidung? Die Sintfluterzählung als Prüfstein der
Pentateuchexegese,” in Studies in the Book of Genesis, ed. A. Wénin. Leuven 2001,
81–104, 100f.
3
Dohmen, ”Untergang oder Rettung der Quellenscheidung?,” 81f.
4
Westermann, Genesis, 534f., and the detailed examination of doublets and breaks
in Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis, 49–60.
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what we regard as the P material, since this is the primary interest in
our investigation.
Among the different approaches to the problem there are two that
stand out as clearly alternative, both being in the framework of the
traditional documentary hypothesis. One is to regard P as the primary
source and the material assigned to J as additions; the other is the
other way round, where J is the primary source and P is additional
material.
According to C. Westermann there were originally two separate
presentations of the flood: J and P.5 P may have known J, but J is not
the only source for his composition; both P and J rest on a tradition
that contained all the basic elements of these two sources. Of these two
sources P has the priority; J is added to the story of P by a redactor,
R. The verses ascribed to P are as follows: Gen 6:9–22; 7:6, 11, 13–16a,
18–21, 23d–24; 8:1–2a, 3b–5, 13a, 14–19. This makes a rather coherent
and smooth story. The J source is ascribed the following verses: Gen
6:5–8; 7:1–5, 7*, 10*, 12, 16b-17, 22–23ac; 8:2b-3a, 6–12, 13b, 20–22.
The redactor is responsible for the following verses: 7:7–10 (vv. 7 and
10, on the basis of J). There is one thing especially to be noticed in
Westermann’s treatment of J. The building of the ark is lacking in J,
since this passage is ascribed to P (6:14–16). This has the effect that J
alone is not a coherent story.6
According to J. Van Seters the basic flood story is told by J. P. was
no more than a series of embellishments, modifications, and supplements having to do with the chronology of the flood, its nature and
relationship to all of the cosmos, the numbers and types of creatures
taken into the ark, and so forth. There is no reason to believe that P
had access to any other source or tradition apart from J.7 Thus the
basic story line is ascribed to J: 6:5–8, 13–16, 22*; 7:1–5, 7, 16b, 10, 12,
17b, 22–23; 8:6a, 1, 2b-3a, 4*, 6b–12, 15–16, 18, 20–22. P is responsible
for the following additions: 6:9–12, 17–21; 7:6, 8–9, 11, 13–16a, 17a,
18–21, 24; 8:2a, 3b, 5, 13–14, 17, 19. Here the building of the ark is
ascribed to J. We notice that Van Seters has to replace 7:16b and 8:6a

5

Westermann, Genesis, 4–6.
Ibid., 532–534. Westermann stands in a broad scholarly tradition in his source
criticism, and is therefore used as a point of departure, cf. J.-L. Ska, The Exegesis of the
Pentateuch. Exegetical Studies and Basic Questions. Tübingen 2009, 2.
7
J. Van Seters, Prologue to history. The Yahwist as Historian in Genesis. Lousville,
Kentucky 1992, 160–73, 165.
6
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to make a coherent story out of J. Van Seters claims that the original
order of J was distorted by P. We think this is the weakest point in
Van Seters’ reconstruction. It is possible to read a P story out of the
text without any transposition of sequences.8
There is one more place where there has been an intense discussion
about the division of sources; this is in the single verse 2:4:
אלה תולדות השׁמים והארץ בהבראם
ביום ﬠשׂות יהוה אלהים ארץ ושׁמים
These are the generations of heaven and earth when they where created;
in the day that YHWH Elohim made the earth and the heaven . . .

The discussion has both focused on how these two lines relate to the
preceding creation story from P and the succeeding Eden story from
non-P; and how they relate to each other. In previous research based
on the documentary hypothesis the two lines were commonly divided
and distributed to the preceding and succeeding stories: v. 4a formed
a summary ending statement to the creation story; v. 4b formed the
introduction to the Eden story. The reason for this was found in the
vocabulary. 4a displays typical words common to P: t̠ôld̠ôt̠,̠ haššāmayim
wĕhāʾāreṣ, bārāʾ; v. 4b displays words more common to J in 2:5–3:24:
ʿāśāh, yhwh ʾĕlōhîm, and an inversion of “heaven and earth.”9 We have
previously treated verse 4a as an introduction to what follows. This is
in accordance with a broad current in more recent scholarship. The
ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠̠ is an introductory formula in Genesis.
The questions are, however, whether we should read 4a and 4b
together as one sentence formed by the same author, and who this
author could be. In the first question, there has been a clear tendency
in scholarship to read the whole of v. 4 as a unit.10 There are, however,
at least two ways to place this unit. E. Otto maintains that the passage

8

Ska ascribes more text to P than Westermann, thus making “J” even more fragmentary, cf. especially 7:6–9, 17–18 and 8:13–14; cf. Ska, The Exegesis of the Pentateuch, 3–13.
9
Cf. the review of research history in T. Stordalen, “Genesis 2,4. Restudying a
locus classicus,” ZAW 104 (1992): 163–77.
10
Ibid., 173; E. Otto, ”Die Paradieserzāhlung Genesis 2–3: Eine nachpriesterschriftliche Lehrerzāhlung in ihrem religionshistorischen Kontext,” in “Jedes Ding hat seine
Zeit . . . ” Studien zur israelitischen und altorientalischen Weishet, ed. Anja A. Diesel
et al., BZAW. Berlin 1996, 167–92, 186f.; M. Vervenne, “Genesis 1,1–2,4. The Compositional Texture of the Priestly Overture to the Pentateuch,” in Studies in the Book
of Genesis. Literature, Redaction and History, ed. A. Wénin. Leuven 2001, 35–79,
44–47.
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is placed in front of v. 5 as an imitation of Gen 1:1–3 in order to link
together the creation story and the Eden story.11 If this is the case, 2:4
presupposes the creation story and functions as a bridge to the Eden
story. The consequence is that the creation story is in time the first; the
Eden story is a later dialogue with this priestly account.
M. Vervenne goes in the opposite direction: 2:4 is to be considered
as an original stylistic and syntactical unity which, while closely linked
with 1:1–2:3, was also composed in view of 2:5–3:24.12 Although 2:4
forms a bridge to the Eden narrative, it is deeply rooted in 1:1–2:3 in
the way that it forms an inclusio to 1:1, which is a sort of title verse.
“In the beginning God created the heaven and earth” has its climax
in the end statement: “These are the generations of heaven and earth
when God created them, on the day he made heaven and earth.” The
consequence is that 2:4 belongs to P, placed there to add the creation
story to the already existing Eden story.
In accordance with Koch we have argued that ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠, placed
before stories, is a formula coming from the last editorial hand. In
2:4a it introduces the antediluvian period up to 6:9. In the other places
where the formula is used in this way, it contains only the formula
itself and the progenitor: Gen 6:9; 11:27; 25:19; 37:2. This means that
2:4a did not necessarily need to come from the same hand as 2:4b.
One has often argued that the construction in 2:4 is similar to 5:1,
combining t̠ôld̠ôt̠ with yôm, “day.” Gen 5:1 does not, however, contain
the formula ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠, it reads sēper, “document,” of t̠ôld̠ôt̠. Gen 2:4
and 5:1 must not necessarily come from the same scribe, a later scribe
could have added 2:4a before 2:4b in a manner similar to the construction in 5:1. We have already indicated that ʾēlleh t̠ôld̠ôt̠ used as an
introductory formula for periods was influenced by this formula used
as introduction to genealogies.
Vervenne argued that 2:4b has to belong together with 2:4a, because
2:4b is not only part of an introduction to 2:5f.—the line also forms
an inclusio to 1:1.13 The creation story needs 2:4b to reach its climax.
Quite unrelated to how one regards 2:4, we have difficulties in seeing
the validity of this argument. The end of the creation story reads as
follows:

11
12
13

Otto, “Die Paradieserzählung Genesis 2–3,” 187f.
Vervenne, “Genesis 1,1–2,4,” 47–48.
Ibid., 48f.
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Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all their multitude.
And on the seventh day God finished the work that he had done, and
he rested on the seventh day from all the work that he had done. 3 So
God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it, because on it God rested
from all the work that he had done in creation.
(Gen 2:1–3)
2

This sequence perfectly concludes the creation story; one does not
have the feeling that something more must be added.
There are several creation stories from Mesopotamia that start in a
way similar to Gen 2:4b. Sumerian stories could start with u4 “day,” cf.
for instance the KAR 4 myth14 and Enki and Ninmah.15 Here Akkadian
texts often have inūma, “when,” as in Enuma Elish and Atrahasis.16
This introduction could be combined with a statement of a negative
situation before the actual creation as we find it in Gen 2:5, as well as
in Enuma Elish and the Disputation between Eve and Wheat.17 The
creation in 2:4bff comes first in 2:7 marked by the narrative wayyiqtol
form וייצר, wayyîṣer, “formed.” The sequence from 2:4b to 2:6 thus
describes under what circumstances the creation of the first human
couple took place. The structure is similar to Gen 1:1–3.18
There is one more important feature to be noticed in 2:4b. This
concerns the syntactical combination of ביום, bĕyôm, “day,” and the
infinitive construct עשׂות, ʿăśôt̠, “made.” The meaning of the syntactical combination  ביום+ infinitive construct is to place an event in the
context of something that has already taken place, or as in Ruth 4:5,
of something referred to in the previous conversation:
Gen 5:1: on the day that God created humankind
Num: 9:15: on the day that the tabernacle was set up
Jos 9:12: on the day that we set out to come to you
Jos 10:12: on the day that YHWH gave the Amorites to the sons of
Israel
Jos 14:11: I am still as strong today as I was on the day that Moses
sent me
Ruth 4:5: on the day that you acquire the field from the hand of Naomi

14

Pettinato, Das altorientalische Menschenbild, 74; Clifford, Creation Accounts, 49.
Translation by J. Klein in W. H. Hallo, ed. The Context of Scripture I. Leiden
1997, Pages 516f.
16
Cf. Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 55f.
17
Transliteration by Pettinato, Das altorientalische Menschenbild, 86. Translation
by H. L. J. Vanstiphout in Hallo, ed. The Context of Scripture I, 575f.
18
M. Arneth, Durch Adams Fall ist ganz verderbt . . . Studien zur Entstehung der alttestamentlichen Urgeschichte, vol. 217, FRLANT. Göttingen 2007, 133.
15
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Isa 11:16: so there shall be a highway from Assyria for the remnant that
is left of his people, as there was for Israel on the day when they came
up from the land of Egypt
Ezek 28:13: on the day that you were created they were prepared

For Gen 2:4b this would imply that the introduction to the following non-P story places this story in the context of the creation story
already told: at the time when God made the earth and heaven as
described in Gen 1:1–2:3 what is now narrated took place as well. The
consequence is thus that 2:4b introduces the following story as a comment, deepening the P creation story.
If the creation story by P and the Eden story by non-P originally
were two independent written compositions that later were joined,
we would be free to choose the perspective of what this combination meant. What could it mean for the Eden story and the following
non-P material that someone placed the creation story in front? Or in
the opposite way: What did it mean for the P material in the primeval
history that somebody filled in this source with the non-P material?
There are, however, many indications that the P material in the primeval history is primary in two ways. On the one hand, it is the material
that is most distinguished as a continuous written composition. On
the other hand, several places, i.e. in the flood story and in the combination of the creation story and the Eden story, it is easier to explain
how the non-P material is written into the P material than the other
way round. This indicates that the non-P material was formed in a way
that it would comment on the P material; it does not exclude, however,
the possibility that the non-P material in a somewhat different fashion
could have had an existence of its own. In our interpretation of the
primeval history, it is, however, legitimate to ask what new meaning
was added to P when the non-P texts were included in the primeval
history, as Otto and M. Arneth have done.19

19
Otto, ”Die Paradieserzählung Genesis 2–3,” 189–92; Arneth, Durch Adams Fall
ist ganz verderbt, 230–36.

CHAPTER SIX

THE BIBLICAL FLOOD STORY AND MESOPOTAMIAN
PARALLELS
We start by recalling what we have found to be the P-source in the
primeval history:
1:1–2:3: the Creation Story
5: the Genealogy of Adam
6:9–8:19*: the Flood Story
9:1–17: new World Order and Covenant
10*: the Descendants of Noah’s sons (Table of Nations)
11:10–26: the Genealogy of Noah

We immediately see that the material in some places is paired off:
There are two stories: creation and flood
There are two genealogies: Adam and Noah
There are two agents: Enoch (5:21–24) and Noah

The creation and the flood stories stand in an antithetic relationship.
This is clearly seen when we read the creation story in the light of
its actual beginning in v. 2, seeing in v. 1 a summary headline corresponding with 2:1–3. V. 2 reads as follows:
והארץ היתה תהו ובהו וחשׁך על־פני תהום ורוח אלהים מרחפת על־פני
המים
The earth was a formless void and darkness covered the face of the deep,
while the spirit of God swept over the face of the waters.
(Gen 1:2)

Initially the world is here described in negative terms (possibly with
the exception of rûªḥ ʾĕlōhîm, the “spirit” or “wind” of God). There are
three negative elements: t̠ōhû wāb̠ōhû, the “formless void” or “emptiness”; ḥ ōšek̠, “darkness”; and t̠ĕhôm/hammāyim, the “deep/waters.”
This state is commonly described with the Greek word “chaos.” The
creation story then describes step for step how God overcomes this
initial situation through his creative acts:
Vv. 3–5: darkness is ousted by light
Vv. 6–8: deep/waters are ousted by the firmament
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Vv. 9–10: deep/waters are ousted by the dry earth
Vv. 11–12: formless void is ousted by vegetation
Vv. 20–31: formless void is ousted by:
swarms of living creatures in the sea
birds in the sky
animals and humans on the earth

In short, chaos is overcome by the cosmos; however, not in the way that
the chaotic forces disappear, they are given their proper place: darkness
to the night and waters above the firmament and deep below the sea.
When the creation is described as ṭôb̠ mĕʾōd̠, “very good,” it is this
placement of the elements in their right order, which is praised (1:31).
What we find in the flood narrative is the creation told in reverse;
the chaotic waters take the earth back:
In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on the
seventeenth day of the month, on that day all the fountains of the great
deep burst forth, and the windows of the heavens were opened.
18

The waters swelled and increased greatly on the earth; and the ark
floated on the face of the waters. 19 The waters swelled so mightily on the
earth that all the high mountains under the whole heaven were covered;
20
the waters swelled above the mountains, covering them fifteen cubits
deep. 21 And all flesh died that moved on the earth, birds, domestic animals, wild animals, all swarming creatures that swarm on the earth, and
all human beings.
(Gen 7:18–21)

Then the earth recovers by the power of the same wind or spirit that
once hovered over chaos:
1

But God remembered Noah and all the wild animals and all the domestic animals that were with him in the ark. And God made a wind (rûªḥ )
blow over the earth, and the waters subsided; 2 the fountains of the deep
and the windows of the heavens were closed.
(Gen 8:1–2a)

The P source continues the flood story in the sequence of the new
world order and covenant (Gen 9:1–17). We have already seen the
close resemblances in vocabulary between this text and the creation
story. The peace in the animal world and between humans and animals lasts during the 1656 years reported in Gen 5;1 it is first changed

1
R. S. Hendel, The Text of Genesis 1–11. Textual Studies and Critical Edition.
Oxford 1998, 65.
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in the new world order after the flood. One may wonder why this
is the central part in P’s record of the antediluvian and postdiluvian
world order. The motif of peace in the animal world at the beginning
of the world is known from a variety of myths,2 but this is hardly sufficient to explain why P chose this motif. The reason is rather that
the permission to kill animals was a necessary presupposition for the
sacrificial cult belonging to the Sinai covenant. The subsequent prohibition against eating blood (9:4) corresponds to the very heart of
Israelite dietary rules:
For the life of every creature—its blood is its life; therefore I have said to
the people of Israel: “You shall not eat the blood of any creature, for the
life of every creature is its blood; whoever eats it shall be cut off.”
(Lev 17:14)

The new world order is linked to the first Noahitic covenant; it gives
the basic commandment about what one is allowed to eat; the second Abrahamitic covenant underscored circumcision (Gen 17:9–14);
the third Sinaitic covenant underscored the keeping of the Sabbath
(Gen 31:13–17). Thus, the most important triad of commandments,
diet, circumcision and Sabbath, in P’s theology, is linked to each of
the covenants, narrowing toward the Sabbath as the particular sign of
the holy people.
We find accordingly one basic structure in the primeval history
forming the composition of P: creation—crisis—flood—new world
order. This structure is, however, connected intimately with the history of the chosen lineage, ending with the revelation on Sinai.
Since George Smith read his paper “The Chaldean Account of the
Deluge” for the Society of Biblical Archaeology in 1872, there has been a
wide reaching scholarly consensus that a Mesopotamian model formed
the basis for the biblical flood story.3 We therefore start our comparison with the Mesopotamian traditions at this point. The comparison
has mostly been between Gilgamesh and Genesis, since Gilgamesh as
2

Cf. Westermann, Genesis, 223f.
Cf. For instance, A. Heidel, The Gilgamesh Epic and Old Testament Parallels,
Phoenix 1963 ed. Chicago and London 1946, 224–269; A. Parrot, The Flood and
Noah’s Ark. London 1955, 15–53; W. G. Lambert, “A New Look at the Babylonian
Background of Genesis,” in “I Studied Inscriptions from before the Flood”. Ancient
Near Eastern, Literary and Linguistic Approaches to Genesis 1–11, ed. R. S. Hess and
D. T. Tsumura. Winona Lake, Indiana 1994, 96–113; Rendsburg, “The Biblical Flood
Story,” 115–27. For a presentation and discussion of earlier research, cf. Tsumura,
“Genesis and Ancient Near Eastern Stories,” 44f.
3
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a readable story was known about hundred years earlier than Atrahasis, and the manuscripts to Atrahasis still are very fragmentary at this
point of the story. As is commonly known, the flood version in Gilgamesh is dependent on Atrahasis in one version or another.4 We list
the parallels in the table below according to relationship in themes in
the order these themes occur in the compositions. In Genesis we have
presented the material often regarded as non-P in italics.5

Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis

Decision
to send the
Deluge

The gods commanded total
destruction, Enlil
did an evil deed
on the peoples.
(II viii, 34–35)

(when) the great gods
decided to cause the
Deluge
(XI, 14)

And God said
to Noah, “I have
determined to
make an end of
all flesh, for the
earth is filled
with violence
because of them;
now I am going
to destroy them
along with the
earth.
(6:13)

Command
to build a
boat

Brick wall, listen to me! Reed
fence, observe
all my words!
Demolish the
house, build
a boat! Spurn
property and
save life!
(III i, 20–23)

“Reed fence, reed
fence! Brick wall,
brick wall! Listen, O
reed fence! Pay heed,
O brick wall! O man
of Šuruppak, son of
Ubār-Tutu, demolish
the house, build a
boat! Abandon riches
and seek survival!
Spurn property and
save life! Put on
board the boat the
seed of all living
creatures”!
(XI, 21–27)

Make yourself
an ark of cypress
wood;
(6:14a)

4

Cf. Tigay, The Evolution, 214–40.
The translation of Gilgamesh is taken from George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh
Epic I, 702–15. The translation of Genesis is from NRSV. The translation of Atrahasis
is accommodated to Gilgemesh where the texts are identical.
5
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis

Instructions The boat you are
how to build going to build
the boat
...
Cover her with
a roof, like the
apsû, so that
the sun will not
see inside it.
Let it be roofed
over above and
below. The tackle
should be very
strong. Let the
bitumen (kupru)
be tough, and so
give (the boat)
strength.
(III i, 25–33)

The boat you are
going to build, her
dimensions should
all correspond: her
breadth and length
should be the same,
cover her with a roof,
like the apsû.
(XI, 28–31)

make rooms in
the ark, and cover
it inside and
out with pitch
(kopär).
(6:14b)

The building
of the boat

The carpenter was
carrying [his] axe, the
reed-worker was carrying his stone . . . The
young men were . . . ,
the old men were
bearing rope of palmfibre. The rich man
was carrying bitumen (kupru), the
pauper brought the
[. . .] tackle. On the
fifth day I set in place
her (outer) surface:
one “acre” was her
area, ten rods each
her sides stood high,
ten rods each, the
edges of her top were
equal. I set in place
her body, I drew up
her design: I gave her
six decks, I divided
her into seven parts.
I divided her interior
into nine, I struck

This is how you
are to make it:
the length of the
ark three hundred
cubits, its width
fifty cubits, and
its height thirty
cubits. 16 Make a
roof for the ark,
and finish it to
a cubit above;
and put the door
of the ark in its
side; make it with
lower, second,
and third decks.
(6:15–16)

The carpenter
[was carrying
his axe], the
reed-worker
[was carrying
his stone].
[The rich man]
was carrying
bitumen (kupru),
the pauper . . .
(III ii, 10–14)
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis

the water pegs into
her belly. I found a
punting pole and put
the tackle in place.
Thre times a myriad
(buckets) of bitumen
(kupru) I poured
into the furnace,
three times a myriad
of asphalt [. . .] into
(it) . . .
(XI, 50–67)
Sustenance,
family
and living
creatures
brought into
the boat

[. . .] he put his
family on board.
They were eating, they were
drinking. But he
went in and out,
could not stay
still, or rest on
his haunches, his
heart was breaking and he was
vomiting bile.
The appearance
of the weather
changed, Adad
roared in the
clouds. As soon
as he heard
Adad’s voice,
bitumen (kupru)
was brought for
him to close the
hatch.
(III ii, 42–51)

[Everything I had]
I loaded aboard it,
I loaded aboard it
whatever silver I had,
I loaded aboard it
whatever gold I had,
I loaded aboard it
whatever seed I had
from living things,
each and every one.
All my kith and kin I
sent aboard the boat,
I sent aboard animals
of the wild, creatures
of the wild, persons of
every skill and craft.
Šamas̆ had set me
a deadline—“In the
morning he will rain
down bread-cakes, in
the evening, a torrent
of wheat. Go into the
boat and seal your
hatch”!—that time
had arrived. “In the
morning he will rain
down bread-cakes,
in the evening, a
torrent of wheat.” I
watched the look of
the weather:

But I will
establish my
covenant with
you; and you
shall come into
the ark, you, your
sons, your wife,
and your sons’
wives with you.
19
And of every
living thing, of
all flesh, you
shall bring two of
every kind into
the ark, to keep
them alive with
you; they shall be
male and female.
20
Of the birds
according to their
kinds, and of the
animals according
to their kinds, of
every creeping
thing of the
ground according
to its kind, two of
every kind shall
come in to you,
to keep them
alive. 21 Also take
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis

the weather was
frightening to behold;
I went into the boat
and sealed my hatch.
(XI, 81–94)

with you every
kind of food that
is eaten, and store
it up; and it shall
serve as food
for you and for
them.”
(6:18–21)
Then the LORD
said to Noah,
“Go into the
ark, you and all
your household,
for I have seen
that you alone
are righteous
before me in
this generation.
2
Take with you
seven pairs of all
clean animals,
the male and its
mate; and a pair
of the animals
that are not clean,
the male and its
mate; 3 and seven
pairs of the birds
of the air also,
male and female,
to keep their kind
alive on the face
of all the earth.
4
For in seven
days I will send
rain on the earth
for forty days and
forty nights; and
every living thing
that I have made
I will blot out
from the face
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis
of the ground.”
And Noah did
all that the LORD
had commanded
him. 6 Noah was
six hundred years
old when the
flood of waters
came on the
earth. 7 And Noah
with his sons and
his wife and his
sons’ wives went
into the ark to
escape the waters
of the flood. 8 Of
clean animals,
and of animals
that are not clean,
and of birds, and
of everything
that creeps on
the ground, 9 two
and two, male
and female, went
into the ark with
Noah, as God
had commanded
Noah. 10 And
after seven days
the waters of the
flood came on the
earth. 11 In the six
hundredth year of
Noah’s life, in the
second month, on
the seventeenth
day of the month,
on that day all
the fountains of
the great deep
burst forth, and
5
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis
the windows of
the heavens were
opened. 12 The
rain fell on the
earth forty days
and forty nights.
13
On the very
same day Noah
with his sons,
Shem and Ham
and Japheth, and
Noah’s wife and
the three wives of
his sons entered
the ark, 14 they
and every wild
animal of every
kind, and all
domestic animals
of every kind, and
every creeping
thing that creeps
on the earth, and
every bird of
every kind—every
bird, every
winged creature.
15
They went
into the ark with
Noah, two and
two of all flesh in
which there was
the breath of life.
16
And those that
entered, male
and female of
all flesh, went
in as God had
commanded him;
and the LORD
shut him in.
(7:1–16)
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(cont.)
Atrahasis
The power of Anzu was
the Deluge
tearing at the
sky with his
talons. [He . . .]
the land
He shattered its
noise, [. . .]
[. . .] the Deluge
[came out].
The divine
annihilating
weapon went
against the
people [like
an army]. One
person could not
see another,
nor people
recognise each
other in the
destruction.
[The Deluge]
bellowed like a
bull, like a [wild
a]ss screaming
the winds
[howled]. The
darkness was
dense, there was
no sun.
(III iii, 7–18)

Gilgamesh

Genesis

The still calm of the
Storm God passed
across the sky, all that
was bright turned
into gloom. Like an
ox [he] trampled the
land, he smashed
[it like a pot,] for
one day the gale
[. . .] Quickly it blew
and the [Deluge . . .]
the east wind, like a
battle [the cataclysm]
passed (!) over the
people. One person could not see
another, nor people
recognise each other
in the destruction.
(XI, 106–114)

The flood
continued forty
days on the earth;
and the waters
increased, and
bore up the ark,
and it rose high
above the earth.
18
The waters
swelled and
increased greatly
on the earth; and
the ark floated
on the face of
the waters. 19 The
waters swelled
so mightily on
the earth that
all the high
mountains under
the whole heaven
were covered;
20
the waters
swelled above
the mountains,
covering them
fifteen cubits
deep. 21 And all
flesh died that
moved on the
earth, birds,
domestic animals,
wild animals,
all swarming
creatures that
swarm on the
earth, and all
human beings;
22
everything
on dry land in
whose nostrils
was the breath
of life died. 23 He
blotted out every
living thing that
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis
was on the face
of the ground,
human beings
and animals and
creeping things
and birds of the
air; they were
blotted out from
the earth. Only
Noah was left,
and those that
were with him in
the ark. 24 And the
waters swelled on
the earth for one
hundred fifty days.
(7:17–24)

The abating
of the
Deluge

For seven days
and seven nights
was blowing
the wind, the
downpour,
the gale, [the
Deluge]
(III iv, 24–25)

For six days and
seven nights, was
blowing the wind,
the downpour, the
gale, the Deluge
[laying flat the land.]
When the seventh
day arrived, the gale
relented, [. . .] The sea
grew calm, that had
fought like a woman
in labour, the tempest
grew still, the Deluge
ended. I looked at the
weather, and there
was quiet, but all the
peoples had turned to
clay. The flood plain
was level like a roof.
(XI, 128–136)

But God
remembered
Noah and all the
wild animals and
all the domestic
animals that were
with him in the
ark. And God
made a wind
blow over the
earth, and the
waters subsided;
2
the fountains
of the deep and
the windows of
the heavens were
closed, the rain
from the heavens
was restrained,
3
and the waters
gradually receded
from the earth.
At the end of
one hundred fifty
days the waters
had abated;
(8:1–3)
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis

The landing
of the
boat on a
mountain

I opened a vent and
sunlight fell on the
side of my face. I fell
to my knees and sat
there weeping, the
tears streaming down
the side of my face.
I scanned the shores,
the edge of the sea,
in fourteen places
emerged a landmass.
On mount Nimus̆
the boat ran aground,
Mount Nimus̆ held
the boat fast and did
not let it move.
(XI, 137–143)

and in the
seventh
month, on the
seventeenth day
of the month, the
ark came to rest
on the mountains
of Ararat. 5 The
waters continued
to abate until
the tenth month;
in the tenth
month, on the
first day of the
month, the tops
of the mountains
appeared.
(8:4–5)

The sending
of the birds

I brought out a
dove, setting it
free: off went the
dove . . . No perch
was available for it
and it came back to
[me]. I brought out
a swallow, setting
it free: off went the
swallow . . . No perch
was available for it
and it came back to
me. I brought out a
raven, setting it free:
off went the raven
and it saw the waters
receding. It was
eating, bobbing up
and down, it did not
come back to me.
(XI, 147–156)

At the end of forty
days Noah opened
the window of the
ark that he had
made 7 and sent
out the raven;
and it went to
and fro until
the waters were
dried up from
the earth. 8 Then
he sent out the
dove from him, to
see if the waters
had subsided
from the face of
the ground; 9 but
the dove found
no place to set
its foot, and it
returned to him
to the ark, for the
waters were still
on the face of the
whole earth. So
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis
he put out his
hand and took
it and brought
it into the ark
with him. 10 He
waited another
seven days, and
again he sent
out the dove from
the ark; 11 and
the dove came
back to him in the
evening, and there
in its beak was
a freshly plucked
olive leaf; so
Noah knew that
the waters had
subsided from the
earth.
(8:6–11)

The sacrifice, Providing food
a savour for [. . .]
[. . .]
the gods
The go[ds
smelled] the
savour, gathered
[like flies] over
the sacrifice.6
[When] they
had eaten the
sacrifice, Nintu
got up and
blamed them all:
“Whatever came
over Anu, the
chief decisionmaker? Did
Enlil draw close
to the smoke

6

I brought out
an offering and
sacrificed to the four
corners of the earth,
I strewed incense
on the peek of the
mountain. Seven
flasks and seven I set
in position, below
them I heaped up
(sweet) reed, cedar
and myrtle. The gods
smelled the savour,
the gods gathered
like flies around the
sacrificer. As soon as
Bēlet-ilī arrived, she
lifted aloft the great
flies Anu had made

Reconstructed on the basis of Gilgamesh, XI 159–61.

Then Noah built
an altar to the
LORD, and took
of every clean
animal and of
every clean bird,
and offered burnt
offerings on the
altar. 21 And when
the LORD smelled
the pleasing
odor, the LORD
said in his heart,
“I will never
again curse the
ground because of
humankind, for
the inclination
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis

offering? (Those
two) who did
not deliberate,
but sent the
Deluge, gathered
the people to
catastrophe—
You agreed to
destruction.
(Now) their
bright faces are
dark.” Then
she went up
to the big flies,
which Anu had
made and was
carrying:
“His grief is
mine! My
destiny goes
with his! He
must deliver me
from evil, and
appease me!
[. . .]
[. . .]
Let [these] flies
be the lapis
around my
neck, that I
may remember
it [every?] day
[and
forever?]”
(III v, 32—vi, 4)

when he wooed (her):
“O gods, let these be
lapis lazuli (beads)
around my neck,
so that I remember
these days and never
forget them”!
(XI, 157–167)

of the human
heart is evil from
youth; nor will I
ever again destroy
every living
creature as I have
done.
(8:20–21)

The promise: From this day
never more a no Deluge shall
Deluge
take place,
and the human
race [shall]
endure for ever!7
7

I establish my
covenant with
you, that never
again shall all
flesh be cut off by
the waters

MMA 86.11.378A rev. v, 13´–14´, cf. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I,
527. Cf. Rendsburg, “The Biblical Flood Story,” 120f.
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(cont.)
Atrahasis

Gilgamesh

Genesis
of a flood, and
never again shall
there be a flood
to destroy the
earth.” 12 God
said, “This is
the sign of the
covenant that I
make between
me and you
and every living
creature that
is with you,
for all future
generations: 13
I have set my
bow in the
clouds, and it
shall be a sign
of the covenant
between me and
the earth.
(9:11–13)

The similarities between the stories concern both the material often
ascribed to P and the non-P material. It is therefore tempting to conclude that this demonstrates that there is only one author in the Genesis version. As we have tried to show earlier, if this is the case, the
author must have been P. The argument is, however, not compelling.
If the Mesopotamian flood story was known in Israel, it could have
been known over a long time and it could have been a reservoir used
by different scribes at different times. J.-L. Ska calls attention to the
fact that some of the most outstanding additions to P are close to the
Mesopotamian models: the shutting of the door to the ark (7:16b),
the episode of the birds (8:6–12), the sacrifice (8:20–22). The additions
were probably made to bring the story more in line with its Mesopotamian models.8 In the last case, the sacrifice, this could deliberately
have been dropped by P, because in this composition no sacrifices are

8

Ska, The Exegesis of the Pentateuch, 18–19.
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reported before Sinai. If we examine all the repetitions and inconsistencies in the text to Gen 7–8 above, these cannot be explained by the
parallel passages in Atrahasis or Gilgamesh.
Our perspective here is the question about influence. We are not
dealing with the flood as a primeval universal phenomenon as Westermann has done in his commentary.9 The vast material referred to
by Westermann cannot be dealt with historically. It is not a question
of the historical diffusion of the flood narrative; it is rather an anthropological question of digging into the human mind, whether such a
universal notion of a flood has ever existed.
The Mesopotamian flood story is essentially the same story, known
in different recensions and versions and contextualised in different
compositions. Atrahasis is known in three recensions, Old Babylonian,
Middle Babylonian, and Late Babylonian. The Middle Babylonian is
only known in two small fragments, but the one found in Ras Shamra
is of great importance because it shows that the epic was known also
in Syria. An Assyrian version of Atrahasis also existed deviating from
the Babylonian version many places.10 In addition to the Babylonian
version connected to the transmission of Atrahasis as a composition,
there existed the parallel Sumerian version and the abridged translation of the flood story to Greek by Berossos. The last one demonstrates
that the flood story was known in Hellenistic age and that it existed
in the Greek language. The flood story also entered into the Sumerian King List tradition, which was referred to already in the early lists
and retold in the Dynastic Chronicle.11 The most convincing reason to
see a historical influence from the story as we know it from Atrahasis
and Gilgamesh on to Genesis lies in the way the stories are structured. Even when not all the themes of the Mesopotamian stories are
reflected in Genesis, the basic outline of the story is the same when we
see the sequences in successive order:
Decision to send the Deluge
Command to build a boat
Instructions how to build the boat
The building of the boat
Sustenance, family and living creatures brought into the boat
The power of the Deluge

9
10
11

Westermann, Genesis, 68–73.
Cf. Foster, Before the Muses, 227–229.
Cf. ch. I 2.3.
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The abating of the Deluge
The landing of the boat on a mountain
The sending of the birds
The sacrifice, savour for the gods
The promise: never more a Deluge

Considering this sequence of structural similarities in the narratives,
there should be no doubt that the same story is told in both places.
There are, however, also significant differences. There are especially
two marked differences, both relating to P and one of them also to
non-P. The first is the concern for the animals, in P recorded in 6:19–
20; 7:14–16, 21; 8:1, in non-P in 7:1–3, 8–9, 22–23. In Gilgamesh it is
perfectly clear that Uta-napis̆ti brought animals of every kind into the
boat (XI, 84, 86). The rest of the animals drowned in the flood together
with the people (XI, 135–136). We must also assume that this was part
of the patron text Atrahasis. Nevertheless, the animals do not have the
same emphasis in the Mesopotamian version as in Genesis. As we have
seen, the passages in P, in which the animals are described, are closely
related to the creation story. The weight on animals in P underscores
an important part of the relationship between creation and flood. The
earth was initially t̠ōhû wāb̠ōhû, “formless void,” before the creation
(1:2). This chaotic state was overcome by both the creation of living
creatures and humans; both should swarm the earth. In the flood it
is clearly important for P to show that all life as part of the cosmos
disappeared, turning the earth back into chaos again.
There is a difference between P and non-P in the way the flood itself
is understood, each relating in a different way to the Mesopotamian
versions. In the non-P passages the flood is understood as a rainstorm
(7:4, 12; 8:2b). This is clearly how the flood is understood both in
Atrahasis and Gilgamesh (cf. Atrahasis III iv, 24–25; Gilgamesh XI,
128–136). In P the flood is not simply rain:
In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on the
seventeenth day of the month, on that day all the fountains of the
great deep burst forth, and the windows of the heavens were opened.
(Gen 7:11, cf. also 8:2)

As we have shown, this also relates to the creation story. The chaotic
waters were stored above the firmament and in the sea in the creation
story (1:6–9). Now waters from the great deep are let lose again and
the windows of heaven are opened; the initial chaotic waters return
to the earth.
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There are correspondences between P and especially Atrahasis at
this point as well. In P the waters are repeatedly connected to the verb
גבר, gāb̠ar, “prevail,” underlining the tremendous power of the flood
(7:18f., 24). This echoes the description of the flood in Atrahasis:
Anzu was tearing at the sky with his talons
[He . . .] the land
He shattered its noise [. . .]
[. . .] the flood [came out].
The divine annihilating weapon went against the people [like an army].
No one could see anyone else.
They could not be recognised in the destruction.
[The flood] bellowed like a bull.
Like a [wild a]ss screaming the winds [howled]
The darkness was dense, there was no sun.
(Atrahasis III iii, 7–18)

There is, nevertheless, a difference. Although the breaking lose of
the flood in Atrahasis is closely related to how the cosmic order is
described in the poem, there is no direct link between the flood story
and an actual creation story. There are no chaotic waters at the beginning of the universe that were tamed and later broke lose as in P.
One small curious detail seems to confirm the Akkadian background
of the Genesis story. In Gen 6:14 it is said that the ark should be covered inside and out with כפר, kōp̄er. There is no root  כפרin Hebrew
that fits the context here. There is, however, a word in Akkadian that
fits the context perfectly, kupru, “bitumen, pitch.” The word is used at
exactly the same place in the Mesopotamian flood stories as in Genesis, in the building of the boat, in Atrahasis in III i, 33; ii, 13, 51 and in
Gilgamesh XI, 55, 66. What the scribe actually has done here is to use a
lexeme in Hebrew that is a hapax derived from an Akkadian word that
occurred at this place in the Mesopotamian model.12 Moreover, the use
of kupru/kōp̄er seems not to have been necessary since the scribe had a
good Hebrew word available for the same concept, חמר, ḥ ēmār, “bitumen, pitch.” The word is among other places used in the building of
the tower of Babel (Gen 11:3). More significantly, however, the word

12
The argument that this indicates a direct connection between the biblical and
Mesopotamian versions of the flood story was made by Dr. Terry Fenton, University
of Haifa, in his short paper “Talking Sense about the Flood Story” at XVIIth Congress
of the IOSOT in Basel, August 2001. Cf. however, also S. Dalley, “The Influence of
Mesopotamia upon Israel and the Bible,” in The Legacy of Mesopotamia, ed. S. Dalley.
Oxford 1998, 57–83, 66.
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is used with respect to the “basket” in which Moses was placed by his
mother (Ex 2:3). The word commonly translated with “basket” here is
תבה, tēb̠āh. The only places this word is used are in reference to the
ark of Noah and this “basket” of Moses (Ex 2:3, 5). Thus the ḥ ēmār was
used to plaster the tēb̠āh in Ex 2:3, while the Akkadian kupru/kōp̄er was
used for the same purpose with the tēb̠āh in the flood story, indicating
the Akkadian influence.
Although influenced by the Mesopotamian model, the Genesis
scribes told the flood story deliberately in their own way. Therefore, it
is difficult to decide how they knew the flood story. In earlier research,
scholars often assumed that the flood story was transposed to the Palestinian area as early as the Amarna period (1400–1200); as is well
known a small fragment of Gilgamesh has been found at Megiddo and
a fragment of Atrahasis in Ras Shamra from that time.13 The existence
of Akkadian tablets in northern Israel and Syria does not necessarily
indicate an influence of the poems outside the scribal schools there.
Earlier Assyriologists wrote under the impression of a biblical scholarship that dated the biblical sources far too early, for instance the
source J to the time of Solomon (ca. 1000 BCE). We do not find any
influence of the flood story on Ugaritic mythology. The only explicit
reference to Noah and the flood in the Hebrew Bible outside Genesis
is in Isa 54:9, the earliest date of which is exilic. As we shall see, the
similarities between the flood story in Genesis and the Mesopotamian
versions are of the same kind as we find especially in the P source of
the primeval history as a whole. This suggests a much later date for
the time of the transposition of the material. Since P is placed by most
scholars in Babylonia in the period of the exile, this would be the most
likely time and place for the transposition of the traditions from a
Babylonian to a Jewish setting.14
We have until now treated Atrahasis and Gilgamesh as background
for the flood story in Genesis, on the same level. This is because they
tell largely the same flood story, with Gilgamesh as the dependent text.
The focus has almost exclusively been on Gilgamesh in the discussion in previous research, since Atrahasis was not known as a coherent story before 1969, and the text to the flood story is fragmentary
13

Lambert, “A New Look at the Babylonian Background of Genesis,” 108f.; Millard,
“A New Babylonian ‘Genesis’ Story,” 5.
14
For the date of the P source, cf. Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis, 133–139;
Otto, Das Gesetz des Mose, 179–82.
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even afterwards. The fragmentary state of the manuscript at this point
makes it difficult to decide what text tradition formed the background
for Genesis, and it could of course theoretically be both. The fragmentary state of Atrahasis, especially in the actual flood story, has relevance for one particular episode in the Mesopotamian stories and in
Genesis, the episode of the birds, reported in Gilgamesh XI, 147–156
and in Gen 8:6–12. This is one of the places where the two traditions
come closest. In the extant manuscripts to Atrahasis this episode is
missing. The problem is, however, that Atrahasis has huge lacunas at
this place (from III iv, 27 to III v, 30). We can therefore not draw the
conclusion that this episode was missing in Atrahasis.15
There are, however, some concrete issues that indicate a tradition
deriving more directly from Atrahasis and not necessarily dependent
on Gilgamesh. These deal with the response of the gods to their activities, both to their creation and to the flood they sent. As seen in our
reading of Atrahasis there has been a long discussion among scholars
about the reason why the gods sent the flood. We found in our reading that the word rigmu, which occurs repeatedly through the whole
epic, signifies that creation is out of order. The reason for this was
not moral sin committed by humans, but the mistakes committed by
the gods when they created humans. Nevertheless, the consequence
of these mistakes was that humans in their activities went beyond the
boundaries set by the gods. It is this situation in creation that is characterized by rigmu. The response of the god responsible for the earth,
Enlil, to this situation, is repeated before each of the three disasters
that were chosen to reduce the numbers of humans, and underlies the
final decision to wipe out humans:
Twelve hundred years had not yet passed,
when the land extended and the peoples multiplied.
The land bellowed like a bull,
the god got disturbed (itta’dar) with their din (ḫubūru).
Enlil heard their noise (rigmu)
And addressed the great gods,
“The noise (rigmu) of humankind has become too intense for me,
With their din (ḫubūru) I am deprived of sleep.”
(First and second disaster: Atrahasis I vii, 352–59 and II i, 1–8. Third
disaster in SI: V obv. 39–42)

15

Cf. Lambert and Millard, Atra-Ḫ asīs, 12.
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The reaction of Enlil is described through the verb itta’dar, the N-stem,
na’duru, of the verb adāru II. The verb means both “disturbed,” which
suits the scenery (sleeping), and “be worried,” which suits the actual
situation: Enlil is worried because he sees that the creation of humans
led to an unintended result. Enlil’s constant worry leads to his final
decision to wipe out humankind:
The gods commanded total destruction ( gamertu).
Enlil did an evil deed (s̆ipru lemnu) on the peoples.
Atrahasis opened his mouth,
and addressed his lord.
(II viii, 34–37)

The two first lines here describe the gods’ final decision to wipe out
humans. The succeeding line shifts immediately to the flood hero.
The reason to send the flood reads as follows in the non-P version
in Genesis:
5

The LORD saw that the wickedness (rāʿat̠) of humankind was great
in the earth, and that every inclination of the thoughts (maḥ šĕb̠ōt̠) of
their hearts was only evil (raʿ ) continually. 6 And the LORD was sorry
(wayyinnāḥ em) that he had made humankind on the earth, and it
grieved him (wayyit̠ʿaṣsẹ̄ b̠) to his heart. 7 So the LORD said, “I will blot
out from the earth the human beings I have created—people together
with animals and creeping things and birds of the air, for I am sorry
(niḥ amtî) that I have made them.” 8 But Noah found favour in the sight
of the LORD.
(Gen 6:5–8)

In Atrahasis the disasters and the flood come because Enlil is “worried,” na’duru. The reason for the flood given by non-P in Genesis is
here quite similar. God is “sorry,” he “regrets,” נחם, niḥ am, that he
has created humans (6:6, 7), he, ויתעצב אל־לבו, is “deeply worried in
his heart” (6:6).
In the lines that come directly before the flood in Atrahasis the šipru,
“work, plan,” of Enlil is characterized as lemnu, “evil.” Here there is an
interesting opposition in Genesis. Here it is not the plan of God which
is characterized as evil, but the מחשׁבת, maḥ šĕb̠ōt̠, “thoughts, plans,”
of the human heart which are described as רע, raʿ, “evil” (6:5). That
this common meaning of  רעis in the foreground is secured through
the adjective  רעהin the line before. One cannot, however, ignore that
the root רע, pronounced rēʿa, also has another meaning in Hebrew, i.e.
“cry, noise” (Ex 32:17; Mic 4:9; Job 36:33). We notice a similarity also
in style. After the gods had commanded gamertu, “the final solution,”
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corresponding to the verb gamāru, “bring to an end,” (Atrahasis II viii,
34), the text shifts to focus on the flood hero. A similar rapid shift we
also find in non-P Genesis:
7

So the LORD said, “I will blot out from the earth the human beings
I have created—people together with animals and creeping things and
birds of the air, for I am sorry that I have made them.” 8 But Noah found
favour in the sight of the LORD.
(Gen 6:7–8)

In both Atrahasis and Gilgamesh there is a reaction of the gods not
only to the consequences of the creation of humans, but also to the
devastation of the flood. The sacrifice by the flood hero is immediately
followed by the remorse of the mother-goddess Nintu or Bēlet-Ilī. In
Atrahasis:
[When] they had eaten the offering,
Nintu got up and blamed them all:
“Whatever came over Anu, the chief decision-maker?
Did Enlil draw close to the smoke offering?
(Those two) who did not deliberate, but sent the Flood,
gathered the people to catastrophe –
You agreed to destruction.
(Now) their bright faces are dark.”
Then she went up to the big flies,
which Anu had made and was carrying:
“His grief is mine! My destiny goes with his!
He must deliver me from evil, and appease me!
[. . .]
[. . .]
Let [these] flies be the lapis around my neck,
that I may remember it [every?] day [and forever?]
(III v, 36—vi, 4)

In Gilgamesh:
As soon as Bēlet-Ilī arrived,
she lifted aloft the great flies Anu had made when he wooed (her):
“O gods, let these be lapis lazuli (beads) around my neck,
so that I remember these days and never forget them”!
(Gilgamesh XI, 164–167)

The text is longer in Atrahasis because this portrait of the mothergoddess fits into her prominent place as creator of humans in both the
creation scenes there. Nintu is also the one who cries out her remorse
when she sees the devastating consequences of the flood on her offspring during the flood itself:
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The goddess saw it, weeping,
The midwife of the gods, wise Mami:
“Let the day become dark,
let it turn back to gloom!
In the assembly of the gods
how did I, with them, command total destruction?
Was Enlil so strong that he forced [me] to speak?
Like that Tiruru, did he make (my) speech confused?
As a result of my own choice,
to myself and my body I heard their noise levelled at me.
(My) offspring, cut off from me, have become like flies.
And I, how shall I live? In the house of moaning my noise is silenced.
Shall I go up to heaven,
as if to live in a house of [plentiful store]s?
Where has Anu gone, the chief decision-maker,
whose sons, the gods, heeded his command?
He who did not consider, but sent the flood.
And relegated the peoples to destruction.”
[four lines missing]
Nintu was wailing [. . .]:
“[. . .] gave birth to(?) [. . .]
They have filled the river like dragonflies.
Like a raft they are washed up on the ed[ge],
like a raft in open country!
I have seen, and wept over them.
I have exhausted my lamentation for them.”
She wept and eased her feelings.
Nintu wept and spent her emotion.
The gods wept with her for the land.
She was full of grief and thirsted for beer.
Where she sat, they sat weeping,
like sheep they filled the channel.
Their lips were feverish athirst.
They were suffering cramp from hunger.
(Atrahasis III iii, 32–iv, 22)

A similar combination of sacrifice after the flood and remorse of
YHWH we find in the non-P material:
20

Then Noah built an altar to the LORD, and took of every clean animal and of every clean bird, and offered burnt offerings on the altar. 21
And when the LORD smelled the pleasing odor, the LORD said in his
heart, “I will never again curse the ground because of humankind, for
the inclination of the human heart is evil from youth; nor will I ever
again destroy every living creature as I have done. 22 As long as the earth
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endures, seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day
and night, shall not cease.”
(Gen 8:20–22)

It seems clear that the remorse of the mother-goddess has found its
echo in the remorse of YHWH. We notice, however, that this remorse
has more weight in Atrahasis than in Gilgamesh.
The similarities are, however, not restricted to the non-P material.
Kilmer draws attention to the visual form of the fly necklace forming
the climax in Nintu’s speech after the flood both in Atrahasis and Gilgamesh.16 There are two important characteristics. The most obvious
is that a necklace forms a circle. The other is connected to the nature
of the flies. The wings are shimmering; one can see the spectrum in
a fly’s wings in sunlight. Kilmer makes the tempting suggestion that
the form, the circle or curve, and the spectrum symbolise the rainbow, the very phenomenon that marks the end of the flood in Genesis
(9:13–17).17 Nintu is wearing a rainbow around her neck for ever to
remind her about the catastrophe of the flood. Or, at least, the shimmering necklace of Nintu in heaven could have inspired the later biblical recipient to create the image of the rainbow.
There is a difference between Genesis and Gilgamesh in the statement of the god after the sacrifice. Atrahasis and Gilgamesh underline
the remorse of the goddess and that she will never forget. Non-P goes
one step further and develops the remorse into a promise:
And when the LORD smelled the pleasing odor, the LORD said in his
heart, “I will never again curse the ground because of humankind, for
the inclination of the human heart is evil from youth; nor will I ever
again destroy every living creature as I have done.”
(Gen 8:21)

P expresses this promise more clearly in connection with the covenant
and the rainbow:
I establish my covenant with you, that never again shall all flesh be cut
off by the waters of a flood, and never again shall there be a flood to
destroy the earth.
(Gen 9:11)

16
17

Kilmer, “The Symbolism of the Flies,” 180.
The assumption is supported by George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 518.
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This seems to be the only place where we have a clear indication that
Genesis knew a tradition from Atrahasis. In Gilgamesh the sequence
after the sacrifice is fully preserved. No promise is reported other than
what may be implicit in Nintu’s speech. In 2003 A. R. George made
a preliminary publication of a small Late Babylonian fragment that
seems to contain the very end of the actual flood story in Atrahasis.18
The fragment contains a promise given to humankind by Ea. The fragment reads:
iš-tu ⎡ u4⎤—[mi an-ni]—⎡ i ⎤ a-a ⎡ iš ⎤ -šá-kun a-bu-b[u]
ù nišu (ùg)/ m[ešlu-u] ⎡ da ⎤—ra-a a-na da-ri[š ]
From this day no Deluge shall take place,
and the human race [shall] endure for ever!

This promise is not extant in the Old Babylonian manuscripts, but
Enki’s final speech that ends the flood story is very fragmentary there
(III vi, 16–40). What we can see from the introduction and the traces
left is that Atrahasis begins the speech of Enki in a very different way
than Gilgamesh (compare Atrahasis III vi, 1–24 with Gilgamesh XI,
181f.). In Atrahasis the line 21 ends with abūbu, “deluge,” like the first
sentence in the passage above. In any case, what is sure is that one text
tradition from Atrahasis explicitly contained a promise expressed in a
way similar to the biblical account. This promise was not part of the
standard Gilgamesh version.

18
MMA 86.11.378A rev. v, 13´–14´, cf. Ibid., 527; cf. also Rendsburg, “The Biblical
Flood Story,” 120f.

CHAPTER SEVEN

THE STRUCTURE OF THE PRIESTLY SOURCE AND
MESOPOTAMIAN PRIMEVAL TRADITIONS
7.1

Mesopotamian and Biblical Primeval Histories

We have now examined some of the places where the biblical account
is most in dialogue with the Mesopotamian models. Taken together
there seems to be a closer resemblance with Atrahasis than Gilgamesh.
This is also in accordance with the context of the flood story in the
different versions. The biblical account of the primeval history has
the following main structure: creation—crisis—flood—new world
order after the flood. In P the crisis is described quite briefly in the
introduction to the flood (Gen 6:11–13). In non-P this period is given
much attention, beginning with the Eden story, then the Cain and
Abel story, and ending with the song of revenge by Lamech (4:23–24).
Gilgamesh places, as known, the flood into an entirely different context, Gilgamesh’s quest for eternal life. The structure is quite similar to
the biblical structure in Atrahasis. There is, however, no explicit story
about the creation of the world in Atrahasis; nevertheless, creation is
an underlying theme in the whole first part of the poem.
The first stage is the creation of the cosmos in its three domains,
carried out by the great gods, the Anunnaku:
Anu, their father, was the king;
Their counsellor was the warrior Enlil;
Their chamberlain was Ninurta;
Their canal-controller Ennugi.
They took the bottle of lots around its neck,1
cast the lots; the gods made the division.
Anu went up to heaven.
[Enlil occupied] the earth for his subjects.
[The bolt] which bars the sea,
[they gav]e to Enki, the prince.
(Atrahasis I i, 7–16)2

1
2

Translation according to Soden, “Die erste Tafel,” 55; cf. also SI I obv. 11.
Restorations according to SI I obv. 7–16.
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The second stage was the responsibility given to the lower gods,
the Igigu. They were digging the great rivers, nārū, the Tigris and
Euphrates:
The gods were digging the river,
the watercourse of the gods, the life of the land.
[The Igigu] were digging the river,
the watercourse of the gods, the life of the land.
[The gods] were digging the river Tigris.
They were digging the river Euphrates after it.
(I i, 21–26; SI I obv. 21–26)

They were responsible also for creating the mountains, šadû, and the
great marshland, ṣuṣû rabû, (I i, 33–36). Thus the second creation is the
creation of the earth. The third creation is the creation of the human
being (I iv, 221–v, 234). The human workers dug ikū rabûtu, “the great
dikes” (I vii, 338), leading the water from the rivers into the fields. This
irrigation system laid the basis for Mesopotamian urban development.
This creative activity was the foundation of human civilization.
The underlying plot of these different stages in the formation of
the cosmos and the face of the earth is the question: how to make the
barren soil fertile. This plot is, however, woven into the master plot of
the first part of the poem: the rebellion of the class of lower gods, the
Igigu, and the creation of humans to take over their work. There is no
such rebellion in the divine world in Genesis, except in the isolated
allusion in Gen 6:1–4, to which we will return.
There are no direct parallels between the creation stories in the
beginning of Genesis and Atrahasis, but there are some similarities in
themes and structure. The earth is barren in Atrahasis because it lacks
work force and water. This is quite similar to the theme of the second
creation story in Genesis, non-P:
5

when no plant of the field was yet in the earth and no herb of the field
had yet sprung up—for the LORD God had not caused it to rain upon
the earth, and there was no one to till the ground; 6 but a stream would
rise from the earth, and water the whole face of the ground—7 then the
LORD God formed man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life; and the man became a living being.
(Gen 2:5–7)

When the first human couple had eaten from the tree of knowledge
and was expelled from the garden, the initial reason to create humans
was fulfiled:
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therefore the LORD God sent him forth from the garden of Eden, to till
the ground from which he was taken.
(Gen 3:23)

I. M. Kikawada has called attention to the interesting structural similarities between the creation stories in Genesis and the creation of
humans in Atrahasis.3 After the creation of the first human being is
recorded in the first part of the poem, the second part opens with
the creation of humans one more time, described as a divine birth
(I v, 249–vi, 305). Seemingly this creation scene deals with events that
come after the creation of humans in the section before. But looking
closer into the section, we notice that it records the creation of human
beings once more, quite independently of what has happened before.
The narrative sequence does not simply relate the order of events. The
same event, the creation of human beings, is rather narrated twice,
under two different perspectives. The first creation act is closely woven
into the first plot; it functions as a solution to the crisis developed in
this plot. The next creation act prepares for the next plot: the decision
of the gods to wipe out the human beings they had created.
We have already noticed that according to the introduction in 2:4b,
the following story about the creation of the first humans functions
in the same way. What comes after 2:4b is not a new step in the line
of events coming after Gen 1:1–2:3, it is rather something that took
place in the context of the events reported there. The next story forms
a narrative parallel to the first creation story, in the same manner as
we can observe in Atrahasis. The function of the two stories of creation
of humans is the same as in Atrahasis as well. The first story (1:26–30)
refers back to what is already told: the human being multiplying to fill
the “formless void” of Gen 1:2, and to rule over what God has already
created. The second creation story, Gen 2, points forward to the crisis
developing in Gen 3. There is also a similarity in the way creation
is described in both places. In the first creation the human being is
created as such: it is awīlu and ʾād̠ām; the second creation is more
graphic, describing concretely both the creation of male and female
and their ability to procreate.

3
Kikawada, “The Double Creation of Humankind in Enki and Ninmah, Atrahasis I
1–351 and Gen 1–2,” 43–45; cf. also Tsumura, “Genesis and Ancient Near Eastern
Stories,” 29f.
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What follows the creation of humans in Atrahasis is a period of
disturbance, then the three divine disasters, then the flood, and then
the new world order after the flood to secure the right balance in the
cosmos. What we can therefore observe in both Atrahasis and Genesis is the following basic order of events: creation—period of disturbance—flood—new world order after the flood. In Genesis this basic
order exists also in P when isolated, although this composition seems
to play down the period of disturbance. Lacking so far in Genesis is
any kind of disturbance in the divine world, which plays an important
role in the first part of Atrahasis. What we notice in this overall picture
is similar to what we observed in the comparison of the flood stories.
There are some places with quite direct parallels, but what is most significant is the structural order: in the same manner as the sequences
of the flood story in Atrahasis in large parts were repeated in Genesis,
the basic structure of Atrahasis as a whole is reflected in the primeval
history of Genesis up to the new world order after the flood.
One may object that this only relates to the narrative material in Genesis and not to the genealogies. To include these we need, however, to
broaden the perspective to see the larger context of primeval history in
Mesopotamia, of which the flood story became a part. We have seen
how the flood story merged with other primeval traditions and became
part of larger compositions of antediluvian time.
The first observation made was the different context of the flood
story in the Eridu Genesis (the Sumerian Flood Story) compared to
Atrahasis. Even though this story is only fragmentarily preserved,
we could notice a different compound of traditions: creation—poor
uncivilized state of humankind—institution of kingship—establishment of antediluvian cities—development of civilization—decision
by the goods to send the flood—the flood that wipes out all humans,
except one—the grant of everlasting life to the flood hero. The clearest
structural difference to Atrahasis lies in the inclusion of kingship and
the establishment of the antediluvian cities. Here the Eridu Genesis
includes other ancient traditions from the lists of antediluvian cities
and kings.
The Antediluvian King List seems originally to have been an independent tradition, but it was connected to the Sumerian King List
already at the turn of the second millennium, as seen in the manuscript WB 444. The ideology of this Sumerian list of kings was to draw
a line from the first ruling dynasty, chosen by the gods, to the ruler at
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the time a specific version of the list was composed, thus securing the
authority of this particular ruler. The versions of the list witness to a
divine order in history where the gods bestow authority only to one
particular dynasty connected to a city at the time. Accordingly this tradition had no need for a new list extending back in primeval time. The
reason why the antediluvian list was placed in front seems therefore to
be the encounter with a strong tradition about the flood. This tradition
existed independently of lists of cities and kings, as seen in Atrahasis,
but could also merge with it, as seen in the Eridu Genesis. It seems also
to have been a stable element in the Antediluvian King List, therefore
the name “antediluvian.” All the antediluvian lists where we have the
final part preserved end by either referring to the flood or connecting
directly with the flood story.
The inclusion of the antediluvian list before the actual Sumerian
King List created a three stage model of early history: list of antediluvian kings—flood—succeeding list of kings. What is different from
Atrahasis here is that the flood did not end in a new world order; it
meant an interruption in history: kingship disappeared from the earth,
and the gods had to bestow it once more. The flood did not disturb
the divine order of granting kingships to humankind. There was still
a line of authority of kingship, connected to a list of kings, this time
going as far back as the first antediluvian king.
We can characterize the style of the lists as “chronography.” They
simply list names, places and years. We can observe in some instances
that this monotonous style was extended with short commentaries.
This was accordingly one of the earliest ways to write history and it
lasted through the whole of Mesopotamian history down to what we
can observe in Berossos. The chronographic style we also find in the
Hebrew Bible, especially in the Chronicler, but also in the P material
in the Pentateuch and in the non-P material in the primeval history
(cf. Gen 4:18–24).4 The style here is also monotonous, but like the

4
We do not here discuss the genre “genealogy” in the Bible, nor the background
of this genre in its various types found in the Bible. We discuss how different blocks of
traditions were combined in Mesopotamia and in the Bible. As we have seen, each of
these traditions had its own characteristics and history. For a discussion of the genre
“genealogy” in the Hebrew Bible cf. R. R. Wilson, “The Old Testament Genealogies
in Recent Research,” in “I Studied Inscriptions from before the Flood”. Ancient Near
Eastern, Literary, and Linguistic Approaches to Genesis 1–11, ed. R. S. Hess and D. T.
Tsumura. Winona Lake 1994, 200–23.
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Mesopotamian chronographies it can be interrupted by commentaries,
as seen in non-P (Gen 4:18–24) and in P (Gen 5:18–24).
There is a difference in what is counted between the Mesopotamian
and the biblical chronographies. The Mesopotamian chronographies
concentrate on dynasties and rulers, the biblical ones on generations.
The simplest explanation for this could be the conditions in which
they were composed. Both P and the Chronicler composed chronographies in exilic and post-exilic times. These were times when there
was no monarchy in Israel or Judah. Accordingly, it made no sense to
produce lists of kings or dynasties. When the Chronicler in 1 Chr 1–9
draws a chronographic line from Adam to king David, it is not the
king as ruler or warrior who is in focus, but his cultic activities. This is
also clearly observable in P; P is interested in the authoritative institution of his own time, i.e. the legitimate priesthood. The priestly rank
was based on inheritance, therefore P draws a line starting with the
first human Adam, and then narrows the line more and more to stop
with the priestly line of Phinehas, to which the priests and scribes of P
belonged. The ideology of P is similar to that in the Extended Sumerian King List, but they count different things.
Here P is more in line with the Babylonian bārû-priests. In the
composition Enmeduranki and the Diviners it is underscored that
these priests are descendants of the primeval priests chosen by Enmeduranki to be diviners. In P there is a genealogical line from the priests
of the scribes’ own time down to Aaron and his sons (Ex 40:14–15;
Lev 16:32), and further, as we have seen, down to Adam, as the first
human being. In both the P tradition and in Enmeduranki and the
Diviners the priests shall be without physical imperfections:5
When a diviner,
23
an expert in oil, of abiding descent, offshoot of Enmeduranki, king of
Sippar,
24
who sets up the holy bowl, holds the cedar,
25
benediction priest of the king, long-haired priest of Shamash,
26
a creature of Ninhursag,
27
begotten by a reverend of pure descent,
28
he himself, being without defect in body and limbs,
29
may approach the presence of Shamash and Adad where (liver) inspection and oracle (take place).
30
The diviner of impure descent, not without defect in body and limbs,
31
with squinting eyes, chipped teeth,
5

Cf. Lambert, “The Qualifications of Babylonian Diviners,” 147; translation, 152.
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32

a cut-off finger, a raptured (?) testicle, suffering from leprosy,
a . . . , a . . . , a eunuch . . .
(Enmeduranki and the Diviners, 22–33)
33

16

The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 17 “Speak to Aaron and say: No one
of your offspring throughout their generations who has a blemish may
approach to offer the food of his God. 18 For no one who has a blemish
shall draw near, one who is blind or lame, or one who has a mutilated
face or a limb too long, 19 or one who has a broken foot or a broken
hand, 20 or a hunchback, or a dwarf, or a man with a blemish in his eyes
or an itching disease or scabs or crushed testicles. 21 No descendant of
Aaron the priest who has a blemish shall come near to offer the LORD’s
offerings by fire; since he has a blemish, he shall not come near to offer
the food of his God.”
(Lev 21:16–21)

In the growth of the Mesopotamian traditions about primeval time
the styles of lists and narrative were combined. This feature is already
to some extent extant in the Eridu Genesis, which combines narrative with the list of cities. The list of cities is combined with the list of
kings ruling before the flood in the Antediluvian King List. This may
have been the case also in the Eridu Genesis, but there are no traces of
such a list in the known fragments. In the Royal Chronicle of Lagash
and the Dynastic Chronicle, there are marked combinations of chronography and narrative. The Royal Chronicle has the following basic
structure: reference to the flood—establishment of civilization after
the flood—list of rulers. The Dynastic Chronicle comes closer here
to the structure of the Eridu Genesis, since it includes the antediluvian period: ordering of the cosmos—establishment of kingship—list
of antediluvian kings—flood story (from Atrahasis)—list of dynasties
after the flood. Berossos wrote Babyloniaca at a much later time. From
the preserved excerpts, the opening part of this work seems to have
had the following structure: the creation of the cosmos and humans
(from Enuma Elish)—list of antediluvian kings and sages—the flood
story—list of dynasties after the flood.6
6
R. E. Gmirkin claims that Genesis is directly dependent on Berossos’ Babyloniaca.
Despite of his often valuable efforts to observe close parallels between the two compositions, the argument is not convincing. It would imply either a radical redating
of Berossos, or Genesis. We think that the correspondences to Berossos are so close
because Berossos reflects the collection of traditions in Late Babylonian times, i.e. the
period when P was written. When we compare to the cuneiform sources, these are
often much earlier, and therefore more remote from Genesis; cf. R. E. Gmirklin, Berossus and Genesis, Manetho and Exodus, vol. 433, LHBOTS. New York and London
2006, 89–139.
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In these different structures, it is not difficult to recognise two blocks
of traditions, the flood story and the lists of kings, the first marked
by narrative style, the second by chronography. In Atrahasis the flood
story is woven into the following structure: creation of the cosmos and
earth—creation of humans—development of civilization—period of
disturbance—flood—and new world order. This basic outline of primeval history in the Mesopotamian sources is in various ways combined
with the lists of various kinds, lists of cities, kings, and sages, creating
the various versions of primeval time. Some basic elements reoccur:
Creation
Establishment of civilization
Chronographies
Flood

The following texts are traditionally assigned to P in Genesis, as a
whole or in part (*):
Gen 1:1–2:3: creation
Gen 5: chronography (genealogy)
Gen 6–8*: crisis and flood
Gen 9:1–17: new world order
Gen 10*: chronography (list of nations)
Gen 11:10–26: chronography (genealogy)

We think we find a structure here that represents a selection and
combination of blocks of traditions similar to the one we find in the
Mesopotamian sources. P has combined the structure from the flood
tradition, creation—crisis—flood—new world order, with the chronographic tradition, in P’s case, describing the generations leading up to
the legitimate priesthood, but also listing the nations after the flood. P
did not invent a new way of writing primeval history. He followed the
pattern already established in his Babylonian environment, but created
his own version within this pattern.
The combination of the two blocks of tradition, flood and chronography, creates a tension in P that can be observed in the Mesopotamian material as well. In Atrahasis the flood is really the end of
everything. The overall plot is that the gods had to create a new world
order, the world order known to the readers, to establish the right
balance between human fertility and activity and the cosmic order. In
the tradition about the antediluvian kings linked to the Sumerian King
List, the flood is a pause, coming without an explanation. Kingship is
again lowered from heaven after this pause and the change of rulers
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continues as it was in antediluvian time. We observe in P an attempt
to reconcile the two different approaches. P reports the disturbance
before the flood, but only briefly (6:11–13). In P God does not regret
his creation; this notion appears in the non-P material (Gen 6:5–8).
Even though the flood is placed as the antithesis to creation, the new
world order after the flood contains an element of “continue as usual”
in the command to the humans still to be fruitful (9:1). There is a
dramatic interruption in the human increase on the earth, but it does
not disturb the long succession of generations, narrowing down to the
priestly family of Aaron.
It is worth noticing that the number of ten figures in P’s antediluvian list is the same as in the oldest and youngest Antediluvian
King List, WB 62 and Berossos. Both these lists have Ziusudra, the
hero of the flood, at the tenth position, like Noah in P’s list. There is
also another curious detail, noticed by Josephus. According to him,
Berossos wrote that in the tenth generation after the flood “among
the Chaldeans there was a man, great, just, and all-knowing about the
heavens.” Josephus took it for granted that this great and wise man,
referred to by Berossos, was Abraham. If there is any influence here,
it goes in the opposite direction. Berossos seems here to be dependent
on a tradition later attested in the Uruk list of sages, W 20 030, 7.
Here Aḥiqar, the legendary sage in several ancient sources, is listed
as the tenth ummanu after the flood. By accident or not, P counts ten
figures before flood and places the flood hero in the tenth position, as
Mesopotamian sources do; he then counts ten figures after the flood
and places a great and wise man (Abraham) in the tenth position, as
Mesopotamian sources do.
7.2

The Protagonists: Enoch and Noah

P is very sparse in the description of characters in the primeval history;
he mostly lists names and dates in the genealogies. The two exceptions
are Enoch and Noah; of these Noah is offered most space because he
is part of the flood story. The first time Noah is mentioned, however,
is in the genealogy in Gen 5:28–29:
ויחי־למך שׁתים ושׁמנים שׁנה ומאת שׁנה ויולד בן׃
ויקרא את־שׁמו נח לאמר זה ינחמנו ממעשׂנו ומעצבון ידינו מן־האדמה
אשׁר אררה יהוה׃
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When Lamech was 182 years old, he begot a son. 29 He gave him the
name Noah, saying, ‘he shall give us relief from the work and toil of our
hands, from the ground that YHWH has cursed.’
(translation mine)

The passage breaks the normal pattern of the genealogy where the
name of the son is mentioned directly after the verb  ילדin the Hiphil,
“beget.” There is no naming of sons in the genealogy of P. This indicates
that someone has altered the P text, because Noah must have been part
of the genealogy in P. In the traditional documentary hypothesis v. 29
is regarded as belonging to J, because of the use of the divine name
YHWH and the clear reference to Gen 3:17. Originally the passage
should have belonged somewhere in Gen 4 and has been inserted in
Gen 5 by a redactor. G. von Rad held that v. 29 originally had been the
end of the Sethite genealogy (Gen 4:25–26).7 Westermann doubts this
because the succession Adam, Seth, Enosh in 4:25–26 also occurs in
Gen 5:3–8, and there at the beginning of the genealogy. He considered
the genealogy in 4:17–18 to be a more proper place.8 This genealogy
ends with Lamech. The problem with this supposed original placement
is that in 4:17–18 there is no naming of the sons, which is the case with
Seth in 4:25, where we both have naming and explanation of the name
in a way similar to 5:29. It is therefore unclear where in Gen 4 the passage in 5:29 originally belonged, if it at all was taken from there.
Scholars claim that the passage in 5:29 both refers backwards and
forwards. The passage מן־האדמה אשׁר אררה יהוה, “from the ground
that YHWH has cursed,” seems to play on ארורה האדמה בעבורך,
“the ground shall be cursed because of you,” in 3:17. It is more difficult
to see what v. 29 refers to going forwards: “he shall give us relief from
the work and toil of our hands.” There is no story about Noah in Genesis where this is the point. Both von Rad and Westermann maintain
that the passage is a reference to Gen 9:20: “Noah, a man of the soil,
was the first to plant a vineyard”.9 This story continues immediately
by telling how Noah gets drunk from the wine. If there should be any
connection between “relief from the work and toil of our hands,” and
Noah inventing the wine, this connection is not made on the basis of
the present shape of the text; Noah getting drunk does not give any
relief to anybody. Westermann eases the dilemma by supposing that
7
8
9

G. von Rad, Genesis. A Commentary, 2 ed., OTL. London 1963, 70.
Westermann, Genesis, 487.
Von Rad, Genesis, 132–33; Westermann, Genesis, 487–88.
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only the naming and not the subsequent explanation of the name was
original. Noah is simply given the name “comfort” and the comfort
lies in the wine. This entails that there are three scribes involved in
5:28–29: the first P scribe in v. 28 including only the name Noah from
v. 29, the redactor who fills in that there was an explicit naming in
v. 29, and a new commentator who makes the explicit reference to
Gen 3:17.
We think rather that v. 29 is the work of a late commentator who
alluded to traditions about the flood hero that were not included in
the Genesis text. In this respect, there is a similarity between 5:29 and
6:1–4. As we will see, 6:1–4 is also an allusion to an incident that is
not commented on further in the Genesis narratives. A scribe could
have made this comment to the genealogy in Gen 5 to create a balance
between Enoch and Noah. Since Enoch was given more space than
simply a begetter in the P text the commentator gave a bit more space
for Noah as well.
In the genealogy Enoch is portrayed in the following way:
21

When Enoch had lived sixty-five years, he became the father of Methuselah. 22 Enoch walked with God after the birth of Methuselah three
hundred years, and had other sons and daughters. 23 Thus all the days of
Enoch were three hundred sixty-five years. 24 Enoch walked with God;
then he was no more, because God took him.
(Gen 5:21–24)

There are similarities between Enoch and Noah. They both “walked
with God/the gods”:10
ויתהלך חנוך את־האלהים, “Enoch walked with God”
(5:22, repeated in v. 24)

את־האלהים התהלך־נח, “Noah walked with God”
(6:9)

10
The use of the determined form hāʾĕlōhîm does in itself not indicate that the
designation is to be read as plural, “the gods,” since the determined form is used
366 times in the Hebrew Bible without any clear logic. Nevertheless, it is interesting
to notice where it is used in the primeval history. In 5:22,24 it is used about Enoch
walking with hāʾĕlōhîm, in 6:2,4 the divine beings are designated as b̠ĕnê-hāʾĕlōhîm,
in 6:9 Noah like Enoch walks with hāʾĕlōhîm, and in 6:11 the earth was corrupt “in
the sight of,” lip̄nê hāʾĕlōhîm. In all these cases we deal with texts with a background
in Mesopotamian mythology. There is the possibility that this background may have
affected the wording, cf. H. S. Kvanvig, “The Watcher Story and Genesis. An Intertextual Reading,” SJOT 18 (2004): 163–83, 171–72.
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They both, although in different ways, survived the flood. Enoch was
taken to the divine realm long before the flood and accordingly still
existed in this realm during the flood; Noah was saved through the
flood and lived 350 years after it.
We have already several times called attention to the fact that Noah
is modelled after the Mesopotamian flood hero with the Sumerian
name Ziusudra, and the Akkadian names Atrahasis and Uta-napišti
in Atrahasis and Gilgamesh respectively.11 The Eridu Genesis describes
him as a king, so also do two of the versions of the Antediluvian King
List, WB 62 and the Dynastic Chronicle. This tradition also seems presupposed in Gilgamesh. In the Ras Shamra fragment of Atrahasis he
is clearly described as a priest, living in the temple of Ea. This is in
accord with the Babylonian version of Atrahasis where there is no sign
of the flood hero being a king.12 He is clearly described in the role of
a priest.13 We find this in at least two places in the poem. At the end
of the third disaster, Atrahasis performs a ritual to incubate a dream.
He acts as a šā’ilu, an interpreter of dreams. Such diviners had priestly
rank.14 After the flood he sacrifices to the gods and by this act provides
food for them. This is the primary task of priesthood in Mesopotamia.15
Accordingly, Atrahasis is the first among humans after the flood to
fulfil what in Mesopotamian mythology was imagined as the purpose
of humankind, to feed the gods.
Since P does not record the disasters coming before the flood in
Atrahasis, but only concentrates on the actual flood story, it is not
strange that he misses the sequence where the flood hero incubates a
dream. It is more significant, however, that he leaves out the sacrifice
of the flood hero after the flood. Non-P reports this sequence in close
resemblance with the Mesopotamian tradition (8:20–22):
[iṣinū i]lū erìša, “the go[ds smelled] the savour.”
(Atrahasis III v, 34; cf. Gilgamesh XI, 161)

11

For the names, cf. ch. I 1.4.2.
Cf. Davila, “The Flood Hero,” 205.
13
Cf. ch. I 1.4.2.
14
The šā’ilu was a diviner who by various means sought oracles from the gods, cf.
the verb šâlu, “ask.” The oracle could be delivered through dreams and oneirology Cf.
A. L. Oppenheim, The Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near East, vol. 46/3,
TAPhS. Philadelphia 1956, 221–22.
15
Cf. F. A. M. Wiggermann, ”Theologies, Priests, and Worship in Ancient Mesopotamia,” in Civilizations of the Ancient Near East, ed. J. M. Sasson. Peabody, Massachusetts 1995, 1857–70, 1859–62, 1864–65.
12
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וירח יהוה את־ריח הניחח, “YHWH smelled the pleasing savour.”
(Gen 8:21)

As already suggested, P has dropped this most distinguished feature of
the flood hero most likely because sacrifices start at the revelation at
Sinai, linked to the Aaronite priesthood. Generally, this does not seem
to be any problem in the non-P material in Genesis: to erect an altar
and invoke the name of the Lord is not connected to any priestly rank
(cf. Gen 12:7f.; 26:25; 33:20). However, there may be a special emphasis on the role of Noah as the first human who sacrifices in non-P. The
sacrifice comes immediately before the promise never again to annihilate the human race; it thus has the function of securing the survival of
the universe.16 This is in line with the Mesopotamian model.
The first figure described in P is Enoch (Gen 5:21–24). A figure with
the same name appears as Cain’s son in non-P (4:17). The relationship between the two occurrences is dependent on how one regards
the relationship between the P and the non-P material. If non-P is the
point of departure for P, the genealogy in Gen 5 can be regarded as
a rearrangement of the genealogy in Gen 4:17–22.17 There is also the
possibility that P knew a list similar to 4:17–22, but not necessarily the
context in which it appears in non-P; or one could regard non-P as
a further reflection on P, which is our favoured position. In any case,
there seems to be a relationship in the same manner as with Adam
and Lamech, who appear in both genealogies as well, even though the
numbers and the order of names are different in the two lists. The
problem is, however, how to interpret MT 4:17 (non-P):
שׁם ָה ֔ ִﬠיר
֣ ֵ הי ֣בֹּנֶ ה ֔ ִﬠיר וַ יִּ ְק ָר ֙א
֙ ִ ְת־חנ֑ וְֹך ַ ֽו י
ֲ ת־א ְשׁ ֔תּוֹ וַ ַ ֖תּ ַהר וַ ֵ ֣תּ ֶלד ֶא
ִ וַ ֵיּ֤ ַדע ַ ֙קיִ ֙ן ֶא
ְכּ ֵ ֖שׁם ְבּנ֥ וֹ ֲחנֽ וְֹך׃
A straightforward translation of the text would be:
Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bore Enoch; and he built a
city, and named the city after the name of his son, Enoch.

The problem is: who built the city? As the text now reads with Enoch
as the last word, the builder has to be Cain: Cain built the city and
named it after his son Enoch. This reading encounters, however, some

16
17

Cf. Ska, The Exegesis of the Pentateuch, 20.
Cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 44–46.
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severe obstacles.18 Syntactically one would have expected Enoch to be
the builder of the city, since he is the person mentioned directly before
wayĕhî bōneh. We find this syntax in the genealogical introduction in
4:1–2: first, the birth of Cain and Abel is reported, then, introduced
by wayĕhî, the activity of the two sons. This is also the general style of
the genealogy in 4:17–22: the birth of a son, then the activity of this
son, not the activity of his father. It is further to be noticed that Cain
is already introduced by an activity; he was a “tiller of the ground”
(v. 2). There should be no need to characterize him one more time
in v. 17. We also notice the specific syntax in the beginning of v. 18:
ויולד לחנוך את־עירד, “to Enoch was born Irad.” There is no similar
syntax in the genealogy. The best explanation is to read this sentence
as an immediate continuation of the line before. These considerations
point in one direction; the name Enoch, limping after the clause in
v. 17, must be a later addition.19 If we delete Enoch at this place, we
get the following translation of vv. 17–18a:
Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bore Enoch; and he built
a city, and named the city after the name of his son, for Irad had been
born to Enoch.

Accordingly, the founder of the city was most likely Enoch and the
name of the city was Irad.
If the name of the city had been Enoch, the first city mentioned in
the Bible cannot be identified; it would have been an invention by the
author of the text.20 This is a bit strange because non-P has knowledge
of the great cities in Mesopotamia: Babel, Erech, Akkad, Nineveh and
Calah (Gen 10:10–11). If the name was Irad, however, we are in a
different position; Irad could very well be a Hebrew rendering of the
city name Eridu.21 This city is the first city in history in the Eridu
Genesis and in all the cuneiform versions of the Antediluvian King

18

Cf. The discussion in Miller, “Eridu, Dunnu and Babel,” 241–42, note 9.
Westermann, following Budde, suggests another solution. He emends כשׁם בנו,
“after the name of his son” to כשׁמו, “after his name.” According to this emendation
Enoch is both the city builder and the name of the city. The syntactical and stylistic
arguments in favour of this emendation are the same as ours concerning v.17, i.e.
Enoch and not Cain must be the subject for ויהו בנה, “and he built.” It does not,
however, consider the special syntax we find in the beginning of v. 18, which seems
to fill in the information in v. 17. Cf. Westermann, Genesis, 443–44.
20
Thus G. Wallis, “Die Stadt in den Überlieferungen der Genesis,” ZAW 78 (1966):
133–48, 134.
21
Cf. Hallo, “Antediluvian Cities,” 64.
19
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List.22 Enoch was thus the founder of the first city in history according to Mesopotamian traditions. According to the Eridu Genesis the
building of cities was the work of humans; each of the ancient cities
was then dedicated to a special god, Eridu being dedicated to the god
of wisdom, Enki (Eridu Genesis i, 40–42; ii, 92–98).23 In the Adapa
Myth Adapa is the sage in Eridu.
There was, however, another tradition, connected to the antediluvian apkallus, where the first sage of history taught the humans how
to establish cities. According to Berossos:
Berossos says that this monster spent its days with men, never eating
anything, but teaching men the skills necessary for writing and for doing
mathematics and for all sorts of knowledge: how to build cities, found
temples, and make laws.
(Euseb. (Arm.) Chron. p. 4, 8–6, 8 and Syncellus 71, 3)24

The same tradition is attested in Gilgamesh. There all the seven sages
are said to have laid the foundation of Uruk (Gilgamesh I, 21and XI,
326).25 This brings Enoch, the founder of the first city, Irad/Eridu,
fairly close to the first sage in Mesopotamian traditions, U-an/Oannes,
who taught humankind how to build cities.
In Genesis names matter. Nearly all the figures who are related to
some kind of event have names that signify some of their character:
Adam (“earth/ground”), Eve (“life”), Cain (“produce”), Abel (“void”),
Noah (“rest”), the changes of names for Abraham and Sarah, etc. We
therefore must assume that the name חנוך, Enoch, signified something
in the context, both in 4:17–18 and in 5:21–24. The name occurs two
other times in the Hebrew Bible: there is an Enoch who is the son
of Reuben (Gen 46:9; Ex 6:14; Num 26:5; 1 Chr 5:3); and there is an
Enoch who is the son of Midian (Gen 25:4; 1 Chr 1:33). None of these
occurrences seem to shed any significant light on the Enoch of the
primeval history. The root ḤNK occurs in several Semitic languages
with the meaning “dedicate” or “train.”26 It is attested in the Hebrew
Bible with both meanings. Deut 5:20 decrees that every house owner

22

Cf. ch. I 2.3.
For text, cf. Civil, “The Sumerian Flood Story,” 140f.
24
For full text, cf. ch. I 3.1.
25
George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 538f. and 724f.; George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic II, 781f.
26
Whether this root is related to the root Ḥ K/Ḥ NK with the meaning “gum, palate,
mouth” is uncertain.
23
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should dedicate his house. We do not know concretely how this took
place in Israel, but in Mesopotamia there were rituals to “to block the
foot of evil into a man’s house” connected with deposit of prophylactic
figures (in the shape of apkallus) in the foundation of a house.27 In
1 Kgs 8:63 and 2 Chr 7:5 Solomon dedicates the temple to YHWH;
the second temple is dedicated in a similar way (Ezra 6:16—Aramaic).
In Dan 3:2 (Aramaic) Nebuchadnezzar calls all officials together to
celebrate the dedication of a statue of a god. The ritual alluded to we
know from Mesopotamian sources as the “mouth washing” and the
“mouth opening” ritual.28 “Dedication” in this sense can suit Enoch’s
role as the founder of the first city in Gen 4:17–18. As we have seen
in the Eridu Genesis each city was given to a specific god, Eridu being
given to the god of wisdom, Enki.
The other meaning, “train,” is explicitly expressed in Prov 22:6:
“Train the boy in his way, and when old, he will not depart from it.”
We think this is also the meaning when the root occurs in Gen 14:14
as the ḥ ănîk̠îm of Abram, “the trained men of Abraham.” This suits
the grammatical form of the name ḥ ănôk̠, which is to be read as a
passive participle, “the trained one.” The same is the case if the word
carries the meaning “dedicated,” or for a person “initiated.” In this
case, Enoch is “the initiated one.” In Mesopotamia, this could mean
to be a member of a scholarly guild, as with the bārû-priests, or the
ummanus.29 These could be connected to the temple, or as we have
seen, to the royal court.30 In the Bible, the scholarly milieu at the royal
court in Babylonia is reflected in the narratives in the Book of Daniel.31
Daniel should be taught,  למדPiel, and educated,  גדלPiel, at Nebuchadnezzar’s court for three years (Dan 1:4–5).
For the service in the temple, there was in the postexilic period a
special class of Levites. The Book of Ezra tells how Ezra on his way to
Jerusalem calls upon Levites, living in the city of Casiphia, to join him
(Ezra 8:15–19). These Levites are called הנתונים, “the devoted” or “the
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Cf. ch. I 3.3.
Cf. ch. I 3.4.
29
Grelot argued that at least P interpreted ḥ ănôk̠ as the “sage,” cf. P. Grelot, “La
légende d’Henoch dans les Apocryphes et dans la Bible,” RSR 46 (1958): 5–26, 181–
210, 186. For the scholarly guilds, cf. above ch. I 2.4 and ch. I 3.5.
30
Cf. ch. I 3.4.
31
Cf. Parpola, Letters from Assyrian and Babylonian Scholars, XIV–XV.
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initiated ones” (8:17).32 The designation nĕt̠ūnîm occurs several times
characterizing Levites (Num 8:16, 19; 18:6; 1 Chr 6:33). This implies
that the name ḥ ănôk̠ is not necessarily only to be understood as a hint
to the figure’s individual qualities as trained or dedicated, but also to
his social rank as sage and initiated.
P places Enoch as the seventh ancestor before the flood in the genealogy in Gen 5. The common pattern in the genealogy in Gen 5 is as
follows:
Year when the oldest son is born
Remaining years lived
Father of sons and daughters
Total lifespan
Death

We see that the Enoch-sequence follows to this pattern closely with
some outstanding differences. If we subtract the genealogy formula
from the sequence, these become clear:
21

When Enoch had lived sixty-five years, he became the father of Methuselah. 22 Enoch walked with God after the birth of Methuselah three
hundred years, and had other sons and daughters. 23 Thus all the days of
Enoch were three hundred sixty-five years. 24 Enoch walked with God;
then he was no more, because God took him.
(Gen 5:21–24)

The specific issues connected to Enoch were that he walked with God,
mentioned twice, and that he disappeared because God took him.
There are two possible meanings in the phrase “walked with God.”
It can be read concretely: the two ancestors, Enoch and Noah, lived
in a physical closeness to the divine; or it can be read metaphorically:
the two heroes lived a life dedicated to God.33 The phrase comes close
to the command given to Abraham, the third distinguished figure in
P’s gallery of characters: התהלך לפני, “walk before me”! (Gen 17:1).
There is, however, the question of why in the two first instances P

32
We certainly think that the Kethiv reading, הנתונים, is preferable over against
Qere, הנתינים, “temple servants,” cf. M. Leuchter, ”Ezra’s Mission and the Levites of
Casiphia,” in Community Identity in Judean Historiography. Biblical and Comparative Perspectives, ed. G. N. Knoppers and K. A. Ristau. Winona Lake 2009, 173–95,
177, 183.
33
Cf. the list in A. Schmitt, Entrückung—Aufnahme—Himmelfahrt. Untersuchungen zu einem Vostellungsbereich im Alten Testament, vol. 10, FB. Stuttgart 1973,
158–60.
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used the preposition ʾet̠ and in the third lĕp̄ānay. We see that prepositions matter in the Deuteronomistic usage of hālak̠ combined with
ʾaḥ ar, “after,” which is a fixed formula for following foreign gods (cf.
Deut 8:19; 11:28; 13:3; 28:14). The expression used by P here seems to
have heavy weight, since it is only used in these two instances in the
Hebrew Bible. Both of the two possible meanings are attested in the
subsequent interpretations of the text: LXX reads the text metaphorically: εὐηρέστησεν δὲ Ενωχ τῷ θεῷ, “and Enoch was well-pleasing to
God” (5:22, same in v. 24 and 6:9); Jubilees takes the phrase literally:
“He was, moreover, with God’s angels for six Jubilees of years” (4:21),
drawing on the description of Enoch in the Enochic writings. Understanding how to interpret the phrase in P is hardly possible without
considering the background of the two heroes in the Mesopotamian
material.
The second information provided by P is that Enoch “was no more,”
איננו, because God “took him,” ( כי־לקח אתו אלהיםv. 24). The use of
the verb lāqaḥ , “take,” with ʾĕlōhîm or YHWH as subject in the meaning “divine removal” occurs several places in the Hebrew Bible.34 The
removal is placed in different contexts:
The removal of a dead person from the underworld (Ps 49:16; 73:24)
The removal of a living person as an act of final removal from the earth
(2 Kgs 2:1–18, cf. vv. 3, 5, 9, 10)
The removal of a person as an act of temporal transference (Ezek 3:14; 8:3)

The removal of Enoch comes closest to the removal of Elijah in
2 Kgs 2, but there is no signal in 5:24 that there should be any direct
relationship between Elijah and Enoch. Divine removal occurs also
in one other place in the primeval history. In the Eden story non-P
tells about the first human being: ויקח יהוה אלהים את־האדם וינחהו
בגן־עדן, “YHWH Elohim took the human being and placed him in the
garden of Eden” (2:15). Here we may find some kind of correspondence, although the Eden story is ambiguous at this point. Read in one
perspective, Eden should be the human being’s permanent residence,
living with access to the tree of life and in the closeness of YHWH,
not very different from the removal of Enoch to a life with God. Read
in another perspective, the removal of the first human being became
temporal. This is already signalled in the beginning of the narrative,

34

Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 48–51.
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corresponding with the end: ואדם אין לעבד את־האדמה, “and the
human being was not there to till the ground” (2:5); וישׁלחהו יהוה
אלהים מגן־עדן לעבד את־האדמה אשׁר לקח משׁם, YHWH Elohim sent
him out of the garden of Eden to till the ground from which he was
taken” (3:23). The removal of the first human being comes, however,
closer to the removal of Uta-napišti in Gilgamesh, since the destination in both cases is a divine garden.
While the other genealogical sequences in Gen 5 end with the
phrase וימת, “then he died” (vv. 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 27, 31), Enoch’s
destiny on the earth is described through איננו, “he was no more.”
In other contexts this short nominal clause can also signify death as
the end of existence (cf. Job 7:21; Ps 39:14 and 103:16). When the
phrase is used with respect to living persons an unexpected and traceless disappearance is often implied (Gen 37:29–30; 1 Kgs 20:40; 1 Sam
9:4).35 The short notice about the total disappearance of Enoch from
the earth is somewhat strange. If we compare it with the story about
the removal of Elijah, this story goes in the opposite direction. When
Elijah is taken away, his disciples exclaim: “The spirit of Elijah rests on
Elisha”! (2 Kgs 2:15). Elijah is portrayed as the first link in a prophetic
succession. Nothing similar is said about Enoch. He is non-existent on
the earth: nothing is left from him, nothing reported of his doings; he
is shut away with God in heaven.
There is one more feature in the genealogical sequence of Enoch
that seems to have significance; compared to the other ancestors,
Enoch lived a very short time on the earth, only 365 years. The shortest
lifespan elsewhere reported is Lamech with 777 years (5:31). The number 365 is the number of a solar year. Westermann sees in this number
an interpretation of the translation of Enoch. P used the round number 365 to signify that his lifetime on the earth was full, round and
whole before he was taken to God.36 We think that the use of this
particular number signifies more than that. P counts the duration of
the flood in the following way. It started in the second month, on the
seventeenth day (7:11); it lasted until the second month the next year,
the twenty-seventh day. Hence, the flood lasted twelve lunar month,
354 days adding 11 days, amounting to the 365 days of a solar year.

35
Cf. Schmitt, Entrückung—Aufnahme—Himmelfahrt, 163–65; and Kvanvig, Roots
of Apocalyptic, 48.
36
Westermann, Genesis, 485.
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We notice that P here in its way of counting combines a lunar year
with the necessary additional days to reach a solar year.37 The combination of the movements of the sun and moon to calculate the right
calendar is explicitly expressed:
14

And God said, “Let there be lights in the dome of the sky to separate
the day from the night; and let them be for signs and for seasons and
for days and years, 15 and let them be lights in the dome of the sky to
give light upon the earth.” And it was so. 16 God made the two great
lights—the greater light to rule the day and the lesser light to rule the
night—and the stars.
(Gen 1: 14–16)

Thus, it is clear that P reckons with a luni-solar year, as did the Babylonians, who started to count the twelve lunar months and added
an intercalary month to adjust to the solar year.38 The emphasis is,
however, on the 365 days of the solar year, which is the exact number given for the duration of the flood and the number given for the
years of Enoch. In its reckoning with the sun, the greater light, and
the moon, the lesser light, to calculate the calendar P comes close to
the astronomical calculations in the Astronomical Book. In this book
Enoch teaches the movements of the sun and the moon with a clear
priority given to the sun to decide the calendar. There is, however, one
significant difference; P counts the solar year as 365 days, while the
Astronomical Book counts 364 days, resulting in 52 weeks of 7 days.
This is quite interesting since P clearly shares the predilection for the
number 7 with the Astronomical Book, as shown in the creation story.
In sum, we think that 365 is not only a round number symbolizing
wholeness, but a number connected to calendar, and to the priority of
the sun and the solar year.
Scholars do generally accept a Mesopotamian background for Noah,
modelled after the Mesopotamian hero of the flood. When the tradition of the flood merged with the King List tradition, he became part
of several of the antediluvian lists.39 Thus, he was recorded as the last
king in the Antediluvian King List in WB 62, most probably in UCBC

37

Cf. R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel. Its Life and Institutions. London 1973, 188–89.
For the Babylonian calendar, cf. F. Rochberg, ”Astronomy and Calendars in
Ancient Mesopoatamia,” in Civilizations of the Ancient Near East, ed. J. M. Sasson.
Peabody, Massachusetts 1995, 1925–40, 1931–32.
39
Cf. ch. I 1.4.2.
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9, and certainly in the Dynastic Chronicle and Berossos. This is a tradition extending almost 2000 years. In the oldest list, WB 62, and Berossos he appears in the tenth position, as in P.
The question is whether there is also a Mesopotamian background
for the first prominent figure in P’s genealogy, Enoch.40 We have earlier observed that there were two kings in the Antediluvian King List
that were connected to special traditions. Besides Ziusudra there was
Enmeduranki, who was regarded as the ancestor of king Nebuchadnezzar I, and as the ancestor of the bārû-priests.41 Enmeduranki was
priest in Sippar. The Eridu Genesis assigns the city to the sun-god, Utu,
Akkadian Šamaš, according to a broad Mesopotamian tradition (Eridu
Genesis ii, 96).42 The composition Enmeduranki and the Diviners tells
how Šamaš appoints him to king in Sippar and how Šamaš and Adad
(the storm-god) bring him into their assembly and initiate him in the
divine secrets of divination that would become the professional lore of
the bārû-priests. Back on earth, Enmeduranki gathers the noble citizens of Nippur, Sippar, and Babylon and hands the secret knowledge
over to them. In this sequence one more field of knowledge is added,
that of astronomy. The composition continues in the next sequence
by describing how each scholar belonging to the guild of the bârūtu
should choose one son and instruct him in the secret knowledge.
In all antediluvian lists of kings, Enmeduranki is ruling in Sippar,
the city of the sun-god. In three of the lists, WB 444, Berossos and W
20 030, 7, he is placed in the seventh position.43 The placement in the
seventh position in the two youngest lists may be related to the nature
of these lists, giving both a list of kings and apkallus. The apkallu in
the seventh position also went to heaven according to the ritual texts
of Bīt Mēseri.
According to the Mesopotamian antediluvian traditions, there were
two kinds of dominant figures on the earth before the flood. There
were the great kings and their apkallus, sages. The figures are somewhat related; both three of the sages and three of the kings have names
constructed with en-me, “lord of cosmic ordinances.”44 Enmeduranki
is a king, but is portrayed as the ancestor of the bârū who are apkal
šamni, “experts in oil.” This may have caused the common fate of the
40
41
42
43
44

For an earlier discussion of these issues, cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 224–36.
Cf. ch. I 2.4.
Text in Civil, “The Sumerian Flood Story,” 140f.
Cf. ch. I 2.3.
Cf. ch. I 3.1.
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seventh king and the seventh sage; they both went to heaven. In the
third apkallu list in Bīt Mēseri the seventh apkallu also descends from
heaven.45
There is a relationship between the first and seventh apkallu in the
lists. The first has the name U-an, “light of heaven.” We have observed
that this name correlates with the fate of Adapa in the D fragment
of the Adapa Myth. Adapa ascends to heaven to stay there as Anu’s
protégé. However, in Bīt Mēseri the seventh apkallu ascends to heaven
as well. We can observe a similar relationship in Berossos where the
first apkallu brings all the wisdom needed for humankind, while the
seventh explains in detail what this wisdom meant. They are certainly
two distinct figures, but share some characteristics.46
If it is true that Noah, the hero of the biblical flood and the last
figure of the antediluvian genealogy in the tenth position, is modelled
after Atrahasis/Ziusudra, the hero of the Mesopotamian flood and the
last and tenth figure in Mesopotamian lists, we find it very likely that
the same is the case with the seventh figure in many of the antediluvian lists. In the Antediluvian King List there are two figures that are
associated with particular traditions, the hero of the flood and the king
initiated in the secrets of the gods. There are two figures in P’s primeval history that get special attention, the flood hero and ḥ ănôk̠, the
“initiated” or “dedicated” one. In both the Mesopotamian traditions
and the Bible the first of these figures lived in an intimate relationship with God or the gods, and in both cases God or the gods brought
him to the divine realm. The Mesopotamian hero was appointed king
by the sun-god and ruled in his city; the biblical Enoch lived a solar
lifespan on the earth.
In addition, the lists of antediluvian sages placed a figure with a
fate similar to Enmeduranki at the seventh place. As an antediluvian
sage, he commuted between the divine and the earthly realm, and he
ascended to heaven, like the seventh king. We do not think here we
have to choose between the wise king and the apkallu as the background for P. He knew that in the Mesopotamian traditions there
was a special figure, living in close relationship with the divine, at the
significant seventh place in the lists. There is, however, a division in
roles between the sage and the flood hero in the Mesopotamian texts.

45
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Cf. ch. I 3.2.
Cf. ch. I 3.2.
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The primeval sage is the ancestor of diviners and scholars, as seen in
the case of Enmeduranki and the apkallus. The flood hero is a priest,
who as the first among humans after the flood performed the primary
priestly task, to bring a sacrifice to feed the gods.
What we observe in P in relation to the Mesopotamian primeval histories is not remarkable. The Babylonians not only wrote myths of
origin, they developed another tradition, linking blocks of traditions
to each other. In this manner they developed a way of writing about
the primeval time that was closer to their ordinary way of recording
the past than mythmaking. The existing world is not simply the result
of rivalry and battle between gods as in Enuma Elish, it is a result of
an interplay between gods and humans as in Atrahasis. Babylonian
scholars were the specialists in this way of writing primeval history;
they invented the genre. In this respect, P had no choice if he wanted
to write about primeval time without creating myths of origin. Living in Babylonia, he made a selection among the blocks of traditions.
He started with a creation story; he continued with a chronography,
placing the most distinguished antediluvian figures in the seventh and
tenth position; then he wrote about the great deluge, followed by a
new world order, continuing with new chronographies, ending with
the famous man in the tenth position of the postdiluvian list.
P not only made his own selection, he moulded each section of his
primeval history in his own way. This can be observed in all the sections mentioned above, but also in the manner he treats more detailed
matters. One of the most distinguished features of the flood hero was
that he performed the primary task of a Mesopotamian priest just after
the flood; he fed the gods. P leaves out this event. The report about the
“initiated one” in primeval time is even more astonishing in relation
to the Mesopotamian models. The primary purpose of the Mesopotamian traditions about the origin of wisdom was to draw a line from
the revelation of wisdom in primeval time to the secret lore cultivated
by the scholars in present time. Enmeduranki and the Diviners is aetiology of the lore of the bārû-priests. The various traditions about the
primeval apkallus served as a legitimizing foil for the public and cultic
activity of the present experts and the guild of experts connected to the
royal court. There are in P literally no traces left after Enoch. He simply איננו, “was no more”; he departed from the human world without
leaving any traces. In both cases, Noah and Enoch, P carefully includes
them in his primeval history, but in relation to the Mesopotamian
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forerunners, he robs them of their primary prerogatives. Neither sacrificial cult, nor revelations of divine wisdom could be placed in primeval time; these prerogatives came much later in history, linked to
Aaron and Moses.
7.3

The Priestly Document as a Counter Story

We have discussed the relationship between narratives in our introductory chapter. Narratives can function as master narratives, counter stories, or alternative stories. Already the exclusion of significant
motives from the Mesopotamian primeval traditions discussed above
should demonstrate that P did not intend to write an alternative primeval history in relation to the Mesopotamian ones. He definitely
wanted to provide his own version, not simply to fill in an already
existing tradition. In this respect, P functions as a counter story. We
observe this in crucial places in relation to Atrahasis.
In the second creation scene in Atrahasis the gods created humans
in seven pairs in order that they increase rapidly. This has a parallel
in P’s creation story, where, as we have seen, God commands the first
humans to be fruitful: “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and
subdue it!” (Gen 1:28). In Atrahasis the increase of humans is one of
the reasons why the cosmic stability broke down for the gods, resulting
in the disasters sent to humans, and at the end, the flood. P says nothing like that. The fruitfulness of the first humans corresponds with the
genealogy in Gen 5, showing how humans increase from one generation to another. In Atrahasis the most characteristic feature of the new
world order after the flood is the limitation of the growth of humans.
Instead, at this place, P repeats the decree of fruitfulness: “God blessed
Noah and his sons, and said to them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply, and fill
the earth’” (Gen 9:1, 7). This is in such clear contradiction to Atrahasis
that one may suspect P to have done this deliberately.47
In Atrahasis, rigmu, “noise,” is used as a key word, repeated in all
crucial places in the poem. It stands in contrast to the gods’ need of
rest. Conceptualizing the story, rigmu signals that there is something
wrong in creation, whatever the gods do; they cannot rest, there is
more to do. We find a similar use of rigmu and ḫubūru, the other
47
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word for noise in Atrahasis, in the opening of Enuma Elish. Here there
is a connection between noise and creativity. The older gods long for
tranquillity and inactivity; the younger gods make noise, signalling the
need for creativity. In the Poem of Erra noise (ḫubūru) is contrasted
to Erra’s need for rest. The story is about finding the right balance
between peace and activity. Too much activity brings on violence and
potential chaos. Likewise certain inactivity, if understood as peacefulness and calm, helps to insure a balanced and just order. But too much
inactivity is the equivalent of paralysis and death and invites violent
activity to fill the void it has left.
The end of the creation story in P also deals with God’s rest:
1

Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all their multitude.
And on the seventh day God finished the work that he had done, and
he rested on the seventh day from all the work that he had done. 3 So
God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it, because on it God rested
from all the work that he had done in creation.
(Gen 2:1–3)
2

The two verbs כלה, intensive stem passive k̠ullah, “finish, complete,”
and שׁבת, šāb̠at̠, “cease, rest,” are here placed in opposition to verbs
and nouns of action, עשׂה, ʿāśāh, “do,” ברא, bārāʾ, “create,” and מלאכה,
mĕlā’k̠āh, “work.” God can rest, the work of creation is done. The reason
for this rest is clear from the sentence just before this sequence: “God
saw everything that he had made, and indeed, it was very good” (1:31).
God had completed his work and there was not any more to do because
his creation was טוב־מאד, ṭôb̠ mĕʾōd̠, “very good.” Accordingly, there
is no “noise” in the succeeding P texts. While in Genesis God could
rest because creation was set in right order, the gods could not rest in
Atrahasis, because there were serious mistakes in the creation.
The deepest reason why the gods could not rest in Atrahasis was that
there was an unstable relationship between the divine and the human
in the order of creation. This is signalled already in the first line of the
epic, directly introducing the first part dealing with the rebellion of the
Igigu: inūma ilū awīlum, “when the gods were human”; it is reversed
by the creation of humans laying the foundation for the next part of
the poem, the disasters and the flood. Humans were created from the
substance of a slaughtered god, whose name was a signal of the nature
of the new creatures, ila-we-e-i-la. In the name we see ilu two times
and awīlu one time. The nature of the humans is also described in
Enki’s decree to create humans: ilumma u awīlum libtallilū puḫur ina
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ṭiṭtị , “both god and man, may they mix together in the clay”! (Atrahasis I iv, 212–213).
P avoids any language mixing the human and divine; nevertheless,
what he states about the creation of humans is bold:
26

Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to
our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and
over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals
of the earth, 2 and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.”
27
So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them; 2 male and female he created them.
(Gen 1:26–27)

P sees no problems in placing humankind in such a likeness to the
divine. The closeness of the human and divine creates no crisis or
instability. The likeness of humans to the divine is simply carried forward from one generation to another:
1

This is the list of the descendants of Adam. When God created humankind, he made them in the likeness of God. 2 Male and female he created
them, and he blessed them and named them “Humankind” when they
were created.
(Gen 5:1–2)

The flood makes no difference here; the human race after the flood still
carries the image of God:
Whoever sheds the blood of a human, by a human shall that person’s
blood be shed; for in his own image God made humankind.
(Gen 9:6)

P. Ricoeur has made a typology of “myths of evil.” In this typology
he classifies the myths into three types: myths of the creation-drama,
myths of the fall, and tragic myths.48 He characterizes myths of the creation drama in the following way: “ . . . the origin of evil is coextensive
with the origin of things; it is the “chaos” with which the creative act
of the god struggles . . . the act that founds the world is at the same time
the liberation of it.”49 A typical myth of this kind would be Enuma
Elish. A myth of the fall on the contrary presupposes that the creation
is already completed. The “fall” is a rupture in the created order. A
typical myth of this kind would be the story of Eden in Gen 2–3. The

48
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tragic myth is the typical Greek myth, the tragic theology of the god
who tempts, blinds, leads astray. Discussing this typology in relation
to Atrahasis W. L. Moran classifies this myth as a myth of the creation
drama.50 This means that we have to read Atrahasis on analogy with
Enuma Elish. There is a drama going on from the very beginning of
the poem, when the basic outline of the universe was established, to the
end, when the right cosmic order was established. The creation of the
cosmos is not finished before the right balance between humans and
gods is found in this new cosmic order. The difference with Enuma
Elish is that there the drama arises out of conflicts among gods; in
Atrahasis, humans become part of this conflict. Therefore Atrahasis
includes elements also found in culture myths.
Compared to Genesis, this is different in P, and more ambiguous
in non-P. Non-P clearly has a “fall,” a violation against God’s command not to eat from the tree of wisdom. Nevertheless, one wonders
if the created humans should stay in the garden, and not be let out
of it to make the earth fruitful (cf. 2:5 and 3:23). In P there is no
ambiguity here; the world is made perfect at the beginning. Instead
of the repeating rigmu rolling through the whole poem of Atrahasis,
signalling that something is wrong in creation, we find in the creation
story of P another key phrase, וירא אלהים כי־טוב, “and God saw that
it was good” (Gen 1:4, 10, 12,18, 21, 25), ending in והנה טוב־מאד,
“and indeed, it was very good” (1:31). Even though there is a change
when the new world order is established after the flood—humans are
allowed to eat animals—we cannot say that the whole story of P in the
primeval history is aiming to create the right balance in the cosmos
after the flood. This balance was already established at the beginning.
We see in these contrasts to Atrahasis that P has a different understanding of the cosmos and the human conditions: Human increase is
no problem; on the contrary, humans should fill the earth. There is no
cry from the earth keeping the gods awake; on the contrary, God can
rest. There is no critical imbalance between the divine and the human;
on the contrary, human likeness to God is transposed from generation
50
W. L. Moran, “A Mesopotamian Myth and Its Biblical Transformation,” in The
Most Magic Word. Essays on Babylonian and Biblical Literature, ed. R. S. Hendel,
CBQ. MS. Washington 2002, 59–74, 71. If G. Pettinato and R. A. Oden were right
in their interpretation of the “noise” in Atrahasis as a sign of uproar by humankind
against the divine order, Atrahasis should rather be classified as a “myth of the fall.”
As shown in our analysis of Atrahasis, this seems not to be the case. Cf. Pettinato, “Die
Bestrafung,” 171f.; Oden, “Divine Aspirations,” 204f.
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to generation. There is no long and critical history from creation to
flood and new world order; on the contrary, the creation is “indeed,
very good” already at the beginning, and there is no need for radical
adjustments after the flood. The portrayal of the human conditions
after the flood also differs. The new regulations in P affect the relationship between humans and animals, not directly humans themselves.
Death does not become part of human life in the new world order
as in Atrahasis, because death has been part of human life from the
beginning. There are no severe interventions in human life like barrenness and stillbirth, and there are no demons lurking to haunt human
fertility and health. Human conditions in P remain largely the same as
before the flood, and they live by the promise that such a catastrophe
will never happen again.
This rather optimistic theology must be seen in relation to the whole
of P’s narrative in the Pentateuch. There is a correspondence between
how the world is made and how the cult is accommodated. There are
certainly dangers in human life also according to P, but they are like
the “chaotic forces” in the creation story. The performance of the right
cult expels these forces and gives them their proper place. There is
a direct link between creation and cult, and there is a history from
creation to cult.51 God never looses sight of the whole humanity in
this history; they all bear the image of God; and they all live under
the protection of God’s promise to Noah. Nevertheless, history narrows, step-by-step down to the elect people of God, and to the revelations given to Moses and the priesthood performed by Aaron and his
descendants.
There has been a long discussion of the dating of P. On the one
hand we must here make a distinction between some of the material collected by P, which seems to be pre-exilic, and the P narrative
itself. On the other hand, P’s narrative seems to have grown over time.
There seem to be at least two basic layers: an earlier retelling of Israel’s
history, which is to be placed in the late exilic period, and a gradual
modification of this story in the context of the reestablishment of the
cult in the postexilic period.52 The material we have concentrated on
in P belongs to the earliest layer.

51
52

Cf. Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis, 130–32.
Cf. The discussion in Ibid., 133–139; and in Otto, Das Gesetz des Mose, 179–87.
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At the first glance there seems to be a contradiction between P’s
placement in the exile and the optimistic undertone of his narrative.
This is, however, not so if we read P’s narrative paradigmatically, not
only as a retelling of the past, but as a mirror of the people’s situation
at the end of the exile.53 In this reading, the people are now in the desert, preparing for the entry into the promised land. P’s outline of the
cult is accordingly a preparation for the reestablishment of the cult. P
thus writes a utopian history, describing the cult to come, whereas the
book of Ezekiel describes the new temple in an eschatological vision
(Ezek 40–48) writing at about the same time. In this utopian history
in P, the people can look forward to redemption. The period of judgment lies behind, just as we find it in Deutero-Isaiah (Is 40–55). There
is only one judgment of the wickedness of humans in P, which is the
great flood. This judgment is finally completed; there is only the promise left that God will never again wipe out humans and animals.54
There is, however, a problem in this optimistic view of history: why
did God send the flood at all? One gets the impression that P encountered the same sort of problem as the scholars composing the Sumerian King List centuries before. Their ideology of kingship had no need
for a catastrophe like the flood. They included it because it had been
established as a firm tradition of primeval time. In a similar way, P
did not need the flood story to make his close connection between
creation and cult, either as ontological correspondence or as a historical development.
There is a contradiction in P: something is tuned down that has to
be explained. When God gave everything its proper place in the beginning, why was it necessary to send a flood that wiped out everything?
To be sure, P turns to the problem by referring to the fact that the
earth had become נשׁחתה, “corrupt,” and filled with חמס, “violence”
(Gen 6:12–13), but how and why did the earth change into this state?
One way of reading the non-P material in the antediluvian part of
the primeval history is to see an attempt to answer this question: the
oldest layer, Gen 2–4, blames humans; the youngest layer, Gen 6:1–4,
blames the divinities.

53
54

Cf. Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis, 139–40.
Cf. Otto, Das Gesetz des Mose, 190.

CHAPTER EIGHT

THE REASON FOR THE FLOOD AND THE NON-P MATERIAL
8.1

The Earliest Strata of non-P

The non-P material in Genesis up to the patriarchal history is commonly assigned to the following texts:
2:4*–3:24: the Eden Story
4:1–16: the Cain and Abel Story
4:17–24: the Descendants of Cain
4:25–26: the Descendants of Seth
6:1–4: the sons of the Gods
6:5–8:22*: the Flood Story
9:18–28: Noah and his Sons
10*: the Descendants of Noah’s sons (Table of Nations)
11:1–9: the Tower of Babel Story

Traditionally these texts as a whole or in part were regarded as the
J source. Today there is no scholarly consensus whether the texts
belong together in one source, or are a redactional collocation from
different sources, or an ongoing commentary activity to P.1 If we read
the whole text of Genesis synchronically, it is clear that the texts up
to the introduction to the flood story in 6:5–8 function as a reason
for the flood; the texts after the flood story shift focus from focussing
on all humankind on the earth, represented by their first ancestors, to
humankind as part of regions and nations. In the text of P, there are
only two narratives, creation and flood, placed antithetically to each
other; adding the non-P material, the story of the flood is built into
a series of narratives before and after. There is one text among these
narratives that clearly stands out: Gen 6:1–4 displays so many features
different from both P and the other non-P material that it has to be
treated separately.

1
Cf. the discussion in J. C. Gertz, “Von Adam zu Enosh. Überlegungen zur Enstehungsgeshichte von Gen 2–4,” in Gott und Mensch im Dialog, ed. M. Witte, BZAW.
Berlin and New York 2004, 215–36. Gertz argues for Gen 2–4 as an independent
source used by P in his redactional activity contrary to the position preferred in our
analysis.
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Irrespective of how one regards the relation between the non-P
texts, they have some common traits that distinguish them from P.2
Non-P has more focus on culture than on cult. If we read the texts
in succession, there is a line of development, showing the different
stages in culture and civilization from creation up to the world of the
reader:
2:5: the barren earth
2:7: creation of first human
2:8, 15–16: the gatherer
2:20: the first human separates from the animals
2:24: the institution of family
2:25–3:23: agriculture
4:2: shepherd and farmer
4:17: the first city
4:20: the first nomads
4:21: the first musicians
4:22: the first smiths
4:26: institution of cult
9:20: invention of the vine
10:8–10: the first empire
11:2–3: the first metropolis

This line demonstrates that the non-P texts are ordered according to a
history of culture and inventions.3 Whether this line is a line of progress or decline does not seem to be in the foreground of the texts,
rather that this development is inevitable. This basic trait gives the
texts a mark of wisdom reflection.
The second trait which seems common to the non-P narratives is
what Westermann has called a “Schuld—Strafe” (“sin—punishment”)
pattern.4 If we exclude Gen 6:1–4, Westermann claims that the following stories are structured according to this pattern:

2

According to Ska the non-P fragments in the flood story are definitely younger
than P and play on the vocabulary of P. There are, however, clear differences in
the primeval history between the texts classified as non-P. The non-P fragments in the
flood story are in wording not conform to non-P in Gen 2–4. The fragments in the
flood story are definitely younger, cf. Ska, The Exegesis of the Pentateuch, 13–16. This
argument, however, does not exclude the observation that there is a theological continuity in the scribal activity behind the non-P material, as in the emphasis on culture
and human responsibility in the evolving history.
3
There are similarities between the first part of this cultural history and Philo of
Biblos’ Phoenician History, cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 215–22.
4
C. Westermann, “Arten der Erzählungen in Genesis,” in Forschung am alten Testament, Theologische Bücherei 24. München 1964, 9–91, 47–59.
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2:4b–3:24: creation of the human and erring of the human
4:1–16: Cain and Abel
6:5–9:17: the Flood
9:20–27: Canaan’s crime and his curse
11:1–9: the Tower of Babel

Since Westermann distinguishes between “story” (Erzählung) and
“account” (Bericht)—Gen 1 being an account—all the real stories in
Genesis primeval history have this pattern. It contains a report of the
offence, a decision to punish, and the implementation of the punishment. Even though one may think that Westermann at times becomes
too schematic in his reading of these narratives, it seems clear that
there is a sin—punishment pattern involved; sometimes, however, it
is handled more sublimely in each narrative than a surface reading
reveals.
We see in the antediluvian narratives that humankind through their
representative ancestors repeatedly are on the edge of survival. The first
humans should have died in the garden, because they ate of the forbidden fruit (2:17); Cain should have been executed because he murdered
his brother (4:14); humankind should have been totally wiped out by
the flood (6:5–8). This, however, does not happen; there is “grace in
the midst of judgment.”5 There is a sort of theological connection
between these three traits: every time humans arrive at a new level
of development, they meet a new challenge and they fail, but through
their failure they enter a new stage of development, often through the
assisting hand of God. This kind of theology is neither optimistic nor
pessimistic, but rather, in a kind of wisdom mode, resigned. As God
proclaims after the flood: “The LORD said in his heart, “I will never
again curse the ground because of humankind, for the inclination of
the human heart is evil from youth” (Gen 8:21).
By focussing on culture, the non-P material emphasizes a feature
missing in P, but very clearly in the foreground of Atrahasis. The
problem initially stated is the same in both Atrahasis and non-P, the
barren earth (Gen 2:5). Accordingly, it is the same plot starting up
the two narratives. Like Genesis, Atrahasis describes some sort of cultural development, here connected to the origin of the urban agricultural culture. There is also another similarity, where non-P is closer to

5
Cf. J. T. K. Lim, Grace in the Midst of Judgment, vol. 314, BZAW. Berlin and New
York 2002, 175–76.
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Atrahasis than P. Non-P is occupied with the problematic boundaries between the human and the divine. The tree of knowledge gives
access to divine wisdom. This places humans too close to the divine
and God expels them from the garden (3:23). In a similar way, humans
try to build a temple so high that it reaches heaven; also this attempt
to encroach into the divine encounters a divine reaction (Gen 11:4–7).
Non-P seems quite uncomfortable with the unguarded statement in
P that humans were created in the image of and likeness to God. Thus,
non-P is here closer to Atrahasis’ description of the unstable relationship between the human and the divine, as the underlying reason for
the flood.
We know that non-P knew the Mesopotamian flood story. Indeed,
two of the closest resemblances to the story we find in non-P, the episode of sending out the birds and the sacrifice. There are also indications that both P and non-P knew a version coming from Atrahasis.
It would therefore not be strange to find more similarities to Atrahasis
in the non-P texts. D. M. Carr, following B. F. Batto, has in detail
listed presumed parallels between non-P and Atrahasis.6 The result is
somewhat disappointing in our view. If we leave out Gen 6:1–4 and
the flood story, the listed parallels are either quite general, or it is hard
to see any correspondence at all. It seems therefore an exaggeration
when Carr suggests that the non-P material might be described as an
originally independent Israelite “Atrahasis.”7 The structural similarities to Atrahasis are dependent on how one assesses the relationship
between the P and non-P material. If non-P is a commentary to P,
the structural similarities between non-P and Atrahasis are dependent
on the structure of P. There may be some echo of themes from Atrahasis in non-P—the emphasis on culture, the imbalance between the
divine and human, the description of several crises in the relationship
between humans and the divine before the flood—but they do not give
the impression that Atrahasis is a kind of parent text or tradition of
the non-P material in the primeval history.
There is one place where non-P deviates from both P and Atrahasis:
non-P does not report any new world order after the flood, only the
promise that God will never again destroy his creation (8:20–23). If

6
Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis, 241–46; B. F. Batto, Slaying the Dragon:
Mythmaking in the Biblical Tradition. Louisville 1992, 51–52.
7
Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis, 245.
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non-P is a commentary on P, the reason could be that P had already
written it; there was no need to repeat. However, non-P elsewhere has
no problem with repeating P in its own voice. We have observed that
the new world order in Atrahasis meant a more radical break with the
antediluvian order than in P. Nevertheless, also in P there is a change
between an antediluvian and a postdiluvian order.
In non-P, the transition from one kind of order to another does not
come after the flood, but after humans’ disobedience in the garden.
Here we find a clear contrast between what we can glimpse as the
intended conditions in human life, and what their conditions became
outside the garden: constant struggle with the evil (3:15), childbearing in pain (3:16a), patriarchal relationship between man and woman
(3:16b), curse of the ground (3:17), struggle to survive (3:18–19), and
denial of access to eternal life (3:22–24). These are changes in human
life that are more radical than those appearing in P after the flood,
and more in line with what we can read out of the fragmentary end
of Atrahasis.
There is accordingly an ambiguity in relation to the flood in both P
and non-P. The flood is the marker between an antediluvian time and
a postdiluvian time in both cases, making the antediluvian time the
primeval history proper. This is in accordance with a broad tradition
in Mesopotamian mythic historiography. Writing an Israelite version
of the primeval history could not be different. On the other hand, we
have observed that the flood is not decisive for P’s theology. In non-P,
there is a transposition of the radical changes in human conditions
from the flood to what happened at the first stage in humans’ life; the
initial intended life conditions were not realised.
W. L. Moran contemplates at the end of his analysis of the relationship between Atrahasis and Genesis the meaning the flood story has
in a Mesopotamian and an Israelite environment. He concludes that
the flood makes a lot more sense in Mesopotamia than in Israel. In
Mesopotamia it makes sense that there is one god hostile to man and
that another god sides with man and rescues him, and for the first
god to consent to man’s survival when the motive for destruction is
removed.
But in a monotheistic world, even one of divine regret and sorrow over
an earlier decision, the Deluge might make sense if it were eschatological, a final separation of the just and the wicked, or if it led to a new
era that at least began with the possibility that the cause of the Deluge
had been removed or at least significantly diminished. But in the Bible,
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it is not the one and it does not do the other. In the Deluge, it seems to
me, the face of God grows dark and we are confronted with a terrifying
ambiguous power, more terrifying than any Enlil, for there is no power
to check him.8

We clearly see the tensions that the Genesis texts left behind in the
history of interpretation of the primeval history. The earliest sources
in the period of the Second Temple did not know, or did not see, anything at the very beginning of history that determined human destiny
in a negative way. They did not know, because there are no echoes
of the Eden story as a whole in the writings that became the Hebrew
Bible. There are many echoes of different elements used in the narrative; we may even suggest that some of these existed in an earlier form
of an Eden narrative, but there are no allusions to disobedience of the
first humans influencing the conditions of human life.9 This is also the
case in one of the oldest Jewish “non-biblical” compositions known,
the Watcher Story in En 6–16. The earliest reference to the Eden story
of Genesis seems to be in the Book of Watchers, in En 32:6. Enoch is
on a visionary journey and comes to Paradise; the accompanying angel
interprets what he sees:
Then Gabriel, the holy angel who was with me, answered, “This is the
tree of wisdom from which your father of old and your mother of old,
who were before you, ate and learned wisdom. And their eyes were
opened, and they knew that they were naked, and they were driven from
the garden.
(En 32:6)10

There is no further comment on the story. Seemingly, the Enochic
scribe did not see in the event anything that had any consequences for
others and Adam and Eve themselves.11 When the creation of humans

8

Moran, “A Mesopotamian Myth and Its Biblical Transformation,” 74.
This is examined in detail by T. Stordalen, Echoes of Eden, vol. 25, CBET. Leuven
2000, cf. esp. 305–454.
10
Translation from G. W. E. Nickelsburg and J. C. VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New
Translation. Minneapolis 2004, 48. There are some small traces of the Aramaic text:
]ו[אמך רבתה ויד]ﬠו, “and] your mother of old, and they lear[nt”; די ﬠרטליין, “that
they were naked.” Edited by L. T. Stuckenbruck, “4QEnGiants f ar [Re-edition]. DJD
XXXVI,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library, ed. E. Tov. (Brigham Young
University. Brill 2006). In other editions the text is classified as 4Q206 (4QEne ar),
frg. 4:10–11; cf. for instance F. García Martínez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea
Scrolls. Study Edition, vol. I–II. Leiden 1997, 426.
11
Cf. J. J. Collins, “Before the Fall: The Earliest Interpretations of Adam and Eve,”
in The Idea of Biblical Interpretation, ed. H. Najman and J. Newman, SJSJ. Leiden
2004, 293–308, 304–5.
9
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is reflected on later in sapiental traditions and in sectarian Qumran
texts, the focus is not on the consequences of a human transgression,
but on the choice given to every human as created, or the destiny every
human is given as created.12
In compositions reflecting on the fate of humans in the light of primeval events, the focus was on the flood and the connected incident
traditionally labelled the “fall of the sons of the gods” in Gen 6:1–4.
This lasted long into the period of the Second Temple. The scribes
had no idea that anything decisive had happened, changing the fate
of humans, before this attempt to annihilate the human race. In different ways the human rebellion before the flood and the rebellion of
the lower gods in Gen 6:1–4 were combined to give the reason why
a primeval catastrophe occurred, and what this catastrophe meant
for humanity.13 If there was a “fall” in primeval history according to
these sources, it was connected to the flood, if humans were blamed,
or a period leading up to the flood, described in Gen 6:1–4 and the
Watcher Story, if divine agents were blamed.
Only much later (in fact the earliest written source is Paul in Rom
5:12–21) Gen 2–3 was read as a fate-determining event. The decisive
incident in primeval history was not connected to the flood, but to
the transgression of Adam. Although the Christian interpretation is
the earliest written witness, one has the impression that there were
earlier Jewish traditions influencing Paul, as documented for instance
in 4 Ezra:14
I answered and said, This is my first and last word: It would have been
better if the earth had not produced Adam, or else, when it had produced him, had restrained him from sinning. For what good is it to
all that they live in sorrow now and expect punishment after death? O
Adam, what have you done? For though it was you who sinned, the fall
was not yours alone, but ours also who are your descendants.
(4 Ezra 7:116–118)

12

Cf. J. J. Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls. London 1997, 32–35,
36–41; Collins, “Before the Fall,” 296–301.
13
Cf. J. Barr, The Garden of Eden and the Hope of Immortality. London 1992,
75–78; F. García Martínez, “Interpretations of the Flood in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in
Interpretations of the Flood, ed. F. G. Martínez and G. P. Luttikhuizen. Leiden 1999,
86–108; Reed, Fallen Angels, 84–121.
14
Cf. K. Koch, “Adam, was hast du getan?” Erkenntnis und Fall in der zwischentestamentlichen Literatur,” in Glaube und Toleranz. Das theologische Erbe der
Aufkläring, ed. T. Rendtorff. Gütersloh 1982, 211–42, 232–241; Barr, The Garden of
Eden, 4–5, 16–20.
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For the first Adam, burdened with an evil heart, transgressed and was
overcome, as also all who were descended from him.
(4 Ezra 3:21)15

There may at least be one known earlier text that focuses on the transgression of the first human beings. The document is called Words of
the Luminaries and is characterized as non-sectarian, found, but not
written in Qumran.16 The text is fragmentary, but enough is left to get
some impression of the content:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Re]member, O L[o]r[d,] that [
] and it is You who lives for[ever
You have done] wonders of old, and awesome deeds [long ago.
]You fashioned [Adam,] our [fa]ther, in the image of [Your] glory;
the breath of life] you [br]eathed into his nostrils, [and filled him]
with understanding and knowledge.[
[ ] Y[ou] set him to rule [over the gar]den of Eden that You had
planted.[
] and to walk about in a glorious land [
] he guarded it. You enjoined him not to turn as[ide
]flesh is he, and to dust h[e
] It is vacat You who knows [
] for the generations of eternity[
] the living God, and Your hand[
]humankind in the ways of [the] earth
to fill with wro]ngdoing and to she[d innocent blood
(4QDibHama I frg. 8 recto)17

We find here several references to Genesis. God fashioned Adam in
the image of his glory (line 4, cf. Gen 1:26–28) and he breathes the
breath of life into his nostrils (line 5, cf. Gen 2:7). We notice that
in this text this is interpreted as a sign of Adam’s understanding
and knowledge. God places Adam in Eden to rule over it and gives
him a prohibition. Then we sense in the fragmentary text that something has happened. The relation to the Genesis text is here interesting. At the end of God’s address to Adam we here find the line:

15
Translation from B. M. Metzger, “The Fourth Book of Ezra,” in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, ed. J. H. Charlesworth. New York 1983, 517–60, 529, 541.
16
Cf. E. G. Chazon, “Creation and Fall of Adam in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The
Book of Genesis in Jewish and Oriental Christian Interpretation, ed. J. Frishman and
L. van Rompay. Leuven 1997, 13–23, 14–16. There maybe a similar tendency in
4QParaphrase of Gen and Exod col. i and ii, cf. ibid., 16–18.
17
The text is edited by M. Baillet and E. Chazon, “4Q504 (4QDibHama),” in The
Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
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כי־ﬠפר אתה ואל־ﬠפר תשׁוב, “for dust are you and to dust you will
return” (Gen 3:19). In Luminaries, in the fragmentary line 9, we
find a similar declaratory expression: ][בשׂר הואה ולﬠפר ה, “flesh
is he and to dust he . . .” There is no “flesh” at this point in Genesis, but we find it in another declaration in Gen 6:3: הוא בשׂר, “he
is flesh.” Luminaries transposes an expression found in a passage
about the consequences of the disobedience before the flood to a
sequence dealing with the transgression of Adam. This observation is utterly supported when we move to the first line after the
extolment in lines 10–12. Here the following words are preserved:
 ]ח[מס ולשׁפו]ך. . .  את ה[ארץ. . .] האדם בדרכי, “humankind in the
ways [of the] earth . . . [vi]olence and to she[d].”18 In Gen 6:11b we read:
ותמלא הארץ חמס, “the earth was filled with violence”; and in v. 12b:
כל־בשׂר את־דרכו ﬠל־הארץ, “all flesh its ways on the earth.” There
is ḥāmās, “violence,” in both Genesis and Luminaries, but in Genesis there is no “shedding” of anything. The text editions fill in here,
“and to shed innocent blood.” The pairing of “violence” and “blood”
is, however, well attested in the Watcher Story in the description of the
demolition by the giants before the flood (En 7:2–5; 9:9–10).
What we observe as a whole is that expressions connected to the
flood story in Genesis are transposed to the description of Adam in
Luminaries. We noticed a tension in non-P in Genesis at this point.
Non-P did not contain any new world order after the flood, but told
about radical changes after the transgression of the first human couple.
Luminaries follows up this tendency; what Genesis describes in relation to the flood, Luminaries describes as consequences of the transgression of Adam. Luminaries therefore forms a bridge between the
early emphasis on the flood and related incidents as the real change in
human history, and the later focus on the first human as responsible
for the misery on earth.

18

We have quoted the text from The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library. The text is
restored differently in Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls, vol. II, p. 1008:
“. . . man on the paths of [. . .] [. . . to fill the] earth with [vi]olence and she[d] innocent
blood . . .].” This is even closer to the Genesis text.
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8.2

Genesis 6:1–4 and the Fate of the Antediluvians

The text reads as follows according to NRSV:
1

When people began to multiply on the face of the ground, and daughters were born to them, 2 the sons of God saw that they were fair; and
they took wives for themselves of all that they chose. 3 Then the LORD
said, “My spirit shall not abide in mortals forever, for they are flesh; their
days shall be one hundred twenty years.” 4 The Nephilim were on the
earth in those days—and also afterward—when the sons of God went in
to the daughters of humans, who bore children to them. These were the
heroes that were of old, warriors of renown.
(Gen 6:1–4)

Gen 6:1–4 is one of the most difficult texts to interpret in the Hebrew
Bible. This is true whether one resorts to a synchronic reading of the
text as for instance E. van Wolde,19 keeps to the traditional documentary hypothesis with small modifications like H. Seebass,20 or places
the text at the end of the text history of the primeval history like M.
Witte.21 The interpretative horizon of course differs depending on
whether one places the text at the beginning of the text history, in
an early J (non-P), at the end as a final comment, or simply reads the
text literally as it is given us in the Hebrew MT. The late dating has
the consequence that Gen 6:1–4 gets a new intertextual relation to the
Watcher Story, either as the first interpretation close in time to Gen
6:1–4, or as a parent text, or, at any rate, as a parallel text in close dialogue with Gen 6:1–4. We have to postpone the full discussion of this
relationship until our treatment of the Watcher Story, but we cannot
discuss especially Gen 6:3 without an eye on what is going on in this
story and other early Jewish readings of this strange verse.
None of the approaches, however, can disregard the problems that
have been seen in the whole research history by the great scholars of
the past. J. Wellhausen characterized Gen 6:1–4 as a “strange erratic
boulder” in the context of the primeval history, H. Gunkel regarded it

19

Wolde, Words become Worlds, 63–74.
H. Seebass, “Die Gottessöhne und das menschliche Mass: Gen 6,1–4,” BN 134
(2007): 5–22. So also our previous exegesis in Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 280–283.
Later we have been more careful to draw a too sharp conclusion; cf. our discussions
of Gen 6:1–4 in H. S. Kvanvig, “Gen 6,1–4 as an Antediluvian Event,” SJOT 16 (2002):
79–112; and in H. S. Kvanvig, “Gen 6,3 and the Watcher Story,” Hen 25 (2003): 277–
300.
21
Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 293–98.
20
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as a “torso” or a “fragment of an original story that had to be richer,”
M. Noth assessed it as “isolated in every respect.”22 The succeeding
research history can be read as a response to these early assessments,
either in support or in criticism.
There are certainly ways of reading the relation between Gen 6:1–4
and the rest of the primeval history as harmonically as possible, to
find out how the narrative is woven into the greater whole. On the
other hand, it cannot be ignored that the narrative displays remarkable features with no resemblance in the other texts. It stands out in
a discordant relation to its context. However, in attempts to pursue a
concordant reading at least four aspects have been underlined: a context within specific genealogical lines, a context in shared literary patterns, a context in relation to the genealogy in Gen 5, and a context in
relation to the flood story.
Through the history of interpretation there has been a tradition in
both Jewish and Christian exegesis reading the “sons of the gods” not
as divine figures, but as men with outstanding power.23 The identity of
these outstanding men was already in the second century AD placed
in relation to the genealogy of Seth (cf. 4:26 and the line Adam—Seth
in 5:1–3). Often these Sethite men were thought to mingle with Cainite women, thus extending both genealogies from Gen 4 into Gen
6:1–4.24 A modern variant of this kind of contextualisation is given by
L. Eslinger who reads ḇĕnê-hāʾĕlōhîm as the descendants of Cain, the
designation ḇĕnê-hāʾĕlōhîm being meant ironically because of their
claim to divinity.25 Important for him in this respect is the parallel
between Eve in Gen 4:1 and the women in Gen 6:2, 4: in both places
the birth comes through a divine intervention. In our assessment,
there might be some sort of link between Gen 4:1 and 6:2, 4, but this
does not lead to a genealogical connection. There is the possibility that

22

J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel. 1885; reprint, Edinburgh 1994, 317; H. Gunkel, Genesis übersetzt und erklärt, HKAT. Göttingen 1901, 54;
M. Noth, Überlieferungsgeschichte des Pentateuch. Stuttgart 1948, note 83, 29. Cf. R. S.
Hendel, “Of Demigods and the Deluge: Towards an Interpretation of Genesis 6:1–4,”
JBL 106 (1987): 13–26, 14, 25.
23
Cf. P. S. Alexander, “The Targumim and Early Exegesis of ‘Sons of God’ in Genesis 6,” JJS 23 (1972): 60–71.
24
Cf. F. Dexinger, “Jüdisch-Christliche Nachgeschichte von Gen 6:1–4,” in Zur
Aktualität des Alten Testaments, Festschr. Georg Sauer, ed. S. Kreuzer and K. Lüthi.
Frankfurt am Main 1992, 155–75, 169–75.
25
L. Eslinger, “A Contextual Identification of the bene haʾelohim and benoth
haʾadam in Genesis 6:1–4,” JSOT 13 (1979): 65–73.
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the line between divine beings and primeval humans was drawn differently in the mythical narrative in Gen 6:1–4 than elsewhere in the
Hebrew Bible,26 but this does not link the ḇĕnê-hāʾĕlōhîm to the Sethites or Cainites.
Eslinger has got a follow up with modifications by S. Fockner who
claims that the unity of 6:1f. extends to v. 8. He reads this unity into
the context of Gen 4 and 5. Gen 4 describes the descendants of Cain,
the unbelieving part of humanity, while Gen 5 describes the line of
Adam, the believing part. Gen 6:1f. deal with both these two lines. The
“sons of the gods” are not divine beings, but followers of God; they
are the descendants of Adam. The bānôt, the daughters of hāʾāḏām,
are part of the rest of humanity, the unbelievers. Gen 6:1–3 describes
accordingly the sexual unity between these two lines, and consequently
the believers, the “sons of the gods,” lost their faith.27 The argument
seems somewhat strange on the background of what is now common
knowledge about the background of the “sons of the gods” in Ugaritic
mythology, reflected in the Hebrew Bible.28 Where else in the Hebrew
Bible is the term “the sons of the gods” used about “believers”? Fockner considers the somewhat similar term, בני אלים, ḇĕnê ʾēlîm, in
Ps 29:1 and 89:7 as a candidate, but this is not possible given the
knowledge we now have about the divine assembly in Ugarit and the
Hebrew Bible. There is also a test question from the text itself. Why
should this sexual union between two human lines of descendants
produce giants?
The question about shared literary patterns has especially dealt with
Westermann’s listing of Gen 6:1–4 among the Erzählungen von Schuld
und Strafe (narratives of sin and punishment) in the primeval history.
He is, however, aware of the limits of this classification.29 In this classification Westermann is followed by Witte, who characterizes v. 3 as an
announcement of judgment (Strafanspruch).30 According to Westermann two different stories come together in the text. One is etiological
and explains the origin of the giants; the other describes a transgres-

26
Cf. D. J. A. Clines, “The Significance of the ‘Sons of God’ Episode (Genesis 6:1–4)
in the Context of the ‘Primeval History’ (Genesis 1–11),” JSOT 13 (1979): 33–46, 35.
27
S. Fockner, “Reopening the Discussion: Another Contextual Look at the Sons of
God,” JSOT 32 (2008): 435–56.
28
Cf. Seebass, “Die Gottessöhne,” 8–9.
29
Westermann, “Arten der Erzählungen in Genesis,” 54f.; and Westermann, Genesis, 494–97.
30
Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 68–69.
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sion of limits threatening the conditions of human life against which
YHWH intervenes. Through this last story we can trace the similarities
with other sin and punishment stories. But this classification is not
totally adequate, because, as Westermann notes, the intervention in
v. 3 does not concern the guilty ones, but the humans.
This causes H. Seebass rightly fully to reject that Gen 6:1–4 has anything to do with a sin—punishment pattern.31 In a similar way D. L.
Petersen found it more appropriate to underline the break than the
continuity with the pattern.32 The narrative follows parts of the sin—
punishment structure that move from state x, through action and punishment, to state y. The pattern is, however, deviated from, since there
are no human agents culpable and no punishment of the actions of
the sons of the gods. Petersen regards Gen 6:1–4 as an ironic version
of a Schuld—Strafe story. Thus the discordant features of Gen 6:1–4 in
relation to the pattern are more dominant than the concordant ones.
Van Wolde links Gen 6:1–4 to the genealogy in Gen 5 in another
way than seeing a connection to a specific genealogical line. Gen 5
deals with the multiplication of humans thus pointing back to the first
creation story where humans were commanded to be fruitful and multiply (1:28). The opening sentence in 6:1 “when man began to multiply” refers back to this process of multiplying. But there is a difference:
“Whereas in Gen 5 the emphasis is on the spread of sons, Gen 6:1–4
focuses on the spread of the daughters of mankind.” There is nothing
negative in this new genealogy. “The sons of the gods had the discriminating power to see what no man saw before: the goodness of women.”
The reaction of YHWH is not a punishment, only a decision to make
the lifespan of the children the same as the lifespan of their mothers.
“So this statement of YHWH does not deal with immorality but with
immortality.”33
There are two comments to be made to van Wolde’s interpretation.
First, Gen 6:1–4 cannot be read as a continuation of what takes place
in Gen 5. The wayyiqtol, ויולד, in 5:32 is not continued in the wayĕhî
in 6:1. As we will see, wayĕhî marks a new temporal anchor. In time

31
Seebass, “Die Gottessöhne,” 13–14. We doubt, however, that the meaning of the
life-shortening decision is to make humans less charming for the gods, as Seebass
claims, 15.
32
D. L. Petersen, “Genesis 6:1–4, Yahweh and the Organization of the Cosmos,”
JSOT 13 (1979): 47–64, 48f.
33
Wolde, Words become Worlds, 72f.
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what is reported in 6:1–4 is floating; it happened at some point in the
primeval history before the flood. Second, the theme of multiplication
is dealt with differently than elsewhere in the primeval history. In the
creation stories and genealogies there are no restrictions laid upon
multiplication. This is seen clearly in the new world order established
after the flood: the command to multiply from the creation story (1:28)
is repeated (9:1, 7). In Gen 6:1–4 the multiplication has to be delimited
through the shortening of lifespan.
Nevertheless, the combination of the themes of creation and multiplication seen by van Wolde is important to notice. Multiplication is
rooted in creation. The genealogies in the primeval history continue
the first and second creation story. These themes, creation and multiplication, are extant in Gen 6:1–4. The multiplication is explicitly
stated in the opening of the sequence, but creation is extant as well, in
the sexual union, resulting in the birth of children. The sexual union
of the sons of the gods and the human daughters resulted in the origin of a new primeval race, the gibbōrîm. Accordingly this is the third
creation story in Genesis: Gen 1:26f. deal with the creation of humans
in general terms; in 2:4f. we find a more concrete image corresponding to a variety of Mesopotamian creation stories, creation by formation, and in 6:1–4 we find another mythic image of origin, creation by
birth.34 Thus two basic themes of the primeval history, creation and
multiplication, are condensed in Gen 6:1–4, although they are treated
in a way different from the other texts.
The most extraordinary feature of 6:1–4 is, as Peterson, van Wolde,
and Seebass have underscored, the break with the sin-punishment pattern. There is given no sin of humankind in vv. 1–2 that is punished
in v. 3. There is also nothing in the description of the women that in
any way should make them culpable. We agree with C. M. Kaminski that טב, ṭōḇ, in v. 2 should be translated with “good” rather than
“beautiful,” which is יפה, yāp̄eh, in common Hebrew. Gen 6:2 echoes
3:6, where the same basic words are used: rā’āh, ṭōḇ, and lāqaḥ . The
women, like the tree, were “good”; they were not tempting in a wrong
sense; there was, however, something wrong with the judgment of the

34

Cf. Clifford, Creation Accounts, 51–3, 79f.; Pettinato, Das altorientalische Menschenbild, 39–47. In Mesopotamian context formatio is the dominating motif together
with emersio; humans grow out of the earth. The creation of humans through a divine
birth is more rarely, but nevertheless attested, cf. below.
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sons of the gods, like Eve’s judgment before the good tree.35 Following
Kaminski’s argument there is nothing wrong with the women; or with
the human race as such, but this does not mean as Wolde thinks that
there is no wrongdoing at all. It is hard to imagine that a reader in a
Jewish context not would have reacted toward the acts of the sons of
the gods. A sexual union between the divine and human, which is the
theme here, must have provoked a Jewish reader.
The fourth possible context for 6:1–4 is the flood story, but also in
this instance we notice the same double aspect of concordance and
discordance. The syntax indicates a closer connection between 6:1–4
and the succeeding text from v. 5f. than to the preceding genealogy in
Gen 5. Gen 6:1–4 has a new temporal anchor point in v. 1, but there
are no syntactical markers that separate the story from 6:5f.36 Even
though there is a pause in the story line of v. 3 through the comment
in v. 4, the wayyiqtols in v. 5f. continue the story line from v. 3, moving the events forward in time. But this does not mean that 6:1–4 can
be read smoothly as a preamble to the flood story. The problem is the
content. Neither the agents nor the acts are referred to in the continuation in v. 5f., or in the actual occurrence of the flood.
R. S. Hendel makes an intriguing suggestion to this problem. He
argues that the story of 6:1–4 was originally connected to the flood
narrative and functioned as its motivation. The Yahwist detached the
story of the demigods from the myth of the deluge in order to preface
the flood with a more purely ethical motive: YHWH’s anger at the evil
behaviour of humanity. The background of this original flood story
was to be found in Atrahasis.37 The clearest sign of this substitution
Hendel sees in the parallel wording of 6:1 and 5. The original story
beginning with the line “when mankind began to multiply on the face
of the earth” in 6:1 is replaced by a new one initiated with “for the evil
of mankind multiplied on the earth” in 6:5.
Hendel comes to terms with two of our observations above: 6:1–4
functions syntactically as a stage before the flood story, and there is a

35
C. M. Kaminski, “Beautiful Women or ‘False Judgment’? Interpreting Gen 6:2 in
the Context of the Primeval History,” JSOT 32 (2008): 457–73, 467–71.
36
Cf. J. A. Soggin, “Sons of God(s), Heroes, and nephilim: Remarks on Genesis
6:1–4,” in Texts, Temples, and Traditions: A Tribute to Menahem Haran. Winona
Lake 1996, 135–6.
37
Hendel, “Of Demigods and the Deluge,” 16f., 23f.; cf. also: R. S. Hendel, “When
the Sons of God Cavorted with the Daughters of Men,” in Understanding the Dead
Sea Scrolls, ed. H. Shanks. New York 1992, 167–77, 174f.
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discrepancy between the demigods and the humans as protagonists.
There is, however, one basic obstacle: the actual flood story in Genesis
does not have the demigods as protagonists, but humans as in the
introduction from v. 5f. If 6:1–4 originally functioned as a preface to a
flood story, it must have been another version than the one recorded in
Genesis. This presupposes that such a version must have been known
in the milieu of the scribe. As Davies states: “If the implied reader of
this episode is not to have been as bewildered as the modern reader,
then the reader must have been privy to more information than the
story has yet provided—almost certainly, in fact, a more complete
story in itself.”38 Davies suggests that the sort of story that the implied
reader of 6:1–4 may have known is to be found in the Watcher Story
in En 6–11. This will be discussed in full width in our analysis of the
Watcher Story, but it is not the only possibility for what an implied, in
this instance maybe an informed reader, could have known.
We have already in several places touched on the demanding syntax and semantics of the text. There are some important differences
between MT and LXX. We will first concentrate on MT.39 The opening
wayĕhî in v. 1 functions as a new temporal anchor point in relation
to the foregoing. It is used as a macro-syntactic sign introducing the
following story.40 This new time is marked by an incident; it is the time
when the human race began to multiply.
The first verb after wayĕhî is the Hiphil qatal of החל, “begin.” This
verb is used several places in the primeval history connected to new
stages in societal development: cultic activity (4:26), agricultural activity (9:20), the first empire (10:8), all belonging to the non-P material.
At the end YHWH sums up: “This is only the beginning of what they
will do; nothing that they propose to do will now be impossible for
them” (11:6). It is felicitous to see “begin” in 6:1 in relation to these
cultural notices: we are moved into a new stage in human history, the
stage of rapid growth. The qatal  החלis introduced by כי, making the
whole of v. 1 an independent temporal clause; it describes circum-

38
P. R. Davies, “Women, Men, Gods, Sex and Power: The Birth of a Biblical Myth,”
in A Feminist Companion to Genesis, ed. A. Brenner. Sheffield 1993, 194–201, 196.
39
For a broader analysis of the syntax, cf. Kvanvig, “Gen 6,1–4 as an Antediluvian
Event,” 81–86.
40
Cf. for wayĕhî as syntactic marker, A. Niccacci, The Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, JSOTSup. Sheffield 1990, 48–60, 48; T. Goldfaijn, Word Order and
Time in Biblical Hebrew Narrative. Oxford 1998, 32, 88–107.
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stances at this particular time.41 Many human daughters were a natural
result of this increase in population.
The storyline starts in v. 2 with the wayyiqtol ויראו, wayyirʾû, “they
saw.” This is the first of three wayyiqtol verbs that make up the short
storyline in vv. 2–3: ויראו—ויקחו—ויאמר, “the בני־האלהים, ḇĕnêhāʾĕlōhîm, “sons of the gods,” saw, they took, YHWH said.”42 Each
new wayyiqtol verb moves the story one step forward in time.43 The
shifts in subjects between the two firsts and the third verb, create
the plot of the story: action—reaction. On the syntactical surface of
the text this structure functions well, but it conceals one of its greatest
dilemmas.
The reaction of God, introduced by wayyiqtol, “YHWH said,”
comes as direct speech. One should have expected that this direct
speech referred to what was going on in the wayyiqtols before, but it
does not. Neither are the agents involved who occur in the previous
storyline “the sons of the gods” or “the human daughters.” Semantically, the response of YHWH refers back to the initial temporal independent clause. The באדם, “in the human being” in 6:3, refers back
to the האדם, “the human being,” who began to multiply over the face
of the earth in v. 1. We have to read between the lines here. We are in
the time of human increase on the earth; this is the temporal anchor
point. Then something happened: the sons of the gods started to have
intercourse with earthly women. This changed the conditions for
the human race. Under these conditions, the sexual confusion of the
divine and the human, the increase of the human race could not continue; it had to be limited. Whatever the content of the direct speech
concretely means, it sets a limit for the multiplication of the human
race. This means, and this is one of the most important inferences we
can draw from the syntax and the semantics so far, the human beings
are not depicted as guilty in any way; they simply had to bear the
consequences of an incident that they were not responsible for. They
are victims rather than transgressors.
V. 3 is not only demanding in its relation to the rest of the passage; it also contains a series of challenges related to its specific wording. Some of the words seem an echo of other places in the primeval
41

For temporal sets after kî, cf. Goldfaijn, Word Order and Time, 113.
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history, but they are given a special twist in this verse. To begin with
the last word, humans are defined as בשׂר, “flesh.” In the P material in
the primeval history the animated world is repeatedly called כל בשׂר,
“all flesh,” sometimes with humans singled out as a special group (Gen
6:12f.,17,19; 7:15f., 21; 8:17; 9:11,15f.). The definition “flesh” in v. 3 is
an anthropological term and thus related to רוחי באדם, the spirit of
YHWH in humans. In the Hebrew Bible the rûªḥ in humans is the
divine power making man alive (Is 31:3; Ezek 37:9; Zech 12:1). This
spirit can also carry humans’ intellectual capacities, connected to their
thoughts, when paralleled with “heart” (Ex 28:3; Ps 77:7; Ezek 11:19;
36:26). There are two interesting places in P’s primeval history where
 רוחand  בשׂרoccur together: Gen 6:17; 7:15. The same phrase is used
in both places: כל־בשׂר אשׁר־בו רוח חיים, “all flesh in which there is
the spirit of life.” There are some places elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible
that shed light on the phrase:
ויאמרו אל אלהי הרוחת לכל־בשׂר, “They said: ‘O God, the God of the
spirits of all flesh’ ”
(Num 16:22, similar in 27:16 with YHWH as the first word)
בידו נפשׁ כל־הי ורוח כל־בשׂר־אישׁ, “In his hand is the soul of all living
and the spirit of man of all flesh”
(Job 12:10; translation mine)

In the light of these statements it is not relevant to discuss whether the
spirit of YHWH in ʾāḏām is a divine spirit or not. The spirit is the lifegiving force of God by which all flesh lives. When this spirit is taken
away, all living creatures die:
29

When you hide your face, they are dismayed; when you take away
their breath (rûªḥ ), they die and return to their dust.30 When you send
forth your spirit (rûªḥ ), they are created; and you renew the face of the
ground.
(Ps 104:29–30)

The verb in the direct speech has to be read as yiqtol, ידון. The problem
is that there is no root  דוןin Hebrew. LXX has καταµείνῃ, “reside,”
reading MT as ידור. This seems an attempt to escape the problem of
identifying ידון. Most likely this problem has occurred in the Hebrew
transmission of the text, since 4QCommGen A i, 2 has  ידורin quoting Gen 6:3. There is also the possibility of reading the root  דוןas a
secondary form, or misspelling, of the root דין, “judge,” but “judge” is
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suited poorly to the context.44 The third solution is to see in the verb
a reflection of the common Akkadian verb danānu, “to be powerful.”45
“My spirit shall not be powerful in the human being” gives it some
sort of meaning.
The spirit shall not be powerful לﬠלם, lĕʿōlām. Seebass argues here
that the word does not designate “eternity,” but “forever” seen in a
human perspective. Gen 6:1–4 does not deal with the end of everlasting life like Gen 3:22–24; it deals with the limitation of the spirit of
life in humans.46 The argument is not quite easy to understand. The
word ﬠלם/ ﬠולםdoes not any place designate “eternity” in some kind
of philosophical meaning; it designates a long duration of time. When
the word is prefixed with lamed it designates an unlimited time into
the future in the meanings “always, forever.” This is also the meaning
in Gen 3:22:
הן האדם היה כאחד ממנו לדﬠת טוב ורﬠ וﬠתה פן־ישׁלח ידו ולקח גם
מﬠץ החיים ואכל וחי לﬠלם
See, the man has become like one of us, knowing good and evil; and
now, he might reach out his hand and take also from the tree of life,
and eat, and live forever

Having been like God in knowing good and evil, the human being
could not get access to the tree of life and live a life with no limit. We
do not think that  לﬠלםin Gen 6:3 functions differently.
What is the difference between a life without an end and eternal
life? We think that the people of the Ancient Near East did not have
any concept of eternal life for humans. As we have seen in Atrahasis humans from the beginning lived lives without natural ageing and
death; the gods had forgotten how life should be ended, so humans
simply kept on living. Humans could die, however; we must imagine
manslaughter in the disasters that hit humankind before the flood;

44
Cf. for instance Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 66–67, who refers to ידין בנוים
in Ps 110:6 for the meaning of dîn as “rule.” The common meaning of the verb “execute judgment” is, however, more likely also at this place. Witte finds an Aramaic
vocalization  ידוןin 11QTgJob xxviii, 8, but one attestation is a quite week argument;
cf. Seebass, “Die Gottessöhne,” note 3, p. 5, who favours Akkadian danānu.
45
We argued this already in Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 286f.; cf. also M. Vervenne, “All They Need is Love: Once More Genesis 6.1–4,” in Words Remembered,
Texts Renewed, ed. J. Davies, G. Harvey, and W. G. E Watson. Sheffield 1995, 19–40,
27, with reference to more scholars.
46
Seebass, “Die Gottessöhne,” note 17, p. 12.
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they did not die because of their nature, but because of the disasters.
There is a similarity here to the gods in Sumero-Babylonian imagination. The gods could not die in the sense of getting old and eventually
dying of natural causes. But they could die a violent death: younger
gods could kill off the old in a succession struggle; rebel gods could be
made to pay the ultimate penalty; or in monster slaying the distinction between dragon and god could be blurred so that here too a god
could die.47
If humans from now on should not live forever, but only one hundred and twenty years, it means, according to 6:3, that until then
nobody had died a natural death. This is in strict contradiction to what
we read elsewhere in the primeval history. Even if we read  לﬠלםonly
as a long time, for instance the long life time humans had according
to the genealogy in Gen 5, there is a contradiction. In the genealogy
after the flood (Gen 11:10–26) all the ancestors lived much longer than
120 years. If  לﬠלםis taken in the same sense as in 3:22, “forever,” as
we think is right, there is of course a contradiction with the P material; humans all die according to P. The contradiction is even greater
with the non-P material in Gen 2–3, because this story deals with the
same theme. In 2:7 humans are created as mortals; they are created as
נפשׁ חיה, the same phrase as is used about the animals in 2:19. YHWH
forbids them to eat of the tree of knowledge, but gives them access
to all the other trees in the garden (2:16–17). Whether they really ate
of the tree of life while being in the garden, or whether they did not
come so far, the result is the same; after they had eaten from the tree
of knowledge, the access to the tree of life was blocked, and they were
just like mortals as they were at the creation.
In fact we know only two stories from the Ancient Near East where
humans were created without the ability to die naturally. The one is the
Sumerian Death of Bilgames;48 the other is Atrahasis. If there should
be any connection here, it must be to Atrahasis, because we can hardly
suppose that the Sumerian story could be known to Judean scribes. In
the standard version of Gilgamesh humans are created mortal; only
Uta-napišti is granted everlasting life after the flood.

47

Cf. Lambert, “The Theology of Death,” 64. For similar imaginations in Ugarit,
cf. M. H. Pope, “The Cult of the Dead at Ugarit,” in Ugarit in Restrospect, ed. G. D.
Young. Winona Lake 1981, 159–79, 163–64.
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There is one more strange word in v. 3, the word pronounced בּ ַשׁגַּ ם,ְ
bĕšaggam, in MT. Most often the exegetes read the word as a compound of the particles bĕ-ša-gam in the meaning “because.” Vervenne
has delivered a thorough defence for this interpretation, but the fact
remains that such a word does not exist elsewhere in the Hebrew
Bible.49 Witte suggests the verbs  שׁגגor שׁגה, with the meaning “stray
or “go astray.” Besides the obvious problem of finding a suitable meaning, it is very unclear how we shall explain the mem in šagam.50 There
is, however, the possibility of reading the enigmatic  בשׁגםas a word
with Akkadian value. The root šagāmu is common in Akkadian both
as a verb and noun with the meaning “roar, clamour, noise.”51 If this
Akkadian root is to be read in 6:3, the meaning would be: “My spirit
shall not be powerful in man forever in the noise. He is flesh, and his
days shall be 120 years.” If this is the case, the resemblance to the noise
introducing the plagues in Atrahasis is clear.
We have seen two objections to this solution. Witte refutes it
because, as he correctly notices, the word for noise in Atrahasis is
rigmu and not šagāmu.52 The difficulty for a Hebrew scribe in using the
root rgm is that this root has a specific meaning in Hebrew, “stone” as
a verb. Vervenne has also objected to a derivation from šagāmu: “The
main difficulty, however, is that such a derivation remains extremely
hypothetical, since there is no evidence of any word whatsoever in
the Hebrew language which can be related to a lexeme šgm and one,
thus, creates a hapax.”53 The solution is, however, not as hypothetical as Vervenne assumes. As we already have seen in Gen 6:14, the
scribe creates the hapax kōp̄er in Hebrew, rendering Akkadian kupru,
“bitumen,” even though he had the perfectly suitable Hebrew word for
“bitumen,” חמר, ḥēmār, at hand.
We now proceed to v. 4. The chain of wayyiqtols is broken in v. 4,
from wayyiqtol to x-qatal. If we follow A. Niccacci’s text linguistics
derived from H. Weinrich, the break is to be described from three
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aspects: linguistic attitude, foregrounding, and linguistic perspective.54
We take them in reverse order.
Linguistic perspective deals with the temporal set of the sentence.
The change to x-qatal means that the time line indicated by wayyiqtol is broken.55 According to Goldfaijn this kind of shift signifies that
we are moving back to the initial anchor point in the narrative.56 The
reference to the time of the נפלים, nĕp̄īlîm, is not a consequence of
the speech of YHWH, but describes the initial situation, given in v. 1.
At the time when the humans started to multiply, the nephilim were
on earth. Thus the narrative gives two indications of what time we
are dealing with: the time of multiplication (v. 1) and the time of the
nephilim (v. 4). Therefore the narrator adds: וגם אחרי־כן, “and also
afterwards.” The time marked in v. 4 goes through the whole story; it
all happened in the time of the nephilim.
Foregrounding deals with foreground/background in a narrative.
The wayyiqtol chain constitutes foreground. The break to x-qatal
means a transition from foreground to background. The backdrop of
the story is the time of the nephilim. We find similar time indicators as
background in Gen 12:6b and 13:7b: name of people + time indicator
+ ḇāʾāreṣ. The divine intervention of the sons of the gods took place
at the time of the nephilim, the calling of Abraham at the time of the
Canaanites, and the strife between the herders of Abraham and Lot at
the time of the Canaanites and Perizzites.
There are two basic linguistic attitudes labelled narrative and direct
speech by Niccacci.57 The story line of narrative is kept in wayyiqtols,
but within a narrative the narrator can change attitude using the same
verb forms as in direct speech. By so doing he comments the story line.58
By commenting the story the narrator addresses the reader directly. So
also van Wolde: “In the second part, 6:4, the narrator communicates
directly with the reader and relates the narrative actions to the actual,
but past, time of the reader.”59 Thus the narrator steps out of the story
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line and informs us: “You should know what time this is; this is the
time of the nephilim.”
The next clauses in v. 4 are still in the attitude of comment, but they
nevertheless link background and foreground together. That is, they
repeat parts of the foreground story as background comment, adding
more background information. The first dependent clause is directly
linked to the foregoing through אשׁר, “when,” + yiqtol-x + weqatal, the
verb forms describing frequency, “they used to go,” and continuation,
“then they bore.”60 The second dependent clause is nominal, bringing
more information about the involved actors. In the first dependent
clause we are informed that the sexual relations extended over a long
time and resulted in children. The problem of the last clause is that
we syntactically cannot decide what it refers to. The personal pronoun
המה, “these,” can both refer to the nephilim at the beginning of the
whole passage,61 or it can refer to the offspring of the sexual union,
indirectly implied in the verb ילד, the גברים, gibbōrîm, “giants.”62 Both
solutions are possible, but the last one is more likely. The heroes of old
were the gibbōrîm.
As a whole, v. 4 is not formed as a continuation of the plot of the
storyline; it is formed as a comment to it. It presents the incidents
once more as background. The narrator includes information in this
comment that is not given in the story from vv. 1–3. He addresses the
reader and links the storyline to something known for the reader: the
existence of the nephilim and the gibborim in primeval time. V. 4 has
the function of placing the story into imaginations about primordial
time shared by the reader; thus the peculiar structure.
The Hebrew text is full of enigmas, but something can be concluded
so far:
• The text contains a storyline in vv. 2–3 and a comment that addresses
the reader in v. 4. It is introduced through a temporal anchor point
in v. 1 that places the story line in the time of human increase.
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• There is a twist in the storyline between v. 2 and v. 3. V. 2 deals
with the acts of the sons of the gods; v. 3 deals with the humankind
known from v. 1. Humans are in v. 3 not punished for something
wrong they have done, but have to suffer the consequences for what
the sons of the gods did; they are more victims than guilty ones.
• There are two basic themes woven together in the text. The first is
that human increase in v. 1 is connected to a change in human life
conditions in v. 3. Humans cannot any longer live forever; there
is set a fixed time for their age. The second is the confusion of the
divine and human through the sexual union in v. 2. According to
the comment in v. 4, this sexual union leads to a new kind of creature that together with the sexual union itself is one of the reasons
for the change that comes in v. 3.
We now turn to the text of LXX, which has three significant readings
compared to MT besides καταµείνῃ, “reside,” in v. 3 that we already
have commented on.
LXX reads only one group in v. 4 by translating nephilim at the
beginning of the verse with γίγαντες, “giants,” that also occurs in the
second part of the verse. This is in accord with how LXX generally
translates when the MT text of the Hebrew Bible deals with strange
beings living in Canaan in primordial time. LXX reads not only “giants”
for the nephilim in Gen 6:4, but also in Num 13:33. When MT reads
Anakim in Deut 1:28, LXX reads “giants”; the same is the case when
MT reads Rephaim in Gen 14:5; Jos 12:4; 13:12. In any case, this has
the consequence in Gen 6:4 that the problem found in MT is solved;
we are in the time of the giants when the giants from ancient times
were born.
In the identification of the giants in v. 4 MT reads אנשׁי השׁם,
“reknown men,” plural of אישׁ, “man.” LXX reads οἱ ἄνθρωποι
οἱ ὀνοµαστοί. As a translation of the Hebrew text, this is precise:
ἄνθρωπος, which generally means “human being,” is frequent as a
translation of  אישׁin the Hebrew Bible. The translator could of course
have used ἀνδρός, “men,” here, since the gender perspective is obvious; they were the famous men. In Gen 6:1–4 the use of ἄνθρωποι creates a semantic bridge that we do not find in MT. For while MT uses
 אדםin 6:3, which has no semantic connection to  אנשׁי השׁםin v. 4,
LXX uses ἄνθρωποι in both places. Moreover, and here we are with the
third significant reading in LXX, while MT’s  אדםmust be understood
as a generic term for humankind, or every human being, LXX reads:
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ἐν τοῖς ἀνθρώποις τούτοις, “in these particular men.” Who are they? In
MT the semantic bridge went from the generic term  אדםin 6:3 to the
generic term  אדםin 6:3. In LXX the bridge seems to go in the opposite direction. “These particular men” are not likely to be mankind in
general, but point to the particular men that are called οἱ ἄνθρωποι οἱ
ὀνοµαστοί, “the men of renown,” in v. 4. This means that we in LXX
in vv. 3–4 are dealing with the giants all the time. The question in LXX
is not the fate of humankind, but the fate of the giants.
This also raises the question of how to understand the delimitation
of lifespan in LXX to 120 years. Noah begot Shem, Ham, and Japheth
when he was 500 years old (5:32). According to the story line in the
flood story, God’s decision to delimit lifespan took place some time
before their birth (6:9–12). The flood came when Noah was 600 years
old (7:6). This means that 120 years would suit quite well the interval
between God’s decision to delimit the lifespan of the giants and the
flood. Gen 6:3 is interpreted in this way in relation to  אדםin 4QCommGen A i, 1–3:

[שנת ארבﬠ מאות ושמונים לחיי נוח בא קצם לנוח ואלוהים
֯  ]ב.1
 ֯אמר לא ידור רוחי באדם לﬠולם ויחתכו ימיהם מאה וﬠשרים.2
 ̇שנה ﬠד קץ מי מבול.3
1. [In] the four hundred and eightieth year of Noah’s life their end came
for Noah and God
2. said, “My spirit will not dwell among humanity forever”; and their
days were determined at one hundred and twenty
3. years until the time/ end of (the) waters of (the) flood.63

Here Gen 6:3 is made a preamble to the flood. God’s speech is placed
in the year 480 of Noah’s life to fit in the 120 years before the flood
came when Noah was 500 years old. The text demonstrates an early
interpretation, but can hardly be used as a key to understand Gen 6:3
in the MT version. There is, however, a difference when we read the
giants into Gen 6:3 as done by LXX. LXX takes part in a discussion
we know from early Judaism: what happened with the giants in the
flood?
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Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
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L. Stuckenbruck has devoted a study to this subject and demonstrated that there are different answers to the question.64 In Greek fragments preserved through Alexander Polyhistor, commonly labelled
Pseudo-Eupolemus, it is clear that at least one, and possibly more,
of the giants escaped the flood. These giants could in fact be Noah
and his family, with the possibility that Noah and his descendants
were reckoned among the giants. The Enochic writings utterly deny
this possibility, but with some differing ideas about the giants’ fate. In
the Book of Watchers, the giants destroy each other in battle before
the flood, and therefore do not survive it. The Book of Giants has the
similar motif of intramural conflict, but some of the giants seem to be
destroyed in the flood. In both compositions there is, however, one
kind of future survival; the giants will continue to exist after the flood
as disembodied evil spirits. Jubilees, influenced by Enochic theology,
shares the view of these two former books, both in regard to the fate of
the giants and their continued existence as evil spirits. In the Enochic
Animal Apocalypse (En 85–90), the giants, depicted as various species
of animals, sank directly into the deep in the flood:
And that vessel was floating on the waters, but all the bulls and elephants
and camels and asses sank to the bottom together with every animal, so
that I could not see them. And they were unable to escape but perished
and sank in the deep.
(En 89:6)65

There is another text, found, but not written in Qumran, that has a
version of the flood that seems even closer to the version we find in
LXX to Gen 6:1–4, 4QAdmonFlood i, 6:
]מ[ת האדם ו֯ ֯ה]בהמה וכל [צפר כל
֯
֯[חרבה ו֯ י
֯ אש]ר ב
֯ ﬠלכן נ֯ ]מחו[ כל
כנף והג]בור[ים לוא נמלטו
Therefore everything whi[ch was on] dry ground was [wiped out,] and
humankind, and [beast and all] birds, every winged thing, d[ie]d. And
the gi[an]ts, too, did not escape.66

The only place the giants occur before the flood is in Gen 6:1–4. The
last sentence in the quotation above presupposes the version found
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in LXX. “The giants did not escape,” the verdict from Gen 6:3 was
fulfiled.
There is, however, more to be said about Gen 6:3 in an early Jewish
context. Here we will concentrate on the relationship to the Book of
Watchers.67 As is known, the place where the Book of Watchers and
Genesis are closest in touch is in En 6–7 and Gen 6:1–4. A comparison between Gen 6:1–4 and the Watcher Story can be presented as
follows:68

Enoch 6–7
6:1–2: It happened when the sons
of men multiplied in those days,
there were born to them daughters
beautiful and fair. And the watchers,
the sons of heaven, saw them and
they said to each other: Let us go and
choose for ourselves women from
the daughters of men, and beget for
ourselves children.

Bible MT
6:1–2: It happened when men began
to multiply over the face of the
ground, daughters were born to
them. 2 The sons of the gods saw
that the daughters of men were good.
They took for themselves women of
all whom they chose.

6:3–6: oath of rebellion and descent on 3 Then the LORD said, “My spirit
Mount Hermon
shall not abide(?—be powerful ) in
humans forever (in the noise?), for(?)
6:7–8: names of angelic leaders
they are flesh; their days shall be one
hundred twenty years.”
4 The nephilim were on the earth in
those days and also afterwards
7:1–2: Those and their leaders all took
for themselves women from all that
they chose. And they began to go
in to them, and to defile themselves
with them, and to teach them soecery
and [spellbinding, and the cutting of
roots, and they explained for them
herbs. And they became pregnant by
them and bar[e giants three thousand
cubits high . . .

when the sons of the gods went into
the daughters of men. And they
bore to them the giants who are
from the ancient time, the men with
a name.

67
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We will not enter into a full discussion of the relationship here, only
concentrate on one issue: while there is close contact between the
Watcher Story and Gen 6:1, 2, 4, v. 3 is missing at this place in the
Watcher Story. It is often noticed that Gen 6:3 in the brief story of Gen
6:1–4 seems somewhat out of place. We could have expected the heavenly response after the whole incident was recorded in Gen 6:4.69 The
scribe of Enoch could have felt the same way. Therefore he could have
moved the correspondences further down in the story. After En 7:2
the text continues to unfold the story, first the violence of the giants
(7:3–6), then the teaching of the angels (8:1–4). First, in 9:1f. comes
the heavenly response. But neither here are there any traces corresponding to Gen 6:3. If it was so that the scribe of the Watcher Story
was expanding on Gen 6:1–4, why did he drop Gen 6:3?
There are, in fact, correspondences to Gen 6:3 later in the story, but
they come in another setting and they have a different meaning. We
find the first occurrence in En 10:9–10.70 The context is the mission
given by the Lord to the angel Gabriel to proceed against the giants.
The passage comes in direct speech from the divinity as in Gen 6:3. The
message given to the perpetrators anticipates an event coming later in
the story. The watchers will offer a petition, which will be denied. The
passage corresponds to Gen 6:3–4. The two groups mentioned in 6:4
MT are the nephilim and the gibborim. In En 10:9 they are described
in Ethiopic as manzerān and in Greek as µαζηέους. It is commonly
recognised that these words reflect Aramaic ממזריא.71 In the Hebrew
Bible  ממזרdesignates a child of an illegitimate sexual union in Deut
23:2. In En 10:9 these “bastards” are “the sons of fornication,” and בני
ﬠיריא, the “sons of the watchers” (4QEn b 1 iv, 5–6).
About these creatures it is stated: µακρότης γὰρ ἡµερῶν οὐκ ἔστιν
αὐτῶν, “for length of days will not be for them”; “and no petition will
be (granted) to their fathers in their behalf,” ἐλπίουσιν ζῆσαι ζωὴν
αἰώνιον, καὶ ὅτι ζήσεται ἕκαστος αὐτῶν ἔτη πεντακόσια, “that they
should hope to live an eternal life, nor even that each of them will live
for five hundred years” (GrPan). We see here a reference to the gibborim
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that were מﬠולם, “from everlasting times” in Gen 6:4, the possibility
of an existence לﬠלם, “forever,” in Gen 6:3, and the delimitation of
days at the end of v. 9.72 The giants will not have the longevity they
expected, because they will destroy themselves in battle.
This is the closest resemblance we have between the Book of Watchers and Gen 6:3. The context of the passage is an expected petition
from the fathers of the giants, which is turned down. There is no
oddity in this passage; it belongs to the flow of the story: no forgiveness will be granted for the giants. Because their fathers were divine,
they expected to live an eternal life; however, they shall not even live
500 years. The theme of petition is taken up again in the second part
of the Watcher Story (En 12–16). There this theme has become the
main plot. The watchers ask Enoch to intercede for them; since they
are divine, should they not have life forever? Enoch brings the petition
to the Most High, but no petition is granted. In the watchers’ petition
for themselves we notice an echo of their petition for their children
(cf. En 13:6; 14:4–7; 15:2–7). How are we to evaluate these observations?
• In the two texts, En 6–7 and Gen 6:1–4, there are verbal correspondences, very close, coming in the same order. They exist between
Gen 6:1, 2, 4 and En 6–7. In this section of the Watcher Story, there
is not even a hint to Gen 6:3.
• Later in the Watcher Story, in a very different context, there are
clear resemblances between En 10:9–10 and Gen 6:3. These resemblances are especially close to the LXX version of Gen 6:3 as we
have interpreted this version, because it concerns the giants. They
will not live forever. En 10:9–10 is an integral part of the Watcher
Story.
• Gen 6:1–4 shows all possible signs of being an abrupt story, the
most puzzling part being Gen 6:3, which has inspired different text
versions to solve the problems.
In our assessment, the most likely way to describe these observations is
the following: first, the Enochic scribes did not know Gen 6:3; second,
a kind of dependence must go in the opposite direction. The scribes of
the “biblical” texts versions to Gen 6:3 must have known a story where
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the fate of the antediluvians before the flood was dealt with. This story
must have contained the question of whether they should live forever.
On the present stage of our inquiry we cannot decide whether this was
the actual Watcher Story itself or a story with similar features. The
similarities between the Watcher Story and LXX are closest because
they both deal with the question whether the giants shall live forever.
The difference is what leads to the denial of this possibility. LXX follows
here a tradition that we find many places in early Judaism; the giants
will be destroyed in the flood. The Watcher Story has its own version;
they will certainly not survive in the flood, because they will kill each
other beforehand. MT to Gen 6:3 has another version of the plot; the
question about everlasting life for the antediluvian does not concern
the giants, but the human race as such, living before the flood.
We now return to the text as a whole again. We have already noticed
that the intended readers could have had a more privileged status than
we have in the understanding of the text. The structure of the text
confirms this. In two places the text intentionally gives itself a context:
in the temporal anchor point in v. 1, and in the shift from storyline to
comment in v. 4a. The text alludes to something the readers are supposed to know.
R. Alter has dealt with allusions as a modality of language in Western and biblical literature.73 He distinguishes between intertextuality,
the juxtaposition of texts without regard to authorial intention, and
allusion, which implies a writer’s active, purposeful use of antecedent texts.74 We think that we pursue the first approach when we dig
into texts that shed light on the religious and cultural background of a
text. This approach is common in the research into Gen 6:1–4. There
is a wide spectre of motifs in the text that seems to be an echo of
themes found in Greek and Ancient Near Eastern mythology.75 We
have already done so ourselves in the analysis of the background to
Gen 6:3. There are no signs in Gen 6:3 that the scribe alludes to something, even though he is writing in a specific context where the fate of
the antediluvians is at stake. In searching for allusions, the perspective
is narrower.
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According to Alter the alluding text contains a marker, a signal to
the reader that another text is activated.76 In 6:1–4 we find two such
markers, both referring to the time of the incident, although in different ways. In the comment (v. 4a) the writer addresses the readers,
informing them that this happened in the time of the nephilim. In
v. 1 the scribe links the event to a specific incident that sets the temporal anchor point of the narrative. What is told happened at a specific
time of growth in human population. This specific time is through
the temporal continuity of the wayyiqtols, between 6:2–3 and v. 5f.,
placed as something that happened before the great flood. The marker
in the comment in v. 4a seems more general, since it is underlined that
the nephilim lived during the whole period described in the storyline;
the marker in v. 1 may be more specific, as if the scribe would link
what happens in the storyline to a specific situation in antediluvian
time. The problem in both cases is that we do not have the “text” the
scribe alludes to; it might even not be a written text at all, but oral
stories forming a web of imaginations.
We will now follow the two markers of allusions given in the text,
and begin with the marker in v. 4a: “This happened in the days of the
nephilim”; what days is he alluding to?
The nephilim are only mentioned one more time in the Hebrew
Bible for certain, Num 13:33:
ושׁם ראינו את־הנפילים בני ﬠנק מן־הנפלים ונהי בﬠינינו כחגבים וכן היינו
בﬠיניהם׃
And there we saw the Nephilim, the sons of Anak from the Nephilim,
and in our eyes we were grasshoppers, and so were we in their eyes.
(translation mine)

The scouts entering into Canaan saw the people living there, among
them the Anakim, known for their bodily size and strength (Num
13:22, 28). There they saw also the nephilim, shocking in their frightening appearance. Then the text, as it now reads, inserts an explanatory
note: these Nephilim were the ancestors of the Anakim. According to
Deut 2:10–11 these Anakim were reckoned to the Rephaim:
10

The Emim—a large and numerous people, as tall as the Anakim—had
formerly inhabited it. 11 Like the Anakim, they are usually reckoned as
Rephaim, though the Moabites call them Emim.
(Deut 2:10–11)
76
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Why are the nephilim inserted as the ancestors of the Anakim, when
the Anakim belonged to the Rephaim? A close reading of the text of
Num 13:33 reveals the following: what the scouts report that they saw
in their mission was the הנפילים, hannĕp̄īlîm; what the scribe adds in
an explanatory commentary is that these Nephilim were the ancestors
of the Anakim. In the first case the הנפילים, hannĕp̄īlîm, is spelled
plene; in the second case the word is spelled with consonants, without
yod between p and l in the word. This is the way the word is spelled
in Gen 6:4. This may indicate that the explanatory note is an addition to the text, written by a scribe who at this point wanted to make
an explicit bridge to Gen 6:4.77 This observation is confirmed by the
text tradition of LXX, which lacks the explanatory note. If this is the
case, the gloss must be very late, since it presupposes Num 13:33 in its
original form and Gen 6:4.
The glossator found the word nephilim in two places in the Pentateuch and he wanted to make it clear that there was a relationship
between them, and a relationship between the nephilim in Gen 6:4 and
the ancestral people of Canaan. By this connection he indirectly also
made it possible to draw a connection between the nephilim and the
Rephaim, since the Anakim in Deut 2:10–11 are said to be reckoned to
the Rephaim. Thus, the glossator creates the impression that nephilim,
Anaikites, and Rephaim all are designations for ancestral peoples in
Canaan. This is not exactly what the original text to Num 13:33 said;
we quote the text in context; the scouts report the following:
הארץ אשׁר ﬠברנו בה לתור אתה ארץ אכלת יושׁביה הוא וכל־הﬠם אשׁר־
ראינו בתוכה אנשׁי מדות׃ ושׁם ראינו את־הנפילים ונהי בﬠינינו כחגבים
וכן היינו בﬠיניהם
32

“The land that we went through to spy out, this is a land devouring
those who settle in it. And all people that we saw in it were men of great
size. 33 There we saw the nephilim, and in our eyes we were like grasshoppers compared to them, and so were we as in their eyes.”
(Num 13:32–33; translation mine)

The scouts were frightened because there were not only men of great
size in the country, but even nephilim. The nephilim are accordingly
not simply “men of great size,” they seem to be something even more
frightening. We will return to that issue below; first we have to look
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closer at the peoples occurring together with the nephilim, the Anakim, and the Rephaim.
The Anakim, ﬠנקים, were considered to be one of the ancestral
people of Canaan, feared because of their great size (Num 13:22, 28,
33; Deut 1:28; 2:10f., 21; 9:2; Jos 14:15). They were thought to reside
in the area round Hebron. The meaning of the word is uncertain, but
the root  ﬠנקis in several places in the Hebrew Bible connected with
“neck” or “neck-lace” (Jdg 8:26; Prov 1:9; Sol 4:9). As already stated,
the Anakim were in Deut 2:10–11 related to the Rephaim, רפאים.
The Rephaim occur in the Hebrew Bible in two connections; they
were regarded as one of the ancestral peoples in Canaan (Gen 14:5;
15:20; Deut 2:11, 20; 3:11, 13; Jos 12:4; 13:12; 1 Chr 20:4); and they
were imagined as shades of the dead residing in the netherworld (Ps
88:11; Prov 2:18; 9:18; 21:16; Job 26:5; Isa 14:9; 26:14, 19). The two
imaginations can be held together: Rephaim could have been regarded
as shades of the dead ancestral people (cf. Job 26:5 and Isa 14:9 where
Rephaim are dead kings). The common meaning of the root, רפא,
in Hebrew is “heal,” and the participle rōp̄ʾe means “healer.” It is
tempting to suggest a connection between the spirits of the dead and
healing.
The Hebrew word Rephaim has considerably focus because a similar
word attached to a specific group of beings occurs in Ugaritic writings,
rpum, most often vocalized by scholars as rāpi’ūma. This group has
been identified as the shades of dead people, worshipped in the cult
in Ugarit.78 They were worshipped as rpum, “healers, saviours” of the
people, especially when they were the spirits of heroic deceased ancestors of old.79 They therefore reflected the cultural attitudes in Ugarit
and ancient Israel. In Ugarit this meant the cultural traditions with
which the monarchy identified itself; the rephaim marked the cultural
identification for the monarchy.80
There is a problem in many of the studies with respect to this issue
in that they read to and fro between the Ugaritic and Hebrew texts.
Reading strictly the Ugaritic texts, there is not much we know about the
78
For a general examination of the material, cf. M. S. Smith, “Rephaim,” In The
Anchor Bible Dictionay on CD-Rom. ( Logos Research Systems, 1997); for the connection of the rpum/Rephaim with the cult of the dead, cf. Pope, “The Cult of the Dead
at Ugarit,” 169–75.
79
Cf. J. C. de Moor, “Rapiuma—Rephaim,” ZAW 88 (1976): 323–45, 336.
80
Cf. M. S. Smith, “Recent Study of Israelite Religion in Light of the Ugaritic Texts,”
in Ugarit at Seventy-Five, ed. K. Lawson Younger Jr. Winona Lake 2007, 1–25, 19.
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rpum, and they have been identified quite differently in the research:
spirits of the dead, deities, elite groups of chariot warriors.81 It is never
explicitly stated that this group of rpum was healers or saviours.82 This
does not mean that reading to and fro between texts from the Hebrew
Bible and Ugaritic texts necessarily must be wrong. There may have
existed a common notion of heroic ancestors who descended to the
nether world, called respectively rephaim and rāpiʾūma, as protectors
or even healers of the living that worshipped them. The problem is
that the Ugaritic material is scanty and therefore ambiguous, so that
circular reading can lead to circular arguments.
Returning to the nephilim, there is no doubt that the scouts that
entered Canaan in the original text of Num 13:33 saw nephilim. These
nephilim were living in the area of the Anakim (Num 13:22, 28). So,
the nephilim lived among the ancestors of the Canaanites at that time.
The scouts even saw the nephilim, presupposing that everybody knew
what was meant. This is confirmed in the next verse, which reports the
reaction of their listeners:
Then all the congregation raised a loud cry, and the people wept that
night.
(Num 14:1)

There is accordingly a bridge between Gen 6:4 and Num 13:33 already
in the original wording of Num 13:33. Also Gen 6:4 has the presupposition that the readers of the text knew the nephilim. What the gloss
adds in Num 13:33, is that they were the ancestors of the Anakim, a
specific people. This is a very late inference. In the relation to the original text, we must nevertheless suppose that people at that time knew
who the nephilim were; our problem is that we do not.
It is not difficult to recognise the common Hebrew root נפל, nāp̄al,
“fall,” in the word, reading participle plural, “the fallen ones.” The
problem is under what circumstances they fell, and from what they
fell. The most common answer to this question is to say that they
either fell in battle as people often do also in the Hebrew Bible, or
that they fell into the netherworld, which is a bit more peculiar. The
reference most often used here is Ezek 32. Generally, it is to be noted
that when Ezekiel uses the verb  נפלin relevant passages, the meaning
81
Cf. W. T. Pitard, “The Rpum Texts,” in Handbook of Ugaritic Studies, ed. W. G.
E. Watson and N. Wyatt. Leiden 1999, 259–69, 263–67.
82
P. J. Williams, “Are the Rephaim and RPUM Healers?,” in The Old Testament in
Its World, ed. R. P. Gordon and J. C. de Moor. Leiden 2005, 266–75.
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is “fall in battle.” The phrase בחרב יפלו, “fall by sword,” is current
in Ezekiel: Ezek 5:12; 17:21; 24:21; 25:13; 30:5f., 17; 33:27; for other
variations of the phrase, cf. Ezek 6:11f.; 11:10; 17:21; 23:25; 28:23; 30:4,
6, 22; 32:12, 22f., 27. This “fall in battle” is connected with the underworld in Ezek 32:21–27. Also here, however, people fall in battle, נפל,
and they descend, ירד, to sheol (Ezek 32:21, 24f., 27). W. Zimmerli
and others have considered the possibility that the last reference here,
Ezek 32:27a, contains the third reference to the nephilim;83 the text is
obscure, but reads:
ולא ישׁכבו את־גבורים נפלים מﬠולם אשׁר ירדו־שׁאול בכל מלחמתם
And they do not lie with the giants who fell in distant times,84 who went
down to Sheol with their weapons of war.
(translation mine)

It is certainly tempting to read  נפליםin this text as the nephilim, with
the translation: “They do not lie with the gibborim, the nephilim of
distant times, who went down to Sheol . . .,” but the same verb form
occurs in 32:23 in the phrase נפלים בחרב, “those who fell for sword.”
It is quite understandable why this interpretation is attractive for most
scholars; it seems to suit very well with the understanding of nephilim
as a designation of ancestral peoples of Canaan, as we find it in Num
13:33, together with the Anakim and the Rephaim. The nephilim were
ancestral warriors who fell in battle, and “fell” or “descended” to the
netherworld.
There is, however, one more aspect connected with the verb נפל.
There were nephilim in Canaan when the scouts spied the country;
they were clearly reminiscent of older times. What kind of creatures
were they? The verb can in both the Qal and the Hiphil designate
“birth.” We find both forms in Is 26:18–19:
הרינו חלנו כמו ילדנו רוח ישׁוﬠת בל־נﬠשׂה ארץ ובל־יפלו ישׁבי תבל׃ יחיו מתיך
נבלתי יקומון הקיצו ורננו שׁכני ﬠפר כי טל אורת טלך וארץ רפאים תפיל׃
18

We were pregnant, we writhed, but like those who give birth to wind.
Salvation did we not make on the earth, and nobody were born ( fell) to
inhabit the earth.

83
Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, vol. 13/2, BK. Neukirchen-Vluyn 1969, 789; cf. also
Hendel, “Of Demigods and the Deluge,” 22.
84
Emending MT מﬠרלים, “from the uncircumcised,” to מﬠולם, “from distant
times,” according to LXX ἀπὸ αἰῶνος.
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Your dead shall live, my corpses shall rise. Wake up and sing for joy,
you, who live in the dust! For your dew is a radiant dew, and the earth
will give birth to (let fell) the Rephaim.
(translation mine)

This use of the verb  נפלfor birth corresponds with another use, where
the root appears as a noun, nēp̄el. As a noun the root designates those
who “fell” too early: aborted foetuses, the results of a miscarriage
(Ps 58:9; Job 3:16; Qoh 6:3). Already L. Köhler suggested that this
understanding of  נפלcould form the background of נפלים.85 In the
three instances referred to above we see that the fate of the nēp̄el was
considered a great misfortune; it was also connected to shame, it seems,
since the nēp̄el in Job 3:16 is characterized as טמון, “hidden away.” But
prematurely born babies were not necessarily stillborn; they could be
alive with deformed appearances, or deformed appearances could have
been caused by other circumstances during conception, pregnancy or
birth. We find at least one story in the Hebrew Bible that with some
awe describes such a body. The man concerned is referred to in both
2 Sam 21:20 and 1 Chr 20:6. We quote from Samuel:
There was again war at Gath, where there was a man of great size, who
had six fingers on each hand, and six toes on each foot, twenty-four in
number; he too was descended from Raphah, רפה, rāp̄āh.
(2 Sam 21:20; translation mine)

We do not know anything about Raphah, the ancestor of this man.
The parallel text in 1 Chr 20:6 is more clear, because the name of the
ancestor is spelled differently, not רפה, rāp̄āh, but רפא, rāpāʾ, which
according to this name must be the ancestor of the Rephaim. Like
them, he was great in size, but there was something more to him; he
had an abnormal body, which together with his size must have given
him a monstrous appearance.
We know more about miscarriage and birth of abnormal foetuses
from Mesopotamian sources. The most common Babyonian word for
premature birth is nīd libbi, “what has been thrown from her belly,”
the verb being nadû, “throw.”86 The most common word for a premature born child is kūbu. The word is often used for aborted foetuses
with human features but can also designate the monstrous shape of
a premature child. Kūbu is also the name of a powerful demon that
85
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L. Köhler, Das hebräische Mensch. Tübingen 1953, 58.
Cf. For the following, Stol, Birth in Babylonia, 28–33.
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could be terrifyingly malevolent.87 Terracottas representing emaciated
males have been identified with this demon. They look like a hunched
foetus in the womb in an advanced stage of development. The foetus
thrown out from the womb before its time could therefore become an
evil spirit as dangerous as the ghosts of the unburied dead.88
There is something perilous with abnormal births and with babies
stillborn or born with abnormal traits. The nephilim are not necessarily only a designation for those heroes fallen in battle, but also a characteristic of their abnormal features due to an abnormal birth. This
also explains the terrifying experience of the scouts in the story about
their journey to Canaan. They did not only see ancient heroes; they
saw still living monsters from primordial time. The phrase Nephilim
could accordingly have a double meaning, both fallen in battle and
fallen by an abnormal birth.
While Gen 6:4 alludes to stories known by the Israelites about monsters and giants, living in primeval times, the allusion in v. 1 points in
another direction: ויהי כי־החל האדם לרב ﬠל־פני האדמה, “And it happened when man began to multiply over the face of the ground.” This
clause sounds as an echo of the clause introducing each of the three
disasters before the flood in Atrahasis: mātum irtapiš nišū imtīdā, “The
land has extended, the peoples multiplied.” There are two elements
that are alike, both the increase in population and the reference to
mātum and ʾăḏāmāh, “the land of cultivation and habitation.” In the
OB version to Atrahasis the ends of each of the disasters are lost. The
end is, however, extant in the LB SI recension between the second and
third disasters. We assume that it formed the end of the two first disasters in both the OB version and the LB recension of the composition
as well. We therefore quote the LB version, since we here also have the
significant end, coming before the sentence about the increase quoted
above. The only significant difference between the two versions, where
they overlap, is that the LB version has three myriads of years;89 the
OB version has 1200 years.
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Cf. CAD sub kūbu, 487–488.
Cf. E. Porada, “An Emaciated Male Figure of Bronze in the Cincinnati Museum,”
in Studies Presented to A. Leo Oppenheim. Chicago 1964, 159–66, 164–66.
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Their fine features (zīmū) returned,
their original noise (rigmu) emerged.
Their days of health (šulmu) returned,
the womb was open, creating babies.
Three myriad years had not yet passed,
the land extended and the peoples multiplied.
The land bellowed like a bull,
the god got disturbed with their noise (rigmu).
(Atrahasis SI V obv. 39–46)

As especially R. Albertz has called attention to, these ending and opening sections to the disasters are full of references both backwards to
the creation stories and forward to the flood and the new world order
after the flood.90 Since we find an echo of the second line in the introduction to Gen 6:1, we will use this section of Atrahasis as the point of
departure in our comparison between Atrahasis and Genesis.
There is, however, one basic problem in the comparison. In Atrahasis phrases similar to the “sons of the gods” are used in two different ways. Often they are used when the gods convene in assembly. In
these cases, the gods are the “sons” of one of the highest gods, Anu
or Enlil (cf. Atrahasis I ii, 93, 94, 96 (OB); III iii, 52 (OB); x rev. ii, 48
(LB); SI V obv. 48; Q II i, 6 (LB); S rev. iv, 5 (Assyrian version)). The
other way a similar expression is used, not so well attested, but firmly
rooted in the story of the poem, is in reference to the human race.
The two attestations we find, one from the OB version and one from
the Assyrian version, occur at the same place in the story. When the
gods with terror realise that all of humankind is drowned in the flood,
humankind is called “sons,” in the first case Enki’s sons, in the second
Nintu’s sons: enki i]štani ṭēmšu [ ] mārūšu ubukku [an]a maḫrišu,
“Enki l]ost his mind [ ] his sons were thrown down before him” (III
iii, 25–27 OB); mārūša ubbuku ana pîša, “her sons were thrown down
at her command” (U rev. 22 Assyrian version).91
The reference to Enki and Nintu at this place is not accidental.
They were the gods who together were responsible for the creation
of humankind. The second creation scene is here in Atrahasis quite
graphic. Under the supervision of Enki and Nintu the womb-goddesses
give birth to the first seven pairs of humans, after Nintu has made the
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models of humans in clay.92 They are sons because they actually are
born by divinities. Nintu exclaims her joy:
I myself created (it), my hands made (it).
The midwife shall rejoice in the house of the qadištu-priestess.
Wherever a woman gives birth,
and the baby’s mother severs herself,
the mud brick shall be put down for nine days.
Nintu, the womb-goddess, shall be honored.
(Atrahasis I vi, 289–295)

It is this joy that turns into grief when Nintu realises what she has
done when she sided with the male gods in the decision to send the
flood. She has destroyed her own offspring, lillidu, whom she gave
birth to:
As a result of my own choice,
to myself (ramānu) and my body (pagru) I heard their noise levelled
at me.
(My) offspring (lillidu), cut off from me, have become like flies.
And I, how shall I live? In the house of moaning my noise is silenced.
Shall I go up to heaven,
as if to live in a house of [plentiful store]s?
Where has Anu gone, the chief decision-maker,
whose sons, the gods, heeded his command?
He who did not consider, but sent the flood.
And relegated the peoples to destruction.”
[four lines missing]
Nintu was wailing [. . .]:
“[. . .] gave birth to(?) [. . .]
They have filled the river like dragonflies.
Like a raft they are washed up on the ed[ge],
like a raft in open country!
(III iii, 42–iv, 9)

Accordingly, the conviction that humankind is the “sons of the gods”
is firmly rooted in the poem.
The problem in the comparison is what meaning we shall choose as
a basis. If we take departure in that the “sons of the gods” are divinities, there are correspondences, but the important part of the plot in
Gen 6:1–4, found in v. 2 and commented on in v. 4, has no direct
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parallel in Atrahasis: there are no divine figures having intercourse
with human women resulting in giants. If there are giants in Atrahasis, they are the antediluvian humans themselves with divine origin, both in the first and second creation scene, and as it appears,
with everlasting lives. If we, however, as a test, read the “sons of the
gods” as antediluvian humans both in Atrahasis and in Gen 6:1–4, the
correspondences become of another kind. We must then, however,
remove v. 4 from the unit in Genesis, because this comment so clearly
seems to presuppose that the monsters and giants were a result of an
intercourse between divinities and human women. We can bracket it
for the moment, thinking that this is a comment that limps after the
storyline.
We have already observed that the introduction to Gen 6:1–3
sounds as an echo of the introductions to the disasters in Atrahasis.
This is not so strange if we place the scribe of Gen 6:1–3 at the end
of the text history of the primeval history. The scribe has read both
what P and non-P describe about the great flood and apprehended
the similarities to the Mesopotamian model. The scribe could have
thought that according to Atrahasis there is more to tell about what
happened before the great flood than what the previous scribes had
conveyed. He would have been in a similar position as non-P in the
flood story itself, filling in information from the Mesopotamian flood
story where P left it out.
The scribe of Gen 6:1–3 goes directly from the increase of the human
race to the daughters. This is natural since the theme is “increase”
both in Atrahasis and in Genesis, and in that respect women are in
focus. They are also in focus in Atrahasis in the passage that closes the
disaster, coming just before the introduction about the increase: “the
womb was open, creating babies.” Thus the women and their fertility
are important, as we see in Gen 6:2.
We have to go deeper into the clause in Atrahasis because it is
woven into a context. In the article referred to above Albertz shows a
close correlation between this central part of the poem and its beginning and end. In SI V obv. 42 the birth of the babies is described
through the verb banû, “create.” This verb is frequently used in reference to the mother-goddess when she creates the first humans in the
OB composition (I iv, 194, 195; vi, 289). In the marriage ritual in the
second creation scene the verb petû, “open up” is used for the womb
(I vi, 282). The same verb is used in reference to the open womb creating babies here in SI V obv. 42. The “open wombs creating babies”
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lead us accordingly to the second creation scene in Atrahasis, where
the conditions are set for human sexuality and fertility. In this creation
scene there is a pattern where the story shifts perspective all the way
from what happened at creation to what shall happen in everyday life.
This concerns both the man—woman relationship and the birth:
In her first speech Nintu says about sexuality:
[. . .] her breasts.
A beard can be seen(?)
On a young man’s cheek.
In gardens and wayside
a wife and her husband choose (ḫiāru) each other.

In her second speech she says:
When beds are laid out [in their houses],
a wife and her husband shall choose (ḫiāru) each other.
Ishtar shall rejoice in the wife-husband relationship
in the house of [. . .]
Celebration shall last for nine days.
(I vi, 299–303)

The human beings are born at creation:
The womb-goddesses were assembled,
And Nintu [sat cou]nting the months.
[At the] destined [time], they called up the tenth month.
When the tenth month came,
[. . .] opened the womb.
Her face was glad and joyful,
covering her head,
performed the midwifery,
girdled her hips, said a blessing.
She made a drawing in flour and put down a mud brick:
I myself created (it), my hands made (it).
The midwife shall rejoice in the house of the qadištu-priestess.
(I v, 277–vi, 290)

What happened in primeval time is repeated in every-day life:
Where(ver) a woman gives birth,
and the baby’s mother severs herself,
the mud brick shall be put down for nine days.
Nintu, the womb-goddess, shall be honored.
(I vi, 291–295)
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Thus “the open wombs” in the end passage of the disaster belong to a
context. When human beings start multiplying again after the disaster,
they fulfil the divine purpose, laid by creation, both for sexuality and
for fertility. In Atrahasis this is, however, quite ironic, because it is this
divine layout for the creation that causes the problems for the gods.
So both in Atrahasis and in Gen 6:1–2 there are sexuality and fertility at this place. We notice that Gen 6:2 does not say anything about
the offspring. The giants are first mentioned in the commentary in v. 4.
Gen 6:2b has expressions for the man—woman relationship that
are both common and uncommon in the context of the Hebrew Bible:
ויקחו להם נשׂים מכל אשׁר בחרו, “they took women for themselves
of all that they chose.” The common Hebrew terminology is to use
the verb לקח, lāqaḥ , “take,” for marriage, as it is done initially in the
sentence (Gen 21:21; 24:3f.; Deut 20:7; 21:11; 22:13; Ezr. 2:61). In the
Hebrew Bible the verb בחר, bāḥar, “choose,” is never used, except
here, for becoming married. The Israelites “took” a proper wife; they
could not choose freely, and certainly not מכל, “from all,” as in our
text. The Akkadian word ḫiāru, “choose” is, however, terminus technicus for the selection of a wife or daughter-in-law in Akkadian.93 This
verb is used in both the quotations about the man—woman relationship above, both when they as sexually mature meet each other in
gardens or by the wayside and when they have their first intercourse
at the actual wedding.
In Atrahasis the fertility and increase of the people are met by a
direct speech of Enlil, deciding on a disaster to delimit the growth
of humankind. One of the most important reasons for the increase
is first revealed after the flood (at least in the text available to us):
humans before the flood did not die naturally. In Gen 6:3 the scribe
goes directly to this point. We see in the phrase “my spirit shall not be
powerful in the human being forever” a meaning similar to Atrahasis;
until then humans had not died. Therefore, the increase had to be
stopped. There are two possibilities of how the scribe of 6:3 thought
that the increase could be stopped, both present in Atrahasis. The
increase could be stopped by making humans mortal, or it could be
stopped by eliminating the human race in a flood. If the scribe thought
in the first way—we have opted for that solution concerning MT—the
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AHw, sub ḫiāru, 342f.
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scribe has moved the decision to make humans mortal from after the
flood in Atrahasis to this very compressed story, placed before. If the
scribe thought that the flood would solve the problem, we are at
the end of the third disaster in Atrahasis when the gods decided to
send the flood. This is the position of LXX.
We think the anthropology involved in v. 3 can in various ways
circumscribe the anthropology in Atrahasis as well. We have already
found that the curious Hebrew verb yāḏôn is best explained as a loan
word from Akkadian danānu, “be powerful.” This word is not used in
this connection in Atrahasis, but there is something in the way humans
are created in the first creation scene that may be echoed in Gen 6:3:
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

On the first, seventh, and fifteenth days of the month
he instituted a cleansing rite, a bath.
Ilawēila who had planning capacity ( ṭēmu),
they slaughtered in their assembly.
In his flesh and blood
Nintu mixed clay ( ṭiṭṭu).
Forever after they heard the drum (uppu).
In the god’s flesh there was a spirit (eṭemmu).
It made known the living being (balṭu), its sign.
So that it will not be allowed to be forgotten, there was a spirit
(eṭemmu).
231 After she had mixed that clay
232 she called up the Anunnaku, the great gods.
233 The Igigu, the great gods,
234 spat upon the clay.
(I iv, 221–v, 234)

We have to remember that the original intent of the gods was not to
make a creature like this. They thought that a lullû-man, a primitive
being, would be sufficient.94 Enki decided to make humans in this way,
not simply as a lullû-man, but a creature mixed of both an earthly
element, clay, and a lot of divine elements taken from the slaughtered god: his planning capacity, his flesh and blood, and his spirit.
The name of this god thus signals what kind of creature Enki made,
Ilawēila; in this name we see ilu twice, at the beginning and the end,
surrounding an abbreviated awīlu in the middle. This became more of
an ilu-man than a lullû-man.
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There is a “spirit” in this text as well as in Gen 6:3. The common
meaning of eṭemmu in Akkadian is “spirit of the dead.”95 In one way
this makes sense in the context; the spirit of the slaughtered god lives
on in humans. In humans, however, this does not make much sense,
because this spirit should have “life” as its sign. In humans the spirit
was the sign of life and not death. This is not far removed from rûªḥ
as the life-giving force in humans in Gen 6:3.
Placing Gen 6:1–3 in this context, it makes it tempting to see an influence of the Akkadian “noise,” šagāmu, in the Hebrew hapax, bĕšagam.
There is already a Hebrew hapax most likely explained through an
Akkadian loan word just before in the same line. The scribe could
have noticed that in the text he introduced, Gen 6:5f., there was also
an element of “noise,” since the form of the word רﬠ, raʿ in Gen 6:5
can both mean “evil” and “noise.” If this is the case, the “noise” in v. 3
should not be read as a sign of uproar, but should rather have the two
meanings it has on the two semantic levels in Atrahasis: concretely, in
the storyline itself, the noise of too many people; conceptualizing the
story, a signal that something was unfinished and therefore wrong in
creation.
There are, as we see it, so many similarities between the two texts
that we find it hard to accept that all this could be simply accidental.
And again, there is no surprise in this, because in the text preceding
this scribe, the flood story, the contact between Atrahasis and Genesis
is obvious. If this reading of Gen 6:1–3 is correct, the text says almost
the same thing as Atrahasis. The basic issue in both places is the rapid
growth of humans that has to be stopped. There would also be an
underlying theme in both places; there is something wrong with how
these creatures are made; they are not lullus or simply ḇāśār, “flesh”;
they are created with a divine force of vitality ominous for the created
order.
We know from the Dynastic Chronicle that Atrahasis could be
abbreviated, and we know from Berossos that the actual flood story
could be retold in some few lines. Gen 6:3 could go back to an abbreviated version of Atrahasis, or it could go back to how parts of Atrahasis
were retold orally in some circles, maybe even Jewish circles in the
diaspora. These deliberations are necessary because there is a disturbing element in the interpretation given above. Even though words,
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longer phrases, and customs echo Atrahasis and make it possible to
interpret Gen 6:1–3 in a manner like Atrahasis, this seems not to be
the meaning of the text as it now reads. First of all, it does not seem
reasonable to exclude v. 4 and make more fragments out of an already
fragmentary text. V. 4 is not only a bridge to Canaanite culture; it
also conveys more important information about what is going on in
the storyline in vv. 2–3. Monsters and giants were, in the minds of
the ancients, not only restricted to the Canaanite area; they belonged
to imaginations about primeval time that transgressed geographical
borders. Second, it does not seem felicitous to read the “sons of the
gods” in v. 2 as the male part of humanity over against the daughters
as the female part, even though this creates a smooth text in meaning.
Why should the scribe add “the gods” for the male part of humanity,
if he simply meant the human sons? When the gods have “sons” on
the earth in Atrahasis, they are both male and female; this is even a
point in the story.
We have earlier argued that the ʾāḏām in vv. 1 and 3 are distinct
from the “sons of the gods.” The ʾāḏām in v. 3 is affected by what the
“sons of the gods” do in v. 2. They are victims rather than guilty ones.
The most likely solution to this dilemma seems to be that the scribe of
Gen 6:1–4 makes a radical twist in relation to the traditions from Atrahasis. He changed the plot in the somewhat problematic love story in
Atrahasis into a story communicating something different, a perilous
sexual transgression of borders between the human and the divine.
Both Atrahasis and Gen 6:1–4 tell about an uproar in heaven. In the
first part of Atrahasis, the rebellion of the Igigu was the reason why
humans were created. There is, however, no way of reading heavenly
figures having sex with earthly women in Atrahasis. The result of the
change of plot is, as in many stories that interact, that many of the
words remain the same, but they communicate differently. The themes
remain the same; we are in both versions dealing with the same basic
themes, the multiplication of humankind and the confusion of the
human and the divine, but they are rearranged into a new plot in the
present version of Gen 6:1–4.
The next question is why this happened. We have seen how the P
material follows both the structure and the content of Mesopotamian
compositions in primeval time, but certainly within this framework
communicating its own theology. We cannot regard Gen 6:1–4 in the
same way. What we have observed is that the text alludes to other stories. In v. 1 and 4 the storyline of vv. 2–3 is placed into two different
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realities, both supposed to be known by intended readers. Could the
storyline itself have been known, not created ad hoc by the scribe, but
taken from elsewhere and adopted into the “biblical” version of the
primeval history, at a place where it according to tradition (i.e. Atrahasis), could fit in? We clearly see that the plot created in the storyline
has similarities with the Enochic Watcher Story. We have even seen
that Gen 6:3 is best explained in its Jewish context by presupposing
that a story like the Watcher Story is lying behind it. We need to pursue these questions in our analysis of the Enochic material.
Gen 6:1–4 opens a window in Genesis to reality other than the one
represented in P and in earlier non-P, where humans were responsible
for the misery on earth. When Gen 6:1–4 is written into the context of
the flood story, it adds a new dimension to the corruption of the created order. Something went wrong in the way the actors in the divine
world handled the creation itself; this is the common message of both
Atrahasis and the Watcher Story.

CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The difference in the material conditions of the Mesopotamian and
biblical sources is vast. A diachronic reading of the Mesopotamian
sources is a puzzle, sorting clay tablets and fragments, to decide which
tablets and fragments constitute a composition, recension, or version.
The same composition can be followed over centuries through the
copying activity of the scribes. A diachronic reading of the Hebrew
Bible is a riddle, because everything is stored in the same scroll. The
sources and history of this text has to be decided through what traditionally is labelled as textual and literary criticism. The dilemma of
the somewhat hypothetical character of this enterprise has led many
scholars to opt for a synchronic reading of the text.
In our case, comparing three concepts of the primeval history, it
would be odd suddenly to change the basic way of reading, going from
the one concept to the other. For us it has been important to work on
theories about the growth of the text. It has given us a clearer picture
of the dynamic within the text itself and how the text communicates
with its Mesopotamian counterparts. Scholars who work diachronically in the primeval history fully agree that there are different voices in
Gen 1; 5; 9:1–17; and 11:10–26 on the one hand, and in Gen 2–4; 9:20–
27; and 11:1–9 on the other. They generally also agree that these voices
are mixed in the flood story, Gen 6–8, and in the table of the nations,
Gen 10. There is also an agreement that the first voice mentioned
above, starting with the creation story, shows clear priestly interests
and continues in the Pentateuch into the revelation of the priestly law
at Sinai, covering large parts of Exodus, the whole of Leviticus, and
parts of Numeri. Irrespective of how one regards the historical priority between this voice and the one starting with the story of Eden in
Gen 2, traditionally labelled J, there is also an agreement that the
priestly voice in the primeval history has distinct characteristics in
vocabulary and theology.
In our analysis we have therefore paid most attention to the priestly
source, since it is this source that gives the primeval history its basic
structure: creation—list of ten ancestors—crises—flood—new world
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order—list of nations—list of ten ancestors. We have also argued that
the historical relationship between P and the early non-P material
( J) is better explained by placing P as the oldest text, commented on
by early non-P, than the other way around. This is our conclusion
in reading the flood story where P and not non-P seems to contain
a coherent story, and in reading Gen 2:4 where 2:4b seems to be the
introductory line of the Eden story, placing this story into the already
existing creation story in Gen 1:1–2:3. We have thus regarded P as
an originally independent source. We have found traces of an editorial hand in Genesis, visible where the formula ʾēlleh ṯôlḏôṯ is placed
in front of narratives. At these places the formula marks epochs, as
understood by the last redactor, in the primeval history: Gen 2:4a
introducing the antediluvian period, 6:6 introducing the flood and the
postdiluvian period.
The most challenging text to interpret in the primeval history is
Gen 6:1–4. In our analysis of this text we have been able to assign it
neither to P nor to early non-P. There are too many contradictions
with these texts. There are no references to Gen 6:1–4 in other places
in the primeval history, it seems unknown to the other writers. We
have therefore regarded Gen 6:1–4 as the youngest text in the primeval
history.
We have followed the traditional delimitation of the whole primeval
history, extending from Gen 1:1–11:26. Within this unit there is a clear
transition from the antediluvian to the postdiluvian period in both
P and non-P. For P this transition comes in the description of the
new world order in 9:1–17; for non-P it comes in the promise given to
the creation in 8:21–22. What we here characterize as “antediluvian”
includes the flood in both P and non-P, and it includes the new world
order in P. This is similar to Atrahasis. The antediluvian period thus
deals with humanity, while the postdiluvian period is more concerned
with how humanity is formed into nations.
The theology of P is clearly visible in both the genealogies and in
the narratives. They unambiguously point in the same direction: the
primeval and patriarchal histories prepare for the revelation of the
priestly torah to Moses at Sinai. This is clear in the genealogies of P
where there is a direct line from the first humans to Aaron, brother
of Moses, and the first high priest, and further to the priestly lineage
of Phinehas, to which the writers of P belong. This is also clear in the
narratives where God makes three covenants: with Noah relating to
all humanity (Gen 9:8–17), with Abraham relating to his descendants
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(Gen 17:4–14), and with the Israelites at Sinai (Ex 31:13–17). Within
these three circles God reveals himself with different names: ʾĕlōhîm
for all humanity, ʾēl šadday for the descendants of Abraham (Gen
17:1), and JHWH for Moses and the Israelites (Ex 6:2–3).
The clearest contact between the biblical primeval history and the
Babylonian lies in the flood story. Here it is obvious that the same
story is told in both places, even though there are differences. The
contact with the Babylonian model concerns both P and non-P, the
last source filling in with details missing in P, as for instance the bird
episode in Gen 8:6–12. Traditionally the comparison between the biblical and Babylonian versions has been carried out in relation to the
flood story in Gilgamesh XI. The reason for this has been that this text
was known to modern scholars almost a hundred years earlier than the
parent version in Atrahasis, and there is an almost full text preserved
in Gilgamesh, while Atrahasis is fragmentary at this place. There are
two indications that at least P followed the narrative tradition formed
by Atrahasis. The LB version of Atrahasis contains an explicit promise
by Ea never again to send a flood to destroy humanity, like P in 9:11.
This promise is lacking in the known standard version of Gilgamesh.
The structure of the antediluvian period is similar in Atrahasis and P:
creation of the cosmos—crisis—flood—new world order.
To get a full picture of the structure of the primeval history in P,
we need to include the context of which the flood story in Babylonia
became a part. There were from the beginning two versions of primeval time in Babylonia, both the flood story and the lists of kings. The
lists of kings contained originally only a few commentaries that could
be attached to a king. Then we have observed how references to the
flood became part of the antediluvian lists, developing into abbreviated versions of the flood and extending the beginning of the list with
either a short reference to the ordering of the cosmos, the Dynastic
Chronicle, or an account of creation, Berossos. In the Dynastic Chronicle we found the following structure: ordering of the cosmos—list of
antediluvian kings—flood story—list of postdiluvian dynasties. What
takes place in P, is a combination of the structure of primeval time as
found in Atrahasis and the version found when the antediluvian lists
were extended with narratives: creation—list of ancestors—crisis—
flood story—new world order—list of nations—list of ancestors. The
genre of making primeval time a “history” by adding different blocks
of traditions was created by the Babylonians. This genre was adopted
by P. His concern was, however, not the origin and development of
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legitimate kingship, but the genealogical line leading to legitimate
priesthood, from the beginning and up to the establishment of priesthood under Aaron, revealed at Sinai.
At the time when the tradition of the flood and the tradition of the
antediluvian kings merged in Babylonia, two figures stand out. These
were the flood hero, who in several antediluvian lists became the last
king before the flood—in WB 62 and Berossos the tenth, and the seventh king in several lists, Enmeduranki, who was taken to heaven. It
should be quite clear that the portrait of Noah in P is patterned on the
flood hero in the Babylonian flood traditions. We notice that Noah
appears in the tenth position before the flood in P. Given these similarities, we think it is more than a coincidence that P has a figure in
the seventh position of the same list, who was taken to heaven, Enoch,
the “dedicated” or “trained” one. We observe, however, that P is careful not to overstate the importance of these two figures. In P there
is no sacrifice connected to Noah and no revelation given to Enoch.
Sacrifice and revelation did not belong to primeval time; it belonged
to the Mosaic age.
Within the genre and structure of primeval history adopted from
the Babylonians, P created his own version that in crucial places rode
counter especially to the flood story as told in Atrahasis. This is most
notable in two issues. Human fruitfulness plays an important role in
both P and Atrahasis. It is a crucial theme both in their creation stories
and in their description of the new world order. The evaluation of this
fruitfulness is, however, strictly different. “To be fruitful and fill the
earth” is a mandate given to humanity without any reservation in P.
In Atrahasis human increase is one of the major problems forming
the plot of the poem. While P repeats the mandate after the flood, the
new world order after the flood aims at reducing human increase in
Atrahasis.
Both P and Atrahasis use repetitions to communicate their message.
In Atrahasis this is most notable in the use of rigmu, “noise” as a key
word. The noise signals that the creation is unfinished; the gods cannot
rest because their creation is unstable. In this sense the noise prepares
for the flood as an attempt to reverse the creation. In P the phrase
“God saw that it was good” runs as a catch line through the whole
creation story, ending with the climax “and indeed, it was very good”
(Gen 1:31). What comes after this exclamation is God’s rest. Also at
this place there is a significant difference relating to the core plots of
the two compositions. In P’s story the completeness of the creation is
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signalled by God’s rest; in Atrahasis the incompleteness of the creation
is marked by the gods’ lack of rest.
At this point, however, we notice a problem in P’s theology. If the
creation is perfect, why reverse it through a flood? There is a crisis
among humanity before the flood also in P (6:11–13). The earth is
corrupt because of human violence. But this corruption comes totally
unexplained. There is no explanation of why the creation went from
the status as complete to the status of corruption. We get the impression that the flood does not fit properly into P’s theology, an impression we also could notice in the Babylonian sources. In Babylonia the
flood interrupted the succession of kings in the Sumerian King List.
In this list there was no need for a flood because its aim was to draw a
line from the very beginning, when kingship was lowered from heaven,
to the present king. This is analogous in P; the flood is not needed to
draw a line from the first humans to the elected lineage of priesthood.
In both places the flood was, however, included because it had become
a landmark according to tradition.
This seems to be one of the reasons why P was drastically extended
by early non-P in Genesis. There may of course be other reasons as
well. P has an emphasis on the creation in relation to cult, and later
writers may have lacked the central motives of culture and civilization in his primeval history. In any case, the stories of Adam and Eve,
and Cain and Abel, ending with Lamech’s song of revenge in 4:24–24,
explain why humankind ended in a situation of corruption, making
the flood necessary. Some scholars have argued that this section of
the primeval history is heavily dependent on Atrahasis. We have not
found that this is the case. There are similarities, in the emphasis on
culture and civilization and in the description of several crises before
the flood, but they are general, and not of the kind we find in the flood
story and in the structure of the primeval history given by P.
We have paid considerable attention to the youngest part of the
primeval history in Genesis, 6:1–4. The reason is that all of the three
main traditions we are dealing with, Babylonian, biblical, Enochic,
intersect in this text. Read in the context of the biblical primeval history, the incident recorded here gives yet another reason why the
flood was necessary. We have defined the text as an allusion. In this
respect it alludes to Atrahasis in the beginning line of increase of the
human race, the immortality of the human race, and the confusion of
the human and the divine. Atrahasis could, however, not be the only
story, and even not the main story alluded to. There was another story
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retold in a language resembling Atrahasis at some points. This other
story had a plot similar to the Enochic Watcher Story where humans
were more victims than ultimate causes of evil. This raises the question about how to understand the relationship between the primeval
history in Genesis and the Watcher Story.

PART THREE

THE PRIMEVAL HISTORY IN THE BOOK OF WATCHERS

CHAPTER ONE

THE BOOK OF WATCHERS
1.1

The Literary Sources

The Book of Watchers covers ch. 1–36 in 1 Enoch according to the
Bible of the Ethiopic Orthodox Church, which text tradition is the
only source for the full text. The common name used for the book,
the Book of Watchers, is taken from the Chronography of George
Syncellus, written at the beginning of the ninth century CE. In the
excerpts left from this work the Book of Watchers is introduced in the
following ways: ἐκ τοῦ πρώτου Βιβλίου ʼΕνώχ‧ περὶ τῶν ἐγρηγόρων,
“from the first book of Enoch, about the watchers”; καὶ ταῦτα µὲν ἐκ
τοῦ ά Βιβλίου ʼΕνώχ· περὶ τῶν ἐγρηγόρων, “and this is from the Book
of Enoch, about the watchers.”1
The original language of the Book of Watchers is Aramaic. From
Aramaic it was translated into Greek and from Greek it was translated
into Ethiopic, Ge’ez, most likely in the mid-fourth century CE, along
with the biblical scriptures, when Christianity was adopted as the official religion in Ethiopia.2 Before that, the writings of the Enochic corpus
had a long history in Judaism and Christianity. The Enochic writings
enjoyed great popularity in the community situated at Qumran. They
were copied and quoted in the same manner as those books that
now belong to the Hebrew Bible.3 In the New Testament Enoch is
explicitly quoted as a prophet in Jude 1:14 and alluded to in Jude 1:6
and 2 Pet 2:4–5.4 In all cases the references are to the Book of Watchers.
In early Christianity the authority of the Enochic scriptures was
defended by influential theologians such as Irenaeus, Tertullian and
Origen, although they knew that this authority was not recognised in

1

Milik, The Books of Enoch, 72.
Cf. M. A. Knibb, “Christian Adoption and Transmission of Jewish Pseudepigrapha: The Case of 1 Enoch,” JSJ 32 (2001): 396–415, 413.
3
J. C. VanderKam and P. Flint, The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls. San Francisco
2002, 177–80.
4
Ibid., 360f.
2
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all churches.5 The authority of Enoch was then strongly denounced
by Augustine in The City of God, which most possibly was one of the
reasons why the book went out of use and was long forgotten in the
Western Church.6 The only place it survived was in the Orthodox
Ethiopic Church, since this church through the centuries was isolated
from the European churches.
The Ethiopic version of 1 Enoch was known in the West when it
was brought from Ethiopia to England by the Scottish explorer James
Bruce in 1773. It was first translated into English in 1821 (Richard
Laurence of Oxford).7 Earlier, parts had been known in Greek from
the Chronography of George Syncellus, from the 9th century, based
on 5th century chronographic works.8 The quotations from Enoch
in this work had long been forgotten and were first brought to the
attention of scholars by Josef Scaliger in 1658.9 To our knowledge this
was the first time Enoch had been quoted in the West for four hundred years.10 In 1886/87 a Greek manuscript that covers most of the
Book of Watchers was discovered in a grave at the Coptic cemetery at
Akhmim, ancient Panopolis, in Egypt. The manuscript can be dated
to the sixth century.11
There are accordingly two Greek text traditions to the Book of
Watchers, the one from Panapolis and the one from Syncellus. The
Panapolis manuscript covers En 1–32 (GrPan), with a duplicate version of En 19:3–21:9 (GrPan a). The excerpts from Syncellus cover En
6:1–9:4 (GrSync a), En 8:4–10:14 (GrSync b), and En 15:8–16:1.12 A comparison with the Aramaic fragments shows that GrPan generally is a
more reliable translation than GrSync, although there are some exceptions.13 There are known numerous Ethiopic copies of 1 Enoch, but
most of them are young, 18th and 19th centuries; the oldest are from

5

Cf. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 88–92, 101f.
Cf. J. C. VanderKam, “The Interpretation of Genesis in 1 Enoch,” in The Bible at
Qumran. Text, Shape and Interpretation, ed. P. W. Flint. Grand Rapids 2001, 129–48,
146f.
7
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 109f.
8
Ibid., 12f.
9
Cf. M. A. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch: Introduction, Translation and Commentary, vol. 2. Oxford 1978, 15f.
10
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 109.
11
Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 2, 16f.; Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 12.
12
Cf. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 2, 16. For text edition, cf. M. Black, Apocalypsis Henochi Graece. Leiden 1970.
13
Cf. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 2, 19.
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the 16th century, more than a thousand years later than the translation of the book. It is therefore quite remarkable that the agreement
with the Greek and Aramaic manuscripts is relatively high.14 Although
Greek manuscripts formed the basis for the Ethiopic translation, there
are examples of correspondences between the Ethiopic and Aramaic
texts that are best explained by supposing that the Ethiopic translators
consulted also an Aramaic Vorlage.15
In 1952 the French scholar J. T. Milik identified the first Aramaic
fragment to Enoch among the Qumran fragments at his disposal. Later
he personally dug new Enochic fragments out of the earth that filled
Cave 4.16 The collection of most of the Aramaic fragments to Enoch
was published by him in 1976.17 Eleven copies are found of 1 Enoch
from cave 4 in Qumran; in addition a small fragment was published
in 2005.18 Four of these copies belong to the Astronomical Book,
4QEnastra–d. The Aramaic copies show clearly that this book as contained in Ethiopic was an abbreviated version. The Book of Watchers is
contained in fragments from five copies, 4QEna–e. The first two of these
copies seem to have contained the Book of Watchers only; the last two
have preserved remnants from the Book of Watchers together with
elements from the Enochic Book of Dreams, while 4QEnc contains
parts of the Book of Watchers, the Book of Dreams, and the Epistle of
Enoch, adding the story of the Birth of Noah (En 106–107).19

14
For the history of the Ethiopic text, cf. Ibid., 21–37; and S. Uhlig, Das Äthiopische Henochbuch, vol. V/6, JSHRZ. Gütersloh 1984, 485–91. The latest edition of the
Ethiopic version is by M. A. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch: Text and Apparatus,
vol. 1. Oxford 1978.
15
Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 2, Vol. 2, 39–41.
16
Milik, The Books of Enoch, iv.
17
We use two editions for the Aramaic and Hebrew manuscripts from the period
of the Second Temple: The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library. This is a revised version of Milik’s, The Books of Enoch, for the Enochic manuscripts. We use also: Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls.
18
VanderKam and Flint, The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 195. The latest identified fragment cannot be fitted into any of the copies counted above. It was published
by E. Eshel and H. Eshel, “New Fragments from Qumran: 4QGenf, 4QIsab, 4Q226,
8QGen, XQpapEnoch,” DSD 12 (2005): 134–57, 146–57. The fragment contains text
from En 8:3–9:3.
19
F. García Martínez, Qumran and Apocalyptic, ed. F. García Martínez and A. S. van
der Woude, vol. IX, STDJ. Leiden 1992, 69–70.
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Although some of Milik’s views on matters of codicology have been
questioned, there has been no real change in the suggested dates of the
copies since he presented the first publication in 1976:20
4QEnastra (= 4Q208): end of 3rd or early 2nd c. BCE
4QEna (= 4Q201): first half of 2nd c. BCE
4QEnb (= 4Q202): mid 2nd c. BCE
XQpapEnoch: mid 2nd c. BCE
4QEnf (= 4Q207): second half of 2nd c. BCE
4QEne (= 4Q206): first half of 1st c. BCE
4QEnastrc (= 4Q210): mid 1st c. BCE
4QEng (= 4Q212): mid 1st c. BCE
4QEnastrd (= 4Q210): second half of 1st c. BCE
4QEnc (=4Q204): last third of 1st c. BCE
4QEnd (= 4Q205: last third of 1st c. BCE
4QEnastrb (= 4Q209): turn of CE

This means that the two oldest books from which we have copies are
the Astronomical Book and the Book of Watchers. These books were
copied in the first half of the 2nd century, the Astronomical Book
most likely earlier. The oldest witness about the Book of Dreams is
4QEnf. This copy can in time not be too far removed from the actual
composing of this book ca. 160 BCE.21
This is the approximate date of the copies, the terminus ante quem;
it is of course not the date of the compositions. We notice that the
three oldest Enoch manuscripts have a date similar to the oldest Qumran copies of texts now in the Hebrew Bible.22 In both cases the age
of the composition must be decided on the basis of content and references in other sources that can be dated.

20
Cf. with references to Milik and the later discussions L. T. Stuckenbruck, “The
Early Traditions Related to 1 Enoch from the Dead Sea Scrolls: An Overview and
Assessment,” in The Early Enoch Literature, ed. G. Boccaccini and J. J. Collins, JSJS.
Leiden and Boston 2007, 41–64; L. T. Stuckenbruck, 1 Enoch 91–108, ed. L. T. Stuckenbruck et al., CEJL. Berlin and New York 2007, 5–7; cf. also J. H. Charlesworth, “A
Rare Consensus Among Enoch Specialists: The Date of the Earliest Enoch Books,”
in The Origins of Enochic Judaism, ed. G. Boccaccini, Henoch. Torino 2002, 225–34,
231–33.
21
Cf. Milik, The Books of Enoch, 244.
22
Cf. E. Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origin of the Bible. Grand Rapids,
Michigan 1999, 130, 139–40.
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The Parts and Content of the Book of Watchers

The structure of the Book of Watchers is closely related to the growth
of the book. There is consent among scholars that the oldest part of
the book starts in En 6:1. Most scholars maintain that the unit starting
in 6:1 extends to 16:4, and see this as the core of the book, the Watcher
Story. It is also common to divide the Watcher Story in two parts, the
first of these seen as the oldest one: 6:1–11:2, then adding 12:1–16:4.
We call the first part the Rebel Story, because it deals with the rebellion of the watchers in heaven and their descent to the earth, and we
call the second part the Enoch Story, because Enoch is first introduced
in this part as an intermediary between the watchers and the divinity.
One of the main reasons for this division within the Watcher Story is
the relation to Genesis. In Genesis, Enoch in 5:18–24 and “the sons
of the gods” episode in Gen 6:1–4 are not related. Since most scholars claim that the Watcher Story is dependent on Genesis, they see
this lack of connection reflected in the two different parts. The Rebel
Story was first composed, based on Gen 6:1–4, then at a later stage the
Enoch Story was composed, introducing Enoch from Gen 5:18–24.
J. T. Milik clearly differs from this view. He claimed that the oldest
source and core unit to the Book of Watchers was to be found in En
6–19 and labelled it “Visions of Enoch.”23 Within this unit he found
two parts: En 6–13 telling about the rebellion of the watchers, and En
14–19 formed as a bill of indictment to be read for the watchers. There
are some observations that speak in favour of this opinion. There is no
clear end line in En 16:4 to conclude a unit from En 6–16 and there
is no clear beginning of a new unit in 17:1. There is, however, a clear
end line in 19:3:
I, Enoch, alone saw the visions, the end of all things. And no one among
humans has seen as I saw.
(En 19:3)

Milik’s theory also explains the somewhat strange beginning in En 14:1:
ספר מלי קושׁטא, “the book with the words of truth” (4QEnc 1vi, 9),
which clearly signals a halt in the narrative. There are, however, observations that oppose this view. En 17–19 does not smoothly carry forward the content of the speech in En 15–16; it rather combines the

23

Milik, The Books of Enoch, 1, 25, 33–35.
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destiny of the watchers, as it is described in En 10, with the destiny
of the stars, described in En 80. There are no stars mentioned in En
6–16. Therefore it seems more likely to see Enoch’s journey in 17–19
as a redactional extension, following close to En 6–16.24 The narrative
interruption in 14:1 does not necessarily introduce a new part, but
emphasizes the utmost importance of the witness of Enoch coming
in 14–16.
Accordingly, we see the Watcher Story in En 6–16 as the core of the
Book of Watchers. This story can be divided into two parts, the Rebel
Story (6–11) and the Enoch Story (12–16). The Watcher Story was
extended by Enoch’s first visionary journey in En 17–19 and with his
second in 20–36, clearly drawing on elements from his first journey.
The whole book was also at an even later time given an introduction
in En 1–5. Thus there are at least four stages of growth reflected in the
structure of the book.
In the Book of Watchers it is the Watcher Story which gives the
basic outline of the Enochic version of the primeval history. It is
underlying all the other parts of the book, and is the part which has
had the most formative influence on other compositions in Early Judaism, both Enochic and non-Enochic. We will therefore concentrate on
this part of the book. Before we proceed we will give a short outline of
the content of the Watcher Story.
The story has two sections. In the first section (En 6–11) we are
brought back to the beginning of human history when there were born
to mankind women that were so beautiful that even the divine beings
in heaven could not resist them. The watchers, the overseers of the
cosmos, therefore decided to descend to the earth to have intercourse
with the women and thus to beget children. They knew that this would
be a revolt against the divine order. Therefore they swore an oath that
bound everybody to this great plan. On the earth they took women
according to their desire. The women were brought into a new culture and taught secrets that were forbidden for mankind: all kinds of
magic, jewellery, and cosmetics. The result of this sexual union was the
birth of giants of enormous size, who needed an enormous amount of
food. So humans had to toil for them. After a while humans were not

24
Cf. the discussion in K. C. Bautch, A Study of the Geography of 1 Enoch 17–19,
vol. 81, JSJS. Leiden 2003, 19–23.
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able to sustain them. The giants then started to eat the humans themselves and all other kinds of living creatures. At the end even this was
not enough and the giants started to devour each other. In this terrible
situation humans started to cry out loud, and their voice was heard
in heaven. The complaint was against the divine order that had gone
totally out of control, and their case was presented before the highest
judge, the supreme God in heaven. God decided to intervene and to
put an end to the disaster. Humans who had sided with the rebellious
watchers would be extinguished in a flood; only Noah and his family
would survive. The watchers would be hurled down in the abyss and
stay there until the day of final judgment. The giants would destroy
each other in a battle. As a result of this the earth would be renewed
in peace and harmony.
The second section (En 12–16) introduces Enoch. He is situated in
heaven among the watchers and holy ones. He is sent to the watchers
on earth to pronounce judgment because their sexual union with
the women had corrupted it. The watchers were seized with fear and
asked Enoch to write a petition on their behalf and bring it back to
the supreme God. Enoch travels to the waters of Dan, south-west of
Mount Hermon. There he falls asleep and sees a dream-vision. In the
vision he is brought back to heaven, to the temple of the supreme God.
God recalls for him the watcher incident once more and the judgment
he had decided. Here new information is added. From the dead bodies
of the giants the evil spirits shall arise. They shall haunt humankind
until the final judgment. Enoch is then sent back to the watchers with
the message that ends the story: “You will not have peace.”
1.3
1.3.1

Diffusion

Enochic Writings and the Aramaic Testament of Levi

The Aramaic copies of the Book of Watchers were found at Qumran
as part of the archive of the sectarian group living there. In the end
of the history of transmission the book was not counted as part of the
Hebrew Bible. This could create the impression that the influence of
this version of the primeval history was quite limited compared with
for instance the version we find in Genesis. In the following we will
give a survey of the references to the early Enochic traditions with
special regard to the Book of Watchers in early Judaism in order to
demonstrate the impact of these traditions.
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In the Enochic writings the Watcher Story is the underlying paradigm for the introduction of sin and evil into the world in the Book
of Watchers (En 1–36); this is also the case in the Book of Giants that
can be dated to the first half of the second century BCE.25 The story
forms the background for both what is characterized as the “first end”
and what is described as the final end in the Apocalypse of Weeks
from the beginning of the second century BCE (En 93:4; 91:15). In
the Apocalypse of Animals from the first half of the second century
the Watcher Story forms the essential part of the primeval history
(cf. En 86–89; 90:20–27). The story is also the basic paradigm in
some of the Noahitic sections of 1 Enoch, such as the Birth of Noah
(En 106–107) and Noah’s Vision of the Devastated Earth (En 65:1–
69:25). The Enochic version of the primeval history had a severe impact
on later compositions as well. The Watcher Story forms the basic paradigm for the origin of sin and evil in Jubilees from the middle of the
second century BCE (cf. 4:14, 22; 5:1–10; 7:20–25; 8:3; 10:1–14; 20:5;
48; 49:2). In the Genesis Apocryphon from the first century BCE the
Birth of Noah (parallel to En 106–107) and the destruction caused by
the watchers and the nephilim occupy most of the preserved text to the
antediluvian period (1QapGen i–vii).
Some of the oldest witnesses about the early Enochic traditions
come from three compositions outside the transmission of Enochic
traditions: the Aramaic Testament of Levi, the Wisdom of Ben Sira,
and the excerpts labelled Pseudo-Eupolemus.
The Levi testament shows close resemblances with themes in the
Book of Watchers. The oldest copy of this composition can be dated
to the middle or the second part of the second century BCE, and the
composition itself is often dated to the third century.26 The Levi testament is occupied with the borders of sexuality like the Watcher Story.27

25

For the Book of Giants, cf. here Stuckenbruck, “The Origin of Evil,” 104–9;
W. Loader, Enoch, Levi and Jubilees on Sexuality: Attitudes Toward Sexuality in the
Early Enoch Literature, the Aramaic Levi Document, and the Book of Jubilees. Grand
Rapids, Michigan 2007, 81–85.
26
Cf. J. C. VanderKam, An Introduction to Early Judaism. Grand Rapids, Michigan 2001,
94–97, 95; G. W. E. Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature Between the Bible and the Mishnah,
2 ed. Augsburg, Minneapolis 2005, 159–165, 159. J. C. Greenfield, M. E. Stone, and
E. Eshel, The Aramaic Levi Document: Edition, Translation, Commentary, vol. 19, SVTP.
Leiden 2004, 19–22; Drawnel dates it to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the
third century, cf. H. Drawnel, An Aramaic Wisdom Text from Qumran: A New Interpretation of the Levi Document, vol. 86, JSJS. Leiden 2004, 63–75, 71.
27
Cf. Loader, Enoch, Levi and Jubilees on Sexuality, 87–111.
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In the mythic image of the Watcher Story these borders are transgressed when the watchers as heavenly holy beings have intercourse
with earthly women; in the Levi testament these borders are seen as
borders protecting a priestly lineage. The language nevertheless has
resemblances and the themes are related:
You were holy ones and spirits, living forever.
With the blood of flesh you have begotten,
and with the blood of men you have lusted,
and you have done as they do—
flesh and blood, who die and perish.
Therefore I gave them women,
that they may cast seed into them,
and thus beget children by them,
that nothing fail them on the earth.
But you originally existed as spirits, living forever,
and not dying for all generations of eternity.
(En 15:4–6)28
And now, my son, the law of truth I will show you, and I will not conceal
from you anything to teach you the law of priesthood.
First of all, beware, my son, of every fornication and impurity and of
every harlotry.
And you, take for yourself a wife from my family so that you may not
defile your seed with harlots, because you are a holy seed. And holy is
your seed like the Holy One, for a holy priest you are called for all the
seed of Abraham.
You are close to God and close to all his holy ones, now be pure in your
flesh from every impurity of any man.
(Aramaic Testament of Levi 6:15–18)29

In both the Watcher Story and the Levi testament the protagonists are
visionaries. Moreover they both have the visions at exactly the same
place, at Abel Mayin, close to Mount Hermon:
And I went off and sat by the waters of Dan in the land of Dan, which
is south of Hermon. I recited to God the memorandum of their petition until I fell asleep. And look, dreams came upon me and visions fell
upon me.
In the vision it was shown to me thus:
Look, clouds in the vision were summoning me, and mists were crying
out to me;

28
29

Translation from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 36f.
Translation from Drawnel, An Aramaic Wisdom Text from Qumran, 121.
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and shooting stars and lightening flashes were hastening me and speeding me along,
and winds in my vision made me fly up and lifted me upward and
brought me to heaven.
(En 13:7–8; 14:8)30
11. Then I continued on[
12. to my father Jacob and whe[n
13. from Abel Mayin. Then[
14. I lay down and I remained [
15. vacat Then I was shown visions[
16. in the vision of visions and I saw the heaven[s
17. beneath me, high until it reached to the heaven[s
18. to me the gates of heaven, and an angel
(4QLevib 2, 11–18)31

The third issue was raised by Milik in his publication of the Aramaic
fragments to Enoch. Milik claimed to see a direct reference to Enoch in
the oldest copy of the Aramaic Testament of Levi, and maintained that
this was the oldest allusion to the Book of Watchers.32 Milik’s deciphering of the Aramaic fragment is by and large taken up by García
Martínez and Tigchelaar in their edition of the text:
 כל עממיא. . . [. . .]
 ושׂ[הרא וכוכביא. . . ]
[ מן. . .]
[ לשׂהרא. . .]
[. . .][ כן תחשׁכון. . .]
. . .  [א הלא קבל ]ח[נוך. . .]
[נא ועל מן תהוא חובתא. . .]
[ הלא עלי ועליכן בני. . .]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 [. . .] . . . all the nations
2 [ . . . the m]oon and the stars
3 [. . .] of
4 [. . .] the moon
5 [. . .] . . . you will become dark [. . .]
6 Did not [E]noch accuse . . .
7 [. . .] . . . And upon whom will the blame fall
8 [. . .] except upon me and upon you, my sons?
(4QLevia 3, 1–4, 5)33

30

Translation from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 32f., 34.
Translation from M. E. Stone and J. C. Greenfield, “(4Q213a (4QLevi-b ar)) DJD
XXII,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
32
Milik, The Books of Enoch, 23–24.
33
Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls, 448–449.
31
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The crucial passage comes in line 6 in the edition by García Martínez
and Tigchelaar (in frg. 2, line 4 in the electronic edition). We have
quoted the fragmented context because this was important for Milik. In
his restoration the passage is an invective against the priesthood. They
should shine like the heavenly luminaries, but through their impiety
they have become dark. This is compared with the situation before the
flood when Enoch blamed the watchers for the same impiety.
There are, however, problems in the restoration. Examining the
photo of fragment four, both electronically and in print, the only visible letter in the name ḥănôk is the kaf at the end.34 There is a mark of
a letter in front of it, but the letter is not possible to identify.35 It might
have been that the original Milik once examined gave more clues, but
he also signals that the marks of the other letters are very weak. There
is also the question about the meaning of the verb קבל, qĕbal. Stone
and Greenfield translate “receive”;36 Drawnel translates “accept”;37
while García Martínez, Tigchelaar and Milik translate “accuse.” All
these meanings are possible. It is to be noted, however, that when קבל
is used in the Book of Watchers it has the meaning “accuse” (4QEna
1 iv, 11; 4QEnb 1 iii, 11 = En 8:10; 4QEnGiantsf (4QEne) 1 xxii, 4, 6 =
En 22:5–6).
The examination of the text demands a cautious conclusion. There
is a final kaf visible at the end of the word, taken by Milk as ḥănôk.
There is the possibility to fill in three letters in the preceding lacuna.
The verb attached to this subject has in the Book of Watchers the
meaning “accuse.” There are, however, multiple possibilities to fill in
other words ending in kaf and choose another meaning of the verb,
thus creating a sentence with a totally different meaning. Still there is,
however, a close relationship between the Aramaic Testament of Levi
and the Book of Watchers, both in the transgression of sexual borders
and in the visions of Enoch and Levi. They indicate a contact between
these two strands of tradition.

34
The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library. PAM 43.241; Drawnel, An Aramaic Wisdom
Text from Qumran, plate 2;
35
Cf. also Drawnel, An Aramaic Wisdom Text from Qumran, 169. Greenfield,
Stone and Eshel regard the restoration “ḥănôk” possible, but not necessary, Greenfield,
Stone, and Eshel, The Aramaic Levi Document, 218.
36
The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library. The translations in the Electronic Library
and in the printed version The Aramaic Levi Document are identical, cf. 217. In the
printed version frg. 3 and 4 are treated as two unplaced fragments.
37
Drawnel, An Aramaic Wisdom Text from Qumran, 170.
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1.3.2

The Wisdom of Ben Sira and Pseudo-Eupolemus

While the Aramaic Testament of Levi is fairly close to the Enochic
traditions, the Wisdom of Ben Sira is more remote. Even though there
are common themes, motifs and traditions, the basic theology differs
to the degree “that each tradition views the other among its rivals.”38
The book was written by Ben Sira in Hebrew and later translated by his
grandson into Greek (cf. the Prologue to the book).39 It is commonly
dated to the first third of the second century BCE, and the translation
to about 116 BCE. Ben Sira was a scribe strongly supportive of the
priesthood in Jerusalem at his time. In this respect he is close to the
P-source in the Pentateuch, extending the priestly line, which went
from Aaron to Phinehas in P, to include the high priest Simon I, who
lived in approximately 300 BCE (cf. Sir 50).40
In the complete Greek version of the book Enoch is mentioned
twice in the section labelled the “Praise of the Ancestors” in Sir 44–50.
The first of the great ancestors listed is Enoch (44:16). At the end of
the Praise the writer returns to Enoch after having praised Nehemiah,
the last person mentioned in the Hebrew Bible (49:14). In the description of Enoch in both places the writer draws on Gen 5:18–24, but
he adds motifs found in the early Enoch traditions, the Astronomical
Book and the Book of Watchers. There is, however, a problem with the
first description of Enoch. The passage is extant in the Greek translation and in a Medieval Hebrew manuscript, but lacking in the Hebrew

38
Cf. the discussion in R. A. Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach: A Comparative Literary
and Conceptual Analysis of the Themes of Revelation, Creation and Judgment, vol. 8,
SBLEJL. Atlanta 1995, 249–255, 250. Cf. also R. A. Argall, “Competing Wisdoms: 1 Enoch
and Sirach,” in The Origins of Enochic Judaism, ed. G. Boccaccini, Henoch. Torino
2002, 169–78.
39
For the manuscripts of the book, cf. VanderKam, An Introduction to Early Judaism, 116.
40
Cf. B. G. Wright, “ ‘Fear the Lord and Honor the Priest’: Ben Sira as the Defender
of the Jerusalem Priesthood,” in The Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research, ed.
P. C. Beentjes. Berlin and New York 1997, 189–222, 189–96; B. G. Wright, “Sirach and
1 Enoch: Some Further Considerations,” in The Origins of Enochic Judaism, ed.
G. Boccaccini, Henoch. Torino 2002, 179–87; B. G. Wright, “Ben Sira and the Book
of the Watchers on the Legitimate Priesthood,” in Intertextual Studies in Ben Sira
and Tobit, ed. J. Corley and V. Skemp, CBQ. MS. Washington DC 2004, 241–54;
VanderKam, An Introduction to Early Judaism, 115–19, 115–14; Nickelsburg, Jewish
Literature, 53–63.
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Masada manuscript from the first century BCE.41 The passage is also
missing in the Syriac translation. This has caused some scholars to
claim that 44:16 did not belong to the original Hebrew version, while
there are quite a lot of other scholars who argue that the Greek and
Medieval Hebrew text contain the original text at this place.42 The passage must have existed on the Hebrew scroll available for the grandson
of Ben Sira when he translated the book.
The passage of MS B to Sir 44:16 reads as follows:
חנוך ]נמ[צא תמים
והתהלך ייי ו]י[לקח
אות דעת לדור דור
Enoch [was fo]und blameless
and he walked with the Lord and [he was] taken,
a sign of knowledge for generation after generation.43

The Greek text is somewhat different:
Ενωχ εὐηρέστησεν κυρίῳ
καὶ µετετέθη
ὑπόδειγµα µετανοίας ταῖς γενεαῖς

Enoch pleased the Lord
and was taken up,
an example of repentance to all generations.
(Sir 44:16)

Most of the differences can be explained on the basis of the Genesis
texts to Enoch and Noah, and how these are reflected in Sir 44:16
about Enoch and in 44:17 about Noah.
In both the Masada scroll and Cairo Geniza MS B Noah is described
in a way similar to Enoch in the first passage: נוח צדיק נמצא תמים,
“Noah was righteous, he was found blameless.” This reflects how Noah
is described in Gen 6:9: נח אישׁ צדיק תמים היה בדרתיו, “Noah was

41
For the Hebrew text to Ben Sira, cf. P. C. Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in
Hebrew, vol. 68, VTSup. Leiden 1997; for the text, cf. the text synopsis, 176; cf. also
Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 119–21.
42
Cf. the discussions in Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic 121–23; J. C. VanderKam,
Enoch. A Man for All Generations, Paperback ed. Colombia, South Carolina 2008
(first ed. 1995), 105–6; Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach, 9–11; Wright, “ ‘Fear the Lord’,”
214–17.
43
The last דור, is restored according to the Greek text, which reads plural ταῖς
γενεαῖς, “for the generations.”
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a righteous man, blameless in his generation.” The Hebrew text to
Enoch in Sir 44:16 introduces Enoch as Noah is described in Gen 6:9
and Sir 44:17. Then the text shifts to Gen 5:24: ויתהלך חנוך את־האלהים
ואיננו כי־לקח אתו אלהים, “And Enoch walked with God, and he was
no more, because God took him.” The Greek text to Sir 44:16 keeps
to LXX Gen 5:24 all the time: καὶ εὐηρέστησεν Ενωχ τῷ θεῷ καὶ οὐχ
ηὑρίσκετο ὅτι µετέθηκεν αὐτὸν ὁ θεός, “and Enoch pleased God, and
he was not found, because God took him up.” There is also a difference in the last sentence that has no parallel in Genesis: the Hebrew
text reads: אות דעת, “sign of knowledge,” while the Greek text reads:
ὑπόδειγµα µετανοίας, “example of repentance.” The Greek text may
hint to Enoch’s reproof of the watchers in En 12–16 or his speech of
penitence in En 1–5. There is also the possibility to see this as a reference to Enoch himself: he was pleasing to God because he repented.
There are several later interpretations of the fate of Enoch that underscore Enoch’s repentance.44
There is one clear difference between Sir 44:16 and Gen 5:24 shared
by both the Hebrew and the Greek versions. They both drop the
enigmatic ואיננו, “and he was no more,” or καὶ οὐχ ηὑρίσκετο, “and
he was not found.” In discussing this passage in the P-source to the
Pentateuch we found that the total disappearance of Enoch seemed
somewhat suspicious on the background of the Mesopotamian models for Enoch. Both the seventh king in many antediluvian lists of
kings, Enmeduranki, and the first and the seventh apkallu were taken
to heaven. They did, however, not disappear; they were regarded as
ancestors of wisdom guilds and patrons of various forms of scholarly
lore. It seemed as if the P-source could not exclude the tradition of the
antediluvian sage ascending to heaven; on the other hand, it was good
to shut him off there, avoiding the possibility that somebody would
make too much out of the episode. Here Ben Sira is different; possibly
because he wrote in a time when a total ignorance of Enoch as a sign
of wisdom would be too provocative.
What does a “sign of knowledge” refer to? R. A. Argall found
the closest resemblance in the Ethiopic text to En 92:1. M. A. Knibb
preferred the translation “Written by Enoch the scribe—this complete
44
Cf. Wisdom of Solomon 4:10–15; Philo, On Abraham, 17–18. Cf. the discussion
in Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 125–26; VanderKam, Enoch. A Man for All Generations, 106.
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wisdom teaching, praised by all men,” presupposing Ethiopic tĕmhĕrta
ṭĕbab, “wisdom teaching,” with most of the manuscripts in his edition of the Ethiopic text.45 Argall argued for reading Ethiopic tĕ’mĕrta
ṭĕbab, “sign of wisdom” with two of the oldest Ethiopic manuscripts
(BM 491 and Tana 9), thus translating: “Written by Enoch the scribe,
the complete sign of wisdom.”46 In the present shape of 1 Enoch,
En 92:1 introduces the book called the “Epistle of Enoch,” which may
be dated to about 170 BCE;47 an earlier date is, however, possible, since
the actual passage may have belonged to a section used by the author
of the Epistle. This brings us to the approximate time of the Wisdom
of Ben Sira.48
There is, however, a problem; none of these Ethiopic translations
seem to have support in the Aramaic text of the passage. The Aramaic
text is fragmentary; what is preserved are the following words:
למת]ושלח
֯
ויהב
̇
כת[ב
...

֯]וח[ ̇כים אנושא ובחי֯ ]ר [ ֯בנ֯ י
...

֯בנׁו֯ ]הי ו[לדריא אחריא לכול
Enoch wrot]e and gave to Methu[selah . . .
....
the [wis]est of men and chose[n of the] sons of . . .
....
[his] sons [and] to the future generations, to all . . .
(4QEng 1 ii, 22–24) 49

The Ethiopic text to the actual sequence reads as follows:
Written by Enoch the scribe—this complete sign of wisdom, praised by
all men and a judge of the whole earth—for all my sons who dwell upon
the earth and for the last generation who will practise uprightness and
peace.
(En 92:1)

45

Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 2, 222.
Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach, 11. For the Ethiopic manuscripts to En 92:1, cf.
Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 1, 347. Nickelsburg, in his commentary, follows
Argall, Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 430.
47
VanderKam, An Introduction to Early Judaism, 119–21.
48
Stuckenbruck, 1 Enoch 91–108, 9.
49
Text from J. T. Milik, “4Q212 1 ii 21–v 26 (4QEng ar), DSSR 3, D,” in The Dead
Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
46
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We cannot exclude the possibility that “this complete sign of wisdom”
as a characterization of what Enoch wrote is hidden in the lacuna
of line two in the Aramaic text; it is, however, not very likely. The
traces left characterize Enoch and not his book. It is more likely that
a passage like: “the [wis]est of men and chose[n of the] sons of [the
earth?]” . . . “[his] sons [and] to the future generations,” could have
given rise to translations characterizing books of Enoch as a “sign of
wisdom.” There is of course the possibility that the characterization
of Enoch in Aramaic at this place could have inspired the phrase “sign
of knowledge for generation after generation” in Sir 44:16, even though
the “sign” could be lacking in the original version of En 92:1.
There is a similar description of the transference of wisdom by
Enoch to future generations in En 82:1–2:
Now my son Methusalah, I am telling you all these things and I am
writing them down. I have revealed all of them to you and have given
you the books about these things. My son, keep the book written by
your father so that you may give it to the generations of the world. Wisdom I have given to you and to your children and to those who will be
your children so that they may give this wisdom which is beyond their
thoughts to their children for the generations.50

Even though En 81–82 in the final shape of 1 Enoch functions as an
end of the Astronomical Book, the scope is much wider than the astronomical knowledge of this book. The wisdom and books passed by
Enoch to Methusalah are certainly meant to be both the Astronomical
Book and the Book of Watchers as well as other revelations about history, for instance the Apocalypse of Weeks, which has an introduction
resembling our quotations above (En 93:1–2).
Enoch is called a sign, Ethiopic tĕ’mĕrt, one more time in addition
to Sir 44:16. In Jubilees, from about 150 BCE,51 we read:
Because of him the flood water did not come on any of the land of Eden
because he was placed there as a sign and to testify against all people in
order to tell all the deeds of history until the day of judgment.
(Jub 4:24)52

50

Text from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 113.
VanderKam, An Introduction to Early Judaism, 97.
52
Translation from J. C. VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees: Translated, vol. 511,
CSCO. Louvain 1989, 28; Ethiopic text edition: J. C. VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees:
51
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We accordingly think that traditions about the transmission of the
Enochic wisdom from primeval time, both as oral instruction and kept
within wisdom books are lying behind the designation “sign of wisdom”
in Sir 44:16.
The second time Enoch is mentioned in Ben Sira is in 49:14. There
is no Hebrew Masada text to this section of the book. The Medieval
MS B reads:
מעט נוצר על הארץ כהניך
וגם הוא נלקח פנים
Few have been made on the earth like Enoch,
and he was also taken pānîm.53

The text can easily be explained on the basis of Gen 5:24, except for
the difficult pānîm at the end of the passage. The Greek text reads here
ἀπὸ τῆς γῆς, “from the earth,” which is a plain paraphrase of Gen 5:24.
There is the possibility to emend the Hebrew text in accordance with
the Greek one, reading מעל פניה, “from the face thereof,” the emendation is, however, quite heavy.54 Argall has argued that  פניםhere is
a reference to the heavenly sanctuary, claiming that  פניםand derivatives are often used to refer to the “inside” of buildings, especially the
temple (cf. Lev 10:18; 1 Kgs 6:18; Ezek 41:3–5).55 The occurrence in
Ezekiel is of importance because the prophet here has a vision of the
chariot throne. There is a correspondence between the visionary journeys in Ezekiel and Enoch’s visionary journey to the heavenly temple
in En 14. Argall does not claim a direct dependence between Ben Sira
and En 14 but suggests that Ben Sira may have known an oral tradition
that adapted language from the book of Ezekiel to describe Enoch’s
journey to the innermost part of the heavenly temple.
The obstacle is that in the cases where  פניםhas the meaning “inside”
or “innermost” it stands as a particle adverb adding the locative ה, פנימה.
The noun פנים, plural of פנה, has the generally the meaning “faces.” In

A Critical Text, vol. 510, CSCO. Louvain 1989. 26. Cf the commentary in Kvanvig,
Roots of Apocalyptic, 123–24.
53
For the Hebrew text, cf. Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew, 88.
54
This was already suggested by G. H. Box and W. O. E. Oesterly, “The Book of
Sirach,” in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, ed. R. H. Charles.
Oxford 1913, 268–517, 506.
55
Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach, 12.
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this meaning the word very often describes the countenances of divine
beings or God. Thus we seem to be safer to interpret “into the presence
[of God],” a less specific reference to Enoch’s final destination.56 If
this is the case, there is no specific reference to Enoch traditions outside the Hebrew Bible in Ben Sira 49:14, other than that it together
with 44:16 frames the Praise of the Ancestors and thus underlines his
importance.
There is one certain reference to the actual Watcher Story in Ben
Sira. The Hebrew text of MSS A and B to Sira 16:7 reads: לא נשׂא לנסיכי
קדם, “he did not forgive the princes of old.”57 The full Greek text to the
passage reads as follows: οὐκ ἐξιλάσατο περὶ τῶν ἀρχαίων γιγάντων
οἳ ἀπέστησαν τῇ ἰσχύι αὐτῶν, “He did not forgive the ancient giants
who revolted in their might.” Scholars agree that this is a reference
to the petition from the watchers about forgiveness hinted to in En
10:10 and fully developed in 13:4–10; 14:4–7.58 The difference between
the Hebrew and the Greek texts is that Hebrew reads נסיכים, “princes,
chiefs,” while the Greek text reads “giants.” The Greek text could be a
harmonization relating to the giants in Gen 6:4 and the giants of the
Watcher Story, the Hebrew is preferable. The question is, however,
whether the “princes, chiefs” refer to the watchers, the giants, or both.
The answer is not crucial for the relationship between Ben Sira and the
Watcher Story. The designation נסיכים, “princes, chiefs,” could point
in the direction of the watchers, since they are called רבנין, “chiefs,
leaders” in the Watcher Story (4QEna 1 iii, 13 and parallel 4QEnb 1 ii,
17; possibly also in 4QEna 2, 2). Their descent to the earth is also
described as a conscious revolt (En 6:3–4; cf. 4QEna 1 iii, 1–3). On the
other hand the description of the devastating acts of the giants against
creation could certainly be described as “they revolted in their might”
(En 7:2–3; cf. 4QEna 1 iii, 16–21). So both fathers and sons could have
been included in Ben Sira’s reference.
The important issue is that Ben Sira takes the rebellion of the watchers and giants as the primary example for rebellion against God’s will
(cf. Ben Sira 16:7–10). Here Ben Sira comes close to the later Damascus

56

So Wright, “ ‘Fear the Lord’,” 217.
Cf. the text synopsis in Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew, 145.
58
Cf. for instance VanderKam, Enoch. A Man for All Generations, 107; Argall,
1 Enoch and Sirach, 230; Reed, Fallen Angels, 69–71.
57
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Document from Qumran which in a similar way places the rebellion
of the watchers and giants in the forefront of the rebellion on earth:
So now, my children, listen to me that I may uncover your eyes to see
and to understand the deeds of
God, choosing what pleases him and hating what He rejects, living perfectly in all His ways, not turning away through thoughts caused by
the sinful urge and lecherous eyes. For many have gone astray by such
thoughts, even strong and doughty men of old faltered through them,
and still do. When they went about in their willful heart, the [watchers]
of heaven fell and were ensnared by it, for they did not observe the commandments of God.
Their sons, who were as tall as cedars, and whose bodies were as big as
mountains fell by it.
Everything mortal on dry land expired and became as if they had never
existed, because they did
their own will, and did not keep the commandments of their Maker,
until finally His anger was aroused against them.
(CD ii, 14–21)59

Here both the watchers and the giants are listed as the first examples
of those who have gone astray; they both, נפל, “fell.” Their “fall” was
paradigmatic; they were a warning for humans not to follow their
מחשׁבות יצר אשׁמה, “thoughts of sinful inclination (yēṣer, sinful “urge,”
line 16). This is not far removed from Ben Sira who in a similar way
both quotes the Watcher Story paradigmatically and maintains that
humans are placed in the power of its yēṣer, “inclination,” or in the
Greek translation that humans are left ἐν χειρὶ διαβουλίου αὐτοῦ, “in
the power of their own free choice” (cf. Sir 15:11–20, v. 14).60 This theology is, however, strictly different from the theology of the Watcher
Story where the evil occupies the world from heaven and is spread
through the acts of the watchers, giants and evil spirits.61 Here humans
are more victims of evil than the cause of evil. The initial warning in
Sira’s paragraph about human free will and choice may even be read
as a polemic against the theology of the Watcher Story, as it has been
interpreted by Ben Sira:

59
Translation from E. Cook, “CD (Cairo Geniza),” in The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
60
Cf. Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 32–35.
61
Ibid., 35–36; Reed, Fallen Angels, 98–99.
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Do not say, “It was the Lord’s doing that I fell away”; for he does not
do what he hates. 12 Do not say, “It was he who led me astray”; for he
has no need of the sinful.
(Sir 15:11–12)

There are other indications that Ben Sira in fact is critical to the theology of the Book of Watchers. The Book of Watchers aims at disclosing
the hidden reality behind the visible creation. In Ben Sira we read:
What is too marvelous for you, do not investigate
And what is too evil for you, do not research.
On what is authorized, give attention.
But you have no business with secret things
And into what is beyond you, do not meddle,
For that which is too great has been shown to you.
For many are the thoughts of the sons of men,
Evil and erring imaginations.
(Sir 3:21–24)62

In Enoch the mean by which revelation is received is dream-vision. In
Ben Sira we read the following warning:
Empty and false are the hopes of the senseless,
and fools are sent winging by dreams.
Like one grasping at shadows or chasing the wind
is whoever puts his trust in dreams.
What is seen in dreams is a reflection
that mirrors the vision of the onlooker.
Can the clean produce the unclean?
Can the liar even speak the truth?
Divination, omens and dreams are unreal;
what you already expect, the mind depicts.
Unless it be a vision specially sent by the Most High,
fix not your heart on it.
For dreams have led many astray,
and those who base their hopes on them have perished.
Without deceit the Law is fulfiled,
and well-rounded wisdom is the discourse of the faithful.
(Sir 34:1–8)63

62
Cf. for text and discussion, Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach, 74–76; Wright, “Ben Sira
and the Book of the Watchers,” 208–12.
63
Cf. for text and discussion, Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach, 81–82; Wright, “Ben Sira
and the Book of the Watchers,” 212–14.
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One cannot avoid the impression that if Ben Sira warns and argues
not in mid-air, but in a specific context, the context given by the early
Enochic books and traditions fits very well. This means that Enochic
lore not only was known to Ben Sira himself, but also available for
his students. There is accordingly a clear ambiguity in Ben Sira about
how to relate to this lore. On the one hand he can praise Enoch as the
foremost of all sages and use the Enochic version of the descent of
the heavenly beings, and not only Gen 6:1–4, as the first example of
rebellion on earth. On the other hand his anthropology is very different from the Watcher Story relating to sin and evil; and he refuses the
whole Enochic transcendent universe and warns against the primary
Enochic channel of revelation, dream-visions.
The explanation for this attitude may be seen in two circumstances.
Enoch was secured an elevated status through the P material in the
Pentateuch, which Ben Sira held in high esteem. The descent of the
angels had also received its place in Genesis, belonging to the torah.
When Enochic traditions already were hinted to there, Ben Sira could
fill in with more information collected from these traditions. This
presupposes, however, that Ben Sira must have regarded at least the
two earliest Enochic books, the Astronomical Book and the Book of
Watchers, as old in relation to his own time of writing. They must
have been quite established in his religious and cultural milieu. Therefore, he selectively adds features from this tradition. When it comes to
those people who in Ben Sira’s own time copied and interpreted the
old books and produced new ones, the situation was different. In this
case Ben Sira warns his students and polemicizes against basic features
of the Enochic world-view.
We find another indication of the age of the image of Enoch as trained
in astrology in one of two excerpts from Alexander Polyhistor, labelled
Pseudo-Eupolemus.64 These excerpts are the oldest known examples of

64
For the text, cf. F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker: Dritter Teil,
C, Zweiter Band. Leiden 1958, 678–79; and A.-M. Denis, “Fragmenta Pseudepigraphorum Graeca,” in Apocalypsis Henochi Graece, ed. M. Black. Leiden 1970, 197–98. For
a discussion, cf. B. Z. Wacholder, “ ‘Pseudo-Eupolemus’. Two Greek Fragments on
the Life of Abraham,” HUCA 34 (1963): 83–113; N. Walter, “Zu Pseudo-Eupolemus,”
Klio 43–45 (1965): 282–90; M. Hengel, Judentum und Hellenismus, vol. 10, WUNT.
Tübingen 1973, 162–69; B. Z. Wacholder, Eupolemus. A Study of Judaeo-Greek Literature. New-York and Jerusalem 1974, 287–93; Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 111–18,
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Jewish apologetics, arguing that astronomy did not come from Egypt,
but from Babylonia, the homeland of Abraham. There was quite a
rivalry between the Egyptians and the Babylonians, both claiming to
have a culture older than the Greek, and both claiming to be older
than the other. Often Egypt was favoured to be the culture preserving the oldest science, since the Babylonian science was lost during
the flood.65 The two excerpts enter into this discussion claiming that
astrology originally came from Babylonia, which opens the door for
Abraham to be the person who brought this ancient Chaldean science
to the Egyptians. The excerpts have often been held to be of Samaritan
origin, but the provenience is hard to decide. It is not even certain that
the two fragments came from the same author, even though they are
related in content. The date is commonly held to be at the end of the
third century, or at the beginning of the second. For our purpose especially fragment one is of importance, because it contains a self-correction, making clear that it was not Abraham who discovered astrology,
but Enoch. We quote the relevant passages from this fragment:
Eupolemus in his On the Jews says the city of Babylon was first founded
by those who had escaped the flood. They were the giants who build the
tower recorded in history. But when the tower was ruined by the act of
God, the giants dispersed over the whole earth. In the tenth generation,
he (Eupolemus) says, in a Babylonian city of Caramina, which some
call Urie, and which is in translation the city of the Chaldeans, in the
thirteenth generation, Abraham was born, who surpassed everybody in
nobility and wisdom, who also discovered the Chaldean [science?]
...
And Abraham lived with the Egyptian priests in Heliopolis, teaching
them many things. And he introduced astrology and other sciences
to them, saying that the Babylonians and he himself discovered these
things, but he traced the discovery back to Enoch, and he was the first
to discover astrology, and not the Egyptians.
...
The Greeks say that Atlas discovered astrology, Atlas being the same
as Enoch. And Enoch had a son Methusalah, who learned all things
through the angels of God, and thus we gained our knowledge.
(Praeparatio Evangelica IX, 17, frg. 1)66

254–63; VanderKam, Enoch. A Man for All Generations, 108–10; Stuckenbruck, “The
Origin of Evil,” 93–98.
65
Cf. P. W. van der Horst, “Antediluvian Knowledge,” in Japheth in the Tents of
Shem. Leuven 2002, 139–58, 140–46.
66
According to Wacholder, Eupolemus. A Study of Judaeo-Greek Literature, 313.
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There are some oddities in the text. Pseudo-Eupolemus makes two computations of Abraham’s birth; he is born in both the tenth and the thirteenth generation. The first computation is taken from Gen 11:10–26,
counting ten generations from Noah and the flood to Abraham; the
second must have been added by the inclusion of Enoch, counting
from the first generation after Enoch. The last sentence claims that
it was Methusalah who learned everything from the angels and not
Enoch, which would be a natural assumption on the basis of the
Astronomical Book. There Uriel instructs Enoch and Enoch subsequently Methusalah. The text might be out of order at this place; if
not, Pseudo-Eupolemus deliberately places Enoch in the first position
as the real Atlas. This figure in Greek mythology is primarily known
for his cosmic function; he is the one who upholds the sky.67 He is,
however, in Greek sources from 400 BCE and onwards also regarded
as the discoverer of astrology.68
The significance of this reference to Enoch as the discoverer of
astrology in Pseudo-Eupolemus is both the relatively early date and
the genre in which it occurs. Already early in the second century
Enoch had a reputation as a sage in an early apologetic text, marked
by a rationality of a very different kind than the Enochic compositions. Together with Ben Sira this demonstrates that Enoch was widely
known outside the circles that composed, copied, and interpreted the
Enochic books.
1.3.3

Evidence from Qumran and Daniel 7

There are several writings found at Qumran where the Watcher Story
is either directly referred to or presupposed. Some of these link the
Watcher Story to Noah and the flood:
• 1Q19 contains fourteen Hebrew fragments originally published as
pieces from a lost Book of Noah. In wording three of these fragments are very close to the Enochic writings. Fragments 1–2 recount
the Watcher Story, fragment 3 the marvellous birth of Noah.69 The
closely related 1Q19bis 2 recounts the Watcher Story.

67
68
69

Cf. M. L. West, Hesiod, Theogony. Oxford 1966, 311.
Cf. Wacholder, “ ‘Pseudo-Eupolemus’. Two Greek Fragments,” 96.
Cf. Martínez, “Interpretations of the Flood,” 89.
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• 4QAdmonFlood starts with a description of the paradisiac situation
of the earth, which is changed through the sin and evil of the antediluvian generation. Among these sinners were the giants who did
not escape the flood (i, 6).70
• 4QBirth of Noaha shares many motives with the other stories about
Noah’s birth. The text is an omen at Noah’s birth, predicting his
wisdom and insight in divine secrets. His mission is described in
relation to the acts of the watchers and holy ones (ii, 16–20).71
Other texts refer only to the Watcher Story (in the preserved parts
that we have):
• 4QAgesCreat A-B is a pesher on the Ages of Creation. The text is an
interpretation of Israel’s history divided into periods. In this interpretation Azazel and the angels are descibed as the first perpetrators
(A 1, 7–10). This section is introduced as a pesher, a commentary,
in the same manner as commentaries to books now in the Hebrew
Bible. The sinners of the earth form the wicked community in contrast to the holy congregation (B 1 ii, 2–4).72
• Two texts of different genres mention the spirits of the bastards,
4QIncantation 1–4 i+5 and 4QShirb 35, 6–8. This demonology is
dependent on the demonology of Enoch, drawing on En 15:8–12
where the evil spirits will rise from the flesh of the giants and survive on earth to inflict humankind.
There are clear indications that the throne vision in En 14 has influenced the throne vision in Dan 7:9–10, 13–14. There is no reference
here to Enoch. The scribe of this section of the Daniel vision has simply
borrowed the language from En 14 where Enoch in a vision ascends to
the heavenly temple in order to describe the scenery and the coming
of the Son of Man to the throne of God. In addition to En 14 as an
underlying source he has used the throne vision in the Book of Giants
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Ibid., 95–99.
Ibid., 94–95.
72
VanderKam, Enoch. A Man for All Generations, 123–125; Reed, Fallen Angels,
97–98.
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(4QEnGiantsb ii, 16–20).73 A comparison between Dan 7 and a reconstructed Aramaic text of En 14 yields the following result:74

Daniel 7:9–13

Enoch 14:18–25
(reconstructed)

v. 9

חזה הוית עד די כרסון רמיו

v. 18

חזית ואדיקת כרסא רם

v. 9

ועתיק יומין יתב

v. 20

ורבותא רבתא יתבת

v. 9

לבושׁה כתלג חור

v. 20

 חור מן כול תלגא. . . לבושׁא

כרסיה שׁביבין די־נור
נהר די־נור נגד ונפק

v. 19

ומן תחות כרסא
נפקין נהרין די נור דלק

גלגלוהי נור דלק

v. 18

גלגל כשׁמשׁא מנירא

v. 10

נהר די־נור נגד ונפק מן־קדמוהי

v. 22

נור רב קדמוהי יקום

v. 10

אלף אלפין ישׁמשׁונה
ורבו רבבן קדמוהי יקומון

v. 22

ורבו ריבון קדמוהי יקומון

v. 13

וקדמוהי הקרבוהי

v. 25

הקרבני

v. 9
v. 10

v. 9

73
Cf. H. S. Kvanvig, “Henoch und der Menshensohn. Das Verhältnis von Hen 14
zu Dan 7,” ST 38 (1984): 101–33, 119–32; H. S. Kvanvig, “Throne Visions and Monsters. The Encounter Between Danielic and Enochic Traditions,” ZAW 117 (2005):
249–72. L. Stuckenbruck has in two articles argued almost the same: Dan 7 relies on
a tradition which is preserved in an earlier form in the Book of Giants. The scribe of
Dan 7 shaped this tradition under the influence of other Enochic traditions, as En 14.
Cf. L. T. Stuckenbruck, “The Throne Theophany of the Book of Giants: Some New
Light in the Background of Daniel 7,” in The Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty
Years After, ed. S. E. Porter and C. A. Evans. Sheffield 1997, 211–20; L. T. Stuckenbruck, “Daniel and Early Enoch Traditions in the Scrolls,” in The Book of Daniel.
Composition and Reception, ed. J. J. Collins and W. Flint. Boston 2001, 368–86; cf. also
E. Eshel, “Possible Sources of the Book of Daniel,” in The Book of Daniel. Composition
and Reception, ed. J. J. Collins and W. Flint. Boston 2001, 387–94.
74
Cf. Kvanvig, “Throne Visions and Monsters,” 253.
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Daniel 7:9–13

Enoch 14:18–25

v. 9

I looked until thrones were
set in place

v. 18

I looked and saw a high
throne

v. 9

An Ancient of Days sat
down

v. 20

The Grand Majesty sat
down

v. 9

His raiment was like the
white snow
His throne flames of fire . . .
A river of fire issued and
went out

v. 20

The raiment . . . whiter
than any snow
And from underneath
the throne
rivers of flaming fire
went out

v. 9

Its wheels burning fire

v. 18

A wheel like the shining
(burning) sun

v. 10

A river of fire issued and
flowed from before him

v. 22

A great fire stood
before him

v. 10

A thousand thousands were
serving him,
ten thousand times ten
thousand before him were
standing

v. 22

Ten thousand times ten
thousand stood before
him

v. 13

They brought him near to
him

v. 25

He brought me near

v. 9
v. 10

v. 19

The Book of Daniel in its present form had its origin in the first years
of the Maccabean revolt coming after the religious reform of Antiochus IV, in the years 167–164 BCE, about the same time as the final
redaction of the Apocalypse of Animals. Many scholars have argued
that Dan 7 (written in Aramaic like the tales of the book in ch. 2–6)
existed in a shorter form prior to Antiochus IV. The text is erratic
especially in the symbolic references to this king, and is smoothly
readable leaving these references out, i.e. vv. 7bβ–8, 11a, 12. The
interpretation of the vision could have been short, only consisting of
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vv. 15–17.75 If so, the original vision in Dan 7 could once have been
written as the conclusion to a collection of the Aramaic tales in ch. 2–6
and dated considerably earlier since the last historical reference would
be the Greek empire under Alexander the Great. However, literary
critical arguments of such a detailed character in one isolated text seldom amount to more than possibilities. There may have been different hands composing the text within the same time span.76 What we
therefore can conclude is that the throne vision of En 14 was known
to the scribes of the Book of Daniel about 167 BCE.
We have made this survey of references to the two oldest Enochic
books in order to demonstrate two issues. The first is that Enochic
traditions deriving from these books were known in the scribal milieus
of Judah from the end of the third century and onwards. They may
have been known at a much earlier time; we do not know, because
the written sources from the fourth and the third century are sparse,
with the exception of those works that were preserved in the “biblical” line of transmission. The relationship between the early Enoch
traditions and Genesis will be discussed later. The second issue is
how widely known the early Enoch traditions were in the first half of
the second century. This concerns especially the Book of Watchers.
The book, or traditions derived from it, was known in scribal circles
writing compositions with a theology quite close to the Enochic, such
as the Aramaic Testament of Levi and Jubilees. The throne vision in
En 14 was used by the scribes of the Danielic apocalyptic tradition,
parallel in genre to the compositions of the Enochic scribes at the
same time. Both Enoch as sage and the Watcher Story were, however,
known in scribal milieus supposedly critical to the Enochic scribes, as
seen in Ben Sira. Enoch as sage was also known in works far removed
from the Enochic compositions in genre and outlook as seen in the
fragment from Pseudo-Eupolemus.

75
H. S. Kvanvig, “Struktur und Geschichte in Dan 7,1–14,” ST 32 (1978): 95–117,
106–10.
76
Cf. the discussions in K. Koch, Das Buch Daniel, vol. 144, EdF. Darmstadt 1980,
55–75; J. J. Collins, A Commentary on the Book of Daniel, Hermeneia. Augsburg 1993,
33–38, 277–80.
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If we include the references to the Watcher Story in the Qumran
writings, we get the impression that the Enochic version of the primeval
history, as found in the Book of Watchers, and the version found in
Genesis were read side by side. The scribal milieus did not see any
incompatibility between the two versions; the one could supplement
the other. There is no indication that they regarded the Genesis version as more authoritative. Here the Qumran community may be representative; they quoted the Book of Watchers in the same manner
as they quoted from books that became part of the Hebrew Bible, for
instance by writing a pesher, commentary, on the Watcher Story, as we
have seen. This also means that the scribes of that time did not make
any distinction in time between the origin of Genesis and the origin of
the Book of Watchers. We do not have the impression that the Book
of Watchers was regarded as a recent book; on the contrary, it was
established in the scribal milieus as a book that had long existed.

CHAPTER TWO

THE WATCHER STORY
2.1

Growth and Date

We have already described the successive growth of the Book of
Watchers as it can be seen in the structure of the book. The Watcher
Story (En 6–16) forms the core of the book. The way this section
is commented on in the later sections makes it likely that that the
Watcher Story once existed as an independent written composition.
This is most clear in the introduction (En 1–5): 1:2 in relation to the
vision in ch. 14–15; the watchers in 1:5; the proud words and the curse
in 1:9; 5:5–7 in relation to 6:3–5; “no peace” in 5:4–5 in relation to
12:5–6; 13:1 and 16:4; and the fate of the righteous in 1:7–8; 5:6–9 in
relation to 10:7, 16–22 and 11:1–2. The basic plot in the two sections is
the same. Both the watchers and the sinners have violated the cosmic
order, (2:1–5:4). What takes place in a mythical realm in En 6–16, is
transferred to the human realm in En 1–5. In the Journeys of Enoch
(En 17–36) the fate of the watchers is a reoccurring theme (18:11–19:1;
21:7–10).
In the plot of the Watcher Story in En 6–16, the second part, the
Enoch Story in 12–16, is clearly elaborating on the plot of the Rebel
Story in 6–11. The two parts are also united in what we may designate
as literary codes, specific literary themes with symbolic value, that crop
up throughout the narrative:1
Forbidden sexuality: 6:1–5; 7:1abc; 9:7–8a; 10:11; 12:4; 15:3–7
Violence: 7:2–6; 9:1; 10:9–10, 15; 12:4d; 14:6; 15:8–16:1
Forbidden knowledge: 7:1de; 8:1–3; 9:6; 10:4–8; 13:1–3; 16:3

It is also important to notice that the protagonists, the rebellious
divine beings, are called “the watchers” throughout the whole story
(in the Aramaic fragments at the following places: 4QEnb 1 iv, 5–6:
“Destroy the sons of the watchers” (10:9); 4QEnc 1 v, 19: “Behold, the

1
Cf. H. S. Kvanvig, “Origin and Identity of the Enoch Group,” in The Origins of
Enochic Judaism, ed. G. Boccaccini, Henoch. Torino 2002, 207–12.
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Watcher . . .” (12:3); 4QEnc 1 vi, 8: “Reproof the watchers of heaven”
(13:10)).
Nevertheless, most scholars agree that the Watcher Story did not
grow out of one scribal hand. However, before we proceed to the
various attempts to distinguish sources within the Watcher Story, we
should pay attention to the warnings issued by J. J. Collins, commenting on the theories of P. D. Hanson and G. W. E. Nickelsburg.2 Collins
first reminds the reader that although there are internal indications
that En 6–11 could have been a self-contained narrative, there is no
evidence that it actually was so. The manuscripts known from Qumran demonstrate that in the early second century En 6–11 was only
known as part of the Book of Watchers. Collins here also points out
the importance of the perspective to be applied. We cannot exclude
the possibility that the adoption of En 6–11 into the framework of the
Book of Watchers could have altered the meaning of this section. The
second issue raised by Collins concerns the complexity of compositions like the Book of Watchers. Both Hanson and Nickelsburg separate two main sources in section 6–11, attached to the two leading
figures of the composition, Shemihazah and Asael. Collins maintains:
In short, the source critical arguments for the separation of the Šemihazah
and Asael materials seem to presuppose that original authors were guided
by doctrinal clarity and economy of expression. I suggest that there is no
evidence that the authors of the literature which is usually called apocalyptic were so guided and much to suggest that they were not. This is not
to deny the possibility of ever distinguishing distinct documents within
a text, but to warn that duplications, alleged breaks in continuity etc. do
not provide reliable criteria for doing so.3

We will add a third issue. Even though literary criticism in the Hebrew
Bible has been shown to be a very complicated matter, we are nevertheless working on the original language of the texts. In the Book of
Enoch the text in the original Aramaic language is so fragmented that
it offers little help in this respect. So we have to do the work on the
basis of Greek translations and in the cases where we find the Ethiopic
text more reliable, on the basis of a translation from a translation. So
we have to show some reserve.

2

J. J. Collins, “Methodological Issues in the Study of 1 Enoch: Reflections on
the articles of P. D. Hanson and G. W. Nickelsburg,” in SBLSP, ed. P. J. Achtemeier.
Missoula 1978, 315–22.
3
Ibid., 316.
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Bearing this in mind, it is nevertheless clear that the Watcher Story
draws on different traditions or sources. The complex character of the
myth is recognised by all scholars including Collins.4 There is a tension
in the composition between the material associated with Shemihazah
and the material associated with Asael, the two most prominent figures of the descended watchers.
The storyline connected to Shemihazah tells how evil is bred into
the world through the intercourse between the heavenly watchers and
earthly women resulting in devastating giants as their offspring. The
focus is on what we have labelled the codes of forbidden sexuality and
violence. The mixture of the divine and human causes cosmic disruption. Humans are in this storyline not guilty in any evil, but rather
victims of evil. This is a myth about a primeval catastrophe that almost
extinguished all humankind when they had multiplied on earth.
The storyline connected to Asael concentrates on what we have
labelled the code of forbidden knowledge. Asael descends from heaven
and teaches humankind how to manufacture weapons and cosmetics
(8:1–2). He is accused of revealing the eternal secrets of heaven causing all iniquity on earth (9:6). In this storyline humankind is to some
extent an accessory, because they transform Asael’s teaching into practice (8:1b–2). This is a myth about how the earth is corrupted through
illicit knowledge. There is, however, a problem connected to the code
of forbidden knowledge. The teaching motif is not only associated with
Asael, but also with Shemihazah and the other watchers (7:1de; 8:3;
9:8cd; 10:7). Accordingly, if the teaching motif was introduced into the
Watcher Story through a separate Asael source, it must have infected
the Shemihazah source when these two were united.
The almost unanimous agreement among scholars that there once
existed a separate Shemihazah source or tradition dissolves as soon
as we ask about the extent of this material in the extant version of
the Watcher Story and the relationship to the material associated
with Asael and other aspects of the story. What unites most scholars
is the conviction that the Shemihazah material is an expansion and
interpretation of the short, fragmentary text in Gen 6:1–4. To avoid
the risk of circular argumentation, we will for the moment leave this
question open and concentrate on the Watcher Story itself. We start

4
J. J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination. An Introduction to the Jewish Matrix of
Christianity. New York 1987, 38–39.
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with a short presentation of the most distinguished theories about the
growth of the story. In all these theories the tension between the code
of forbidden sexuality and violence connected to Shemihazah and the
teaching motif most often connected to Asael is the dividing line.
P. D. Hanson considers the following passages as not belonging to
the Shemihazah story: 7:1de; 8:1–3; 9:6; 10:4–10.5 They all deal with
either the teaching motif or the activity and fate of Asael. Hanson
maintains that the Shemihazah story was a myth about rebellion in
heaven, sharing plot and motifs with a variety of Ancient Near Eastern
myths. The stratum added to the Shemihazah story was not an independent source inserted into this story, but an interpretative elaboration
of the story based on the myth about the scapegoat Azazel in Lev 16.
Nickelsburg considers the following passages as not belonging to
the Shemihazah story: 7:1de; 8:3; 9:6, 8d; 10:4–10.6 In the same manner as Hanson, Nickelburg excludes the fate of the giants in 10:9–10.
The heavenly watchers were only commissioned to go to “the son of
Lamech” in 10:1 and to Shemihazah in 10:11.7 Nickelsburg traces the
mythological background of the Shemihazah story in Greek myths
about the battles of giants.8 The Shemihazah story received three successive expansions:9
1. 7:1de and 9:8cd: the teaching of the watchers
2. 8:3: the list of watchers and their teaching
3. 8:1–2; 9:6; 10:4–10: the inclusion of a separate Asael myth based on
Greek myths about Prometheus in Hesiod and Aeschylus10

5
P. D. Hanson, “Rebellion in Heaven, Azazel, and Euhemeristic Heroes in Enoch
6–11,” JBL 96 (1977): 195–233, 197.
6
G. W. E. Nickelsburg, “Apocalyptic and Myth in 1 Enoch 6–11,” JBL 96 (1977):
383–405; Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 165–71.
7
Nickelsburg in his commentary, and Nickelsburg and VanderKam in their translation follow GrSyn in their translation of En 10:2. Here the name of Lamech’s son is
included: “Go to Noah and say,” cf. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 215; Nickelsburg and
VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 27. GrPan has only “say to him” In his edition of the Ethiopic text Knibb lists no manuscript that support the extended reading
in GrSyn, cf. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 1, 29. We see therefore no reason to
follow GrSyn at this place. The translation inserts Noah in order to elucidate the vague
“son of Lamech” in the line before on the basis of the Genesis text, cf. S. Bhayro, The
Shemihazah and Asael Narrative of 1 Enoch 6–11, vol. 322, AOAT. Münster 2005,
181.
8
Nickelsburg, “Apocalyptic and Myth,” 395.
9
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 171.
10
Nickelsburg, “Apocalyptic and Myth,” 399–404.
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D. Dimant considers the following passages as not belonging to the
Shemihazah story, but to the story about Asael: 8:1–2; 9:6; 10:4–5, 8
[10:1–3?].11 Dimant differs from Hanson and Nickelsburg in including the teaching motif also in the Shemihazah story (7:1de). The motif
was originally of a different origin but is now completely interwoven
in the story.12
C. A. Newsom shares Nickelsburg’s opinion about the extent of
the Shemihazah story.13 She also includes En 12–16 in her analysis,
however. Here she finds that the Asael material, found in 13:1–2 and
16:2–4, is an addition to this part of the Watcher Story in the same
manner as it forms an addition to the Shemihazah story.14 This has the
consequence that En 12–16 originally only was an Enochic response
to the Shemihazah story in En 6–11.15 Thus Enoch was introduced
into the current of traditions before the teaching motif was added.
The reputation of Enoch as sage could have caused this focus on the
revelation of heavenly wisdom.16
S. Bhayro drastically reduces the extent of the Shemihazah story; it
only contains the following passages: 6:1–6; 7:1–6; 8:4; and 10:9–14;
in comparison to Nickelsburg’s: 6:1–8; 7abc; 7:2–6; 8:4; 9:1–5, 7–8ab,
9–11; 10:1–3; and 10:11–11:2.17 A whole range of sequences thus falls
out of the Shemihazah narrative according to Bhayro:
The names of the chief angels (6:7)
The intercession of the archangels before the most high (9:1–5, 7–8ab,
9–11)
The connection to Noah and the flood (10:1–3)
The renewed earth (10:15–11:2)

On the other hand two sequences are included, missing in Nickelsburg’s design. Like Dimant Bhayro includes the teaching of the watchers in 7:1de, and contrary to Hanson and Nickelsburg he includes
the fate of the giants in 10:9–10.18 The most significant difference is

11
D. Dimant, “1 Enoch 6–11: A Methodological Perspective,” in SBLSP, ed. P. J. Achtemeier. Missoula 1978, 323–39.
12
Ibid., 326.
13
C. A. Newsom, “The Development of 1 Enoch 6–19: Cosmology and Judgment,”
CBQ 42 (1980): 310–29, 321.
14
So also Nickelsburg in his commentary, Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 230.
15
Newsom, “The Development of 1 Enoch 6–19,” 319.
16
Ibid., 329.
17
Bhayro, The Shemihazah and Asael Narrative, 12–20; Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 165.
18
Bhayro, The Shemihazah and Asael Narrative, 13, note 11.
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the exclusion of Noah and the flood and the renewed earth, because
the Shemihazah story then loses its clear foundation in the primeval
history and a properly eschatological outlook. What is left is nevertheless a story with a clear plot centreed on the fate of the watchers
and the giants. Bhayro maintains that the Shemihazah story has four
revisions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The angelic instruction revision (6:7–8; 8:3; 10:7; 10:20–11:2)
The Asael narrative revision (8:1–2; 10:4–6, 8)
The son of Lamech revision (10:1–3, 15–19)
The angelic prayer (9:1–11)

Before we enter into a discussion of the different alternatives it is
important to bear in mind the warnings by Collins referred to above.
We cannot expect a myth to be a straight forward logical narrative. Redundancy and repetition are no clear indications of different sources or traditions. And we have to be aware in what context
the possible sources or traditions now appear. We only have access
to a possible Shemihazah narrative through the Enochic context in
which it appears in the whole Watcher Story. The Enochic scribes may
have made alterations even in passages that we assume belong to the
Shemihazah narrative proper and they may have added new features
to Shemihazah and the other watchers, thus altering the meaning of
the narrative. There are two major questions to answer. The first is the
relationship between En 6–11 and En 12–16. The second is the extent
of the Shemihazah narrative.
Regarding the relationship between En 6–11 and En 12–16 we think
that Newsom’s argumentation is convincing. She argues that there is
a break indicating a leap in time between the compositions of the two
sections: “. . . there can be no doubt that the author of chaps. 12–16 had
before him some form of chaps 6–11 which he attempted to annex
to Enochic tradition.”19 Then she argues that the Asael material in
En 12–16 seems just as additional there as in En 6–11, i.e. 13:1–2 and
16:2–4.20 The sequence 13:1–2 summarises the Asael sequences in 8:1–2;
9:6; 10:4–8; the sequence 16:2–4 comments on and revises especially
9:6. The most likely explanation for this is that the same scribe who
added the Asael material in En 6–11 added the Asael sequences in En
12–16 as well. The consequence is that En 12–16 in its original form
commented on the Shemihazah narrative in one form or another in

19
20

Newsom, “The Development of 1 Enoch 6–19,” 315.
Ibid., 319.
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En 6–11, and not on the whole extant composition. He did in fact not
only comment on the Shemihazah narrative in En 12–16, but inserted
this Rebel Story before his parallel Enoch Story, thus creating the first
form of the Watcher Story. This means further that En 6–11 became
“Enochic” before the inclusion of the Asael material with yet one more
consequence: we do not need to dig down into the separate Asael material to find the answer to the question of why Enoch was introduced,
but rather to concentrate on the figure of Enoch to find out why knowledge became such an important trait of the narrative in En 6–11.
What was the extent of the Shemihazah narrative in En 6–11? Scholars agree that the clearest tension in En 6–11 is between the material
connected to Shemihazah and the material connected to Asael. Asael
is not mentioned as an angelic leader of the same rank as Shemihazah
in the beginning of the story in 6:3–7, yet he appears in the most
prominent place at other places in the story (8:1–2; 9:6; 10:4–8). We
think that these passages do not belong to the original story. There is,
however, the problem of the teaching motif connected to Shemihazah
and the other watchers: 7:1de; 8:3; 9:8cd; 10:7. It can be argued that
8:3; 9:8cd; and 10:17 seem quite isolated in the context, but this is not
so with 7:1de, held to be part of the original Shemihazah narrative
by both Dimant and Bhayro. We are more hesitant here, but tend to
regard this teaching material as additional as well, because it has no
real function in the material primarily connected to Shemihazah. At
any rate, if the code of forbidden knowledge was part of the original
Shehmihazah narrative, it was clearly subordinate in relation to the
code of forbidden sexuality and the code of violence.
Why should we exclude the fate of the giants in 10:9–10 as Hanson
and Nickelsburg do? Nickelsburg finds 10:9–10 repetitive in relation
to 10:15 and holds the last passage to be the most original.21 There
are traces of the next line in Aramaic: ( אכרת עולה מן4QEnc 1 v, 3),
“Destroy iniquity from.” The traces match the Greek translation of En
10:16: καὶ ἀπόλεον τὴν ἀδικίαν πᾶσαν ἀπὸ τῆς γῆς, “and destroy all
wrongdoing from the earth.” The same Greek verb, ἀπόλεον, introduces
10:15 as well: ἀπὸλεον πάντα τὰ πνεύµατα τῶν κιβδήλῶν, “destroy all
the spirits of the half-breeds.” Together the two verses in En 10:15–16
introduce the renewal of the earth:
Destroy all the spirits of the half-breeds and the sons of the watchers
because they have wronged men!

21

Nickelsburg, “Apocalyptic and Myth,” 385.
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And destroy iniquity from the face of the earth, and every wicked deed
will disappear. A plant of righteousness22 will appear and it will become a
blessing, and the deeds of righteousness will be planted forever with joy.

The point is that the introducing lines starting with “destroy” are
meant as repetitions. Every trace of evil described in the preceding
part of the story shall disappear from the world before the new era
begins. Nickelsburg is right in regarding 10:15 as a repetition, but it
seems intended.
The best reason to include En 10:9–10 in the Shemihazah narrative is
that there are three groups of characters involved: the watchers under
the leadership of Shemihazah, their offspring, the giants, and humankind. In the addresses from the heavenly watchers these three goups
are addressed in reverse order: the son of Lamech as the representative of humankind (10:1–3), the giants (10:9–10), and Shemihazah and
the watchers (10:11–14). The tripartite structures make it likely that
the sequence about the son of Lamech and the flood belonged to the
Shemihazah narrative as well, and is not a later addition as suggested
by Bhayro.
According to the beginning of the Shemihazah narrative the descent
of the watchers took place in the days of Jared (6:6). There seems to be a
pun here which presupposes a Hebrew understanding of the name ירד,
yāreḏ, “descend.” This is the name of the sixth antediluvian patriarch
in Genesis, the father of Enoch (Gen 5:18 P). The watchers descended,
Aramaic נחת, in the days of ירד, Hebrew “descend.” According to
MT Genesis Jared lived 962 years, anno mundi 460–1422. This period
includes both the life of Enoch on earth and the birth of Noah, son
of Lamech.23 Thus the Shemihazah narrative is already in the beginning placed in the antediluvian period. The inclusion of Noah, the
son of Lamech, and the flood should therefore be no surprise. The
consequence of including En 10:1–3 is that the eschatological outlook
in 10:15–11:2 is part of the original story as well, since 10:3 prepares
for 10:16.
This means that Bhayro’s reduced version of the Shemihazah narrative does not seem likely, with one exception. There are four archangels
in the heavenly sanctuary: Michael, Sariel, Raphael, and Gabriel (9:1).24
Aramaic text: ( נצבת קושׁטא4QEnc 1v, 4).
Hendel, The Text of Genesis 1–11, 65.
24
The names of the archangels are preserved in the Aramaic fragments 4QEna 1
iv, 6 and 4QEnb 1 iii, 7.
22
23
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In the extant Watcher Story each of these angels are sent to specific
characters: Sariel is sent to the son of Lamech (10:1–3); Raphael is sent
to Asael (10:4–8); Gabriel is sent to the giants (10:9–10); and Michael
is sent to Shemihazah and the watchers (10:11–14). We have already
excluded Asael (10:4–14) from the Shemihazah narrative, which results
in three groups of characters. Why should there be four archangels for
three groups of characters, leaving Raphael with no task? The four
archangels indicate a level in the development of the narrative when
there were four groups to be addressed. Accordingly the intercession
of the four archangels in 9:1–11 seems to presuppose the Asael material. This also makes some sense in relation to the Watcher Story as a
whole. The intercession of the archangels stands in the larger narrative
parallel to the intercession of Enoch when he is taken to the heavenly
sanctuary (En 14–16).
We are then left with the following possible extent of the Shemihaza
narrative: 6:1–7; 7:1ab.2–6; 10:1–3; 10:11–11:2. The structure of this
narrative is as follows:
Rebellion in heaven and disasters on earth:
Decision by the watchers to leave heaven to have intercourse with human
women: 6:1–7
Intercourse with human women and birth of giants: 7:1ab, 2
The devastating acts of the giants: 7:3–5
The complaint from the earth: 7:6
The response of the Most High:
A heavenly messenger25 is sent to the son of Lamech: 10:1–3

25
There are many variants of this name in the manuscripts, GrPan has Istrael and
GrSync b has Uriel. In the Ethiopic manuscripts there is a great variety in spelling, most
of them including the radicals ʾsryl, cf. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 1, 29. Knibb
prefers the reading of many Ethiopic manuscripts in group II: Arsaylalyur. The shortest form of the name is found in Tana 9, which is one of the oldest manuscripts in
group I (15th c.): Asuryal. Knibb sees the different Ethiopic variants as corruptions
of Istrael in GrPan, Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 2, 87. Nickelsburg inserts Sariel
from 9:1 and has a detailed explanation of how an original Sariel in a Greek manuscript could be changed to the various Ethiopic spellings, quite a twisted road, Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 216. It is to be remembered that the two extant Greek manuscripts
do not have Sariel at this place. Bhayro considers an Ethiopic distortion of Uriel in
GrSyn b more likely, cf. Bhayro, The Shemihazah and Asael Narrative, 180. This may
be possible, but the Ethiopic manuscripts have no difficulties in handling the name
Uriel when this occurs elsewhere, cf. for instance 19:1 and 20:2. Going outside the
Jewish setting it could be tempting to see in the name a variant of the Mesopotamian
god Asarluhi with variant spellings. This divine name was associated with Enki, the
god who warned the flood hero in the Mesopotamian tradition. The god was taken
to be his son. Later Asarluhi became a common epithet for Marduk. Cf. Black and
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Gabriel is sent to the giants: 10:9–10
Michael is sent to Shemihazah and the watchers: 10:11–14
The earth will be renewed: 10:15–11:2

In the succeeding development of the narrative we can observe two
more steps. The first is the adoption of the Shemihazah narrative into
the Enoch Story (12–16 minus 13:1–2 and 16:2–4), creating the first
version of the Watcher Story. The second is the addition of the Asael
material, including the intercession in heaven (8:1–2; 9:1–11; 10:4–8;
13:1–2; 16:2–4) and the other material connected to forbidden knowledge (7:1de; 8:3; 9:8cd; 10:7).
G. W. E. Nickelsburg has argued that the Asael material originally
constituted a separate myth about Asael based on the Greek traditions about Prometheus found in Hesiod (Theogony 507–616; Works
and Days 42–105) and later elaborated in Aeschylus’ Prometheus
Bound.26 Of special interest is here the section in the last version
where Prometheus reveals and teaches humankind the basic knowledge of culture: woodworking, construction of houses, astronomy,
numbers and writing, the domestication of animals, medicine, interpretation of dreams, and bird flights (442–484). At the end of this list
Prometheus also teaches the mining of copper, iron, silver, and gold
(500–504).27 Nickelsburg finds this portrait of Prometheus of special
interest because when Asael is first introduced in the Watcher Story
he teaches humankind metallurgy:
Asael taught men to make swords of iron and weapons and shields and
breastplates and every instrument of war. He showed them metals of the
earth and how they should work gold to fashion it suitably, and concerning silver, to fashion it for bracelets and ornaments for women. And

Green, Gods, Demons and Symbols, 36; Bottéro, Mesopotamia, 234. The confusion in
the manuscripts could have been caused by a discrepancy between 9:1 and 10:1, 9:1
belonging to the later Asael material and 10:1 belonging to the Shemihazah narrative.
In 9:1 Sariel is attested in Aramaic as the second angel. Since the three other angels
have their duty as messengers determined in relation to Asael, the giants and Shemihazah, Sariel is expected to turn up in 10:1. The original Shemihazah narrative in 10:1
could have had another name here and thus caused the confusion.
26
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 191–93.
27
For text, cf. H. W. Smyth, (trans.) Aeschylus I, LCL. London 1956, 254–59. For a
description of Prometheus as a cultural hero, cf. C. Dougherty, Prometheus, Gods and
Heroes of the Ancient World. London and New York 2006, 65–78.
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he showed them concerning antimony and eye paint and all manner of
precious stones and dyes.
(En 8:1a)28

“If my construction is correct, a redactor has expanded the narrative in
chaps. 6–11 through the incorporation of Asael’s revelation of metallurgical techniques, which have facilitated the devastation of war.”29 We
will not deny that the description of Prometheus in Aeschylus makes
a fascinating analogy to the description of Asael. We will, however,
question the assumption that this makes it likely to construct a history
of transmission from a Prometheus myth to an Asael myth and further
to the Watcher Story. We first have to be aware that descriptions of
cultural heroes at the dawn of history are not a Greek invention. The
depiction of Prometheus comes close to Berossos’ portrait of Oannes,30
the first apkallu,31 even though the two compositions highlight different aspects of civilization, given their different contexts:
Berossos says that this monster spent its days with men, never eating
anything, but teaching men the skills necessary for writing and for doing
mathematics and for all sorts of knowledge: how to build cities, found
temples, and make laws. It taught men how to determine borders and
divide land, also how to plant seeds and then to harvest their fruits and
vegetables. In short, it taught men all those things conductive to a settled
and civilized life.
(Euseb. (Arm.) Chron. p. 4, 8 –6, 8 and Syncellus 71, 3)

The second question is why somebody should create a special myth
about Asael as revealer of the skill of metallurgy independently from
the Watcher Story, when this aspect is not particularly in focus in the
Prometheus myth. As part of the Watcher Story metallurgy makes
sense because it corresponds to the two codes that are underlying all
layers of the narrative: forbidden violence and forbidden sexuality.

28

Text from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 25; cf. also
the detailed discussion of the textual problems in Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 188–89.
29
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 193.
30
Cf. the description of Prometheus who elevates humans from the state of animals
in Dougherty, Prometheus, 75–76. Berossos is deeply rooted in Sumerian and Akkadian traditions in his description of the origin of civilization. It could, however, be that
he spiced up his portrait of Uanadapa with some traits from the Greek culture hero
tradition in order to draw the attention of his Greek readers. An impact the other way
round is not possible, given the age of the sources.
31
Cf. ch. I 3.1.
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Why should anybody create a myth about the origin of metallurgy
independent from this context?
This is, however, no conclusive argument against part of Nickelsburg’s theory that there might have existed other versions of the
descent to the earth than the one contained in our reconstruction of
the Shemihazah narrative. Nickelsburg begins with the GrSyn version of
the end of En 8:1, which has no parallel in GrPan and the Ethiopic text
tradition, and there is no Aramaic text: καὶ παρέβησαν καὶ ἐπλάνησαν
τοὺς ἁγίους, “and they transgressed and led the holy ones astray.”32
There is no necessity in seeing this line as original, but there is a possibility, since it clearly is at tension with the Shemihazah narrative.
Read isolated from the context of the whole Watcher Story, it tells
that Asael first instructed the women in cosmetics, jewelry, and fashion; then the women became so desirable that they seduced the other
watchers. This means that Asael descended first, after him came the
other watchers. As Nickelsburg calls attention to, this interpretation
has some kind of support in Targum Jonathan’s explication of Gen 6:2:

וחמון בני רברביא ית בנת אינשׁא ארום שׁפירן הינון וכסלן ופקסן ומהלכן
בגילוי בישׁרא, “the sons of the great ones saw these daughters of men
because they were beautiful, their eyes painted, their hair combed, and
walking in the nakedness of the flesh.” The passage indicates that the
women already were instructed in cosmetics before they were seen
by the watchers. In the Apocalypse of Animals Asael descends first.
After him come the rest of the watchers (En 86:1–4). First, a single star
descends, which is Asael; thereafter many stars descend and mate with
the cows (women); they are the other watchers.
As is often noticed, Jubilees has another version of the descent of
the watchers than the Watcher Story, which is peculiar since Jubilees is
keen to render the Enochic traditions exactly. In the Watcher Story the
rebellion of the watchers takes place in heaven, and as a consequence
they descend to the earth. In Jubilees the watchers are sent to the earth
to instruct humankind.
He named him Jared because during his lifetime the angels of the Lord
who were called Watchers descended to the earth to teach mankind and
to do what is just and upright upon the earth.
(Jub 4:15).33

32
33

Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 195–96.
Translation from VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees: Translated, 25.
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This is written as a comment to the ancestor Jared (descent); according
to the Watcher Story it was in his days that the watchers descended
(En 6:6). In Jubilees the starting point here is not any rebellion at all,
and no women are involved. The revolt came when they were living
on earth and started to fornicate with the human women:
For it was on account of these three things that the flood was on the
earth, since (it was) due to fornication that the Watchers had illicit
intercourse—apart from the mandate of their authority—with women.
When they married of them whomever they chose they committed the
first acts of uncleanness.
(Jub 7:21)

This is a third variation of the story; there was not only one watcher
initially descending as may be presumed in the Asael material; there
were many, as in the Watcher Story. Their descent had, however, nothing to do with women, against both the other versions; they simply
descended to teach the antediluvians the moral standards.
Nickelsburg maintains that there were at least three versions of the
myth of the descent of the watchers. According to the first, the watchers revolted in heaven and decided to descend to the earth to marry
the earthly women to beget children. In the second version Asael
revolted by descending and teaching the humans the forbidden arts. In
the third version, the watchers were sent for the purpose of instructing humanity, but they were seduced by the daughters of men. We
agree that the material can be interpreted in this way but we hesitate
about the inferences. We do not think that Nickelsburg has demonstrated that there existed independent Jewish myths that contained
these three versions. There were rather stories told about the confusion of the human and the divine in antediluvian time, relating to the
descent of divinities before the flood. These stories could be united
with stories about how civilization was brought to the humankind. On
the Jewish side this amalgam of imaginations cannot be traced back
to distinguished myths stored in the Watcher Story. There is a story
told with some core points, and there are different interpretations of
these core points. This variety is, however, dependent on the broader
religious and cultural context of the Jewish stories. The stories told
among the Jews were in dialogue with stories they knew in a broader
religious context.
The growth of the Watcher Story from the Shemihazah narrative to
the extant book seems to be harmonious. There are no clear ruptures
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in theology. This can be seen in the way the older layers are preserved
in the younger ones. The Shemihazah narrative is made the beginning
of the Watcher Story most likely by those who wrote the Enoch Story
(En 12–16). There are no clear signs that they made significant alterations in the plot of the Shemihazah narrative when they adopted it.
The addition of the teaching motif to this first version of the Watcher
Story meant an important broadening of perspective. The watchers
became not only the fathers of the antediluvian giants, but also antediluvian sages, revealing divine secrets to humankind. In this perspective
humans were more actively involved in corrupting the earth, transmitting and practicing forbidden knowledge. But humankind must have
been thought to be infected in the Shehmihazah narrative as well. If not
there would be no need to send a flood to annihilate humans and to
cleanse and renew the earth; it would have been enough to destroy the
giants and to imprison the watchers. Nevertheless, in both the Shemihazah narrative and the subsequent growth of the material, human
culpability is not the main focus. When the heavenly beings were sent
to intervene in the earthly chaos, they pronounced destruction for the
giants, imprisonment for the watchers, and salvation for Noah. When
Enoch is made the heavenly intermediary it is not between guilty
humans and the Most High, but between the guilty watchers and the
Most High. There is accordingly no rupture in the basic paradigm of
the origin of evil. The ultimate responsibility lies with the watchers and
their rebellion. This gradual growth indicates that there was no radical
transition in the social milieu behind the development of the traditions. It seems to be the same school of scribes who, through different
stages of history, developed the traditions. The protagonists who form
the negative pole in the plot are the watchers throughout, from their
role as fathers of the giants to their role as antediluvian sages.
The exact dates of the different stages in the development of the
Watcher Story are hard to decide. The evidence from the age of the Aramaic copies of the book sets a date at the beginning of the 2nd century
as the terminus ante quem. The references to the book in other sources
push the date backwards in time. There are indications that the book
was well-known at the end of the 3rd century. In the discussions in
the Enoch Seminar in Florence in 2001 scholars tended to set the date
of the earliest Enoch books, the Astronomical Book, and the Book of
Watchers between 200 and 300 BCE.34 This concerns the whole book;
34
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the Watcher Story and the underlying Shemihazah narrative were
accordingly older.
In dating the Shemihazah narrative Nickelsburg’s theory that this
story reflects the wars of the Diadochi (323–302 BCE), the Hellenistic
rulers who succeeded Alexander the Great, has had considerable influence. The wars meant a period of continued bloodshed and assassination. In these two decades Palestine changed hand at least seven times.35
The devastating acts of the giants would accordingly be a mythic
fiction of the cruel warlords. This would give a quite concrete terminus
a quo for the dating of the earliest layer in the Book of Watchers sometime toward 300 BCE. However tempting this theory is, it is not more
than a hypothesis. There are no concrete hints in the myth that reveal
such a setting. As we have seen in the Babylonian Poem of Erra, which
also applies primordial mythic imagery to historical circumstances, the
preceding history is described in a pattern that could suit several historical events. In post-exilic Judaism the real magnet for eschatological
imagery is the Babylonian conquest of Judah and the subsequent exile.
We have no other texts that use the wars of the Diadochi as a historical
reference. We agree with Nickelsburg in seeing the Shemihazah narrative as a kind of parody of rulers claiming divine authority for their
cruel acts, but this could be a quite general fiction of Hellenistic or
Ancient Near Eastern rulers, and not necessarily an allusion to the
successors of Alexander the Great.
We are accordingly left with uncertainty about the date both of the
Shemihazah narrative and the whole Book of Watchers. The next step
in our inquiry will be to see whether a comparison with Genesis can
shed more light on the problem.
2.2

Genesis and the Watcher Story

2.2.1 Comparison between Genesis 1–9 and the Watcher Story
There are numerous contacts between the Watcher Story and the primeval history in Gen 1–9. The problem is how to define them. Scholars
disagree about the direction of the influence; whether the Watcher
Story is dependent on Genesis or visa versa. Most scholars see the

35
Nickelsburg, “Apocalyptic and Myth,” 390–391; Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 170. For
the Diadochan wars, cf. G. Hōlbl, Geschichte des Ptolemāerreiches. Darmstadt 1994,
14–31.
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Watcher Story as the dependent text. There are, however, voices that
argue in the opposite direction. In his edition of the Aramaic fragments Milik opted for Enoch as the parent text,36 and he has later been
supported by P. Sacchi and P. R. Davies.
Sacchi claims that Gen 6:1–4 is a meagre summary of a longer story
that must have explained not only how humans multiplied, but also
how they became evil. This longer story is to be found in En 6–11,
which was a fragment of an ancient Book of Noah.37 The Genesis text
was a reaction to the Watcher Story, demythicizing it and turning it
into an etiological legend about the heroes of ancient times.38
Davies has devoted two studies to the problem. In the first he starts
with Gen 6:1–4 claiming that the text gives the impression of an
incomplete account and that the implied reader must have been privy
to more information, i.e. a more complete story than what is recorded
in Gen 6:1–4.39 “It does seem plausible, then, that the story preserved
in 1 Enoch is the sort of story which the implied reader of Gen 6:1–4
would have known.”40 Davies then observes that there are more parallels between En 6–11 and Gen 2–6. He makes the suggestion that the
Genesis author had assembled these features from the Watcher Story
based on the same sort of plot. “Both stories tell of the violation of the
earth and the introduction into the human world of sin and violence,
but also technology and arts, and of the punishment to be infected on
the perpetrator.”41 There are, however, differences in the way the plot
is arranged. In the case of the descent story the origin of sin and evil
lies in heaven; the biblical story attributes everything to the human
race on earth.
In his second study Davies calls attention to a logical problem in
the conclusion that the stories in Enoch are expansions of the Genesis
text. Gen 6:1–4 clearly alludes to a more complete story. The fuller
story known to the readers of Genesis was probably also known to the
writers of the Enoch text. “These writers would therefore hardly need
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to expand brief allusions in Genesis when they could utilize the fuller
story to which these allusions point.”42 Davies does here not argue
that the solution to this dilemma necessarily is that Genesis is dependent on Enoch, rather that both the stories as we now find them in
the Watcher Story and especially in the texts traditionally assigned
to J in Genesis elaborate the same older stories. These were stories of
a heavenly descent introducing to humans both violence and heavenly knowledge.43 Enoch was the protagonist in these stories. J’s narrative is a radical revision of this version of the primeval history. In
J Enoch is reduced to simply being the son of Cain, contrary to the
fuller treatment in P (Gen 4:17–18; 5:21–23), and sin is not caused by
a heavenly intervention, but had its origin in the human world. “The
intention of J was to replace the earlier myth, already associated with
the figure of Enoch, with a new one, in which sin originated in human
disobedience.”44
Sacchi’s and Davies’ arguments ride counter to the many close
readings of the relationship between Genesis and Enoch that seem
to demonstrate that the writers of Enoch have elaborated the text
of Genesis. Nickelsburg labelled the kind of biblical interpretation
found in En 6–11 as rewritten Bible.45 His analysis has been followed
up by among others F. Dexinger46 and VanderKam47 and deepened
by K. E. Pomykala.48 Pomykala demonstrates that the authors of
En 6–11, adding 12–16, have not only used Gen 6:1–4 as a point of departure, but also woven into their narrative a wide range of references to
Gen 6–9. D. Dimant makes the same observation. She carefully examines the parallels between Gen 6–9 and En 6–11 with the aim to demonstrate how the story contained in En 6–11 expands on Gen 6–9

42
P. R. Davies, “And Enoch was not, for Genesis took him,” in Biblical Traditions
in Transmission, ed. C. Hempel and J. M. Lieu, JSJS. Leiden 2006, 97–107, 100. Cf. also
P. R. Davies, “The Origin of Evil in Ancient Judaism,” ABR 50 (2002): 43–54.
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G. W. E. Nickelsburg, “The Bible Rewritten and Expanded,” in Jewish Writings of
the Second Temple Period, ed. M. Stone. Assen and Philadelphia 1984, 89–153, 89ff.;
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 29f.
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through quoting, altering, expanding and inserting in order to make
a new story.49 Of special interest is a series of puns meaningful only
in Hebrew.50 Dimant thinks that this may indicate that the story in
En 6–11 in one version or another originally may have existed in
Hebrew. This version could also have been reflected in the Hebrew
fragments of 1Q19. If so, it was this Hebrew source that originally
expanded on the Genesis text. Dimant labels the genre of En 6–11
“parabiblical,” the same genre as Jubilees and the Genesis Apocryphon.
In our opinion the problem of direction is connected to the developments and dates of both Genesis and the Watcher Story. Scholars
who argue for the dependency of the Watcher Story tend to treat the
Genesis text synchronically and to see a clear time gap between the
finished text of Genesis and the Watcher Story. We have to be aware,
however, that there is an almost unanimous scholarly consensus that
there are two basic layers in Gen 1–9, traditionally labelled P and J, by
us labelled P and non-P. The basic difference in the scholarly discussion is which source is the oldest one. In our analysis we found that
P was the oldest source that had been expanded by non-P. The latest expansion was found in Gen 6:1–4, a fragmented text that clearly
distinguished itself from the rest of the material in Gen 1–9. It is this
sequence of Genesis that has closest affinity to the Watcher Story. P is
commonly dated to the exilic period and the subsequent expansions
accordingly took place in the period of the Second Temple. In a similar way most scholars agree that the Watcher Story has a history of
growth, seeing En 6–11 as older than En 12–16, and seeing the Shemihazah narrative in En 6–11 as older than the material associated with
Asael. The Book of Watchers as a whole existed in the 3rd century and
we have to count backwards for the date of the different sections and
layers of the book. We can therefore not exclude the possibility that
the relationship between Gen 1–9 and the Watcher Story is more complex than simply a dependency of two blocks of texts. If there are two
lines of growth that partly overlap in time, we may rather designate
the relationship as dialogical. This means that the dependency could
crisscross both in written compositions and in oral communication.
Our discussion below is based on the synopsis of Gen 1–9 and the
Watcher Story in the appendix at the end of the book.
49
D. Dimant, “1 Enoch 6–11: A Fragment of a Parabiblical Work,” JJS 53 (2002):
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50
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We start with a conclusion shared by all scholars: the relationship
between En 6–16 and Gen 1–9 is so close that it demonstrates contact
between the two text traditions. We observe, however, that the kind of
relationship varies throughout the texts. En 6:1–2; 7:1–2, introducing
the Shemihazah narrative, has a verbal correspondence to Gen 6:1–2,
4—so close that it indicates a quotation either of a text or an oral tradition, in one direction or another (cf. rows 1 and 3).
The other correspondences in En 6–11 are of another kind.51 They
are vaguer, but contain nevertheless an echo of stories and genealogies
in Genesis:
• The dating of the incident to the days of Jared in En 6:6 seems to
be dependent on the genealogy in Gen 5:18 where Jared is placed as
the father of Enoch (cf. row 2).
• The violent acts of the giants against creation in En 7:5 seem to
reflect the created order as described in Gen 1, the general notice
about the violence before the flood in Gen 6:11b, and the prohibition against eating blood in 9:4 (cf. row 4).
• According to En 8:2, humankind was corrupted in their ways before
the flood, which is said about humankind also in Gen 6:12b (cf.
row 5).
• Gen 6:11–12 describes first the corruption and violence, then that
God looks at the earth, and repeats the corruption seen by God. En
8:2; 8:4–9:3 describes in a similar manner first the corruption and
violence, then that the heavenly watchers look at the earth, and then
repeats the violence they see (cf. rows 5 and 6).
• There is, however, a clear difference in that the rebellion of the
watchers is repeated throughout the Watcher Story (cf. for instance
rows 8–9); it is never mentioned or even hinted to in the subsequent
Genesis flood story.
• There are very close correspondences in the address to Noah in En
10:1–2 and the address in Gen 6:13, 17: the end is coming and the
whole earth will be destroyed in a flood (rows 9–10).
• In both texts Noah is seen as the ancestor of generations into the
distant future, “eternity” (ʿôlām); cf. En 10:3 and Gen 6:9, 18; 9:12
(rows 11 and 13).

51
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• In both texts the fruitfulness of humankind after the flood is stressed,
although the longevity plays a more important role in Enoch; cf. En
10:17b and Gen 9:1, 7. The motif of the fruitfulness of humans here
in Enoch may also reflect the creation story in Gen 1 together with
the fruitfullness in nature; cf. En 10:18–19 (rows 14–15).
• In both texts there is a clear promise that God will not send a flood/
wrath upon humankind for generations forever (ʿôlām); cf. En
10:22b and Gen 9:11–12, 15b (row 16).
It is hard to imagine how the scribes of Genesis could have borrowed
these passages from the Watcher Story or a similar story in an previous stage and woven them into their narrative. It is, however, not
difficult to understand how the scribes of the Shemihazah narrative
and the developing scribal tradition connected to this narrative could
have had some kind of Genesis version of the primeval history in mind
when they wrote their different story at about the same time. We opt
here for the direction Genesis—Watchers Story, although it is not
clear what kind of Genesis version created this echo.
En 12–16 differs from En 6–11. In this part there are only correspondences to Genesis when the Enoch Story refers to the sexual union
introduced by the Shemihazah narrative (cf. rows 19–20), except the
sequence about Enoch in En 12:1–2 (cf. row 18). Here there is the possibility that the scribes of the Enoch Story may have known Gen 5:22–
24, but not necessarily used this text.52 The Genesis sequence repeats
twice that Enoch walked with God and then that God took him. The
correspondence to En 12:1–2 is not at all clear.
Enoch 12:1 starts by dating Enoch’s stay with the holy ones before
kwĕllu nagar, “the whole account” or before “everything,” according

52
Boccaccini who goes far in seeing the Enochic tradition as distinct from the tradition of the Hebrew Bible; nevertheless he maintains that it was the Zadokite torah
(here the Priestly source in Genesis) that connected Enoch to the story of the fallen
angels and to the primeval history of Israel, Cf. G. Boccaccini, Roots of Rabbinic Judaism. An Interlectual History from Ezekiel to Daniel. Grand Rapids and Cambridge
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chronology that enabled such a connection, since Enoch was the son of Jared and
accordingly lived during the episode of the descending watchers. To infer that it was
the Priestly source that for the first time made these connections may be too hastily,
since the models of Enoch in the Mesopotamian traditions already are placed in primeval time and brought in relation to the flood, both in the lists of primeval kings and
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to the Ethiopic translation, and Πρὸ τούτων τῶν λόγων, “before these
words” or “matters” according to the Greek (GrPan). The phrase must
be read as an antedating of Enoch’s stay to a time before everything,
which is recounted in the Watcher Story. The whole Enoch Story starts
in heaven, just as the Watcher Story started in heaven, with the emphasis that Enoch’s stay antedated what is described about the watchers.
The following Greek text differs from most of the Ethiopic manuscripts. The Greek translation clearly reads the introduction in the
light of Gen 5:24: “Before these things Enoch was taken,” ἐλήµθη,
reflecting Hebrew לקח, lāqaḥ . Most of the Ethiopic manuscripts read:
wa’ĕmqĕdma kwĕllu nagara takabta henok, “And before everything
Enoch was hidden.”53 Both Uhlig, Black, and Nickelsburg/VanderKam
prefer the Greek text in their translations,54 thinking that Ethiopic
takabta refers to Gen 5:24 in the same manner as Greek ἐλήµθη. The
basic argument is the use of the same Ethiopic verb in Enoch’s translation to heaven in En 71:1, 5. But the situations in En 71 and En
12 are different. En 71 may draw on Enoch’s final translation in Gen
5:24. This is, however, not the case in En 12:1. This passage does not
describe Enoch’s final translation to heaven in the Watcher Story, but
introduces him as someone living among the watchers and holy ones.55
According to Jub 4:21–23, which records Enoch’s biography, Enoch
testified against the Watchers when he stayed with the angels for six
Jubilees, 294 years. After this incident he stays on the earth before he
finally is taken from the human world and led into the Garden of Eden
(Jub 4:23). Jubilees attempts to read the Watcher Story and Gen 5:21–
24 together; by doing so Enoch’s stay with the angels is placed in the
300 years that Enoch according to Gen 5:22 walked with hāʾĕlōhîm.
Even though kabata in En 71:1, 5 is used in reference to translation,
the basic meaning of the verb is “hide.” Accordingly, what most of the
Ethiopic manuscripts to En 12:1 describe is that Enoch before everything was hidden among the heavenly beings, and from this position
he came to the earth and met the watchers; after this he ascended to
heaven as an intermediary between the watchers and God. Enoch is in
the Watcher Story not pre-existent to creation, because no creation is
recorded, but he is pre-existent, staying in heaven, before everything
53
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that is recounted takes place. This sounds different from the Genesis
version where no mission is recorded in relation to Enoch at all. We
will not deny the possibility that the Enochic scribes knew the Genesis
text, but they drew on a wider spectrum of traditions.
2.2.2 The Watcher Story and the Priestly Source
In our discussion of written sources in the Genesis primeval history we
found the solution presented by C. Westermann in accordance with
a broad scholarly tradition most likely. In the flood story and subsequent new world order Westermann assigned the following verses to
the P-source: Gen 6:9–22; 7:6, 11, 13–16a, 18–21, 23d-24; 8:1–2a, 3b-5,
13a, 14–19; 9:1–17. In addition we know that the creation story in Gen
1:1–2:3 and the genealogy in Gen 5 belong to P. If we for the moment
leave out Gen 6:1–4, it is interesting to note that all the possible correspondences between the Watcher Story and Genesis come within this
range of passages: 1: 11–12, 21, 25, 28a, 29; 2:3; 5:18, 22–24, 32; 6:9,
11–12, 13, 17, 18; 9:1, 3b, 4, 7, 11–12, 15b. There are places in the flood
story where the same incident or speech is told both by P and non-P:
1. The reason for the flood: non-P: 6:5–7 = P: 6:11–13, 17 (cf. rows 6, 8,
10)
2. The destruction of creation and the salvation of Noah: non P: 7:1, 4,
22–23ac = P: 6:9, 13, 17; 7:23d; 9:1 (cf. row 13)
3. Fruitfulness in nature: non-P: 8:22 = P: 1:11–12, 29; 9:3b (cf. row 15)
4. Promise never again to send a flood: non-P: 8:21 = P: 9:11–12, 15b
(cf. row 16)

1. We have already commented on the relationship between Gen 6:11–
12 and En 8:4–9:3. The correspondence is close here because the
corruption of the earth in both places is repeated after the heavenly
gaze at the earth. Besides this the more general description of the
corruption and violence on the earth in P suits Enoch better than
the evil inclination in the human heart in non-P.
2. En 10:15–16 contains an immediate contrast between the destruction and the salvation of Noah and his descendants. This is only
present in P (7:21, 23d) and not in non-P.
3. Non-P 8:22 does not tell about fruitfulness in nature as does P in
the creation story. We think the scribe of En 10:15–11:2 has deliberately taken motifs belonging to creation and placed them in this
context of renewal, creating a much sharper division between the
pre-flood conditions and the post-flood conditions than P. The
motif of the new world order is lacking in non-P.
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4. P is here closer to En 10:22b than non-P, cf. especially the end of
En 10:22b and the end of Gen 9:12, lĕdōrōt ʿôlām, “for generations
of eternity/forever.”
There are accordingly with respect to the flood story and the new
world order no sure pieces of evidence that the scribes of the Watcher
Story knew the material we designate as early non-P. They could only
have known what we have regarded as the basic source in the Genesis
primeval story, the Priestly source.
There are, however, two more places that need to be discusssed. In
their publication of XQpapEnoch Eshel and Eshel claim that the cry
of the spirits and the sons of the earth to heaven in En 9:2, 10 recalls
the cry of Cain’s blood in Gen 4:10.56 The suggestion is tempting, since
both in En 9:2, 10 and Gen 4:10 we have a combination of קל/ קולand
זעק/צעק, “voice” and “scream” (cf. row 6). The theme is also similar: the cry for help/revenge to God. Later in the Book of Watchers
there is certainly a reference to the story of Cain and Abel; there the
spirit of the dead Abel is calling out to God for revenge (En 22:5–8).
The difference between En 9:2, 10 and En 22:5–8 is, however, clear. In
En 22:5–8 the reference to Gen 4:10 is explicit, and those accused are
Cain and his descendants, those following in his footsteps. In En 9:2,
10 the correspondence is indirect, and there is nothing else in the context that connects the sequence in Enoch to Gen 4:1–17, or any other
allusions in the Watcher Story to the story of Cain and Abel. There
is also the obstacle that the topic we are dealing with, calling and
screaming to God for help/revenge, is a very common topic in the
Hebrew Bible; it occurs in a variety of genres (Gen 18:20–21; 19:13;
Ex 3:7, 9; 22:22; Deut 26:7; 1 Sam 9:16; Ps 9:13). Here we find in
several places the combination of  קולwith  צעקor ( זעקNum 20:16;
Deut 26:7; Ps 42:2; 77:2; Isa 30:19). If we do not start with the assumption that the scribe of En 9:2, 10 had access to the text of Genesis in its
present form, the wording of Gen 4:10 is no closer to En 9:2, 10 than
many of the other passages containing a cry for help/revenge.
The second place where there may be a connection between the
Watcher Story and a non-P text in Genesis is the possible relationship between En 11:1 and Gen 5:29 (cf. row 17). Together with 11:2,
11:1 concludes the section of the renewal of the earth. We consider
the possibility that there could be an echo of the day of rest here that
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concludes the creation story in Gen 2:3.There could, however, be a
correspondence to Gen 5:29 as well:
28

When Lamech was 182 years old, he begot a son. 29 He gave him the
name Noah, saying, ‘he shall give us relief from the work and toil of our
hands, from the ground that YHWH has cursed.
(Gen 5:28–29).
Then I shall open the storerooms of blessing that are in heaven, and
make them descend upon the work and upon the toil of the sons of
men.
(En 11:1)

In both cases the freedom from work and toil is connected to Noah.
In the Enoch text he is the plant from which future generations grow.
The double expression “work and toil” only occurs in this place in the
Hebrew Bible. Gen 5:29 is part of the genealogy in Gen 5 that belongs
to P, but it is clearly some kind of expansion of the P text. In our
previous discussion of the passage in Genesis we came to the conclusion that it was not likely that the expansion belonged to early non-P,
traditionally labelled J. The passage rather evoked the impression of a
late commentary alluding to a story that was not included in Genesis.
We are accordingly in a somewhat similar position as in Gen 6:1–4. If
there is some kind of contact between Gen 5:29 and En 11:1, the story
in Enoch itself or the Noah traditions adopted into it could just as well
have inspired the commentator in En 11:1 as the other way round.
Accordingly, we find no clear references in En 6–16 to any story
in the Genesis primeval history that traditionally has been assigned
to J—no hint at all to the Eden story that introduces J, as far as we
can see no necessary hint to Cain and Abel, and neither to any of
the other impressive stories that come after the flood. This is different
if we extend the perspective to include the whole Book of Watchers
(En 1–36). In the Journeys of Enoch (17–36) Enoch visits the underworld where he sees the spirit of Abel, murdered by Cain (En 22), and
he visits Paradise where he is reminded of the fate of Adam and Eve
who were driven from the garden (En 32:3–6). But this composition
came from a later hand.
We are accordingly left with two possibilities. There is still the possibility that the Enochic scribes were utterly selective in their use of
material corresponding to Genesis, and that the correspondences limited to what we call P in the flood story simply were accidental. But
we must be allowed to speculate over the other possibility, that the
Enochic scribes knew a scroll that contained material similar to the
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P source of the primeval history. This does not necessarily mean that
the material in the Genesis primeval history was edited to the full text
as we now know it later than the composing of the Watcher Story.
There could have been other scrolls at that time containing a fuller
text. But it would mean that there once existed a scroll containing
material close to P, and that it was this scroll that was known and
used by the Enochic scribes. If so, this is the first external indication
that confirms the literary critical theory that there once existed a separate scroll containing the material designated P in the Pentateuch by
scholars.
The priestly material of Genesis does not only have an echo in the
Watcher Story; J. C. VanderKam has demonstrated that the writer of
the presumed oldest Enochic composition, the Astronomical Book,
has used this material in his computation of the movements of the
luminaries.57 Even though there is no Aramaic text to the relevant passages in the Ethiopic Astronimical Book, they come within sections
that contain the same system of computation that we find in the Aramaic fragments. It is therefore likely that they belonged to the original
Aramaic book. The passage concerned in Genesis is Gen 1:14–19, the
creation of the luminaries on the fourth day:
14

And God said, “Let there be lights in the dome of the sky to separate
the day from the night; and let them be for signs and for seasons and for
days and years, 15 and let them be lights in the dome of the sky to give
light upon the earth.” And it was so. 16 God made the two great lights—
the greater light to rule the day and the lesser light to rule the night—
and the stars. 17 God set them in the dome of the sky to give light upon
the earth, 18 to rule over the day and over the night, and to separate the
light from the darkness. And God saw that it was good. 19 And there was
evening and there was morning, the fourth day.
(Gen 1:14–19)

In Gen 1:16 the sun and the moon are called “the two great lights.” In
En 73:3 the sun and moon are designated in the same way, bĕrhānāt
ʿābayt. In the continuation of the line in v. 16 the writer distinguishes,
nevertheless, between the sun as “the greater light” and the moon as
“the lesser light.” In the Astronomical Book the writer makes the same
distinction. He calls the sun in 72:35–36 “the great light” and the moon

57
J. C. VanderKam, “Scripture in the Astronomical Book,” in Things Revealed:
Studies in Early Jewish and Christian Literature in Honor of Michael E. Stone, ed.
G. Esther, D. Satran, and R. A. Clements, JSJS. Leiden 2004, 89–103, 91–97.
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in 73:1 “the lesser light.” In Gen 1:14 the luminaries are designated
“signs” connected to seasons, days, and years. In the Astronomical
Book the sun and moon are called signs, the sun to mark the seasons
(72:13, 19) and the moon to mark the year (78:7). The whole clause
Gen 1:14–16 seems to have an echo in En 75:3 (cf. also 82:7–10):
For Uriel the angel whom the Lord of eternal glory set over all the heavenly luminaries, in the sky and in the world, showed me the sign, the seasons, the year and the days so that they may rule the firmament, appear
above the earth, and be leaders of days and nights—the sun, the moon,
the stars, and all the serving entities that go around in all the heavenly
chariots.
(En 75:3)58

There is, of course, no evidence that the writer of the Astronomical
Book knew the priestly material from Genesis from a separate scroll,
because there is no other material in the Genesis primeval history that
deals with luminaries and could therefore be used. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to note that the two oldest Enochic compositions contain
an echo of the priestly material in Genesis.
Returning to the Watcher Story, we observe that the similarities in
relation to the early non-P material in Genesis are more general than
those in relation to the priestly material. We have in our discussion of
this material focussed on two differences between non-P and P. The
early non-P material is concerned with how evil became part of human
reality, and it is concerned with the development of human culture,
connected to knowledge and innovations. We have clearly seen both
in the stories and in the genealogies how these two themes were interconnected. The same two themes are central in the Watcher Story,
with the clear difference that humans were not the ultimately culpable,
but the watchers. We will rather see these two concerns as two parallel
developments. In both cases the priestly version of the primeval history formed the point of departure, for non-P directly, for the Watcher
Story more remotely. In the history after P, scribes must have felt that
this version had deficits in the schematic description of the corruption
of the earth: there was no portrait of how human behaviour, culture,
and society became infected by evil. Both early non-P and the Watcher
Story attempt to answer this question, early non- P by writing a cor-

58
Translation from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation,
103. Italics mine.
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rected version into the scroll of P, the Enochic scribes by writing a different version of what took place in antediluvian time.
2.2.3 The Watcher Story and Genesis 6:1–4
We now turn to the relationship between the two parallel sequences
En 6:1–2; 7:1–2 and Gen 6:1–4 (cf. rows 1 and 3). Discussing the issue,
D. Dimant makes a detailed analysis in order to demonstrate how the
Enoch text quotes Genesis.59 En 6:1 quotes Gen 6:1 with some alterations: the Enoch text omits “began” and “upon the face of the earth”
and adds “in those days.” It also moves “beautiful” from the second
clause in Gen 6:2 to the first clause in En 6:1, and adds “fair.” The two
last changes are significant because the author of En 6–11 accentuates
the beauty and desirability of the women, suggesting their seductive
nature.
In En 6:2a the most notable change of Genesis 6:2 is the replacement of the biblical collocation “Sons of God” by the terms “Watchers,
Sons of Heaven.” The appellation “Sons of God” is rooted in biblical
parlance (Ps 29:1; 89:7; Job 38:7 and the version of Deut 32:8 given
by 4QDeutj xii, 14). The designation עיר, “watcher” occurs for the
first time in the Watcher Story and in Dan 4:10, 14, 20, and except in
Daniel unknown in the Hebrew Bible. The nomenclatures of Aramaic
 בני שׁמיאand Hebrew בני שׁמים, ”Sons of Heaven,” is prevalent in
Qumran sectarian documents as an epithet for angels in general, but
is unknown in the Hebrew Bible. Another significant expansion is the
statement in En 6:2a that the watchers “desired” the women. The focus
on the watchers’ desire suggests their impious attitude, as the story is
about to show.
En 6:2b draws on Gen 6:2, 4. Here the descriptive style of Gen 6:4
with the women as subject, “And they bore to them the giants,” is
changed into a speech with the watchers as subject, “Come let us choose
for ourselves women from the children of men and let us beget for
ourselves children.” The Enoch version has more emphasis on the
watchers’ deeds, and thus suits the general orientation of En 6–11. The
subsequent sequence, En 6:3–8, about the oath, descent, and names of
the watchers is an addition to the biblical text.
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Dimant, “1 Enoch 6–11,” 228–32.
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En 7:1a combines the details given by Gen 6:2, 4, which means that
Gen 6:3 is wholly omitted from En 6:6–11, apparently because it does
not fit into the legend developed here.60 Dimant maintains that there
is a slight difference between Gen 6:2 and 7:1 in the motif of choosing women, Enoch emphasizing the nature of the angelic misdeeds
(cf. row 3). We cannot see that there is a difference here: Gen 6:2 reads:
ויקחו להם נשׁים מכל אשׁר בחרו, “they took for themselves women of
all whom they chose,” meaning that the sons of the gods took all kinds
of women according to their own choice; En 7:1 reads: נסבו להן[ נשׁין
מן כל די בחרו,“they took for themselves] women from all that they
chose” (4QEna 1 iii, 13–14). There is, however, a difference in that
En 7:1a adds that the watchers through this coition defiled themselves,
as Dimant makes clear. In En 7:1d the teaching motif occurs, of which
there is no trace in Genesis. Dimant sees this as an addition in relation
to Genesis, but this is not necessarily the case in the oldest version of
the Watcher Story. Several scholars maintain that the teaching motif
was lacking in the Shemihazah narrative, as we have seen.
Our problem is that we cannot see that Dimant’s analysis gives an
answer to the question of the direction of dependence if we do not make
the Genesis text the parent as the point of departure: where Dimant
claims that the Enoch text adds and expands, the Genesis text could
have omitted and abbreviated; where she holds that the Enoch text fit
the Genesis text into a non-biblical early Jewish linguistic context, the
Genesis text, which presumably is a very late biblical text, could have
contextualised non-biblical nomenclature into a more known biblical
one. Dimant is right in that the context of this sequence is different in
the story of Genesis and in the Watcher Story. In Genesis the section is
a foreigner, a fragment, placed into a context where it is meant to give
a final reason why evil spread on earth such that the flood was necessary. The emphasis is on the evil among mankind, whatever the origin
of this evil may be. In Enoch the sequence introduces a story dealing
with the rebellion and the impure acts of the watchers; it gives the reason why they have to be extinguished from the earth. This observation
of the different literary contexts does, however, not give an answer to
which text borrows from which. If there is an indication here, it would
rather point in the opposite direction than does Dimant.
In J. C. VanderKam’s examination of the relationship between the
two texts he pays special attention to one issue and advances this issue
60

As far as we can see, this is not correct, it occurs in an altered form in En 10:9–10.
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as the clearest example for the direction Genesis—Enoch.61 Gen 6:2
reads “The sons of God saw that the daughters of men were beautiful.”
In Enoch the heavenly beings are according to VanderKam called “the
angels, the sons of heaven,” (En 6:2). VanderKam maintains that the
scribe of Enoch here has interpreted בני האלהים, ḇĕnê-hāʾĕlōhîm,
“the sons of God,” as “the angels.” There are other places in the
Hebrew Bible where the idiom ḇĕnê-hāʾĕlōhîm is used in reference to
divine beings in heaven (Job 1:6; 2:1; and without the definite article,
Job 38:7). VanderKam thinks that not only has the whole idiom caused
the interpretation “the angels, the sons of heaven” in En 6:2, but also
the use of the definite article in hāʾĕlōhîm, making it possible to understand this appellation not as an epithet of God but as a plurality of
heavenly beings. In the passage telling about Enoch in Gen 5:18–24
the definite article is used twice in the phrase “Enoch was walking with
hāʾĕlōhîm,” vv. 22 and 24. In the Enochic tradition this corresponds
with Enoch’s sojourns with angels, for instance in En 12:2. Further, in
Gen 6:11 the earth is corrupt in the sight of hāʾĕlōhîm; in En 9:1–11
the angels see the destruction of the earth.62 Accordingly it seems as if
the composers of Enoch have read the definite plural form hāʾĕlōhîm
in Genesis as “divine beings,” i.e. “angels,” while they have read the
indefinite form ʾĕlōhîm as “God.”
What confuses in VanderKam’s argument is that he does not thoroughly investigate what kind of appellations could have been used for
the heavenly beings in the Book of Watchers. In the Aramaic fragments
to the book we do not find the most common word for “angel/messenger” in Hebrew and Aramaic parlance, מלאכים/מלאכין. As far as we
can see we find the following appellations attested: קדישׁין, “holy ones”
(4QEna 1 i, 3 = En 1:2); לקדישׁי שׁ]מיה, “to the holy ones of h[eaven]”
(4QEna 1 iv, 10 = En 9:3, the same in Ethiopic: qĕdusān samāy);
]בנ[י עיריא, “[the so]ns of the watchers” (4QEnb 1 iv, 6 = En 10:9);
ו[ארו ע]י[רא, “[and] behold, the wa[tc]her” (4QEnc 1 v, 19 = En 12:3);
לעירי שׁמ]יא, “of the watchers of hea[ven]” (4QEnc I vi, 8 = En 13:10);
לרפא[ל לעירא וקדישׁא, “[to Rapha]el, the watcher and the holy one”
(4QEnGiantsf (4QEne) 1 xxii, 5 = En 22:3); אוריאל חד מן[ עירין, “[Uriel
one of the] watchers” (4QEnGiantsf (4QEne ) 1 xxvii, 19 = En 33:3).

61
VanderKam, “The Interpretation of Genesis in 1 Enoch,” 133f.; cf. also VanderKam,
Enoch. A Man for All Generations, 32; and Pomykala, “A Scripture Profile of the Book
of Watchers,” 269.
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VanderKam, Enoch. A Man for All Generations, 36.
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On the basis of these attestations it should be possible to reconstruct with some plausibility the Aramaic wording in the three cases
(En 6:2; 9:1–3; and 12:2) where VanderKam sees a correspondence to
hāʾĕlōhîm in Gen 6:2, 11 and 5:22, 24. In En 6:2 GrPan has οἱ ἅγγελοι υἱοὶ
οὐρανου, “the angels, sons of heaven”; GrSyn reads ἐγρήγοροι, “watchers”; the Ethiopic translation has malāʾkāt wĕlud samāyāt, “the angels,
the sons of heaven.” We know that both the Greek and the Ethiopic
translations could use “angels” where the Aramaic fragments have different appellations: Ethiopic in En 1:2; 33:3; GrPan in En 22:3. This
makes it likely to seek a reconstruction of an Aramaic appellation
among the repertoire present in the Book of Watchers. GrSyn reads
ἐγρήγοροι, and both GrPan and the Ethiopic translation have “sons of
heaven” as the second appellation. “The sons of heaven” is used both
in Greek and Ethiopic in 13:8 and 14:3, in the last case in the collocation “the watchers, the sons of heaven.” We therefore opt for this
Aramaic appellation, עיריא בני שמיא, in En 6:2 (cf. row 1).
In 9:2 GrPan uses οὗτοι ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανου, “those from heaven,” for
the four heavenly beings looking at the earth; GrSyn uses οἱ τέσσαρες
µεγάλοι ἀρχάγγελοι, “the four great archangels,” which seems more
like a paraphrase. The Ethiopic translation has no appellation at this
place, but has qĕdusān samāy, “the holy ones of heaven,” further down
in the same sequence (9:3; so also GrSyn). This reading is confirmed
by the Aramaic fragment reading [ואמרו לקדישׁי שׁ]מיה, “and they
said to the holy ones of h[eaven]” (cf. row 6). Since the four heavenly
beings are speaking to the holy ones of heaven, we should expect that
they would be designated differently. In En 22:3 Raphael, one of the
four heavenly beings, is called עירא וקדישׁא, “watcher and holy one”
(4QEnGiantsf (4QEne) 1 xxii, 5 = En 22:3). This is a possible designation for the four heavenly beings in En 9:2 as well.63 The same seems
to be the case in En 12:2. Here both GrPan and the Ethiopic translation
have the double designation “watchers” and “holy ones” (cf. row 18),
which presupposes Aramaic עיריא וקדישׁיא.
It is accordingly not so that hāʾĕlōhîm in Gen 6:2, 11 and 5:22, 24
corresponds to “angels” in En 6:2; 9:1–3; and 12:2. It corresponds to
a variety of appellations of the heavenly beings: “watchers, sons of
heaven”; “the holy ones of heaven”; and “watchers and holy ones.”

63
Cf. the reconstruction to the place by Stuckenbruck, “4QEnGiants f ar [Re-edition].
DJD XXXVI.”
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If we take the growth of the Watcher Story into account, it is not the
case that one or a group of Enochic scribes have at the same time read
hāʾĕlōhîm in Genesis at these places and interpreted the determined
plural form as a plurality of heavenly beings. En 6:2 belongs to the
Shemihazah narrative, En 12:2 to the later Enoch Story; and we have
considered 9:1–3 to belong to an even later elaboration of the Shemihazah story. There is also a problem in using Gen 6:11 as a point of
departure, since it is not this verse that most clearly corresponds to
Enoch, but the next where the indefinite form is used: “ʾĕlōhîm saw
that the earth was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted its ways upon
the earth” (v.12), corresponding to En 9:1: “Then Michael and Sariel
and Raphael and Gabriel looked down from the sanctuary of heaven
upon the earth, and saw much blood was shed upon the earth, and the
whole [earth] was filled with evil and violence.” In the exact equation
of the texts it is the indefinite form ʾĕlōhîm that here corresponds with
the plurality of heavenly beings in Enoch.
It is interesting at this point to compare how LXX translates divine
appellations in the Hebrew Bible, since we know the direction in that
case. In none of the cases listed by VanderKam in Genesis does LXX
read hāʾĕlōhîm as plural. There is, however, a tendency in the book
of Job to interpret bĕnê hāʾĕlōhîm as angels in LXX, οἱ ἄγγελοι τοῦ
θεοῦ (Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7). The somewhat parallel designation bĕnê ʾēlîm,
however, is translated verbatim, υἱοὶ θεοῦ (Ps 28:1 MT and 29:1 LXX;
Ps 89:7). ʾĕlōhîm standing alone is in some cases interpreted “angels”
in LXX (Ps 8:6; 97:7; 138:1); as far as we can see this is never the case
with the determined plural form hāʾĕlōhîm.
We think we can conclude that an assumed correspondence between
the appellations of the heavenly beings in Genesis and in Enoch cannot help us in deciding the direction of influence between the texts.
The appellations are simply different. Many of the epithets for God in
the Watcher Story are rooted in biblical parlance, such as עליון, “Most
High” (En 9:3); מרא, Hebrew אדני, “Lord” (4QEnb 1 iii, 14 = En 9:4;
12:3); אלה, Hebrew אלהים, “God” (En 9:4); מלך, “king” (En 9:4; 12:3);
קדישׁא, Hebrew קדושׁ, “the Holy One” (En 14:1). On the other hand,
there are no parallels in the Hebrew Bible to “sons of heaven,” and
except of Dan 4 there are no parallels to “watchers.” The appellation
“holy ones” for heavenly beings is, however, attested in several places:
Job 15:15; Ps 89:6, 8; Prov 30:3; Zech 14:5. Here Job 15:15 is especially
of interest because this late post-exilic text seems to hint to a plot
similar to the one on the Shemihazah narrative:
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הן בקדשׁיו לא יאמין ושׁמים לא־זכו בעיני
Behold, he does not trust his holy ones and the heaven is not clean in
his eyes.
(Job 15:15; translation mine)64

It seems as if the unfamiliar appellations “sons of heaven” and “watchers”
are given an explanation through the more familiar designation “holy
ones” in the Watcher Story.
So far we have through a text to text comparison not been able
to decide the direction. Accordingly we have to proceed along other
lines. The first is to question the labels “rewritten Bible” and “parabiblical” for the Rebel Story in En 6–11. There are two questions involved
here. The first is whether there was any Bible to rewrite; the second is
whether En 6–11 is a rewriting of Genesis at all.
Was there any Bible to rewrite? The closest parallels to Genesis in
En 6–7 come within the Shemihazah narrative. We are then at the
earliest stage of the Watcher Story. If we accept Nickelsburg’s argument that this narrative mirrors the wars of the Diadochi, the date
could be around 300 BCE. If we do not find this argument convincing,
the date could be earlier during the Persian period. Even if we accept
an early date for the attempt to implement the Pentateuch as a basic
law for the Judaic society around 400 as a result of Ezra’s activity as
argued by K. van der Toorn,65 we cannot assume that the Pentateuch
had the role of authoritative Scripture for all parts of society at such
an early date. There was still no common notion of the Pentateuch as
the basic torah that formed the point of reference for the compilation
of other Scriptures or blocks of Scriptures. The prophetic books and
the wisdom books that became part of the Hebrew Bible were still in
the making without any such common point of reference. The Book
of Watchers does not take any notice of the Mosaic torah.66 At a later
stage, around 200 BCE, in the Apocalypse of Animals, we can observe
a critical attitude toward the Mosaic torah.67
The labels “rewritten Bible” and “parabiblical” also evoke the impression that the Book of Watchers was regarded as outside the “Bible.”
64

Correcting MT “holy one” to “holy ones” according to LXX.
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This is not the impression we get when this book is referred to in the
late third and early second centuries BCE. One can quote both Genesis and the Book of Watchers beside each other. This is confirmed in
the findings from Qumran. Here the Enoch documents are treated as
Scripture together with books that became part of the Hebrew Bible.68
E. Ulrich has underscored that we have to make a distinction
between making a book authoritative, Scripture, and making the text
authoritative.69 When books gradually became part of the canonizing
process in early Judaism, this concerned the books and not the texts
of the books. The texts were still fluid, not only in variant readings of
words, but also in composition. We list three examples from Ulrich
demonstrating this scribal activity:70
• For Exodus there were three Hebrew recensions. Here the recension
preserved in MT is the oldest, and then there was a revised version
in 4QpaleoExodm. This text type was then used in the Samarian Pentateuch.
• In the books of Samuel there are several examples of different text
editions. For instance there are two versions of the story of David
and Goliath (1 Sam 17–18). Here the oldest one is only preserved in
the witness to the Old Greek translation, while a second, later version is found in MT. The MT version wove into the older narrative
a different version of the same or similar narrative.
• There are two editions of the book of Jeremiah which differ considerably. The oldest and shortest one is found in LXX and 4QJerb, d;
the younger and longer one is found in MT and 2QJer, 4QJera, c.
We notice that in the two last instances the MT text is a second edition of an earlier known text. Ulrich maintains that the evidence from
Qumran demonstrates that we cannot draw a sharp line between what
has traditionally been called textual criticism and literary criticism.
The expansions we find in the second editions of texts are not of a
very different kind than what is found within an edition. What we
can observe comparing text editions in 1 Sam 17–18 is not very different from what we can observe on the basis of literary criticism of the

68
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Cf. VanderKam and Flint, The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 179.
Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origin of the Bible, 53–60
Ibid., 61–69.
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flood story in Gen 6–8; there are two different versions of the same
text woven together.71 Or, as we rather would see it, there is a second
version commenting on the first, as can be seen also in 4QpaleoExodm
in relation to MT.
The consequence of these reflections is that even though the Shemihazah narrative had its origin in a time when books became Scripture,
it is anachronistic to work with the concept of a “Bible” or “biblical,”
both for the scrolls and the texts they contained.
First, if we try to achieve a historical perspective on the text of the Bible,
the first step is not to talk about a Bible. The word Bible evokes the
image of a unified book, a codex, a unit, a collected anthology; but this
was not the case in the late Second Temple period. There were sacred
compositions or books that were viewed more or less widely as classical and authoritative. Physically, these were on separate scrolls, not yet
combined into a single codex, so that linkage between, and order of, the
units of the whole were not strong factors.72

The next question is to what extent the Watcher Story can be regarded
as a rewriting of Genesis. Here we must first make a distinction between
the two parts of the Watcher Story. In the second part, the Enoch
Story in En 12–16, there are, as we have seen, no direct correspondences to Genesis at all, except what can be taken as quotations from
the Semihazah narrative and some resemblances between the portraits
of Enoch in En 12:1–3 and Gen 5:18–24. The Enoch Story as a whole
is a story formed independently of Genesis. The correspondences to
Genesis occur in the Rebel Story in En 6–11.
In arguing that Enoch is a rewriting or parabiblical the relationship
between Jubilees and Genesis is often taken as an analogy. We think
that a short discussion of this relationship is fruitful for the analysis
of the Rebel Story. There can be no doubt that Jubilees quotes Genesis, often verbatim. Jubilees also follows the basic structure of Genesis
in the order of events, although these events are placed in a chronographic scheme based on the number seven, similar to the creation
story in Genesis, but different from the rest of the primeval history.
There are some omissions, sometimes based on differing theologies,
but often in order to harmonize the stories of Genesis. There are additions, which in the primeval history are mostly of two different kinds:
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inclusion of halakhot, biblical laws, and excerpts more or less freely
taken from the Watcher Story.73 A glimpse on how Jubilees interprets
the events leading up to the flood compared to Enoch is in this respect
a good illustration.
Jubilees starts by quoting Gen 6:1–2, 4, in Jub 5:1.74 There are no
rearrangements of phrases as in the relationship between En 6:1–2;
7:1abc, 2; and Gen 6:1–2, 4. There are no elements added to the similar sentences as in En 6:3–8 and 7:1d. The “sons of God” is, however,
interpreted as angels in Jubilees. What is similar between Jubilees and
Enoch is that Gen 6:3 is missing at this place. Jubilees moves this passage to its section dealing with the watchers and the giants and relates
it to the fate of the giants in the same manner as Enoch (En 10:9–10;
Jub 5:8).75
After having quoted Gen 6:4 in an abbreviated and smoother form,
Jubilees continues to rewrite the text of Gen 6:5–13, abbreviating and
smoothing Genesis here as well (Jub 5:2–5).76 At this place Enoch is not
expanding on the Genesis story but unfolding the plot of the rebellious
watchers and their offspring. Jubilees subsequently makes a clear halt
in the story line, referring back to the angels in 5:1. Here the book
inserts a quite precise summary of the Rebel Story in En 8:4–11:2, in
Jub 5:6–12, followed by halakhot in 5:13–19, and continued rewriting
of Genesis from 6:14f. in 5:20f.77
There is indeed a difference in the way Jubilees rewrites Genesis and
in the way Enoch and Genesis correspond. When Jubilees reads Genesis, we can follow the verbatim quotations and the order of passages
from line to line. The insertions of different material, the Watcher
Story, and halakhot, come in separate sequences. This is not the case
with Enoch; here the correspondences to Genesis are woven into a different story that follows the logic of its own.
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This leads us to a second issue, more related to the Watcher Story
itself. There is a vast difference in how the Watcher Story corresponds
to Genesis in En 6:1–2; 7:1abc, 2; and in the rest of the Rebel Story. In
the rest of the Rebel Story, where we have indicated the dependence
of Enoch on a priestly scroll of Genesis, the references to Genesis are
always vague and indirect. Nevertheless, there is an echo of Genesis in
the Rebel Story as it unfolds. The Rebel Story follows the basic structure
of primordial time in Genesis, and in Atrahasis: turbulence—flood—
new world order; but this structure is woven into a different plot with
different protagonists. In telling this different story words and phrases,
and sometimes fragments of themes, from Genesis pop up. There
are no verbatim correspondences extending over several lines as in
En 6:1–2; 7:1abc, 2. This is exemplified by the difference between
En 6:1–2 and 5. In 6:1–2 the correspondences to Gen 6:1–2 are verbatim, in v. 6 there is only a small hint to the Genesis text, made by the
name Jared, taken from the genealogy in 5:18. If the Enochic scribes
were rewriting Genesis all the time, why did they do it so differently?
There are numerous places in the Rebel Story where more verbatim
references to Genesis could have been made. We think this opens up
the possibility that the Enochic scribes did not have a Genesis text that
contained Gen 6:1–4; they only knew a Genesis text containing the P
material. The verbatim correspondences between En 6:1–2; 7:1abc, 2;
and Gen 6:1–4 are better explained by supposing that this late fragment in Genesis is dependent on the Shemihazah narrative.
This inference is closely related to a question raised by P. R. Davies:
when Gen 6:1–4 so clearly bears the marks of being an allusion to a
larger story, why did the Enochic scribes quote this fragment and not
the larger story itself ?78 In this respect the Shemihazah narrative and
Gen 6:1–4 differ as compositions. Gen 6:1–4 stands isolated in the context of the Genesis primeval history; En 6:1–2; 7:1abc, 2 is baked into
the Shemihazah narrative to the extent that nobody would have come
to the idea of seeing exactly these lines as different from the rest of the
narrative if Gen 6:1–4 was not known. Gen 6:1–4 has clear breaks in
its internal structure; the Shemihazah narrative is quite smoothly composed. Without knowing Gen 6:1–4, nobody would think that it in fact
grew out of a something like a quotation from a fragment in another
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Davies, “And Enoch was not,” 100.
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story. There is of course the possibility that Gen 6:1–4 could allude to
a story other than the Shemihaza narrative. This is to some extent correct; in the same manner as in other stories and genealogies in Genesis
there is influence from Atrahasis. As we have seen in our previous
discussion of Gen 6:1–4, however, this influence cannot explain the
core of Gen 6:1–4: the coition between heavenly beings and human
women resulting in giants as offspring, making humans as victims. It
is this core that corresponds with the Shemihazah narrative.
But if Gen 6:1–4 is dependent on the Shemihazah narrative, why
does it only refer to the beginning lines and not to the rest of the
story? We certainly think it refers to the rest of the story at two crucial
places in the same context. We have noted in our discussion of Gen 6:3
as part of the Genesis primeval history the correspondence between
Gen 6:3 and En 10:9–10. In our translation Gen 6:3 reads: “YHWH
said: My spirit shall not be powerful in humans forever (in the noise?);
they are flesh and their days shall be 120 years.” En 10: 9–10 reads:
And to Gabriel] the Lo[rd said:] “G[o now to the bastards and the children of fornication and destroy the chil]dren of the watchers [from
among men and send them into] a war of destruction [and] leng[th of
days will not be for them. 10And any] re[quest from their fathers on their
behalf will not be granted, that they should hope to li]ve [an eternal] life
[or that each of them should live for five hundred years (cf. row 12).

In our previous discussion we called attention to the fact that the
sequence En 6–7 did not contain any passage corresponding to Gen 6:3.
We had to move all the way to Gabriel’s mission to find a correspondence, but seemingly in a context different from the abridged Gen 6:3.
In the Shemihazah narrative the context is a petition from the watchers for their children, the giants; in Gen 6:3 the passage comes without any hint to a petition and before any children are mentioned at
all. Further, in the MT version the shortening of lifespan concerns
human beings in general,  ;אדםthe LXX version seems here closer to
En 10:9–10 since τοῖς ἀνθρώποις τούτοις, “those particular men” in
v. 3 most likely anticipates οἱ ἄνθρωποι οἱ ὀνοµαστοί, “the famous
men,” i.e. the giants, in v. 4. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to see how
En 10:9–10 could have influenced the MT’s version of Gen 6:3 if we
read in the direction Enoch—Genesis.
The theme in the MT version is set through Gen 6:1: humans multiplying on the face of the earth. We have previously read this passage
in light of the similar passage introducing the disasters in Atrahasis. In
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Atrahasis the multiplication of the human race was first met with the
disasters, then with the flood in order to extinguish humankind. After
the flood the gods made a new world order making humans mortal.
Gen 6:3 can very well be read into this context, whether we take the
120 years as the time limit until the flood (as most likely in LXX) or
the 120 years as the new lifespan for human beings—they will not any
more live for ever, their lifetime is shortened to 120 years. In Gen 6:3
this divine decision concerning humans, as we find it in Atrahasis, is
placed as a reaction to the coition between the heavenly beings and
the human daughters. This is the context in the Shemihazah narrative
as well. The giants will not live forever because they are the offspring
of an illegal sexual transgression of the border between heaven and
earth. Thus the scribe of Gen 6:3 has intertwined two motifs because
there are similarities in content between the Shemihazah narrative and
Atrahasis: the longevity of the antediluvians and their nature as half
divine.
The third issue that needs to be discussed is what to do with the
nephilim in Gen 6:4 in relation to the Watcher Story. The nephilim
occur twice in the Enochic text, both times only in the Greek translation preserved by Syncellus: En 7:2 and 16:1. Outside the Watcher
Story there is a reference to the nephilim, without using the designation, in the animal metaphors of the Apocalypse of Animals (En 86:4;
87:4; 88:2; 89:6). In the Book of Giants the nephilim are mentioned
alongside the giants (4QEnGiantsc 1, 2), in the story about the birth
of Noah in the Genesis Apocryphon, similarly to En 106–107, they
are parallel to the watchers (cf. 1QapGen ii, 1). The nephilim are also
described in Jub 7:22.
There are several texts that describe the nephilim as part of a larger
group of offspring from the watchers. Syncellus reads as follows in
En 7:2:
And they began to defile themselves with them until the flood and they
bore to them three generations: first large giants; the giants begat the
Nephilim; and to the Nephilim were born the Elioud. And they grew
according to their greatness.
(GrSyn En 7:2)

The description of the nephilim in Jub 7:22 reads as follows:
They fathered (as their) sons the Nephilim. They were all dissimilar
(from one another) and would devour one another: the giant killed the
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Naphil, the Naphil killed the Elyo, the Elyo mankind, and people their
fellows.79
(Jub 7:22)

In the Apocalypse of Animals the bulls (watchers) start to mount the
cows (earthly women), and they bear elephants and camels, and asses
(En 86:4). In En 89:6, describing the annihilation of the offspring in
the flood, some of the Aramaic text is preserved:
]ואבדין במיא אלן[ וערבה פרחה עלא מן מיא וכל תוריא
[]וערדיא וגמליא[ ופיליא ירו מי֯ ]ן
[and perishing in those waters]. And the ship floated above the waters,
and all the bulls
[and wild asses and camels] and elephants sank in the waters.
(4QEnGiantsf 4 i, 20–21)80

There seems to be an intended connection between the kinds of animals mentioned in the Apocalypse of Animals and the triad of offspring mentioned in the Greek text tradition of Syncellus to En 7:2
and in Jubilees 7:22. The פיליא, “the elephants,” look very much like
the נפיליא, “the nephilin”; the גמליא, “the camels,” look like the גבריא,
“the giants”; and there is the possibility that ערדיא, “the wild asses”
should match Elioud (Syncellus) or Elyo (Jubilees), whatever the meaning of this strange name is.81 This would mean that the triad of different offspring from the watchers is not an invention made in the Greek
text tradition of Syncellus. It existed at least in the first half of the 2nd
century according to the dates of the Animal Apocalypse and Jubilees.
If the Syncellus text to En 7:22 is not the original one, Syncellus could
have read Gen 6:4, in the MT version, containing both nephilim and
giants,82 and Jub 7:22 together.83 Syncellus knew Jubilees; there are references in Syncellus’ Chronographia to this book.84 It is to be noted
that the form of the name in Syncellus is Ναφηλείµ, where the final m
rather should point toward a Hebrew plural mem of Gen 6:4 and an
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Translation from VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees: Translated, 47.
Text from Stuckenbruck, “4QEnGiants f ar [Re-edition]. DJD XXXVI.”
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Cf. Milik, The Books of Enoch, 240; and Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 373–74.
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D. Olson’s suggestion that Elioud in Syncellus translation could reflect the verb
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Translation. North Richland Hills, Texas 2004, 34.
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Cf. Bhayro, The Shemihazah and Asael Narrative, 140–41.
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Cf. VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees: Translated, XIII.
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original Hebrew version of Jubilees than to a final nun of an original
Aramaic version of En 7:2.
There is, however, a strong scholarly tradition seeing the case less
complicated. The triad in the text witness of Syncellus reflects the
original Aramaic text. The inclusion of nephilim in En 7:2 is due to its
dependence on Gen 6:4. Both the Apocalypse of Animals and Jubilees
are dependent on En 7:2 in its original Aramaic form.85 There are,
however, problems involved, both in regard to the other text witnesses
and in regard to the preserved Aramaic text. Below we give a synopsis
of the text witnesses ordered according to the lines of the Aramaic
manuscript 4QEna 1 iii, 13–18 = En 6:8–7:3. There are some traces
of the text in 4QEnb 1 ii, 18–22, but the reconstruction is here quite
hypothetical. We have shaded the text when it may have support from
these small fragments.86 At the end of the synopsis we have placed the
text witnesses to the other reference to the nephilim by Syncellus in
En 16:1.

Aramaic

GrPan

GrSyn

 אלין אנון רבני13 6:8 οὕτοί εἰσιν ἀρχαὶ 1 Οὗτοι καὶ οἱ
רב]נ[י
[עס]ר[ת ֯א ̇אנ֯ ]ון ור
֯
αὐτῶν οἱ δέκα
λοιποὶ πάντες ἐν τῷ
[ ̇בנ̇ יה]ן כלהן נסבו להן1 Καὶ ἔλαβον ἐαυτοῖς χιλιοστῷ ἑκαστοστῷ
These are the leaders
of the leaders of tens.
Those and their leaders
[took for themselves]

These are their
leaders, the ten.
And they took for
themselves

ἑβδοµηκοστῷ ἔτει
τοῦ κόσµου ἔλαβον
ἑαυτοῖς

These and all
the others in the
one thousand,
one hundred and
seventieth year of
the world took for
themselves

Ethiopic
6:8

These are the
leaders of the two
hundred angels,
and of all the
others with them.
1
And they took
for themselves

85
Cf. R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, vol.
2. Oxford 1913, 192; Black, The Book of Enoch, 126; Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 184–86;
considered also by Uhlig, Das Äthiopische Henochbuch, 519–20; cf. also the translations, Olson, Enoch. A New Translation, 35; Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch.
A New Translation, 24.
86
Text and reconstructions by L. T. Stuckenbruck, “4Q201 (4QEn-a ar). DJD
XXXVI”; and J. T. Milik, “4Q202 (4QEn b ar)”; both in The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
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(cont.)
Aramaic

GrPan

GrSyn

 נשין מן כל די14 γυναῖκας· ἕκαστος
 בחרו ו]שריו למנעלαὐτῶν ἐξελέξαντο
[ עליהן ולאסתאבה בהןἐαυτοῖς γυναῖκας,

γυναῖκας, καὶ
ἤρξαντο µιαίνεσθαι
ἐν αὐταῖς ἕως
καὶ ἤρξαντο
τοῦ κατακλυσµοῦ
wives from all that they
εἰσπορεύεσθαι πρὸς
καὶ ἔτεκον αὐτοῖς
chose. And [they began
αὐτὰς καὶ µιαίνεσθαι γένη τρία· πρῶτον
to go in to them, and
ἐν αὐταῖς·
γίγαντας µεγάλους.
to defile themselves
2
οἱ δὲ γίγαντες
with them]
wives; each of them
ετ̓έκνωσαν Ναφηλείµ,
chose for himself a
καὶ τοῖς Ναφηλείµ
wife. And they began
ἐγεννὴθησαν
to go in to them and
᾿Ελιοὺδ. καὶ ἦσαν
to defile themselves
αὐξανόµενοι κατὰ
with them.
τὴν µεγαλειότητα
αὐτῶν,

Ethiopic
wives; each of
them chose for
himself a wife.
And they began
to go in to them
and to defile
themselves with
them.

wives. And they
began to defile
themselves with them
until the flood and
they bore to them
three generations:
first large giants;
the giants begat the
Nephilim; and to the
Nephilim were born
the Elioud. And they
grew according to
their greatness,

 ולאלפה אנין15
̇חרשה ו]כשפה ומקטע
שרשין ולאחויה להן
[עסבין
and to teach
them soecery and
[spellbinding, and the
cutting of roots, and
they explained for
them herbs.]

καὶ ἑδίδαξαν
αὐτας φαρµακείας
καὶ ἐπαοιδίας καὶ
ῥιζοτοµίας, καὶ τὰς
βοτάνας ἐδήλωσαν
αὐταῖς.

And they taught
them charms and
spells, and they
explained for them
roots and plants.

καὶ ἐδίδαξαν ἑαυτοὺς And they taught
them the cutting
καὶ τὰς γυναῖκας
of roots and trees.
ἑαυτῶν φαρµακείας
καὶ ἐπαοιδίας.

and they taught
themselves and their
wives charms and
spells.
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(cont.)
Aramaic

GrPan

 והויה בטנן מנהן16 2 Αἱ δὲ ἐν γαστρὶ
 ויל]דה גברין רמיןλαβοῦσαι ἐτέκοσαν
[ כתלתת אלפין אמה דיγίγαντας µεγάλους ἐκ
And they became
pregnant by them
and bor[e giants three
thousand cubits high,
who]

πηχῶν τρισχιλίων

And they became
pregnant and they
bore large giants
three thousand
cubits.

 הוו מתילדין17 3 οἵτινες
ארעה ]כילדותהן
֯
 עלκατησθίοσαν
ומתרבין כרביותהן ודי
[ הוו אכליןThey devoured

GrSyn

Ethiopic
2

And they
became pregnant
and bore large
giants, and their
height was three
thousand cubits

3

These devoured

were born on the earth
[according to their
birth and became great
according to their
youth, and who were
devouring]

̇עמל כל בני
18
אנשא ולא י]כילו
̇
אנשא לאספקה להן
[והוו גבריא

τοὺς κόπους τῶν
ἀνθρώπων. ὡς δὲ
οὐκ ἐδυνήθησαν
αὐτοῖς οἱ ἄνθρωποι
ἐπιχορηγεῖν,4
oἱ γίγαντες

the labour of all the
sons of men and [men]
were not a[ble to
the labour of men,
supply them. But the
so that men were not
giants]
able to supply them.
The giants

all the toil of
men, until men
were not able to
sustain them. 4
And the giants
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(cont.)
Aramaic

GrPan

GrSyn

Ethiopic

En 16:1
ἀπὸ ἡµέρας σφαγῆς
καὶ ἀπωλείας καὶ
θανάτου, ἀφ᾿ ὧν
τὰ πvεύµατα τὰ
ἐκπορευόµενα ἀπὸ
τῆς ψυχῆς τῆς σαρκὸς
αὐτῶν

Καὶ ἀπὸ ἡµέρας
καιροῦ σφαγῆς
καὶ ἀπωλείας
καὶ θανάτου τῶν
γιγάντων ναφηλείµ,
οἱ ἰσχυροὶ τῆς γῆς, οἱ
µεγάλοι ὀνοµαστοί,
τὰ π̓ εύµατα τὰ
From the day of
ἐκπορευόµενα ἀπὸ
the slaughter and
τῆς ψυχῆς αὐτῶν, ὡς
destruction and death
ἐκ τῆς σαρκὸς

of the giants, from
whom the spirits are
proceeding from the
soul of their flesh

15:12b

In the days
of slaughter and
destruction
16:1
and the death
of the giants,
wherever the
spirits have gone
out from their
bodies . . .

And from the day of
the time of slaughter
and destruction and
death of the giant’s
nephilim, the mighty
ones of the earth,
the great famous, the
spirits are proceeding
from their soul, as
from their flesh.

It may be useful to start with En 16:1. Here GrPan and the Ethiopic
translation have an almost identical text, although the Greek text
is clearer. GrSyn has a longer text inserted: τῶν γιγάντων ναφηλείµ,
οἱ ἰσχυροὶ τῆς γῆς, οἱ µεγάλοι ὀνοµαστοι, “the giants’ nephilim, the
mighty ones of the earth, the great famous.” It seems quite clear that
Syncellus here expands on the LXX text to Gen 6:4: ἐκεῖνοι ἦσαν οἱ
γίγαντες οἱ ἀπ᾽ αἰῶνος οἱ ἄνθρωποι οἱ ὀνοµαστοί, “those were the
giants of ancient times, the famous men.” In this case Syncellus does
not have the original text, but he fills in the original text with information from Gen 6:4. We notice here the expression”the giants’nephilim,”
similar to “the giants bore the nephilim” in En 7:2, making us suspicious that the same could be the case in En 7:2.
We will not comment on every detail in En 6:8–7:3, only the major
differences between the manuscripts. We will first comment on the
relationship between GrPan, the Ethiopic witness (Eth.), and the Aramaic
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parent text (Aram.). The Aramaic fragment to the sequence contains
a continuous row of lines in the right part of the column; it is the left
part of the column that is destroyed.87 For the reconstruction of the
text this means that we cannot insert new lines, but only fill in the lost
part of each line. The width of the column is 12.5 cm; the estimated
letters per line are 39.88 Since the beginning of each line is preserved,
the reconstructed left part of the line must correspond to the next
preserved line of the right part. The basis for the reconstruction is the
Greek and Ethiopic manuscripts where they contain a text which is
similar to Aram. in the preserved right part of each line.
GrPan and Eth. follow one another closely in the whole sequence.
Eth. has a bit longer text in 6:8–7:1, but both are quite similar to the
Aramaic text in line 13. They agree with each other and match the right
part of the Aramaic column in the following lines: 14, 15 (abbreviated
in Eth.), 16, 18. Accordingly, the only deviation is in line 17 where
Aram. has a longer text, beginning with: “were born on the earth.”
The end of this line, “they were devouring,” seems secured: the word
is attested in 4QEnb 1 ii, 21; both GrPan and Eth. have the same phrase;
and the first word in line 18 is עמל, “labour,” i.e. they devoured the
labour. We can therefore conclude that the reconstruction carried out
by Stuckenbruck on the basis of GrPan and Eth. seems reliable, although
there is uncertainty in the middle part of line 17, where words containing about 12–18 letters are missing.
GrSyn places the event into a chronological framework which is missing in the other witnesses and generally foreign to the Aramaic manuscripts: “These and all the others in the one thousand, one hundred and
seventieth year of the world took for themselves” (parallel to line 13).
This is a clear addition to the original text. We suspect that the phrase
“until the flood” (parallel to line 14) belongs to the same chronological framework. This phrase introduces the passage where GrSyn deviates most from the other text witnesses: “and they bore to them three
generations: first large giants; the giants begat the Nephilim; and to
the Nephilim were born the Elioud. And they grew according to their
greatness.” There is no space left in the Aramaic fragment of line 14 to
include this passage. GrSyn arranges his sequence in a different order,
while GrPan and Eth. follow the order of Aram. The sentence about the
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Cf. Milik, The Books of Enoch, plate III.
Ibid., 139.
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birth of the giants comes in Aram. in line 16, while GrSyn has no line
parallel to line 16; the birth of the giants is reported parallel to line 14
in the passage quoted above. GrSyn has also no parallel passages to lines
17–18 in Aram. There is the possibility that the following passage in
GrSyn could contain some of the original wording in the middle part
of Aram. line 17: “And they grew according to their greatness” (parallel to line 14).89 If so, GrSyn has gathered passages from other lines in
Aram. as parallel to line 14. This could also have been the case with the
passage about the three generations of offspring, if there is any other
place in the Aramaic fragment where this could have been written.
The only possibility is in the middle part of line 17. If the middle part
of line 17 contained a passage about the greatness of the giants, there
would be about 8–12 letters left for the whole passage about the three
generations of giants. A letter count of what would be a very compressed, but nevertheless meaningfull Aramaic text in line 17, demonstrates that this is impossible. The conclusion seems inevitable: the
passage about the three generations of offspring did not belong to the
original text of the Aramaic fragment. To pick some words arbitrarily
from this passage and think that they may originally have belonged to
line 17 is pure speculation. The result is that the existence of nephilim
in primeval time was not recorded in the Aramaic text to En 7:2, nor
in any other place in the Shemihazah narrative or the Watcher Story
as a whole.
If the scribe of the Shemihazah story was quoting Gen 6:1–4, why
did he leave out not only v. 3, but also the important notice about the
strange antediluvian nephilim? In the text of Genesis they are quite
important, because they function as a time marker for the whole event:
it happened in the days of the nephilim. If, however, the scribe of
Gen 6:1–4 was alluding to the Shemihazah narrative, the idea of the
nephilim was his creation. Was there anything elsewhere in the Shemihazah narrative that could have triggered this idea?
What we know about the giants from En 7:2 is that they were creatures of an enormous size. Accordingly they also had an enormous
appetite. Humans had to sustain them; when they were not able to
do this, the giants started to devour humans, the animals, and in
the end each other (En 8:3). The last record is taken up again in the
Shemihazah narrative when the fate of the giants is described. As we
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have seen from En 10:9–10 the giants were not granted eternal life, or
longevity, because they would be sent against each other in a war of
destruction. The giants are accordingly warriors of ancient times, who
turn their weapons against each other. In the Enoch Story the same
theme is picked up again in En 14:8. The watchers will see the destruction of their sons: πεσοῦνται ἐνώπιον ὑµῶν ἐν µαχαίρα, “they will fall
before you by sword” (GrPan; same text in Ethiopic). The reconstructed
Aramaic text would be: וקדמיכון יפלון בחרב.90 As we have seen the
phrase “fall by the sword” is recurrent in Ezekiel, where it can be used
in reference to the warriors who were killed by the sword in the past
and who descended to the nether world (Ezek 32:22f., 27). In our discussion of the nephilim in Gen 6:4 we, together with a series of other
scholars, considered this to be one of the backgrounds for the use of
the verb נפל, “fall,” in הנפלים, hannĕpīlîm.
We considered also another solution that did not exclude the first.
The verb  נפלcan also designate “birth,” and the noun nēp̄el, “aborted
foetuses.” There are indications in Num 13:32–33, the second time
nephilim are mentioned in the Hebrew Bible, that these creatures
were imagined with monstrous appearance, which could be caused by
abnormalities at birth. This is also the case with the giants in the Shemihazah narrative. They have their abnormal size at birth due to their
abnormal conception as a union between the divine and the human.
They are according to En 10: 9 described as manzerān in Ethiopic and
as µαζηρέους in Greek. The words reflect Aramaic ממזריא, going back
to Hebrew ממזר, a child of an illegitimate sexual union.
There are accordingly two features in the Shemihazah narrative that
could have inspired the scribe of Gen 6:1–4 to designate the giants
as nephilim. The giants were those fallen in battle and they were the
“fallen ones” due to an abnormal conception and abnormal appearance at birth. Both these features from the Shemihazah narrative
correspond to what we found to be the most likely background of
nephilim in traditions about the ancient warriors of Canaan in the
Hebrew Bible. The scribe of Gen 6:1–4 thus conflated the description
of the giants in the Shemihazah narrative with the knowledge about
the ancient warriors of Canaan, in Num 13:33 characterized as nephilim. There are possible traces in the complex syntax of Gen 6:4 that
this conflation has taken place:
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Cf. the Aramaic text fragment placed here by Milik: 4QEnb 1 vi, 10.
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הנפלים היו בארץ בימים ההם וגם אחרי־כן אשׁר יבאו בני האלהים
אל־בנות האדם וילדו להם המה הגברים אשׁר מעולם אנשׁי השׁם
The nephilim were on the earth in those days, and also afterwards when
the sons of God went into the daughters of men and they bore to them.
These were the giants from ancient time, the men with a name.
(translation mine)

In the old traditions about the giant warriors of Canaan there was no
knowledge of giants conceived through an intercourse between heavenly beings and human daughters before the flood, as it is described
in the Shemihazah narrative. We have no indication that the tradition
of the flood was known at all. There was no antediluvian time, only
a primordial time. This primordial time was the time of monstrous
giants, the nephilim. The scribe of Genesis starts by dating the event to
the time when these creatures existed. Within this primordial time he
places the special incident recorded in the Shemihazah narrative. The
existence of nephilim on earth was also caused by the special incident
recorded there; in this event were also born nephilim. They were all the
giants from ancient time, the famous men.
We have attempted in our analysis not to go in a circle. We developed our theories about the growth of the Genesis primeval history
without drawing on sources from Early Judaism. We discussed the
growth of the Watcher Story without resorting to the relationship
between Genesis and the Watcher Story. In the emerging picture the
different analyses are nevertheless in accordance. The correspondences
between the Watcher Story and Genesis, except Gen 6:1–4, all seem
to fall within the range of what previously has been sorted out as
priestly material. The assumption made by many scholars, that there
once existed a priestly scroll to Genesis, may be confirmed. The correspondences between the Watcher Story and the early non-P material in Genesis are more general and can be explained as two parallel
developments focussing on the same issue: the relationship between
evil and culture.
In our analysis of Genesis we came to the conclusion that Gen 6:1–4
was a “foreign” fragment added to the Genesis narrative at a late stage.
The fragment had the character of an allusion. It referred to stories
presumed to be known to the informed readers. In our analysis of the
Watcher Story we came to the conclusion that the Shemihazah narrative was the oldest layer. When Gen 6:1–4 and the Watcher Story
are compared, the parallels are between the Shemihazah narrative and
Gen 6:1–4, not the other parts of the Watcher Story. When we argue
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for the dependence of Gen 6:1–4 on the Shemihazah narrative, we
argue for a dependence of the youngest text in Genesis on the oldest
text in the Watcher Story.
The relationship between the Watcher Story and the Genesis primeval history is thus not biblical—parabiblical, but dialogical. In discussions about intended intertextuality there are always two questions
involved: To what degree can we suppose historical contact between
motifs in texts? And if we can suppose it, in what direction is the influence? In the comparison between texts from different cultures, as for
instance the Mesopotamian versions of the primeval history and Genesis, the stress is on the first question. In the relation between Mesopotamia and the Hebrew Bible there is no question of the direction of
influence. Mesopotamia is here the parent culture. When texts come
close together, as in the case with the Watcher Story and Genesis, the
emphasis is on the second question: what is the parent text? In both
cases, what are left to us to analyse are primarily texts. In both cases,
however, we know that communication between cultures or groups
took place within a much larger spectrum, most importantly, oral
transmission. This is especially important when texts stand in a dialogical relationship. We observe that there is an echo of P’s primeval
history in the Watcher Story. We do not know what the priestly scribes
and the Enochic scribes talked about. Did they even talk about the role
of Enoch in the primeval history, in the end making two different versions out of him? The communication between the two schools was
presumably much broader than what we glimpse from the texts left to
us. We observe a parallel development after the P version of primeval
history in the early non-P material of more wisdom oriented scribes
and the Enochic scribes. We do not here observe the same echo of one
source in the other; they could nevertheless have discussed the issues
with very different results. We observe that the scribe of Gen 6:1–4 has
quoted the Shemihazah narrative, but we cannot be sure whether this
narrative had been told to him so impressively that he remembered
even the succession of words, or that he actually had available a scroll
where this narrative was written.
What a dialogical relationship opens up is a more multifaceted
approach. We are not any longer in the position only to ask in what
way the Enochic scribes interpreted the biblical tradition and why they
interpreted it in this way. We can read the Shemihazah narrative as a
story of its own, not starting as an expansion of Gen 6:1–4, but as a
parallel version of the primeval history to P’s. We can ask the question
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of Gen 6:1–4 that most often has been asked of the Watcher Story: how
is the Shemihazah narrative interpreted in Gen 6:1–4, and what does
it mean for the Genesis primeval history that the Shemihazah story
is alluded to? And above all, even though the oldest written sources
in Genesis were older than the oldest Enochic layers in the Watcher
Story, the text of Genesis was not finished before the Enochic scribes
started to write. Thus the Enochic version of primeval history is not
a pendant to Genesis; the two versions run parallel, commenting on
each other.
2.3

The Literary Structure of the Watcher Story

In the Watcher Story we find the Enochic founding myth. The word
“founding” has two meanings here. On the one hand it is “founding”
in the Enoch traditions; it constitutes a core element in the Enochic
perception of reality, the conviction that evil did not have its origin
on earth, but started with a rebellion in heaven.91 This theme runs
through the whole Enoch tradition BCE, and as we have seen, has also
had a deep impact on religious sentiments outside this tradition. On
the other hand “founding” also refers to the specific Enochic worldview. The crucial, formative events did not take place in the history
of Israel as we find it in the Pentateuch; they took place in primeval
time, in accordance with the mythical perception of the surrounding
religions.92
The mythical world-view permeates almost all the characteristics that
are most typical of Enochic apocalyptic in the way they are described
by Nickelsburg, in what he designates as “a triple set of complementary dualism”.93 There is a spatial axis, both vertical and horizontal.
91
Cf. Sacchi, Jewish Apocalyptic and Its History, 47–60; P. Sacchi, “The Theology of
Early Enochism and Apocalyptic,” in The Origins of Enochic Judaism, ed. G. Boccaccini, Henoch. Torino 2002, 77–85; G. Boccaccini, Beyond the Essene Hypothesis. Grand
Rapids, Michigan 1998, 68–79; Boccaccini, Roots of Rabbinic Judaism, 89–111.
92
Cf. H. S. Kvanvig, “Jubilees—Read as a Narrative,” in Enoch and Qumran Origins, ed. G. Boccaccini. Grand Rapid, Michigan 2005, 75–83, 79–83.
93
G. W. E. Nickelsburg, Ancient Judaism and Christian Origins: Diversity, Continuity and Transformation. Minneapolis 2003, 73f.; G. W. E. Nickelsburg, “Apocalyptic Construction of Reality” in 1 Enoch, George W. E. Nickelsburg in Perspective, ed.
J. Neusner and A. J. Avery-Peck, JSJS. Leiden 2003, 29–43. In a response to Nickelsburg K. Koch has doubted that the concept of dualism is a correct way of describing
the three axes present in the Enochic writings. Koch emphasizes that all the three
dimensions belong to a world created by God. There are connection and continuity
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The vertical axis divides the world into heaven, earth, and underworld;
the horizontal separates an inner known world and an outer world
where both the underworld and Paradise are located (cf. the Journeys
of Enoch, En 17–36). There is a historical axis that separates the now
of history from the then of primordial rebellion. There is an ontological dualism that distinguished humans from the realm of God and
from the evil spirits. The basic structure of this shaping of the world
is mythic.94 In the early Enochic traditions this mythic shaping is not
only presupposed as a common world-view of that time; it is activated
as the actual space and time in which Enoch and the other earthly and
otherworldly agents move. The borders between these different worlds
are constantly crossed by the actors. When Nickelsburg stresses the
dualism and division in the Enochic world-view, keeping the different
worlds apart in time and space, this has to be seen as a tension within
the texts. There is certainly not only dualism; there is just as much an
overlap between the different worlds, both in time and space. Enoch,
in his growing apocalyptic attire—his visionary capacity and his interest in eschatology—moves around in a mythic world, which is explicit
and not only implicit in the texts.
A myth is a complex, dynamic narrative. The amalgam of diverse
themes, woven together, makes up the communicative force of a
myth.95 We have earlier discussed the Watcher Story in a diachronic
perspective, both the sources to the book and the growth of the book.
In this new section we will concentrate on the literary aspects of the
Watcher Story as a whole.96
In the diagram below we have concentrated on the episodic structure of the narrative. This kind of reading will always depend somewhat on the eyes of the reader, where one makes pauses in the reading.
There are however some signs in the text—repeated words, changes in
agents and themes—which do not make the reading too subjective.

between the different locations and eras in space and time. Cf. K. Koch, “Response to
‘the Apocalyptic Construction of Reality’ in 1 Enoch,” in 1 Enoch, George W. E. Nickelsburg in Perspective, ed. J. Neusner and A. J. Avery-Peck, JSJS. Leiden 2003, 44–55.
94
Cf. the outline of a mythic shaping of the world in space and time given by
N. Wyatt, Space and Time in the Religious Life of the Near East. Sheffield 2001, 53–94.
95
G. S. Kirk, Myth. Its Meaning and Function in Ancient and Other Cultures. Cambridge 1970, 275–85.
96
Cf. also H. S. Kvanvig, “Cosmic Laws and Cosmic Imbalance: Wisdom, Myth and
Apocalyptic in Early Enochic Writings,” in The Early Enoch Literature, ed. G. Boccaccini and J. J. Collins, JSJS. Leiden 2007, 139–58, 153–156.
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Part 1: The Rebel Story: En 6–11
Reference

Form

Action sequences

Speech sequences

Section 1: Trespassing Divine Borders: En 6:1–8:4
Section 1.1: Intercourse: Divine-human and Divine Knowledge: En 6:1–7:6
Opening: “And it came to pass”
En 6:1–6

Narrative
mode

Multiplication of humans and
6:3–4: Dialogue of heavenly
beautiful daugheters
beings
Oath of rebellion and descent on
Mount Hermon
En 6:7–8
List of names: leaders of heavenly
beings.
En 7:1–6
Intercourse: divine-human
teaching of magic
birth of giants
devouring toil of humankind,
humans, animals and one
another
End: “Then the earth complained about the lawless ones” (7:6)
Section 1.2: The teaching of the angels: En 8:1–4
En 8:1–4
Narrative The discovery of:
mode
war equipment
jewellery and cosmetics
magic and medicine
astrology and portents
chronology (the path of the
moon)
End: “And at the destruction of men they cried out and their voice reached heaven” (8:4)
Section 2: The Heavenly Reaction: En 9:1–11:2
En 9:1–3
Narrative The watchers of heaven see and
mode
hear, bring the suit to the Lord:
cry, complaint and lament from
humankind
En 9:4–11 Speech
The speech of the watchers of
mode:
heaven

Adoration
Records the incident for the
Most High
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(cont.)
Reference

Form

En 10:1–
11:2

Action sequences

Speech sequences

The Message of the Most High

Message to Son of Lamech:
deluge, hide and escape
Message to Asael: thrown
into the pit, later into fire
Message to the bastards:
destroy themselves in battle
Message to Shemihazah and
his companions: thrown
into the pit, later into fire
Petition will be denied
Destruction of wickedness
Restoration of the earth

End: “Peace and truth will be united” (11:2)
Part 2: The Enoch Story: En 12–16
Section 1: Enoch as Intercessor: En 12:1–13:10
Opening: “Before everything Enoch had been hidden”
En 12:1–2

Retrospect
Parallel
beginning
Narrative
mode
Autobiographical

Enoch had been hidden among
the Holy Ones and the watchers.

Message of judgment:
God is retelling the
Enoch commissioned to reprove rebellion of the watchers.
the watchers.
End: Petition denied:“They will have no mercy, no peace” (12:6; cf. 10:10 and 12:5)
En 12:3–6

En 13:1–2

Message of judgment:
Enoch is sent to Asael.
Opening: Petition denied: “You will not have no peace” (13:1)
En 13:1–2
En 13:3–10 Autobiographical

Message of judgment:
Enoch is sent to Asael.
Intercession:
Enoch is asked to write a petition
on behalf of the Watchers. He
writes it and reads it aloud. Then
he sees night visions and brings
the content to the watchers.

Section 2: The Document of Truth and Reprimand: En 14:1–16:4
Opening:“This document is the words of truth and reprimand”
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(cont.)
Reference
En 14:1–7
En 14:8–25

En 15:1–
16:4

Form
Autobiographical

Action sequences
Message to the Watchers
Throne vision
Content of Enoch’s vision.
Enoch ascends to heaven to the
heavenly throne chamber.
Message from the Most High,
Enoch sent to the watchers

Speech sequences
The petition is denied.

Blame for sexual
commingling of heaven and
earth
Rise of evil spirits from the
giants
Destruction of watchers,
giants, and evil spirits

End: Petition denied: “ You will have no peace” (16:4)

We will here concentrate on two elements that are important for the
structure of the whole Watcher Story: retrospection, creating narrative parallels; and recurring phrases, creating beginnings, ends, and
themes.
Retrospection:
The second part of the Watcher Story, the Enoch Story, opens in the
following way: “Before these things Enoch was hidden, and none
among men knew where he was hidden and where he was and what
had happened with him. And his deeds (were) with the watchers and
with the Holy Ones in his days” (En: 12:1–2; Eth.). In the next sequence
the Rebel Story is retold and Enoch is sent to reprove the watchers. It
thus becomes clear that the Enoch Story starts before the rebellion of
the watchers and the story line goes parallel with it, even though it is
narrated afterwards. This retrospection makes parts of the two stories
parallel: both the heavenly watchers and Enoch are sent to the rebel
watchers from the Most High. Initially, both the heavenly watchers
and Enoch are staying in heaven.
We think we can observe the same narrative phenomenon between
the intercession in 13:3–10 and the Document of Truth and and Reprimand beginning in 14:1. In the first sequence it is said that Enoch had
nightvisions, but the content is very summarily recorded (13:8). The
story continues by telling the reader that Enoch went to the watchers
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and delivered the message. The next section refers back to the nightvisions of Enoch: “In this vision I saw in my dream what I now speak . . .”
(14,2). Thus the story here looks back on what happened earlier and
fills in the earlier story line with the content of the throne vision.
Beginnings, ends, and themes:
In Part 1, section 1, both subsections end with the same motif: the
cry/noise from the earth/humans to heaven (7:6 and 8:4). This motif
is placed in the beginning of section 2 (9:1–3). This cry from the earth
turns the story from the devastation of the watchers and giants to the
heavenly reaction and intervention. The motif of cry/noise is overcome in the last sentence of Part 1. On the restored earth “peace and
truth will be united” (11:2).
Part 2 starts by telling the reader that Enoch is sent to the watchers
to reprove them. The autobiographical sequence (12:3–6) ends with
the statement that the petition from the watchers is denied: “They will
have no mercy or peace” (12:6, also stated in v. 5). The appeal from the
watchers is already mentioned in En 10:10. The watchers will petition
for their children, the giants; they hope for their eternal life. This possibility is turned down. The same kind of statement opens Enoch’s message of judgement in 13:1: “You will not have peace” (13:1). The same
statement ends the whole story in 16:4: “You will have no peace.”
The two themes cry from the earth and petition denied form an antithetic parallel. The two parts are structured according to two kinds of
utterances from earth to heaven: the cry of despair from the human
race and the cry for survival from the watchers. The first cry is heeded,
the second is turned down. This antithetic parallel becomes very clear
at the end of the two parts: “Peace and truth will be united” (11:2) and
“You will have no peace” (16:4).
We have described this Enochic myth as “founding” in the way that
those events that determine the fate of humans take place in primordial time. In this sense “founding” has two meanings. On the one
hand the myth is etiological; it describes events that have severe consequences for humans in the future. The rebellion of the watchers once
took place at the beginning of history. Even through the watchers are
imprisoned, humans still live with the consequence of their rebellion.
From the bodies of their sons, the giants, evil spirits will arise to haunt
humans in their everyday life.
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On the other hand, there is the question of whether the myth is also
paradigmatical in the sense that it forms a pattern that humans can
recognise in their own world. Are the codes of forbidden sexuality,
forbidden violence, and forbidden knowledge still transgressed in the
world of the composers? What about the protagonists, the rebellious
watchers, and the giants? Does the primeval imagery evoke any kind
of recognition for intended readers? The primeval dramatic events, the
battle of the giants, the imprisonment of the watchers and the flood—
are they only primeval or do they have an echo in the world known at
the time the Watcher Story was composed?
There is clearly a time line in the narrative, a “now” of the reader
and a “then” of the events recorded. The question is, however, whether
the reader should only be placed somewhere at the end of the seventy
generations that are predicted before the great judgment (En 10:12), or
whether he also belongs somewhere in the narrative itself. Why does
the narrative shift from narrative mode to speech mode in the middle
of the dramatic events and not at the end of them? The narrative shifts
from the ordinary narrative mode of the past to direct speech to allow
speaking about the future not until the prediction of the renewed earth
in En 10:15–11:2, which will certainly lay in the future of any reader.
The narrative shifts to speech mode at the moment when the Most
High enters into action against the misery on earth, from En 10:1f.
He sends the heavenly messenger to announce what will become the
future fate of the protagonists: the salvation of a remnant of humanity
(10:1–3); the healing of the earth through the imprisonment of Asael
(10:4–8); the destruction of violence through the battle of the giants
(10:9–10); and the final confrontation of evil through the imprisonment of Shemihazah (10:11–14). There are traits in the literary structure of the myth that allow the readers to be placed here in the middle
of the events as well, as the ones who under the burden of oppression
and false knowledge are crying out to the Most High that he must
now intervene in an insane world. This paradigmatic meaning of the
myth is complex, because we cannot read the myth as an allegory of
historical events. The myth is an amalgam of different imaginations
and experiences transposed and anchored in the divine world, but it
lives on according to a principle of recognition; the reader must in one
way or another feel at home in the world of the myth.
We have now concentrated on what we have called the episodic
structure of the myth, as it appears on the surface. The literary web of
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the narrative allows us, however, to go beyond this surface and ask for
the constitutive elements. We call these constitutive literary elements
“segments”; they are those basic threads of narration that keep the
narrative together. These segments exist in the myth synchronically as
seen in the final composition of the Watcher Story; they are not the
same as the diachronic literary layers that we have analysed previously.
To understand the myth, both procedures are fruitful, both historically
to look behind the final composition for the growth of the myth, and
literarily to look beyond the narrative for the deeper structures. The
myth as it communicates now is more that the addition of different
layers through its growth; it has its own communicative power as a
composition of its own.
We have sought out three segments of the narrative: the flood segment, the rebellion segment, and the Enoch segment.
Segment 1: Flood story:
We have observed that there is an echo of the Genesis primeval history in P’s version in the Watcher Story. The first part, En 6–11, begins
with the corruption of the earth and the increasing violence. It continues with the divine intervention through the heavenly “look” at the
earth. Then the narrative shifts to a divine speech: The hero will escape
the flood; his offspring will be saved; the earth will bring fruitfulness,
people will multiply; and God will never again send a flood. The passages that here refer to Genesis follow the same linear order as the
Genesis flood story. This means that even though the Watcher Story
has a shift in form and perspective from a report of events that are
taking place to a speech about events that will come, it has the same
basic structure as the Genesis flood story. We will later also examine similarities to Atrahasis. This underlying structure is important to
notice, because it is this structure that keeps the narrative together.
The story relates events that lead up to the flood and events that come
after the flood, antediluvian and postdiluvian, even though there are
other features that dominate the story.
Segment 2: Rebellion of the Watchers:
In the story, the rebellion of the watchers and its consequences, and
the flood are intimately woven together. This is not done in the way
that the one story is only added to the other in a sequential order;
the rebellion of the watchers is written into the flood story. When
we follow the events connected to the watchers and giants, we see
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that they are interwoven with the events from the flood story, starting
with the corruption of the earth through intercourse, teaching and
violence, causing the cry from the earth. This forms the background
for the judgment of the watchers and giants, parallel to the flood, and
in opposition to the salvation of the righteous, ending with the restoration of the earth.
This is the dominant structure of En 6–11. It both uses and suppresses the flood structure. Through the adaptation of the rebellion of
the watchers into the flood story the dichotomy of the Watcher Story
is created: the groups from the rebel story, the watchers and giants, are
oppressing the group from the flood story, the human beings. This is
done in this way: the negative characteristics of the humans as they
are found in the Genesis flood story are portrayed either as the acts
of the watchers and giants or as direct consequences of these acts.
Compared to Genesis and Atrahasis this means that the watchers and
giants, as antediluvian beings, are cast in the same role as the antediluvian human race. The controversy in the Watcher Story is between the
watchers/giants and the Most High and his heavenly companions, in
the same manner as the controversy is between the humans and God/
gods in Genesis and Atrahasis.
Segment 3: Enoch Story:
Part 2 of the Watcher Story, En 12–16, is told as a separate Enoch
Story added to the Rebel Story. However, as stated earlier, the story
begins by referring to Enoch’s stay with the watchers. When Enoch
starts to act, we are somewhere in the Rebel Story. When the Rebel
Story shifts focus from earth to heaven, the watchers remaining in
heaven are those who become aware of the cry from the earth. These
heavenly messengers are sent to pronounce the judgment against the
watchers and giants (En 10:4–16a). In the Enoch Story, Enoch is present in heaven when it all starts and he is sent to reprove the watchers
and giants (En 12:4–13:3). Furthermore, the Enoch Story presupposes
throughout the events of the Rebel Story but creates an antithetic parallel. While the plot of Rebel Story is formed out of the cry from the
earth and the positive divine response to this cry, the plot of the Enoch
Story is formed out of the petitions from the watchers and the negative
divine response to their petition. The turning point of both plots is the
glimpse into what takes place in heaven, in the Rebel Story among the
Most High and the Holy Ones, in the Enoch Story through Enoch’s
visionary removal to the heavenly throne chamber.
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Segments seen together:
The plots of the Watcher Story are formed according to these three
segments: 1. The flood story; 2. The rebellion of the watchers; 3. The
Enoch Story. The flood story forms the deepest segment, since it on
the one hand has delivered the basic structure to the narrative, and
on the other hand is subdued in the telling of the story. The rebellion
is told “over” the flood story, thus forming the dominant plot. The
Enoch Story is narrated after the two first segments, but as a story
it runs parallel. It thus functions as the third segment of the narrative. The plot of the whole Watcher Story is formed through the interplay of these segments, by the creation of two kinds of dichotomies
between segment 1 and 2: the opposition between the watchers/giants
and the humans and the opposition between the watchers/giants and
the heavenly beings. There is also created a dichotomy between segments 2 and 3: the cries from humans and watchers respectively and
their different outcomes.
In the following we will proceed with our discussion along these
lines, analysing each segment and its relation to the others. We will
place each segment into a broader context, in relation to the Hebrew
Bible, writings from the Second Temple period, and the Mesopotamian
context. In analysing the flood story in Genesis we observed how the
non-P commentators of the P narrative included more details from
the Mesopotamian tradition than what was given in P’s version. We
will observe the same in the Enochic scribal tradition. Once Enoch
has first appeared in the two oldest compositions, the Astronomical
Book and the Watcher Story, with links to Mesopotamian versions of
the primeval history, the Enochic scribes continue to use this context
as a reservoir to make a more complete picture of their primeval hero.
This means that the picture of Enoch as it has evolved in the Enochic
scriptures was not an inner Enochic exegesis of previous Enochic writings, but a continous recollection of traditions connected to primeval
sages and above all to the first primeval sage in Mesopotamian primeval traiditions. Enoch, as he appears in the compilation 1 Enoch,
was not gradually invented only through an inner Jewish discussion;
he was given a more and more full portrait through an ongoing adaption and confrontation with already existing Mesopotamian traditions
about what knowledge meant as the foundation of civilization and
legitimation of power. The Mesopotamian traditions were already at
hands, the Enochic writers could gradually use them for their theological purposes.
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The Flood in the Watcher Story
The Flood Structure in the Watcher Story
and in the Priestly Source

In itself the Watcher Story could have been told without any reference
to the flood. The flood is not a presupposition either for the plots connected to the watchers, or to the giants. There is in itself no connection between sexual mixture of the divine and human or teaching of
divine secrets and the flood; there is no connection between the birth
of giants and oppression by the giants and the flood. In a similar way
the fate of the watchers and the giants is not connected to the flood.
The watchers are imprisoned in the underworld; the giants kill each
other in battle—so why the flood? Most likely because it belonged to
the repertoire of primeval time in the versions known to the Enochic
scribes. What they wrote was primordial and the flood was, according
to the traditions, known to them as the crucial dividing primordial
event. Accordingly, they wrote their story as an analogy to a flood
story, making three ruptures in the primeval conditions instead of
one: humans drowned, giants killed, and watchers condemned to the
underworld in wait for the final judgment.
How the flood structure orders the events can be seen in a comparison between the P version of the primeval history and the Watcher
Story. In this comparison also significant differences will appear.

Order of events

Genesis P

Watcher Story

Date of the incident

When Jared was 162
years, he begot Enoch.
(5:18)

They were all two
hundred who came
down in the days of
Jared on the top of
Mount Hermon.
(6:6—Aramaic restored,
cf. row 2)

Antediluvian conditions

And the earth was
corrupted before God.
The earth was filled with
violence.
(6:11)

[And they began to sin
and to . . . ] against all the
birds and the [beas]ts of
the earth, [and reptiles
which creep upon the
earth and (creatures) in
the waters and in the]
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(cont.)
Order of events

Genesis P
. . . because all flesh had
corrupted their way on
the earth
(6:12b)
for the earth is filled with
violence because of them
(13b)

Watcher Story
heaven, and the fish of
the sea, and to devour
the flesh [of one another,
and they were] drinking
blood.
(7:5—Aramaic restored,
cf. row 4; cf. creation
story, Gen 1:21, 25)
And there was much
impiety, and they
commited fornication
and were led astray and
they were corrupted in
all their ways.
(8:2—GrPan, cf. row 5)

Divine reaction

God looked upon the
earth, and behold, it was
corrupted, because all
flesh had corrupted their
ways on the earth.
(6:12)

8:4

And the voice went
up to heaven. 9:1 Then
Michael and Sariel and
Raphael and Gabriel
looked down from the
sanctuary of heaven
upon the earth, and saw
much blood was shed
upon the earth, and the
whole [earth] was filled
with evil and violence
against the ones who
were killed. 9:2 [And
upon entering, the four
watchers and holy ones]
said to one another that
the voice and c[r]y [of
the spirits and of the
souls of the sons of the
earth reach] up to the
gates of heaven. 9:3 And
they said to the holy
ones of h[eaven] that the
soul[s of the men] are
making their suit and
sa[ying] . . .
(8:4–9:3—Aramaic
restored, cf. row 6)
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(cont.)
Order of events
Address to Noah

Genesis P
God said to Noah, “The
end has come for all
flesh before me, for the
earth is full of violence
because of them. And
behold, I will destroy
them along with earth.”
(6:13)
And I behold will bring
the flood of waters over
the earth to destroy all
flesh in which there
is the breath (spirit)
of life under heaven.
Everything on the earth
shall die.
(6:17)

Rescue of Noah and his
descendants

But I will establish my
covenant with you; and
you shall come into the
ark, you, your sons, your
wife, and your sons’
wives with you.
(6:18)
Cf. 9:1:
God blessed Noah and
his sons . . .
Cf. 9:12:
God said, “This is the
sign of the covenant
that I make between
me and you and every
living creature that is
with you, for all future
generations . . .”

Watcher Story
And then the Most High,
the Great and Holy
One, spoke and sent
Arsyalalyur to the son
of Lamech, and said to
him: ‘Say to him in my
name, “Hide yourself,”
and reveal to him the
end which is coming, for
the whole earth will be
destroyed, and a deluge
is about to come on all
the earth, and what is in
it will be destroyed.
(10:1–2a—Ethiopic, cf.
rows 9–10)
And teach him that he
may escape, and his
offspring shall remain
in all the generations of
the world.
(10:3—GrPan, cf. row 11)
And destroy iniquity
from [the face of the
earth, and every wicked
deed will disappear. A
p]lant of righteousness
[will appear] and it will
becom[e a blessing].
(10:15–16—Aramaic
restored, cf. row 13)
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(cont.)
Order of events

Genesis P

Watcher Story

New world order

God blessed Noah and
his sons and said to
them: “Be fruitful and
many and fill the earth”!
(9:1)

[And now all the rig]
hteous shall escape and
they shall [be alive until
they have beget tho]
usands, and all the days
of [your youth and your
old age shall be fi[lled]
with peace.
10:17b—Aramaic
restored, cf. row 14)

And you, be fruitful and
multiply, swarm the
earth and multiply on it.
(9:7)
Cf. 1:28a:
God blessed them and
God said to them: ”Be
fruitful, multiply and fill
the earth”!
and just as I gave you
the green plants, I give
you everything.
(9:3b)
Cf.1:11–12:
Then God said, “Let
the earth put forth
vegetation: plants
yielding seed, and fruit
trees of every kind on
earth that bear fruit
with the seed in it.” And
it was so. 12 The earth
brought forth vegetation:
plants yielding seed of
every kind, and trees
of every kind bearing
fruit with the seed in it.
And God saw that it was
good.
Cf. 1: 29:
God said, “See, I have
given you every plant
yielding seed that is
upon the face of all the
earth, and every tree
with seed in its fruit; you
shall have them for food.

[Then all the earth
shall be made in]
righteousness and all of
it shall be plante[d with
trees and filled] with
blessing, and all the trees
[of the earth which they
desire shall be planted
on it. And they shall
plant on it gardens, and
every garden which] will
be planted on it [shall
make a thousand jars(?)
of wine, and every seed
which will be sown on it,
every single seah, shall
make a th]ousand.
(10:18–19—Aramaic
restored, cf. row 15)
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(cont.)
Order of events
Promise: never again a
flood

Genesis P

Watcher Story

I establish my covenant
with you, that never
again shall all flesh be
cut off by the waters of
a flood, and never again
shall there be a flood to
destroy the earth.” 12 God
said, “This is the sign of
the covenant that I make
between me and you
and every living creature
that is with you, for all
generations forever . . .
(9:11–12)

Any wrath or scourge
I will never more send
upon them until the
generations of eternity.
(10:22b—GrPan, cf. row
16)

. . . and the waters shall
never again become a
flood to destroy all flesh.
(9:15b)

The table demonstrates how the order of events connected to the flood
echoes the order of events in the priestly narrative of Genesis. We also
see clearly, however, how the corruption of creation through the misdeeds of humankind in Genesis is transposed to the misdeeds of the
giants, and as a consequence of the teaching of the watchers.
There is one feature that is important to notice: the creation from
the creation story in Gen 1is both left out and implied. The Watcher
Story does not begin with a creation story. This is not because the
Enochic scribes did not know any created order; it is implied in the
created order destroyed by the watchers and the giants. We see traces
of the created order as it is described in Gen 1 in the decription of the
antediluvian conditions. Thus an actual account of creation is left out
of the Watcher Story deliberately. The primeval history does not start
with a creation, but with a rebellion in heaven.
There is, however, one other place where traces from the creation
story in Gen 1 appear; this is in the delineation of the renewal of
the earth. Here the Watcher Story echoes the new world order of P’s
account, but changes the perspective. There is a strange kind of continuity between Noah, his descendants, and the inhabitants of the
renewed earth on the one hand, and a discontinuity on the other. The
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continuity is stronger if we choose the longer text of Syncellus to En
10:3. Here the motif of the everlasting plant already appears in the
address to Noah (cf. the notes to row 11). In the shorter text of GrPan
and the Ethiopic text tradition it is only stated in 10:3 that the descendants of Noah will remain forever, which is more in accordance with
the Genesis text. The explicit eschatological dimension comes first in
10:16f. Here the Enochic scribes have read features from the creation
story into the picture of the restored creation, thus making the rupture
between the world there is and the world to come much more radical
than in the Genesis text. What is described in the sequence 10:15–11:2
is not the conditions that follow the flood as the new world order in
P, but conditions of an eschatological character that lie ahead also for
the intended audience of the narrative.
The eschatological outlook in 10:16b–11:2 is to be divided into three
sequences: first the fruitfulness in human life and in nature, where we
find the echo from the creation story (10:16b–19); then the cleansing
of the earth from all impurity (10:20–22); and at the end the blessing
of the earth, which may be seen as an analogy to the end of the creation story in Gen 2:2–3 where the Sabbath is blessed as the fulfilment
of the whole creation (11:1–2).
In the first sequence the text slides between a metaphorical usage of
images of nature and a concrete meaning. Both usages are attested in
biblical parlance. The descendants of Noah in the new era are designated as a “plant of righteousness,” ( נצבת קושׁטא10:16).97 The closest
biblical parallels to this metaphor are to be found in Is 60:21; 61:3:
Your people shall all be righteous; they shall possess the land forever.
They are the plant of my garden, the work of my hands, so that I might
be glorified.
(Isa 60:21)
They will be called oaks of righteousness, the planting of the LORD, to
display his glory.
(Isa 61:3b)

In a similar way the expression “all the deeds of righteousness will
be planted” is metaphorical (Is 32:17). The planting and sowing in
10:18–19 are, however meant concretely, as a description of fruitfulness. The people will plant trees and vines and sow seeds, and they will

97

For a fuller discussion of the metaphor, cf. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 444–45.
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harvest to make an abundance of wine, grain, and oil. The description
of this kind of fruitfulness as a result of God’s blessing is traditional
in the Hebrew Bible (Ps 107:37; Is 16:10; 27:2; 37:30; 65:21; Jer 31:5;
Ezek 28:26; Am 9:14).98 The description of the eschatological era in Is
65:17–23 comes closest to the whole image in En 16b–19:
17

For I am about to create new heavens and a new earth; the former
things shall not be remembered or come to mind. 18 But be glad and
rejoice forever in what I am creating; for I am about to create Jerusalem
as a joy, and its people as a delight. 19 I will rejoice in Jerusalem, and
delight in my people; no more shall the sound of weeping be heard in
it, or the cry of distress. 20 No more shall there be in it an infant that
lives but a few days, or an old person who does not live out a lifetime;
for one who dies at a hundred years will be considered a youth, and one
who falls short of a hundred will be considered accursed. 21 They shall
build houses and inhabit them; they shall plant vineyards and eat their
fruit. 22 They shall not build and another inhabit; they shall not plant and
another eat; for like the days of a tree shall the days of my people be,
and my chosen shall long enjoy the work of their hands. 23 They shall not
labour in vain, or bear children for calamity; for they shall be offspring
blessed by the LORD—and their descendants as well.
(Is 65:17–23)

Thus there is a difference between the Watcher Story and Genesis P in
the way the Watcher Story is constructed, placing the creation at the
end and not at the beginning. What appears in the beginning in the
Watcher Story is human increase as in the Genesis story of creation;
however, this increase is immediately threatened by cosmic instability,
both through the rebellion in heaven, the mixture of the human and
the divine, and the devastation of the earth. The consequences on the
earth are signalled through a constant cry from humankind.
The cry from the earth and the humans reoccurs through the Watcher
story. We find it first after the initial description of the devastating acts
of the giants, En 7:6. The Greek word used here is ἐντυγχάνω, “petition,

98
Nickelsburg maintains that the planting of the vine at this place is dependent of
Noah planting the first vineyard in Gen 9:20, cf. Ibid., 227. If we do not start by supposing that the Enochic scribes had the whole of Genesis in our present form before
their eyes, we do not find this reference very likely. The context in En 10:19 is not
Noah, but the people living in the eschatological era. The planting and harvesting of
vine, grain and oil as a sign of God’s grace is traditional in the Hebrew Bible. The
setting of Noah’ planting of a vineyard in Gen 9:20 is totally different. The text reads:
“Noah, a man of the soil, was the first to plant a vineyard. 21 He drank some of the
wine and became drunk, and he lay uncovered in his tent.”
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complain,” which presupposes Aramaic קבל.The same “complain” is
repeated after the teaching of the watchers in En 8:4. This is the concluding line before the heavenly beings and the Majesty enter into
action. There is Aramaic text for the passage:
[ולק ֯בל ֯מעבד ֯ק]צת אנשא[ מן ארעא ו֯ ֯ק]לה
֯
סלק ק]דם שמיה
̇
(4QEna 1 iv, 5–6)

The translation especially in relation to the first lacuna is not quite
easy, so we include the relevant line from the two Greek versions
(Eth. is about the same as GrPan ): τῶν οὒν ἀνθτρώπων ἀπολλυµένων ἡ
βο[ὴ] εἰς οὐρανοὺς ἀνέβη, “and when humans began to perish, a cry
ascended to heaven” (GrPan); καὶ ἤρξαντο οἱ ἄνθρωποι ελαττοῦσθαι
ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς, “and humans began to decrease on the earth” (GrSyn, with
a longer continuation, which seems to be an elaboration of the original
text). In the Aramaic text the common meaning of the second word
in the clause, מעבד, is “work, deed.” This word is not reflected in the
translations. We take the “deed” to refer to the acts of the watchers
in the previous passage and translate the two first words “because of
the deed.” The third word is reconstructed as קצת, “end part,” or “last
part.” This would give the translation: “the last part of humans from
the earth.” A verbal phrase is then missing in the line, corresponding to
“perish” or “decrease” in the Greek translations. If we let out the final
taw in the reconstruction and simply read קץ, “end,” this verbal phrase
would be covered: “Because of the deed, the end of humans from the
earth.” This would be fairly close to the corresponding Hebrew construction in Gen 6:13: קץ כל־בשׂר בא, “the end has come for all flesh.”
The translation of the whole Aramaic clause would then be: “Because
of the deed, the end (came) for humankind on the earth and their cry
ascended to heaven.” The sound is here called קל, qāl, which means
“noise” in general and “cry, scream” more specifically.
The passage dealt with has two contexts in the Watcher Story. The
repeated “noise, cry, scream” must be seen in contrast to the end of
the Rebel Story: “And then truth and peace will be united together for
all the generations of humanity” (En 11:2).99 The “end of humankind”
must be seen in relation to the beginning of the whole story: “When the
sons of men had multiplied” (En 6:1). The multiplication of human-
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Translation from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 31.
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kind turned toward annihilation through the acts of the watchers and
giants, because they had to toil for the giants, and they were victims of
the giants’ violence and the watchers’ forbidden knowledge.
This theology is far removed from the theology of the priestly source
where creation is praised day by day through the acts of creation, and
where creation in the end is praised as very good, so that God can rest.
In fact, as we have seen, there is a paradox here in the priestly narrative between the stability of creation in Gen 1:1–2:3 and the corruption
of creation before the flood. At this point there is no paradox in the
Watcher Story. Creation is perverted already in the beginning and this
situation is threatening the existence of humankind. Only at the very
end can creation rest in peace. This kind of theology has in fact a closer
resemblance with Atrahasis than with Genesis.
2.4.2 The Human-Divine Mixture and the Giants
As we have seen, Genesis and Atrahasis follow each other closely in
structure, both in the order of events connected to the flood story
and in the overall structure of the antediluvian period. The greatest
difference lies in the role of the creation story at the beginning of P’s
narrative. While P shows how the world is changed from a chaotic
state to the state of cosmic order, Atrahasis already in its opening
line signals the perilous situation of the world. What the poet will
describe took place in a situation inūma ilū awīlum, “when the gods
were human.” This confusion of the human and divine had disastrous
consequences. It first led to an organisation of the cosmos causing
rebellion in the divine world. In the solution to this crisis the gods
confused the human and the divine once more. They did not create a
lullû-man, an uncivilized creature that nevertheless could have done
the forced labour for the gods; they rather created an ilu-man, a mixture of the divine and earth:
Let one god be slaughtered!
And the gods be thereby cleansed!
In his flesh and blood,
let Nintu mix clay (ṭiṭtụ )!
Both god and man (ilumma u awīlum),
may they mix together in clay!
(Atrahasis I iv, 208–213)

The god slaughtered was the rebel god; in his flesh and blood the gods
mixed clay to make the new creature. Humans accordingly got his
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ṭēmu, “planning capacity” or “intelligence.” The name of the rebel god,
Ilawēila, signalled the nature of humans; in the name we see the signs
of two parts god and one part human.
Atrahasis records the creation of human once more; this time
humans are created through birth from lower female divinities impregnated by Enki, the god of wisdom. They are born in seven pairs in
order that they increase rapidly. This rapid growth prepares for the
next plot of the story, the rapid growth of humankind. Thus Atrahasis signals the impending danger connected to the confusion of the
human and divine in two ways, both by the creation of humans from
the substance of a god and through a divine conception. This perilous
situation is signalled through the whole epic by the word rigmu, the
“noise, cry” keeping the gods’ attention on the fact that something is
severely wrong in the creation.
The plot in the Watcher Story is constructed differently, but many
of the elements used to create the plot have similarities with Atrahasis.
This is so above all in the basic theme of the two narratives, the mixture of the human and divine. In both places this is expressed in highly
mythical terms: in Atrahasis through the creation of humans from a
divine substance mixed with earthly substance and through a divine
conception and birth; in the Watcher Story through the impregnation
of earthly women by divinities. The result is in both places the same:
the creation of a race of antediluvians that disturbed the cosmic order.
Why the mixture of the human and divine is constructed in exactly
this way in the Watcher Story is an issue we will return to.
The motif of rebellion in the divine world is also present in both
stories. In Atrahasis the rebellion of the lower gods against the higher
gods led to the creation of humans so that they could toil for the gods.
In the Watcher Story the rebellion led to the birth of giants so that
humans had to toil for them.
The motif of human increase belongs to both stories, but is treated
differently. In Atrahasis this is seen as a threat to the gods and humans
are killed off through disasters and nearly annihilated through the
flood. In the new world order the gods make new conditions for
humans so that their number should be held at an appropriate scale.
In the Watcher Story the watchers and the giants are the real threat
to the divine order. The story starts with human increase and humans
are nearly perishing because of the forced labour and violence of the
giants. In this role humans are the victims both of the intrusion of
the watchers and the violence of the giants. They are, nevertheless,
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infected by the evil and belong to the corrupted world that has to
be annihilated through the flood. But humans as such are no danger
for creation. Where Atrahasis ends with a new world order in which
humans become mortal and will be reduced in number because of
demonic affliction, the Watcher Story portrays an eschatological era
for humans where they will live long lives and multiply.
In both stories there is “noise.” The noise in both places signals
that something is wrong in creation and in both places it is the noise
that gets the divinities’ attention and makes them act. However, the
noise takes many forms in Atrahasis (cry of suffering and rebellion
under the burden of labour, sound of vitality, cry in despair etc.); in
the Watcher story there is only one kind of noise, the cry in despair
from the human race.
When we observe how similar elements in the two stories are put
together in different plots, it is not difficult to see what makes the
basic difference between the two stories. In Atrahasis there is only one
kind of antediluvian being living on the earth, the humans. They are
according to the myth itself not humans in the same way as postdiluvian humans. The antediluvian humans were destroyed in the flood,
except for the flood hero and his family who survived, and at least in
the Gilgamesh version were removed to the gods. The antediluvian
humans could not die and had the power and intelligence to threaten
the cosmic order. For readers belonging to another culture these creatures could be interpreted in different ways. They could, as we have
seen it in P’s version of antediluvian history, be stripped for their
extraordinary capacities and portrayed simply as humans. They could,
however, as we have seen it in Pseudo-Eupolemus, be interpreted as
giants:
Eupolemus in his On the Jews says the city of Babylon was first founded
by those who had escaped the flood. They were the giants who build the
tower recorded in history. But when the tower was ruined by the act of
God, the giants dispersed over the whole earth.
(Praeparatio Evangelica IX, 17, frg. 1)

According to this passage there were some antediluvians escaping
the flood. They were giants and they built the great city of Babylon.
Pseudo-Eupolemus conflates the tradition of antediluvian giants with
the story of the tower of Babel in Gen 11:1–9.
In the Watcher Story there are three kinds of antediluvian beings
living on the earth before the flood: the watchers, the giants, and human
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beings. We will return to the watchers below; for now we will concentrate on the giants. The idea of antediluvian giants could have been
caused by a split of the image of antediluvian humans. If some traditions treated them as ordinary human beings and other traditions
treated them as superhuman beings, new traditions could make out of
the split image two kinds of beings living in antediluvian time, both
ordinary humans and superhuman beings. This may sound theoretical and speculative, if we were not in the position to show that this
actually was done.
The first creation of humans in Atrahasis received a reinterpretation
in the first millennium by placing parts of an enthronement ritual for
the king into the context of creation in primordial time. The myth the
Creation of Humankind and the King is surely based on the creation
scene in Atrahasis.100 The myth begins in the same way as Atrahasis with
the description of the toil of the lower gods. Bēlet-ilī realises that the
labour of the gods is too heavy; hostility has broken out (lines 5–7).
The higher gods have to create a figure of clay and impose the labour
on him. In the following creation scene a lullû amēlu, “ordinary
human being” is created to carry the workload of the gods. Nothing
is said here about the slaughtering of a god or any kind of mixture of
the divine and human, as we found in Atrahasis. What is created is the
ordinary human being, as perceived by the Babylonians.
There follows, however, a second creation act; one more kind of
human was created in primeval time, the king. He is, accordingly,
another kind of creature, of another nature and rank than ordinary
human beings:
Bēlet-ilī, you are the mistress of all gods,
you have created ordinary man (lullû amēlu),
now shape the king, the man of counsel (malīku amēlu)
Surround his stature with good,
form his appearance harmonical, make his body beautiful!
Then Bēlet-ilī shaped the king, the man of counsel.
(Creation of Humankind and the King rev. 31–36)

The Akkadian phrase translated as “man of counsel” points in two directions. The king, as we will see in the next quote, both has immediate
access to the counsel of the gods, and is equipped with the wisdom to
make the right decisions. In this last meaning milku, “advice, counsel”
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Cf. ch. I 1.3.3.
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comes close to the ṭēmu, “planning capacity,” that man got from the
slaughtered god in the creation scene of Atrahasis. When the king is
created, he is equipped in the following way:
They gave to the king the battle of the great gods:
Anu gave his crown, Ellil ga[ve his throne],
Nergal gave his weapons, Ninurta ga[ve] his radiance
Bēlet-ilī gave [him] a beautiful appearance
Nusku gave counsel and advice and stood in his service.
(Creation of Humankind and the King rev. 37–41)

The king is given the divine insignia to represent their rulership on the
earth, and his task is above all to engage in warfare.
Thus we see that here the creation of the antediluvian humans in
Atrahasis is in fact split into two kinds of creatures from primordial
time. The one kind is ordinary humans, who are ordained to toil for
the gods, represented by the king; the other kind is the kings, belonging to a different kind of creation, with divine equipment, immediate access to the gods, and the task of doing battle for the gods. The
origin of these two different classes of humans goes back to primeval
time, but according to the myth the division continued through history. Every Babylonian king, enthroned in a proper way, belonged to
this superhuman kind bearing the divine insignia of power.
The next question is whether this higher class of humans could be
perceived as giants. In the postdiluvian section of the biblical primeval
history this is in fact the case. We have already commented on the
table of nations which follows after the flood story. The fundamental
structure of this table is formed by P: Gen 10:1a, 2–5, 6–7, 20, 22–23,
31, 32. This structure is elaborated by non-P, as we see for instance in
10:8–12. The sons of Ham are listed by P in 10:6–7 as Kûš (Nubia),
miṣrayim (Egypt), pûṭ (Libya) and ḵĕnāʿan (Canaan). P continues to
list the sons of Kûš; these sons designate areas bordering the southern
Red Sea, mostly on the Arabian side.101 In 10:8–12 the geographical
location shifts:
8

Cush became the father of Nimrod; he began to be a giant on the earth.
He was a giant hunter before the LORD; therefore it is said, “Like Nimrod a giant hunter before the LORD.” 10 The beginning of his kingdom
was Babel, Erech, and Accad, all of them in the land of Shinar. 11 From

9
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Cf the discussion in Westermann, Genesis, 682–684.
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that land he went into Assyria, and built Nineveh, Rehoboth-ir, Calah,
and 12 Resen between Nineveh and Calah; that is the great city.
(Gen 10:8–12)

What the text describes is the foundation of the Babylonian and Assyrian empires, assigned to the legendary king Nimrod, of whom we
know nothing except the notice in Mic 5:3 where Assyria is called the
land of Nimrod. Most of the cities are, however, recognizable as great
Meopotamian cities: Babel, Erech, Akkad, Nineveh, and Calah. The
confusion lies in the idea that the origin of the Mesopotamian empires
should have anything to do with Cush( Nubia).
The text seems to belong to the same literary layer as Gen 4, belonging to the history of culture and civilization in non-P.102 In Gen 4:17b18 we have argued that the first city was founded by Enoch who named
it after his son, Irad, seeing in Irad a reflection of Eridu. This city was
the first city founded according to the antediluvian lists of kings. The
first city founded according to the Sumerian King List was, however,
Kish. When the two lists were conflated, Kish became the first city
after the flood. Thus the beginning and the end of the antediluvian
section of the Extended Sumerian King List:
When kingsh[ip] had come down from heaven,
kingship (was) at [Eri]du.
At Eridu, Alulim <was> king;
he reigned 28,800 years.
(Extended Sumerian King List, MS G i, 1–4)
Five cities; eight kings ruled 385,200 years.
The flood swept over.
After the flood had swept over,
when kingship had come down from heaven,
kingship (was) at Kish.
(Extended Sumerian King List, MS G i, 35–41)103

We find it therefore probable that in the transmission of the tradition
in Gen 10:8, the names Kush (Nubia) and Kish had been confused.
If so, the Mesopotamian empires were not founded by a descendant
of Kush (Nubia), but by a descendant of the first city after the flood,
Kish.

102
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Cf. ch. II 8.1.
Texts according to Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 119–21.
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Nimrod is described in the following way: הוא החל להיות גבר
( בארץGen 10:8). The verb  חללin the Hiphiel often has the meaning “begin.” Whether this means that he was “the first to be” as it
is taken in many translations is quite possible according to the use
of the verb in Gen 4:26 and 9:20. If so, this contradicts Gen 6:4 where
it is clear that giants also existed before the flood. As we have seen,
this would not be the only issue where there is a difference between
Gen 6:1–4 and the rest of the primeval history. The word גבר, gibbōr,
is an adjective, masc. sing.; we find the same form in the plural in
Gen 6:4. The word means more generally “vigorous, mighty,” more
specifically it designates a military hero, as we find for instance in
Ezek 32:20. Even though there may be a discrepancy regarding dating
the giants to antediluvian or postdiluvian times, the explanatory note
at the end of 6:4 seems to be well-suited to ancient warrior-kings like
Nimrod: “These were the giants from ancient time, the famous men.”
Thus the writer of Gen 6:1–4 conflates the tradition of the primeval
giants and nephilim of Canaan and the tradition of warrior-kings in
Mesopotamia with the Shemihazah narrative about the birth of giants
in antediluvian times.
The writer of Gen 6:1–4 interprets the giants from the Shemihazah
narrative as antediluvian warriors or warrior-kings. Even though the
language in the Shemihazah narrative is more loaded mythologically,
this is well-suited to the meaning of this story as well. The giants do
not continue the sins of their fathers. They do not teach forbidden
knowledge and they do not have illicit sexual relations with women;
they do violence. Thus the description of them functions as an ironic
portrayal of the acts of these kinds of warriors. There is no end to
their greed:
And they became pregnant by them and bore giants three thousand
cubits high, who were born on the earth according to their birth and
became great according to their youth, and who were devouring the
labour of all the sons of men and men were not able to supply them. But
the giants conspired to slay men and to devour them. And they began
to sin against all the birds and the beasts of the earth, and reptiles which
creep upon the earth and (creatures) in the waters and in the heaven,
and the fish of the sea, and to devour the flesh of one another, and they
were drinking blood.
(En 7:2–5)104
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Cf. the Aramaic fragments: 4QEna 1 iii, 16–21; and 4QEnb 1 ii, 20–25.
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Accordingly, their fate is sealed as well; they are doomed to act according to their nature:
Go, Gabriel, to the bastards, to the half-breeds, to the sons of miscegenation; and destroy the sons of the watchers from among the sons of men;
send them against one another in a war of destruction.
(En 10:9).105

There is a resemblance between this fate of the antediluvian warriors
and the laments the prophet Ezekiel is instructed to sing over Pharaoh
and his mighty army in Ezek 32. Pharaoh and his warriors are to be
killed in battle:
I will cause your hordes to fall by the swords of mighty ones (gibbôrîm),
all of them most terrible among the nations. They shall bring to ruin the
pride of Egypt, and all its hordes shall perish.
(Ezek 32:12)

When they descend to the nether world, they will see that the place is
inhabited by mighty warriors:
They shall fall among those who are killed by the sword. Egypt has been
handed over to the sword; carry away both it and its hordes. 21 The
mighty chiefs (gibbôrîm) shall speak of them, with their helpers, out of
the midst of Sheol: “They have come down, they lie still, the uncircumcised, killed by the sword.”
(Ezek 32:20)

The section 32:20–26 is structured as burials of four great peoples
represented by their leaders and warriors: Egypt, Assyria, Elam, and
Meshech-Tubal (in Asia Minor). They all fell by the sword and are all
buried in disgrace. This fate contrasts with the burial of the gibbôrîm
from ancient times.106 They are buried with their weapons as a sign of
honor:
And they do not lie with the giants who fell in distant times,107 who went
down to Sheol with their weapons of war, whose swords were laid under
their heads, and whose shields are upon their bones; for the terror of the
giants was in the land of the living.
(Ezek 32:27; translation mine)
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Translation from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 29.
Cf. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, 783–90.
107
Emending מﬠרלים, “from the uncircumcised,” to מﬠולם, “from distant times,”
according to LXX ἀπὸ αἰῶνος.
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We have with most commentators made a correction in the text. MT
reads עונתם, “their guilt” are upon their bones, supported by LXX:
καὶ ἐγενήθησαν αἱ ἀνοµίαι αὐτῶν ἐπὶ τῶν ὀστῶν, “but their iniquities
were upon their bones”. We have emended  עונתםto צנתם, “shields,”
because “their guilt” makes no sense in the original structure of the
text.108 It is, however, clear that both the text tradition of MT and LXX
found the honorable description of the ancient giants too positive; they
read “guilt” instead. Most likely it was also within this text tradition
that the last line of the passage was added, taken from the end of the
description of Assyria in 32:23. The ancient giants we buried with their
guilt: כי־חתית גבורים בארץ חיים, “for the terror of the giants was in
the land of the living.” We are then not far removed from the image
of the giants in the Watcher Story.
The story of the giants is one of the features that make the Watcher
Story different from Atrahasis and Genesis. Into the structure of the
flood story the Watcher Story has adopted another myth, the myth of
the primeval giants. They are adopted in an ironic, negative way. They
are in the Watcher Story no ancient heroes; they are instruments of
destruction. They are not, as in the Mesopotamian King List tradition,
kings bestowed with vitality to live for thousands of years. They are,
like the tradition about the creation of the king, a kind of superhuman
figure, equipped by the gods to engage in warfare, but the result is as
in Ezekiel: they destruct themselves in a disgraceful death.
The image of the giants has, however, two sides. They are in the
Watcher Story made antediluvian. Nimrod, the first giant according to
Gen 10:8–12, is not antediluvian. He is the first to build an empire, suggesting that there were others after him. The king in Babylonian royal
ideology was at the very beginning created as superhuman, different
from ordinary humans; this status applies, however, to every enthroned
Babylonian king. There are primeval gibbôrîm in Ezek 32:17–27, but
there are also the gibbôrîm of the present time. If we read the Rebel
Story (En 6–11) simply etiologically, the story does not make sense at
all. The story does not tell about the origin of a superhuman warrior
class living on earth through history because this class exterminated
itself already in primeval time. If we add the Enoch Story the giants
will continue their existence through the evil spirits (15:8–16:1). This is
etiological because the death of the giants explains how evil continued
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Cf. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, 778.
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to exist after the flood. It is, however, not strictly etiological concerning the giants; as mighty warriors they do not continue to exist. This
opens the door for a paradigmatic reading of the concept of primeval
giants. The story about them is not constructed simply to explain their
origin, but to mirror something going on in the world of the writer.
We are then close to the world of Ezek 32:17–27, the mighty warriorkings with their armies destroy each other in battle and die without
honor.
The lament in Ezek 32:17–27 concerns Pharaoh, who will encounter a fate similar to the other great kingdoms: Assyria, Elam, and
Meshech-Tubal. The fall of Babylon is not mentioned. This makes it
likely to date the original form of the lament at the beginning of the
exile.109 The kingdoms mentioned have all suffered severe defeats on
the battlefield. This has consequences for the dating of the earliest layer
of the Watcher Story, the Shemihazah narrative, to which the giant
story belongs. There is no need to think that the giants in the Shemihazah narrative reflect one specific historical event, for instance, the
kings in the Diadochan wars. The image of mighty warriors destroying
each other in battle existed long before. Accordingly, the years around
300 BCE are no longer an anchor for the terminus a quo of the earliest
part of the Watcher Story.
If the giant story is to be read paradigmatically, this most likely
applies to the other parts of the Rebel Story. As we have seen, there is
an ambiguity in the transition from the corrupted earth to the renewed
earth. There is continuity in the way that the renewed earth comes
after the flood at the same place as the new world order in Genesis
and Atrahasis. There is discontinuity because the renewed earth is
described with eschatological features never experienced by the audience of the story. According to En 10:2 “the end” is proclaimed to
the son of Lamech, and the end is the flood. This is reflected in its
own way in the Apocalypse of Weeks. Here the flood is designated
“the first end” in the second week (En 93:4) foreshadowing “the end,
the great judgment,” ( קץ דינא רבא4QEng 1 iv, 23 = En 91:15) in the
tenth week.110 In the Apocalypse of Weeks there are two ends, the first
foreshadowing the last; between them is the whole history of human-

109
Cf. Ibid., 782; for the historical setting in general, cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, vol.
13/1, BK. Neukirchen-Vluyn 1969, 12–23.
110
Cf. Kvanvig, “Cosmic Laws and Cosmic Imbalance,” 150–51.
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kind. In the Watcher Story the two ends are seen together; the end, the
flood, mirrors the final end.
This transposition of the image of the flood from primeval time to
events in later times is well-known from Babylonian historiography.111
When Sennacherib laid siege of Babylon in 689 BCE he described it
as a great flood:
I dug canals in the middle of that city, flooded its terrain and caused
even its foundations to disappear. I carried this out so that my destruction surpassed that left by the Flood. To make it impossible, in any
future time, for the location of that city or the temples of the gods to
be identifiable, I dissolved it in the waters and wiped it out, (leaving the
place) like flooded ground.
(Bavian Inscriptions, 52–53)112

The same event is described in the following way by the scholars of
Esarhaddon:
Filled with wrath and planning harm, Marduk, the Enlil of the gods,
decided on the destruction of the country and the extinction of (its)
inhabitants. The Araḫtu, an abundant watercourse, (set moving) like the
deluge, released downstream an unrestrained torrent, a violent deluge, a
mighty inundation. It swept over the city, its dwellings and sacred places,
and reduced them to rubble.
(Inscriptions of Esarhaddon, episode 3–10)113

In the Poem of Erra the primeval flood functions as a paradigm for the
catastrophe the writer describes in his own days:114
I shall rise up from my dwelling and the
control of heaven and earth will be undone.
The waters will rise up and go over the land.
Bright day will turn into darkness.
A storm will rise up and cover the stars of heaven.
An evil wind will blow and the vision of
people and living things will [be obscured?]
(Poem of Erra I, 170–175)115

111
112
113
114
115

Cf. ch. I 4.
For text, cf. Luckenbill, The Annals of Senacherib, 83–84.
For texts and discussion, cf. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles, 24–25.
Cf. ch. I 4.
Translation according to Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” 408.
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We find a similar use of flood imagery in the Hebrew Bible. In the
oldest reference to the flood outside Genesis, the flood is used as an
example of what took place when YHWH let Babylon destroy Judah:
7

For a brief moment I abandoned you, but with great compassion I
will gather you. 8 In a flood of wrath ( )בשׁצף קצףfor a moment I hid
my face from you, but with everlasting love I will have compassion on
you, says the LORD, your Redeemer. 9 This is like the days of Noah to
me: Just as I swore that the waters of Noah ( )מי־נחwould never again
go over the earth, so I have sworn that I will not be angry with you and
will not rebuke you. 10 For the mountains may depart and the hills be
removed, but my steadfast love shall not depart from you, and my covenant of peace ( )ברית שׁלומיshall not be removed, says the LORD, who
has compassion on you.
(Isa 54:7–10; translation mine)

Here the בשׁצף קצף, “flood of wrath” made YHWH forget Judah
and send the people into exile in the same manner as he once caused
destruction by sending the מי־נח, “waters of Noah”; and just as YHWH
at that time promised that he would never again send a flood on the
earth, he now promises that he will never again rebuke the people.116
The “flood” is here used metaphorically both as the divine punishment of the people and as an everlasting promise. This transition from
destruction to an everlasting “covenant of my peace,” ברית שׁלומי, is
interesting in regard to the transition from the flood to the renewed
earth in the Watcher Story, which ends:
And truth and peace will be united together for all the days of eternity
and for all the generations of humanity.117
(En 11:2)

The flood is in the Watcher Story a marker between two ages; it takes
on a double aspect: in the primeval history as the marker between
antediluvian and postdiluvian time; in the time of the author as a
future marker of the transition between the present age and the coming eschatological age. The function in the actual plot of the Watcher
Story is, however, more unclear. VanderKam, who maintains that the
direction of influence goes from Genesis to the Watcher Story, thinks
that the Enochic scribes expanded on Gen 6:1–4 in order to create a

116
Cf. the discussion in D. M. Peters, Noah Traditions in the Dead Sea Scrolls, vol. 26,
SBLEJL. Atlanta 2008, 25–26.
117
Translation from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation, 31.
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parallel version of the primeval history where the flood was given a
proper motivation. The Genesis narratives were felt to be insufficient
to form the background for such a great catastrophe. Through the devastating acts of the watchers and giants, infecting also humankind, it
was made clear that God had to make an end for his creation. Reading Gen 6:1–4 along with the Watcher Story the reader would have a
broader context for understanding the devastating nature of the event
in Gen 6:1–4.118
There are problems in this interpretation. Even though humans may
be seen as accessories in the Watcher Story, starting to put into practice what the watchers had taught, the basic guilt so clearly lies on the
watchers themselves, making an oath of rebellion in heaven. In this
sense humans are victims in the Watcher Story more than in Genesis.
Accordingly, there is a paradox in the Watcher Story: human’s cry for
help from God, and he answers by drowning them in a flood. If the
Watcher Story really should give a reason for the flood, felt lacking in
Genesis, why are the watchers and giants not drowned? Their punishment is separate, being imprisoned waiting for the final judgment, and
killing each other in battle. Reading Genesis, including the last comment in Gen 6:1–4, the picture seems different. Since the theme of the
antediluvian sons of God or the giants—nephilim—is not picked up
again in the story we may presume that the final commentator thought
that these creatures really were drowned in the flood. In this sense the
flood made an end to the whole corruption of the earth in Genesis.
The paradox in the Watcher Story may best be explained according to tradition. The flood hits humans because this feature belonged
to the firm tradition of the primeval history. It marked the transition
between two periods, the antediluvian and the postdiluvian, allowing
the writer of the Watcher Story to reinterpret the postdiluvian world
order as a new eschatological age. As a marker of an interruption of
two periods the flood also became a magnet for other decisive events,
the imprisonment of the watchers and the destruction of the giants.
The reason why the watchers and the giants were not drowned in the
flood would most likely have been that this idea was not written or told
in any of the traditions available to the Enochic writers at that time.
The giants were not drowned in a flood; they were killed in battle, as
we have seen in Ezekiel. Examining the traditions of the flood as the
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Enochic scribes knew them from Genesis and the Mesopotamian versions, they did not find anywhere that the flood struck gods or a lower
class of gods. Examining the whole range of Mesopotamian traditions
about antediluvian time, there were certainly other beings on the earth
in primeval time, but they did not die in the flood.
2.5

The Rebellion in the Watcher Story

2.5.1 The Watcher Story and the Poem of Erra
S. Bhayro has suggested that the overall image of the rebellion in the
Watcher Story must be seen in relation to the Poem of Erra.119 The
poem was one of the most well-known literary compositions in first
millennium Babylonia, and there is the possibility that the Enochic
scribes knew it. The most obvious reason to focus on this poem is
that it, in the same manner as the Watcher Story, has the flood story,
as we know it from Atrahasis, as background for a new plot placed
within a history known by the writer and his audience. Bhayro goes,
however, into a much more detailed discussion of the relationship,
suggesting that the Jewish scribes were influenced by the poem in their
construction of the plot of rebellion in the Watcher Story. The point of
departure is for Bhayro the same as it has been for us in the previous
discussion. How can we explain the shift in perspective in the Watcher
Story from a story where humans were destroyed in the flood to a
story where humans were destroyed by the giants?
We have previously discussed the Poem of Erra in detail, so we do
not need to repeat the content of the poem here. Bhayro draws attention both to the basic plot of the poem and to concrete features in the
poem that he thinks parallel the Watcher Story.
Like the Watcher Story, the poem is a rebellion story. In the case of
Erra his mission of destruction demands the removal of Marduk from
his palace, whereas the mission of the angels in En 6–11 is a rebellious
act against the Most High. The result of the rebellion is in both places
the same, an upheaval for the inhabitants of the earth.

119
S. Bhayro, “Noah’s Library: Sources for 1 Enoch 6–11,” JSP 15 (2006): 163–77,
165–69. We have suggested that the Poem of Erra in several ways forms an interesting
parallel to the Watcher Story in Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 181–84, 318.
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To aid Erra in his destructive plan, seven divine warriors are enlisted.
These seven agents of destruction are the product of a union between
Anu, i.e. heaven, and the earth:
When Anu, king of the gods, impregnated Earth,
She bore the Seven Gods for him and he named
them Sebitti.
(Poem of Erra I, 28–29)120

Thus there is a parallel to En 6–11, where the giants were also the
product of the two realms, heaven and earth. The destruction carried
out by Erra and the Seven also parallels the destructive acts of the
giants.
In more detail, Bhayro sees a parallel between Erra’s comand to
Marduk not to heed the cry from the people121 and the cry from the
people in En 7:7; 8:4; 9:2, 10. Furthermore, it appears that Erra taught
weaponry in the same manner as the watchers did in En 8:1 and 9:9:
He who knew nothing of weapons—his sword was drawn,
He who knew nothing of archery—his bow was taut,
He who knew nothing of fighting—set to the fray.
(Poem of Erra IV, 7–9)122

Bhayro maintains a basic similarity concerning the role of the flood.
Humans are not, as in the flood stories, wiped out by the flood, but
destroyed by the giants in the Shemihazah narrative and by Erra and
the Seven in the poem. This presupposes, however, Bhayro’s reconstruction of the Shemihazah narrative, where the episode of the flood
is left out.
We are a bit hesitant concerning some of the assumed parallels. Erra
orders Marduk not to heed the cry from the people; this is in fact the
opposite of what takes place in En 6–11 where the Most High responds
to the cry. It is nowhere stated that Erra teaches weaponry, neither in
the quoted passage itself, nor in its context. What is described is how
chaos and upheaval break lose in Babylon when Erra enters. The Seven
are born from a union of heaven and earth, but the Seven are not
giants or any kind of human warriors; they are well-known demons
in Babylonian mythology. And what is most disturbing in drawing a
120

Translation according to Dalley, “Erra and Ishum,” 405.
The passage is defined as II, 51 in Ibid., 410; and as II C2, 51 in Foster, Before
the Muses, 895.
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Translation from Foster, Before the Muses, 901–2.
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line that is too tight between the compositions is the difference in the
plots. In the Watcher Story a fundamental concern is to describe the
removal of the evil intruders on the earth, both the watchers and the
giants. This is far removed from the plot of the Poem of Erra, where
the plot is concerned with how divine rage, beyond human control,
will always be a part of human experience.
We will not deny that the Poem of Erra is an interesting story to
be read in parallel with the Watcher Story, mostly for three reasons:
the poem stores interesting information about mythical conceptions
from the first millennium; the poem has a plot that demonstrates how
humans can be victims of a rebellion in the divine world, beyond their
control; the poem displayes a hermeneutics with traits similar to the
Watcher Story: the primeval flood is used as a backdrop for a new
catastrophe hitting humans later in history. We do not think that the
Poem of Erra has influenced En 6–11 in the same manner as we think
that traditions from the Mesopotamian flood strory have influenced
both Genesis and the Watcher Story. Nevertheless, the Poem of Erra
demonstrates a way of thinking mythologically in the first millennium
which is informative for our understanding of the Watcher Story.
2.5.2 The Watchers in Daniel 4
We think, in order to procede in our discussion of the Watcher Story,
that we need to continue where we left off in the proceeding chapter.
Our question was: who else besides humans were on the earth in primeval time? We found that there were traditions about giants living
there at that time. The third group which was placed on the earth was
the watchers. As we have seen, this designation is used throughout
the story for the heavenly beings.123 The designation “watchers” for
heavenly beings is used quite frequently in writings from the Second
Temple period, but a closer examination shows that they are all dependent on the Watcher Story and demonstrate the diffusion of this story.124 They can therefore not be used as separate sources in order to
understand the background of this designation. This is different in the
123

Aramaic: ]בנ[י עיריא, “[the so]ns of the watchers,” 4QEnb 1 iv, 6 = En 10:9;

ו[ארו ﬠ]י[רא, “[and] behold, the wa[tc]her,” 4QEnc 1 v, 19 = En 12:3; “ לﬠירי שׁמ]יאof

the watchers of hea[ven],” 4QEnc 1 vi, 8 = En 13:10, Greek: ἐγρήγοροι (GrSyn to 6:2);
µετὰ τῶν ἐγρηγόρων, καὶ µετὰ τῶν ἁγίων (GrPan to 12:2, so also Eth.).
124
The Hebrew and Aramaic evidence is as follows: CD ii, 18; 1QapGen ii, 1, 16;
vi, 13; vii, 2; 4QEnGiantsa 7a, 7; 7b i, 4; 4QEnGiantsf 1 xxii, 5; 1 xxvii, 19; 4QEng 1 iii,
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court tale about Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in Dan 4. The Watcher Story
and Nebuchadnezzar’s dream lie widely apart and there is no reason
to see dependence one way or another. So if we see some common
denominators between the two compositions relating to the watchers,
we may be on the right track to trace the background and meaning of
this designation.
The story about Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in Dan 3:31–4:34 (MT)
comes as the fourth incident told about Daniel and his friends at the
courts of Babylonian and Persian kings (Dan 1–6). Like most of these
tales it is told in Aramaic (Dan 2:4b–7:28). The story is formed as a
royal declaration from king Nebuchadnezzar to all peoples, nations,
and languages throughout the world (3:31–33). The opening narrative in 4:1–5 contains a motif occurring in several of the court tales.
The scholars at the court are not able to interpret a divine message;
the only one able to do this is Daniel through a revelation from the
Most High. In Dan 2 and 4 this message comes as a dream, in Dan 5
as a mysterious writing on the wall. In the dream reported by the king
(4:6–15) he sees a huge tree reaching to heaven and visible to the ends
of the earth.125 The description of the tree shows that it is a cosmic tree,
and when it appears later in the story, the tree symbolises the king
himself. The closest parallel in the Hebrew Bible is Ezek 31 where the
tree symbolises the Assyrian king.126 The cosmic tree as a symbol of
the royal power of the king is a well attested motif in Mesopotamian
art.127 In the dream a watcher and holy one appears to proclaim that
the tree will be stripped bare, so only the naked trunk will remain,
encapsulated in metal fetters.128 The fate of the tree is said to signify the
fate of the person it symbolises. His heart will be changed from human
to animal for the duration of seven years. Nebuchadnezzar reports
this dream for Daniel who gives it an interpretation (4:16–24). The
tree is Nebuchadnezzar himself. He will lose his royal power and be

21; 4QEnGiantsc 1, 1, 3; 36, 1; 4QEnGiantsd 2, 7; 4QBirth of Noah 1 ii + 2, 15; 4QVis
of ‘Amramd 22, 1; 4QDa 2 ii, 18.
125
In structure we follow Collins, A Commentary on the Book of Daniel, 221–232.
126
Cf. the synopsis of hubristic kings in Isa 14 and Ezek 28 compared to kings
symbolised as trees in Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 464–68.
127
Cf. the discussion in K. Koch, “Gottes Herrschaft über das Reich des Menschen.
Dan 4 im Licht neuer Funde,” in Die Reiche der Welt und der kommende Menschensohn, ed. M. Rösel, Gesammelte Aufsätze. Neukirchen-Vluyn 1995, 83–124, 111–17. cf.
also K. Koch, Daniel, vol. 12/6, BK. Neukirchen-Vluyn 2005, 424–26.
128
For this interpretation, cf. Koch, “Gottes Herrschaft,” 109.
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expelled from the human society to share the conditions of animals for
seven years. If he then realises that heaven is sovereign, his kingdom
will be restored. The story continues with the fulfilment of the dream
(4:25–30). In the midst of the king’s boasting of his own glory a voice
from heaven pronounces his loss of kingship. He is driven away from
human society and his appearance is changed to that of a monstrous
animal, with hair like eagle feathers and nails like bird claws. After the
appointed period, however, Nebuchadnezzar realises that the power
and glory belong to the Most High, and he is reinstalled as king.
At crucial places in this story the watchers appear:
חזה הוית בחזוי ראשׁי על־משׁכבי ואלו עיר וקדישׁ מן־שׁמיא נחת׃ קרא
בחיל וכן אמר גדו אילנא וקצצו ענפוהי אתרו עפיה ובדרו אנבה תנד
חיותא מן־תחתוהי וצפריא מן־ענפוהי׃
13

“I continued looking, in the visions of my head as I lay in bed, and
there was a watcher and holy one, descending from heaven. 14 He cried
aloud and said: ‘Cut down the tree and chop off its branches, strip off
its foliage and scatter its fruit. Let the animals flee from beneath it and
the birds from its branches.
(Dan 4:10–11 MT; 4:13–14)

בגזרת עירין פתגמא ומאמר קדישׁין שׁאלתא עד־דברת די ינדעון חייא
די־שׁליט עליא במלכות אנושׁא ולמן־די יצבא יתננה ושׁפל אנשׁים יקים
עליה׃
The decision is by the decree of the watchers and message of the holy
ones on the matter asked about, in order that all who live may know that
the Most High has power over the kingdom of men, so that he gives it to
whom he will and sets the lowliest of human beings over it.129
(Dan 4:14 MT; 4:17; translation mine)

ודי חזה מלכא עיר וקדישׁ נחת מן־שׁמיא ואמר גדו אילנא וחבלוהי ברם
עקר שׁרשׁוהי בארעא שׁבקו ובאסור די־פרזל ונחשׁ בדתאא די ברא ובטל
שׁמיא יצטבע ועם־חיות ברא חלקה עד די־שׁבעה עדנין
יחלפון עלוהי׃
And whereas the king saw a watcher and holy one descending from
heaven and saying, ‘Cut down the tree and destroy it, but leave its stump

129
We have translated  שׁאלתאwith ”on the matter asked about,” cf. J. A. Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Daniel, ICC. Edinburgh
1927, 327; followed by Collins, A Commentary on the Book of Daniel, 210. The root
 שׁאלis frequent in the Hebrew Bible in the context of consulting the divinity, cf.
R. I. Thelle, Ask God. Divine Consultation in the Literature of the Hebrew Bible, vol. 30,
BBET. Frankfurt am Main 2002, 41–72. This is also the case with šâlu in Akkadian,
cf. CAD sub šâlu A1d, 278.
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and roots in the ground, with a band of iron and bronze, in the grass of
the field; and let him be bathed with the dew of heaven, and let his lot be
with the animals of the field, until seven times pass over him.’
(Dan 4:20 MT; 4:23)

There should be no doubt that the double designation עיר וקדישׁ,
“watcher and holy one” is the same kind of being as those designated
in the same way in the Watcher Story. However, even though the
scholarly discussion about the background and meaning of the phrase
has been massive, the result has been meagre. J. J. Collins finds the
most intriguing parallel in the Phoenician History of Philo Byblios,
which refers to the “Zophasemin,” the heavenly observers” in a cosmological context, but concludes: “No conclusions can be based on
such an enigmatic reference, however.”130
K. Koch refers to CAD sub êru, “to be awake” for a close parallel
but do not follow up the reference.131 As we have seen earlier,132 this
quotation in CAD is taken from a ritual invoking the stars as the deities of the night:
(you) three watches of the night
you the wakeful, watchful, sleepless, never sleeping ones—
as you are awake, watchful, sleepless, never sleeping,
you decide the fate of those awake and sleeping (alike).
(Prayer to the Stars, KAR 58 rev. 12f.) 133

However, if the watchers of Dan 4 and the watchers in the Book of
Watchers are the same kind of beings, they cannot be stars. The watchers and the stars are mentioned together in En 18:12–16 and 19:1–2.
The watchers in 19:1–2 are explicitly described as the watchers from
the Watcher Story; the stars in 18:12–16 are explicitly described as
those who “did not come out at their appointed times” (18:15), clearly
referring to the Astronomical Book (En 80:6–7). The two groups are
somewhat related—they suffer the same kind of punishment—but they
are kept distinct.
According to our opinion, S. Bahyro is on the right track, because
he seeks the background and meaning within the context given in Dan

130
Collins, A Commentary on the Book of Daniel, 225–226. I have discussed the
same probability myself, but I am now inclined to draw the same conclusion as Collins, cf. Kvanvig, Roots of Apocalyptic, 308–312.
131
Koch, Daniel, 422.
132
Cf. ch. I 3.3.
133
Cf. CAD sub êru, 326.
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4, the scholars at the court of Nebuchadnezzar. Bhayro finds that עיר,
derived from the root עור, “awake, watchful,” relates in meaning to
the Akkadian verb barû, with the general meaning “see” and the more
special meaning “watch over.”134 The corresponding noun bārû is the
designation for the Babylonian diviner engaged in haruspexology. In
short, the “watchers” in Dan 4 refer to the Babylonian diviners.
Bhayro arrives at his conclusion by a close reading of the first line
of Dan 4:14:  ;בגזרת עירין פתגמא ומאמר קדישׁין שׁאלתאin his translation: “The message is in the oracle of the watchers and the word of
the priests is the dream portent.”135 According to Bhayro, the passage
is brimming with mantic terminology, and we think in many respects
he is right. It is quite possible to read the noun גזרה, as “cutting,” as
referring to the mantic practice to cut a sheep in pieces to inspect the
liver, corresponding to the verb  ;גזרthus the translation “oracle.” We
also think he is right in seeing in  שׁאלתאa mantic term, although
we would prefer the more general “answer according to consultation
of the divinity,” to the more specific reference to the šāʾilu, “dream
interpreter.”
There are, however, several problems connected to making the
“watchers” the bārû. The first is related to the word itself. When the
verb barû is reflected in the noun bārû, the connection does not lie
in the meaning “see, watch over,” but in the meaning “see, inspect.”
Accordingly, there is no relation in meaning to Aramaic  עירwith the
meaning “be awake” or “watch over.” When Bhayro takes the noun
 גזרהwith the meaning “cutting/oracle of the watchers,” i.e. the bārû,
he has to account for why the same root is used as a designation for a
special group of scholars in Daniel,  גזריןin Dan 2:27; 4:4; and 5:11. If
the root  גזרrefers to the cutting in pieces of animals, and accordingly
the profession of the bārû, why are these “cutters,” גזרין, singled out
as one group of scholars among many others at the royal court and
designated according to their profession, if they in reality are the ʿîrîn,
the “watchers” bringing the message from the Most High? And there
134
Bhayro, The Shemihazah and Asael Narrative, 23–25. There is a problem
to define exactly to what root  ﬠירbelongs. The HALOT Lexicon lists two relevant
roots; the quite common ﬠור, which in several Semitic languages, including Hebrew
and Aramaic, has the meaning “wake up,” cf. Akkadian êru; and the more rare root
ﬠיר/ﬠר, which is attested in Hebrew and other Semitic languages in the meaning “protect, keep, guard,” cf. for instance Deut 32:11; Job 8:5 and Mal 5:12, and the overseers
of Egypt in 4QpapJubh 2 v, 25.
135
Ibid., 24.
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is one even more severe obstacle. Why are the bārû descending from
heaven? In the whole Babylonian tradition, they are definitely diviners
on earth. As we have seen, the first of them, Enmeduranki, ascended to
heaven, but the whole point in this composition is that he went back
to the earth to reveal his knowledge so that it could remain the secret
lore of the guild of the bārû through generations. And when the bārû,
Aramaic gāzrîn, “cutters,” appear in Daniel, they are definitely a group
of professionals on earth.
To proceed, we need more information about the court to which
Daniel is attached in the court tales. As we have seen, we know quite
a lot about scholars, especially at the Assyrian court, through the correspondence between the scholars and the king.136 We may assume
that the picture at the Babylonian court was not very different. K. van
der Toorn has made a comparison to the court of the tales of Daniel.137
The impression is that the writers of these tales have some information
about how the conditions at royal court could be, but not specifically
in the sense that they could rely on any kind of inside information.
The general skepticism of the king to uncritically rely on his scholars
as we find it in the tales is well attested in the Assyrian correspondence. The uncertainty of the scholars regarding how to interpret the
message from the divinity is also attested. In the letters we also clearly
see that the scholars often were in strife, as reflected in the ups and
downs of Daniel’s career at the court. In fact there are several compositions dealing with this issue. Van der Toorn here pays special attention to the fate of the protagonist in Ludlul bēl nēmeqi and the fate of
the scribe Urad-Gula as it appears in letters to the king Assurbanipal.138
A similar fate is also described in the Aramaic story of Aḥiqar, placed
at the court of Esarhaddon.139
Daniel and his friends came, like most of the Babylonian scribes,
from the higher classes of society; they were recruited from the royal
family and the nobility (Dan 1:3). As we have seen in Enmeduranki and
the Diviners concerning the bārû, they should be without any physical
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Cf. ch. I 3.4.
K. van der Toorn, “Scholars at the Oriental Court: The Figure of Daniel Against
Its Mesopotamian Background,” in The Book of Daniel. Composition and Reception,
ed. J. J. Collins and P. W. Flint, VTSup. Leiden 2001, 37–54, 38–42.
138
Ibid., 42–51. For edition of Ludlul, cf. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature,
21–62. For Urad-Gula, cf. also Hurowitz, “Tales of Two Sages,” 76–94.
139
Cf. Kottsieper, “The Aramaic Tradition: Ahiqar,” 120–24. Cf. ch. I 3.1 above.
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defect and with intellectual skills: “young men without physical defect
and handsome, versed in every branch of wisdom, endowed with
knowledge and insight” (Dan 1:4). In the basic education of the Babylonian scribes they were trained in reading and writing Akkadian;
in addition, they had to know the literary tradition.140 Daniel and his
friends should be taught: ספר ולשׁון כשׂדים, “the literature and language of the Chaldeans” (Dan 1:4).
Daniel is not portrayed as a mantic sage in the court tales;141 nevertheless, the scholarly environment he is placed into is recognizable
from the Babylonian sources. This is also the case with the kind of
scholars described as Daniel’s Babylonian colleagues. These are listed
several places in the court tales:142
Dan 1:20:
 ַח ְרטֹם, “dream interpreter”; Akkadian: ḫarṭibi 143
 ַא ָשּׁף, “exorcist”; Akkadian: āšipu
Dan 2:2:
 ַח ְרטֹם, “dream interpreter”; Akkadian: ḫarṭibi
 ַא ָשּׁף, “exorcist”; Akkadian: āšipu
 ְמ ַכ ֵשּׁף, “sorcerer”; Akkadian: kaššāpu
 ַכּ ְשׂ ִדּים, “astrologer”; Akkadian: ṭupšarru
Dan 2:10:

 ַח ְרטֹם, “dream interpreter”; Akkadian: ḫarṭibi
 ַא ָשּׁף, “exorcist”; Akkadian: āšipu
 ַכּ ְשׂ ָדּי, “astrologer”; Akkadian: ṭupšarru

140

Cf. van der Toorn, Scribal Culture, 55–59.
Cf. A. Bedenbender, “Seers and Mantic Sages in Jewish Apocalyptic (Daniel and
Enoch),” in Scribes, Sages, and Seers. The Sage in the Easern Mediterranean World, ed.
L. G. Perdue. Göttingen 2008, 258–70, 260–65. We think that Bedenbender underestimates the importance of the scribal milieu in the court tales in understanding the
role of Daniel, cf. J. N. Lawson, “ ‘The God Who Reveals Secrets’: The Mesopotamian
Background to Daniel 2.47,” JSOT 74 (1997): 61–76.
142
Cf. for the following van der Toorn, “Scholars at the Oriental Court,” 39;
A. Lenzi, “Secrecy, Textual Legitimation, and Intercultural Polemics in the Book of
Daniel,” CBQ 71 (2009): 330–48, 334–36.
143
Egyptian loanword both in Hebrew/Aramaic and Akkadian. The word can designate a magician more generally (Ex 7:11, 22; 8:3, 14f.; 9:11), but sometimes the ability to interpret dreams is in the forefront (Gen 41:8, 24). In Neo-Assyrian the word
means “dream interpreter,” cf. AHw sub ḫarṭibi, 328.
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Dan 2:27:
 ַח ִכּים, “scholars, experts”; Akkadian: ummânū
 ַא ָשּׁף, “exorcist”; Akkadian: āšipu
 ַח ְרטֹם, “dream interpreter”; Akkadian: ḫarṭibi
ֽ ָגּזְ ִרין, “diviners”; Akkadian: bārû
Dan 4:4:
 ַח ְרטֹם, “dream interpreter”; Akkadian: ḫarṭibi
 ַא ָשּׁף, “exorcist”; Akkadian: āšipu
 ַכּ ְשׂ ָדּי, “astrologer”; Akkadian: ṭupšarru
ֽ ָגּזְ ִרין, “diviners”; Akkadian: bārû
Dan 5:11:

 ַרב ַח ְר ֻט ִ ֣מּין ָ ֽא ְשׁ ֗ ִפין ַכּ ְשׂ ָדּ ִא ֙ין גָּ זְ ִ ֔רין, “chief of the dream interpreters, the
exorcists, the astrologers and diviners.”
During the reign of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal there were 16 men
forming the “inner circle.” They were quite generally designated with the
title rab, “chief ”: rab ṭupšarrī, rab bārê, rab āšipī, etc.144

 ַח ְרטֹם, “dream interpreter”; Akkadian: ḫarṭibi
 ַא ָשּׁף, “exorcist”; Akkadian: āšipu
 ַכּ ְשׂ ָדּי, “astrologer”; Akkadian: ṭupšarru
ֽ ָגּזְ ִרין, “diviners”; Akkadian: bārû
We have accordingly the following professions represented at the court
in Daniel:
 ַח ִכּים, “scholars, experts”; Akkadian: ummânū
ֹ ַח ְרט, “dream interpreter”; Akkadian: ḫarṭibi
 ַא ָשּׁף, “exorcist”; Akkadian: āšipu
 ְמ ַכ ֵשּׁף, “sorcerer”; Akkadian: kaššāpu
 ַכּ ְשׂ ָדּי, “astrologer”; Akkadian: ṭupšarru
ֽ ָגּזְ ִרין, “diviners”; Akkadian: bārû
Of these, four groups are recognizable from the courts of the NeoAssyrian kings: the ummânū as a generic term for “scholars, experts,”
āšipu, ṭupšarru, and bārû. There is at least one anomaly in the lists in
Dan 2:2 and 5:11, the inclusion of the kaššāpu, “sorcerer,” among the
royal scholars. The sorcerers belonged to the “black magicians,” whose
activities the other groups of “white magicians” aimed to conquer.145 It
is very unlikely to find such a group represented at the royal court. The
dream interpreter, commonly designated šāʾilu, is not represented at
144

Cf. ch. I 3.4.
Cf. Y. Sefati and J. Klein, “The Role of Women in Mesopotamian Witchcraft,” in
Sex and Gender in the Ancient Near East, ed. S. Parpola and R. M. Whiting. Helsinki
2002, 569–87, 569.
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the Assyrian court. There is, however, the possibility that this profession could have been attended to by the āšipu, since it seems as if the
āšipu by the Neo-Assyrian period had subsumed dream interpretation
within his professional expertise.146
Scholars have long realised that the depiction of Nebuchadnezzar
in Dan 4 is related to how the last Babylonian king Nabonidus is portrayed in the sources.147 What called forth the radical change in Nebuchadnezzar’s status from a king symbolised by the cosmic tree to an
animal was his presumptuous boast:
29

At the end of twelve months he was walking on the roof of the royal
palace of Babylon, 30 and the king said, “Is this not magnificent Babylon,
which I have built as a royal capital by my mighty power and for my
glorious majesty”? 31 While the words were still in the king’s mouth, a
voice came from heaven: “O King Nebuchadnezzar, to you it is declared:
The kingdom has departed from you! 32 You shall be driven away from
human society, and your dwelling shall be with the animals of the field.
You shall be made to eat grass like oxen, and seven times shall pass over
you, until you have learned that the Most High has sovereignty over the
kingdom of mortals and gives it to whom he will.”
(Dan 4:26–29 MT; 4:29–32)

Nabonidus left Babylon and stayed for a major part of his reign in
Teima, in the Arabian Desert. This gave him a bad reputation among
the Babylonian priests, as reflected in the Verse Account of Nabonidus. He was, like Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel, credited with a presumptuous boast, both blasphemous and ridiculous:148
He would stand in the assembly (and) exalt him[self] (as follows):
“I am wise, I am learned, I have seen what is hidden.
I do not understand the impressions made by a stylus, (but) I have seen
se[cret things].
Ilteri has shown me; he has [made known to me] everything.
As for (the series) Moon Crescent of Anu (and) Enlil, which Adapa has
compiled,
I surpass it in all wisdom[m].”
(Verse Account of Nabonidus v, 8’–13’)
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Cf. the references given by Butler, Mesopotamian Conceptions of Dreams, 120–

22.
147

Cf. W. Dommerhausen, Nabonid im Buche Daniel. Mainz 1964; A. Mertens,
Das Buch Daniel im Lichte der Texte vom Toten Meer, vol. 12, SBM. Stuttgart 1971,
34–41.
148
Cf. ch. I 3.4.
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M. Henze has argued that behind this depiction of the fate of Nebuchadnezzar, sharing the conditions with and even being transformed
to an animal, lays the Mesopotamian dichotomy between civilized and
uncivilized life. The Sumerians and Babylonians made use of animal
metaphors in the description of the uncivilized, both in portraits of
mountain and desert people, and in mythic portraits of humans in
their first state of creation before they were bestowed with wisdom
from the gods.149 As we have seen in our discussion of the lullû-man
in Atrahasis, this dichotomy is a basic feature of Mesopotamian urban
identity well represented in a variety of sources.150 Thus when Nebuchadnezzar, reflecting Nabonidus’ absence from Babylon, was driven
away from human civilization to dwell among the animals, he lost
his human status and was even transformed into an animal himself.
The argument is quite convincing, since this human-animal metaphor
was directly applied to a transformation of a creature from animallike to human in the story about the wild man Enkidu in the Epic of
Gilgamesh:
Aruru washed her hands,
she took a pinch of clay, she threw it down in the wild.
In the wild she created Enkidu, the hero,
an offspring of silence, knit strong by Ninurta.
All his body is matted with hair,
he is adorned with tresses like a woman,
the locks of his hair grow as thickly as Nissaba’s,
he knows not at all a people nor even a country.
He was clad in a garment like Šakan’s,
feeding on grass with the very gazelles.
Jostling at the water-hole with the herd,
he enjoyed the water with the animals.
(Gilgamesh I, 101–112)151

While Enkidu is transformed from an animal-like state into a civilized human being, the transformation of Nebuchadnezzar goes in the
opposite direction.152 He loses his kingdom, the foundation of cosmic

149
M. Henze, The Madness of King Nebuchadnezzar, vol. 61, JSJS. Leiden 1999,
90–99.
150
Cf. ch. I 1.3.3.
151
Translation from George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic I, 545.
152
Cf. P. W. Coxon, “Another Look at Nebuchadnezzar’s Madness,” in The Book of
Daniel in the Light of New Findings, ed. A. S. van der Woude. Leuven 1993, 211–22,
218–22.
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stability, and is transformed into a lullû-man. This is a crass humiliation of the king who according to Babylonian royal ideology was created superhuman, different from ordinary man.
We do not think the man-animal metaphor forms the only background to the fate of Nebuchadnezzar in Dan 4.153 Nebuchadnezzar’s
body was deformed, which can be interpreted to mean that he was
struck by some kind of illness. This is the fate that is described for
Nabonidus in the Prayer of Nabonidus where he, while in Teima for
seven years, the same span as Nabuchadnezzar, suffers a severe illness
before he again is restored to power:
1. The words of the p[ra]yer which Nabonidus, king of [Baby]lon, [the
great ]king, prayed [when he was smitten]
2. with a bad disease by the decree of G[o]d in Teima. [I, Nabonidus,
with a bad disease]
3. was smitten for seven years and sin[ce] G[od] set [his face on me, he
healed me]
4. and as for my sin, he remitted it. A diviner (he was a Jew fr[om
among the exiles) came to me and said:]
5. ‘Pro[cla]im and write to give honor and exal[tatio]n to the name of
G[od Most High,’ and I wrote as follows:]
6. ‘I was smitten by a b[ad] disease in Teima [by the decree of the Most
High God.]
7. For seven years [I] was praying [to] the gods of silver and gold,
[bronze, iron,]
8. wood, stone, clay, since [I thoug]ht that th[ey were] gods [ ]
9. [ ]their [ ]
1. ]apart from them. I was made strong again
2. ]from it he caused to pass. The peace of [my] repo[se returned to
me]
(4QPrNab 1, 2a, 2b; 3, 1–9; 4, 1–2)154

We notice that the incident is narrated in first person as in Dan 4.
It starts with a prayer in lines 1–4a. Then comes a narrative passage: Nabonidus was met by a Jewish diviner requesting him to write
a proclamation (lines 4b–5a), like the proclamations that open and
end Nebuchadnezzar’s story (Dan 3:31–33; 4:34). The proclamation
repeats the initial prayer, stressing that during the disease Nabonidus
was praying to pagan gods (lines 5–9). In the preserved lines 1–2 in
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Cf. the discussion in Kvanvig, “Throne Visions and Monsters,” 264–68.
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in The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
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frg. 4 Nabonidus is restored to health in the same manner as Nebuchadnezzar is restored to power.
In line 4 the Jew from the exiles is designated גזר. We have previously equated the designation with Akkadian bārû. We know that
several professions could be called for when a person was ill:
I called to my god, he did not show his face.
I prayed to my goddess, she did not raise her head.
The bārû with his inspection did not determine the cause.
The šāʾilu with his maššaku did not clear up the case.
I beseerched a dream spirit, but it did not enlighten me.
The mašmaššu with his ritual did not dispel evil.
(Ludlul bēl nēmeqi II, 4–9)155

Turning to the story line of the Prayer of Nabonidus both J. J. Collins
and M. Henze read the following episodic structure: The king is ill for
seven years because of his sins; he prays in vain to the pagan gods; he
is then suddenly cured. A Jewish diviner interprets his cure as an act
of the God Most High and asks him to write a proclamation to honor
this god.156 In the overall interpretation of the text several scholars
connect the king’s sin, mentioned in line 4, to his worship of idols,
described in lines 7–8.157 There is nothing explicit in the preserved
text that supports this interpretation. The Jewish diviner introduced in
155
Akkadian text and translation in Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature,
38–39. For translation, cf also Foster, Before the Muses, 398. The bārû was a diviner
whose main expertise was to solicit omens from the gods and to interpret the signs
thus found, cf. the verb barû, “see, look at, examine.” The most common technique for
this was extispicy, inspection of sheep liver. He could, however, also use lecanomacy,
observing oil on water, and libanomacy, observing smoke generated by censer. Cf. W.
Farber, “Witchcraft, Magic, and Divination in Ancient Mesopotamia,” in Civilizations
of the Ancient Near East, ed. J. M. Sasson. Massachusetts 2000, 1895–909, 1904–907.
The šā’ilu was a diviner who by various means sought oracles from the gods, cf. the
verb šâlu, “ask.” The oracle could be delivered through dreams, oneirology, but also
through necromancy, invoking the spirit of a dead. Cf. Oppenheim, The Interpretation of Dreams, 221f.; and CAD sub šā’ilu, 111–12. The mašmaššu is an incantation
priest and can be used as another word for the more common āšipu, the exorcist and
magician called upon to diagnose illness on the basis of medical-magical written documents, and to trying to expel it through incantations and other magical means. Cf.
Biggs, “Medicine, Surgery,” 1919–921. For a discussion of the various experts called
upon by illness, cf. Avalos, Illness and Health Care, 142–72.
156
J. J. Collins, “242. 4QPrayer of Nabonidus ar,” in DJD XXII: Qumran Cave 4,
XVII: Parabiblical Texts, Part 3, Discoveries in the Judean Desert. Oxford 1996, 83–93,
91; Henze, The Madness of King Nebuchadnezzar, 67.
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R. Meyer, Das Gebet des Nabonid. Berlin 1962, 40; Dommerhausen, Nabonid
im Buche Daniel, 74; E. Haag, “Der Traum des Nebuchadnezzar in Dan 4,” TTZ 88
(1979): 194–220, 218; Koch, “Gottes Herrschaft,” 98.
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line 4 could just as well be the one who admonished the king to turn
to the Most High God, and there is no direct link between the sin
mentioned in the same line and Nabonidus’ worship of the multitude
of gods mentioned in lines 7–8. The plot could rather be similar to
the story about Abraham, Sarah, and Pharaoh (Gen 12:10–13:2) in
the Genesis Apocryphon (1QapGen xx, 16–33). Here all the magicians
and healers of Egypt are unable to cure Pharaoh who is afflicted by an
evil spirit after having brought Sarah to his harem. First through the
prayer of Abraham, the spirit departs and he recovers.
Read in this way the story of Nabonidus is well-suited to what we
know about strategies of healing in Babylonia.158 Suffering from a disease, the main question was what god or demon was in control of the
illness. The divine being in control could both be the sender and the
healer of the affliction. In turning to as many gods as possible, Nabonidus chose a maximalist strategy, an approach that demanded a variety
of trained diviners, rituals and prayers, which would only be attainable
for resourceful people. The case was different when the diviner knew
what god was responsible for the illness. In this case the deity could
be entreated immediately through the proper prayers and rituals. In
Nabonidus’ case, the Jewish diviner thus acted as a Babylonian āšipu,
the healing consultant who was in charge of identifying and reconciling the god responsible for the malady.159 It is quite clear that this
healing practice is seen from a Jewish standpoint, underscoring that
the pagan gods were idols. The backdrop is, nevertheless, Babylonian.
Now we have reached a stage where we have better insight into how
to read Dan 4 in a Babylonian context. There is a king symbolised as a
cosmic tree, well-known from Mesopotamian representations; the king
is portrayed as presumptuous, as we have seen is done with Nabonidus; the king is surrounded by scholars to be consulted, as we are
familiar with especially from Assyrian sources; most of the scholars are
recognizable from Assyrian and Babylonian sources; a watcher reveals
himself in a dream pronouncing that the king will lose his kingship,
be banished from humankind, and be inflicted by illness. We do not
find it hard to identify the watchers in this picture.
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Cf. Avalos, Illness and Health Care, 139–67.
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As we have seen in our discussion of the king and the cosmic order,
the king was ofted depicted together with a date palm.160 The date
palm signified the Tree of Life. The Tree of Life symbolised the cosmic order upheld by the king. In some depictions the king could be
exchanged with the apkallus, the sages belonging to the divine realm.
In some instances they pollinate the tree; in others they pollinate the
king standing by the tree, in both cases signifying how they bestow the
kingship with vitality and power. They are the protectors of the king’s
royal status. When the apkallus performed this task, they “secured the
correct functioning of the plans of heaven and earth,” which was their
duty according to the description in the incantation series Bīt Mēseri.
The king performed his royal duties in close consultation with the
ummanus of various professions at court. This was necessary because
it was the ummanus who had access to the plans of the gods, through
examination of the signs they gave. The ummanus were the counterparts of the apkallus in heaven. In the Poem of Erra they are described
as the earthly images of the apkallus.161 Their primary task was to “keep
watch over the king,” maṣsạ rtu ša šarru naṣāru, a recurring phrase in
the letters of the scholars. They were the “watchers” on earth, just as
Adapa in the Neo-Assyrian frg. D of the myth was inaugurated as
the watcher of the cosmic order in heaven,162 and the apkallus were
invoked as “watchers,” maṣsạ rū, in apotropaic rituals.163
The apkallus had one more important duty. They were protective
spirits who guarded people from demonic attack causing illness and
death. In this role they could be invoked in order to exorcise demons
from an ill man as in Bīt Mēseri,164 or they could be invoked in rituals
to protect a house from demonic attack as in Šēp Lemutti.165 In the
last instance figurines of apkallus were buried in the foundation of
the house, and they were repeatedly invoked: attunu ṣalmānu apkallī
maṣsạ rī, “You are the statues of the apkallus, the watchers.” The apkallus in their role of watchers come close to “guardian angels” in the
Judeo-Christian tradition.

160
161
162
163
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Cf. ch. I 3.4.
Cf. ch. I 3.4.
Cf. ch. I 3.2.
Cf. ch. I 3.3.
Cf. ch. I 3.3.
Cf. ch. I 3.3.
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The imagination of these “guardian angels” is not esoteric. Certainly,
they were the heavenly patrons of the earthly scholars and secured the
whole Babylonian scholarly lore. This lore was a “secret of heaven and
underworld,” revealed by the apkallus.166 However, their role was also
popular. They were invoked to protect houses and ill people. Portraits
of them flanked the entrances to palaces, and figurines as depictions of
them have been excavated in many houses. When a Babylonian āšipu
exercised his duties at a sick man’s bed, they were invisibly present, as
it is depicted on a relief.167
In Dan 4 these watchers have their natural place in the imagery.
They are related to the scholars at court. When the watcher appears,
it is on behalf of the council of heavenly sages, because they already
were consulted about the fate of king (in Assyria and Babylonia this
happened all the time): בגזרת עירין פתגמא ומאמר קדישׁין שׁאלתא,
“The decision is by the decree of the watchers and message of the holy
ones on the matter asked about” (Dan 4:14). The watchers are cosmic
guardians and therefore in charge both of protecting the tree symbolising kingship and cosmic order and protecting the king himself.
And they are those invoked to protect royal palaces and the health of
the king. The horror of the message given to Nebuchadnezzar accordingly becomes clear: those whose utmost duty was to protect him,
denounce him.
In Aramaic there seem to be two closely related usages of the root
עיר. The one is the common “be awake,” the other is the more rare
“keep watch.” In the last instance the meaning comes close to the
common Hebrew root of “keeping watch,” נצר. In Akkadian maṣsạ ru,
“watcher,” has both the connotation “guard, watchman, be awake” and
“someone who watches for an astronomical observation.”168 The corresponding verb is naṣāru, “guard, take care of, keep watch for celestial
phenomena.” The noun maṣsạ ru and the verb naṣāru are the equivalents of the root נצר, nāṣār, in Hebrew and נטר, nĕtạ r, in Aramaic with
one important exception: the Hebrew/Aramaic root cannot have the
meaning “stay awake.” This could be the reason why the Jews found
that the root  עירwas more appropriate; the watchers were in charge
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Cf. ch. I 3.5.
Cf. ch. I 3.3.
CAD sub maṣsạ rtu, 333–340.
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of the cosmic order all the time; they never departed from their duty
(cf. En 14:23).
2.5.3 The Watchers in the Watcher Story
In the Watcher Story the twenty leaders of the heavenly host of the
two hundred who descended to the earth are named. Since the publication of the Aramaic fragments the meaning of most of the names is
possible to discern with a high degree of probability. We list the names
below according to G. W. E. Nickelsburg, supported by the editors of
the copies a and b:169
1. Shemihazah/šemîḥ ăzāh—“My name has seen”/“heaven has seen”
2. Arteqoph/ʾarʿtĕqop—“The earth is powerful”/“the land of the mighty
one”
3. Remashel/remašʾēl—“evening of God”
4. Kokabel/kôkabʾēl—“Star of God”
5. Oramel/ʾorāmʾēl—“God is their light” (?)
6. Ramel/raʿmʾēl—“Thunder of God”
7. Daniel/danîʾēl—“Judge of God”
8. Ziqel/zîqʾēl—“Shooting Star of God”
9. Baraqel/baraqʾēl—“Lightning of God”
10. Asael/ʿāśaʾĕl—“God has made”
11. Hermani/ḥ ermānî—“the one of Hermon”
12. Matarel/māṭārʾĕl—“Rain of God”
13. Ananel/ʿānānʾēl—“Cloud of God”
14. Setawel/sĕtāwʾēl—“Winter of God”
15. Samshiel/šamšîʾēl—“Sun of God”
16. Sahriel/śahrîʾēl—“Moon of God”
17. Tummiel/tummîʾēl—“Perfection of God”
18. Turiel/ṭûrîʾēl—“Mountain of God”
19. Yamiel/yamî’ēl/yōmîʾēl—“Sea of God”/“Day of God”
20. Yehaddiel/yĕhaddîʾēl—“God will guide”
(4QEna 1 iii, 6–12; 4QEnb 1 ii, 15–17; 4QEnc 1 ii, 24–30 = En 6:7)

Of the nineteen names where there is Aramaic evidence, sixteen names
are constructed as compounds with ʾēl at the end. This is a quite common

169
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 175, 179–181; L. T. Stuckenbruck. 4Q 201 (4QEna ar);
J. T. Milik. 4Q202 (4QEnb ar). The only name where there is no Aramaic evidence is
the fifth. Nickelsburg, following A. Dillmann, Das Buch Henoch übersetzt und erklārt.
Leipzig 1853, 93–94, suggests ’orām’ēl—“God is their light,” but there are also other
possibilities, cf. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch 2, 72.
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construction for names of heavenly beings in the Qumran scrolls,170
also known in Daniel (cf. Michael in 10:13, 20; 12:1; and Gabriel in
8:16; 9:21). The translation above must therefore not be taken as a sort
of deification of natural elements; the divine element in the names
signifies that these are beings belonging to the divine realm.
The list is quite confusing; nevertheless we see that most of the
names are connected to astronomical and meteorological phenomena
and phenomena of time:
Astronomical:
4. Kokabel/kôkabʾēl—“Star of God”
5. Oramel/ʾorāmʾēl—“God is their light” (?)
8. Ziqel/zîqʾēl—“Shooting Star of God”
15. Samshiel/šamšîʾēl—“Sun of God”
16. Sahriel/Sahrîʾēl—“Moon of God”
Meteorological:
6. Ramel/raʿmʾēl—“Thunder of God”
9. Baraqel/baraqʾēl—“Lightning of God”
12. Matarel/māṭārʾĕl—“Rain of God”
13. Ananel/ʿānānʾēl—“Cloud of God”
Time:
3. Remashel/remašʾēl—“evening of God”
14. Setawel/sĕtāwʾēl—“Winter of God”

These three areas belong together. In the Astronomical Book we clearly
see how the luminaries determine the rhythm of both day and night
and the seasons. The seasons determine special meteorological phenomena (En 72:1–2; 75:1–3; 82:9–20).
There are five heavenly beings connected to cosmic or geographical
locations:
1. Shemihazah/šemîḥ ăzāh—“My name has seen”/“heaven has seen”
2. Arteqoph/ʾarʿtĕqop—“The earth is powerful”/“the land of the mighty
one”
11. Hermani/ḥ ermānî—“the one of Hermon”
18. Turiel/ṭûrîʾēl—“Mountain of God”
19. Yamiel/yamîʾēl/yōmîʾēl—“Sea of God” (May also be read yōmîʾēl,
“Day of God”)

170
M. Mach, “Angels,” in Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. L. H. Schiffman
and J. C. VanderKam. Oxford 2000, 24–27, 25.
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These cosmic locations do also influence weather phenomena as they
appear in specific seasons. This is explicitly said about the seven mountains in En 77:4. In this section the mountains are listed together with
the Great Sea and the land (En 77:4–8). There is one concrete mountain name mentioned, Hermon, the summit to which the heavenly
host descends. The choice of the place may be connected to the role of
Hermon in several mythologies.171 In any case there is, as often seen,
an explicit pun involved in the choice of both this mountain and the
name of this angel:
[And they were all of these two hundred who came down]
in the days of Jared on [the summit of Mount] Hermon; [and they
called the mount Hermon]
because they swore and bound [one another] upon it.
(4QEna 1 iii, 3–5 = En 6:6)

The name of the mountain, חרמון, plays on the name of the heavenly
being, חרמני, ḥ ermānî, and both these words play on the actual deed
of the watchers, they אחרמו, “bound” each other with an oath, חרם.172
S. Bhayro argues for a similar case for the name of the first watcher,
שׁמיחזה, šemîḥ ăzāh. He takes the first part of the compound, šem, to
be the name of a god, and the second part, ḥ ăzāh, to be the Hurrian
name for mount Zaphon, Ḫ azzi.173 Whether this is the actual background of the name or not, there is also a pun involved in this name,
playing on חזה, ḥ ăzāh, “see.” The first part of the compound can be
read in two ways. Most often it is read as שׁם, “name” or שׁמי, “my
name.” An abbreviated form of the noun שׁמיא, “heaven,” may also be
possible, if the name should be read as a pun.174 I do not find any pun
if the meaning should be that “heaven has seen,” i.e. “God will see the
wicked acts of the watchers.” The verb חזה, ḥ ăzāh, is, however, to be
presupposed in En 6:2; the watchers saw the daughters of men. The
name of their chief could play ironically on this incident; Shemihazah
embodies the crime of them all; his is called either “heaven saw” or
“my name is: he saw” the daughters of men.

171
172
173
174

Cf. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 238–47.
Cf. for instance, Bhayro, “Noah’s Library,” 172–73.
Ibid., 173–77.
Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 179.
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There are four names left:
7.
10.
17.
20.

Daniel/danîʾēl—“Judge of God”
Asael/ʿāśaʾĕl—“God has made”
Tummiel/tummîʾēl—“Perfection of God”
Yehaddiel/yĕhaddîʾēl—“God will guide”

They could all be references to God’s rule in his creation: his judgment
of sinners who err (cf. En 8:8), his creative acts, his perfect creation
and his guidance of the righteous (cf. the list of heavenly watchers in
En 20:1–8).
There is accordingly a connection between the cosmology involved
in the names and the cosmology of the Astronomical Book. K. Koch
has called attention to two systems for the movement of the luminaries
that are correlated in this book. The first system is connected to the
wind-spirits, Ethiopic nafās, Aramaic רוח, rûªḥ .175 This system is most
developed in En 76, which is partly covered by Aramaic fragments.176
The rûḥ în emerge from twelve gates, parallel to the gates of the stars,
and the gates are grouped in four quarters according to the cardinal
points: east, south, west and north. From their gates the rûḥ în blow
all kinds of weather over the earth: rain, snow, frost, fog, etc.177 The
wind-spirits are not only responsible for the weather, they are also the
energy that moves the chariots carrying the sun and the moon:
The first one to emerge is the great luminary whose name is the sun; its
roundness is like the roundness of the sky. It is entirely filled with fire,
which gives light and heat. The wind blows the chariot where it rises,
and the sun sets from the sky and goes back through the north in order
to reach the east.
(En 72:4–5)
After this law I saw a second law for the smaller luminary whose name
is the moon. Its roundness is like the roundness of the sky, and the
wind blows its chariot on which it rides, with light being given to it in
measure.
(En 73:1–2)178

175
K. Koch, “Die Anfänge der Apokalyptik in Israel und die Rolle des astronomisches Henochbuches,” in Vor der Wende der Zeiten. Beiträge zur apokalyptischen
Literatur, Gesammelte Aufsätze. Neukirchen-Vluyn 1996, 3–44, 21–27.
176
4QEnastrc 1 ii, 3–20; and 4QEnastrb 23, 1–10; cf. the collocation in Milik, The
Books of Enoch, 284–88.
177
Cf. the map in Uhlig, Das Äthiopische Henochbuch, 654.
178
Translations from Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 1 Enoch. A New Translation,
96 and 99.
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The second system discerned by Koch is the system of the heavenly
leaders of the luminaries, Ethiopic marāḥ i, Aramaic דבר.179 The luminaries themselves are given dominion, Ethiopic šĕlṭan, Aramaic שׁלטן.180
This authority is given not only to the sun and the moon, but to the
stars as well (En 72:1; 75:3). The luminaries together rule over time
and seasons. However, in this authority they are not autonomous. The
luminaries are placed into a hierarchy of heavenly leaders to control
their movements. At the top of the hierarchy stands Uriel, “Light of
God” (72:1; 74:2; 79:6). Below him are the four leaders of the seasons
and the four additional days; after that come the twelve leaders for
each of the months, followed by the leaders of the thousands for each
day of the lunar year of 360 days (75:1; 82:11).
We notice that in the sequence where the names occur in En 6:7
there is a hierarchy of heavenly beings that is much simpler, but nevertheless resembles the hierarchy in the Astronomical Book. Shemihazah
is the leader on the top; below him comes the following order:
These are the chiefs of the chiefs of tens. Those (two hundred) and their
leaders [all took for themselves]
wives . . .
(4QEna 1 iii, 13–14 = En 6:7)

The system in the Astronomical Book has an echo in Jubilees. In
the rewriting of the beginning of the creation story of Gen 1:1–5
in Jub 2:2–3 the writer closely follows the elements mentioned in
Genesis.181 When he comes to the rûªḥ in Gen 1:2, he interrupts the
Genesis sequence, introducing a long passage about how God created
the spirits:
The angels of the presence; the angels of holiness; the angels of the spirits
of fire; the angels of the spirits of the winds; the angels of the spirits of
the clouds, of darkness, snow, hail and frost; the angels of the sounds,
the thunders, and the lightening; and the angels of the spirits of cold and
heat, of winter, spring, autumn, and summer, and of all the spirits of his
creatures which are in the heavens, on earth, and in every (place).
(Jub 2:2b)182
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Koch, “Die Anfänge der Apokalyptik in Israel,” 27–30.
Cf. 4QEnastrb 7 iii, 4; and 4QEnastrb 28, 2.
Cf. Ruiten, Primeval History Interpreted, 20–27.
Translation from VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees: Translated, 7–8.
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In this list the writer of Jubilees seems to combine the two systems that
we find in the Astronomical Book into one, both the wind-spirits and
the heavenly beings. They are “the angels of the spirits” who rule the
natural phenomena. We also notice that many of the elements listed
are of the same kind as in the list of watchers in En 6:7, four of them
are even identical: clouds, thunders, lightnings and winter.
This indicates that there is an idea of cosmic order lying behind the
names of the watchers in En 6:7 that is not identical to, but is of the
same kind as in the Astronomical Book and in Jubilees. They share
in a cosmology where the cosmic order is not ruled by many deities
connected to luminaries and natural phenomena, but placed under
the command of the Most High who rules the cosmos through a hierarchic system of heavenly servants. The system opens the door for a
“scientific” approach to investigate how the cosmic order works, but
closes the door on the opportunity to appeal to cosmic phenomena as
gods.183 It thus creates a plurality within the realm of monotheism.184
As it is stated in Uriel’s prediction in the final part of the Astronomical Book:
The entire law of the stars will be closed for the sinners
and the thoughts of those on the earth will err regarding them.
They will turn back from all their ways,
will err, and will take them to be gods.
(En 80:7)185

The heavenly beings in the Astronomical Book are not called “watchers.” Uriel, the supreme head of the heavenly host, is in Ethiopic designated mal’ak, corresponding to Hebrew and Aramaic מלאך, “angel”
(72:1; 74:2; 79:6). The other heavenly beings are leaders, Ethiopic
marāḥ i, corresponding to Aramaic ( דברEn 75:1; 82:10). As we have
seen, the designation מלאך, “angel,” does not occur in the Watcher
Story, and when the watchers there have dominion, they are described
as רבן, “chief, leader” (4QEna 1 iii, 13–14). Once the heavenly lead-
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Cf. ch. I 3.3.
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Leiden 2007, 119–38, 127–28; H. Drawnel, “Moon Computation in the Astronomical
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ers in the Astronomical Book are said to “keep watch” (En 82:10).
The Ethiopic verb used is ʿaqaba, “guard, keep watch,” possibly corresponding to Aramaic נטר, nĕtạ r. When the watchers in the Book
of Watchers “keep watch,” another Ethiopic verb is used, tagha, “be
wakeful, watchful,” the same root as in tĕguhān, translating עירין, ʿîrîn,
“watchers,” in En 10:9 (cf. 4QEnb 1 iv, 6).
Thus the designation “watcher” is not inherited from the Astronomical Book, or as far as we can see, from the concept of ruling angels
and wind-spirits underlying this book. In our opinion the designation
has in the Book of Watchers the same background as in Dan 4. The
epithet “watcher” is derived from a designation used with respect to
the apkallus. According to the Mesopotamian tradition the apkallus
were not only guardians of the contemporary kings as in Daniel, they
also already appeared as counselors of the kings in primeval time. The
apkallus who came from the divine realm to appear on earth in antediluvian time, according to the lists of apkallus in Bīt Mēseri, Berossos
and the Uruk tablet, are in the Watcher Story reinterpreted as the
heavenly watchers who descended to the earth. In the Mesopotamian
primeval traditions they are the third group living on earth in antediluvian time: there was the human race; there were the outstanding
long living kings; and there were the apkallus, coming from the divine.
According to Bīt Mēseri the first seven apkallus were ina nāri ibbanû,
“born in the river” (i.e. in the abode of Ea), in contrast with the succeeding ones, who were ilitti amēlūti, “of human descent.”186
According to Bīt Mēseri the basic responsibility of the apkallus was
to uphold the cosmic order, uṣurāt šamê u erṣeti, “the plans of heaven
and earth.” This is said about all the antediluvian apkallus; about the
first it is stated that he mušaklil, “completed” or “made perfectly” “the
plans of heaven and earth.” The first apkallu is accordingly depicted as
a kind of cosmic architect, since the word for “plan,” uṣurtu, concretely
means “drawing.” This notion is also found in the Hebrew Bible.187 In
Prov 8:30–31Wisdom characterizes herself in the following way:
ואהיה אצלו אמון ואהיה שׁעשׁעים יום יום משׂחקת לפניו בכל־עת
משׂחקת בתבל ארצו ושׁעשׁעי את־בני אדם
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Cf. ch. I 3.1.
Cf. H. S. Kvanvig, “The Son of Man in the Parables of Enoch,” in Enoch and
the Messiah Son of Man, ed. G. Boccaccini. Grand Rapids, Michigan 2007, 179–215,
204–6.
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Then I was beside him, like a master worker; and I was daily his delight,
rejoicing before him always, 31 rejoicing in his inhabited world and
delighting in the human race.
(Prov 8:30–31)

The word translated as “master worker” in v. 30 is the Hebrew אמון,
ʾāmôn. The word is attested in this meaning in Jer 52:15 and Song 7:2.
In Aramaic the equivalent is אומנה, ʾōmmanah,188 closer to the Akkadian ummānu, which could mean “craftsman” and “scholar, expert.”
In the same manner as ʾāmôn could be used about Wisdom as a primeval figure in Prov 8:22–31, ummānu could be applied to the primeval
sages, apkallus, as we have seen it for instance in the Poem of Erra. In
Prov 8:22–31 Wisdom is with God prior to the creation, and Wisdom
was beside God and took part in creation like an ummanu. When the
world had been created, Wisdom visited the earth and resided among
humans. J. Greenfield has argued that the apkallu tradition is not only
underlying Prov 8:30–31; the notion of the seven primeval sages also
has an echo in Prov 9:1. He suggested the following translation: “Wisdom has built her home, the Seven has set its foundation.”189
In Bīt Mēseri it is said that two of the apkallus angered the gods. The
information comes in short lines, probably referring to stories about
them, known to the reader, but unknown to us. Therefore the actual
acts of provocation are quite obscure:
16–17: Piriggalnungal, born in Kiš, who angered the god Iškur/Adad in
heaven,
18–19: so he allowed neither rain nor growth in the land for three
years;
20–23: Piriggalabzu, born in Adab/Utab, who hung his seal on a ‘goatfish’ and thereby angered the god Enki/Ea in the fresh water sea, so that
a fuller struck him with his own seal;
(Bīt Mēseri III, 16’–23’)

Most likely the acts described are of the same nature as the one
described in the Adapa Myth. Adapa had an extraordinary power of
speech. He cursed the South Wind with the effect that the wing was
broken and the Wind was paralyzed. This interruption of the divine

188
Cf. the Beth Shean synagogue inscription ggBS 2 and the Alma synagogue
inscription ggAL 1, in K. Beyer, Die aramāischen Texte vom Toten Meer. Göttingen
1984, 378, 373.
189
J. C. Greenfield, “The Seven Pillars of Wisdom (Prov 9:1)—A Mistranslation,”
JQR 76 (1985): 13–20.
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order angered Anu in heaven. The apkallus lived on the borderline
between the human and the divine. This made their power ambiguous;
they could overstep this line and trespass the realm of the divine, and
thus anger the gods. In some respect this is analogous with how the
antediluvian humans were described in Atrahasis. Partly divine, they
were equipped with a power and vitality that threatened the order set
by the gods.190 In Atrahasis we have argued that the poem does not
tell about a rebellion of humans against the gods, even though this is
the way the story is interpreted in biblical Genesis. There is no indication that the Mesopotamian traditions contained any idea about a
rebellion of the apkallus; nevertheless they could act in a way that
interrupted the divine order they were set to guard. In a monotheistic
Jewish setting the space for such actions would be narrower than in a
polytheistic Mesopotamian one, where many gods acted out of their
own interests. What in the Mesopotamian setting could appear as an
unintended disruption of the divine order could in a Jewish setting be
interpreted as a revolt against the divine will.
In the Mesopotamian traditions as they evolved in the first millennium the apkallus had a double role.191 They had a desicive role in primeval time to the secure the cosmic order and to reveal to humans the
divine secrets necessary to create and uphold human civilization. They
had, however, also the same decisive role in contemporary time. They
watched the cosmic order and guided the ummanus in their interpretation of the divine will. There is a horizontal axis and a vertical axis
intersecting. The horizontal axis was constructed as a line of transmission. The capacaties of the apkallus were inherited by the ummanus.
This can be seen both in Bīt Mēseri and in the Uruk tablet. In Bīt
Mēseri there are two points of intersection, first the apkallus of divine
descent, then the apkallus of human descent; then a new point of transition comes: Lu Nanna, the last one in the list, is only 2/3 apkallu, and
he is placed during the time of the king Šulgi, whose reign can be dated
(2094–2047). We have, according to the construction of the list itself,
reached the time of ordinary history, and the time of the apkallus on
earth is about to end. In the Uruk tablet the systematizing is done in
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Cf. A. D. Kilmer, “The Mesopotamian Counterparts of the Biblical Nĕpīlîm,”
in Perspectives on Language and Text, ed. E. W. Conrad and E. G. Newing. Winona
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a different way. Now the apkallus are placed before the flood; what
appears after the flood is a long list of famous ummanus.
Similar in both lists is that the period of the apkallus visiting the
earth was primeval. At a time in pre-history they disappeared from
the earth and took up their task in the divine realm. This translation
is reflected in the Poem of Erra:192
I made those ummanus go down to the apsû,
and I said they were not to come back up.
(Poem of Erra I, 147).

In the plot of the poem Marduk is the god sending the apkallus back
to the apsû, the subterranean water abode of Ea, once and for all. He
did so because their task to refine his attire and thus secure the cosmic
order after the flood had ended. This interpretation is, however, deeply
interwoven with the plot of this specific poem. It seems as if the writer
pics up one trait of tradition and gives it a suitable interpretation in
this context. We only know that according to Mesopotamian traditions the apkallus disappeared from the earth in the transition from
antediluvian to postdiluvian time. And unlike humans, they were not
drowned in the flood.
We have previously discussed the fate of the antediluvians in the
Watcher Story. The one kind of inhabitans in this period, the humans,
was annihilated in the flood as in Atrahasis and Genesis; the other
kind of inhabitants, the giants, killed each other in battle, drawing
on traditions also found in Ezekiel that the underworld was filled
with ancient heroes with this fate. The third group of inhabitants, the
watchers, did escape the flood, but was hurled down to the abyss in
this period of transition. This is what happened with the apkallus as
well, with a significant shift between the Mesopotamian imagination
and the Enochic plot. In the Mesopotamian imagination the abyss was
the divine abode of the god of wisdom Ea. From this abode the apkallus would continue their task as cosmic guardians. In the Watcher
Story the abyss is a place of punishment; the devastating acts of those
who were once appointed to guard the cosmos and human life were
over: the watchers were stripped of their power.

192

Cf. ch. I 4.
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2.5.4 The Watchers and Teaching
We have earlier observed how the Watcher Story is constructed through
many layers and concluded that the code of forbidden knowledge was
not part of the oldest layer, the Shemihazah story. This, however, does
not mean that it is of minor importance in the extant Watcher Story.
In the story as a whole it is surprisingly prominent; it occurs in all the
sequences where the wrongdoings of the watchers are described and
is linked to the two most prominent watchers, Shemihazah and Asael,
and to the watchers as a group (cf. for the Rebel Story: 7:1cd; 8:1–3;
9:6–10).193
We start our investigation in En 8:1–3 because we here find the
most developed picture of the teaching of the watchers. The section
can be divided in three parts. First the teaching of Asael is described,
as well as its consequences (8:1–2); next comes the teaching of eight
of the watchers (8:3a); at the end comes the watchers’ revelation of
secrets to their wives.194
There are traces of the Aramaic text of the first part of the section
in 4QEnb 1 ii, 26–29, but they are so fragmentary that we have to
draw heavily on the Greek translations. Nickelsburg has discussed the
recovery of the text in detail, and we rely on his reconstruction.195 The
sequence displays a two step process in teaching. First Asael teaches
men the art of metallurgy for making both weapons and jewellery and
cosmetics for women; thereafter men made these things for themselves
and for their daughters. Using these items, the daughters seduced the
watchers. We have already discussed Nickelsburg’s theory that this
sequence about Asael originally was part of an independent Asael
myth that was incorporated into the Shemihazah narrative.196
Nickelsburg found three versions of the descent of the watchers in
the Enochic material: the rebellious descent of the watchers to have
intercourse with the women as in the Shemihazah narrative; the rebellious descent of Asael to teach humans forbidden knowledge as in the
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Cf. for an overwiev of the structure, Reed, Fallen Angels, 29–35.
GrSyn adds here “and to their children,” which is omitted in both GrPan and the
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A New Translation, 25–26.
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Asael myth; and the different version in Jub 4:15, where the watchers were descending positively to teach the human race, and rebelled,
cohabiting with the women while being on earth. We have not considered the theory that there once existed three independent versions
within the Enochic scribal milieu as likely; we rather think that there
was something in the background of the material that caused this variety. We find a plausible reason for this in the traditions of the apkallus.
It is quite clear here that the first apkallu appearing on earth, Uanadapa, had a special role compared to the other apkallus of antediluvian time both in Bīt Mēseri and in Berossos. Adapa/Uanadapa is also
the sage most often referred to both as author of compositions and
in the kings’ boast of wisdom. On the other hand, in the three lists of
the apkallus and in the incantations the apkallus are referred to as a
group. The Asael material and the Shemihazah narrative may reflect
this variety in the background. When it comes to the third version in
Jubilees, this version seems more aligned to the apkallu traditions as a
whole. We find nowhere in this tradition a notion of a rebellion of the
apkallus in heaven, but we find the notion that the apkallus angered
the gods while being on earth. Here the Enochic writers have placed
the rebellion in heaven in order to sharpen the grave nature of it, perhaps knowing that the primeval traditions they were acquainted with
told about such a rebellion in the opening section of Atrahasis.
The knowledge Asael taught is well fitted in into the plot of the
Shemihazah narrative, forbidden violence and forbidden sexuality. The
art of the smith, which is presupposed in the making of weapons, was
combined with magic.197 This is certainly also so with the items produced for women. In the incantation series Maqlû, witches are said to
belong to the guilt of the goldsmiths (Maqlû VI, 17).198 Jewellery and
cosmetics were of magical character.199 A good illustration is found
in the myth Inanna’s Descent to the Underworld where the goddess
prepares herself for her jouney to the underworld in the following
manner, both to be irresistible and in order to increase her magical
power:

197
198

Cf. V. Haas, Magie und Mythen in Babylonien. Gifkendorf 1986, 113.
For translation, cf. Abusch and Schwemer, “Das Abwehrzauber-Ritual Maqlû,”

166.
199

Cf. Haas, Magie und Mythen, 197–204.
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She gathered together the seven me.
She took them into her hands.
With the me in her possession, she prepared herself:
She placed the shugurra, the crown of the steppe, on her head.
She arranged the dark locks of hair across her forehead.
She tied the small lapis beads around her neck,
Let the double strand of beads fall to her breast,
And wrapped the royal robe around her body.
She daubed her eyes with ointment called “Let him come, Let him
come,”
Bound the breastplate called “Come, man, come”! around her chest,
Slipped the gold ring over her wrist,
And took the lapis measuring rod and line in her hand.
(Descent of Inanna, 14–25) 200

Stones were produced and worn not only as adornment, but for apotropaic reasons as well. In Babylonia handbooks existed about the
nature and uses of both herbs and stones; those about stones were
introduced with abnu šikinšu, “the nature of the stone.”201 Strings of
beads were used as charms for prophylactic purposes, both by men
and women.202 A special stone was worn by women to promote pregnancy, the aban erê. The phrase plays on two meanings of the second
word; erû is both the word for “eagle” and the infinitive of the verb
“to be pregnant.” The name gave rise to myths about the connection
between the “eagle-stone” and pregnancy.203
In the next sequence of teaching activity, the connection to the two
main codes of the Shemihazah narrative is less clear; here knowledge
stands out as the third code in its own right. The devastation on earth
was not only caused by knowledge leading to violence and forbidden
sexuality; forbidden knowledge was in itself destructive. There is, however, a clear relationship between the names, taken from the list of
watchers in En 6:7, and the skills the watchers taught in six places,
although the relationship is not so clear for Shemihazah and Hermani.
This relationship is important to be aware of because the contextualisation of the knowledge in accordance with the names affects the way
the knowledge is described.

200
Translation from D. Wolkstein and S. N. Kramer, Inanna. Queen of Heaven and
Earth. New York 1983, 53.
201
Cf. Reiner, Astral Magic, 120–21.
202
Ibid., 125–26.
203
Ibid., 123–24.
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At this point, in En 8:3, there is a relatively well preserved Aramaic
text when we combine the two copies. We use the most preserved
fragment in the manuscript a as the point of departure and fill in with
phrases from manuscript b:
חבר]ו ומקטע שרשין
̇
שמי חזה אלף
א[ל ֯ף חרש למ]שרא
֯ חרמני
כ[שפו וחרטמו ותוש]ין
[אלף ]נחשי ברקין
֯
ברקאל
כוכבין
֯
כוכבאל א[לף נחשי
זיקא]ל אלף נחשי זיקין
ארע
֯
[ארע[תקף אלף נחש]י
֯
שמ]ש
̇ ]שמ[שיאל אלף נחשי
שהריאל אלף נחשי[ ̇ש ֯ה]ר
šemîḥ ăzāh taught spellbind[ing and cutting of roots.
ḥ ermānî ta]ught the loo[sing] of spells,
[m]agic, sorcery and skill[s.
baraqʾēl] taught [the omens of lightning.
kôkab’ēl ta]ught the omens of the stars.
zîqʾ[ēl taught the omens of the shooting stars.
ʾarʿtĕ]qop taught the omens of the earth.
[šam]šîʾēl taught the omens of the sun.
[śahrîʾēl taught the omens of ] the moon.
(4QEna 1 iv, 1–5 + 4QEnb 1 iii, 1–7 = En 8:3)

Shemihazah taught חברו, often translated with “spell-binding,” which
can be misleading. The meaning is not that Shemihazah taught how
to bewitch people. If we take the verbal form of the root in Hebrew
and Aramaic into consideration, the meaning is “ally oneself, associate, unite.” Through a ḥeber the magician did not ally himself with the
demons to bind someone else; he did ally himself with what he though
was the benevolent spirits to defeat the malevolent ones who destroyed
another human’s life. We think this can be seen in two places in the
Hebrew Bible where the root is used in the context of magic. The situation in the first place involves the wicked turning away from God:
חמת־נחשׁ כדמות חמת־למו
אזנו׃ יאטם חרשׁ כמו־פתן
מלחשׁים לקול לא־ישׁמע אשׁר
מחכם׃ חברים חובר
5

They have venom like the venom of a serpent, like the deaf adder that
stops its ear, 6 so that it does not hear the voice of whisperers or the
wisdom of he who associates (ḥ ôbēr) (through) ḥ ăḇārîm.
(Psa 58:5–6; translation mine)
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Here there is a clear parallel between the whisperer and “he who associates”; we would suggest “through ḥ ăḇārîm.” The next place is in
Deuteronomy:
לא־ימצא בך מעביר בנו־ובתו באשׁ
קסם קסמים מעונן ומנחשׁ ומכשׁף׃
וחבר חבר ושׁאל אוב וידעני
ודרשׁ אל־המתים׃
10
No one shall be found among you who makes a son or daughter pass
through fire, or who practises magic, or an interpreter of omens, or a
diviner, or a sorcerer, 11 or one who associates (ḥ ōḇēr) (through) ḥ āḇer,
or who consults a ghost, or who seeks oracles from the dead.
(Deut 18:10–11; translation mine)

We admit that it is not easy to scrutinize what concrete practices were
lying behind the different Hebrew phrases. There are no mantic manuals in Hebrew that can guide us in our interpretation, as is the case
in Akkadian. It seems clear, however, that he “who associates (ḥ ōbēr)
(through) ḥ āḇer” is not the sorcerer, the one who bewitches people.
This place is occupied by the person mentioned before, the mĕḵaššēp̄,
“he who does witchcraft,” Akkadian kišpu.
Therefore we would suggest that ḥ āḇer comes close to what in
Akkadian is covered by the word šiptu, with the concrete meaning
“incantation.” This is the most common word introducing invocations
of protective spirits against demons.204 The incantation is most often
used in medical practice introducing exorcism and the application
of herbs.205 The incantation presupposes an estrangement of the client in relation to the gods. Through the incantation the relationship
is restored and the client is presumed cured.206 As we have seen the
apkallus had a central role in healing the ill, cf. for instance the following incantation: “You burry apkallu-figurines at the head of the bed
and recite the incantation ‘seven foremost sages’ before them.”207 The
professional responsible for the incantation was the āšipu. In fact the
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Cf. ch. I 3.3.
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words āšipu and šiptu derive from the same root.208 The āšipu was the
earthly image of the apkallus and worked under their supervision.209
Shemihazah taught one more skill, most often translated as “the cutting of roots.” The Aramaic phrase מקטע שׁרשׁין, “cutting of roots” is
used by Milik and Struckenbruck210 as a restoration when GrPan has the
translation ριζοτοµία (4QEna 1 iii, 15; 1 iv, 1; 4QEnb 1 ii, 19; 1 iii, 2).
The restoration goes back to Milik in his original publication of the
manuscripts in The Books of Enoch. The Greek phrase is a technical
term for the art of the herbalist, “root-cutting.” There is no attestation that this technical term was known in Aramaic. The verb  קטעin
the meaning “cut down trees/plants” is attested in glosses to Targum
Neophyti and in the Palestinian Talmud;211 the verb is, however, not
found in the fragments of the “parabiblical” Dead Sea Scrolls at all.
There is the possibility to restore another verb well-attested in Hebrew
and Aramaic here, לקט, “gather, glean,” often used in the context of
harvesting. The Akkadian equivalent is laqātu, with the same usage.212
In Babylonia the root was an important part of the plant in uses for
medical purposes. The gathering of roots was embedded in magical
rituals to secure that the root kept its original power.213 The root would
be gathered in the night, and the gatherer had to perform rituals to
protect against revenge from the plant.
You crush the root of the namtar-plant which was not exposed to the
sun when it was dug up.
(Medical text from Emar)214
Root of the namtar-plant, male and female (that) the sun did not see, to
give to eat (or) drink (or) put around the neck.
(Medical Text, CT 14 23 K. 229:10) 215
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Cf. T. Abusch, Mesopotamian Witchcraft: Towards a History and Understanding
of Babylonian Witchcraft Beliefs and Literature, vol. 5, AMD. Leiden 2002, 5.
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For the practice of the āšipu and the close relationship with the apkallus, cf.
Haas, Magie und Mythen, 164–73, 177–80.
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In The Dead Sea Scrolls. Electronic Library.
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Address to the acacia shrub: “You have received the present intended for
you, now give me the plant of life.”
(Medical Text, BAM 248 iv, 34)216

The rituals performed by the Babylonians can be followed quite concretely from Babylonian to Greek and later to Arabic and Western
European practice.
In Babylonia the use of herbs in professional medical praxis was the
task of the asû, but not exclusively. Knowledge about medicine was
practised by ordinary people as well. The scholarly guilds labelled this
kind of knowledge as a “secret of the gods” in order to protect their
professional skill. We have previously quoted one attestation of this
from a colophon to a medical text:217
Salves (and) bandages: tested (and) checked, which are ready at hand,
composed by the ancient apkallus from before the flood, which in
Šuruppak in the second year of Enlil-bani, king of Isin, Enlil-muballit,
apkallu of Nippur, bequeathed. A non-expert may show an expert. An
expert may not show a non-expert. A restriction of Marduk.
(Medical Text, AMT 105,1, 21–25)

Commonly, scholars have seen in the professions of the āšipu and the
asû two different approaches to illness. The āšipu has usually been
characterized as an “exorcist, conjurer” or “magician”; the asû has
been translated as “doctor, physician.” The asû was the representative
of a putative “medical” healing tradition using “rational” treatments
and attributing diseases to “natural” causes. The āšipu, by contrast,
was linked with a putative “magical” healing tradition which made
exclusive use of rituals and prayers, and which attributed diseases to
“supernatural” causes.218 Such a division does not seem likely, since it
is difficult to understand how two professions that worked together
within the same healing system could work with totally different cognitive perceptions of reality.
J. Scurlock has reexamined the evidence, taking the colophons of
the medical tablets from the libraries in Nineveh into consideration.219
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Here she finds that most of the medical tablets were assigned to the
āšipu, and many of these tablets contained long sections of descriptions
of medicines without any hint to incantations or exorcism. According
to the traditional view, these tablets should have been assigned to the
asû. However, the texts ascribed to the asû were the texts belonging
to what has been labelled as the “pharmacological therapeutic handbook,” texts listing plants in accordance with the illness they could be
used to treat and the manner of preparation.220 The textual evidence
points in the direction that the āšipu acted as both an exorcist and a
physician, while the asû had a role more like a modern pharmacist.
He could give some practical assistance in treating injuries but was
above all the specialist in what kind of medicines the āšipu should
apply. It would also have been his responsibility to recognise medical
plants: to know where they grew, when best to gather them, and how
to store and prepare them. This picture of the traditional view of the
two occupations given by Scurlock may have been appropriate when
this article was written. It is, however, corrected by T. Abusch in his
book about Mesopotamian witchcraft. Here the asû is still a physician,
but with the specialization of the herbalist. His skills as a physician are
more on the practical side in treating the patient.221
Accordingly, compared to Babylonian divinatory skills, Shemihazah
is said to have revealed in primeval time the two professional skills
connected to the healing of illness, both the art of the āšipu in this part
of his professional duties, and the art of the asû.
Hermani is said to have taught חרשׁ למשׁרא. The second word in
the phrase, šĕrā’, must be taken with the meaning “to lose (spells),” the
first word, ḥ ārāš, needs further comment. It is a cognate of the ordinary word for “wisdom” in Akkadian, eršu, “wise”; eršūtu, “wisdom.”
However, in other Semitic languages the stem seems to have been used
in relation to divinatory practice. As a translation we will therefore
use a general term describing this kind of knowledge, “magic.” Hermani taught the magic of loosing spells. This has to do with witchcraft.
In Babylonia the most important ritual against sorcery was Maqlû,
“Burning.”222 The ritual was especially directed against the spells of
witches. The incantations of the ritual would lose the bonds of the spell
220
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the witch had woven the client into; cf. the introduction to an incantation in Maqlû II, 149: “An incantation for loosing from witchcraft,”
and the actual incantation quoted by Mayer: “May the incantation of
Eridu break the bond of the sorcerer and sorceress.”223
The professional involved was the āšipu. Therefore it is very unlikely
that the second skill taught by Hermani should be כשׁפו, kĕšāpû,
“witchcraft,” corresponding to Akkadian kišpu. In the previous phrase
he is said to teach how to escape from this evil. Scholars agree that the
first letter in this reconstruction is missing. According to the previous
phrase a more likely restoration would be אשׁפו, corresponding to the
Akkadian āšipūtu, “excorcism.” The āšipū are mentioned in several
places in Daniel (1:20; 2:2, 10, 27; 4:4; 5:11). Since the spell of the sorcerer or the sorceress could bind the client in the power of demons,
Hermani also taught the skill of exorcism, to free the client from this
evil power.
Hermani also teaches חרטמו. This word is frequently used in Daniel
as well, in the same places as āšipu (1:20; 2:2, 10, 27; 4:4; 5:11). The
word is an Egyptian loanword in both Hebrew/Aramaic and Akkadian
and can have the general meaning “magician,” but the more specific
meaning “dream interpreter” is also attested. This cannot be excluded
here or in Daniel. The skill of dream interpretation in Babylonia traditionally belonged to the šā’ilu. There are indications that the āšipū
at a later time were involved in dream interpretation as well.224 At
the later stages in the development of the incantation series Maqlû,
especially in the tablets VI–VIII, the witch was increasingly associated
with dreams. To dream an evil dream was to be bewitched. The witch
was perceived as the sender of evil dreams and the one to whom they
had to be returned. This took place through the ritual performed by
the āšipū.225
The last skill taught by Hermani was תושׁין. The word is most likely
to be understood as a cognate to the Hebrew תושׁיה. It is difficult to
give this word a single translation. It appears as one of the favourite
ideas of wisdom literature, where it takes on many shades of meaning. It means “the promotion of being, encourageing something to
exist, allowing the successful outcome of an enquiry, cleverness and
223
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skill.”226 The Aramaic word occurs only here among the “parabiblical”
Dead Sea Scrolls; the Hebrew word occurs several places and can
best be translated with the general word “wisdom” (1QS x, 24; xi, 6;
4QTime of Righteousness 1 ii, 11). In the Hebrew Bible the word is
used frequently with the meanings “success, good results, sound wisdom, prudence.” Connecting “being, success, wisdom” and “skill,” the
word has connotations similar to what we have observed in the Sumerian concept of me. In the case of Hermani the word hardly denotes
any specific area of knowledge, but summarises the listed skills in “all
kinds of wisdom.”227
If we presume that the Enochic writer had Babylonian divination
in mind, we have to adjust our translation of the teaching of the two
first watchers:
Shemihazah taught incantation and the gathering of roots.
Ḥ ermanî taught the magic of loosing spells,
exorcism, dream interpretation and (all kinds of) wisdom.
(4QEna 1 iv, 1–2 + 4QEnb 1 iii, 1–2)

The following six watchers are all occupied with teaching interpretations of omens, נחשׁ. Three of them teach omens related to the perennial movements of the celestial bodies that form the basis for all kinds
of astronomical calculations and astrological interpretations: Kokabel
teaches the omens of the stars, Shamsiel the omens of the sun, Sahriel
the omens of the moon. For astrological omens, deviations from the
fixed pattern, such as eclipses, would be of special concern.
Two of the watchers are especially occupied with phenomena of
light in the sky. Baraqel teaches the omens of the bĕraqîn, “lightning,”
connected to thunder. In all Ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean
religions the lightning from the thunderstorm was interpreted as a
special sign from the god of thunder. The next phenomenon is more
obscure. Ziqel teaches the omens of the zîqîn. The word has in several
Semitic languages the meaning “torch, flaming arrow”; cf. for instance
Akkadian zīqu or zīqtu. The meaning “flaming arrow” is well-suited
to Is 50:11. We must then ask what phenomena of the sky would look
like a flaming arrow. There are two, both meteors/shooting stars, and
comets, and we do not need to distinguish between them in this context.
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The kind of astronomy/astrology here referred to is so general that
it fits into both a Mesopotamian and a Mediterranean pattern. We
are, however, according to the narrative not dealing with contemporary practice, but with how this practice came into being in primeval
time. In this perspective we have seen that Pseudo-Eupolemus claimed
that astrology had its origin in Babylonia and was made known to
the Egyptians by Abraham.228 Jubilees has a somewhat similar story.
Having left Babylonia, while staying in Canaan, Abraham is contemplating the stars in order to see what will come. In this case Jubilees
is utterly critical toward this Chaldean practice. The only one who is
able to foresee what will happen is God. Abraham is to denounce this
practice because it is related to the demons (Jub 12:16–20). This awareness in the ancient sources that the astronomy/astrology they knew
had a Babylonian origin is attested by recent scholarship. As we will
see, scholars are now quite unambiguous that the astronomical calculations of the Astronomical Book were derived from the Babylonian
system found in MUL.APIN and Enuma Anu Enlil. In Mesopotamia,
astronomy/astrology belonged to the profession of the ṭupšarru.
There is one profession left: Arteqoph taught the signs of the earth.
This notice stands in contrast to the other professional skills that are
connected to the sky. We know that within divination there was a
series of phenomena on the earth that were read as signs from the
gods. The most reputed professionals within this realm in Babylonia
were the bārû. They were experts in extispicy, the inspection of sheep
liver, and lecanomacy, observing oil on water.229
According to the Babylonian systematization of professional lore,
the following lore is represented in the above list:
āšipūtu: Shemihazah taught incantation to defeat evil spirits; Hermani
taught exorcism and how to lose witchcraft spells.
asûtu: Shemihazah taught herbal medicine.
The profession of šāʾilu or āšipu: Hermani taught the interpretation of
dreams.
ṭupšarrūtu: Baraqel, Kokabel, Zaqel, Shamiel, and Sahriel taught the
omens of the sky.
bārûtu: Artaqoph taught the omens of the earth.
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All of them belong to the most favoured professional disciplines in
Assyria and Babylonia, as we see in the systematization of scholarly
lore in the first millennium.230 Compared to the scholars at the court in
Daniel, all are represented there except the asû, the specialist in herbal
medicine. In Babylonian imagination these disciplines, presupposing
that the āšipu also interpreted dreams, were practised by the earthly
ummanus under the guidance of the transcendent apkallus who once
revealed them in primeval time.
We may wonder why the Enochic scribes were so critical toward
astronomical knowledge, since they already had in their tradition a
whole scroll full of astronomical calculations, the Astronomical Book.
The reason is obviously that the watchers taught the omens of the heavenly phenomena, not only their movements as in the Astronomical
Book. There is, however, also a tendency from astronomy to astrology
in the tradition of the astronomical calculations. In En 81:1–2, which
seems to be a later elaboration, we read:
He said to me: “Enoch, look at the heavenly tablets, read what is written
on them, and understand each and every item.” I looked at all the heavenly tablets, read everything that was written, and understood everything. I read the book of all the actions of people and of all humans who
will be on the earth for the generations of the world.231

The heavenly tablets that Enoch here is invited to read were clearly the
astronomical calculations presented earlier. They enable Enoch, placed
in primeval time, to foresee all the actions of of every human until the
end of the world. Here Enoch surpasses all kinds of Babylonian astrology; they were much more humble in this respect.
The Watcher Story is not the first example of a highly critical view
on this kind of knowledge; in Second Isaiah we find the following
oracle, this time as a direct accusation against Babylon:
9

Both these things shall come upon you in a moment, in one day: the
loss of children and widowhood shall come upon you in full measure, in
spite of your many sorceries (כשׁף, Akk. kišpu) and the great power of
your incantations ()חבר. 10 You felt secure in your wickedness; you said,
“No one sees me.” Your wisdom ( )חכמהand your knowledge ( )דעתled
you astray, and you said in your heart, “I am, and there is no one besides
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me.” 11 But evil shall come upon you, which you cannot avoid by magic
(שׁחר, Akk. saḫāru); disaster shall fall upon you, which you will not be
able to cleanse away (כפר, Akk. kuppuru); and ruin shall come on you
suddenly, of which you know nothing. 12 Stand fast in your incantations ( )חברand your many sorceries ()כשׁף, with which you have toiled
from your early age; perhaps you may be able to succeed, perhaps you
may inspire terror. 13 You are wearied with your many advices ( ;)עצהlet
those who embrace (הבר, Akk. abāru)232 the heavens stand up and save
you, those who gaze ( )חזהat the stars, and at each new moon predict
( )מודיםwhat shall befall you.
(Is 47:9–13; translation mine)

We notice that the same kind of professional wisdom is highlighted
here as in En 8:1–3: first apotropaic rites, thereafter astrology.
The Rebel Story deals with revealed wisdom two more times, in
En 7:1cd and in 9:6–8; the occurrences of this motif in the Enoch Story
are modelled on the Rebel Story (13:1–3 and 16:3). In both places in
the Rebel Story the forbidden knowledge is closely interwoven with
forbidden sexuality. There are Aramaic texts of the passage in En 7:1,
mostly from manuscript a, but also some letters from manuscript b.
There is a reasonable correspondence between the preserved Aramaic
text and the text of GrPan and the Ethiopic manuscripts.
[ור[בנ̇ יה]ן כלהן נסבו להן
̇
̇אנ֯ ]ון
נשין מן כל די בחרו ושריו ]למנעל עליהן ולאסתאבה בהן
וכ ֯ש]פה ומלקט שרשין ולאחויה להן עסבין
֯ ולאלפה אנין ̇חרשה
Those (two hundred) and their leaders [all took for themselves]
wives from all that they chose; and they began [to go in to them, and to
defile themselves with them]
and (they began) to teach them magic and sor[cery, and the gathering of
roots; and they showed them herbs].
(4QEna 1 iii, 13–15 + 4QEnb 1 ii, 18–20)

There are clear correspondences between the inclusion of forbidden
knowledge in this passage and En 8:1–3. In the last sentence in En 8:3
the watchers are said to reveal mysteries to their wives, which is also
the case in 7:1. The women are taught חרשׁה, “magic,” which is taught
by Hermani in 8:3, and they are taught מלקט שׁרשׁין, “the gathering
of roots,” as does Shemihazah in the same place, with the addition
that they were shown herbs. The real difference is, if the letters of
232
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manuscript b here is read correctly, that the women are taught כשׁפה,
“sorcery,” which means that we according to the narrative here have
the origin of witchcraft. This is a quite drastic assertion.
In a Babylonian setting witchcraft was primarily connected with
women. Although both the kaššāpu, “sorcerer,” and the kaššāptu,
“sourceress,” are mentioned in the sources, women in total outnumber
men in texts about witchcraft in the entirety of the Babylonian history.
Men are only mentioned generally; sorceress are described directly
and addressed in the rituals. In addition we can notice an increasing
fear of sorceresses from the Old Babylonian to the Late Babylonian
period.233 The Babylonians increasingly felt that evil spirits were active
through the spells of the witches, to the extent that the witches themselves were demonized.234 In the popular view sorceresses were not
necessarily evil. They could be women consulted for magical purposes,
eventually to restore justice for a client who felt he was a victim of
injustice. Whether the female expert was evil or not, depended on the
client’s point of view. In the learned view of the matter, however, the
exorcist, āšipu, formed the antipode to the kaššāptu, performing white
magic against black.235 If the watchers in the Watcher Story are a Jewish reinterpretation of the apkallus, the picture is turned upside down.
According to Babylonian conviction the āšipu had learned his white
magic from the apkallus in order to defeat demons; in the Watcher
Story there is no difference between white and black magic; both sorts
of skills were taught by the rebellious watchers in primeval time.
The last time the code of forbidden knowledge occurs in the Rebel
Story is in the heavenly accusation against the watchers, foremost
Asael and Shemihazah, in En 9:6–8. In the sequence about Shemihazah and the other watchers the code of forbidden knowledge is
interwoven with the code of forbidden sexuality, as in En 7:1. The
watchers are now accused for having revealed to them “hate-inducing
charms,” i.e. charms to win back one’s beloved; thus creating strife
among humans.236
Asael is treated separately in this section, En 9:6. The few traces of
Aramaic letters preserved here are of no help, so the text has to be
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restored on the basis of GrPan and the Ethiopic manuscripts. We keep
to the restoration carried out by Nickelsburg at this place:237
You see what Asael has done,
who has taught all iniquity on the earth,
and has revealed the eternal mysteries that are in heaven.
(En 9:6)

The description of Asael’s activity is here more comprehensive than
in 8:1. He has not only taught metallurgy, jewellery, and cosmetics; he
has taught “all iniquity,” and restored to Aramaic: אודע רזי עלמה די
בשׁמיה, “revealed the eternal mysteries that are in heaven.” The word
translated with “mystery,” rāz, can also be translated “secret.” It occurs
three more times in the Watcher Story, characterizing the teaching of
the watchers. In the last sentence of En 8:3 the teaching of the watchers
is described as mysteries that were revealed to the women; in En 10:7
they are said to have revealed the mysteries to their sons. En 16:3 contains a modification which seems to question whether the descended
watchers really had access to all the eternal secrets in heaven: “You
were in heaven, and no mystery was revealed you; but a stolen mystery
you learned.”238 We are now at a stage in the narrative where Enoch
has been introduced as a counterpart to the watchers. In reality, it is
Enoch, not the descended watchers, who has access to the secrets of
heaven, as seen in his visionary journey to the heavenly temple. They
who taught humans the mantic practices could not even foresee their
own future; it had to be announced to them by Enoch.
The noun rāz is frequently used in the Aramaic court tales in Daniel
(2:18f., 27f., 47; 4:6). At all places here the “mystery” or “secret” refers
to the interpretation of dreams. The secret rests with God in heaven
and has to be revealed to Daniel as his chosen one on the earth. This
understanding of the secret resting in heaven is not far removed from
the one we find in the Book of Watchers. The Hebrew equivalent of רז
is סוד. It interesting to note that no broad theology is developed in the
Hebrew Bible about knowledge or truth stored in heaven as a secret
and then revealed to chosen ones. The only place where we find a positive attestation is in Amos 3:7: “Surely the Lord GOD does nothing,
without revealing his secret to his servants the prophets.”
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This is very different in Babylonian theology. In the story Enmeduranki and the Diviners we are told how Enmeduranki is taken to
heaven to be shown the secrets of the bārû-priests, “a mystery of Anu,
[Enlil and Ea]” (line 7). He is shown “the Tablet of the Gods, the liver,
a secret of heaven and nether world” (line 8). Thereafter he descends
to the earth and gives the secret tablet to the citizens of Nippur, Sippar,
and Babylon (line 14). Among this mantic knowledge of the bārûpriests is also included the astronomy of the most recognised series of
heavenly phenomena Enuma Anu Enlil (line 18). The learned savant
of the bārû-guilt thus becomes the guardian of the secrets of the great
gods (line 19). The niṣirti bārûti, “the secret lore of the bārû-priests” is
thus revealed to their ancestor, the antediluvian king, when he ascends
to heaven.239
From the end of the second millennium there was a broad tendency to classify the the written compilations of scholarly skills like
those described in the Watcher Story as niṣirti šamê u erṣeti, “secret
of heaven and earth.”240 This was done by the ummanus in order to
legitimize and guard the lore of their guild. They created a mythology
of scribal transmission where this secret lore at the beginning rested
with the gods, then was brought to humankind by the apkallus, and
thereafter was transmitted by the ummanus, who were the contemporary guards of this secret lore.
On the surface, the code of forbidden knowledge in the Watcher
Story can be read as criticism of rather incidental contemporary magical beliefs that could be practised by both Jews and non-Jews. The Enochic writers could fairly arbitrarily have listed what they knew existed
there in the “heathen” world and warned fellow Jews against these
practices, saying that these practices were ultimately stemming from
rebellious heavenly beings at the beginning of time and were to be
utterly condemned. We have tried to demonstrate that this is not the
case. The modern reader is easily influenced by a modern view of reality where for most people everything connected to magic, divination,
and astrology is rather marginal. Certainly, it has to be kept separate
from both religion and science. This is not so in the Babylonian imagination or in the Watcher Story. Magic, as we have described it, was
the core of Babylonian science. What is represented in the long scholarly series and by the professionals at the royal court is the utmost of
239
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scholarship. The ummanus were “the research council” of the king. At
the same time it was religion; it was based on the presupposition that
the surrounding world was filled with signs given by the gods, able and
needing to be interpreted by the scholars.
We find the same imagination in the Watcher Story. What the
watchers revealed to humankind was the basic knowledge known to
be practised by the most recognised scholars of their own time, the
Babylonian ummanus. The writers of the Watcher Story targeted their
attack on the fundamental knowledge governing the empire, turning
the founding myth of the legitimacy and supremacy of this empire
upside down.
2.5.5 Forbidden Marriage
In the long research history of the Watcher Story nobody has been
able to find a distinct background in the surrounding religions for
the core plot of the story. There may be similar features to parts of
the plot, but not in the way that we can say that this is the myth or
mythic tradition that has contributed to the actual plot about the
watchers: how they, being in heaven, saw the beautiful daughters of
men, rebelled and descended to have intercourse with them, and how
this consequently resulted in the birth of giants who ruined the earth.
We notice that this core plot comes from the Shemihazah narrative; it
is, however, not altered, only widened, in the subsequent elaboration
of the narrative. We think there is one obvious reason for this lack of
evidence from other religions: this core plot is formulated in a way
that is distinctively Jewish; no one else could formulate the plot in
this way. This is a paradox because the core plot is also distinctively
mythic, and we are not used to thinking that either the Israelites before
the exile or the Jews after it created myths of such an imaginative
and graphic character; at least, they have not survived through history.
Nevertheless, it seems as if this is a myth embedded in Jewish social
and religious codes.
D. Suter and G. W. E. Nickelsburg were the first to call attention
to these traits of the Watcher Story, as far as we can see, independently. We start with Nickelsburg and proceed to the more elaborate
discussion by Suter.241 Nickelsburg noticed a specific type of cultic
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language in En 15, which closely resembled explicit polemics against
the priesthood:
Go say to the watchers of heaven, who sent you to
petition in their behalf,
“You should petition in behalf of humans,
and not humans in behalf of you.
Why have you forsaken the high heaven, the eternal sanctuary;
and lain with women, and defiled yourself with the daughters of men;
and taken for yourselves wives, and done as the sons of earth;
and begotten for yourselves sons, giants”?
(En 15:2–3)242

He noticed that the dwelling place of the watchers was the heavenly
sanctuary, and that the watchers in the sanctuary “approached” the
Most High in a way similar to priests (En 14:23). They forsook the
heavenly sanctuary to defile themselves with women (En 12:4). This
strong language of indictment paralleled the polemics against the
priesthood in the Damascus Document (CD v, 6–7) and in the Psalms
of Solomon (8:12–13).
There were also parallels to the last chapters of Ezra (Ezra 9–10).
Like Ezra, Enoch’s title was “Scribe” (En 12:3–4; 15:1; Ezra 7:6, 11; Neh
8:1, 4, etc.). Enoch intercedes for the watchers, and Ezra’s prayer of
confession can be interpreted in the same way (Ezra 9:6). The circumstances in the two stories are remarkably similar. When Ezra arrives
in Jerusalem, he discovers that not only lay people, but also priests
and Levites have married foreign women and thereby polluted the
holy people and, obviously, the priesthood (Ezra 9:1–5). Ezra prays
for forgiveness on their behalf. In Enoch the priests of the heavenly
sanctuary have defiled themselves through marriage and intercourse
with women—who as a class have been forbidden to them. They ask
Enoch to intercede for them. The outcome of the two stories is, however, significantly different. In Ezra the case is solved by letting the
culpable men dissolve themselves from the women (Ezra 10:1–5); in
Enoch the point is the opposite; there is no forgiveness for the watchers (En 16:4).
D. Suter presented much broader material from the Hebrew Bible
and Second Temple Judaism on the issue of intermarriage and he
reflected on the nature of myth in relation to society. We will return
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to both of these issues. In the Watcher Story itself, Suter did not
only consider the Enoch Story (En 12–16) as relevant for the problem of mixed marriages. In En 7:1; 9:8; and 10:11 it is stated that the
watchers defiled themselves through intercourse with women, which
is a halakhic or legal concern. The offspring of the sexual union was
described as mamzerin, offspring of a marriage contracted beyond
the legitimate degrees of matrimony. “It would appear that a sociological code—the halakhic marriage rules—is being used to express
the chaos that results when the cosmic order is violated by the marriages of angels with women.”243 Thus Suter brings the religious and
social codes of intermarriage in direct contact with the core plot of the
Watcher Story.
The arguments advanced by Suter and Nickelsburg have later been
discussed in detail by M. Himmelfarb.244 Her concern has not been so
much what this sociological insight means for the understanding of
the Watcher Story as a myth, but more how to place the underlying
sociological pattern in the Watcher Story in relation to our knowledge
about halakhic rules in the torah and in Second Temple writings about
mixed marriages. The question is this: what kind of mixed marriages
are reflected in the Watcher Story? Both Nickelsburg and Suter seem
to presuppose that the Watcher Story condemns marriages between
priests and gentile women, as can be supposed from the intrigues
in Ezra. Himmelfarb maintains, by drawing on sources not too far
removed in time from the Watcher Story—mainly the Aramaic Testament of Levi (4QLevi) and the Qumran document 4QMMT—that the
issue at stake was not the marriage with foreign women, but priests
marrying ordinary Jewish women, which they according to these documents were not allowed to do. Thus Himmelfarb turns the focus on the
Watcher Story more toward an inner-Jewish controversy about Jewish
marriage rules for priests. This is not irrelevant for the understanding
of the social and religious context of the story; it can, however, lure
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one into the impression that this is actually what the Watcher Story is
about, although this seems not have been Himmelfarb’s intention.
To understand the social and religious codes applied to the watchers we need a presentation of the most relevant texts on intermarriage
from the Hebrew Bible and Second Temple Judaism. These texts are to
a large extent discussed in the literature presented above; a very convenient and clear cut discussion is, however, offered by C. E. Hayes.245
We will use her presentation of the texts as a point of departure. She
is not occupied with the Watcher Story, but with the question about
gentile impurity in relation to intermarriage rules. Therefore not all
her material and discussions are relevant for our purposes, so we will
select and fill in when necessary. She uses three distinctions that seem
very fruitful in analyzing the material: the questions about ritual status, moral status, and genealogical status.246 Are the boundaries set
within Israel relating to priests and lay, and relating to Israelites and
foreigners, based on an idea of differences in purity in relation to the
cult, differences in moral and religious standards, or differences in
relation to genealogical lines? These are the basic questions that guide
Hayes through her analysis.
Before we start the presentation of the most relevant texts it is,
however, important to be aware of the difference between the laws
and prescriptions in this period and the actual practice. A law does in
many cases present an ideal promoted by a certain group, and may in
many cases not represent the actual legal procedures, and be in clear
opposition to how people lived. There are for instance no indications
that the Israelites actually did eradicate the Canaanite inhabitants of
the land as they were commanded in the law about intermarriage in
Deut 7:1–6. When we read about the restrictions placed on intermarriage, it is worth noting that Abraham married two Arab women (Gen
16:15–16; 25:1–6), Moses married two Midianite women (Ex 2:21–22;
Num 12:1), Joseph married the daughter of an Egyptian priest (Gen
41:45), and Judah, the ancestor of David, married a Canaanite woman
(Gen 38:1–2). Hiram, who assisted Solomon in the building of the
temple, was the son of a Phoenician father and mother from the tribe
of Naphtali (1 Kgs 7:13–14).247
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In the cultic prescriptions of the Pentateuch there is nothing to indicate that a gēr, “alien, foreigner” should be intrinsically impure. He is
placed under the same law as an Israelite in relation to ritual purity:
14

An alien who lives with you, or who takes up permanent residence
among you, and wishes to offer an offering by fire, a pleasing odor to the
LORD, shall do as you do. 15 As for the assembly, there shall be for both
you and the resident alien a single statute, a perpetual statute throughout
your generations; you and the alien shall be alike before the LORD. 16
You and the alien who resides with you shall have the same law and the
same ordinance.
(Num 15:14–16)

When it comes to moral purity, there is in principle no difference
between an Israelite and an alien. They both have to follow the same
moral rules. There is, however, the difference that the peoples of
Canaan in the eyes of the Israelites did not follow these rules. Therefore the alien, coming from these people, has to abide by the rules of
the Israelites:
24

Do not defile yourselves in any of these ways, for by all these practices the nations I am casting out before you have defiled themselves.
25
Thus the land became defiled; and I punished it for its iniquity, and
the land vomited out its inhabitants. 26 But you shall keep my statutes
and my ordinances and commit none of these abominations, either the
citizen or the alien who resides among you27 (for the inhabitants of the
land, who were before you, committed all of these abominations, and
the land became defiled); 28 otherwise the land will vomit you out for
defiling it, as it vomited out the nation that was before you. 29 For whoever commits any of these abominations shall be cut off from their people. 30 So keep my charge not to commit any of these abominations that
were done before you, and not to defile yourselves by them: I am the
LORD your God.
(Lev 18:24–30; italics mine)

The abominable practices of the original inhabitants of the land made
them, in the eyes of the Israelites, morally impure. This impurity is
contagious in the way that Israelites can be enticed to follow this practice. Therefore, according to Deuteronomy, the Israelites shall separate
themselves from these gentiles:
15

You shall not make a covenant with the inhabitants of the land, for
when they prostitute themselves to their gods and sacrifice to their gods,
someone among them will invite you, and you will eat of the sacrifice.
16
And you will take wives from among their daughters for your sons, and
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their daughters who prostitute themselves to their gods will make your
sons also prostitute themselves to their gods.
(Ex 34:15–16; italics mine)

This fear of moral contamination led the law-writers of Deuteronomy
to place a ban on intermarriage with people from seven listed nations
thought to have lived in Canaan.
1

When the LORD your God brings you into the land that you are about
to enter and occupy, and he clears away many nations before you—the
Hittites, the Girgashites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Perizzites, the
Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations mightier and more numerous
than you—2 and when the LORD your God gives them over to you and
you defeat them, then you must utterly destroy them. Make no covenant
with them and show them no mercy. 3 Do not intermarry with them, giving your daughters to their sons or taking their daughters for your sons,
4
for that would turn away your children from following me, to serve other
gods. Then the anger of the LORD would be kindled against you, and he
would destroy you quickly. 5 But this is how you must deal with them:
break down their altars, smash their pillars, hew down their sacred poles,
and burn their idols with fire. 6 For you are a people holy to the LORD
your God; the LORD your God has chosen you out of all the peoples on
earth to be his people, his treasured possession.
(Deut 7:1–6; italics mine)

Two issues are important to note in the two texts above. First, they
prohibit only intermarriage with “the inhabitants of the land,” defined
in Deuteronomy as seven specific nations; there is not a ban on intermarriage of all kinds. Second, the reason is moral or religious; intermarriage with these peoples will lead to apostasy. The reason is not
that these people are intrinsically impure, or that there is any genealogical barrier between Israel and the gentiles.
There are laws that presuppose that people from these nations still
lived among the Israelites, and that Israelites did marry foreigners. An
offspring of such a marriage was called ממזר, mamzēr, “bastard”:
2

No one whose testicles are crushed or whose penis is cut off shall be
admitted to the assembly of the LORD. 3A mamzēr shall not be admitted
to the assembly of the LORD. Even to the tenth generation, none of their
descendants shall be admitted to the assembly of the LORD. 4 No Ammonite or Moabite shall be admitted to the assembly of the LORD. Even to
the tenth generation, none of their descendants shall be admitted to the
assembly of the LORD, 5 because they did not meet you with food and
water on your journey out of Egypt, and because they hired against you
Balaam son of Beor, from Pethor of Mesopotamia, to curse you.
(Deut 23:2–5; translation mine)
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The word mamzēr occurs one more time in the Hebrew Bible:
5

Ashkelon shall see it and be afraid; Gaza too, and shall writhe in anguish;
Ekron also, because its hopes are withered. The king shall perish from
Gaza; Ashkelon shall be uninhabited; 6 mamzēr shall settle in Ashdod,
and I will make an end of the pride of Philistia.
(Zech 9:5–6)

The word seems to have the same meaning here as in Deut 23:2: “Mongrel people shall settle in Ashdod.”
The word mamzēr occurs twice in the “parabiblical” Dead Sea Scrolls.
At least in the first case the text is elaborating on Deut 23:2–5:
לוא יבוא שמה
̇ הואה הבית אשר
[◦]עד[ ֯עולם
]
וע ֯מוני ומואבי וממזר ובן נכר וגר
֯
עד עולם כיא קדושי שם
This (is) the house which these will not enter
[ ] [ for]ever,
nor an Ammonite, a Moabite, a bastard, a son of a foreigner, or a proselyte
forever, for his holy ones (are) there.
(4QFlor 1–2 i, 3–4)

The other occurrence is in a very fragmented text, and the suggested
restoration is simply a guess, presupposing Deut 23:2–5 as the background also here:
[הממזר
̇ ]ועל העמוני והמואבי ו
[ ו̇ ֯פ]צוע הדכה וכרות השפכת שהם באים בקהל
להיו[תמה עצם אחת
̇
]ונשים לוקחים
[And concerning the Ammonite and the Moabite and] the bastard
and the one with cr[ushed testicles and one whose penis has been cut
off, if these enter the assembly ]
[and take wives to beco]me one bone
(4QMMTd i, 10–11)

There is, however, reason to suppose that the text deals with intermarriage, since the phrase עצם אחת, “one bone” in Hebrew parlance
means to be sexually united in marriage (cf. Gen 2:21–24). Taken
together, the texts we have quoted seem to understand a mamzēr as
an offspring of parents with different nationality, not an offspring of
parents with the same nationality, but of different rank.
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There were different rules for marriage for lay people and priests.
Among the priests there were different rules for ordinary priests and
the high priest. For ordinary priests these rules for marriage applied:
They shall not marry a prostitute or a woman who has been defiled;
neither shall they marry a woman divorced from her husband. For they
are holy to their God,
(Lev 21:7)

We notice that there is no ban on marrying foreign women. The rule
focuses on the status of women in relation to moral standards. The
rules for the high priest were stricter:
14
A widow, or a divorced woman, or a woman who has been defiled, a
prostitute, these he shall not marry. He shall marry a virgin of his own
kin, 15 that he may not profane his offspring among his kin; for I am the
LORD; I sanctify him.
(Lev 21:14–15; italics mine)

The crucial issue is here that the high priest could only marry within
his own lineage: כי אם־בתולה מעמיו יקח אשׁה, “for only a virgin from
his own people he may take to wife.” The reason is that he shall not
profane זרעו בעמיו, “his seed among his people.” The sanctity of the
high priest is accordingly secured genealogically.
Ezekiel is the first to apply the genealogical sanctity of the high
priest to all priests. They are only allowed to marry a woman belonging to the seed, זרע, zeraʿ, of Israel:
They shall not marry a widow, or a divorced woman, but only a virgin of
the seed of the house of Israel, or a widow who is the widow of a priest.
(Ezek 44:22; translation mine)

The rule is not as strict as for the high priest, who only could marry
within his own lineage; the principle of genealogical purity is, however,
the same, which is seen in the close resemblance in wording between
Lev 21:14–15 and Ezek 44:22.
Coming from the Babylonian diaspora, where Ezekiel lived, Nehemiah is the first to be said to have practised this law:
28

And one of the sons of Jehoiada, son of the high priest Eliashib, was
the son-in-law of Sanballat the Horonite; I chased him away from me. 29
Remember them, O my God, because they have defiled the priesthood,
the covenant of the priests and the Levites. 30 Thus I cleansed them from
everything foreign, and I established the duties of the priests and Levites,
each in his work;
(Neh 13:28–30)
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The radical change came, however, in the story about Ezra, and his
encounter with mixed marriages when he returned from Babylonia
to Judah:
1

After these things had been done, the officials approached me and said,
“The people of Israel, the priests, and the Levites have not separated
themselves from the peoples of the lands with their abominations, from
the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the Ammonites,
the Moabites, the Egyptians, and the Amorites. 2 For they have taken
some of their daughters as wives for themselves and for their sons. Thus
the holy seed has mixed itself with the peoples of the lands, and in this
faithlessness the officials and leaders have led the way.” 3 When I heard
this, I tore my garment and my mantle, and pulled hair from my head
and beard, and sat appalled. 4 Then all who trembled at the words of
the God of Israel, because of the faithlessness of the returned exiles, gathered around me while I sat appalled until the evening sacrifice. 5 At the
evening sacrifice I got up from my fasting, with my garments and my
mantle torn, and fell on my knees, spread out my hands to the LORD
my God,
(Ezra 9:1–5; italics mine)

The situation concerns הגולה, “the exiles” (v. 4), who have taken
wives from עמי הארצות, “the peoples of the lands.” This distinction is
important in understanding the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. The true
Israelites are those who have a background from the exile, in other
places described as בני הגולה, “the children of the exile” (Ezra 4:1;
6:19–20; 8:35; 10:7, 16); העלים משׁבי הגולה, “those who came up from
the captivity of the exile” (Ezra 2:1; Neh 7:6), and when they convene,
as קהל הגולה, “the assembly of the exile” (Ezra 10:8, 12–16). Those
remaining in the land all the time were elsewhere described either in
the plural as above, or in singular forms like עם הארץ, “people of the
land”; עם הארצות, “people of the lands”; and עמי הארץ, “peoples of
the land.”248 The double plural used in the quotation above underscores how mixed this population was. The true Judeans, those who
had come back from the exile through several generations, were not to
248
Cf. G. N. Knoppers, “Ethnicity, Genealogy, Geography, and Change: The Judean
Communities of Babylon and Jerusalem in the Story of Ezra,” in Community Identity in Judean Historiography, ed. G. N. Knoppers and K. A. Ristau. Winona Lake
2009, 147–72, 163–64. The conviction that “Isreal” equals “exilic Israel,” i.e. returnees
and descendants of the returnees, is not restricted to Ezra and Nehemiah, but is a
common notion in post-monarchial texts in the Hebrew Bible, cf. E. Ben Zvi, “Inclusion and Exclusion from Israel as Conveyed by the Use of the Term “Israel” in PostMonarchic Texts,” in The Pitcher is Broken. Memorial Essays for Gösta W. Ahlström,
ed. S. W. Holloway and L. K. Handy, JSOTSup. Sheffield 1995, 95–149, 95–100.
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mix with this population. Those who had taken wives from this population were to divorce them and send them and their children away
(Ezra 10:1–5). This involved lay people, priests, and Levites. This legislation was imposed by the representatives from the exile, Ezra and his
fellow scribes; it was in contradiction to what was practised in Judah
and did not have lasting influence on the larger part of Judean society
in the succeeding history.249
The crucial element in the accusation against the the Judeans with an
exilic background is the following: והתערבו זרע הקדשׁ בעמי הארצות,
“they have mixed the holy seed with the peoples from the lands” (v. 2).
Thus the emphasis on Israel’s holiness on a moral and religious basis
in Deut 7:6 is transferred to a genealogical basis in Ezra 9:2. Ezekiel is
the first known to us who transferred this kind of genealogical holiness
from the high priest to all priests; Ezra goes one drastic step further:
the true Israel is genealogically separated from all other people. This
certainly has to do with the preservation of the people. The word zeraʿ
means both “semen” and “offspring.” The holy seed is profaned by
coming in contact with outsiders and the offspring becomes profane
since it is a mixture of the holy and profane.
We find a similar kind of reflection in a book that directly refers
to an exilic situation. The book of Tobit, originally written in Aramaic (4QTob) in the Persian or early Hellenistic period, deals with
the situation of the northern Israelites in Assyria and Media. Tobit
admonishes his son:
Beware, my son, of every kind of fornication. First of all, marry a woman
from among the descendants of your ancestors; do not marry a foreign
woman, who is not of your father’s tribe; for we are the descendants of
the prophets. Remember, my son, that Noah, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
our ancestors of old, all took wives from among their kindred. They were
blessed in their children, and their posterity will inherit the land.
(Tob 4:12)

There is no direct indication that Tobit here thought along the same
lines as Ezra. The book attests, however, that the idea of not mixing
sexually with foreign women was important in an exilic situation.
In the Aramaic Testament of Levi the genealogical purity of all
priests is emphasized. It seems stricter than in Ezekiel; the priests are
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a holy seed, separated from all others, as we have previously seen in
relation to the high priest:
And now, my son, the law of truth I will show you, and I will not conceal
from you anything to teach you the law of priesthood.
First of all, beware, my son, of every fornication and impurity and of
every harlotry.
And you, take for yourself a wife from my family so that you may not
defile your seed with harlots, because you are a holy seed. And holy is
your seed like the Holy One, for a holy priest you are called for all the
seed of Abraham.
You are close to God and close to all his holy ones, now be pure in your
flesh from every impurity of any man.
(Testament of Levi 6:15–18)250

There has been a considerable discussion about whether the document
4QMMT, which seems to be a letter from a minority negotiating their
positions for a majority, in the following passage argues for the holy
seed of both priests and lay, or only priests are included.251
[  ועל הזונות הנעסה בתוך העם והמה ב]ני4
[ קדש משכתוב קודש ישראל ועל בה]מה טהורה5
[לבוש]ים שלוא
֯
 כתוב שלוא לרבעה כלאים ועל6
[וכ]רמו כלאים
֯ לזרוע שדו
̇
 יהיה שעטנז ושלוא7
[ ]ב[גלל שהמה קדושים ובני אהרון ק]דושי קדושים8
[כהנים ו̇ ֯ה]עם מתערבים
̇ ]וא[ת ̇ם יודעים שמקצת ֯ה
֯
9
[זרע] הקודש ואף
֯ [מתוככים ומטמאי֯ ]ם [את
֯ [ה]ם
֯  ]ו10
[ [ם ̇ע ̇ם הזונ̇ ו̇ ת ̇כ]י
̇  את ]זרע11
4. And concerning the fornications carried out in the midst of the people: they are me[mbers of ]
5. (of) holiness, as it is written: “Holy is Israel.” And concerning the
[pure] an[imal]
6. it is written that he shall not let two species mate; and concerning
clot[hing, that no]
7. materials are to be mixed; and he will not sow his field or [his]
vi[neyard with two species]
8. [be]cause they are holy. But the sons of Aaron are the ho[liest of the
holy]
9. [and y]ou know that a part of the priests and of the [people mingle]
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10. [and] th[ey ]unite with each other and defile the [holy] seed [and
also]
11. their (own) [seed] with fornications, be[cause ]
(4QMMTc iv, 4–11)

For our purpose neither one standpoint nor the other is decisive.
There are certainly priests involved in the last part of the passage, so in
this respect the document argues along the same lines as the Aramaic
Testament of Levi. Who are, however, the people committing fornication, i.e. engaging in illicit marriages, in line 4? They are connected
to holiness with the Scriptural basis, “Holy is Israel,” which sounds
like an echo of Deuteronomy as it is used in Ezra. The writer builds
his argument on a reflection from another Scriptural commandment,
found in Lev 19:19, which is quite crucial for the way of thinking,
in the context of purity and impurity that one should not mix what
should be kept apart:
You shall keep my statutes. You shall not let your animals breed with a
different kind; you shall not sow your field with two kinds of seed; nor
shall you put on a garment made of two different materials.
(Lev 19:19)

It could be that the writer built his argument on the following structure: starting with illicit marriages among lay people belonging to the
holy ones of Israel, breaking the rule from Scripture about the proper
way of keeping things apart, proceeding to the high priest and the
priest. We have above observed that 4QMMT uses the word mamzēr
in a context indicating marriage. We have not found textual evidence
for the idea that a mamzēr could be the offspring of a sexual union
within what was defined as Israel. This could indicate that the writer(s)
of 4QMMT not only had priests in mind, but also lay people in their
marriage relations to people that did not belong to a genealogically
defined Israel.
We find the clearest example of an extension of the genealogical
holiness of the priests to all the people of Israel since Ezra, in Jubilees.
About the descendants of Abraham, it is written:
All the descendants of his sons would become nations and be numbered
with the nations. But one of Isaac’s sons would become holy progeny and
would not be numbered among the nations. 18for he would become the
share of the Most High. All his descendants had fallen into that (share)
which God owns so that they would become a people whom the Lord
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possesses out of all the nations; and that they should become a kingdom,
a priesthood, and a holy people.
(Jub 16:17–19)252

The phrase “holy progeny,” Ethiopic zarʾ qĕdus, “holy seed,” is directly
equivalent to  זרע הקדשׁin Ezra 9:2. While Ezra inferred the genealogical holiness of all true Israelites from Deut 23:2–5, the Scriptural basis
is no less convincing in Jubilees, drawing on Ex 19:6:
but you shall be for me a priestly kingdom and a holy nation. These are
the words that you shall speak to the Israelites.
(Ex 19:6)

The consequences for intermarriage are drawn up in halakhot based
on the story about the rape of Dinah in Gen 34. We notice that the
writer has distinct interests in his reinterpretation of this story:
If there is a man in Israel who wishes to give his daughter or his sister
to any foreigner, he is to die. He is to be stoned because he has done
something sinful and shameful within Israel. The woman is to be burned
because she has defiled the reputation of her father’s house; she is to be
uprooted from Israel. 8 No adulterer or impure person is to be found
within Israel throughout all the time of the earth’s history, for Israel
is holy to the Lord. Any man who has defiled (it) shall die; he is to
be stoned. 9 For this is the way it has been ordained and written on
the heavenly tablets regarding any descendant of Israel who defiles (it):
‘He is to die; he is to be stoned’. 10 This law has no temporal limit. There
is no remission or any forgiveness; but rather the man who has defiled his
daughter within all of Israel is to be eradicated because he has given one
of his descendants to Moloch and has sinned by defiling them.
11
Now you, Moses, order the Israelites and testify to them that they are
not to give any of their daughters to foreigners and that they are not to
marry any foreign women because it is despicable before the Lord. 12 For
this reason I have written for you in the words of the law everything
that the Shechemites did to Dinah and how Jacob’s sons said: ‘We will
not give our daughter to a man who has a foreskin because for us that
would be a disgraceful thing’. 13 It is a disgraceful thing for the Israelites
who give or take (in marriage) one of the foreign women because it is too
impure and despicable for Israel. 14 Israel will not become clean from this
impurity while it has one of the foreign women or if anyone has given
one of his daughters to any foreign man. 15 For it is blow upon blow and
curse upon curse. Every punishment, blow, and curse will come. If one
does this or shuts his eyes to those who do impure things and who defile
the Lord’s sanctuary and to those who profane my holy name, then the
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whole nation will be condemned together because of all this impurity and
this contamination.
(Jub 30:7–15; italics mine)253

The halakhot are an explication of the genealogical holiness of all Israel
through an absolute ban on all kinds of intermarriage. The gentiles are
here not only profane in relation to the holy seed of Israel; they are
impure, so that sexual relations contaminate the seed of Israel. Since
this is the case, there is one inference which sharpens the way this was
dealt with in the case of Ezra. In Ezra the perpetrators could divorce
the women and seek forgiveness; in Jubilees there is no such possibility. Intermarriage is not a question of moral or religious impurity that
can be solved through any kind of compromise: both the father who
arranges the marriage and the children involved have to die, through
stoning and burning, without any question about whether the children
were forced into the marriage or not. For Jubilees this is not a question of morality, but a question of divine order. God has ordered the
cosmos in such a way that the holy seed of Israel is the image of the
holy ones in heaven on earth;254 there is no forgiveness for the violation of this divine order.
18

He told us—all the angels of the presence and all the angels of holiness (these two great kinds)—to keep sabbath with him in heaven and
on earth. 19 He said to us: ‘I will now separate a people for myself from
among my nations. They, too, will keep Sabbath. I will sanctify the people for myself and will bless them as I sanctified the Sabbath day. I will
sanctify them for myself; in this way I will bless them. They will become
my people and I will become their God. 20 I have chosen the descendants
of Jacob among all of those whom I have seen. I have recorded them as
my fist-born and have sanctified them for myself throughout the ages
of eternity.
(Jub 2:18–20)255

We summarise the evidence: There were in the oldest strata of texts
prohibitions for Israelites against marrying Canaanite women. The
reason for these is moral and religious. The women belonged to the
peoples living in the land the Israelites occupied; marrying these
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women could lead to apostasy. If they did so, their offspring would be
a mamzēr, a “bastard,” without access to the Israelite cult.
There were specific regulations for priests concerning marriage.
These were not so strict for ordinary priests; there was for instance
no absolute ban on marrying foreign women. In this matter, we may
presume that they would follow the rules applying to all Israelites.
This was different for the high priest. He would only marry a virgin
from his own lineage. His seed was not to be profaned. Here we find
a genealogical distinction that could not be transgressed.
Ezekiel extends the genealogical argument to all priests. They are
only allowed to marry women genealogically belonging to Israel. The
basis for the prohibition is the same as with the high priest, but it
seems as if priests could marry all genealogically pure Israelite women.
Nehemiah put this prohibition into practice.
There was a radical change with Ezra. True Israel, i.e. those whose
family line could be traced back to the exile, was genealogically separated from all other people. They were holy seed. The book of Tobit
reflects a similar practice in the exile, but without the strict genealogical argument as in Ezra. The conviction that all priests are genealogically separate and can only marry within the priestly lineage is attested
in the Aramaic Testament of Levi and 4QMMT. The last source may
also include all Israelites as in Ezra.
The most radical view on the matter was presented in Jubilees.
All Israelites belong to the holy seed. Therefore there is an absolute
ban on all kinds of intermarriage. This is the cosmic order decreed by
the Lord. There is no forgiveness for this sin; the culpable have to be
eradicated.
The sources we have presented for the period of the Second Temple
belong to minority groups; they vary in the way they relate to what
can be traced as the actual practice in this period. In the case of Ezra,
it is quite clear that those living in Judah followed a very different
practice. Lay, priests and Levites married women who were regarded
as foreign. However, the other sources reflecting this period attest that
the priests were anxious to record their lineage. Josephus offers a long
list of restrictions concerning marriage for priests.256 The most radical
difference in ideology was therefore connected to the laws for the lay
Israelites that they were not to marry outside the genealogical lineage
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of Israel. This prohibition would also relate to those practicing Jewish
religion, but with a mixed lineage, or outsiders converting to the Jewish religion. In the view of Ezra and Jubilees they did not belong to the
holy seed of Israel.
In the story told in Ezra, it is quite clear that his strict view on
intermarriage was unknown among the Jews living in Judah. He
brought this conviction with him from Babylonia. We also see that
the exilic prophet Ezekiel was the first one known to us to extend the
genealogical restrictions on marriage to all priests. The book of Tobit,
reflecting an exilic situation, also attests that the exiled should only
marry women from their own people. In Ezra we find long genealogical records telling who without any doubt belonged to Israel, and who
could not find their names in the lists (Ezra 2; cf. esp. vv. 59–62). The
circumstances in the exile would generally form a natural background
for this strict view on intermarriage. The exiled had lost most of what
gave them identity: the royal dynasty, the temple, the homeland, and
the traditional local environment. More importantly, tiny minority
groups spread around in a country with such massive religious and
intellectual traditions as Babylonia were in danger simply of being
assimilated. The fate of the deportees from northern Israel demonstrates this clearly. In such a situation religious teaching and even circumcision would not be enough to safeguard continuous existence,
as seen by the northern deportees. A strict observance of genealogical
purity could, however, be the solution. What we observe in the sources
is the religious ideology for this idea, which does not exclude the possibility that there was a rationale of survival lying behind it.
In the Watcher Story the code of forbidden sexuality opens the narrative, and it is described in a language related to intermarriage. This is
already signalled in the opening speech of the watchers and is continued in the report about what they did:
It happened when the sons of men multiplied in those days, there were
born to them daughters beautiful and fair. And the watchers, the sons
of heaven, saw them and desired them, and they said to each other: Let
us go and choose for ourselves women from the daughters of men, and
beget for ourselves children.
These are the leaders of the leaders of tens. Those and their leaders took
for themselves wives from all that they chose. And they began to go in to
them, and to defile themselves with them, and to teach them sorcery and
spellbinding, and the gathering of roots, and they explained for them
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herbs. And they became pregnant by them and bore giants three thousand cubits high, who were born on the earth.
(En 6:1–2, 8; 7:1–2 ; cf. 4QEna 1 iii, 13–18; 4QEnb 1 ii, 2–5, 18–22)

The first thing to note is the verbs used in relation to the women: נסב
is used once (restored) and  בחרis used twice. The Aramaic  נסבand
Hebrew ( לקחGen 6:2), “take,” combined with a word for “women,”
are the ordinary words for “marry.”257 The verb בחר, “choose,” is in
the Hebrew Bible never used in reference to marriage. Unlike the
Babylonians, Israelite men, or their fathers, did not choose a wife.258
The unfamiliar word is strengthened through an addition of מן כל,
“from all.” This is in strict contradiction to all that we know from
legislation in relation to marriage both in the Hebrew Bible and in the
Second Temple period: nobody could choose freely among all women,
whether lay, priest, or high priest. Also, in the places where we found
no absolute ban on marrying foreign women, Canaanite women were
forbidden for moral and religious reasons. The watchers transgressed
these prohibitions out of no other motivation than desire. We think
this portrait of the watchers was meant to stir up the reader and listener at the very beginning of the story.
Further, we think it is important to notice how the characters are
denoted. The watchers are: עיריא בני שׁמיא, “the watchers, the sons of
heaven”; the women are: נשׁין מן בנת אנשׁא, “women from the daughters of men.” The characters are of two very different kinds. Close to
the regulations of marriage in the legislation come the prohibitions
not to mix what is to be kept apart (Lev 18:22–23; Deut 22:9–11). We
have already seen that the text from Leviticus was explicitly used as an
argument against intermarriage in 4QMMT. By mixing what belongs
to heaven with what belongs to the earth, the watchers created the
worst kind of confusion imaginable.259 Through this act the watchers
became ritually unclean ( סאבIthpaal restored).260
The watchers were fully aware of the grave nature of their act:
And Shemihazah, their chief, said to them, ‘I fear that you will not want
to do this deed, and I alone shall be guilty of a great sin.’ And they
answered, all of them, and said to him: ‘Let us all swear an oath and
all bind one another that we shall not] any of us turn aside from this
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counsel until we do this deed.’ Then they all swore together and bound
one another.
(En 6:3–4; cf. 4QEna 1 iii, 1–3)

For this great sin of the watchers, there is no forgiveness for them
and their sons. This is the core plot of the Enoch Story (12–16), but
it is implied in the Rebel Story as well (cf. 10:10). Both the watchers
and the giants will be eradicated. We are here close to the attitude to
intermarriage found in Jubilees. Here there was no forgiveness for the
culpable in intermarriage, because they had violated the cosmic order.
Israel was the image of the holy angels on the earth, separated from the
gentiles as “holy seed.” The watchers have in this respect done something even worse; they have mixed what is holy and profane directly.
The offspring of the watchers is in En 10:9 described in Ethiopic as
manzerān and in Greek as µαζηρέους. It is commonly recognised that
these words reflect Aramaic ממזריא.261 As we have seen,  ממזרdesignates a child of an illegitimate sexual union in Deut 23:2, 4QFlor 1–2
i, 3–4, and 4QMMTd i, 10–11. In En 10:9 the word is used together
with τοὺς κιβδήλους and τοὺς υἱοὺς τῆς πορνείας in GrPan. The first of
these phrases, κιβδήλος, is used in the LXX translation of Lev 19:19,
the prohibition against mixing things that are to be kept apart, which
was used as an argument against mixed marriages in 4QMMT: καὶ
ἱµάτιον ἐκ δύο ὑφασµένον κίβδηλον οὐκ ἐπιβαλεῖς σεαυτῷ, “and you
shall not put upon yourself a mingled garment woven of two materials.” The phrase τοὺς υἱοὺς τῆς πορνείας, Aramaic בני זנותא, “children
of fornication,” have here nothing to do with prostitution; “fornication” describes an illicit sexual union as in the quotations from the
Aramaic Testament of Levi and 4QMMT above. The three designations
highlight different aspects of the offspring of the sexual union. The
phrase τοὺς κιβδήλους, “the mixed ones, half breeds,” emphasizes the
chaotic result of mixing of kinds; “the bastards,” ממזריא, emphasizes
birth from an illicit sexual relationship; “the sons of fornication,” בני
זנותא, emphasizes the illicit sexual union itself.262
The last place the language of intermarriage is discernible in the
opening of the Watcher Story is in the notice about the teaching of the
watchers inserted between the sexual union and the birth in En 7:1. As
we have seen, the reason for the prohibition against intermarriage with
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Canaanites in the torah was moral and religious. Through this kind
of marriage the Israelite could be infected by Canaanite religion and
culture. This is also the concern in En 7:1. By living together with the
watchers, the women are taught their knowledge. This is also the reason why knowledge is transmitted to the women also in other places in
the Watcher Story. The watchers did not only violate the cosmic order
by their transgression of sexual borders; they also through the women
polluted the earth with a foreign knowledge.
Thus we think it is clear that the language connected to legislation of
intermarriage does not only enter into the Watcher Story in En 12–16.
This language permeates the whole story already from the beginning.
It gives, however, no meaning in the Rebel Story to ask exactly what
kind of legislation is hinted at—legislation for lay people, priests, or
the high priest—or what is the concern—marrying foreigners, converts, or people of the wrong lineage inside Israel. The point in the
Watcher Story is that the watchers violated all possible rules relating
to marriage, both rules relating to an absolute border that could not
be transgressed, both for lay people and priests, and rules relating to
the religious danger in marrying foreigners.
Moving to the Enoch Story, we are more inclined to think that laws
concerning the marriage of priests are in focus, as argued by M. Himmelfarb.263 There seems to be a close resemblance to the admonitions
in the Aramaic Testament of Levi, and there are two places that explicitly place the watchers in the heavenly sanctuary:
Enoch, righteous scribe, go and say to the watchers of heaven—who
forsook the highest heaven, the sanctuary of the(ir) eternal station, and
defiled themselves with women.
(En 12:4)
Why have you forsaken the high heaven, the eternal sanctuary; and lain
with women, and defiled yourselves with the daughters of men.
(En 15:3)264

The emphasis is, however, as Himmelfarb rightly noticed, not on marrying women improper for priests, but, as is evident from the Rebel
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Story, on marrying at all.265 This is quite thoroughly explained in a
sequence dealing with the comprehensive difference between watchers
and humans, placed in an anthropological perspective:
You were holy ones and spirits, living forever.266
With the blood of women you have defiled yourselves,267
with the blood of flesh you have begotten,
and with the blood of men you have lusted,
and you have done as they do—
flesh and blood, who die and perish.
Therefore I gave them women,
that they may cast seed into them,
and thus beget children by them,
that nothing fail them on the earth.
But you originally existed as spirits, living forever,
and not dying for all generations of eternity.
(En 15:4–6)268

The passage brings together a wide range of connotations concerning
the human body. First there is an opposition between spirit and flesh.
In the Hebrew Bible ḇāśār generally designates the weakness and mortality of humans. In this meaning it can be opposed to rûªḥ , the divine
power (Isa 31:3; Joel 3:1).269 There are, however, some occurrences
where flesh tends to include human sin. One of the most significant
we find in the flood story: “And God saw that the earth was corrupt;
for all flesh had corrupted its ways upon the earth” (Gen 6:12).270 There
is, however, no blame placed on humankind in the passage from the
Enoch Story. Human procreation is a consequence of creation. The Most
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High has wisely ordained procreation for humans because they grow old
and die. This is different for the watchers, who could live for ever.
The idiom flesh and blood is not used as an anthropological phrase
in the Hebrew Bible. There are some occurrences in early Judaism and
in the New Testament. These have the same connotations as ḇāśār used
alone in the Hebrew Bible (cf. Ben Sira 14:18; 17:31; Matt 16:17). In
our context the idiom “flesh and blood” is more than a general anthropological term; it is used in reference to kinship. The border between
the spiritual, heavenly, realm and the earthly, human, realm is broken
when the watchers through the women produce “flesh and blood” as
their offspring. Kinship in the Hebrew Bible is not expressed by the
idiom “flesh and blood,” but as “flesh and bones” (Gen 29:24; Judg 9:2;
and especially Gen 2:23 where the woman is created as the same flesh
and bones as the man).271 This is different in Akkadian where “flesh
and blood” is a common way of expressing kinship.272
The repulsive nature of the event is underlined by the focus on the
female blood. The passage may indicate that the intercourse took place
while the women were menstruating.273 In the Hebrew Bible such an
act is utterly condemned; both the man and the woman are sentenced
to death (Lev 20:18). In later texts accusations against priests for lying
with menstruating women are known:
They also defile the sanctuary, for they do not separate clean from
unclean according to the Law, and lie with a woman during her menstrual period.
(CD v, 6–7)274
They trampled on the place of sacrifice of the Lord, coming from all
kinds of uncleanness and with menstrual blood. They defiled the sacrifices as if they were vulgar meat.
(Ps Sol 8:12)275
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The problem with this interpretation is that the text does not describe
one act, but something that took place over a long time. Did the watchers deliberately seek menstruating women all the time? The passage
rather suggests that the blood of women contributed to the offspring:
ἐν αἵµατι σαρκὸς ἐγεννήσατε,“With” or “In the blood of flesh you
have begotten” (15:4).276 This notion is attested in later rabbinical writings, and this is how Aristotle explained the process of conception.277
When the male semen meets the female blood, the foetus begins to
form; the female blood is fixed by the semen of the male. This seems
to be the notion in the Wisdom of Solomon 7:1–2 as well:
I also am mortal, like everyone else, a descendant of the first-formed
child of earth; and in the womb of a mother I was molded into flesh, 2
within the period of ten months, compacted with blood, from the seed
of a man and the pleasure of marriage.
(Wis 7:1–2)

There is a paradox connected to bleeding women. On the one hand,
according to the torah, the menstrual blood makes a woman impure
for seven days. On the other hand, one must have discovered that only
women who were bleeding, were able to conceive children. Among
humans the taboo of the blood worked both positively and negatively.
In relation to the watchers, however, the contribution of the tabooloaded female blood in the conception shows the horror of this act
when performed by spiritual, holy beings.
After having examined the similarity in language between the code of
forbidden sexuality in the Watcher Story and legislation about matrimony, it could be tempting to think that this is what the Watcher Story
is about. If so, the Watcher Story deals with an inner-Jewish controversy about sexual purity, and especially the purity of the priests. This
could fit into a pattern of teaching as well, in the sense that the story
also deals with the wrong teaching of priests. We must assume that a
complex story like this is multivalent,278 so we cannot exclude the possibility that there could be baked into the language a reference to the
priests of the Jerusalem temple, who were regarded as impure.279
276
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This is, however, not the same thing as to maintain that the story
basically was composed with the Jerusalem priests in mind. Such an
assumption would turn the story into a mere allegory. The intended
criticism of the priests would be hidden in a mythical language and
placed in primeval time. Actually, the story would not deal with heavenly beings, the watchers, a monstrous offspring, and the devastation
of the earth. This would only be the surface of the story; it would be
about something else: unfaithful priests and their impure offspring,
and the defilement of the temple. We think Suter is correct when he,
already in his first analysis of this aspect of the story, distinguished
between an allegorical and an analogical relationship between the
cosmos and society. The myth is not a retelling of societal events in
an imaginative language; however, there is, nevertheless, a relationship: “The myth should be seen as existing on its own plane of reference with a reciprocal relationship to society: not only does the myth
reflect a certain attitude toward society, it also draws from society a
system of encoding that is used to spell out the specific terms of the
narrative.”280 The crucial question is, however, what shall dominate in
our understanding of this myth: how shall we understand the relationship between “toward society” and “from society”? The Watcher Story
has in its code of forbidden sexuality drawn a topic from society and
encoded it in its narrative; does this mean that it is the same topic
the story will communicate toward society? Or could it mean that the
topic drawn from society, in this case the ban on certain mixed marriages, was applied in the myth to illuminate a basic feature of the
narrative, without the primary intent to address the topic of mixed
marriages toward society?
Suter distinguishes in the same paragraph between an etiological
and a paradigmatic dimension of a myth. On this point we think he is
less clear. He can be read in the way that there is some kind of opposition between these two dimensions, allowing him to read the Watcher
Story etiologically as something going on in primeval time in relation
to the origin of evil, and paradigmatically as something going on at the
time of the writers and readers in relation to “fallen priests.” We do
not think we can split the understanding of a myth in this way. The
equivocal aspect of the myth concerns the myth as a whole, and can
turn up any place in the complex narrative and make it polyphonic.
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We think the function of the code of forbidden sexuality in Jubilees
compared to the Watcher Story illustrates the case.281 Jubilees is a well
structured narrative unity. Central in the narrative is the celebration of
the Sabbath. The Sabbath forms the central part of the creation story
(2:16–33), and it comes as the last revelation to Moses on Mt. Sinai
(50:1–13). The Sabbath is also the frame for pointing out the centre of
the story. The centre is the election of the descendants of Jacob to keep
the Sabbath commandment (2:19–22). The same numerical principle
is underlying both creation and history. The creation consists of 22
kinds of works (cf. 2:15); history up to its peak, the election of Jacob,
consists of 22 leaders of humanity:
There were 22 leaders of humanity from Adam until him (Jacob); and
22 kinds of works were made until the seventh day. The latter is blessed
and holy and the former, too, is blessed and holy. The one with the other
served (the purpose of ) holiness and blessing.
(Jub 2:23)282

That Jacob is placed in this central position of the story comes as
a surprise compared to his ambiguous role in the Pentateuch. But
all the negative traits in the biblical portrait of him are removed in
Jubilees. Quantitatively the story of Jacob embraces most of the Patriarchal period, from 19:13 to 45:6.
The overall episodic structural element in Jubilees is not difficult
to catch. All the events are placed in a scheme of 49 + 1 jubilees, one
jubilee being 49 years. The chronology starts with Adam and Eve in
Paradise (3:15) and ends with the exodus, the Sinai revelation, and the
entry into Canaan, which are placed in the fiftieth jubilee (48:1; 50:4).
In the land of Canaan the Israelites will be freed from all the negative forces that have haunted them through history: every sexual evil,
impurity, contamination, sin, and error. They will no longer have any
Satan or any evil person (50:5; cf. 23:29). If we divide the 50 jubilees,
we find the Watcher episode placed in the 25th jubilee. This incident
functions in two ways in the narrative, both as a paradigm of evil and
as the ultimate cause of evil.
The acts of the watchers constituted the paradigm for three kinds of
evil that humans should avoid: fornication, uncleanness, and injustice.
These basic evils were all embedded in the acts of the watchers and
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repeated by sinners throughout history. The fornication is connected
to illicit intercourse, the uncleanness connected to the transgression of
sexual borders—they married whomever they chose, and the injustice
connected to the violence and bloodshed of their offspring (7:20–25).
To avoid these sins it was necessary for the Israelites to separate from
the gentiles, and above all not to mix sexually. This theme is repeated
throughout the book, not least in the great speeches: Abraham’s
speeches in 20:1–10 and 22:10–24 and Rebecca’s speech in 25:1–23.
It is also the main plot in the story of Jacob and Esau (26:1–29:20).
In Abraham’s admonition to his children it is summarised in the following way:
He told them about the punishment of the giants and the punishment of
Sodom—how they were condemned because of their wickedness; because
of the sexual impurity, uncleanness, and corruption among themselves
they died in (their) sexual impurity.
(Jub 20:5)283

Of special interest is the story about the rape of Dinah in Jub 30, because
it connects to the establishment of the Levite priesthood in 31:13–17.
The story of Dinah demonstrates that the law of sexual purity could
be broken in two ways: both by foreign men taking Israelite women,
exemplified in the plot, and by Israelite men defiling themselves with
foreign women, which is included in the halakhic discourse elaborating the story.284
The Watcher Story is not only a paradigm of sin and evil; it also
constitutes the root cause of the evil that haunts men. The evil acts
of the watchers and giants continue through the acts of the demons
(7:27; cf. 10:1–14; 11:4–5; 17:15–18, 2; 19:28; 48:2, 9, 12–18; 49:2).
VanderKam maintains that the Watcher Story plays a modest role
in Jubilees as a whole. It is lacking in central passages, for instance the
predictions in Jub 1 and 23, where we should have expected its influence. Although it is a major theme for a few chapters in the primeval
history (for instance 5:1–10; 7:20–25), it is largely forgotten after the
passage about the demons in 10:1–4.285 This inference is correct if we
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look for direct references to or quotations from the Watcher Story in
the book as a whole. When we read Jubilees as a narrative, however, we
see the role of the Watcher Story differently. Both the episodic and the
logical structure of the narrative draw heavily on the Watcher Story.
In the story line the Jacob story forms the central part. The basic plot
of the Jacob story and the Watcher Story is the same: sexual purity. In
the overall structure of the book freedom from evil is promised after
the entrance into Canaan in the fiftieth jubilee; evil becomes part of
human destiny through the transgression of the watchers in the twenty
fifth jubilee. In the logical structure the plot is based on how evil will
be conquered at the end. In this context the Watcher Story both functions as a paradigm for what evil is and as a foundational story for how
evil became part of human reality.
In Jubilees there are accordingly numerous examples on how the
sexual transgressions of the watchers were linked to the sexual misconduct of humankind, not least connected to how the Israelites through
the lineage of Jacob should not mix sexually with the gentiles. There
is a clear correspondence, both etiologically and paradigmatically,
among what happened with the watchers in primeval time, the consequences it had in the subsequent history, and what the application was
for the writer’s own time. Given the central place the watchers’ intercourse with the women has in the plot of the Watcher Story, we should
expect something similar in this story as well. At this point we become,
however, bewildered. The theme of illicit sexuality has not influenced
this story beyond the incident of the watchers as it did in Jubilees.
The giants did not inherit their father’s lust for women; they did not
seduce, did not fornicate or rape; they did something entirely different: they engaged in violence. The next link in the line of apostates, the
evil spirits, did not teach humans fornication or lure them into illicit
sexual relations; they inflicted humans with all kinds of evils.286
When we go to humankind, we are surprised to find that the theme
of sexuality does not predominate in the description of their fate. Certainly, the women are taught cosmetics and jewellery, but the result
is not that they spread sexual laxity or lack of sexual purity among
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humans; they seduced the watchers (En 8:2b). The sexual intimacy is
kept within this relation only. There are numerous general descriptions of the result of the divine—human intercourse in the Watcher
Story, to the extent that they all together make up a sort of catalogue
of vices. With one exception, Aramaic עולה, “badness, malice” (4QEnc
1 v, 3 = En 10:6), the vices occur in places where the Aramaic text is
not extant, so we keep to the Greek translations. In En 9:9 the result
of the sexual offence was that the earth was filled with ἀδικία, “wrongdoing, injustice”; in En 9:10 the earth is in a state of ἀνόµηµα, “lawlessness”; in En 10:16 the earth will be freed from עולה, “badness, malice,”
already mentioned, followed by Greek πᾶν ἒργον πονερίας, “every act
of wickedness.” En 10:20, 22 contains a long list of vices that will be
removed from the earth: ἀκαθαρσία, “sexual immorality”; ἀδικία,
“wrongdoing, injustice”; ἁµαρτία, “sin”; ἀσεβεία, “impiety”; µιασµός,
“shameful deed.” Our point is not here that sexual offences are not
included among these vices, for instance in ἀκαθαρσία and µιασµός;
the point is that this is not more than to be expected in lists that will
encompass the total corruption of the earth.
Most of these negative characteristics occur in the section dealing
with the renewal of the earth in En 10:15–11:2. Here we find descriptions of the coming world that contrasts the vices. If the writer of
the Watcher Story was preoccupied with sexual purity restricted by
rules for marriage, we should expect that this should be reflected in his
expectations of a purified world, freed from sexual impurity, as in Jubilees. This is, however, not the case. The writer is not concerned with
a purified Israel or a redeemed rest of chosen ones. On the contrary,
he is concerned with the קשׁיטין, “righteous, truthful ones” (4QEnc
1 v, 5 = En 10:17). In the end: kuĕlo wĕlud sabʾ, “all the sons of men,”
shall be righteous, and kuĕlomu ʾaḥ zāḇ, “all the nations,” shall serve
and bless the Most High, and all shall worship him (En 10:21).287 This
universal outlook is fully in accord with how humankind is treated
as a unity before the flood. There is accordingly no division between
Israelites and gentiles in the text, and no division within Israel itself.
The composition is occupied with humanity, and is in this respect certainly not sectarian.
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The myth does not picture the proton of the cosmos as a time when
the inhabitants lived a life in sexual impurity, nor does it expect the
eschatos of the cosmos to be a time when these sexual transgressions
are overcome. It restricts the sexual motif to the watchers, and their
transgression was not that they married the wrong women, but that
they mingled sexually with women at all. The central concern of the
myth is accordingly not sexuality among humans, but what took place
between heaven and earth. The rebellion was a violation against the
most crucial of all distinctions, the distinction between the divine and
the human. When there were rules for keeping apart what did not
belong together, the watchers transgressed the most basic of all these
rules; they mixed heaven and earth, and thus created an anomalous
offspring that ruined the world. If we use Suter’s reflection about a
reciprocal relationship between myth and society, the Watcher Story
encodes rules of not mixing sexually from society; what it primarily
reflects toward society are the disastrous consequences of the confusion of the divine and human. If we read the myth paradigmatically,
this is primarily what the myth is about. The rules for sexual relations
among humans are simply used as an anology to illuminate this basic
concern.
We have earlier argued that the Babylonian diaspora could have
provided a breeding ground for the reinterpretation of these rules,
as found in Ezekiel and Ezra. This could also have been the provenience of the Watcher Story, thus adopting a language from the social
background that was important for the identity of those living in the
diaspora. By doing so, the writers added one more dimension to their
myth; hidden in their language of transgression of the border between
heaven and earth was an allusion to priests in their home sanctuary in
Jerusalem who transgressed the border of sexual purity.
Why was the crossing of borders between the divine and human
expressed in a language of conception and birth? The reason for this
must be that this kind of language played an important role both in
the Babylonian royal ideology and in Babylonian myths of origin. The
Old Babylonian kings generally claimed divine parentage. They could
maintain that they were offspring of two divine parents or an offspring
mixed from one god and one human being. Although the language
used to express this is physical—they are the seed of the gods—the
divine heritage could have been symbolised in an adoption ritual con-
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nected to the coronation.288 There is, however, also the possibility to see
a relationship between the divine heritage of the kings and the ritual
of sacred marriage. W. W. Hallo assumes that this is the background
for the sexual and physical language connected to the divine conception and birth of the kings.289 In the Old Babylonian period, when
kinship became crucial for the royal succession, the divine conception
was enacted in the ritual of sacred marriage. The ruling king secured
the succession of kingship within his lineage through intercourse with
the high priestess, with both having the role of divine parents.
Whether enacted physically in a ritual or expressed symbolically
in a ritual, the kings were regarded as humans of another kind than
ordinary humans. This is also expressed in the myth the Creation of
Humankind and the King from the first millennium. There is a distinction which is of importance here. The divine origin of the king did
not make him a god; it attributed to him a sort of divinity and made
him a human of another class. There are only few a kings from the
oldest period who were actually deified.290
The divine origin of the kings could relate to the divine origin of
the giants in the Watcher Story; it does, however, not explain why the
mixture of the human and the divine became such an important part
of this story. At this point, we have already called attention to the fact
that this belongs to the core plot in Atrahasis, and as in the Watcher
Story it has cosmic dimensions, resulting in the flood. In both places
the mixture of the human and the divine in the origin of antediluvians resulted in a chaotic state of the cosmos. The earth could not any
longer sustain the mixed creatures; in Atrahasis humans could not
die and multiplied beyond sustainable limits; in the Watcher Story,
the giants aspire for eternal life in their devouring of all creatures of
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the earth. In our discussion of Gen 6:1–4 we found many similarities
with Atrahasis.291 If we are right in that Gen 6:1–4 is dependent on
the Shemihazah narrative in the Watcher Story, we think the writer
of this fragment recognised the similarities between the Shemihazah
narrative and Atrahasis, and made them even more explicit.
The way the antediluvians were brought into being differs in the
Watcher Story and Atrahasis. In Atrahasis humans were formed out
of a mixture of the substance of a slaughtered god and clay in the first
creation scene, and born of goddesses in the second creation scene.
Both versions would be difficult to reconstruct in a Jewish context.
There would be no god to slaughter, and there would be no goddesses
to give birth. So the actual scenario had to be constructed differently,
based on the claim of the Babylonian kings that they constituted a class
of superhuman beings, who at least concerning the kings of ancient
times had divine parents. We remember that according to Gen 6:4, the
offspring of the sexual union between the heavenly being and human
women, the gibborim, were the famous men from ancient times, and
that Nimrod, who according to Gen 10:8–12 built the Babylonian and
Assyrian empires, was the first gibbor on the earth.
2.6

Enoch in the Watcher Story
2.6.1 Enoch as Protagonist

There are two novelties in the Enoch Story (12–16) compared to the
Rebel Story (6–11): the introduction of Enoch as the real protagonist of the whole Watcher Story and the inclusion of the demons as
the third link in the transcendent malevolent attacks on humankind
(En 15:8–16:1).
The introduction of Enoch as the protagonist means that the role of
Noah is played down. In En 10:1, 3 he is not even mentioned with his
own name, but only referred to as “the son of Lamech.” GrSyn refers to
him as “Noah” in En 10:2, but we find it more likely to follow GrPan
and the Ethiopic manuscripts here, which drop the name. This modest
role of Noah can be observed in the Watcher Story, the Book of
Dreams, and in the Apocalypse of Weeks.292 L. Stuckenbruck has sug-
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gested that this is based on an idea that Noah in some traditions was
considered to be in “bad company.” According to the Bible Noah survived the flood, and according one fragment labelled Pseudo-Eupolemus, the giants survived the flood as well.293 Adding the two traditions
together, Noah became one of the giants.294 The tradition contained
in the story labelled “the Birth of Noah” could relate to this kind of
imagination.295 The story gives all the good reasons to suppose that
Noah was conceived through a romance between Lamech’s wife and
one of the watchers. Thereafter, Enoch, as the great authority, denies
this possibility. Noah’s reputation is thus cleaned; he was not one of
the giants.
Stuckenbruck’s suggestion is certainly interesting, but it demands
that these traditions about Noah were old, since they were presupposed in the Shemihazah narrative. It would be simpler to assume that
for those creating the Watcher Story through the inclusion of Enoch,
he was simply a figure of higher reputation than the flood hero. He is
introduced in En 12:1–2 as someone staying with the holy ones. It is
not unlikely that the Enochic scribes here knew of Enoch’s instruction
by Uriel in the secrets of astronomy and cosmology in the Astronomical Book, as we find it already in the introduction to this book:
The book about the motion of the heavenly luminaries, all as they are in
their kinds, their jurisdiction, their time, their name, their origins, and
their months which Uriel, the holy angel who was with me (and) who
is their leader, showed me. The entire book about them, as it is, he
showed me and how every year of the world will be forever, until a new
creation lasting forever is made.
(En 72:1)296

Since the Ethiopic and Aramaic texts seldom overlap in the Astronomical Book, we cannot take it for granted that the Ethiopic text always
follows an Aramaic original. There seem, however, to be indications
that the same line of transmission that we find in the Ethiopic text,
Uriel—Enoch—Methuselah, was also present in the Aramaic version.
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Another course and law I saw for it; by that law it carries out the monthly
course. All this Uriel the holy angel who is the leader of them all showed
me. I wrote down their positions as he showed me and wrote down their
months . . .
(74:1–2)297

]◦[שניא ֯ל
]

vacat [

]◦ ח[שבון אחרן אחזית לה די אזל
֯
][ח ֯ד ̇שין ֯ע
֯
][ל
]years [
] vacat [
] I was shown an other [cal]culation for it, that it goes [
] [ ] new moons [
(4QEnastrb 25, 1–4)298
The twelve gates of the four quarters of the sky are completed. All their
laws and all their punishments and prosperity—I have shown you everything, my son Methuselah.
(En 76:14)299

[שמיא
̇ ]תרי עשר תרעי ארבע רוחי
אח]זית לך ברי
֯ שלמהון ופרשהון
[מתושלח
[the twelve gates of the four quarters of ] heaven.
Their complete explanation [I] have sh[own to you, my son
Methuselah.]
(4QEnastrb 23, 2)

The writer of the section En 17–19, forming the next stage in
the formation of the Enoch traditions in the Book of Watchers,300
could add traditions from the Astronomical Book and the Watcher
Story (cf. En 17:1–5 and 19:1). The Enochic writers preferred Enoch
rather than Noah because he already had a reputation as someone
who communicated with heaven, which would also be his role in the
Watcher Story.
The background of the two figures in Mesopotamian primeval traditions also seems to have contributed to the preference of Enoch. The
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writers must have known that Noah was the Jewish counterpart to
the Mesopotamian flood hero. In the Mesopotamian flood tradition,
recorded in Gilgamesh XI and in Berossos, he was after the flood taken
to live with the gods. From this position he could record what happened in antediluvian time.301 In the Hebrew Bible this motif is left
out; Noah becomes the ancestor of the new human race, but nevertheless stays on the earth. Enoch is, however, in the presumably oldest
version of the biblical primeval history (P), taken to heaven and he
stays there.
We have seen in Pseudo-Eupolemus that there was a tradition about
Enoch as the discoverer of astronomy, living in Babylonia in ancient
times.302 This tradition is also acknowledged in the Astronomical Book.
The scribes of this book have consciously based their astronomical calculations on Babylonian models and connected them to Enoch. This
was demonstrated by M. Albani, carefully examining the similarities
between the astronomical calculations in the Astronomical Book and
the astronomical work MUL.APIN (“Plough Star”), a summary of the
main Babylonian astronomical series Enuma Anu Enlil.303 K. Koch
has further examined these parallels and other similarities between
the Astronomical Book and Babylonian astronomical knowledge.304
H. Drawnel has examined the calculations of the moon phases in
Enuma Anu Enlil and found that the basic system of computation is
the same as in the Astronomical Book.305
The apkallus are credited several written compositions, above all the
first of them, Uanadapa.306 In Nabonidus’ boast of supreme wisdom, he
presupposes that Uanadapa had compiled Enuma Anu Enlil, the work
that forms the basis for the astronomical calculations in both MUL.
APIN and the Astronomical Book. Uanadapa appears as the author
of several works in the Catalogue of Texts and Authors published by
Lambert. On analogy with the revelation given to Kabti-ilāni-Marduk
when he compiled the Poem of Erra, Lambert restores a summary
statement about Uanadapa in the following way:
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[annûtum ša] Uanadapa
[ušabrišum]a idbubū
[These are what] (the god) [revealed]
to Uanadapa and which he spoke.
(Catalogue of Texts and Authors I, 6–7)307

The Š stem of barû, “see,” šubrû, also found in the sequence about
the revelation to Kabti-Ilāni-Marduk, is causative, “reveal,” and is
often used with the meaning “reveal in a vision.” Thus Uanadapa was
regarded as the second chain in transmission; the first chain was a god.
This is the reason why Uanadapa in the boast of Nabonidus is said to
have compiled, kaṣāru, and not written, šaṭāru, the series Enuma Anu
Enlil. According to the Catalogue the work was written by the god
Ea (cf. I, 1); the tablets were, however, compiled by Uanadapa as the
second chain in the line of transmission.
A similar concept is also presupposed elsewhere in the Catalogue.
The second time Uanadapa is mentioned he is connected to writings ša lām abūbu, “from before the flood.” The next line shows how
this knowledge came to him: [Ada]pa ina pîšu išṭuru, “Adapa wrote
“according to his mouth,” i.e. “at his dictation.” Here Adapa/Uanadapa
is again the second link in the chain of transmission. The compositions
from before the flood were dictated to him by a god.
We think it would be difficult to maintain that the following relationship is purely incidental. Enoch is in antediluvian time revealed
the Astronomical Book; scholars claim that the Astronomical Book is
based on the system in the Akkadian astronomical series Enuma Anu
Enlil; according to late Babylonian traditions this series was in antediluvian time revealed to Uanadapa. We also have to take into consideration that the language used about the revelation is quite close. In the
Akkadian texts the heavenly wisdom could be shown on tablets, or it
could be revealed as a dictation. In the Enoch traditions we find the
same concepts, not least when the notion of Enoch as expert in astronomy is extended also to include future history. This already takes place
in a commentary to the astronomical tablets in En 81:
He said to me: “Enoch, look at the heavenly tablets, read what is written
on them, and understand each and every item.” I looked at all the heavenly tablets, read everything that was written, and understood every-
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thing. I read the book of all the actions of people and of all humans, who
will be on the earth for the generations of the world.
(En 81:1–2)308

We find the same notion in the introduction to the Apocalypse of
Weeks:
ח[נ֯ וך מתלה
אמר] על חשבון בני קשטא ועל בחירי עלמא די סלק[ו מן נצבת
̇
יצבתא ]וקושטא הא אנה אמלל ואודע לכון ב[נ֯ י אנא הוא
חנוך אחז̇ י֯ ]ת אנה כלא בחזית שמין ומן[ ממר עי֯ ̇רי֯ ן֯ ו̇ קדשין
אנה כלא ידעת ]ובלוחת שמיא אנה כל[א קר]ית ואתבוננ[ת
Eno]ch [took up] his discourse,
saying: [‘Concerning the reckoning of the sons of truth and about the
elect of eternity who have grown] up from a plant of
firmness [and of truth, behold, I will speak and will make (it) known
unto you], my sons. I am
Enoch, I have been shown [everything in a heavenly vision, and from]
the word of the Watchers and Holy Ones
I know everything; [and in the heavenly tablets I] have read [everyth]
ing [and understoo]d.’
(4QEng 1 iii, 18–22 = En 93:1–2)309

Accordingly, we do not see the preference of Enoch simply as a result of
an inner-Jewish discussion. Enoch was chosen as the primary revealer
because he became the Jewish counterpart to Uanadapa. While astronomy and astrology went hand in hand in Babylonian knowledge and
mantic practice, Enoch is not directly connected to astrology. Nevertheless, there is a bridge in the texts also here. As the traditions developed, he was not only the expert in the movement of the heavenly
bodies; there was more to read on the heavenly tablets, namely the
future history of humankind. The Mesopotamian traditions about the
apkallus, and foremost Uanadapa, formed a reservoir of traditions for
the Enochic writers, from which they could collect new traits in their
portraits of Enoch.
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2.6.2 The Demons

The second novelty in the Enoch Story compared to the Rebel Story
is the appearance of the demons in En 15:8–16:1. Structurally the section fills in the transition from the flood, war of giants, and judgment
of the watchers to the eschatological era in the Rebel Story. In this
story the narrative goes quite directly from the one world order to the
other (cf. En 10:3–4, 14–15). There are only mentioned in brief seventy generations that will last from the imprisonment of the watchers
until their final judgment (En 10:12). In the literary layout, the renewal
of the earth in the Rebel Story is a parallel to the new world order
in Genesis, as we have seen in the comparison of the two texts.310 In
both cases there is a similarity to Atrahasis at this point, since Atrahasis also ends by telling about a new world order after the flood. In
the Watcher Story this placement of the demons is at odds with the
divinatory practices ascribed to the watchers in En 8:3. If there are
no demons before the death of the giants, divinatory knowledge and
practice are superfluous.
The inclusion of the evil spirits stresses the etiological character
of the whole myth. It answers a simple question arising out of the
Rebel Story: if evil is removed from the earth by the giants’ war of
destruction and by the imprisonment of the watchers, why is evil still
experienced in human life? The answer is that the evil of the giants
will continue to assault humans, not in bodily form, but spiritually as
demons (En 15:8–9).
It would be wrong to assume that this is the place where the existence of demons is “invented” as an explanation for the experience
of evil. Rather, it is the place where for the first time in Judaism the
existence of demons is given a theological explanation. In the Hebrew
Bible demons are not frequently mentioned (cf. however Is 34:14;
Deut 32:23–24; and Hab 3:5). One has the impression that there was
some kind of ideological censorship involved. It was hard to reconcile the existence of supernatural agents acting according to their own
agenda with the belief in one God.311 Several incantations against evil
spirits are found in Qumran that attest to the fear of demons among
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people living in Judah.312 They are quite similar to those known from
Babylonia. In two of the texts found at Qumran the spirits from the
bastards are referred to, showing the influence of Enochic demonology in this respect (4QIncantation 1–4 i + 5 and 4QShirb 35, 6–8). If
the primary addressees of the Watcher Story were living in Babylonia,
with people’s increasing fear of demonic attack and witchcraft, the
actuality of the section in the Watcher Story is obvious.
The Greek and Ethiopic texts of En 15:11, where the nature of the
demons is described, are corrupt.313 E. J. C. Tigchelaar has suggested a
translation and interpretation based upon a conjectural reconstruction
of the Aramaic text.314 While the Greek texts describe characteristics of
the demons in different kinds of verbal forms, Tigchelaar reads them
as appellatives:
The spirits of the giants are Afflicters (or: Lurkers), Smiters, Destroyers,
Assailants, Strikers, Earth Demons, and Crushers.
They do not eat anything, but hunger and thirst, hallucinate, and stumble.
(En 15:11; reconstructed)

Demons have no real names because they have no identity. The appellations therefore describe the various roles in which they appear.
In this case, both the use of appellatives and the actual designations themselves are fully in accord with designations of Babylonian
demons.315 There are also other features that are similar to Babylonian
imagery. Tigchelaar lists seven demons, which is the most common
way of grouping demons in Babylonia; they come together in groups
of seven.316 The most well-known example is the Sebetti who attack the
earth in the Poem of Erra.317 Widely spread, but also belonging to the
Babylonian imagination, was the idea of the restless eṭemmu, “spirit of
the dead.” When someone died without a proper burial, for instance
on the battlefield, their spirits would not find rest in the nether world;
they would roam on the earth and assault humans.318 This is the idea
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lying behind the spirits rising out of the dead bodies of the giants
when they have fallen in battle (En 15:9–10).
The notion of the spirits afflicting humans after the flood, also occurs
in Jubilees, connected to the stories about Noah. Jubilees is here clearly
dependent on the Watcher Story. In Jub 5:1, 6–10 the writer retells
the story of the watchers marrying women who gave birth to giants,
from whose bodies the demons emerged (cf. also 10:5).319 The demons
are, however, given functions other than those in the Watcher Story.
The demons will lead Noah’s sons astray so that they will shed human
blood on the earth and consume blood, as was the case with the giants.
Noah fears that the same punishment will come over his sons as the
giants; they will be obliterated from surface of the earth (7:26–28). In
Jubilees the writer is concerned by linking the mandate given to postdiluvian humankind, “to be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth,” in
Gen 9:1, 7 to the destructive acts of the demons:
May the wicked spirits not rule over them in order to destroy them from
the earth. Now you bless me and my children so that we may increase,
become numerous, and fill the earth.
(Jub 10:3–4)320

The mandate to be fruitful, originally given in the Genesis creation
story, in Genesis still has value after the flood. For the writer of Jubilees
this mandate was threatened by the demons, either in their leading
Noah’s sons astray, or in their direct attack on their lives. Therefore Noah is taught medicine in order to protect his children against
demonically inflicted disease (10:10).
Another significant difference from the Watcher Story is the reduction of the power of the demons. Noah asks God to imprison the spirits in the same manner as he did with the watchers (10:5a). But at this
point Mastema, the leader of the spirits, objects. On the request of
Mastema, one tenth of the evil spirits were left on the earth; the others had to share their fate with the watchers (10:5, 8–9). The effect of
this heavily reduced force was, however, still formidable: every kind of
error and sin, and every kind of transgression; to corrupt, to destroy,
and to shed blood on earth (11:5). Nevertheless, something happens
here which is different from Enoch. The evil spirits were left on the
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earth because the evil of humankind was great (10:8). In Enoch, the
demons are simply let lose on the earth, without any restriction; in
Jubilees they become part of the divine order of the world, restricted,
but nevertheless, with a divine purpose.
Atrahasis and Genesis oppose each other in the description of the
new world order after the flood. In Atrahasis the intention of the new
world order is to avoid the cosmic imbalance that appeared when
humans were created without the possibility of dying a natural death
and with the capacity to increase above all limits. Therefore the human
race after the flood was created mortal. In addition the gods decided
on several measures to keep the fertility at a low level, such as barrerness, stillbirth, infant mortality, and the institution of priestesses
deprived of sexual life.321 Humans are created mortal and mandated
to be fruitful already at creation in Genesis. In the new order after the
flood this mandate is repeated (Gen 9:1, 7). At this point the Watcher
Story follows Genesis. Humans are from the beginning fruitful (En
6:1); through the evil acts of the giants and watchers they were about
to perish (En 7:3; 8:4). On the renewed earth they will again increase
(10:17). In between these two ages the demons will carry on the evil
acts of the giants when they attack humans (En 15:11). At this point,
there is, however, a significant parallel between Atrahasis and the
Watcher Story: human life after the flood is threatened by demons. In
Atrahasis this is connected to the demon Lamaštu, under the name of
Pāšittu, “exterminator”:
Let there be among the peoples the Pāšittu
to snatch the baby from the lap of her who bore it.
(Atrahasis III vii, 3–5)

Lamaštu is considered to be the most evil of all demons. Her specialty
was to lurk upon women to kill off their babies when they gave birth,
but she is assigned all kinds of evil as well. It may be more than a coincidence that the demons in En 15:12 will “rise up against the sons of
men and against women.” Anyway, both in Atrahasis and the Watcher
Story demons appear immediately after the flood.
There are indications that the version about the demons we find
in Jubilees is even closer to Atrahasis in two ways. In both places the
demons are explicitly connected to the question of human increase. In
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Jubilees we find the fear that the demons will destroy humanity and
make it impossible to fulfil the divine mandate about fertility given
both at creation and after the flood. The role of the demon Lamaštu
is the same in Atrahasis; she will kill off babies. In Atrahasis Lamaštu
becomes part of the divinely instituted world-order for postdiluvian
humankind. This is a special feature in Atrahasis compared with common Babylonian demonology where demons were at odds with the
divine order and not part of it.322 As we have seen, this differs between
the Watcher Story and Jubilees. In the Watcher Story the demons are
carrying on the devastating acts of the giants without any restriction.
In Jubilees they become part of a world order sanctioned by God.
2.6.3 Enoch as Intercessor and Primary Sage
Enoch’s primary task in the Enoch Story is to intercede for the watchers. There is a clear reversal of motifs here between the Rebel Story and
the Enoch Story. This is hinted at in the first part of the divine oracle
(En 15:2). The watchers should petition on behalf of humans and not
humans on their behalf. This is what happens in the heavenly sanctuary when humans are about to perish. The watchers who remained
in heaven saw the misery and heard the cry and brought the suit of
humankind to the Most High (En 9:1–5). The roles are changed; now
it is the watchers on earth that bring their suit to the Most High, and
it is the representative of humankind who is asked to carry out the
task (13:4–6).
The Enoch Story (12–16) has two subsections; in both Enoch is
acting as an intermediary between the watchers and the Most High.
The first subsection (12:1–13:10) tells how Enoch brings the petition
from the watchers to the Most High and receives visions as an answer
(the motif of petition is prepared in 10:10). The second subsection
(14:1–16:4) records the content of the vision with a clear new beginning: ספר מלי קושׁטא, “book of the words of truth” (4QEnc 1 vi, 9).
The actual dream report has a rather complex literary structure. First
there is a narration in En 13:7–10; then the actual report of the content
of the dream follows in detail in En 14–16. The first narration tells
the whole succession of events: Enoch arrives to the waters of Dan;
he reads the petition from the watchers; he falls asleep; dreams come
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to him; in the dreams he is commissioned to go back to the watchers and to reprimand them; he wakes up and goes to the watchers to
carry out this mission. Within this narration there is already a report
of a dream: וחזית חזיון דרגוז, “I saw visions of wrath” (4QEnc 1 vi, 5 =
En 13:8). The report of the content of the dream in chs. 14–16 opens
with a mark of a new section; it is “the book of truth.” This section
concentrates solely on Enoch’s dream experience where he ascends to
the heavenly sanctuary, and it ends with Enoch staying in the divine
realm. The dream is thus told by Enoch under two perspectives. The
first tells the whole series of events, clearly indicating that Enoch went
to the waters of Dan in order to incubate a dream. He reads the petition from the watchers until he falls asleep, dreams and visions come
over him, and: לשכני עיני לתרעי ֯ה]יכל שמיא, “I lifted] my eyelids
to the portals of the pa[lace of heaven” (4QEnc 1 vi, 4). The second
focuses on how Enoch actually is carried away to the heavenly temple.
We will first focus on the narration of the events in 13:7–10.
Nickelsburg has called attention to the interesting fact that the most
important incidents in the Watcher Story are located in the vicinity of
Dan, where there has been continuous cultic activity since the Middle
Bronze age.323 The watchers descend on Mount Hermon (6:5); Enoch
goes to the waters of Dan to incubate a dream (13:7); the watchers
were gathered in Abel-Main, not many kilometers from the same place.
Nickelsburg has also called attention to the fact that the Testament of
Levi in a similar way locates crucial events in Dan. It is interesting that
the Aramaic Testament of Levi, possibly from the third century, locates
Levi’s vision in the same vicinity as Enoch’s:
11. Then I continued on[
12. to my father Jacob and whe[n
13. from Abel Mayin. Then[
14. I lay down and I remained [
15. vacat Then I was shown visions[
16. in the vision of visions and I saw the heaven[s
17. beneath me, high until it reached to the heaven[s
18. to me the gates of heaven, and an angel
(4QLevib 2, 11–18)324
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Nickelsburg infers that this focus on the area of Dan must mean that
for the scribes of both the Enochic and the Levite traditions Dan had
been regarded as a place of revelations. This could also give us an indication of the provenience of these traditions. The Enochic and Levite
scribes could have been located in Upper Galilee, since this area played
such an important role. We are in doubt that the geographical location
of the visions in primeval and patriarchal time is a good enough indication for the location of the scribes. We do not know anything about
scribal schools in Galilee. What we can see in this location is a critical
attitude against Jerusalem and the claim from Deuteronomy onwards
that Jerusalem should be the only place for worship.325 This would be
in line with the introduction of Sinai, and not Zion, as the place of
God’s final revelation, in the introduction to the Book of Watchers in
En 1:4.326 There is also a feature here that is important to note in relation to the vision of the throne chariot in Ezek 1, which comes very
close to Enoch’s vision in En 14: the waters of Dan function in much
the same way as the Chebar River in Ezekiel, as a sacred spring or
waterway where one can seek visions.327
Enoch acts as an intercessor on behalf of the watchers in the same
manner as priests interceded on behalf of Israel (cf. Ezra 9:5–15;
Joel 2:17; Ex 28:12, 29). He is portrayed in the same role in the first
vision in the Book of Dreams; there he intercedes on behalf of antediluvian humanity (En 83–84). This has an intriguing parallel in Atrahasis. The flood hero is portrayed as a priest in both the Sumerian Flood
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Story (Eridu Genesis) and in the Ras Shamra fragment of Atrahasis.328
In Atrahasis he intercedes for the people in each of the three disasters.329
The report about the third intercession, only preserved in the LB version, is the most extensive. Here Atrahasis goes to the riverside and
performs his sacrifices in order to incubate a dream:
And he, the man, Atrahasis,
complains in tears daily.
He carries maššaku in the morning.
When the miṭirtu-canal was still,
he divided the night, and he performed a sacrifice.
As sleep came [. . .]
He addressed the miṭirtu-canal:
“May the miṭirtu-canal take (it)! May the river carry (it)!
May the gift be delivered before Ea, my lord!
May Ea see (it), and may he heed me
so that I myself can see a dream during the night”!
After he commissioned the miṭirtu-canal,
he sat down facing the river, c[rying]
Facing [the river], the man [. . .]
(Meanwhile) his favour descends to the apsû.
Ea heard his cry . . .
(Atrahasis SI V rev. 59–74)

Atrahasis’ sacrifice and petitions are brought by the river down to Ea’s
palace in the apsû (SI V rev. 63–74). Ea replies by sending his servants
back to Atrahasis with the message that the petition has been received.
This section of the text is not easy to grasp, because it is difficult to
decide whether the incident is part of a mythical report or takes place
in Atrahasis’ dream. In the Assyrian version it is explicitly stated that
Atrahasis sought bāb ilišu, “the gate of his god” (I v, 27–33). This version continues: “He places his bed facing the river.” Accordingly, the
Assyrian version may be clearer: Atrahasis sought the gate of his god
Enki by placing a bed on the riverside, incubating a dream. Ea received
Atrahasis’ petition in the form of a sacrifice, but this did not turn the
fate of the antediluvians. The flood catastrophe had to come. In the
case of the intercession Enoch directly takes on the role we should
have expected for Noah, the role of the flood hero.330
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It is not easy to see directly what takes place in the literary layout of
the text in the Watcher Story between the narration of Enoch’s dream
in En 13:7–10 and the report about the visionary journey in En 14. The
two sections recount the same event in different ways; in the first case
we get the impression that Enoch stays on the earth and sees dreamvisions; the next case certainly refers to dream-visions (14:2, 8), but
nevertheless gives the impression of a real translation to heaven. When
we continue the reading after the Watcher Story is ended, we see that
Enoch in the Book of Watchers never returns to the earth; he stays
on together with the heavenly watchers and is in visionary journeys
shown the secrets of the cosmos.
There should be no doubt that Enoch in the visionary journey in
En 14 is taken to the heavenly sanctuary. In the vision Enoch sees himself passing through three stages. He first comes to a wall (14:9). He
goes through the wall and comes to a great house (14:10). He enters the
house (14:13) and sees a door open to an even greater house (14:15). In
this house he sees the lofty throne (14:18). On this throne he sees the
Great Glory seated (14:20). M. Himmelfarb has identified these three
stages as the three parts of the temple: first the ʾûlām, “the hall”; then
the hêḵal, “the sanctuary”; and finally the dĕḇîr, “the inner sanctuary,”
where the throne of God is placed.331 It even appears that Enoch enters
dĕḇîr, “the inner sanctuary.” In 14:24 he is brought to the door. In 15:1
God says, “Come here, and hear my voice,” which would mean that
he enters into the inner house. Himmelfarb has further called attention to the fact that in the Second Temple period scribes could serve
as priests, as in the case of Ezra (Ezra 7:6).332 This seems to be the
case with Enoch as well; he seems to be depicted both as scribe and
priest. Enoch’s role as intercessor in the vision is a traditional priestly
duty. His priestly role is made explicit in Jubilees where Enoch in the
Garden of Eden burns the incense of the sanctuary (4:25). His mission in the vision is remarkable; he is as a human being set to mediate
between God and the watchers. Enoch’s priestly function at this point
overlaps with the role of a prophet, since he is included in God’s heav-
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enly council, addressed by God “with his own mouth” (14:24), and
commissioned to go to the watchers with the word of judgment.
It has often been recognised that Enoch’s vision in En 14 is related
to the vision of the prophet Ezekiel in Ezek 1. What surprises us is
how close the two texts are.333 They both have the same marks of the
genre vision: a geographical placement, two scenes, two reactions of
the visionary, vision of the heavenly throne, vision combined with
audition, description of the heavenly world and commissioning of the
visionary. In content, they have a long list of similar features. They
describe forces of nature: thunder, lightening, clouds. They describe
the heavenly beings; in Ezekiel as “living creatures of fire,” in Enoch
as “Cherubs of fire.” The description of the divine throne and its surroundings has detailed similarities: in both places the throne has shining wheels, in Ezekiel “like the gleaming of beryl,” in Enoch “like the
disc of the shining sun”; above the heavenly beings there is in Ezekiel
“a dome like frightening ice,” in Enoch “the heaven was water”; the
throne itself is high above and like sapphire in Ezekiel and crystal in
Enoch; the Majesty sitting on the throne is shining and surrounded by
fire. In both visions the reaction of the visionary is reported; he falls
down and shall rise.
One may object that these similarities, nevertheless, are general
markers of the genre vision and are to be expected in a description
of the heavenly inventory. Among the many striking details one
is especially worth mentioning. The first place Enoch arrives at his
heavenly journey is characterized by a curious mixture of fire and
snow (En 14:10–14; cf. 4QEnc 1 vi, 23–27). Ezekiel sees in his vision
( רקיע כעין הקרח הנוראEzek 1:22). The common translation is: “A
dome like frightening crystal.”334 We may, however, ask why a dome
like crystal should be “frightening,” hannôrāʾ? Grammatically there is
nothing wrong with the translation; the word is in Hebrew to be read
as niphal participle of the verb ירא, “fear.” We notice, however, that
LXX has dropped the word, perhaps asking the same question as we
did. The word most often translated with crystal, קרח, just as often
has the meaning “ice.” We still have, however, some problems with
understanding why “a dome like ice” should be so frightening. If we,
however, read the Aramaic root נור, with the determined form נורא,
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“fire,” into the word, the phenomenon is not frightening any more,
but severely paradoxical: “ice of fire.” The Aramaic word נור, “fire,” has
to be restored all over the sequence in En 14:10–14. We think it very
likely that this “dome like ice of fire” has triggered the writer of En 14
to create the curious mixture of fire and snow in this sequence.
This implies that the writer was familiar with the Ezekiel tradition,
which is not so strange because we have noticed several times that
the Enochic writers drew on traditions similar to Ezekiel. Ezekiel had
his mission in the exile, and it is likely that the complicated textual
transmission of his oracles also took place there. If our assumption of
an exilic—diaspora provenience of the earliest Enochic traditions is
correct, this would explain why the Enochic scribes knew both textual
traditions from the exilic priestly writer of the Genesis primeval history and textual traditions from Ezekiel.
By using features from Ezekiel’s vision, the Enochic writer clearly
wanted to cast Enoch in the role of a prophet. Enoch is called “righteous scribe” in his competence as “wise man”; he acts as a priest with
access to the innermost part of the temple, and he is here as a prophet
commissioned to bring a divine oracle to the watchers. He embodies
therefore all the elevated professions in ancient Israel.
This is the perspective of the writer in the Watcher Story. The last
incident taking place in the story line is that Enoch is raised up and
brought to the door of the inner sanctuary and hears the voice of the
Most High (14:24–15:1). The rest of the Watcher Story contains the
oracle Enoch is to deliver to the watchers (15:2–16:4). When the story
line continues in the Book of Watchers, we are in the first section of
Enoch’s cosmic journeys; the oldest part following after the Watcher
Story (En 17–19). We have earlier noted that this part follows the
Watcher Story closely.335 The writer of the oldest part of Enoch’s cosmic journeys clearly wanted to write a continuation of what was going
on in the story just before. Here Enoch is brought to Most High in
heaven and given access to his sanctuary. After this had happened,
the writer continues: “And they (the heavenly watchers) took me
and led me away” (17:1). In this perspective Enoch’s translation to
heaven is not only to be commissioned as a messenger for the Most
High, but also to be initiated in the mysteries of the cosmos. Here
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we meet Enoch in a role closer to the Astronomical Book than to the
Watcher Story.
In the concluding line of this part of Enoch’s visions of the cosmos,
it is stated that Enoch saw everything. We think the Ethiopic manuscripts here have preserved the Aramaic idiom. According to Ethiopic,
Enoch saw ʾaṣnāfa kuĕlo, “the end of everything,” presupposing Aramaic ( קץ כלא19:3). This grasps the content of the visionary journeys.
Enoch is led to locations that are beyond every human experience, the
places from which the cosmic order is formed:
I departed (for) where no human walks. I saw the wintry winds of darkness and the gushing of all the waters of the abyss. I saw the mouth of
all the rivers of the earth and the mouth of the abyss. I saw the treasuries
of all the winds. I saw how through them he ordered all created things.
I saw the foundation of the earth and the cornerstone of the earth. I saw
the four winds bearing the earth and the firmament of heaven. And I
saw how the winds stretch out the height of heaven; they are the pillars
of heaven.
(En 17:7–18:2)336
I saw at the ends of the earth and the firmament of heaven above.
(18:5)

And the journeys in this part end in the following way:
I, Enoch, alone saw the visions, the end of all things. And no one among
humans has seen as I saw.
(19:3)

After this, the journeys continue in the Book of the Watchers. The
whole book ends with Enoch praising the Lord. In the Book of Watchers he never returns to the earth again.
One of the riddles in reading the list of antediluvian apkallus in Bìt
Mēseri was to understand the relationship between the first and the
seventh apkallu; they were distinct, nevertheless, the seventh seemed
like a shadow of the first.337 The first apkallu was the light of the god
of heaven (U-an). He had a rank higher than the others because he
“completed the plans of heaven and earth.” The seventh apkallu also
had a relationship to heaven; he ascended to heaven and, according
to another list in Bīt Mēseri, he descended from heaven again. We
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found that the best explanation for these twins was to be found in how
the Assyrian scribes had combined two versions of the Adapa Myth
that contained two different fates of Adapa. According to the version
found on the Amarna tablet (fragment B), Adapa lost the possibility for eternal life when he ascended to the God of heaven, An. He
descended, exceedingly wise, but still mortal. In the other, presumably
younger version, fragment D, Adapa’s destiny turned out very differently; he stayed with the god of heaven for ever. We think we here
find the background for the portrait of Enoch in the continuation of
the Watcher Story in the cosmic journeys; he ascended to heaven to be
initiated in the cosmic secrets and never returned. In the last preserved
part of fragment D in the Adapa Myth, we read:
Adapa, from the foundation of heaven to the summit of heaven,
looked at it all and saw his (Anu’s) awesomeness.
At that time Anu estab[lished] Adapa as watcher.
He established his freedom from Ea.
[An]u se[t] a decree to make glorious his lordship forever:
[. . .] Adapa, seed of humankind,
[. . .] he broke the South Wind’s wing triumphantly,
(and) ascended to heaven,—so be it forever!
(Adapa Myth frg. D rev. 7–14)

CHAPTER THREE

CONCLUDING REMARKS
According to the available Aramaic manuscripts, copies of the Book
of Watchers existed in the first half of the second century BCE. The
attestation of the book in a variety of sources from the end of the third
century and the first half of the second (Aramaic Testament of Levi,
Ben Sira, Pseudo-Eupolemus, Daniel) makes it likely that the book as
a whole existed in at least the third century BCE. These sources demonstrate also that the Book of Watchers was known in quite different
scribal circles. The use of the book at Qumran and the influence it
had on a variety of compositions found in Qumran further confirm
that the book not only belonged to a narrow circle of scribes, but was
widely known. It was read beside Genesis as a complementary composition about primeval time, even though there are notable differences
between the two compositions.
The Watcher Story forms the oldest part of the Book of Watchers. We can observe the growth of the book through several stages
that demonstrate some time difference between the Watcher Story
and the finished book. This diachronic perspective can be applied to
the Watcher Story as well. Scholars agree that there are at least two
strata contained in this story: the one connected to Shemihazah concentrating on forbidden sexuality and violence, and the one connected
to Asael concentrating on forbidden knowledge. The oldest of these
strata is clearly the one connected to Shemihazah. We have called
this stratum the Shemihazah narrative, containing the descent of the
watchers, their names, the birth of the giants, the messages to Noah,
the giants and the watchers, and the renewal of the earth. This narrative, found within En 6–11, was subsequently extended by the Enoch
Story in En 12–16 and the material mainly connected to and dependant on Asael.
There is no clear indication of the age of either the Shemihazah
narrative or the later extensions. The extensions do not call forth the
impression that there was any kind of radical shift in the social or cultural background of the scribes; the growth seems quite harmonious.
Scholars have argued that a possible date for the Shemihazah narrative
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could be the end of the fourth century because the acts of the giants
could reflect the violence under the Diadochan wars. A possible provenience could be Galilee because both the events connected to the
watchers and to Enoch are located either at or in the vicinity of Mount
Hermon. We are in doubt that either of these arguments are convincing. The closest parallel to the description of the giants is found in
Ezek 32, an exilic text from the sixth century. The text describes the
fate of giants as warriors of old and contemporary time from a variety
of nations. Accordingly, there is no compelling reason to seek a specific historical reference in the description of the giants alone in the
Watcher Story. The location of the descent of the watchers on the top
of Mount Hermon could have been caused by the role this mountain
has in several mythologies. The location of Enoch’s vision to the waters
of Dan could be both a concealed criticism of Jerusalem and a reverence for the ancient sanctuary of the northern kingdom.
It is important to note that the writers of the Watcher Story had the
closest affinity to two biblical books, Ezekiel and the priestly document
of the Genesis primeval history. Both of these compositions had an
exilic origin. When we add the extensive use of Babylonian sources and
traditions, found both in the Astronomical Book and in the Watcher
Story, an origin of the Enochic traditions in the Babylonian exile or
diaspora seems most plausible. An assessment of the date is dependent
on how one evaluates the paradigmatic aspect of the whole myth, not
only the giants. Does the myth in its growth reflect any time of violence and forbidden knowledge, or does it refer to something specific?
We return to this issue.
The comparison between Gen 1–9 and the Watcher Story shows
numerous points of contact. They are, however, of different kinds.
There is a direct correspondence between Gen 6:1–4 and the Watcher
Story, and there is a more remote echo of other Genesis passages. Our
analysis of the last case has shown that the Enochic writers had a predilection for passages in the priestly document. There is only one place,
as far as we can see, where an influence from early non-P is possible;
the cry of the blood of Abel in Gen 4:10 in relation to the cry of the
souls of men in En 9:2, 10. Our assessment has been that the topic of
the cry of victims to heaven for justice and revenge is so widely spread
in the Hebrew Bible that there should be no reason to take specifically
Gen 4:10 as the point of departure, if one has not decided beforehand
on a dependence of the Watcher Story on the whole Genesis narrative. It is significant that the text of the Watcher Story is closer to P
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than non-P when reflecting the incidents connected to the flood (Gen
6:5–9:17) and that there are no specific references to the narratives of
non-P. Accordingly, we have considered the possibility that the writers
of the Watcher Story knew only the priestly document of the primeval
history.
The problem in relation to Gen 6:1–4 is not whether there is dependence, but in what direction the dependence goes. Most scholars have
opted for Gen 6:1–4 as the parent text, labelling Enoch as “rewritten
Bible” or “parabiblical.” We think “biblical” in the time we are dealing
with cannot be used as a historical term, only as a term referring to
scriptures that later became part of the Hebrew Bible. A close examination of Gen 6:1–4 and En 6:1–2; 7:1–2 shows both where the wording is identical and where there are variations, but it does not reveal
whether the Enoch text, which is the longest, extends the Genesis text,
or whether the Genesis text abbreviates Enoch.
We have come to the conclusion that Gen 6:1–4 is the dependent
text for the following main reasons:
• There is a clear difference in how the priestly document and Gen
6:1–4 correspond to the Watcher Story. In relation to the priestly
document, which is parent to the Watcher Story, the correspondences are rather vague; in relation to Gen 6:1–4 they are verbatim.
This different technique of using an available text tradition indicates
different scribes, the Enochic scribes using the priestly document,
the Genesis scribes almost quoting from Enoch.
• We have considered Gen 6:1–4 to be an allusion to a story known by
the readers. This story must have had some of the same plot as the
Rebel Story (En 6–11). If the Rebel Story were the dependent text,
why did the scribes quote from the allusion in Gen 6:1–4 and not
the full story this text alludes to?
• Gen 6:1–4 is fragmented and stands isolated in its context. The corresponding features in the Rebel Story fit smoothly into the context
of this story. If we did not know Gen 6:1–4, nobody would come to
the idea that the Rebel Story had developed out of an exegesis of a
text fragment.
• In the exact correspondences between En 6:1–2; 7:1abc, 2 and the
Genesis text, Gen 6:3 is missing in the Enoch text. The Enochic
scribes could have left it out because they disliked the content. The
topic of Gen 6:3, the longevity of the antediluvians and the shortening of their lives, turns up, however, in En 10:9–10, as an integral
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part of the Rebel Story. Gen 6:3 is one of the most problematic passages in the context of Gen 6:1–4. It seems more likely that this
passage is placed there under influence of En 10:9–10 than the other
way round.
• This inference is strengthened when we observe that also the nephilim from Gen 6:4 are missing in the Aramaic text of En 6:1–2;
7:1abc, 2. Why should the Enochic scribes have left out this important part of Gen 6:4 when they so carefully rendered the text? En
10:9–10 has, however, a description of the giants that comes close
to the meaning of the nephilim, “the fallen ones.” The phrase could
both indicate “fallen by birth” and “fallen in battle.” The giants in
En 10:9–10 are designated as ממזריא, “illegitimate by birth” and
described as those who will fall in battle. It seems strange that the
Enochic scribes should have created this image of the giants on the
basis of the nephilim in Gen 6:1–4. It is more likely that the Genesis
scribe has described what was going on when the sons of the gods
went in to the daughters of men as belonging to the time of the
nephilim under the influence of En 10:9–10.
• Accordingly, if the scribe of Gen 6:1–4 alluded to the Enochic story,
he did not only allude to the beginning of this story. He used both
the beginning and the central passage about the fate of the giants
later in the story.
• The correspondences between Gen 6:1–4 and the Enochic story all
come within sequences we have sorted out as belonging to the Shemihazah narrative. We are thus comparing the youngest text in the
Genesis primeval history with the oldest part of the Watcher Story.
There is no time gap between the two texts that should make the
dependence of Gen 6:1–4 on the Shemihazah narrative unlikely.
If our examination of the relationship between Genesis and the
Watcher Story is correct, the directions of influence crisscross. The
Watcher Story contains an echo of the priestly document in Genesis,
and Gen 6:1–4 is dependent on the Shemihazah narrative. We have
defined this relationship between two growing text traditions as dialogical. What we have available to analyse are the texts that have survived through history. There could have been other texts, and there
could at least have been oral communication between the scribes of
the two text traditions.
The Watcher Story contains three literary segments. There is an
underlying flood story, which is the segment holding the story together.
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Two other segments lie above, according to two different narrative
techniques. The rebellion of the watchers is written directly into the
flood segment, the Enoch Story is placed behind. The last story, nevertheless, runs parallel with the two other segments, forming the third
layer in a tripartite structure. There is a clear antithetic relationship
between the first two segments and the third. In the first two humankind is crying out in despair and their cry is heard by the watchers
who bring it to the Most High. The cry is heeded. In the Enoch Story
it is the watchers who petition in despair; their petition is received by
Enoch who brings it to the Most High. The petition is denied.
The flood segment closely follows to the structure of the priestly
document in Genesis: dating of the incident, the antediluvian conditions, the divine reaction, the address to Noah, the rescue of Noah
and his descendants, and the new world order. There are, however,
also significant differences in structure. The priestly document starts
with a story of creation, while the Watcher Story starts with a rebellion in heaven, causing the corruption of the creation also described
in the priestly document. The description of the new world order is
reinterpreted in the Watcher Story. It is not any longer a new order for
humanity within this age, but a new eschatological age. Topics from
the creation story in the priestly document are woven into the description of this eschatological renewal of the earth.
At these places there are more similarities with Atrahasis than with
the priestly document. Atrahasis could be read as a cosmology, where
the world is first finished in the last act, the new world order. The
Watcher Story can be read in a similar way; there is no creation at the
beginning; the creation comes first at the end. At the beginning there
is a rebellion in heaven leading to cosmic instability, caused by the
mixture of the human and the divine. This is the basic theme in Atrahasis as well. The opening line “when the gods were human” signals
the cosmic instability that will be the outcome of the gods’ ordering of
the universe. It leads to a rebellion in the divine world and severe crises when humans are created as a mixture of the earth and the divine.
The scenery is different in the two compositions, but there are similarities in the basic outlook that are closer than the similarities in outlook
between the Watcher Story and the priestly document.
The nature of the created humans in Atrahasis opens the door for
different interpretations. They can be understood as ordinary humans
as in the priestly document. Since they are a mixture of the human
and divine, they can, however, be seen as something in between divine
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and human. Pseudo-Eupolemus calls the primeval Babylonians giants.
There is an interesting reinterpretation of the creation in Atrahasis
in the composition the Creation of Humankind and the King from
the beginning of the first millennium in Babylonia. Here the creation
scene from Atrahasis is split in two. First ordinary humans are created
as labourers of the gods and kings; then the king is created as a separate creature with immediate access to the gods. The king’s main duty
is to engage in warfare. According to this composition two kinds of
beings existed in antediluvian time: ordinary humans to labour for the
gods and kings to engage in warfare. This is in accordance with how
the main blocks of antediluvian traditions can be interpreted in Babylonia. Human history starts when kingship is lowered from heaven
(the Eridu Genesis and the lists of kings). One of the main focuses of
the antediluvian time is the extraordinary kings with an enormously
long life span.
We have accordingly interpreted the giants in the Watcher Story as
such warrior-kings in primeval time, which represents well the way
their violent acts are described. An analogy in the Hebrew Bible is
Nimrod, the first giant on earth who built the Babylonian-Assyrian
empire, according to Gen 10:8–12. A further analogy is the giants,
the mighty warriors from primeval time, resting in the underworld
in Ezek 32:20–26. The perspective is, of course, drastically different in
the Watcher Story compared to the Babylonian primeval traditions. In
Enoch the warrior-kings are not heroes who perform the duties of the
gods; they are savages who ruin the whole creation.
One of the real enigmas in the interpretation of the Watcher Story
is the identity of the watchers who are in the forefront in segment two,
which concentrates on the rebellion. As is commonly known the earliest appearance of the watchers is in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in Dan
4 and in the Watcher Story. The other occurrences of the watchers in
texts from the period of the Second Temple seem dependent on the
Watcher Story. The two earliest occurrences seem unrelated, and what
is confusing is that the settings in which the watchers appear seem
totally different as well. In the one instance they appear as heavenly
messengers from the Most High God at the court of Nebuchadnezzar;
in the other instance they appear as guardians of the cosmic order,
placed in antediluvian time.
We have examined the social milieu described in Dan 4 both in
relation to the other court tales and in relation to the underlying tale
of the healing of Nabonidus. In both cases there are clear indications
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of Babylonian influence in the texts. The wise men at the court of
Nebuchadnezzar are in several instances the same kind of professionals as the ummanus, attached to the kings in Assyria and Babylonia,
and the cure of Nabonidus can be placed within Babylonian healing practice, carried out by the āšipū. We came to the result that the
identity of the watchers had to be sought within the ideology of these
professionals.
One of the main duties of the Babylonian ummanus was to keep
watch over the king. Here they acted on behalf of their counterparts
in the divine realm, the apkallus. These beings come close to what
in the Jewish tradition appear as angels. They are in rituals directly
invoked as “watchers,” maṣsạ rū. Adapa is inaugurated as watcher for
the god Anu in the Adapa Myth, fragment D, reflected in his name
U-An, “light of An” in the lists. The duty of the apkallus in relation to
the kings could be symbolised through the image of the tree of life or
the cosmic tree, representing the king and his kingdom. The apkallus
are depicted as figures bestowing fertility to and blessing the tree. They
were the guardians of the king and through this the guardians of cosmic stability. This is exactly the same image that appears in the dream
of Nebuchadnezzar. The shocking message of the dream was that those
who were set to guard him now appear in the dream to reject him.
Having identified the watchers as a Jewish reinterpretation of the
apkallus in Dan 4, the linkage to the Watcher Story becomes clear.
The apkallus were at the beginning of the universe cosmic guardians;
the first “made perfect the plans of heaven and earth,” the others “kept
in order” the plans of heaven and earth (Bīt Mēseri). They had a divine
origin and were sent to humankind in antediluvian time in order to
teach them the basic cultural benefits. Some time around the great
flood they disappeared from the earth, descending to the abode of the
god of the subterranean waters, Enki. In this position, in the divine
realm, they could be invoked to protect houses and people against
demonic attack. They were also the transcendent patrons of the earthly
ummanus, the professionals securing imperial and cosmic stability
through their skills in communicating with the gods. It even appears
that some of the apkallus in their power angered gods. This is not the
same as rebellion, as it portrayed in the Watcher Story, but could, nevertheless, form a point of departure for the idea, in the same manner
as humans angering the gods in Atrahasis formed the background for
the corruption of the creation in the priestly document. The traditions
of the apkallus were in Assyria and Babylonia not esoteric. They were
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represented in public art, and figurines representing them were placed
in houses for protection.
There are three kinds of inhabitants of the earth in antediluvian
time in the Watcher Story: the human beings, the giants, and the
watchers. This corresponds to the three kinds of inhabitants in the
Babylonian primeval traditions: the human beings, the kings, and
the apkallus. In the Babylonian sources these beings originally belonged
to different traditions, the human beings to the flood story, kings to
the king lists, the apkallus to the Eridu tradition about the seven wise
messengers of Enki. Later these traditions were merged and the apkallu
tradition expanded. The traditions were, however, never blended into
one coherent story, containing a plot where humans, kings and apkallus interacted. This is what takes place in the Watcher Story. The three
kinds of inhabitants known from tradition to have inhabited the antediluvian world are placed into one dramatic story, based on themes
connected to these traditions: the mixture of the human and divine,
violence and knowledge.
The watchers rebelled by having intercourse with earthly women
and thus begetting children. We have found no stories with a similar
plot in the surrounding religions. The topic does not belong to the
apkallu tradition as far as we now know it. We have concluded that
the reason for this is that the way of constructing this plot is genuinely
Jewish. The plot is constructed according to rules for marriage in the
Jewish communities. No Jew could choose whatever wife he wanted,
as the watchers did. The rules for marriage were applied in order to
underscore that the watchers transgressed all kinds of rules by mixing sexually the human and the divine. The myth seems here to be
polyphonic. There may have been an interest in hinting at forbidden
marriage practice among the priests in Jerusalem, especially in En 15.
This is, however, not the main purpose of the myth. The code of forbidden sexuality is used to explain the semi-divine origin of the giants,
the antediluvian warrior-kings. That such a claim existed for ancient
Babylonian kings is known from the sources.
What the watchers did on the earth was to teach forbidden knowledge. We find the most comprehensive description of their teaching
activity in En 8:3. Eight watchers and their teachings are listed here,
and we found that their teaching activity was close to the foremost
Assyrian and Babylonian professions: incantations protecting against
evil spirits, the profession of the āšipu; herbal medicine, the profession
of the asû; loosing spells of witches, the profession of the āšipu; exor-
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cism, the profession of the āšipu; interpretation of dreams, the professions of the āšipu and šāʾilu; the omens of lightning, stars, shooting
stars, sun and moon, the profession of the ṭupšarru; the omens of the
earth, the profession of the bārû. Rather than seeing in this list an esoteric amalgam of different mantic practices, we have maintained that
these professional skills belonged to the secret lore of the ummanus,
working under the protection of the apkallus. This is imperial knowledge, necessary to uphold the kingdom and the cosmic stability.
In the Enoch Story the demons are inserted in order to haunt humans
in the period from the flood to the final judgment (En 15:8–10). They
appear in a group of seven, as often in Babylonian demonology. They
rise out of the dead bodies of the giants, killed in battle. The notion
of the restless spirits of the unburied dead is known in several religions, including Babylonian religions. The placement of the appearance of the demons is the same in the Watcher Story and in Jubilees.
The demons appear after the flood. This is also the case in Atrahasis
where the most terrible demon Lamaštu becomes part of the postdiluvian world order to reduce the number of humans. This function is
closer to Jubilees than to the Watcher Story. In Jubilees the demons
are placed in the service of God to reduce the number of humankind,
except the descendants of Abraham. In the Watcher Story, however,
the demons are let lose to ravage uncontrolled. They are the spiritual
descendants of the giants and continue their devastating activity.
The main service of Enoch in the Enoch Story is to act as intercessor for the watchers. In the Book of Dreams he has the same role;
there he intercedes on behalf of antediluvian humanity (En 83–84). In
the Babylonian antediluvian traditions the role of intercession is given
to the flood hero. Atrahasis intercedes for the antediluvians. This is
especially clear in a scene resembling Enoch’s intercession. They both
go to a river to communicate with their god; they both incubate a
dream; they both have a vision in which they deliver their petition and
receive an answer from their god. In both cases, however, the petition
is turned down. Enoch is here given the role of the flood hero, which
means that the importance of the flood hero according to tradition,
Noah, is reduced. He is still the ancestor of the new humanity after the
flood, but he takes no active part in the Watcher Story.
The choice of Enoch as the protagonist in the story relies on the
status he has already received in the emerging Enochic traditions. In
the Astronomical Book Enoch is portrayed as the one among humans
who communicates with the leader of the heavenly host, Uriel, and
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is revealed the secrets of the luminaries and the cosmos. There is a
quite direct link to Babylonian traditions here. The astronomical
knowledge received by Enoch is based on the system developed in
the main Babylonian astronomical series Enuma Anu Enlil and also
found in the composition MUL.APIN. According to the apkallu traditions Uanadapa was the compiler of Enuma Anu Enlil. Here Enoch
quite directly is given the role of the foremost apkallu, Uanadapa. The
Astronomical Book is the first example of a growing tradition ascribing revelations to Enoch in primeval time, which successively were
written down, quite similar to the revelations given to and compiled
in writing by Uanadapa and the other apkallus.
The Watcher Story ends with Enoch’s visionary journey to the heavenly sanctuary, which is presented as the first written document coming from Enoch. The visionary journey has close resemblances with
the opening vision in Ezekiel. Enoch is portrayed in prophetic language in his mission to bring the heavenly message to the watchers.
The vision itself (En 14–16) does not describe how Enoch completed
this task. The last incident recorded is Enoch entering the heavenly
sanctuary. What follows afterward is the message he shall bring to the
watchers. This is clearly the focus of the Book of Watchers; Enoch is
the one among humanity who is placed above the watchers. In the
continuation of the story in En 17–19 Enoch is still in heaven and is
shown the secrets of cosmos. Enoch’s visionary journey is according
to this continuation not only an inauguration as intermediary between
the Most High and the watchers, but also an inauguration to receive
the highest form of wisdom. Enoch is here placed in the same role as
Adapa in the Adapa Myth, fragment D. According to this fragment,
Adapa stayed with Anu in heaven forever and was shown the secrets
of heaven and earth.
Even though the Watcher Story echoes the priestly document of
Genesis in many places, there are basic differences in outlook. The
Watcher Story is in this view closer to Atrahasis than to the priestly
document because both the Watcher Story and Atrahasis deal with
how to overcome the cosmic instability and crisis that characterized
the world from the beginning. In this respect the priestly document is
far more positive in its emphasis on the completeness of the creation
at the beginning. One may therefore ask whether the Watcher Story
was written to refute or correct the priestly document. This document
can clearly be characterized as a master narrative. It forms the basis for
the ongoing expansions in the primeval history in non-P, and it is the
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narrative in the whole Pentateuch that unites the primeval history and
the period of revelation connected to Sinai. The question is whether
the Watcher Story is formed as a counter story to this master narrative
in order to give a more radical view of the conditions of humanity and
to place Enoch and not Moses in the central position.
Taking these differences into consideration, we are nevertheless
hesitant to place the Watcher Story as a counter story to the priestly
document. We have to consider the story in two perspectives: how it
communicated in its original context and how it was read later on.
When we consider how the Book of Watchers was read at Qumran and
the effect the book had on many documents found there, we do not
get the impression that they saw any basic difference between the Book
of Watchers and Genesis. They read the two compositions complementarily. This is also the case with Ben Sira and Pseudo-Eupolemus
relating to a broader spectre of Enochic traditions. In this instance
the Watcher Story is read as an alternative story to the Genesis primeval story. It fills in where the Genesis story is brief, most notably
in Gen 6:1–4.
The understanding of the story seems, however, to have been different among the later Enochic scribes. In the growing Enochic traditions
the Watcher Story became a master narrative. We have observed how
it permeates many of the later Enochic compositions. In this history
of the Enochic traditions we find a rivalry between what can be characterized as a Mosaic and Enochic Judaism. From this perspective the
Watcher Story can be read as a counter story to the priestly document.
When the Watcher Story is incorporated into more comprehensive
views of history, as in the Apocalypse of Weeks and the Apocalypse
of Animals, or read in the context of such larger views, there is clearly
a difference between the two kinds of Judaism. The Enochic writers
emphasize primeval time as the time of revelation; the Mosaic writers
emphasize the Mosaic time.
There is, however, also the perspective of the original communicative context of the Watcher Story. We do not think the story was
composed to refute the priestly document; it was composed to refute
the Babylonian imperial ideology. Here the Watcher Story really rides
counter to other primeval traditions. The writers do it in a subtle way
by creating a different version of primeval history based on the main
blocks of tradition in the Babylonian ideology. The primeval warriorkings are not heroes any longer; they are devastating monsters. The
primeval sages once securing the cosmic stability and laying the
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foundation of civilization did not bring humanity cosmic stability
and cultural benefits, but false and destructive knowledge. The mythic
imagery of the Babylonians is, however, split. The true revelation of
the secrets of cosmos is given to Enoch, patterned on the same traditions that were refuted. Enoch becomes the real primeval sage, not
Uanadapa. He was the one who was revealed the secrets of the sky and
the cosmos and who stayed on with the Most High in heaven forever;
he was the one who in primeval time collected his revelations in books
for future generations.
We have earlier discussed the valuable contributions by K. van der
Toorn and A. Lenzi to the understanding of primeval time as a time of
revelation.1 What surprises in these contributions is how they proceed
from a Mesopotamian environment to Israel. They both claim that the
equivalent to the Mesopotamian concept of primeval revelation is the
revelation of the torah to Moses as it is described in Deuteronomy.
Lenzi even claims that Moses is portrayed as an apkallu.2 We clearly
see one point in van der Toorn’s argumentation; Deuteronomy was
written as a new document and given an authority superseding all
previous oral traditions; then it was dated back to the time of Moses
who received it as directly revealed from God. But Moses does not
belong to the primeval history. Here the priestly document is a better
testimony than Deuteronomy because this document contains both
the primeval history and the revelations to Moses. In this document
we see how the primeval history is emptied of any kind of activity that
could compete with the revelations given to Moses. There is no sacrifice ascribed to Noah, and Enoch simply disappears into heaven. The
Babylonian concept of revelation does not have the Mosaic traditions
as its closest parallel; the closest parallel is obviously Enoch, patterned
on Uanadapa, and placed as the ultimate receiver of revelations in
primeval time.
The Watcher Story has a paradigmatic force. The story is not only
an etiology of how the conditions of humanity were formed in primeval time; it attacks imperial ideology in the present. For the primeval
history was for the Babylonians not only a remote history; it laid the
foundation for their present ideology of kingship. Their kings were
installed according to the conviction that kings were created once in

1
2

Cf. ch. I 3.5.
Van der Toorn, Scribal Culture, 221–27; Lenzi, Secrecy and the Gods, 362–73.
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primeval time as a special class of humans in order to engage in warfare for the gods. The stability and prosperity of their kingdom was
dependent on the constant cultivation of the wisdom of the apkallus.
The image of the world given in the Watcher Story may resemble any
imperial ideology, and can therefore be transferred from one period of
history to another. The concrete pieces used to create this image are,
however, Babylonian, and therefore they target this empire especially.
This has consequences for the date of the Watcher Story. We notice
that there is a shift in the midst of the Rebel Story from narrating
the past to predicting the future. The shift comes after the humans
had cried out to heaven. What is recorded next about the fate of the
humans, giants, and watchers is formed as direct speech by God. We
could think that this is the placement of the writer of the first layer
of the Watcher Story, the Shemihazah narrative. He is situated in the
exile and has felt the burden of Babylonian oppression together with
peoples from many nations, and there is a cry from this oppressed
humanity to heaven. What is formed as future in the myth could also
be the future of the writer, the destruction of the agents of violence
and illegitimate knowledge. The solution is tempting regarding the literary structure, but may involve problems. The Shemihazah narrative
would then have approximately the same date as the priestly document, in the middle of the sixth century. This seems to be too close to
the priestly document, which forms the terminus a quo for the Enochic compositions, referred to in both the Astronomical Book and the
Book of Watchers.3 We would rather think that the Watcher Story is
to be read as a paradigm of how Babylonia, once the greatest nation
known, collapsed. This could move us further up in history to the Persian period when the memory of this terrifying empire still was alive.
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For the Astronomical Book, cf. ch. III 2.2.2.
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ἡνίκα ἤρξαντο
οἱ ἄνθρωποι
πολλοὶ γίνεσθαι
ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς
καὶ θυγατέρες
ἐγενήθησαν
αὐτοῖς2 ἰδόντες
δὲ οἱ υἱοὶ
τοῦ θεοῦ τὰς
θυγατέρας τῶν
ἀνθρώπων ὅτι
καλαί

והויא ̇כ ֯ד]י
שגיאו בני
אנשא ביומיא
אלין אתילדה
[להון בנת
שפירן ו֯ ]טבן
וחזוא להן
עיריא בני שמיא
[ואתחמדו עליהן
ואתמ]ללו חד
֯
לחד נזל ונבחר
לנא נשין מן
בנת אנשא
ונולד לנא
]בנין

EnAram

EnEth
Καὶ ἐγένετο
οὗ ἂν
ἐπληθύνθησαν
οἱ υἱοὶ τῶν
ἀνθρώπων,
ἐν ἐκέναις
ταῖς ἡµέραις
ἐγεννήθησαν
θυγατέρες
ὡραῖαι καὶ
καλαί.2 καὶ
ἐθεάσαντο αὐτὰς
οἱ ἄγγελοι υἱοὶ
οὐρανοῦ καὶ
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καὶ ἐγένετο
ὅτε ἐπληθύνθησαν
οἱ υἱοὶ τῶν
ἀνθρώπων,
ἐγεννήθησαν
αὐτοῖς θυγατέρες
ὡραῖαι.2 καὶ
ἐπεθὺµησαν αὐτάς
οἱ ἐγρήγοροι καὶ
ἀπεπλανήθησαν
ὀπίσω αὐτῶν,
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1 καὶ ἐγένετο

י־ה ֵ ֣חל
ֵ הי ִ ֽכּ
֙ ִ ְַ ֽו י
ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֔דם ָל ֖ר ֹב
En 6:1–2 =
ל־פּ ֵנ֣י ָ ֽה ֲא ָד ָ ֑מה
ְ ַﬠ
Gen 6:1–2
וּבנ֖ וֹת
ָ 2 יֻ ְלּ ֥דוּ
ָל ֶ ֽהם׃ וַ יִּ ְר ֤אוּ
ים
֙ ֹלה
ִ י־ה ֱא
ֽ ָ ְֵבנ
ת־בּנ֣ וֹת ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֔דם
ְ ֶא
ִ ֥כּי טֹ ֖בֹת ֵ ֑הנָּ ה
וַ יִּ ְק ֤חוּ ָל ֶה ֙ם נָ ִ֔שׁים
ִמ ֖כֹּל ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר ָבּ ָ ֽחרוּ׃
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It happened
when men
began to
multiply over
the face of the
ground, daughters were born
to them. 2 The
sons of the gods
(God) saw that
the

Bible MT

And it
happened when
men began to
be numerous on
the earth, and
daughters were
born to them, 2
that the sons of
God
having seen the
daughters of

εἰσιν ἔλαβον
ἑαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας ἀπὸ
πασῶν ὧν
ἐξελέξαντο

Bible LXX

It happened
whe[n the
sons of men
multiplied in
those days, there
were born to
them daughters]
beautiful and
[fair. And the
watchers, the
sons of heaven,
saw them and

EnAram

1 And it
happened,
when the sons
of men had
multiplied,
that in those
days there were
born to them
fair and
beautiful
daughters. 2
And the angels,
the sons of
heaven, saw
them and

EnEth

“And it
happened when
the sons of men
multiplied, in
those days there
were born fair
and beautiful

ἐπεθὺµησαν
αὐτάς, καὶ
παν πρὸς
ἀλλήλους· ∆εῦτε
ὲκληξώµεθα
ἐαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας ἀπὸ
τῶν ἀνθρώπων,
καὶ γεννήσοµεν
ἐαυτοῖς τέκνα.
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And it happened
when the sons
of men had
multiplied, there
were born to
them fair
daughters. And
the watchers
desired them and

καὶ εἶπον πρὸς
ἀλλήλους,
ἐκλεξώµεθα
ἑαυτοῖς γυναῖκας
ἀπὸ τῶν
θυγατέρων τῶν
ἀνθρώπων τῆς
γῆς.
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καὶ ἔζησεν
Ιαρεδ ἑκατὸν
καὶ ἑξήκοντα
δύο ἔτη καὶ
ἐγέννησεν τὸν
Ενωχ

י־י ֶרד
ֶ֕ ַ ֽו יְ ִח
ְשׁ ַ ֧תּיִ ם וְ ִשׁ ִ ֛שּׁים
וּמ ַ ֣את ָשׁ ָנ֑ה
ְ ָשׁ ָנ֖ה
וֹלד
ֶ ֖וַ יּ
ת־חנֽ וְֹך
ֲ ֶא

When Jared was
162 years, he
And Jared lived
begot Enoch.
162 years, and
begot Enoch.

desired them,
and they] sai[d to
each other: Let us
go and choose for
ourselves women
from the
daughters of
men, and beget
for ourselves
children.
(4QEnb 1 ii, 2–5)

men, that they
were beautiful,
took for
themselves
wives of all
whom they
chose.

daughters of
men were
beautiful. They
took for
themselves
women of all
whom they
chose.

They were all two
hundred who
came down in the
days of Jared on
the top of Mount
Hermon.
(4QEna 1 iii, 3–4)

כלהן מאתין די
[נחתו
ביומי ירד ע̇ל
֯]ראש חרמו[ן
]טורה

EnAram
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And they were
in all two
hundred, and
they came down
on Ardis which
is the summit
of Mount
Hermon.

desired them.
And they said
to one another:
‘Come let us
choose for
ourselves wives
from the
children of
men and let us
beget for
ourselves
children.’

Note that GrSync a has a text that agrees with Aramaic, against the Ethiopic text.
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daughters. And
they saw them,
the angels, the
sons of heaven,
and they desired
them, and they
said to one
another: ‘Come
let us choose
for ourselves
women from the
men and
beget for ourselves
children.’
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they were two
hundred who
came down in the
days of Jared on
the top of Mount
Hermon.2

ἦσαν δὲ οὗτοι
διακόσιοι οἱ
καταβάντες ἐν
ταῖς ἡµέραις
᾿Iάρεδ εἰς τὴν
κορυφὴν τοῦ
῾Επµονιεὶµ ὅρους

they went astray
after them, and
they said to one
another: ‘Let us
choose for
ourselves women
from the
daughters of men
of the earth.”
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They took for
themselves
wives of all
whom they
chose

ἐξελέξαντο

the sons of the
gods

4 οἱ δὲ γίγαντες
ἦσαν ἐπὶ
τῆς γῆς ἐν
ταῖς ἡµέραις
ἐκείναις
καὶ µετ᾽
ἐκεῖνο ὡς ἂν
εἰσεπορεύοντο
οἱ υἱοὶ τοῦ
θεοῦ πρὸς τὰς
θυγατέρας τῶν
ἀνθρώπων καὶ
The Nephilim
ἐγεννῶσαν
were on the
ἑαυτοῖς ἐκεῖνοι
earth in those
ἦσαν οἱ
days and also
γίγαντες οἱ ἀπ᾽
afterwards when αἰῶνος οἱ

ַהנְּ ִפ ֞ ִלים ָהי֣ וּ
ָב ָא ֶר ֘ץ ַבּיָּ ִ ֣מים
ם וְ ַג֣ם
֒ ָה ֵה
י־כן ֲא ֶ֙שׁר
ֵ֗ ַ ֽא ֲח ֵר
יָ ֜בֹאוּ ְבּ ֵנ֤י
ים ֶאל־
֙ ֹלה
ִ ָ ֽה ֱא
ְבּנ֣ וֹת ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֔דם
וְ יָ ְל ֖דוּ ָל ֶ ֑הם ֵ ֧ה ָמּה
ַהגִּ בּ ִ ֹ֛רים ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר
עוֹלם ַאנְ ֵ ֥שׁי
֖ ָ ֵמ
ַה ֵ ֽשּׁם

They took for
themselves
women of all
whom they
chose.

 וַ יִּ ְק ֤חוּ ָל ֶה ֙ם נָ ִ֔שׁיםἑαυτοῖς
 ִמ ֖כֹּלγυναῖκας ἀπὸ
 ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר ָבּ ָ ֽחרוּπασῶν ὧν
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Those and their
leaders [all took
for themselves]
women from all
that they chose.
And [they began

אנ]ון ור[בניהו]ן
]כולהון נסבו
להון[ נשין
מן כול די
בחרו ו]שריו
למעל עליהן
[ולאסתאבה בהן
ולאלפה אנין
̇חרשה ו]כשפה
ומקטע שרשין
ולאחויה להן
עשביא[ והויא
בטנן מנהון
ויל]דה גברין
רמין כתלתה
[אלפין אמה די
הוו מתילדין
ארעה
֯
על
]כי[לדות]הן
ומתרבין
כרביותהן
[ודי הוו
אכלין

EnAram

These are the
leaders of the
two hundred
angels, and of
all the others
with them.

6:8

EnEth
οὕτοί εἰσιν
ἀρχαὶ αὐτῶν οἱ
δέκα
1
Καὶ ἔλαβον
ἐαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας·
ἕκαστος αὐτῶν
ἐξελέξαντο
ἐαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας,
καὶ ἤρξαντο
εἰσπορεύεσθαι
πρὸς αὐτὰς καὶ
µιαίνεσθαι ἐν
αὐταῖς· καὶ
ἑδίδαξαν αὐτας
φαρµακείας καὶ
ἐπαοιδίας καὶ
ῥιζοτοµίας, καὶ
τὰς βοτάνας
ἐδήλωσαν
αὐταῖς.
2
Αἱ δὲ ἐν γαστρὶ
λαβοῦσαι
ἐτέκοσαν
γίγαντας
µεγάλους
ἐκ πηχῶν
τρισχιλίων

6:8

EnGrPan
1
Οὗτοι καὶ οἱ
λοιποὶ πάντες
ἐν τῷ χιλιοστῷ
ἑκαστοστῷ
ἑβδοµηκοστῷ
ἔτει τοῦ κόσµου
ἔλαβον ἑαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας,
καὶ ἤρξαντο
µιαίνεσθαι ἐν
αὐταῖς ἕως τοῦ
κατακλυσµοῦ
καὶ ἔτεκον
αὐτοῖς γένη τρία·
πρῶτον γίγαντας
µεγάλους. 2
οἱ δὲ γίγαντες
ετ᾿έκνωσαν
Ναφηλείµ, καὶ
τοῖς Ναφηλείµ
ἐγεννὴθησαν
᾽Ελιοὺδ. καὶ ἦσαν
αὐξανόµενοι κατὰ
τὴν µεγαλειότητα
αὐτῶν, καὶ
ἐδίδαξαν
ἑαυτοὺς καὶ τὰς
γυναῖκας ἑαυτῶν
φαρµακείας καὶ
ἐπαοιδίας.

EnGrSyn
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went into the
daughters of
men. And they
bore to them
the giants who
are from the
ancient time,
the men with a
name.

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

to go in to
them, and to
defile themselves
with them] and
And the giants
were on the
to teach them
earth in those
soecery and
days, and after
[spellbinding,
that when the
and the cutting
sons of God
of roots, and
went into the
they explained
daughters of
for them herbs.]
men and they
And they became
bore to them,
pregnant by them
those were the
and bar[e giants
giants of ancient three thousand
cubits high, who]
times,
were born on
the famous
the earth [accordmen.
ing to their b]
irth [and became
great according
to their youth,
and who were]
devouring.
(4QEna 1 iii,
13–17 + 4QEnb 1
ii, 18–21)

ἄνθρωποι οἱ
ὀνοµαστοί

Bible LXX
And they took
for themselves
wives, and
everyone chose
for himself
one each. And
they began to
go in to them
and were promiscuous with
them. And they
taught them the
cutting of roots
and trees.
2
And they
became pregnant and bore
large giants,
and their
height was
three thousand
cubits

1

EnEth

EnGrSyn

These and all the
other in the one
thousand, one
hundred and
seventieth year
of the world
took wives for
themselves. And
they began to
defile themselves
with them until
the flood and
they bore to
them three
generations: First
large giants, the
giants begat the
Nephilim, and
to the Nephilim
And they became were born the
pregnant and
Elioud. And they
they bore large
grew according to
giants three
their greatness,
thousand cubits. and they taught
themselves and
their wives
charms and spells.
These are their
leaders, the ten.
And they took
for themselves
wives; each of
them chose for
himself a wife.
And they began
to go in to them
and to defile
themselves with
them. And they
taught them
charms and
spells, and they
explained for
them roots and
plants.

EnGrPan
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God created
the great sea
monsters and
every living
creature that
moves, of
every kind,
with which the
waters swarm,
and every
winged bird of
every kind. And
God saw that it
was good.

ֹלהים
ִ֔ וַ יִּ ְב ָ ֣רא ֱא
ת־ה ַתּנִּ ִינ֖ם
ַ ֶא
ַהגְּ ד ִ ֹ֑לים וְ ֵ ֣את
ל־נ ֶ֣פשׁ ַ ֽה ַח ָיּ֣ה׀
ֶ ָכּ
ָ֩ ֽהר ֶֹ֡מ ֶשׂת ֲא ֶשׁר
ָשׁ ְר ֙צוּ ַה ַ֜מּיִ ם
ְל ִ ֽמינֵ ֶ֗הם וְ ֵ֙את
ל־ﬠוֹף ָכּנָ ֙ף
֤ ָכּ
ְל ִמ ֵ֔ינהוּ וַ ַ ֥יּ ְרא
י־טוֹב׃
ֽ ֹלהים ִכּ
֖ ִ ֱא

1:21

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

And God made
the large fishes,
and every living
reptile, which
the waters
brought forth
according to
their kinds, and
every creature
that flies with
wings

καὶ ἐποίησεν
ὁ θεὸς τὰ κήτη
τὰ µεγάλα καὶ
πᾶσαν ψυχὴν
ζῴων ἑρπετῶν
ἃ ἐξήγαγεν τὰ
ὕδατα κατὰ
γένη αὐτῶν καὶ
πᾶν πετεινὸν
πτερωτὸν κατὰ
γένος καὶ εἶδεν
ὁ θεὸς ὅτι καλά

1:21

Bible LXX

[And they began
to sin and to . . .]
against all the
birds and the
[beas]ts of the
earth, [and
reptiles which
creep upon the
earth and
(creatures) in the
waters and in
the] heaven, and
the fish of the sea,

ושריו למחטא
[מן
֯קו̇ בל כל כנ̇ ף
ו֯ ]חיו[ת ארע]ה
ור[חשי֯ ]א
די רחשין על
[ארעה ובמיה
ו̇ נ̇ ני ימה
יה
֯ [ש ֯מ
֯ ]וב
למכל בשר]הן
֯ ֯ו
אלין לאלין
והוו
[שתין דמ]א

EnAram

And they
began to sin
against birds,
and against
animals, and
against reptiles
and against
fish, and they
devoured one
another’s flesh
and drank the
blood from it.

EnEth

And they began
to sin against the
birds and the
animals and
the reptiles and
the fishes, and
to devour one
another’s flesh
and drink the
blood.

καὶ ἤρξαντο
ἁµαρτάνειν ἐν
τοῖς πετεινοῖς
καὶ τοῖς
[θ]ηρίοις καὶ
ἑρπετοῖς καὶ
τοῖς [ὶ]χθύσιν,
καὶ ἀλλήλων
τὰζ σάρκας
κατεσθίειν καὶ
τὸ αἷµα ἕπινον

EnGrPan
(missing)

EnGrSyn
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And God made
all the beasts
of the earth of
every kind, and
the cattle of
every kind and
all the reptiles
of the ground of
every kind. And
God saw that it
was good.

ים
֩ ֹלה
ִ וַ ַיּ ַ֣ﬠשׂ ֱא
ת־ח ת ָה ָ֜א ֶרץ
ֶַ֙א ַ יּ
ְל ִמ ָ֗ינהּ
ת־ה ְבּ ֵה ָמ ֙ה
ַ וְ ֶא
ְל ִמ ָ֔ינהּ וְ ֵ ֛את ָכּל־
ֶ ֥ר ֶמשׂ ָ ֽה ֲא ָד ָ ֖מה
ְל ִמ ֵינ֑הוּ וַ ַ ֥יּ ְרא
י־טוֹב׃
ֽ ֹלהים ִכּ
֖ ִ ֱא

1:25

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

and to devour
the flesh [of one
another, and they
were] drinking
blood.
(4QEna 1 iii,
19–21 + 4QEnb 1
ii, 23–25a)

according to its
kind, and God
saw that they
were good.

And God made
the wild beasts
of the earth
according to
their kind, and
cattle

καὶ ἐποίησεν ὁ
θεὸς τὰ θηρία
τῆς γῆς κατὰ
γένος καὶ τὰ
κτήνη κατὰ
γένος καὶ πάντα
τὰ ἑρπετὰ τῆς
γῆς κατὰ γένος
αὐτῶν καὶ εἶδεν
ὁ θεὸς ὅτι καλά

1:25

EnAram

Bible LXX

EnEth

EnGrPan
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The earth was
filled with
violence

of the earth
according to
their kind, and
God saw that
they were good.

But flesh with
blood of life ye
shall not eat.

πλὴν κρέας ἐν
αἵµατι ψυχῆς
οὐ φάγεσθε

9:4

Only, you shall
not eat flesh
and the earth
with its life, that was filled with
is, its blood.
injustice

γῆ ἀδικίας

ְך־בּ ָ֕שׂר ְבּנַ ְפ ֥שׁוֹ
ָ  ַא6:11b
ֹאכלוּ׃
ֽ ֵ  ָד ֖מוֹ ֥ל ֹא תκαὶ ἐπλήσθη ἡ

9:4

according to

Bible LXX

 וַ ִתּ ָמּ ֵ ֥לא ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץtheir kind, and
 ָח ָ ֽמסall the reptiles

6:11b

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

EnEth

EnGrPan
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Gen 6:11,
12b, 13b

5.

Reference

וַ ִתּ ָשּׁ ֵ ֥חת ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץ
ֹלהים
֑ ִ ִל ְפ ֵנ֣י ָ ֽה ֱא
וַ ִתּ ָמּ ֵ ֥לא ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץ
ָח ָ ֽמס

But the earth
was corrupted
before God and
the earth was
filled with
injustice.

ἐφθάρη δὲ ἡ
γῆ ἐναντίον
τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ
ἐπλήσθη ἡ γῆ
ἀδικίας

11

Bible LXX

. . . because all
flesh had
corrupted their
way on the
earth

. . . because all
flesh had
corrupted its
way on the
earth

ὁδὸν αὐτοῦ ἐπὶ
τῆς γῆς

י־ה ְשׁ ִ ֧חית
ִ ִ ֽכּ
ל־בּ ָ ֛שׂר
ָ  ָכּ12b
ת־דּ ְר ֖כּוֹ ַﬠל־
ַ  ֶאὅτι κατέφθειρεν
 ָה ָ ֽא ֶרץπᾶσα σὰρξ τὴν

12b

And the earth
was corrupted
before God. The
earth was filled
with violence.

11

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

[And there was
much evil, and
they [were acting
[imm]oral [and
erring in all their
ways].
(4QEnb 1 iii, 1;
uncertain)

]והוה רשעא רבא
פח]זין
̇ והוו[א
וטעין בכול
אורחתהון

EnAram

And there was
great impiety
and much
fornication,
and they went
astray, and
all their ways
became
corrupt.

EnEth

And there was
much impiety,
and they
commited
fornication and
were led astray
and they were
corrupted in all
their ways.

καὶ ἐγένετο
ἀσέβεια
πολλή, καὶ
ἐπόρνευσαν καὶ
ἀπεπλανήθησαν
καὶ ἠφανίσθησαν
ἐν πάσαις ταῖς
ὁδοῖς αὐτῶν.

EnGrPan

And there was
much impiety on
earth, and they
corrupted their
ways.

καὶ ἐγένετο
ἀσέβεια πολλὴ
ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς, καὶ
ἠφάνισαν τὰς
ὁδοὺς αὺτῶν.

EnGrSyn
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13b

Bible LXX

6:5–8

ἰδὼν δὲ κύριος
ὁ θεὸς ὅτι
ἐπληθύνθησαν
αἱ κακίαι τῶν
ἀνθρώπων ἐπὶ
τῆς γῆς καὶ πᾶς
τις διανοεῖται
ἐν τῇ καρδίᾳ
αὐτοῦ ἐπιµελῶς
ἐπὶ τὰ πονηρὰ
πάσας τὰς
ἡµέρας 6 καὶ
ἐνεθυµήθη
ὁ θεὸς ὅτι
ἐποίησεν τὸν
ἄνθρωπον ἐπὶ
τῆς γῆς καὶ

6:5–8

for the earth
is filled with
for the earth
violence because was filled with
of them
injustice because
of them

αὐτῶν

י־מ ְל ָ ֥אה ָה ָ ֛א ֶרץ
ָ  ִ ֽכּὅτι ἐπλήσθη ἡ
יהם
֑ ֶ ֵ ָח ָ ֖מס ִמ ְפּנγῆ ἀδικίας ἀπ᾽

13b

Bible MT

הוה ִ ֥כּי
֔ ָ ְוַ ַיּ֣ ְרא י
En 8:4–9:3 ַר ָ ֛בּה ָר ַ ֥ﬠת ָה ָא ָ ֖דם
=
ָבּ ָ ֑א ֶרץ וְ ָכל־יֵ֙ ֶצ ֙ר
Gen 6:5–8, ַמ ְח ְשׁ ֣בֹת ִל ֔בּוֹ ַ ֥רק
11–12.
ל־היּֽ וֹם׃
ַ  ָכּ6 ַ ֖רע
הוה
֔ ָ ְוַ יִּ ָנּ ֶ֣חם י
י־ﬠ ָ ֥שׂה
ָ ִ ֽכּ
ת־ה ָא ָ ֖דם ָבּ ָ ֑א ֶרץ
ֽ ָ ֶא
ל־ל ֽבּוֹ׃
ִ וַ יִּ ְת ַﬠ ֵ ֖צּב ֶא
הוה
֗ ָ ְאמר י
ֶ ֹ  וַ ֣יּ7
ֶא ְמ ֶ֙חה
ת־ה ָא ָ ֤דם ֲא ֶשׁר־
ָ ֶא
אתי ֵמ ַﬠל֙ ְפּ ֵנ֣י
֙ ִ ָבּ ָ֙ר
ָ ֽה ֲא ָד ָ֔מה ֵ ֽמ ָא ָד ֙ם
ד־בּ ֵה ָ֔מה
ְ ַﬠ
ד־ר ֶמשׂ וְ ַﬠד־
֖ ֶ ַﬠ
֣ﬠוֹף ַה ָשּׁ ָ ֑מיִ ם

6.

Reference

Appendix (cont.)

1.

אתמלית רשׁעה
וחמסה די
קטיליא]ועללין
ארבעא עיריא
[וקדישׁיא

3.

מן קדשׁי שׁמיה
על ארעא וחזו
דם סגי שׁפיך
על ארעא וכל
[]ארעא

2.

וכלה סלק
לשׁמיה אדין
אדיק מיכאל
ושׂריאל ורפאל
וגבריאל

EnAram

EnEth

τῶν οὖν
ἀνθρώπων
ἀπολλυµένων
ἡ βο[ὴ] εἰς
οὐρανοὺς ἀνέβη.
Τότε παρ[α]
κύψαντες
Μιχαὴλ καὶ
Οὐ[ρι]ὴλ καὶ
῾Ραφαὴλ καὶ
Γαβριὴ[λ] οὗτοι
ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ
ἐθεάσ[αν]
το αιµα πολὺ
ἐκχυννόµεν[ον]
ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς· καὶ
εἶπαν πρὸ[ς]
ἀλλήλους φωνὴ

EnGrPan

καὶ ἥρξαντο
οἰ ἅνθτρωποι
ἐλαττοῦσθαι
ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς.
οἱ δὲ λοιποὶ
ἐβόησαν εἰς τὸν
οὐρανὸν περὶ
τῆς κακώσεως
αὐτῶν λέγοντες
εἰσενεχθῆναι
τὸ µνηµόσυνον
αὐτὧν ἐνώπιον
κυου.
Καὶ ακ᾿ούσαντες
οἱ τέσσαρες
µεγάλοι
ἀρχάγγελοι,
Μιχαὴλ καὶ
Οὐριὴλ καὶ

EnGrSyn
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Bible LXX

YHWH saw that
the wickedness
of humankind
was great in the
earth, and that
every inclination
of the thoughts
of their hearts
was only evil
continually. 6
And YHWH
was sorry that
he had made
humankind on
the earth, and
it grieved him
to his heart.7 So
YHWH said,
“I will blot out
from the earth
the human
beings I have
created—people
together with
animals

4.

ואמרו קדמיהן
דקלה וז]עק[תה
]די רוחיא ודי
נפשׁת בני
[ארעא סלקין

EnAram

EnEth

עד תרעי שׁמיה
ואמרו לקדישׁי
שׁ]מיה[ די קבלן
[נפשׁ]ת אנשׁא
[וא]מרן

5. And at the
destruction of
men they cried
out, and their
voice reached
heaven. And
then Michael,
8:4
Gabriel, Suriel
And the
and Uriel
voice went up
looked down
to heaven. 9:1
from heaven
Then Michael
and saw the
and Sariel and
mass of blood
Raphael and
And the Lord
Gabriel looked
that was being
God, having
shed on the
down from the
seen that the
earth and all
sanctuary of
wicked actions
heaven upon the the iniquity
of men were
that was being
earth, and saw
multiplied upon much blood was done on the
the earth, and
earth. And they
shed upon the
that every one
said to one
earth, and the
in his heart
whole [earth] was another: “Let
the devastated
filled with

ἄνθρωπον ὃν
ἐποίησα ἀπὸ
προσώπου
τῆς γῆς ἀπὸ
ἀνθρώπου ἕως
κτήνους καὶ ἀπὸ
ἑρπετῶν ἕως
τῶν πετεινῶν
τοῦ οὐρανοῦ
ὅτι ἐθυµώθην
ὅτι ἐποίησα
αὐτούς 8
Νωε δὲ εὗρεν
χάριν ἐναντίον
κυρίου τοῦ θεοῦ

 ִ ֥כּי נִ ַ ֖ח ְמ ִתּי ִ ֥כּיδιενοήθη 7 καὶ
יתם׃
ֽ ִ  ֲﬠ ִשׂ8  וְ ֕נ ֹ ַחεἶπεν ὁ θεός
 ָ ֥מ ָצא ֵ ֖חן ְבּ ֵﬠ ֵינ֥יἀπαλείψω τὸν

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

As men were
perishing, the
cry went up to
heaven.
Then Michael
and Uriel and
Raphael and
Gabriel, those
from heaven,
looking, they
saw much
blood shed on
the earth. They
said to one
another: “A loud
cry from the
earth to the

βοώντω[ν]
ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς
µέχρι πυλῶν
τοῦ οὐρανοῦ.
εντυγχάνουσιν
αἱ ψυχαὶ
τῶν ἀνθρώων
λεγόντων
Εἰσαγάγετε τὴν
κρίσιν ἡµῶν
πρὸς ὕψιστ[ον].

EnGrPan

And men began
to decrease on

εἰσελθὸντες εἶπον
πρὸς ἀλλήλους
ὄτι Τὰ
πρεύµατα καὶ
αἱ ψυχαὶ τῶν
ἀνθρώπων
στενάζουσιν
ἐντυγχάνοντα
καὶ λέγοντα ὄτι
Εἰσαγάγετε τὴν
κρίσιν ἡµῶν πρὸς
τὸν ὔψιστον,

῾Ραφαὴλ
καὶ Γαβρὴλ,
παρέκυψαν
ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν ἐκ
τῶν ἁγιων τοῦ
οὐρανοῦ. καὶ
θεασάµενοι αἷµα
πολὺ ἐκκεχυµένον
ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς καὶ
πᾶσαν ἀσέβειαν
καὶ ἀνοµίαν
γενοµένεν
ἐπ᾽ αὐτῆς,

EnGrSyn
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was intently
brooding over
evil continually,
6
then God laid
it to heart that
he had made
man upon the
earth, and he
pondered it
deeply. 7 And
God said, I will
blot out man
whom I have
made from
the face of the
earth, even man
with cattle, and
reptiles with
flying creatures
of the sky, for I
am grieved that
I have made
them. 8 But Noe
found grace
before the Lord
God.

Bible MT

and creeping
things and birds
of the air, for I
am sorry that
I have made
them.” 8 But
Noah found
favour in the
sight of YHWH.
evil and violence
against the ones
who were killed.
9:2
[And upon
entering, the four
watchers and
holy ones] said
to one another
that the voice
and c[r]y [of the
spirits and of
the souls of the
sons of the earth
reach] up to the
gates of heaven.
9:3
And they said
to the holy ones
of h[eaven] that
the soul[s of the
men] are
making their suit
and sa[ying] . . .
(XQpapEnoc +
4QEna 1 iv, 5–11
+ 4QEnb 1 iii,
5–11)3

EnAram
earth cry out
with the sound
of the cries
unto the gate
of heaven. And
now, to you
O holy ones
of heaven, the
souls of men
complain,
saying: “Bring
our suit before
the Most
High.”

EnEth

EnGrSyn
earth, and the
rest cried out to
to heaven over
their suffering and
said: “Bring our
memory before
the Lord.”
When they heard,
the four archangels Michael, and
Uriel and Raphael
and Gabriel, they
looked down on
the earth from
the holy ones of
heaven. And they
saw much blood
shed on the earth
and all wickedness
and lawlessness
that was done
on it. Entering,
they said to one
another that the
spirits and souls
of men are
groaning,

EnGrPan
gates of heaven.
The souls of
men are
appealing and
saying: ‘Bring
our suit before
the Most High.’ ”

3
We have chosen the text version found in the fragment XQpapEnoch, published by Eshel and Eshel, “New Fragments from Qumran,”
147–157. The sequence is also found in 4QEna 1 iv, 5–11 and 4QEnb 1 iii, 5–11. We have used the collocated text from Eshel and Eshel,
151–152, but only used brackets when words are missing in all fragments.
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6:11–12

Bible LXX

God, the earth
was filled
with violence.
God looked
upon the earth,
and behold, it
was corrupted,
because all flesh
had corrupted
their ways on
the earth.

But the earth
was corrupted
before God, and
the earth was
filled with iniquity. And the
Lord God saw
the earth, and it
was corrupted;
because all flesh
had corrupted
its way upon
the earth.

ἐφθάρη δὲ ἡ
γῆ ἐναντίον
τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ
ἐπλήσθη ἡ γῆ
ἀδικίας 12 καὶ
εἶδεν κύριος
ὁ θεὸς τὴν
γῆν καὶ ἦν
κατεφθαρµένη
ὅτι κατέφθειρεν
πᾶσα σὰρξ τὴν
The earth was
ὁδὸν αὐτοῦ ἐπὶ
corrupted before τῆς γῆς

וַ ִתּ ָשּׁ ֵ ֥חת ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץ
ֹלהים
֑ ִ ִל ְפ ֵנ֣י ָ ֽה ֱא
וַ ִתּ ָמּ ֵ ֥לא ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץ
ָח ָ ֽמס׃
ֹלהים
֛ ִ וַ ַ ֧יּ ְרא ֱא
ת־ה ָ ֖א ֶרץ וְ ִה ֵנּ֣ה
ָ ֶא
נִ ְשׁ ָ ֑ח ָתה ִ ֽכּי־
ל־בּ ָ ֛שׂר
ָ ִה ְשׁ ִ ֧חית ָכּ
ת־דּ ְר ֖כּוֹ ַﬠל־
ַ ֶא
ָה ָ ֽא ֶרץ׃

6:11–12

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

EnEth

EnGrPan
appealing and
saying: “Bring our
suit before the
Most High.”

EnGrSyn
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En 9:8 =
Gen 6:4b

7.

Reference

Bible LXX

The sons of the ἀνθρώπων
gods went in to
the daughters of the sons of God
went into the
men . . .
daughters of
men . . .

θυγατέρας τῶν

 יָ ֜בֹאוּ ְבּ ֵנ֤יεἰσεπορεύοντο
ים
֙ ֹלה
ִ  ָ ֽה ֱאοἱ υἱοὶ τοῦ
ל־בּנ֣ וֹת ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֔דם
ְ  ֶאθεοῦ πρὸς τὰς

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

And they
went in to the
daughters of
men together,
and lay with
those women,
and became
unclean, and
revealed to
them those
sins.

EnEth

And they went
in to the
daughters of
men of the
earth and lay
with them and
became unclean,
and they showed
them all the sins.

καὶ ἐπορεύθησαν
πρὸς τὰς
θυγατέρας
τῶν ἀνθρώπων
τῆς γῆς καὶ
συνεκοιµήθησαν
αὐταῖς καὶ
ἐµιάνθησαν,
καὶ ἐδήλωσαν
αὐταῖς πάσας
τὰς ἁµαρτίας.

EnGrPan

And they went in
to the daughters
of men of the
earth and lay with
them, and showed
them all the sins,
and taught them
to do mysteries.

καὶ ἐπορεύθησαν
πρὸς τὰς
θυγατέρας
τῶν ἀνθρώπων
τῆς γῆς καὶ
συνεκοιµήθησαν
µετ᾽ αὐτῶν καὶ
ἐν ταῖς θηλείαις
ἐµιάνθησαν,
καὶ ἐδήλωσαν
αὐταῖς πάσας τὰς
ἁµαρτίας, καὶ
ἐδίδαξαν αὐτὰς
µίσητρα ποιεῖν.

EnGrSyn

544
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En 9:9 =
Gen
6:4b,11b,
13b

8.

Reference

4b

Bible LXX

they bore to
them, those
were the giants
...

ἦσαν οἱ
γίγαντες

13b

and the earth
was filled with
injustice.

for the earth is
filled with violence because of
them

for the earth
was filled
with injustice
because of them

αὐτῶν

י־מ ְל ָ ֥אה ָה ָ ֛א ֶרץ
ָ  ִ ֽכּὅτι ἐπλήσθη ἡ
יהם
֑ ֶ ֵ ָח ָ ֖מס ִמ ְפּנγῆ ἀδικίας ἀπ᾽

13b

The earth was
filled with
violence.

καὶ ἐπλήσθη ἡ
γῆ ἀδικίας

וַ ִתּ ָמּ ֵ ֥לא ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץ
 ָח ָ ֽמס11b

11b

they bore giants
for them …

 וְ יָ ְל ֖דוּ ָל ֶ ֑הם ֵ ֧ה ָמּהἐγεννῶσαν
 ַהגִּ בּ ִ ֹ֛ריםἑαυτοῖς ἐκεῖνοι

4b

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

And the
women bore
giants, and
thereby the
whole earth
has been filled
with blood and
iniquity.

EnEth

And now behold
the daughters of
men bore from
them sons, the
giants; falseness
was poured out
on the earth of
men, and the
whole earth was
filled with
injustice.

καὶ νῦν ἰδοὺ
αἱ θυγατέρες
τῶν ἀνθρώπον
ἔτεκον ἐξ αὐτῶν
υἱοὺς γίγαντας·
κίβδηλα ἐπὶ τῆς
γῆς τῶν ἀνθρώπων
ἐκκέγυται, καὶ
ὅλη ἡ γῆ ἐπλήσθη
ἀδικίας.

καὶ αἱ γυναῖκες
εγέννησαν
τιτᾶνας, ὑφ᾽
ὧν ὅλη ἡ γῆ
ἐπλήσθη αἵµατος
καὶ ἀδικίας.

And the women
bore Titans,
from whom the
whole earth has
been filled with
blood and
injustice.

EnGrSyn

EnGrPan

appendix
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En
10:1–2a =
Gen
6:13a; cf.
also Gen
5:28–29

God said to
Noah

And God said
to Noe

ֹלהים
ִ֜ אמר ֱא
ֶ ֹ  וַ ֙יּκαὶ εἶπεν ὁ θεὸς
 ל ְ ֗נ ֹ ַחπρὸς Νωε

9.

Bible LXX

Bible MT

Reference

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

And then the
Most High, the
Great and Holy
One, spoke and
sent Arsyalalyur to the son
of Lamech, and
said to him:
‘Say to him in
my name . . .

EnEth

Then the Most
Hight spoke
about these
things, the Great
and Holy One,
and he said and
spoke and sent
Istrael to the son
of Lamech: ‘Say
to him in my
name . . .

Τότε ῞Υψιστος
εἶπεν περὶ
τουτων, ὁ
µέγας ῟Αγιος,
καὶ ἐλάλησεν
καὶ εἶπεν
καὶ ἔπεµψεν
᾽Ιστραὴλ πρὸς
τὸν υἱὸν Λέµεχ
Εἶπον αὐτῷ ἐπὶ
τῷ ἐµῷ ὀνόµατι

EnGrPan

Then the Most
High spoke and
the Great Holy
One said, and he
sent Uriel to the
son of Lamech,
saying: ‘Go to
Noah and say
to him in my
name . . .

Τότε ὁ ὕψιστος
εἶπε καὶ ὁ ἅγιος
ὁ µέγας ἐλάλησε,
καὶ ἔπεµψε τὸν
Οὐριὴλ πρὸς τὸν
υἱὸν Λάµεχ λέγων
Πορεύου πρὸς τὸν
Νῶε καὶ εἶπον
αὐτῷ τῷ ἐµῷ
ὀνόµατι

EnGrSyn
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καιρὸς παντὸς
ἀνθρώπου ἥκει
ἐναντίον µου
ὅτι ἐπλήσθη ἡ
γῆ ἀδικίας ἀπ᾽
αὐτῶν καὶ ἰδοὺ
ἐγὼ καταφθείρω
αὐτοὺς καὶ τὴν
γῆν

En 10:2 =
Gen 6:13,
17;
Cf. 7:4

ת־ה ַמּ ֥בּוּל ַ֙מיִ ֙ם
ַ ֶא
ל־ה ָ֔א ֶרץ ְל ַשׁ ֵ ֣חת
ָ ַﬠ
ל־בּ ָ֗שׂר
ָ ָכּ
ר־בּוֹ ֣ר ַוּח
֙ ֲא ֶשׁ
ַח ִ֔יּים ִמ ַ ֖תּ ַחת
ַה ָשּׁ ָ ֑מיִ ם ֥כֹּל
ר־בּ ָ ֖א ֶרץ יִ גְ ָ ֽוע
ָ ֲא ֶשׁ

ἐγὼ δὲ ἰδοὺ
ἐπάγω τὸν
κατακλυσµὸν
ὕδωρ ἐπὶ
τὴν γῆν
καταφθεῖραι

17

The time of
every man is
come before me;
because the
earth has been
filled with iniquity by them,
and, behold, I
17
destroy them
 וַ ֲא ִ֗ני ִהנְ נִ י֩ ֵמ ִ֙ביאand the earth.

The end has
come for all
flesh before me,
for the earth is
full of violence
because of them.
And behold,
I will destroy
them along with
earth.

13

ל־בּ ָשׂ ֙ר ָ ֣בּא
ָ ֵ ֤קץ ָכּ
י־מ ְל ָ ֥אה
ָ ְל ָפ ַ֔ני ִ ֽכּ
ָה ָ ֛א ֶרץ ָח ָ ֖מס
יהם וְ ִהנְ ִ ֥ני
֑ ֶ ִֵמ ְפּנ
יתם
֖ ָ ַמ ְשׁ ִח
ת־ה ָ ֽא ֶרץ
ָ ֶא

Bible LXX

13

Bible MT

10.

Reference

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

‘Say to him
in my name:
“Hide yourself,”
and reveal
to him the
end which is
coming, for
the whole
earth will be
destroyed,
and a deluge
is about to
come on all the
earth, and what
is in

EnEth

Go to Noah and
say to him in
my name: ‘Hide
yourself !’ And
reveal for him
the end which is
coming, that the
whole earth will
be destroyed, and
tell him that a
flood will come
over the whole
earth and destroy

Πορεύου πρὸς τὸν
Νῶε καὶ εἶπον
αὐτῷ τῷ ἐµῷ
ὀνόµατι
Κρύψον σεαυτόν,
καὶ δήλωσον αὐτῷ
τέλος ἐπερχόµενον,
ὅτι ἡ γῆ
ἀπόλλυται πᾶσα,
καὶ εἶπον αὐτῷ
ὅτι κατακλυσµὸς
µέλλει γίνεσθαι
πάσης τῆς γῆς καὶ
ἀπολέσει πάντα
ἀπὸ προσώπου τῆς
γῆς.

Εἶπον αὐτῷ ἐπὶ
τῷ ἐµ ὀνόµατι
Κρύψον σεαυτόν,
καὶ δήλωσον
αὐτῷ τέλος
ἐπερχόµενον, ὅτι
ἡ γῆ ἀπόλλυται
πᾶσα, καὶ
κατακλυσµὸς
µέλλει γίνεσθαι
πάσης τῆς γῆς
καὶ ἀπολέσει
πάντα ὅσα ἐστὶν
[ἐν] αὐτῇ.

Say to him in
my name: ‘Hide
yourself!’ And
reveal for him
the end which is
coming, that the
whole earth will
be destroyed,
and a flood will
come over the
whole earth
and destroy
everything which
is in it.

EnGrSyn

EnGrPan

appendix
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En 10:3 =
Gen 6:9,
18; 9:12

11.

Reference

6:9

תּוֹל ֣ד ֹת
ְ ֵ ֚א ֶלּה
֔נ ֹ ַח ֗נ ֹ ַח ִ ֥אישׁ
ַצ ִ ֛דּיק ָתּ ִ ֥מים
ָה ָי֖ה ְבּ ֽד ֹר ָ ֹ֑תיו
ֹלהים
֖ ִ ת־ה ֱא
ֽ ָ ֶא
ִ ֽה ְת ַה ֶלְּך־ ֹֽנ ַח

πᾶσαν σάρκα ἐν
ᾗ ἐστιν πνεῦµα
ζωῆς ὑποκάτω
τοῦ οὐρανοῦ
καὶ ὅσα ἐὰν
ᾖ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς
τελευτήσει

And I behold
will bring the
flood of waters
over the earth to
destroy all flesh
in which there
is the breath
(spirit) of life
under heaven.
Everything on
the earth shall
die.

αὗται δὲ αἱ
γενέσεις Νωε
Νωε ἄνθρωπος
δίκαιος τέλειος
ὢν ἐν τῇ γενεᾷ
αὐτοῦ τῷ θεῷ
εὐηρέστησεν
Νωε

6:9

And I behold
bring a flood
of water upon
the earth, to
destroy all flesh
in which is the
breath of life
under heaven,
and whatsoever
things are upon
the earth shall
die.

Bible LXX

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram
it will be
destroyed.

EnEth

καὶ δίδαξον
αὐτὸν ὅπως
ἐκφύγη, καὶ
µενεῖ τὸ σπέρµα
αὐτοῦ εἰς πάσας
τὰς γενεὰς τοῦ
αἰῶνος.

EnGrPan

δίδαξον τὸν
δίκαιον τί
ποιήσει, τὸν υἱὸν
Λάµεχ, και τὴν
ψυχγ` ν αὐτοῦ εἰς
ζωὴν συντηρήσει,
καὶ ἐκφεύξεται
δι᾽ αἰῶνος, καὶ ἐξ
αὐτοῦ

everything from
the face of the
earth.

EnGrSyn
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And these (are)
the generations
of Noe. Noe was
a just man; being
perfect in his
generation,
Noe was
well-pleasing to
God.

6:18

καὶ στήσω
τὴν διαθήκην
µου πρὸς σέ
εἰσελεύσῃ δὲ
εἰς τὴν κιβωτόν
σὺ καὶ οἱ υἱοί
σου καὶ ἡ γυνή
σου καὶ αἱ
γυναῖκες τῶν

These are the
descendants of
Noah. Noah
was a righteous
(man), blameless in his
generation.
With God he
walked, Noah.

6:18

וַ ֲה ִקמ ִ ֹ֥תי
יתי ִא ָ ֑תְּך
֖ ִ ת־בּ ִר
ְ ֶא
ל־ה ֵתּ ָ֔בה
ַ את ֶא
ָ֙ וּב
ָ
וּב ֶנ֛יָך
ָ ַא ָ֕תּה
֥וְ ִא ְשׁ ְתָּך
י־ב ֶנ֖יָך ִא ָ ֽתְּך
ָ וּנְ ֵ ֽשׁ

But I will
establish my

Bible LXX

Bible MT

EnAram
And now teach
him that he
may escape,
and that his
offspring may
survive for the
whole earth.4

EnEth
And teach him
that he may
escape, and his
offspring shall
remain in all the
generations of
the world.

EnGrPan

Teach the righteous one what
to do, the son of
Lamech, and he
will preserve his
soul unto life,
and he will escape
forever, and
from him will be
planted a plant
and it will be
established for all
the generations
of the world.5

φυτευθήσεται
φύτευµα καὶ
σταθήσεται πάσας
τὰς γενεὰς τοῦ
αἰῶνος.

EnGrSyn

5

Several Ethiopic manuscripts have the same ending as in the Greek texts.
The fragments presented by Milik on Plate V as 4QEna 1 v may indicate that the Aramaic version was longer than the Ethiopic and
Pan
Gr , and more similar to the version in GrSyn. Milik therefore opted for the longer text of Syncellus and regarded GrPan and Eth. as drastic
abridgements, cf. Milik, The Books of Enoch, 162. We think that the two tiny fragments on Plate V, designated m and n, are too small to give
any evidence about the length of the passage. The text of Syncellus anticipates En 10:16 where the motif of the everlasting plant reoccurs, The
question is whether this anticipation is original, as maintained by for instance Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 216, or whether it is made in the text
tradition represented by Syncellus, as maintained by Bhayro, The Shemihazah and Asael Narrative, 182. The question is difficult to decide, but
since GrPan and the Ethiopic text tradition agree in the shorter text against Syncellus, it may be most likely that the anticipation was made in
the text tradition of Syncellus.

4

Reference

Appendix (cont.)

appendix
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Reference

υἱῶν σου µετὰ
σοῦ

covenant with
you; and you
shall come into
the ark, you,
your sons, your
wife, and your
sons’ wives with
you.

God said, “This
is the sign of the
covenant that I
make between
me and you
and every living
creature that
is with you,
for all future
generations”

Νωε τοῦτο τὸ
σηµεῖον τῆς
διαθήκης ὃ ἐγὼ
δίδωµι ἀνὰ
µέσον ἐµοῦ καὶ
ὑµῶν καὶ ἀνὰ
µέσον πάσης
ψυχῆς ζώσης
ἥ ἐστιν µεθ᾽
ὑµῶν εἰς γενεὰς
αἰωνίους

וּבין
֛ ֵ יכם
ֶ֔ ֵֵבּינִ ֙י ֵוּב֣ינ
ל־נ ֶ֥פשׁ ַח ָיּ֖ה
ֶ  ָכּ9:12
שׁר ִא ְתּ ֶכ֑ם
֣ ֶ  ֲאκαὶ εἶπεν κύριος
עוֹלם
ֽ ָ  ְלד ֹ ֖ר ֹתὁ θεὸς πρὸς

And I will
establish my
covenant with
you, and you
shall enter into
the ark, and
9:12
your sons and
ֹלהים
ִ֗ אמר ֱא
ֶ ֹ  וַ ֣יּyour wife, and
ית
֙ וֹת־ה ְבּ ִר
ַ  ֤ז ֹאת ֽאyour sons’ wives
ר־א ִנ֣י נ ֵֹ֗תן
ֲ  ֲא ֶשׁwith you.

Bible LXX

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

EnEth

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn
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En 10:9–
10 = Gen
6:3; 5:32

12.

Reference

And the Lord
God said: My
Spirit shall

καὶ εἶπεν κύριος
ὁ θεός οὐ µὴ
καταµείνῃ τὸ
πνεῦµά µου ἐν
τοῖς ἀνθρώποις
τούτοις εἰς τὸν
αἰῶνα διὰ τὸ
εἶναι αὐτοὺς
σάρκας ἔσονται
δὲ αἱ ἡµέραι
αὐτῶν ἑκατὸν
εἴκοσι ἔτη

JHWH said:
My spirit shall
not remain(?)
in man forever,
because(?) he
is flesh, and his
days shall be
one hundred
and twenty
years.

6:3

הוה
֗ ָ ְאמר י
ֶ ֹ וַ ֣יּ
רוּחי
֤ ִ ֽל ֹא־יָ ֙דוֹן
ָ ֽב ָא ָד ֙ם ְלע ֔ ָֹלם
ְבּ ַשׁ ַגּ֖ם ֣הוּא ָב ָ ֑שׂר
וְ ָהי֣ וּ יָ ָ֔מיו ֵמ ָ ֥אה
וְ ֶﬠ ְשׂ ִ ֖רים ָשׁ ָנֽה

And the Lord
God said to Noe,
“This is the
sign of the covenant which I
set between me
and you, and
between every
living creature
which is with
you for perpetual
generations.”

Bible LXX

6:3

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

ולגבריאל אמר
מ[ריא אז֯ ]ל
֯
נא על ממזריא
ובני זנותא
[ואובד
]בנ[י עיריא ]מן
בני אנשא
[קרב אבדן
֯ וב
]שלח להון
֯ ו
[אר]כת יומין
לא איתי
[להון
[]וכול[ ֯ב]עו
̇ל]א איתי
לאבהתהון
עליהון די
משכן למח[י֯ א
חי֯ י֯ ] עלם

EnAram

EnEth

Γαβριὴλ εἶπεν ὁ
κύριος Πορεύου
ἐπὶ τοὺς
µαζηρέους, ἐπὶ
τους κιβδήλους
καὶ τοὺς υἱοὺς
τῆς πορνείας,
καὶ ἀπόλεσον
τοὺς υἱοὺς τῶν
ἐγρηγόρων ἀπὸ
τῶν ἀνθρώπων·
πέµψον αὐτοὺς
ἐν πολέµῳ
ἀπωλείας.
µακρότης γὰρ
ἡµερῶν οὐκ ἔστιν
αὐτῶν.

9 Καὶ τῷ

EnGrPan

εἶπε Πορεὐου,
Γαβριὴλ, ἐπὶ τοὺς
γίγαντας´, ἐπὶ
τοὺς κιβδήλους,
ἐπὶ τοὺς υἱοὺς
τῆς πορνείας,
καὶ ἀπόλεσαν
τοὺς υἱοὺς
τῶν ἐγρηγόρων
ἀπὸ τῶν υἱῶν
ἀνθρώπων·
πέµψον αὐτοὺς
εἰς ἀλλήλους, ἐξ
αὐτῶν εἰς αὐτούς,
ἐν πολέµω καὶ ἐν
ἀπωλείᾳ. καὶ

9 Καὶ τῷ Γαβριὴλ

EnGrSyn
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After Noah was
five hundred
years old, Noah
he begot Shem,
Ham, and
Japheth.

ן־ח ֵ ֥משׁ
ֲ ַ ֽו יְ ִהי־ ֕נ ֹ ַח ֶבּ
וֹלד
ֶ ֵ֣מ ֖אוֹת ָשׁ ָנ֑ה וַ יּ
ת־שׁם
֖ ֵ ֔נ ֹ ַח ֶא
ת־חם וְ ֶאת־
֥ ָ ֶא
ָי ֶֽפת׃

5:32

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

And Noe was
five hundred
years old, and
he begot three
sons, Sem,
Cham, and
Japheth.

καὶ ἦν
Νωε ἐτῶν
πεντακοσίων
καὶ ἐγέννησεν
Νωε τρεῖς υἱούς
τὸν Σηµ τὸν
Χαµ τὸν Ιαφεθ

5:32

certainly not
remain in
(among) these
men forever,
because they
are flesh, and
their days shall
be one hundred
and twenty
years.

Bible LXX

And to Gabriel]
the Lo[rd said:]
“G[o now to the
bastards and
the children
of fornication
and destroy the
chil]dren of the
watchers [from
among men
and send them
into] a war of
destruction [and]
leng[th of days
will not be for
them. And any]
re[quest from
their fathers on
their behalf will
not be granted,
that they should
hope to li]ve [an
eternal] life

[ודי יחיא
]כול חד וחד
מנהון חמש
מאה שנין

EnAram
9 And the
Lord said to
Gabriel: ‘Proceed against the
bastards and
the reprobates
and against
the sons of the
fornicators and
the sons of
the watchers
from amongst
men. And send
them out, and
send them
against one
another, and let
them destroy
themselves in
battle, for they
will not have
length of days.
10 And they
will all petition
you, but their
fathers will gain
nothing

EnEth

And the Lord
said to Gabriel:
‘Go to the
“mazereous,”
the illegitimate,
and the sons of
fornication, and
destroy the sons
of the watchers
from amongst
men. Send them
into a war of
destruction, for
length of days
will not be for

ἐρώτησις [οὐκ]
ἔσται τοῖς
πατράσιν αὐτῶν
καὶ περὶ αὐτῶν,
ὅτι ἐλπίζουσιν
ζῆσαι ζωὴν
αἰώνιον, καὶ ὅτι
ζήσεται ἕκαστος
αὐτῶν ἔτη
πεντακόσια.

10 καὶ πᾶσα

EnGrPan

And he said to
Gabriel: ‘Go,
Gabriel, to the
giants, to the
illegitimate, to the
sons of fornication, and destroy
the sons of the
watchers from
amongst the sons
of men. Send
them against one
another, (some) of
them against (the
rest of )

µακρότης ἡµερῶν
οὐκ ἔστιν αὐτῶν.
10 καὶ πᾶσα
ἐρώτησις οὐκ ἔστι
τοῖς πατράσιν
αὐτῶν, ὅτι
ἐλπίζουσιν ζῆσαι
ζωὴν αἰώνιον,
καὶ ὅτι ζήσεται
ἕκαστος αὐτῶν
ἔτη πεντακόσια.

EnGrSyn
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En 10:15–
16 = Gen
6:9, 13, 17;
7:23; 9:1;
cf. 7:1
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Reference

תּוֹל ֣ד ֹת
ְ ֵ ֚א ֶלּה
֔נ ֹ ַח ֗נ ֹ ַח ִ ֥אישׁ
ַצ ִ ֛דּיק ָתּ ִ ֥מים
ָה ָי֖ה ְבּ ֽד ֹר ָ ֹ֑תיו
ֹלהים
֖ ִ ת־ה ֱא
ֽ ָ ֶא
ִ ֽה ְת ַה ֶלְּך־ ֹֽנ ַח

These are the
descendants of
Noah. Noah
was a righteous
(man),
blameless in his
generation.

6:9

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

And these (are)
the generations
of Noe. Noe
was a just man;
being perfect

αὗται δὲ αἱ
γενέσεις Νωε
Νωε ἄνθρωπος
δίκαιος τέλειος
ὢν ἐν τῇ γενεᾷ
αὐτοῦ τῷ θεῷ
εὐηρέστησεν
Νωε

6:9

Bible LXX

And destroy
iniquity from
[the face of the
earth, and every
wicked deed
will disappear.
A p]lant of

Destroy all
wrong from
the face of the
earth, and

And destroy all
injustice from
the earth, and let

καὶ ἀπόλεσον
τὴν ἀδικίαν
πᾶσαν ἀπὸ τῆς
γῆς, καὶ πᾶν
ἔργον πονηρίας
ἐκλειπέτω, καὶ
ἀναφανήτω
τὸ φυτὸν τῆς
δικαιοσύνης καὶ
τῆς ἀληθείας εἰς
τοὺς αἰῶνας.

them, in
battle and in
destruction, and
length of days will
not be for them.
10
And there is
not any petition
for their fathers,
because they hope
to live an eternal
life, and that each
of them will live
for five hundred
years.

them. 10 And
there will not
be any petition
for their fathers
and for them, for
they hope to live
an eternal life,
and that each of
them will live
for five hundred
years.

in respect
of them, for
they hope for
eternal life,
and that each
of them will
live for five
hundred years.

[or that each of
them should live
for five hundred
years.
(4QEnb 1 iv, 5–8)

ואכרת עולה
̇
מן̇ ] אנפי
ארעא וכול
[עובד באישותא
]יעדא ותתחזא
נ[צבת קושטא
ותהו֯ ]א ברכה

EnGrSyn

EnGrPan

EnEth

EnAram
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Bible LXX

καιρὸς παντὸς
ἀνθρώπου ἥκει
ἐναντίον µου
ὅτι ἐπλήσθη ἡ
γῆ ἀδικίας ἀπ᾽
αὐτῶν καὶ ἰδοὺ
ἐγὼ καταφθείρω
αὐτοὺς καὶ τὴν
γῆν

6:13

The end has
come for all
flesh before me,
for the earth is
full of violence
because of them.
And behold I
The time of
will destroy them every man is
along with earth. come before
me; because the
earth has been
filled with
iniquity by
them, and
behold I destroy
them and the
earth.

י־מ ְל ָ ֥אה
ָ ְל ָפ ַ֔ני ִ ֽכּ
ָה ָ ֛א ֶרץ ָח ָ ֖מס
יהם וְ ִהנְ ִ ֥ני
֑ ֶ ִֵמ ְפּנ
יתם ֶאת־
֖ ָ ַמ ְשׁ ִח
ָה ָ ֽא ֶרץ

in his
generation,
Noe was
6:13
well-pleasing to
ל־בּ ָשׂ ֙ר ָ ֣בּא
ָ  ֵ ֤קץ ָכּGod.

With God he
walked, Noah.

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

righteousness [will
appear] and it
will becom[e a
blessing].
(4QEnc 1 v, 3–4)

EnAram
every evil work
will cease. And
let the plant of
righteousness
appear, and
the deed will
become a
blessing.

EnEth
every evil work
cease, and let the
plant of
righteousness and
truth appear
forever.

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn
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6:17

Bible LXX

destroy all flesh
in which there
is the breath
(spirit) of life
under heaven.
Everything on
the earth shall
die.

And I, behold,
bring a flood
of water upon
the earth to
destroy all flesh
in which is the
breath of life
under heaven,
and whatsoever
things are upon
the earth shall
die.

ἐγὼ δὲ ἰδοὺ
ἐπάγω τὸν
κατακλυσµὸν
ὕδωρ ἐπὶ
τὴν γῆν
καταφθεῖραι
πᾶσαν σάρκα ἐν
ᾗ ἐστιν πνεῦµα
ζωῆς ὑποκάτω
And I behold
τοῦ οὐρανοῦ
will bring the
καὶ ὅσα ἐὰν
flood of waters
ᾖ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς
over the earth to τελευτήσει

וַ ֲא ִ֗ני ִהנְ נִ י֩ ֵמ ִ֙ביא
ת־ה ַמּ ֥בּוּל ַ֙מיִ ֙ם
ַ ֶא
ל־ה ָ֔א ֶרץ ְל ַשׁ ֵ ֣חת
ָ ַﬠ
ל־בּ ָ֗שׂר ֲא ֶשׁר־
ָ ָכּ
בּוֹ ֣ר ַוּח ַח ִ֔יּים
֙
ִמ ַ ֖תּ ַחת ַה ָשּׁ ָ ֑מיִ ם
ר־בּ ָ ֖א ֶרץ
ָ ֥כֹּל ֲא ֶשׁ
יִ גְ ָ ֽוע

6:17

Bible MT
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EnEth

EnGrPan
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And he blotted
out every
offspring which
was upon the
face of the
earth, both man
and beast, and
reptiles, and
birds of the sky,
and they

καὶ ἐξήλειψεν
πᾶν τὸ
ἀνάστηµα ὃ ἦν
ἐπὶ προσώπου
πάσης τῆς γῆς
ἀπὸ ἀνθρώπου
ἕως κτήνους καὶ
ἑρπετῶν καὶ τῶν
πετεινῶν τοῦ
οὐρανοῦ καὶ
ἐξηλείφθησαν
ἀπὸ τῆς γῆς
καὶ κατελείφθη
µόνος Νωε καὶ
οἱ µετ᾽ αὐτοῦ ἐν
τῇ κιβωτῷ

He blotted out
every living
thing that was
on the face of
the ground,
human beings
and animals and
creeping things
and birds of the
sky; they were
blotted out from
the earth. Only
Noah was left,
and those that
were with him
in the ark.

7:23

ת־כּל־
ָ וַ ִ֜יּ ַמח ֶ ֽא
שׁר׀
֣ ֶ ַהיְ ֣קוּם׀ ֲא
ל־פּ ֵנ֣י ָ ֽה ֲא ָד ָ֗מה
ְ ַﬠ
ד־בּ ֵה ָמ ֙ה
ְ ֵמ ָא ָ ֤דם ַﬠ
ד־ר ֶמ ֙שׂ וְ ַﬠד־
ֶ֙ ַﬠ
֣ﬠוֹף ַה ָשּׁ ַ֔מיִ ם
ן־ה ָ ֑א ֶרץ
ָ וַ יִּ ָמּ ֖חוּ ִמ
וַ יִ ָ ֧שּׁ ֶאר ַאְך־
ֹ֛נ ַח ַ ֽו ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר ִא ֖תּוֹ
ַבּ ֵתּ ָ ֽבה

Bible LXX
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were blotted out

Bible LXX

En 10:17b
= Gen
1:28a; 9:1,
7

And God
blessed them,
saying, Increase
and multiply,

καὶ ηὐλόγησεν
αὐτοὺς ὁ
θεὸς λέγων
αὐξάνεσθε καὶ
πληθύνεσθε καὶ
πληρώσατε τὴν
γῆν

God blessed
them and God
said to them:
“Be fruitful,
multiply and fill
the earth”!

1:28a

֘ וַ יְ ָ ֣ב ֶרְך א ָֹת
ם
אמר
ֶ ֹ ם וַ ֙יּ
֒ ֹלהי
ִ ֱא
ֹלהים ְפּ ֥רוּ
ִ֗ ָל ֶ֜הם ֱא
וּמ ְל ֥אוּ ֶאת־
ִ ְוּר ֛בוּ
ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץ

God blessed
Noah and his
sons

καὶ ηὐλόγησεν
ὁ θεὸς τὸν Νωε
καὶ τοὺς υἱοὺς
αὐτοῦ

9:1

left alone, and
those with him
in the ark.

1:28a

God blessed
Noah and his
sons

ֹלהים
ִ֔  וַ יְ ָ ֣ב ֶרְך ֱאfrom the earth,
ת־בּ ָנ֑יו
ָ  ֶאת־ ֹ֖נ ַח וְ ֶאand Noe was

9:1

Bible MT
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Appendix (cont.)

[And now all the
rig]hteous shall
escape and they

]וכען כול
קש[יטין יפלטון
ולהון ]חיין
עד די
אל[פי֯ ן
֯
יולידון
̇וכול יומי
]ילדותכון
ו[שיבתכון
ית]מליון
֯ בשלם

EnAram

And now all
the righteous
will be humble,

EnEth

Καὶ νῦν πάντες
οἱ δίκαιοι
ἐκφεύξονται, καὶ
ἔσονται ζῶντες
ἕως γεννήσωσιν
χιλιάδας,
καὶ πᾶσαι αἵ
ἡµέραι νεότητος
αὐτῶν, καὶ τὰ
σάββατα αὐτῶν
µετὰ εἰρήης
πληρώσουσιν.

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn

appendix
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God blessed
Noah and his
sons and said to
them: “Be fruitful and many
and fill the
earth”!

ֹלהים
ִ֔ וַ יְ ָ ֣ב ֶרְך ֱא
ת־בּ ָנ֑יו
ָ ֶאת־ ֹ֖נ ַח וְ ֶא
אמר ָל ֶ ֛הם ְפּ ֥רוּ
ֶ ֹ וַ ֧יּ
וּמ ְל ֥אוּ ֶאת־
ִ ְוּר ֖בוּ
ָה ָ ֽא ֶרץ

9:1

Bible MT

And God
blessed Noe and
his sons, and
said to them:
“Increase and
multiply, and
fill the earth and
have dominion
over it.”

καὶ ηὐλόγησεν
ὁ θεὸς τὸν Νωε
καὶ τοὺς υἱοὺς
αὐτοῦ καὶ
εἶπεν αὐτοῖς
αὐξάνεσθε καὶ
πληθύνεσθε
καὶ πληρώσατε
τὴν γῆν καὶ
κατακυριεύσατε
αὐτῆς

9:1

and fill the
earth

Bible LXX
shall [be alive
until they have
beget tho]usands,
and all the days
of [your youth
and your old age
shall be fi[lled]
with peace.
(4QEnc 1 v, 5–6)

EnAram
and will live
until they beget
thousands; and
all the days of
their youth and
their sabbaths
they will fulfil
in peace.6

EnEth
And now all
the righteous
will escape, and
they will be alive
until they beget
thousands, and
all the days of
their youth, and
all their sabbaths
they will fulfil in
peace.

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn

6
There are two indications here that the Ethiopic version may be dependent on an Aramaic text. The Aramaic verb פלט, “escape” is taken
mistakenly as פלח, “worship, humble oneself,” cf. Dan. 3:28; 7:14.27. The Aramaic noun שׁיבה, “old man” is taken mistakenly as שׁבת, “sabbath.” The last reading could, however be dependent on the Greek text which has the same mistake. The Greek text is correct in the first case,
reading “escape.”
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9:7

Bible LXX

1:11–12

καὶ εἶπεν ὁ θεός
βλαστησάτω
ἡ γῆ βοτάνην
χόρτου σπεῖρον
σπέρµα κατὰ
γένος καὶ καθ᾽
ὁµοιότητα καὶ
ξύλον κάρπιµον
ποιοῦν καρπόν
οὗ τὸ σπέρµα
αὐτοῦ ἐν αὐτῷ
κατὰ γένος ἐπὶ
τῆς γῆς καὶ
ἐγένετο οὕτως12
καὶ ἐξήνεγκεν

ֹלהים
ִ֗ אמר ֱא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֣יּ
ַ ֽתּ ְד ֵ ֤שׁא ָה ָ֙א ֶר ֙ץ
ֶ ֔דּ ֶשׁא ֵ ֚ﬠ ֶשׂב
ַמזְ ִ ֣ר ַיע ֶ֔ז ַרע ֵﬠ֣ץ
ְפּ ִ ֞רי ֤ﬠֹ ֶשׂה ְפּ ִ ֙רי
ְל ִמינ֔ וֹ ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר
עוֹ־בוֹ
֖ זַ ְר
ל־ה ָ ֑א ֶרץ
ָ ַﬠ
י־כן׃
ֽ ֵ ַ ֽו יְ ִה12
תּוֹצא ָה ָ֜א ֶרץ
ֵ ֙ ַו
ֶ ֠דּ ֶשׁא ֵﬠ ֶ֣שׂב
ַמזְ ִ ֤ר ַיע ֙ ֶז ַר ֙ע
ְל ִמ ֵ֔ינהוּ וְ ֵ ֧ﬠץ
ה־פּ ִ ֛רי ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר
ְ ֽﬠֹ ֶשׂ
עוֹ־בוֹ ְל ִמ ֵינ֑הוּ
֖ זַ ְר
ֹלהים ִכּי־
֖ ִ וַ ַ ֥יּ ְרא ֱא
ֽטוֹב׃

But you, increase
and multiply, and
fill the earth, and
multiply on it.

καὶ πληρώσατε
τὴν γῆν καὶ
πληθύνεσθε ἐπ᾽
αὐτῆς

1:11–12

And you, be
fruitful and
multiply, swarm
the earth and
multiply on it.

 וְ ַא ֶ ֖תּם ְפּ ֣רוּ ְוּר ֑בוּὑµεῖς δὲ
 ִשׁ ְר ֥צוּ ָב ָ ֖א ֶרץαὐξάνεσθε καὶ
בוּ־בהּ
ֽ ָ  ְוּרπληθύνεσθε

9:7

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

]באדין תתעבד
[ כל ארעא
̇בקושט ו֯ ֯כו̇ לה
תתנ̇ ֯צ]ב אילנין
ותתמלא[ ̇ברכה
וכול אילנין
]דארעא די
יבעון יתנצבון
בה ולהון
מנצבין בה
גנין וכול
[גנתא די
֯ת ̇תנ̇ ̇צב בה
? ]יעבדון אגני
חמרא אלף
וכול זרעא די

EnAram

EnEth

τότε
ἐργασθήσεται
πᾶσα ἡ γῆ ἐν
δικαιοσύνη καὶ
φυτευθήσεται
δένδρον ἐν αὐτῆ,
καὶ πλησθήσεται
εὐλογίας.
καὶ πάντα τὰ
δένδρα τῆς
ἀγαλλιάσονται·
φυτευθήσεται,
καὶ ἔσονται
φυτευύοντες
ἀµπέλους, καὶ ἡ
ἄµπελος ἢν ἂν

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn
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ἡ γῆ βοτάνην
χόρτου σπεῖρον
σπέρµα κατὰ
γένος καὶ καθ᾽
ὁµοιότητα καὶ
ξύλον κάρπιµον
ποιοῦν καρπόν
οὗ τὸ σπέρµα
αὐτοῦ ἐν αὐτῷ
κατὰ γένος ἐπὶ
τῆς γῆς καὶ εἶδεν
ὁ θεὸς ὅτι καλόν

Then God said,
“Let the earth
put forth vegetation: plants
yielding seed,
and fruit trees
of every kind
on earth that
bear fruit with
the seed in it.”
And it was so.
12
The earth
brought forth
vegetation:
plants yielding
seed of every
kind, and trees
of every kind
bearing fruit
with the seed
in it. And God
saw that it was
good.

יזדרע בה
יעבד לכול
חדה וחדה
א[לף
̇
סאה

EnAram

[Then all the
earth shall be
made in]
righteousness
and all of it shall
be plante[d with
trees and filled]
with blessing,
And God said,
and all the trees
Let the earth
[of the earth
bring forth the
which they desire
shall be planted
herb of grass
on it. And they
bearing seed
shall plant on
according to
it gardens, and
its kind and
every garden
according to its
likeness, and the which] will be
fruit-tree bearing planted on it
fruit
[shall make a
thousand jars(?)
of wine, and

Bible LXX

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

And in those
days the whole
earth will be
tilled in
righteousness,
and all of it
will be planted
with trees, and
it will be filled
with blessing.
And all the
pleasant trees
they will be
plant on it, and
they will plant
on it vines, and
the vines which
is planted on
it will produce
fruit in
abundance,

EnEth

Then the whole
earth will be
made in
righteousness,
and trees will be
planted on it and
it will be filled
with blessing;
and all the trees
of joy will be
planted. They will
plant vines, and
every vine that
will be planted
will

φυτεύσωσιν,
ποήσουσιν
προχοῦς οἴνου
χιλιάδας καὶ
σπὸρου ποιήσει
καθ᾿ ἕκαστον
µέτρον, ἐλαίας
ποιήσει ἀνὰ
βάτους δέκα.

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn
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Appendix (cont.)
EnAram
every seed which
will be sown on
it, every single
seah, shall make
a th]ousand.
(4QEnc 1 v, 7–9)

Bible LXX

whose seed
is in it,
according to
its kind on the
earth, and it was
so.12 And the
earth brought
forth the herb
of grass bearing
seed according
to its kind and
according to its
likeness, and the
fruit tree bearing
fruit whose seed
is in it, according to its kind
on the earth, and
God saw that it
was good.
and every
seed which is
sown on it,
each measure
will produce a
thousand, and
each measure
of olives will
produce ten
baths of oil.

EnEth
make a
thousand jars of
wine, and the
seed will make
according to each
measure, the
olives will make
ten baths.

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn
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God said, “See,
I have given
you every plant
yielding seed
that is upon
the face of all
the earth, and
every tree with
seed in its fruit;
you shall have
them for food.

ֹלהים
ִ֗ אמר ֱא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֣יּ
ִהנֵּ ֩ה נָ ַ֙ת ִתּי ָל ֶ֜כם
ל־ﬠ ֶ֣שׂב׀
ֵ ת־כּ
ָ ֶא
ז ֵ ֹ֣ר ַע ֶ֗ז ַרע ֲא ֶשׁ ֙ר
ל־פּ ֵנ֣י ָכל־
ְ ַﬠ
ָה ָ֔א ֶרץ וְ ֶאת־
ל־ה ֵ ֛ﬠץ ֲא ֶשׁר־
ָ ָכּ
י־ﬠץ ז ֵ ֹ֣ר ַע
֖ ֵ ֥בּוֹ ְפ ִר
ָ ֑ז ַרע ָל ֶ ֥כם יִ ְֽה ֶי֖ה
ְל ָא ְכ ָ ֽלה׃

1:29

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)

And God said,
“See I have given
to you every
seed-bearing
herb sowing seed
which is upon
all the earth, and
every tree which
has in itself the
fruit of seed that
is sown, to you
it shall be for
food.”

καὶ εἶπεν ὁ θεός
ἰδοὺ δέδωκα
ὑµῖν πᾶν χόρτον
σπόριµον
σπεῖρον σπέρµα
ὅ ἐστιν ἐπάνω
πάσης τῆς
γῆς καὶ πᾶν
ξύλον ὃ ἔχει ἐν
ἑαυτῷ καρπὸν
σπέρµατος
σπορίµου ὑµῖν
ἔσται εἰς βρῶσιν

1:29

Bible LXX

EnAram

EnEth
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9:3b

Bible LXX

As long as the
days of the
earth last seed
and harvest,
cold and heat,
summer and
winter, day and
night, shall not
cease.

All the days of
the earth, seed
and harvest, cold
and heat,
summer and
spring, shall not
cease by day or
night.

πάσας τὰς
ἡµέρας τῆς γῆς
σπέρµα καὶ
θερισµός ψῦχος
καὶ καῦµα θέρος
καὶ ἔαρ ἡµέραν
καὶ νύκτα οὐ
καταπαύσουσιν

8:22

8:22

֖ﬠֹד ָכּל־יְ ֵ ֣מי
ָה ָ ֑א ֶרץ ֶ֡ז ַרע
ְו ָ֠ק ִציר וְ ֙ק ֹר וָ ֜חֹם
וְ ַ ֧קיִ ץ וָ ֛חֹ ֶרף
וְ י֥ וֹם וָ ַ ֖ליְ ָלה ֥ל ֹא
יִ ְשׁ ֽבֹּתוּ

I have given all
things to you as
the green herbs.

and just as I
gave you the
green plants, I
give you everything.

 ְכּ ֶי ֣ ֶרק ֔ ֵﬠ ֶשׂבὡς λάχανα
 נָ ַ ֥ת ִתּי ָל ֶ ֖כם ֶאת־χόρτου δέδωκα
 ֽכֹּל׃ὑµῖν τὰ πάντα

9:3b
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En 10:22b
= Gen
8:21b;
9:11–12,
15b

16.

Reference

οὐ προσθήσω
οὖν ἔτι πατάξαι
πᾶσαν σάρκα
ζῶσαν καθὼς
ἐποίησα

8:21b

Bible LXX

וַ ֲה ִקמ ִ ֹ֤תי
יתי
֙ ִ ת־בּ ִר
ְ ֶא
ִא ְתּ ֶ֔כם
וְ ֽל ֹא־יִ ָכּ ֵ ֧רת
ל־בּ ָ ֛שׂר ֖ﬠוֹד
ָ ָכּ
ִמ ֵ ֣מּי ַה ַמּ ֑בּוּל
וְ ֽל ֹא־יִ ְה ֶי֥ה ֛ﬠוֹד
ַמ ֖בּוּל ְל ַשׁ ֵ ֥חת
 ָה ָ ֽא ֶרץ׃12 אמר
ֶ ֹ וַ ֣יּ
ֹלהים ֤ז ֹאת
ִ֗ ֱא
ית
֙ וֹת־ה ְבּ ִר
ַ ֽא
ר־א ִנ֣י נ ֵֹ֗תן
ֲ ֲא ֶשׁ
יכם
ֶ֔ ֵֵבּינִ ֙י ֵוּב֣ינ
ל־נ ֶ֥פשׁ
ֶ וּבין ָכּ
ֵ֛
שׁר
֣ ֶ ַח ָיּ֖ה ֲא
ִא ְתּ ֶכ֑ם ְלד ֹ ֖ר ֹת
עוֹלם׃
ָֽ

καὶ στήσω τὴν
διαθήκην µου
πρὸς ὑµᾶς καὶ
οὐκ ἀποθανεῖται
πᾶσα σὰρξ
ἔτι ἀπὸ τοῦ
ὕδατος τοῦ
κατακλυσµοῦ
καὶ οὐκ ἔσται
ἔτι κατακλυσµὸς
ὕδατος τοῦ
καταφθεῖραι
πᾶσαν τὴν γῆν 12

9:11–12

I will never
again destroy
I will not thereall life as I have fore any more
done.
smite all living
flesh as I have
9:11–12
done.

וְ ֽל ֹא־א ִ ֹ֥סף ֛ﬠוֹד
ְל ַה ֥כּוֹת
ל־חי
֖ ַ ת־כּ
ָ ֶא
יתי
ִ ַ ֽכּ ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר ָﬠ ִ ֽשׂ

8:21b

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram
. . . and I will
not again send
a flood upon
it for all
generations
forever.

EnEth

Any wrath or
scourge I will
never more send
upon them until
the generations
of eternity

καὶ ὀργῆς καὶ
µάστιγος, καὶ
οὐκέτι πέµψω ἐπ᾿
αὐοὺς εἰς πάσας
τὰς γενεὰς τοῦ
αἰῶνος.

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn
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καὶ εἶπεν κύριος
ὁ θεὸς πρὸς Νωε
τοῦτο τὸ σηµεῖον
τῆς διαθήκης ὃ
ἐγὼ δίδωµι ἀνὰ
µέσον ἐµοῦ καὶ
ὑµῶν καὶ ἀνὰ
µέσον πάσης
ψυχῆς ζώσης
ἥ ἐστιν µεθ᾽
ὑµῶν εἰς γενεὰς
αἰωνίους

I establish my
covenant with
you, that never
again shall all
flesh be cut off
by the waters
of a flood, and
never again
shall there be a
flood to destroy
the earth.” 12
God said, “This
is the sign of
the covenant
that I make
between me
and you and
every living
creature that is
with you, for
all generations
forever:

And I will establish my covenant
with you and all
flesh shall not
any more die by
the water of the
flood, and there
shall no more be
a flood of water
to destroy all the
earth. 12 And the
Lord God said to
Noe, This is the
sign of the

Bible LXX
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EnEth
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9:15b

covenant which
I set between
me and you, and
between every
living creature
which is with
you for perpetual
generations.

Bible LXX

. . . and the
waters shall
never again
become a flood
to destroy all
flesh.

. . . and there shall
no longer be
water for a
deluge, so as to
blot out all flesh.

ὥστε ἐξαλεῖψαι
πᾶσαν σάρκα

ֽה ה ֤ﬠוֹד
ֶ֙ וְ ֽל ֹא־יִ ְ יκαὶ οὐκ ἔσται
 ַה ַ֙מּיִ ֙ם ְל ַמ ֔בּוּלἔτι τὸ ὕδωρ εἰς
ל־בּ ָ ֽשׂר
ָ  ְל ַשׁ ֵ ֖חת ָכּκατακλυσµὸν

9:15b
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En 11:1 =
Gen 2:3;
5:29

17.

Reference

καὶ ηὐλόγησεν ὁ

And God blessed
the seventh day
and sanctified it,
because in it he
ceased from all
his works which
God began to
do.

ת־שׁ ֛מוֹ
ְ וַ יִּ ְק ָ ֧רא ֶא
מר זֶ֞ ֠ה
ֹ ֑ ֹ֖נ ַח ֵלא
יְ נַ ֲח ֵ ֤מנוּ ִ ֽמ ַמּ ֲﬠ ֵ֙שׂ ֙נוּ
וּמ ִﬠ ְצּ ֣בוֹן יָ ֵ ֔דינוּ
ֵ Gen 5:29
ן־ה ֲא ָד ָ֔מה
֣ ָ  ִמκαὶ ἐπωνόµασεν
 ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר ֵ ֽא ְר ָ ֖רהּτὸ ὄνοµα αὐτοῦ
הוה׃
ֽ ָ ְי

Gen 5:29

and hallowed
it, because on
it God rested
from all the
work that he
had done when
he created.

θεὸς τὴν ἡµέραν
τὴν ἑβδόµην καὶ
ἡγίασεν αὐτήν
ὅτι ἐν αὐτῇ
κατέπαυσεν
ἀπὸ πάντων τῶν
ἔργων αὐτοῦ ὧν
So God blessed ἤρξατο ὁ θεὸς
the seventh day ποιῆσαι

Gen 2:3

ים
֙ ֹלה
ִ וַ יְ ָ ֤ב ֶרְך ֱא
יﬠי
ִ ֔ ֶאת־י֣ וֹם ַה ְשּׁ ִב
וַ יְ ַק ֵ ֖דּשׁ א ֹ֑תוֹ ִ ֣כּי
֤בוֹ ָשׁ ַב ֙ת ִמ ָכּל־
אכ ֔תּוֹ ֲא ֶשׁר־
ְ ְמ ַל
ֹלהים
֖ ִ ָבּ ָ ֥רא ֱא
ַל ֲﬠ ֽשׂוֹת׃

Bible LXX

Gen 2:3
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EnAram

And in those
days I will
open the
storehouses
of blessing
which are in
heaven that I
may send them
down upon the
earth, upon the
work and the
toil of the sons
of men.

EnEth

Then I shall open
the storerooms
of blessing that
are in heaven,
and make them
descend upon the
work and upon
the toil of the
sons of men.

καὶ τότε ἀνοίξω
τὰ ταµεῖα τῆς
εὐλογίας τὰ ὄντα
ἐν τῷ ουνρανῷ,
καὶ κατενεγκεῖν
αὐτὰ ἐπὶ τὰ ἔργα,
ἐπὶ τὸν κόπον
τῶν υἱῶν τῶν
ἀνθρώπων.
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Νωε λέγων οὗτος
διαναπαύσει
ἡµᾶς ἀπὸ τῶν
ἔργων ἡµῶν καὶ
ἀπὸ τῶν λυπῶν
τῶν χειρῶν ἡµῶν
καὶ ἀπὸ τῆς γῆς
ἧς κατηράσατο
κύριος ὁ θεός

he gave him
the name
Noah, saying,
“He shall give
us relief from
the work and
toil of our
hands, from
the ground that
YHWH has
cursed.”

And he called
his name Noe,
saying, “This one
will cause us to
cease from our
works, and from
the toils of our
hands, and from
the earth, which
the Lord God
has cursed.”
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En 12:1–2
= Gen
5:22–24

18.

Reference

22 And Enoch
was well-pleasing
to God after
his begetting
Mathusala, two
hundred years,

εὐηρέστησεν
δὲ Ενωχ τῷ
θεῷ µετὰ τὸ
γεννῆσαι αὐτὸν
τὸν Μαθουσαλα
διακόσια ἔτη καὶ
ἐγέννησεν υἱοὺς
καὶ θυγατέρας
23
καὶ ἐγένοντο
πᾶσαι αἱ ἡµέραι
Ενωχ τριακόσια
ἑξήκοντα
πέντε ἔτη24 καὶ
εὐηρέστησεν
Ενωχ τῷ θεῷ καὶ
οὐχ ηὑρίσκετο
ὅτι µετέθηκεν
αὐτὸν ὁ θεός

22 Enoch
walked with
God after the
birth of
Methuselah
three hundred
years and
begat sons and
daughters.

22

וַ יִּ ְת ַה ֵ ֙לְּך ֲחנ֜ וְֹך
ֹלהים
ִ֗ ת־ה ֱא
ֽ ָ ֶא
הוֹל ֣ידוֹ
ִ ַ ֽא ֲח ֵ ֙רי
תוּשׁ ַלח
ֶ֔ ת־מ
ְ ֶא
ְשׁ ֹ֥לשׁ ֵמ ֖אוֹת
וֹלד ָבּ ִנ֖ים
ֶ ָ֥שׁ ָנ֑ה וַ יּ
וּבנֽ וֹת׃ וַ יְ ִ֖הי
ָ
 ֲחנ֑ וְֹך23 ָכּל־יְ ֵ ֣מי
ים
֙ ָח ֵ ֤משׁ וְ ִשׁ ִשּׁ
וּשׁ ֹ֥לשׁ
ְ ָשׁ ָ֔נה
ֵמ ֖אוֹת ָשׁ ָנֽה׃
24
וַ יִּ ְת ַה ֵ ֥לְּך ֲחנ֖ וְֹך
ֹלהים
֑ ִ ת־ה ֱא
ֽ ָ ֶא
י־ל ַ ֥קח
ָ וְ ֵא ֶ֕יננּוּ ִ ֽכּ
ֹלהים׃
ֽ ִ א ֹ֖תוֹ ֱא

Bible LXX

22
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1 And before
everything
Enoch had
been hidden,
and none of the
sons of men
knew where he
was hidden,
or where he
was, or what
had happened.
2 And all his
doings were
with the Holy

EnEth

Before these
things Enoch
was taken away,
and none among
men knew where
he was taken
away and where
he was and what
had happened
with him. And
his deeds (were)
with the

1 Πρὸ τούτων
τῶν λόγων
ἐλήµφθη ῾Ενώχ,
καὶ οὐδεὶς τῶν
ἀνθρώπων ἔγνω
ποῦ ἐλήµφθη καὶ
ποῦ ἐστιν καὶ τί
ἐγένετο αὐτῷ.
2 καὶ τὰ ἔργα
αὐτοῦ µετὰ τῶν
ἐγρηγόρων, καὶ
µετὰ τῶν ἁγίων
αἱ ἡµέραι αὐτοῦ.

EnGrPan

EnGrSyn
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En 12:4b =
Gen 6:2b

19.

Reference

and he begat
sons and
daughters.
23 And all the
days of Enoch
were three
hundred and
sixty and five
years. 24 And
Enoch was wellpleasing to God,
and was not
found, because
God removed
him.

23 And it
happened, all
the days of
Enoch were
three hundred
sixty five years.
24 Enoch
walked with
God, and he
was no more,
for God took
him (away).

They took for
themselves
women of all
whom they
chose.

. . . took for
themselves wives
of all whom they
chose.

ἐξελέξαντο

 וַ יִּ ְק ֤חוּ ָל ֶה ֙םἔλαβον ἑαυτοῖς
 נָ ִ֔שׁים ִמ ֖כֹּלγυναῖκας ἀπὸ
 ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר ָבּ ָ ֽחרוּπασῶν ὧν

Bible LXX

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram
watchers and
with the Holy
Ones in his days.

Ones and with
the watchers in
his days.

µετὰ τῶν
γυναικῶν
ἐµιάνθησαν, καὶ
ὥσπερ οἱ υἱοι
τῆς γῆς ποιοῦσιν,
οὕτως καὶ αὐτοὶ
ποιοῦσιν, καὶ
ἔλαβον ἑαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας.
᾽Αφανισµὸν
µέγαν ἠφανίσατε
τὴν γῆν,

EnGrPan

EnEth
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Reference

2

Bible LXX

gods saw the
daughters of

ἰδόντες δὲ οἱ
υἱοὶ τοῦ θεοῦ
τὰς θυγατέρας
τῶν ἀνθρώπων
ὅτι καλαί εἰσιν
ἔλαβον ἑαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας ἀπὸ
πασῶν ὧν
The sons of the ἐξελέξαντο

וַ יִּ ְר ֤אוּ
ים
֙ ֹלה
ִ י־ה ֱא
ֽ ָ ְֵבנ
ת־בּנ֣ וֹת
ְ ֶא
ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֔דם ִ ֥כּי טֹ ֖בֹת
ֵ ֑הנָּ ה וַ יִּ ְק ֤חוּ
ָל ֶה ֙ם נָ ִ֔שׁים ִמ ֖כֹּל
ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר ָבּ ָ ֽחרוּ

2

Bible MT

Appendix (cont.)
EnAram
And they were
defiled with the
women, and
like the sons of
the earth they
acted, in the way
that they acted,
and they took
for themselves
wives. You have
committed great
destruction on
the earth.

… and have
corrupted
themselves with
the women, and
have done as
the sons of men
do, and have
taken wives for
themselves, and
have become
completely
corrupt on the
earth.
διὰ τί ἀπελίπετε
τὸν οὐρανὸν
τὸν ὑψηλὸν
τὸν ἅγιον τοῦ
αἰῶνος, καὶ µετὰ
τῶν γυναικῶν
ἐκοιµήθητε
καὶ µετὰ τῶν
θυγατέρων
τῶν ἀνθρώπων
ἐµιάνθητε καὶ

EnGrPan
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The Nephilim
were on the
earth in those
days and also
afterwards

ַהנְּ ִפ ֞ ִלים ָהי֣ וּ
ָב ָא ֶר ֘ץ ַבּיָּ ִ ֣מים
ם וְ ַג֣ם
֒ ָה ֵה
י־כן
ֵ֗ ַ ֽא ֲח ֵר
ֲא ֶ֙שׁר יָ ֜בֹאוּ ְבּ ֵנ֤י
ים
֙ ֹלה
ִ ָ ֽה ֱא
ל־בּנ֣ וֹת ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֔דם
ְ ֶא
וְ יָ ְל ֖דוּ ָל ֶ ֑הם ֵ ֧ה ָמּה
ַהגִּ בּ ִ ֹ֛רים ֲא ֶ ֥שׁר
עוֹלם ַאנְ ֵ ֥שׁי
֖ ָ ֵמ
ַה ֵ ֽשּׁם

οἱ δὲ γίγαντες
ἦσαν ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς
ἐν ταῖς ἡµέραις
ἐκείναις καὶ µετ᾽
ἐκεῖνο ὡς ἂν
εἰσεπορεύοντο
οἱ υἱοὶ τοῦ
θεοῦ πρὸς τὰς
θυγατέρας τῶν
ἀνθρώπων καὶ
ἐγεννῶσαν
ἑαυτοῖς ἐκεῖνοι
ἦσαν οἱ γίγαντες

4

When the sons
of God saw the
daughters of
men that they
were beautiful,
they took for
themselves wives
of all whom they
chose.

men that they
were beautiful.
They took for
themselves
women of all
whom they
chose.

4

Bible LXX
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Appendix (cont.)
EnAram

Why have you
left the high,
holy and
eternal heaven,
and lain with
the women and
become unclean
with the
daughters
of men, and
taken wives
for youselves,
and done as
the sons of
the earth and
begotten giant
sons?

EnEth

Why have you
left the high,
holy heaven of
eternity, and lain
with the women
and become
unclean with the
daughters of
men and taken
women for yourselves; like the
sons of the earth
you have done
and begotten for
yourselves giant
sons.

ἐλάβετε ἑαυτοῖς
γυναῖκας; ὥσπερ
υἱοὶ τῆς γῆς
ἐποιήσατε καὶ
ἐγεννήσατε
ἑαυτοῖς τέκνα,
υἱοὺς γίγαντας.
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οἱ ἀπ᾽ αἰῶνος
οἱ ἄνθρωποι οἱ
ὀνοµαστοί

when the sons
of the gods
went into the
daughters of
men. And they
bore to them
the giants who
are from the
ancient time,
the men with a
name.

And the giants
were on the
earth in those
days and after
that when the
sons of God
went into the
daughters of
men and they
bore to them,
those were the
giants of ancient
times, the men
of renown.

Reference

Reference
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